Scrap your Batteries and keep your set at
the peak of perfection permanently with
Burton All-Mains Unit. Gives smooth, silent
supply entirely free from "modulation" hum.
A.C. models from £2-12-6.
D.C. models from £1-8-6.

Burton
ALL-MAINS UNITS
for better and cheaper
RADIO

C. F. & H. BURTON, Progress Works, Walsall

TELENS MANSBRIDGE TYPE CONDENSERS

New and improved design, with alternative pairs of
fixing slots, and easy-to-get-at terminals. Manufactured
by an exclusive Telsen process which ensures years of efficient service. Self-sealing and hermeti-
cally sealed. Guaranteed completely non-inductive,
and up to P.O. standards.
MADE IN
CAPACITIES OF
0.1 to 2.0 mfd.
From 1/6

FOR ALL-MAINS RECEIVERS

COLVERN

Compact wire-wound resistances, rating 5
watts, meeting all the requirements of
modern all-mains receivers. Resistances
up to 50,000 ohms.

Prices from 1/9 to 2/3 each.

COLVERN LIMITED, MAWNEYS ROAD, ROMFORD.

Full Week's Foreign Programmes

Friday, August 5th, 1932.
One of the greatest sources of inconvenience associated with wireless is undoubtedly the L.T. accumulator. Time after time a good programme is missed because the accumulator is discharged. BUT...now that the new L.T. Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers have been introduced, wireless enthusiasts with A.C. mains can always keep their accumulator "up to scratch" by trickle-charging it at home.

The apparatus necessary for the construction of such a charger consists of a transformer, rectifier and ballast resistance. The correct charging current is obtained by tapping either the resistance or, a more convenient method, the secondary winding of the transformer, as is shown in the diagram.

Full details, circuits and prices are given in our booklet "THE ALL METAL WAY." Post the attached coupon, together with 3d. in stamps, for a copy. It will tell you how to cut down your accumulator charging bill.

---

**WESTINGHOUSE METAL RECTIFIERS**

**THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBY SIGNAL CO., LTD.**

82, YORK ROAD, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.1.

**COUPON**

Westinghouse Publicity, 82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1. Please send me "THE ALL METAL WAY." 3d. in stamps encosed.

**NAME**

**ADDRESS**

---

**EFFICIENT TO A HALL MARK—**

**PARMEKO**

IF the PARMEKO Transformer or Choke costs a little more than others you could name—make the grand gesture! It's worth far more than the little extra to get PARMEKO performance. Remember—PARMEKO, both in workmanship and materials, is the Best—Regardless.

VISIT STAND 67, GROUND FLOOR, OLYMPIA.

PARTRIDGE & MEE LTD., LEICESTER, & 74 NEW OXFORD ST., LONDON

---

**WIRELESS WORLD**

Modern Straight Five

By means of their unique mechanical construction British Radiophone Ganged Condensers are amongst the most accurate at present obtainable. That is why they have been specified for this year's receivers of outstanding merit and were chosen for "THE WIRELESS WORLD" MODERN STRAIGHT FIVE

MAXIMUM ERROR ONLY ½ mmfd. ± ½ %

Minimum Capacity ....... 26 mmfd.
Total Variation of Trimmers .... 60 mmfd.
Total Variation of Capacity .... 500 mmfd.

Maximum Capacity greater than 500 mmfd. according to the amount of Minimum Capacity introduced.

Dimensions: 2, 3, and 4-gang Condensers are all 4" wide and 3½" high with covers

Length: 2-gang 3½"; 3-gang 4½"; 4-gang 5½".

PRICE: 4-gang Condenser: 30/-

Bitproof metal wrap 3-½. Glassed fiber nosebox and drive assembly complete with pilot lamp attachment 5/-

---

**RADIOPHONE GANGED CONDENSERS**

THE BRITISH RADIOPHONE LTD., ABNEY HOUSE, ALDERSHOT, HANTS.
Editorial Comment.

Future of the Tuning Note.

There is evidence of a growing dissatisfaction with the B.B.C. tuning note in its present form. It is criticised not only on account of the inordinate length of time for which it is frequently allowed to persist, but also because of the irritatingly high pitch of the note.

The B.B.C. assert that the tuning note is "a technical necessity for the adjustment of all transmitters," but we have always understood that it was introduced originally to enable listeners to adjust their own sets properly and so reduce the chorus of heterodyne whistles which invariably accompanied the opening of every programme in the days when the oscillating detector type of receiver was almost universal. With modern sets and the increased skill exhibited by the average listener, the oscillations nuisance has almost completely disappeared, and we fail to see why the tuning note should be a technical necessity for the adjustment of modern transmitters. At Writtle in 1922 perhaps yes, but surely not at Brookmans Park.

There can be little doubt that the tuning note in its present form serves no useful purpose to the listener, but there is no reason why it should not be modified to provide useful data for the manufacturers of broadcast receivers and the serious amateur. Instead of modulating at a fixed frequency we would suggest a continuously rising tone covering the full range of frequencies normally used in the B.B.C. transmission. The degree of modulation would be constant throughout or, better still, might be made to conform to the average frequency characteristic of the station. By fixing a definite rate of increase of frequency the upper and lower cut-off and any major resonances in the receiver could be determined by noting the time interval from the commencement of the transmission. This could be marked conveniently by a 1,000 cycle "pip" which even the worst of receivers could hardly miss.

We suggest, therefore, that the tuning note in programme hours should be dropped in favour of a special transmission of the above type.

A transmission of this character would find wide acceptance and could not fail to promote a fuller appreciation of the possibilities of high quality reception. Is it too much to ask the B.B.C. for this small service in the interests of better reception of their own programmes?

Stability.

We doubt whether there is any other industry in the history of civilisation which has been effected by changing conditions to the extent which has occurred in the case of wireless. Only five or six years ago we could carry in our heads the names of the broadcasting stations operating in Europe, mutual interference of broadcasting stations was unknown, and the most unsatisfactory sets were entirely satisfactory for broadcast reception.

The number of stations in Europe increased at a prodigious rate and year by year the standard receiving sets became obsolete and had to be replaced by more up-to-date and selective equipment.

The position to-day is that the number and power of the stations in Europe has increased to a point which makes requirements of selectivity in receivers very stringent.

Looking ahead, it seems unlikely that there can be any serious increase in the selectivity problem in Europe because stations are already at the point of overlapping in wavelength, and the position cannot get much worse before a halt is called in Europe. This being so, we must surely have reached a stage of some stability in receivers, for although in the future all sorts of improvements and refinements in broadcast receivers may be expected, yet the selective receivers of to-day will continue to be serviceable.

We believe that the public can have confidence in acquiring a good selective receiver of to-day's make they will not be in the position of having to discard this as the result of any changes in broadcasting in Europe.
When a Frame Aerial Is Worth While

The Virtues of the Centre-Tap.

By A. L. M. Sowerby, M.Sc.

No one, least of all the writer, would claim that in ordinary circumstances a frame aerial is a satisfactory substitute for an open aerial of the ordinary kind. Even when a proper outside aerial, stretching the whole length of the average small garden, cannot be erected, the frame aerial is usually beaten, so far as results are concerned, by a modest indoor aerial, or by even the shortest and most inefficient erection to which the term "outside aerial" could be applied.

Its relative inefficiency as a collector of energy accounts for only part of the present unpopularity of the frame; its awkward bulkiness and its complete failure to add dignity to even the most angularly modernistic of furnishing schemes provide the average listener with very good additional reasons for using in its stead the unobtrusive wire round the picture rail. And then, to make matters worse, the frame is inherently flimsy—all the more so because it has to be supported in such a way that it can be turned round when necessary. The average frame, whose windings are more or less exposed, will do well if it can survive the daily dusting for a year without suffering some harm or other.

Disturbers of Ethereal Peace.

On the credit side there is little to be said for the frame in average circumstances. The small amount of energy picked up makes it easier to tune out the local station, but one must set against that the fact that it is correspondingly harder to tune the distant station in. The apparent selectivity of a set goes up when a frame is substituted for an open aerial, but, unless there is a large reserve of sensitivity, this selectivity is of no practical use because the distant stations are now too faint to be heard. Only if the set possesses the necessary very high sensitivity is the substitution of a frame for an open aerial likely to increase the total number of stations that can be logged free of interference, even if the directional effect of the frame is also called in as an additional aid to selectivity.

There is a second, and little-known, advantage in the frame which can at times lead one to consider very seriously whether, in spite of its manifold drawbacks, it is not worth while to adopt it. In places where there is a good deal of electrical machinery it is often found quite impossible to receive any station at all, other than the locals, without hearing at the same time a background—or in a bad case it may even be a foreground—of cracks, crashes, bangs, whirs, and buzzes that kill all possible enjoyment in listening to the distant station. So far as the writer knows, there is no means of reducing this type of interference to complete silence save by operating upon the machines that are disturbing the ethereal peace. But a frame aerial, if properly built and connected, will generally reduce the interference to a mere fraction of the intensity it has when an open aerial is used.

This reduction of noise-level is not due, even partly, to the fact that the frame is less effective as a collector of energy than an open aerial. If this were the sole reason for the lessened noise, one would really be no better off, for, on increasing the sensitivity of the set to get the signal back at full strength, the noise would simultaneously come back to its original level.

In practice, this does not happen, for the frame manages to discriminate between signal and noise to some extent, picking up far more of the signal in proportion to the noise than does the open aerial. In other words, the use of a frame provides a very substantial increase in signal-noise ratio.

This difference between frame and open aerial depends upon the fact that the mechanism of collection is radically different in the two cases. The aerial acts as one plate of a condenser of which the earth forms the second plate; the whole system is reproduced in little when a metal plate is put into the top of an all-mains set to act, in conjunction with the "earth" formed by the metal chassis beneath it, as a miniature aerial system for local reception.

A condenser of this type, with its plates widely separated, may be looked upon as tapping the energy of the oncoming wave by having its two "feelers" at points of different electrical potential. The continually changing charges produced on these plates as the wave passes by gives rise to currents in the wire joining them, and it is these currents that we send through the aerial coil of the set to feed it with the signals it requires. The essence of the whole scheme is that we receive on a condenser, making use of potential differences to do so.

Electro-magnetic Waves.

With a frame aerial the method of operation is quite different. A frame is nothing more than an overgrown tuning coil, and if properly designed and connected does not act as a condenser at all. Instead of making use of the electric component of the wave being received, the coil makes use of the magnetic component, and has currents induced in it by the changing magnetic field of the passing wave.

Now, part of the theory of the electromagnetic waves by which all broadcasting is transmitted tells us that the magnetic and electrical components of the wave carry equal amounts of energy. It would therefore appear to be a matter of complete indifference whether we derived the energy for our set from the one or from the other. When we consider reception from a considerable distance, this is undoubtedly true, so that
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we can receive our distant station equally well on either type of aerial. But there remains the fact that the magnetic and electric components do not necessarily establish this equal balance until the wave has travelled some distance from its source. But in more human terms, we may say that the wave requires time to get into its stride.

The sources of disturbance that tend to blot out the distant stations we wish to hear are all fairly close to our receiver, so that we have every encouragement to hope that the electromagnetical wave has not yet settled down to its electromagnetical equality by the time it reaches the set. If its energy is still chiefly magnetic, we will try to minimise it by receiving on an aerial; if chiefly electric, we will achieve the same end by using a frame.

Motors and machinery send out most of their radiation by virtue of the fact that they transmit their disturbances down the supply mains that feed them, and these, being long, radiate like aerials. The wave emitted is therefore almost entirely electric near its source; an open aerial will be affected very strongly by it, and comparatively little will be picked up on a frame.

**The Centre Tap of the Frame.**

All this is just pure theory, but it is practical, too. The writer, who lives right in London, has long since found that in his particular locality all but the loudest foreign stations are drowned in a welter of noise if reception is attempted on any form of open aerial, whereas, by using a frame, the disturbances can be so reduced that quite a number of stations can be listened to with enjoyment. There must be many other listeners whose local conditions are similar, and who would find that a frame aerial would be of considerable help in eliminating the irritating noise from which they may now be suffering.

In putting the frame to practical use as a disturbance-reducer one has always to bear in mind that its virtue arises entirely from the elimination of electrical pick-up, and one must so arrange matters that it collects signals entirely in its function as a coil. If a frame is connected in the simplest and most usual way, as shown in Fig. 1, only a fraction of the possible benefit will be obtained. The reason for this is not far to seek, and is indicated by the dotted condenser in the diagram.

The frame is large, and is elevated above the earth, to which the set is either directly connected, or to which, at least, it has a large capacity. That end of the frame which is connected to the grid of the valve has a capacity to earth, and so picks up a certain amount of signal in just the same way as if it were an ordinary open aerial. With that small amount of extra signal is picked up a disproportionately large amount of noise—which, it will be remembered, is picked up almost exclusively by an aerial of normal type. One might call a frame so connected an "elevated frame," in recognition of the fact that it is not a pure frame, but acts as an elevated aerial as well.

**Balanced Frame.**

If the frame is tapped at its centre-point and connected to the set in such a way that the tap is earthed, while one end goes to the grid of the first valve and the other end is free, it becomes much more nearly a true frame. Each end of the winding picks up a small signal by acting as an elevated aerial, but the currents in the two halves of the frame due to this unwanted energy flow inwards towards the centre, and so balance one another out. The currents picked up by the legitimate action of the frame, however, are all in the same direction, and so are not involved in this cancelling process.

To reduce the proportion of noise collected to the minimum, it is therefore necessary to make use of the centre-tapped "pure" frame of Fig. 2, and not to be content with the much less effective "elevated" frame of Fig. 1.

There are practical points, too, bearing on the "purity" of the frame. It is not good practice, for example, to mount the tuning condenser on the base of the frame and then to connect the combination to the set by two leads in the manner suggested in Fig. 3. If this is done, the whole length of the wire from the aerial terminal of the set to the frame is acting as an elevated balanced frame had been carried out in real laboratory style the local disturbances might have been even more completely eliminated.

For those who wish to make practical application of the circuit of Fig. 4, it may be helpful to give a few precautions that theory would demand for absolutely perfect elimination of elevated-aerial pick-up. They will then know what they ought to do, and will make as close an approximation to it as they feel inclined.

First, the two halves of the frame should be absolutely identical, and should be infinitely closely coupled. Next, the two outer leads should be exactly equidistant from the centre (earthed) end, while these outer leads, and the ends of the frame, should be symmetrically disposed with regard to neighbouring conductors. Since perfect symmetry cannot usually be obtained where the wires join the tuning condenser and are connected to the grid and filament of the valve, the region in question (and preferably the whole set) should be enclosed in a screen of earthed metal gauze or sheet.

Of the demands made, the only one which cannot be fulfilled fairly readily by anyone who really sets out to do things properly, irrespective of the trouble involved, is that...
MICROPHONIC FEED-BACK

PHENOMENA.

Amplitude and Frequency Modulation in a Receiver.

By H. A. BROOKE, B.Sc.

(Research Staff of the Gramophone Co., Ltd.)

HITHERTO little information has been available on the subject of microphonic feed-back phenomena as applied to radio receivers, in particular those originating in the high-frequency portion of the instrument. It has been known for a long time that such a feedback occurs between the first valve of a multi-stage L.F. amplifier and the loud speaker it drives, if sound waves from the latter impinge on the first valve or if the speaker vibrations are mechanically transmitted.

With the advent of self-contained receivers, such as radio-gramophones, midget sets, console and portable receivers, several difficulties have been encountered in connection with microphonic effects. The first difficulty to make itself known is a plain modulation of a radio-frequency signal in the receiver itself. This occurs usually in the first stage of the H.F. portion of a self-contained receiver, if the electrodes of the first valve in particular are not mounted on supports which damp their natural vibrations they will vibrate, causing a periodic variation in the amplification factor of the valve at the natural frequency of either the grid or the cathode systems, or both together, thus producing amplitude modulation at these frequencies of any signal being received. The result is a sustained note emitted from the speaker, if the low-frequency gain of the receiver be sufficiently high to overcome existing damping.

Frequency Modulation.

The energy fed back will, of course, build up until limited by the maximum power output of the final L.F. amplifier. The remedy lies in a suitable design of the valve-electrode supports, as the valves and the speaker must of necessity be mounted in the same cabinet. Since this feed-back is both mechanical and acoustic, it is of very little aid to employ sprung valve-holders alone, which only eliminate the transmission of mechanical vibrations to the valves.

The third problem occurs in the case of the superheterodyne receiver, and is due to frequency modulation of the oscillator. The effect is very pronounced in this type of receiver if properly designed electrically for high adjacent-channel selectivity, since the narrow frequency band-width of the intermediate-frequency amplifier is between the oscillator and the L.F. filter. The frequency modulation of the oscillator is the result of tuning-capacity changes caused by variable-condenser vibrations. These vibrations can be classified into two kinds, namely, "reed" and/or stator diaphragm vibrations of the rotor and/or stator end vanes and transverse vibration of the rotor gang structure. The second kind of vibration is usually the most troublesome, as this generally causes a greater change in capacity for a given amount of displacement of the parts concerned.

Condenser Vibration.

If the rotor structure consists of a number of vanes resulting in a spindle more than about ten times its diameter in length, it should be surrounded in more than two bearings, or else definite means should be employed at points along its length for damping out transverse vibrations. If it is impossible for any reason to make the condenser-assembly not subject to resonant vibrations, the amount of feed-back, which in this case is mechanical between the speaker and the condenser, must be reduced. This may be achieved by mounting the radio-receiver chassis on soft rubber blocks, thus introducing resistance to mechanical transmission between the speaker and the condenser.

The "reed" or diaphragm vibrations of the vanes are usually produced by acoustic feed-back from the speaker, but as this feed-back is less than the former, sufficient damping is usually obtained by bracing the vanes where possible. It should be realised that all these effects are independent of H.F. and L.F. gain and the amount of feed-back present.

It may be worthy of note that the L.F. gain of a radio set varies with the R.F. or L.F. input to the detector in accordance with the law of rectification, and therefore the feed-back effect depends also on the condition that the H.F. or L.F. input to the detector shall be great enough to cause the L.F. gain to be sufficient for the effect to build up. In the case of the first and second problems, the only possible solution lies in a suitable design of valve-electrode supports, since it is very difficult to reduce the amount of acoustic feed-back in so confined a space.

These problems present many interesting difficulties, which, as has been stated, may be overcome by careful attention to the considerations of design already enumerated.

Practical Transformer Construction.

In the article describing the construction of a mains transformer which appeared in our issue of June 29th last it was stated that the bobbin carrying the primary winding measured 14 in., whereas the correct dimension is 14 in. Thus the three bobbins required measure 14 in., 14 in., and 14 in. respectively.

The secondary is referred to as a 210-volt winding, but as the rectifier is rated at 200-210 volts this winding was designed to give 205 volts. The apparent discrepancy between the theoretical number of turns and actual turns, therefore, is explained.
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which insists on perfect coupling between the two halves of the frame. The residual imperfections can be almost completely removed by screening the frame by a series of parallel wires, as detailed in an article published some time ago in these pages. In reading that article, it should be noted that it refers to an elevated frame, for which screening is absolutely essential for our present purpose of eliminating static pick-up. The screening, if such is resorted to, should be connected to the centre-tap of a balanced frame, and the connecting wires should only need screening in view of the necessity to make perfect coupling between the two sections of the frame.

Side-band Heterodyning.

In making alterations intended to contribute towards the perfection of such a system, it will be found convenient to observe the degree of completeness with which the local station can be cut out by setting the frame to a minimum position. For this purpose the volume-control may be equipped with a temporary scale so that the amplification necessary to make the local station audible may be gauged. It is one of the characteristics of a balanced frame that it has a very well-marked zero position, so that reception of stations removed by only 9 kc. from

NEW DUAL LOUD SPEAKER.

Combining the Best Qualities of Electrostatic and Moving-coil Units.

By H. A. HARTLEY.

The moving-coil loud speaker as usually sold may be said to be deficient in the reproduction of the higher audio-frequencies, and now that the importance of good "top" is beginning to be realised, many readers of The Wireless World are wanting to know how this may be done.

Without going into the mathematics of loud speaker operation it may be said that the moving-coil loud speaker has constant power output at all frequencies, but this holds good only up to a certain frequency, determined by the size of the cone, at which point the power begins to fall off rapidly. Usually this frequency is between 2,000 and 3,000 cycles per second, and unless the cone is specially designed to give a series of controlled resonances there will be a top cut-off.

An electrostatic loud speaker has recently been put into production (see The Wireless World, June 1st, 1932, p. 585) which has many interesting points. It may be considered a pure capacity, and its reactance will be determined by the well-known formula

$$X = \frac{2\pi f C}{1}$$

When connected in the anode circuit of a valve whose resistance is R ohms, the impedance of the circuit is

$$Z = \sqrt{R^2 + X^2}$$

and it follows that the impedance goes down with increasing frequency, so that there will be good top response; this is further aided by the fact that the diaphragm has small radiation resistance. On the other hand, the impedance increases as we come down the frequency scale, so there is bound to be a bass cut-off. It would seem, therefore, to be logical to use the electrostatic and electrodynamic loud speakers in combination, each making good the deficiencies of the other.

This, as it happens, is a method of getting quite good reproduction, but the application of the idea is not so simple as would appear on first thoughts.

To render the combination effective, two things must be done. First, we have seen that the electrostatic loud speaker will have a bass cut-off owing to its high impedance at low frequencies, but, owing to the small clearances in the design, the loud speaker will rattle unless the lower frequencies are prevented from reaching it. Secondly, the moving-coil loud speaker, having constant impedance, will act as a short circuit across the electrostatic at high frequencies unless the capacity of the electrostatic is so high that it acts as a short across the moving coil. In practice this is not so, and we must prevent the high frequencies from reaching the moving-coil unit. To take the latter problem first, the desired result can be attained by inserting a choke in series with the moving-coil speaker; this will raise the impedance at high frequencies and so the electrostatic will take up the work at this end of the scale. At the same time we must choose a transformation ratio for the moving coil unit so that, at low frequencies, the apparent input impedance of this circuit is so low compared with that of the electrostatic speaker that all power will be diverted from the latter. The arrangement is shown in Fig. 1 where V is the output valve, T₁ the output transformer of the moving-coil speaker M.C., L₀ the high frequency "stopping choke," and E.S. the electrostatic loud speaker.

Output Transformer Ratio.

In some cases it will not be possible to choose a transformer ratio to achieve the desired result, as many loud speakers have non-variable transformers built into them. In such cases it will be necessary to connect a choke across the electrostatic speaker, so designed that the circuit formed has a resonant frequency at which it is desired that the electrostatic takes up the work. It will be necessary simultaneously to insert a condenser in series with this circuit whose

$$\text{Output Transformer Ratio} = \frac{L₀}{L₁}$$

reactance at low frequencies is substantially greater than that of the choke. In Fig. 2, the resonant circuit is formed by E.S. and the choke L₀. This is insulated from the
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steadily anode voltage by the condenser C. So much for the theoretical considerations of the separation of the audio-frequency output into the two desired channels; we must now put this into practice.

The electrostatic loud speaker requires a polarising voltage of 200 to 250 volts, and in Fig. 1 it will be seen that the potential difference between the anode of V and H.T. can be used for this purpose. If the circuit of Fig. 2 has to be adopted, then this source of polarising voltage is removed; some other means must also be found in cases where the voltage on the anode of the output valve is in excess of 250 volts, as the electrostatic loud speaker is not designed for such voltages.

**Polarising Voltage.**

If the moving-coil speaker has a D.C. excited field of appropriate voltage then this will form a suitable source of supply, otherwise the polarising voltage must be derived from the eliminator in some way. If the maximum H.T. is 250 volts and the output valve is directly heated, no special precautions are necessary, but in the case of an indirectly heated cathode type of output valve it is advisable that the rectifier, if the eliminator is of the A.C. type, be also an indirectly heated valve, to prevent excessive voltages being applied to the electrostatic speaker before the output valve warms up. If the output valve calls for 400 or more volts on the anode, a potentiometer must be added to break down the voltage to the desired figure. These various arrangements are shown in Fig. 3, which also shows a filter system in the supply. The choke L₃, as well as reducing mains hum, is essential to prevent audio-frequency energy being diverted from the electrostatic loud speaker into the supply system. The resistance R is also required in order to pass a small D.C. current through the choke, otherwise there will be no smoothing of mains hum.

Experimental layout showing connections of electrostatic and moving-coil units together with filter components.

![Diagram](image)

---

**Fig. 3.—Various methods of obtaining the polarising voltage. The potentiometer in (c) should be adjusted so that the voltage applied to E.S. is about 220.**

All the foregoing has been based on the assumption that the impedance relation between the electrostatic speaker and valve is such that the speaker forms an efficient load towards the upper limit of the frequency required. Where this is not the case, and, on the whole it will be exceptional, it will be necessary to feed the electrostatic speaker through a step-up or step-down transformer, according to the type of valve used. A step-down ratio will be required for valves of very high impedance, and a step-up for super power valves of unusually low impedance, especially when such valves are used in parallel. For experimental purposes, a good quality audio-frequency transformer of about 3:1 or 1 ratio, and of low self capacity, will be quite suitable. Fig. 4 shows the connections.

**Compensating Unit.**

We are now in a position to construct the compensating unit for the two loud speakers. Fig. 5 gives all values and connections, and the reader is advised to study it closely. It will be seen that a choke of one henry inductance L₂ is connected in series with the valve and the moving-coil output transformer, the function of which, as we have seen, is to prevent the higher frequencies from reaching this unit. The electrostatic loud speaker is in parallel with this; it is insulated from the steady anode voltage by L₃ of one microfarad capacity. The inductance L₁ of 0.2 henry and the electrostatic loud speaker E.S. together form a resonant circuit which is tuned to the desired cut-off frequency by the tapping on L₂. The polarising voltage for E.S. is obtained from any convenient source and is fed through the filter system L₁ and R₃, being of 100 henries inductance and R 250,000 ohms.

**Fig. 4.—Where the impedance of E.S. is either too high or too low to act as an efficient load on the valve, the transformer T₂ is used to match the impedances at high frequencies.**

First of all, it is necessary to balance the two loud speakers for sensitivity. Fig. 6 shows the connections of both speakers for this test, diagrams being shown for sets with direct output transformer feed, or choke feed. Arrangements should be made so that the circuits can be broken at the points X. Tune in a station with E.S. connected and M.C. broken at X (one of the leads from the secondary of the output transformer), then, as quickly as possible, break the lead between E.S. and H.T. and connect in M.C. If the volume of sound, making allowance for the different characteristic of the reproduction, appears to be about the same on both speakers, nothing more need be done, but if the moving-coil loud speaker seems to be the louder of the two an attempt should be made to reduce its sensitivity by adding a series resistance to the field coil. This method, although not the best which can be used in ordinary cases, is forced on one here, as the usual procedure, by adding a resistance to the output circuit, will affect the performance of the electrostatic. If of the permanent magnet type the sensitivity will probably be approximately equal to that of the electrostatic. On the other hand, the moving coil unit may be one of the inexpensive type now so popular, when the sensitivity will definitely be less; in this case nothing very much can
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be done, as it is difficult to "desensitize" the "Primustatic" without impairing its performance.

field supply from the moving-coil unit; if of the permanent magnet type disconnect one of the leads from the output transformer secondary winding. Adjust the tapping on the choke L₂ until all trace of lower frequencies has disappeared and the reproduction is so shrill as to be irritating. We can assume, somewhat casually, no doubt, that frequencies up to about 1,000 cycles have been removed. Returning the moving-coil speaker to its normal condition will result in a combination which ought to sound very pleasant indeed, but if the higher frequencies are sound weak, it will be advisable to experiment with a suitable transformer feeding the electrostatic loud speaker as suggested earlier in this article and illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 4. It should be borne in mind that the dual unit has no better bass performance than the moving coil alone, and if this latter "grunts" at low frequencies, the combination will grunt also. The high-frequency response will, however, be so greatly improved as to commend the dual loud speaker to all discriminating listeners. The moving-coil loud speaker shown in the illustration has been chosen as one not hitherto on the market, and it is hoped thus to avoid criticism from the maker of any particular brand of loud speaker who might object to any "public attempt to alter the performance of his product, or from competitive makers who might equally strongly object to any one make being singled out for rejuvenating treatment. The device will work with any moving-coil speaker, and the excellence or otherwise of the original bass response will be a measure of the total excellence of the whole. The normal power-handling capacity of the "Primustatic" loud speaker is rather less than one watt, but the combination will handle 5 watts A.C. without distress, and readers with output valves of the L.S.6a type need have no hesitation in making up the arrangement as described. If the two loud speakers are not to be built into one cabinet, they should be at close together as possible, to avoid hearing separately the complementary halves of the frequency response of the two loud speakers. As there is only slight focusing of the high frequencies from the electrostatic speaker, the general diffusion of sound will be found very pleasing.

NEWs BY TELEVISION.

A New Marconi System.

APPARATUS has now been evolved by the Marconi Company for the commercial transmission of television. This apparatus is one of the applications of television which do not necessarily involve the use of wide frequency bands; the new instrument can be operated satisfactorily on a medium long wave of 1,000 metres.

It is designed to transmit images of a moving tape on which characters are printed by a special typewriter. The light source is a 1,000-watt gas-filled metal-filament projector lamp mounted vertically with a reflector behind it. The light passes through a spherical condenser lens system, on to a reflecting mirror and an aperture, and thence through a system of lenses mounted in a spiral on a lens drum. There are fifteen such lenses on the drum, and the picture repetition frequency corresponding to the speed of the drum is twenty per second.

The Photo Cell Amplifier.

A sharp image of the aperture is projected by each lens on the tape, and is swept over it by the lens drum motion. The tape is carried vertically between two rollers, the bottom one of which is driven through suitable gearing by the same motor that drives the lens drum, and the tape can be given a speed of either 60 or 120 w.p.m. Behind the tape is mounted the photo cell and photo cell amplifier, both of which are contained in a single shielded unit. The lens drum driving motor is maintained at constant speed by means of a synchronous motor controlled by a tuning fork mounted in the bottom of the frame under the lamp house. Above the tuning fork is the fork amplifier unit, and above that the control unit for the whole system. The frame which supports the fork wheel and tape drive carries two panels, the lower one being the line amplifier and the other the synchronising circuit, which sends out a special signal with the picture signal for the purpose of keeping the receiver scanning motor in step. In this type of transmitter the frequency band necessary depends on the number of letters shown at the same time in the picture, and a convenient method of adapting the television transmission to any width of band available is therefore to alter the length of the picture, which alters the number of letters shown accordingly. Thus, the frequency band required by the apparatus described is 13 k.c., but by reducing the distance between the lenses on the drum which shortens the picture length and reduces the number of letters shown this band width can be reduced to any convenient value.

The new Marconi television transmitting design is for operation on the long waveband. The visual transmissions are issued in news bulletins as suggested.

The receiver shows a long, narrow picture having a size dependent on the power of the modulated light source, and with existing facilities pictures can be obtained from a few inches in length up to several feet.
T he recourse to extremely small clearances between the electrodes in a valve to obtain improved characteristics has always been regarded as a theoretical possibility. Hitherto this has only been attainable in laboratory-made specimens, but hardly practicable where valves are made under conditions of quantity production.

Mechanical rigidity and the difficulty of avoiding undue temperature rise of the grid electrode in particular appear to have been the limiting factors, since if its temperature rises above a certain level grid emission ensues.

These difficulties have now been overcome successfully in the new "Micromesh" valves made by Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd., and, although the clearances between the various electrodes are extremely small, indeed much smaller than it has been found possible to adopt by normal methods of construction, effective cooling of the grid has been achieved and a mechanically strong structure evolved. So effective is the cooling that, even though the cathode and anode are raised to a dull-red heat, there is no trace of grid emission.

As a result, exceptionally high amplification properties and very good mutual-conductance values are obtained, while the particular method of construction adopted has proved entirely satisfactory in quantity production.

Magnesia Insulation.

Emerging from the pinch of the valve are seven wires; in the middle is the cathode support, with the two heater connections adjacent, while on one side are the two grid-supporting wires, and on the other the two anode supports.

Since the cathode must of necessity be adequately insulated from the heater, but at the same time make good thermal contact, the heater wires are crimped and then threaded through twin bores in a Magnesia-insulating tube; this, in turn, is arranged to grip the cathode firmly, but the whole structure is permitted to move in an axial direction to compensate for thermal expansion.

A guide wire is inserted, therefore, in the upper end of the assembly and passes through a guide fixed to a mica bridge held in position by extension of the anode- and grid-supporting wires.

Normally, the cathode runs at a dull-red heat and takes about fifty seconds to attain the full-emission state, which comparatively long period is due to its robust construction, giving good mechanical strength in addition to adequate electrical shielding. The heater requires about 1 amp. at 4 volts.

The assembly of the grid and anode electrodes and the method employed for mounting them is of paramount importance, for, as mentioned above, it is only by providing for rapid dissipation of heat, especially in the case of the grid, that it has been possible to work to such close clearances as obtained inside channel in the fins. Thus perfect thermal contact is assured and the structure is very strong mechanically, an essential feature in view of the very small clearance allowed between adjacent electrodes. When finally completed, the grid takes the form of a flat fin having two longitudinal channels which embrace the supporting wire, while the effective portion consists of a series of wire loops enclosing the cathode.

Exceptional Characteristics.

The anode is assembled in a somewhat similar manner, but with the exception that the portion enclosing the grid is fashioned in the form of a tube with a longitudinal slot through which passes the grid fin.

That this novel method of construction has been fruitful in producing valves of outstanding merit is well exemplified by the exceptional characteristics exhibited by the advanced specimens sent in for test. These consist of a detector, a power amplifier, and a mains rectifier. The detector, which is given the designation HLAR, has the following characteristics when measured with 100 volts H.T. and zero grid bias:

A.C. resistance, 10,000 ohms.
Amplification factor, 80.
Mutual conductance, 8 mA./V.

Although the maximum anode potential is 300 volts, as a cumulative grid detector
it functions quite satisfactorily with but 100 volts on the anode. For power-grid detection the valve may be operated with any value of H.T. up to the maximum, the only limiting factor being the current-handling capacity of the components in its anode circuit, for, as a matter of interest, the valve will pass up to 25 mA, without sustaining damage.

A Slope of 12.6.

The HLAT is admirably suited to the amplification of small input voltages, and can be employed, with advantage, in the first stage of a gramophone amplifier, but it is often more convenient to utilise the detector and output valves of the broadcast receiver for this purpose. Despite the high amplification of the valve and the very small clearances between the electrodes, by careful design the anode-to-grid capacity has been kept down to the very low figure of 5 m-µfd., so that the damping of the grid circuit is by no means as great as the high mutual conductance might seem to imply.

Under normal operating conditions the temperature of the glass bulb becomes what higher than usual for valves of this type, and it will be necessary to provide adequate ventilation of the cabinet. For unless this precaution is observed it may nullify the cooling effect of the grid and anode fins.

The power valve of the series, which is given the type number PA1, has the following exceptional characteristics:—

A.C. resistance, 1,050 ohms.
Amplification factor, 12.
Mutual conductance, 12.6 m.A./V.
Measured at 100 volts H.T. and zero grid bias. Its normal operating conditions are with 200 volts on the anode and a grid bias of about —11 volts, which allows an anode current of 40 mA to pass.

Thus, under normal operating conditions the anode dissipation is some eight watts and the maximum undistorted power output, allowing about 5 per cent. of second harmonic, is between 1.5 and 1.8 watts when working into a load of approximately 2,000 ohms, transferred to present-day moving-coil loud speakers will be found, as a rule, provided with a tapping on the primary winding to give the correct matching between the valve and the load speaker.

Preventing Parasitic Oscillations.

The correct value for the grid-bias resistance with the maximum anode potential is 275 ohms, but as this is not a standard size it may be necessary to employ two separate resistances connected in series, the one-watt type being quite suitable in the present case. Very low impedance valves, particularly if they possess a high mutual conductance, often generate parasitic oscillations of a very high frequency and result in a considerable increase in the anode current accompanied by a falling off in the power output. However, the inclusion of a small non-inductive resistance of about 100 ohms connected directly to the anode terminal on the valve holder usually suffices to remedy the trouble.

The complete circuit of a detector and output stage embodying both "Micromesh"...
Sharrybang Radio.

I HAVE just been privileged to make a trial trip in two types of what I was told were the first wireless-equipped motor coaches. The first coach in which I travelled was one of the large saloon types intended for long-distance runs, and at the back of every seat there hung a pair of head phones. An aerial was concealed in the roof, the controls of the set being fixed in such a position that they were inaccessible to the driver unless he stopped the coach and left his seat; this latter arrangement was made in order to prevent him risking an accident by attempting to drive with one hand and to pull in distant stations with the other.

I was very impressed by the complete absence of interference from the ignition system, the ultimate which I was told, exhaustive experiments had been carried out over a long period. The receiver itself was a specially made superheterodyne of exceedingly compact design, and it was normally tuned into the nearest station, although its range and selectivity were such that more distant transmissions could be received if occasion demanded.

It was hoped later on to carry out experiments with a view to providing alternative programmes by using two receivers, and two plug points associated with each seat. I suppose that even if the driver could drive with one hand and change a record within the other, it would be too much to expect a radiogramophone to provide an alternative programme, via the 'phones, as the vibration of the coach would merely joggle the needle off the record.

For Rubber-Neck Tours.

The other coach was an open air vehicle intended to carry out rubber-neck tours, as the Yanks call them, through large cities. In addition to the driver it carried the inevitable guide, whom, in London at any rate, one may see on any fine summer morning in the middle of a motor coach full of be-spectacled and gum-chewing Americans, making this voice heard above the din of the traffic by bawling through a megaphone.

In this latter coach the guide was ensconced by the side of the driver, a special microphone, designed to keep out extraneous sounds, being attached to him; the arrangement of the microphone was, in fact, rather similar to that adopted in the case of the mouthpiece associated with the speaking tube used by an aeroplane pilot for communicating with his mate. Thus, the guide was able to carry out all his explanations in a normal manner without attracting undue attention to the coach, whilst those passengers who did not wish to listen to a recital of all the numerous hosties in which Queen Elizabeth indulged her passion for beds merely had to refrain from donning the 'phones, although, from my personal experience of tourists, I cannot imagine any one of them doing so.

I thought that this avoidance of the use of a loud speaker showed unusual foresight on behalf of the coach proprietors who probably realised that such an instrument would cramp the style of women and other passengers who might prefer to indulge in idle chatter rather than to improve their minds by listening to the remarks of the guide.

A Costly "Extra."

I SUPPOSE that most of you, especially those like myself who are family men, are at this time of the year engaged in delivering yourselves over into the rapacious hands of the seaside landlady. I have myself but recently returned from a few days' seaside sojourn with the little Grid Leaks. When I arrived at my temporary home I was pleasantly surprised to find that there was a pair of headphones hanging over each bed. Unfortunately, however, all the well-meant efforts of the establishment were set at naught by the fact that the wiring was carried out with twin-laid bell wire which, owing to its unduly high self-capacity, well and truly chopped off everything worth listening to.

In disgust, I put down my 'phones and prepared to read in bed, only to be engaged at finding that the room was supplied with nothing more than a 20-watt lamp at the far end. This extra piece of redundancy on the part of the landlady put me, the next morning, to the expense of purchasing a 100-watt lamp, and since the voltage differed from that at home it was not worth while bringing away with me, and so I was compelled, on the day of my departure, to present it to the owner of a miniature rifle range on the pier.

To add insult to injury, when I received 1s. 6d. bill at the end of my stay, I found that wireless was charged as an extra.

My Name: An Explanation.

I HAVE just been the embarrassed recipient of an extremely neat and tasteful pocket wallet from a kind-hearted reader who lives at Southport. My embarrassment arises from the fact that the gift is engraved, or embossed, with another man's initials, the donor being under the mistaken impression that they are my own. In order to avoid further misunderstanding in this matter, perhaps I had better mention that my own initials are actually F. G.

The derivation of my ancient family name of "Grid" is wrapped in the mists of time, although my great-grandfather (peace to his hashes), who made no small reputation for himself in the culinary art during the latter part of the eighteenth century, always attributed it to his calling, which the family had followed for generations past. My uncle, on the other hand, held the opinion that we are descended from Hubert de la Grille, who, it will be remembered, came over with William the Conqueror on a cheap day-excursion from Boulogne, and that Grid was merely an anglicised form of the name.

Whatever be the origin of the surname, the cause of my rather unusual Christian name of "Free" is well known. My father, who was one of the earliest pioneers of wireless, was, at the moment of my birth, engaged in experimenting with an outsize in amplifiers, using valves which were the forerunners of the modern L.S.6A type, costing nearly five guineas apiece. The nurse startled him by coming in the room with the announcement "It's a boy!" at the moment when he happened to have his hand on the grid bias wander plug, with the result that he unfortunately jerked the plug out, with disastrous results.

Although it would seem obvious that my name was the result of a brilliant inspiration on his part, due to the fact that the announcement of my advent in the world had caused the grids of his costly valves to become free, he always alleged that the name was given sarcastically, after the manner of the ancient Greeks, who formed the habit of bestowing names on things which were the antithesis of the qualities which they happened to possess.

Nevertheless, public thanks are due to my Southport reader. Had I known him five years ago, when I spent a somewhat uncomfortable night on the pier waiting for the total eclipse of the sun, he would doubtless have offered me his hospitality and so have prevented me losing my hat and umbrella and suffering other indignities in the mad scramble for breakfast.
PRACTICAL HINTS AND TIPS. AIDS TO BETTER RECEPTION.

THE scope of designers of D.C. sets is at present slightly restricted by the fact that the range of indirectly heated valves for direct-current working is rather less complete than that of the corresponding A.C. types. This handicap will probably disappear entirely in the near future, and there will remain only the limitation of a restricted H.T. voltage supply, which, of course, is inherent in a D.C. system.

In the meanwhile, there are indications that many D.C. users would like to try circuits that have been devised specifically for A.C. valves. They realise that current consumption will inevitably be somewhat heavy, but are mainly deterred from embarking on their projects by fears that A.C. valves will not stand up to the work on D.C. supply systems.

There is some slight justification for these fears, although there has been a tendency in the past rather to exaggerate the risk of damage. The point to remember is that an A.C. valve-heating element is designed to work under constant voltage conditions, while the corresponding element of the D.C. mains valve is made to operate at a fixed current, the voltage drop across it being a matter of rather secondary importance.

Having appreciated this somewhat subtle difference in design, it is not difficult to see how A.C. valves may be connected in series current at roughly this value, and then to shunt each heater with a rheostat (of 30 ohms or so), which is adjusted until exactly 4 volts, as measured by a good high-resistance meter, is "dropped" across each valve. Several readjustments, both of the main voltage-regulating resistance and of the individual heater shunts, may be necessary, but the operation takes little time, and is by no means difficult.

For purposes of illustration, the cathode-heater circuits of an imaginary H.F.-detector-L.F. three-valve set, originally designed for A.C. feed, but which is to be operated from D.C. mains, is given in Fig. 1. Shunt resistances (R1, R2) are provided for each heater, and the appropriate cathode connections are also shown. Further, the H.T. supply system and the feed circuits for a variable-mu H.F. valve are indicated; the values given will not be applicable to every type of valve without some modification, but, assuming a D.C. supply of 220 or 230 volts and a smoothing choke of reasonably low resistance, they will be near enough to act as a guide.

Those of us who are not blessed with a good musical ear are often at a loss to say precisely in what respects our receivers are deficient in quality of reproduction; we may feel certain that something is lacking at the upper or lower end of the frequency scale, or that there is a marked resonance, but, assuming a D.C. supply of 220 or 230 volts and a smoothing choke of reasonably low resistance, they will be near enough to act as a guide.

Now, it is useless to attempt a cure until the complaint is known, and, as an aid to diagnosis, it may be pointed out that, by listening critically at a considerable distance limit of audibility, nothing but low-pitched and unintelligible sounds can be heard when speech is being transmitted. Conversely, a serious deficiency in bass response is equally easily detected in a similar way.

An A.C. receiver, of which the reproduction was distinctly unpleasing, was recently subjected to a "distant listening" test; the opinion was formed that high notes were being severely "cut," and that there was also a marked over-emphasis of a narrow band of frequencies in the upper middle register. Subsequent tests, made in a more scientific manner, proved this diagnosis to be essentially correct; stray reaction was responsible for severe sideband cutting in the tuned circuits, while the loud speaker was found to have a well-defined resonance.

The uses of screened H.F. cable for aerial downleads, etc., were recently mentioned in these columns. The illustration shows the construction of another type of low-capacity shielded cable, as produced commercially in Germany.

Better is used as an insulating material.

This instrument was returned to its makers, and replaced as defective; the decoupling system of the H.F. amplifier was put to rights, and all was well.

The electrical connection between the rotary contact brush of a potentiometer and terminal is a fairly common source of background noises; these do not of necessity occur only when the knob is being turned.

Although many potentiometers are cleverly designed to ensure good and consistent electrical continuity throughout, some of them depend on contact between a spindle and bush designed entirely from the mechanical point of view. Even when a spring contact is fitted, its functioning may be impaired, in the course of time, by an accumulation of dust or dirt between the contacting surfaces.

A temporary "pigtail" connection of flexible wire, made directly between the rotary brush and the terminal, will soon show whether background noises are due to this cause. If they are, a cure may generally be effected by cleaning the bush and spindle, etc. Better still, recurrence of the trouble may be avoided by fitting a permanent "pigtail," so that it will no longer be necessary to depend on rubbing contacts.

Fig. 1.—A receiver with A.C. valves, originally designed for A.C. mains working, but rearranged to operate from a D.C. supply system.
Signals from the Stratosphere.

WAVELENGTHS of 41, 42.8, 75 and 85 metres are to be used by Professor Auguste Piccard, the Belgian balloonist, for radio transmissions during his new ascent into the stratosphere within the next few days.

It will be remembered that the professor achieved a record height of 51,000 feet in May, 1931. On that occasion he carried only a receiving set, and the lack of a transmitter rendered it impossible to locate him for several days after his descent in the Austrian mountains. When Professor Piccard makes his next ascent, from Zurich, he will be accompanied by M. Max Cowyns, who has installed the apparatus in the small round steel cabinet of the balloon. Both transmitter and receiver are built on the smallest possible scale. The transmitter has a power of 50 watts, derived from dry batteries, and the receiver, a four-valve instrument, is only about 6 square feet.

As the start of the attempt depends entirely on the state of the weather, it is, of course, impossible to provide any sort of schedule for radio observers or broadcasting authorities who might care to relay the transmissions for the benefit of European listeners.

A New Excuse.

A WIRELESS pirate at Whiston, Lancs, told the Preston Bench last week that he had been waiting for the Post Office collector to call. He was fined £1.

"Double-Modulation" for Television.

An ultra short-wave transmitter which can send television images and sound simultaneously can be used on the same wavelengths has been evolved by the engineers of the Columbia Broadcasting System, and, according to our Washington correspondent, the Columbia group has now applied to the Federal Radio Commission for a band of ultra short waves between 3,75 and 7 metres to carry on the experiments.

The new development is termed "double-modulation." Its inventor is William B. Lodge, a recent honours graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Radio Conscript in Iceland.

LACK of broadcast talkers in Iceland is responsible for a remarkable Bill which is to be introduced in the Icelandic Parliament. The Bill rules that every civil servant in Iceland will be conscripted for radio service during two months in every year. He may be required to provide any sort of schedule for radio observers or broadcasting authorities who might care to relay the transmissions for the benefit of European listeners.

Hope Springs Eternal.

French radio enthusiasts are the most sanguine folk on the earth. According to our Paris correspondent, there are well-founded hopes that the new Parliament will endorse France with a well-established broadcasting system. Significant developments marked the close of the first session.

For example, the "Radio" group in the Chamber of Deputies has been reorganised and strengthened. In addition, a new Commission of the Postal Department has received the report of a Public Works Commission which has been collecting reports on several matters. Nor does this fill the cup of anticipation. The President-Deputy, M. James Schiller, who has specialised in wireless matters, has strong convictions on the question of State help for broadcasting. The predominating opinion is in favour of State control.

M. Renaud, a deputy who owed his election largely to wireless receivers in his constituency, predicts that a wireless law will be voted without fail in 1933.

New Ideas in Radio Cabinets.

New designs for radio-gramophone cabinets are the result of the display of competitors' efforts in the ninth annual open competition of Industrial Designs organised by the Royal Society of Arts. The exhibition is being held in the galleries of the Imperial College of Science and Technology, Imperial Institute Road, South Kensington, London, S.W., until August 21st.

Tit for Tat.

An interesting sidelight on the never-ceasing battle for broadcast power is afforded by a letter published in a French contemporary. It emanates from the Hungarian broadcasting authorities, and is a reply to the journal's statement that the construction of the new high-power transmitter in Hungary would not favour peace in Central Europe.

"The true object in building so costly a transmitter," protest the Hungarian authorities, "is that the high-power stations of Austria, Czechoslovakia, Germany, Poland, and, above all, Hungary, will be capable of overcoming the good reception of our 20-kilowatt station and the high reputation which it has hitherto enjoyed in Europe. We are compelled to install a station of equivalent power."

And so it goes on!


The 1932 Brussels Wireless Exhibition is to be held from September 3rd to 12th, clashing to some extent with the Paris Radio Salon, which opens on September 8th and runs till the 18th.

Impasse in Spain.

The Spanish Government is in conflict with Catalonia on the question of broadcasting. According to a correspondent, the Spanish Government desires to control all the stations in the peninsula, including those in Catalonia, where, however, there is a strong demand for independent broadcasting; in fact, Catalonia demands stations of from 60 to 100 kilowatts and treats with contempt the Spanish plan for 20-kilowatt stations at Barcelona and other regional centres.

In view of the present troubles the Spanish Government is delaying the issue of contracts for the proposed regional scheme.

More Floods in Holland.

The broadcasting of physical culture lessons recently brought a complaint from Austrian landlords that listeners indulging in the exercises were bringing down ceilings and damaging gas and electrical installations. People are now asking what will be the sequel of the swimming lessons which are about to be broadcast from Hilversum. Will enthusiastic learners place their baths beside their receivers and, obliterating the energetic voice of the instructor, flood their own apartments and damage the ceilings of their unfortunate neighbours in the basement?
German Relay Wavelengths.

A NUMBER of German relay stations still work on international common waves or on wavelengths "lent" by other countries. With the closing down of the Cologne relay station, the 227.4-metre wave, which is exclusive to Germany, became free for use by other German stations. Recently the Hanover relay was put on this wavelength, and it has now been decided to use the same wavelength for all the North German relays, though Kiel will temporarily retain its present wavelength of 232.2 metres.

Regional Radio Shows.

Small regional radio exhibitions are to be organised in Switzerland during the winter in place of the all-Swiss Exhibition which was held last year. It is believed that this arrangement will enable more enthusiasts to become acquainted with the latest developments.

English Broadcasts from Brazil.

THE Brazilian Embassy announces that the Radio Club de Rio de Janeiro is broadcasting daily at 11.30 (B.S.T.) in English, French, German, Spanish, and Italian a programme of local news from Brazil on a 31.58 wavelengths. Any information regarding these transmissions will be welcomed by the Radio Club de Rio de Janeiro (Brazil).

Radio Doctoring in the Jungle.

Radio doctors in the jungle country of the New World take on strange commissions. Mr. Armstrong Perry, director of the U.S. National Committee on Radio Education, reports that a friend now domiciled in Guatemala City recently received an urgent request from a coffee plantation owner in Coban, near the Mexican border, to come by aeroplane to repair a radio receiver. He was offered a fee of $50 and four days' travelling expenses, the trip taking two days each way. Upon arrival he found it was only necessary to replace a 50 cent. resistor. Once before, he rode through the jungle on mule back for two days to answer a repair call; when he arrived he found that a valve had merely worked loose in its socket!

A Runner-Up.

AMERICA'S claim to have the second tallest wireless mast in the world—the 8,78ft mast at WSM, Nashville—is being contested in Germany. It is declared that Nauen's two masts are each 880ft. high, which means that the American claim is beaten twice. Eiffel Tower remains the highest radio mast in the world.

"Stenode."

A PARTICULARLY interesting brochure entitled "Stenode" has just been issued by Burne-Jones and Co., Ltd., 296, Borough High Street, London, S.E.1. Commencing with a brief survey of the principles involved it continues with extracts from the leading daily and technical journals, and cites the "Wireless World Monoidal" as a typical example of modern practice embodying the "Stenode" principles. It concludes with a description, operation notes and illustrations of the Burne-Jones A.C. "Stenode," a seven-valve radio-granophone embodying a superheterodyne circuit. Copies are obtainable free on request.

State Ownership for German Broadcasting.

THE German broadcasting organisation is to be transformed, the Cabinet having now definitely decided to take over control. Under the new scheme, which was outlined in our issue of July 22nd, the German broadcasting companies will be invited to sell their shares to the Government; if they should refuse, the concession will be summarily taken over so that new State control can be inaugurated. In Bavaria the State is already sole owner of the Broadcasting Company and in many other cases over 75 per cent. of the shares are already in the hands of the State-owned Radio- Reichs-Gesellschaft.

There are to be two Federal broadcasting commissioners, one responsible for finance organisation and technical matters and the second for programmes and political broadcasts.

Each regional company will have a special State Commissioner, who will take his orders direct from the Government.

Blow for American Listeners.

AMERICA, the land of free ether, seems at last to be having a taste of official restrictions at the microphone. The Eastern Inter-Collegiate Association has barred the microphone from the football game to be played by Harvard, Yale and other universities during the coming autumn, the feeling being that broadcasting definitely reduces gate money.

At present there is little public protest, but farseeing sports journalists predict that when the football season returns the radio public will raise a loud and vigorous outcry which will force the authorities to reverse their decision. Unfortunately, from the listener's point of view, the broadcasting authorities are not likely to fight in their defence for the simple reason that there is no financial return whatever in broadcasting these games. They involve heavy expense for a "sustaining" or non-commercial feature that was only good will from the radio audience. So it rather appears that, whether they complain or not, American listeners will lose their football broadcasts next season.

To Stop Man-made Static.

AN "Anti-Static Congress" which will draft a Parliamentary Bill for the suppression of electrical interference with broadcast reception is to be held in Paris in the late autumn. Representatives of radio clubs, the leading technicians, and a large number of legal lights will be invited to attend. Mayors and municipal councillors will be asked to report on the prevalence of the trouble in their different districts.

"The Wireless World" Index and Binding Cases.

THE index for Volume XXX. January to June, 1932, is now ready, and may be obtained from the publishers, price 4d. post free, or with binding case, 3s. 1d. post free.

A 1-KILOWATT AMPLIFIER. The transmy battery-operated gramophone console and amplifying equipment installed in the "Daily Mirror" van now touring the health resorts.
MARCONIPHONE TYPE 248 RECEIVER.
A Two-valve Battery Set for Less than £5.

In the early days of broadcasting the listener with limited means had no difficulty in equipping himself with adequate apparatus for receiving the B.B.C. programmes. Crystal sets and single-valve receivers for use with headphones were plentiful, and there can be little doubt that this factor was responsible for the rapid establishment of the broadcasting service in this country. The market for inexpensive battery-operated receivers has never diminished, but during the past two or three years the leading firms seem to have neglected it in their efforts to supply the demand for all-mains receivers—chiefly of the 3-valve type, costing about £2.

There are signs, however, that the balance will soon be restored, and the Model 248 Marconiphone set is an excellent example of the type of receiver which is required. It is a quality job throughout, and definitely disproves any suggestion that a receiver costing less than £5 must necessarily be skimped either in specifications or materials.

High Standard Maintained.

The cabinet, for instance, is constructed of solid oak, and in design and finish is not in the least inferior to any of the more expensive sets in the Marconiphone range. The same high standard is maintained in the receiver unit, which consists of a channel-section aluminium chassis mounted above the loud speaker cone inside the cabinet. The press-work and riveting have been exceptionally neatly executed, the materials are obviously of the best, and the switches and condensers work smoothly and with precision. An Exide 2 volt 20 ampere-hour battery is used for the L.T. supply, and one of the reintroduced Marconiphone dry batteries provides both H.T. and grid bias. Marconi valves are, of course, included.

The circuit consists of a metallised HL2 detector, followed by an LP2 power valve. Special attention has been paid in designing the tuning coils to the problem of selectivity, and three alternative tappings are provided to meet all possible local conditions. Both the tuning and reaction condensers are of the bakelite dielectric type, and the tuning condenser is driven through a friction slow-motion dial. A very simple and efficient rotary switch performs the combined functions of switching on the filament and changing the wave-range. The anode circuit connections of the leaky-grid detector are interesting on account of the unconventional position of the by-pass condenser. Instead of being connected directly between the anode and earth, it is joined to the "output" side of the reaction feed condenser. This arrangement has been found to give better distribution of reaction over the tuning scale, particularly on long waves.

Adequate Selectivity.

The transformer coupling the detector to the power valve is of universally generous design for a set of this type, and the windings of the balanced armature loud speaker unit have been specially wound to provide the correct working impedance for the LP2 output valve. As a result the reproduction is clear and remarkably free from harmonic distortions. The volume, too, can be increased to a higher level than is normally required in the average living room without signs of distress. One does not expect the same degree of response in the bass as one would demand, say, in a set equipped with a moving-coil loud speaker, but even so the quality of reproduction of music is definitely pleasing and is of a type that can be listened to for long periods without tiring. Speech is clear, and the character of individual voices faithfully rendered.

The makers' claims in the matter of selectivity were amply substantiated by a test at a distance of five miles from Brookmans Park. Here no difficulty was experienced in obtaining clear separation of the twin transmitters even in the least selective of the aerial tappings (A). Further, the overall sensitivity of the set was exceptionally good, having regard to the high degree of selectivity provided. There can be no doubt that alternative B.B.C. programmes would be available even in remote parts of the British Isles, while under favourable conditions five or six foreign stations would be received at moderate volume. The number of strong carrier waves to be found on the medium waveband considerably exceeds this figure, but difficulty was experienced in resolving all but those with fairly deep modulation.

On long waves the Brookmans Park stations showed a tendency to break through near the bottom of the scale, but this effect was not serious outside a radius of ten miles. Daventry (5XX), Radio Paris, and Eiffel Tower all came in at good volume, with Hilversum, Motala, and one or two others in reserve at moderate strength.

FEATURES.

General—Two-valve battery-operated receiver incorporating a balanced armature loud speaker. Designed for use with an external aerial.

Circuit—Single-tuned input circuit with alternative aerial tappings. Metalised grid detector with reaction, transformer coupled to three-electrode power output valve. Provision for an extra loud speaker.

Controls—(1) Tuning, with slow-motion dial. (2) Reaction. (3) Combined wave-range and on-off switch.

Price—£ 1 19s. 6d., including valves and batteries.

Makers—The Marconiphone Co., Ltd., 210-212, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.

Without a shadow of doubt, the purchaser of a Marconiphone Type 248 set receives a very full measure of value for his money. High-tension battery replacements cost 11s., and should last at least six months as the current consumption of the set is very low. In the model tested it was 4.3 mA., or less than half that of the average portable.

The back panel, which carries full operating instructions, is completely detachable, giving ready access to valves and batteries.
A high standard of workmanship and simplicity of design characterise the receiver chassis in the Marconiphone Type 248 set.
SINGLE-VALVE FREQUENCY CHANGERS.

Part II.—The Development of the Self-Neutralised Pentode.

By W. T. COCKING.

The experiments described in last week’s issue made it abundantly clear that a screen-grid valve was unsuitable for a single-valve frequency changer, and it is obvious that a triode is equally unsuitable. The next step, therefore, was to try out the bi-grid, a four-electrode valve designed chiefly to act as a single-valve frequency changer. A commonly employed circuit is shown in Fig. 5A, and a modified form of greater efficiency in Fig. 5B; the signal input is applied to the outer grid which is biased negatively, in Fig. 5A by the flow of grid current through the grid leak, and in Fig. 5B by the flow of anode current through the cathode resistance. The tuned oscillator circuit is connected to the inner grid, and reaction is derived from the anode circuit.

Satisfactory oscillation can be readily secured, although a considerably tighter reaction coupling than usual is necessary, and some care is needed in securing freedom from “squeeguring” effects. The efficiency of the arrangement is very low, however, and this is to be accounted for by the low mutual conductance, some 0.25 mA/v., of this type of valve. Circuit interaction, however, is negligible, and in this respect the bi-grid represents a distinct improvement on the types of frequency changer already described in this article.

The use of the pentode as a single-valve, frequency changer of equal efficiency to that of the conventional two-valve arrangement is here described for the first time.

Fig. 6.—The bi-grid circuit re-drawn to show the valve capacities which account for the freedom from interaction.

Having thus found an arrangement which is free from the evil effects of circuit interaction, the reason for this freedom requires explanation, for it is obvious that the valve capacities cannot be greatly lower than those of a screen-grid valve, and the same degree of coupling is to be expected. This is confirmed by measurement, which shows that the outer grid-inner grid capacity is about 9 m-md.

The oscillator and pre-selector circuits, therefore, are as tightly coupled as in a screen-grid circuit, and yet circuit interaction is negligible. The explanation of this apparent anomaly is to be found in the fact that in the bi-grid the control grid-anode capacity is of the same order as the control grid-oscillator grid capacity, whereas in a screen-grid valve, the control grid-anode capacity is very much smaller than the control grid-screen-grid capacity.

If the circuit of Fig. 6 be studied, in which the valve capacities are shown at C1 and C4, it will be seen that the potential across the tuned oscillator circuit is caused to flow through C4, and, therefore, a potential at oscillator frequency to be developed on the control grid. In the anode circuit the same thing happens; the potential across the reaction coil causes a current to flow through C4, and another potential of oscillator frequency to be applied to the control grid.

Now, these two potentials are in opposite phase, so that if C1 and C4 are equal, and the oscillator voltages on the anode and the oscillator grid are also equal, the effective voltage developed on the control grid at oscillator frequency is zero. In other words, the circuit is self-neutralised as regards the oscillator circuits. Even if the capacities are unequal, the neutralising action can be obtained by adjusting the relative value of the oscillator potentials on the anode and oscillator grid. With a screen-grid valve, however, the capacity ratio may be as high as 10,000 to 1, and it is obviously impossible to maintain the balanced potentials in this case. It would, of course, be possible artificially to increase the control grid-anode capacity, but this would give an adjustment difficult to carry out correctly in practice.

Having thus accounted for the freedom from circuit interaction found with the bi-grid, the next step was to find some means of improving its efficiency, for this is very considerably inferior to that of a good screen-grid circuit. To be completely satisfactory, the frequency changer would have to combine the circuit isolation of the bi-grid with the efficiency of the American screen-grid circuit.

Now, from what has been said in this article, it will be obvious that the results depend very largely upon the type of valve adopted, and we are now in a position to postulate the characteristics of the ideal valve. A high mutual conductance between the control grid and anode circuits is the first requisite for efficiency, while approximately equal control grid-anode and control grid-oscillator grid inter-electrode capacities are necessary to secure freedom from interaction. The actual ratio of the valve capacities theoretically required, of course, will depend to some extent upon the mutual conductance between the oscillator grid and anode, and, within limits, the lower this mutual conductance the larger will be the reaction coil required, and the more nearly equal will be the oscillator potential changes on the anode and oscillator grid, and the more nearly equal should be the valve capacities.

The Pentode.

The bi-grid is ruled out of count because of its low mutual conductance between the control grid and anode, and the screen-grid valve because of the large disparity in its inter-electrode capacities. A valve with four or more electrodes is essential, and so the only remaining standard type is the pentode, which may be considered as a four-electrode
Single-valve Frequency Changers.—

valve for our purposes, as the fifth electrode is connected internally, and is not available for external use.

The high mutual conductance of the pentode is well known, so that on this score it should prove satisfactory. Measurement indicated, moreover, that in certain makes of valve the important inter-electrode capacities were sufficiently alike to prove hopeful. A trial of the valve was accordingly made, and it may be said at once that, when suitable operating potentials were found, the results exceeded all expectations.

The circuit finally developed is shown in Fig. 7, and the Mazda A.C./Pen, and the Marconi or Osram M.P.T.A. pentodes proved the most suitable; negative bias for the control grid is provided by the 500-ohms resistance in the cathode lead. The tuned-oscillator coil is connected to the anode circuit by a shunt-feed arrangement, with the i.f. transformer acting as an H.F. choke and feed condenser. The steady anode potential is 200 volts, and the space charge grid, which is used for reaction purposes, is fed from the same 200 volts supply through a 250,000-ohms resistance, so that its actual operating potential is quite small.

Reaction Coil Resonance.

The coil construction is important, owing to the low mutual conductance of the oscillator grid and anode. A very tight reaction coupling is needed to maintain oscillation, but this must not be provided by a large number of turns loosely coupled, for then resonance effects in the reaction coil upset the operation. The reaction coil must consist of a minimum of turns coupled tightly to the tuned winding.

When the oscillator coils are correctly proportioned, this self-neutralised pentode frequency changer is free from the effects of circuit interaction and radiation, so far as normal operation and adjustment will show. Theoretically, of course, it would be necessary to adopt special balancing precautions if the neutralising action is to be maintained over the whole tuning range of the receiver; in practice, however, these are quite unnecessary for all ordinary purposes. In respect of its efficiency, the circuit is equally satisfactory, and, indeed, on this point it is comparable with the American S.C. circuit.

Although these factors alone would be sufficient to justify the general adoption of the self-neutralised pentode frequency changer in inexpensive superheterodynes, it has still another advantage over screen-grid types, for it is capable of handling without distortion a much greater signal input. In general, superheterodynes demand that an efficient pre-first-detector volume control is fitted to avoid overloading the frequency changer. The pentode frequency changer, however, requires only a moderate amount of signal-input volume control, even on a number of valves, such as the Monodial A.C. Super. Nevertheless, where neither the maximum of selectivity nor the highest sensitivity is necessary, the four-valve superheterodyne will give a highly satisfactory performance.

The receiver which has been developed is for A.C. operation, and includes ganged tuning, pentode output, and built-in moving-coil loud speaker, it will be described in the near future.

TRANSMITTERS’ NOTES AND QUERIES.

Madrid Conference.

So many matters will probably come up for discussion at the Madrid Conference, which we understand will open on September 3rd, that amateur transmitters are somewhat anxious lest their own interests may be overlooked.

We understand that Mr. Gerad Marcoux and Mr. A. E. Waits have been in constant touch with the Post Office authorities on behalf of the R.S.G.B., and that the F.P.O. have sent a representative of the R.S.G.B. at Madrid to advise them on matters affecting amateur radio. Mr. Waits, and possibly Mr. Marcoux, will, therefore, journey to Madrid at some period during the Conference when important amateur matters come up for discussion, but as the meeting will last for about three months it is not practicable for them to be in attendance all the time. Mr. R. Warner, the secretary of the A.R.R.L., and two other delegates, will, however, be at Madrid during the whole of the Conference, and will keep a watchful eye over the interests of amateur transmitters from all parts of the world.

The American delegates will endeavour to secure for amateurs the exclusive use of the wavebands made available for them under the Washington Convention, and the Canadian amateurs wish for an extension of the present use of the 7 m.c. bands, but there are so many interests to consider that it will be necessary for them to bring forward strong arguments in support of their claims.

The New Call Book.

The summer issue of the Radio Amateur Call Book is now available, and copies may be obtained from Mr. F. T. Carter, Flat A, Glosnag Mansions, Statham, for 6d., post free. The list of amateur transmitting stations in all countries of the world, including names and addresses, while the very useful list of short-wave commercial stations has been increased to twenty-eight columns.

Olympic Games.

We understand that the call-sign W6USQA, which was stated in our issue of June 25th, will be operated by Mr. W. W. P. Watts, the president of the London Amateur amateurs of the Olympic Games, in Los Angeles, was licensed too late for inclusion in the summer Call Book. This call will probably be used after August 15th.

CHANGES OF ADDRESS.

65CR A. L. Crane, Kenilworth, 29, Kingsland Road, Grove Park, S.F. 12.
65KB H. R. Bourne, 51, Sherston Avenue, Hillmorton Paddox, Rugby.
65VR H. B. Old, The Shack, Spring Lane, Lamberley, Nottingham.
62YI R. C. Horanell, St. Neots, Wic Drive, Wickford, Essex.
65DA G. Gore, 41, Grendon Gardens, Wembley Park, Middlesex.
65DI T. Brown, Ashford, West Lane, Forest Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
61GWD W. S. Davison, 10, Mark Street, Portrush, Co. Antrim.
65WT A. S. Wood, Trebor, St. James Road, Forfar.
65CW J. J. Curnow, Tregenna, Garrard Road, Broomfield.
65FJ Call-Signs.

65CU (ex. 2WUN) J. A. Cuthbertson, Radioam, Acklam Road, Linthorpe, Middlesbrough, Yorks.
65FU (ex. 2WBC) L. H. Cant, 177, Torridon Road, Catterton.
2AGT R. Walker, 18, Woodville Road, New Barnet, Herbs.
LABORATORY TESTS
ON NEW RADIO PRODUCTS.

WEARITE Q.V.C. VOLUME CONTROL AND FIXED RESISTANCES

The new Wearite volume control, which is made in the form of a potentiometer, is a most cleverly designed component, for, in addition to embodying some quite novel mechanical features, it lends itself admirably to ganging either to a companion component or to a switch, thereby lessening the number of visible controls.

The Q.V.C. model, as it is styled, is enclosed in a moulded bakelite shell fitted with a single hole fixing bush, and incorporates a tapered wire-wound resistance element, the grading being such that the change in resistance follows very closely a square law.

Wires of fine gauge must, of necessity, be used for the higher values so as to relieve the winding of as much mechanical strain as possible. A roller contact is employed carried on the end of a light but well-tensioned spring arm.

The terminals are mounted on three flats formed on the bakelite shell, the material being somewhat thicker here to give additional strain resistance for future where the terminals pass through the case.

These resistances are rated at 5 watts and are made in various standard sizes from 600 ohms to 100,000 ohms, the price being 4s. 6d. up to 30,000 ohms, and 5s. 6d. for the higher values. Two-ganged models are obtainable from 9s. 6d. up to 100,000 ohms with the addition of an "on-off" switch from 11s.

Wire-wound resistances of 2- and 4-watt rating form a further addition to the Wearite range of components. These, styled R.D. resistances, are made in sizes of 50 ohms to 25,000 ohms in the 2-watt (A) type, and cost from 1s. to 2s. according to value, while the B type (4-watt rating) extend from 50 ohms to 50,000 ohms, the prices ranging from 1s. 3d. to 2s. 9d.

Both styles are obtainable either with base-board mountings or with plug fittings for use as interchangeable resistances, the latter being very useful for experimental work. The small, fixed base portion costs 3d.

GOLTONE COMPONENTS AND SCREENED TUBING

Of the many recent additions to the range of indoor use, Goltone components and accessories made by Ward and Goldstone, Ltd., Frederick Road (Pendleton), Manchester, especially interesting are the additional types of screened sleeving now available, as this material is used extensively in modern receivers.

In addition to the single screened tubing, there is available now twin to insulated sleeving of 2 mm. bore enclosed in a common tinued copper-braided covering for use where two leads associated with the same circuit, but at different H.F. potentials, pass from one screened component to another. There are various other purposes to which twin sleeving of this type can be put. It is sold in 1-yard lengths, the price being 1s.

For screening mains leads and low voltage A.C. leads Ward and Goldstone, Ltd., have introduced a single and a twin 2 mm. bore tubing enclosed in a moulded iron braided covering. These possess all the advantages of standard lead-covered wire, but is much easier to handle and, in addition, is very flexible. It costs 9d. for a yard length in single form, and 1s. for the twin tubing.

New components now available comprise a range of compression-type condensers with maximum capacities of 0.001 mfd., 0.003 mfd., and 0.002 mfd. The terminals are mounted on the side so permitting the condenser to be fixed to the underside of the baseboard or to the back of a panel so that only the control knob is visible. Provision is made for baseboard or panel mounting, and the price is 1s. up to 0.001 mfd. and 1s. 3d. for the 0.002 mfd. size.

A Super H.F. choke with an effective range of from 10 to 2,750 metres and listed at 4s. 6d. will meet most present-day requirements. Its high inductance and low D.C. resistance are two 'very useful features, for the choke is as effective in super-het. I.F. amplifiers of 110 or 126 kc. as in normal straight circuits. Its low self-capacity, about 50 mfd., enables it to be used, also, on the very short wavelengths.

Our measurements confirmed the maker's inductance value of 0.35 millihenry for the sample tested however showed a slightly lower D.C. resistance, being 216 ohms as against 225 ohms, as stated. The high inductance and low resistance are obtained by fitting small laminated iron core and not by increasing the size of the component, for its overall height is but 3 ins. and the base measures 1.7 ins. x 1.1 ins.

Goltone "Lekrite" insulated aerial wire has the advantage that it is perfectly weatherproof and being well insulated is suitable, also, for outdoor use. The seven-stranded copper conductor is enclosed in an impregnated insulated covering impervious both to water and the corrosive effects of coastal and city atmospheres. It is available in cartons containing 50 ft., 75 ft., or 100 ft. of wire, the prices being 15s. 6d., 25s. 3d., and 35s. respectively.

FULL O'POWER DRY CELL. Size 640.

Although the fundamental principles of dry cell construction have changed little for many years, it is only by careful attention to small details that cells of this type can be produced capable of a long life and possessing the ability to store without deterioration. Few better examples of this can be found than the new models introduced by Siemens Electric Lamps and Supplies, Ltd., 38-39, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C. 4. They embody a patented device which hermetically seals the active material, but at the same time permits free exit for the gases given off during the operation of the cell.

When the gas pressure inside the depolariser increases sufficiently it forces some of the compound up through holes in the sealing cover, and when the pressure becomes great enough the small bubbles burst and allow the gases to escape into an air chamber in the top of the container. This chamber connects with small vent holes drilled longitudinally in the centre carbon, so giving access to the air. On collapse of the bubbles the depolarising compound again automatically seals the cell.

The vent holes in the carbon rod extend to the base of the container and so provide a means of exit for gases generated within the active depolarising material in the lower part of the cell.

It is an interesting fact that the size 640 cell delivers on short circuit a current of approximately 50 miliamps, but it is the long life in normal service that the superior qualities of this cell are claimed to be most manifest.

Selection of Goltone new season's components, also samples of screened sleeving.

Range of Wearite Q.V.C. volume controls and R.D. fixed resistances.

Siemens' Full O'Power dry cell, size 640.

The size 640 weighs 2 lb. 6 ozs., and measures 2½ ins. x 6½ ins. high, the price being 2s. In addition to being particularly well suited for operating electric bells, there are many opportunities for using cells of this type in the experimenter's workshop.
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Music v. Vaudeville.

A BATTLE royal threatens to develop at Broadcasting House between the Music and Vaudeville departments on the question of who shall use the large concert studio. The fun started when the vaudeville people found that the studio was just as good as the Waterloo warehouse for programmes of the "music-hall" type. Almost at once the music people made another effort to find space in the concert hall for the entire National Symphony Orchestra.

The Cramped Conductor.

The test was carried out on July 18th. The whole orchestra was accommodated, not without difficulty, and although the conductor's style was cramped, the result seemed necessary to satisfy the engineer. Incidentally, the interesting discovery was made that the orchestra, "playing its damnedest," could only just be heard in the basement studio beneath, and even then made no impression on the other microphone circuits.

Reluctant Decision.

Realising that a cramped orchestra can never do its best, the Music Department have reluctantly confirmed their original decision not to attempt performances in the concert hall by the entire orchestra; they still feel, however, that the hall is peculiarly their own and that vaudeville and other hilarious programmes should not be permitted in such a holy of holies.

The vaudeville people think differently, hence the squabble.

Why Not?

The best way out of the difficulty, I imagine, would be to permit vaudeville in the large studio at times when it is not required for more serious purposes. The dog-in-the-manger attitude is uncalled for. Some of the German stations manage quite successfully with only one studio for all performances.

Busmen's Holidays.

THE sight of Henry Hall enjoying a song and dance turn at the Palladium the other evening did not surprise me. The B.B.C. staff spend half their leisure in taking busmen's holidays.

Val Gielgud, the B.B.C. dramatic chief, haunts the theatre, while Gerald Cock, who organises outside broadcasts, is for ever on the prowl for suitable material.

Sleuths.

There are, of course, the recognised programme sleuths, whose work it is to tour London and provincial music-halls, cabarets, and dance halls for likely talent; but I am thinking of the staff people who spend their leisure in the public service, and are always ready to pounce on their experiences to the ordinary listener. Louis Armstrong, last week's "hot" trumpet player, was "discovered" by a B.B.C. man who was taking a night off.

Good Fellows.

A "holiday" for a B.B.C. engineer more often than not means a journey to the Continent or to America to rub shoulders with foreign technicians and to exchange ideas. Even if we do occasionally criticise the British Broadcasting Corporation, let us recognise the staff as a band of workers with a splendid esprit de corps and an unselfish desire to maintain the popularity of broadcasting.

Motor Race Thrills for Listeners.

The Royal Automobile Club's International Tourist Trophy Motor Race takes place over the Ards Circuit on August 20th, and a running commentary will be relayed to National and Belfast listeners during the day. The course is nearly fourteen miles long, runs through two small towns, and includes a long straight stretch where very high speeds are attained. There are thirty laps, and the full distance of the course is 410 miles. This year's race is particularly interesting, for two of the

A POPULAR VOICE. Miss Francine Lemaître, the young "announcerice" at Radio-Normandie (Fécamp), who is well known to English listeners.

Television at Broadcasting House.

UNFORESEEN hitches have caused a delay in the inauguration of television transmissions from Broadcasting House, but I understand that we may rely on a start being made within the next month.

By the way, my recent suggestion that the ultra-short wave transmitter might be used for television purposes has given birth to the most extravagant rumours. It has even been announced in one quarter that television will be restricted to the ultra-high frequencies. This is quite untrue.

The initial tests will follow the scheme outlined in these columns on July 15th, i.e., Midland Regional will transmit sound on 398.9 metres while London National supplies the images on 251.3 metres.

Aue' North.

A BERDONIANS are now acclimatising themselves to transmissions on 214.3 metres, the new wavelength which becomes necessary with the opening of Scottish National on Aberdeen's original wavelength of 288.3 metres.

The "O" transmitter which the B.B.C. are now using has been heard quite comfortably at 4 miles on a two-valve receiver using an indoor aerial. The same set gave satisfactory results with an outdoor aerial at 12 miles, at which distance the signal strength is 1.7 millivolts per metre.

Cats.

LISTENERS must not get the impression that the B.B.C. is broadcasting soprano auditions during the late evenings. Some of the high notes may be coming from the nearer regions of Broadcasting House, where a number of stray cats have taken up residence and refuse to budge.

The intruders, who were first discovered by compassionate workmen when the foundations were being dug, were allowed to remain on the understanding that it would be a case of "Time, Gents!" when the Governors and staff arrived.

Unsparing.

Now that the Governors and the staff have fulfilled their part of the contract by duly arriving, the cats have adopted an unsportsmanlike attitude. They conceal themselves all day beneath boilers and in awkward corners beyond the reach of man, remaining there until the late dance music. Then, in families, they roam the deserted building.

It is said that there are already three generations.

A Summertime Quandary.

HERE is a poser which came in a letter to the B.B.C. Technical Correspondence Department last week:—

"Having a portable set and not having anything on Since 12 of June I would be very much obliged if you could inform me how to act or what to do..."
Under-Loaded Output Valve.

THE designer of a modern set generally tries to arrange matters so that the rectified output from the detector valve is just sufficient to load up the succeeding output valve. It is usual to allow a fair margin of safety, but to legislate for a large surplus would not be economical.

Consequently, readers should think twice before introducing sweeping modifications in the post-detector portion of sets described in this journal. For example, the detector of the “Modern Straight Five” delivers ample energy for the output valve specified, but not enough to load, say, a pair of high-power push-pull output valves linked by a transformer of normal step-up ratio. To make this modification, it would become necessary either to interpose an intermediate stage of L.F. magnification, or, alternatively, to use a transformer of abnormally high step-up ratio. Either course is likely to introduce complications.

Extra Smoothing.

WHEN extra smoothing over and above that provided by a loud speaker field is found to be necessary it is almost invariably correct to insert the additional choke between the rectifier output and the field winding, in the manner indicated in Fig. 1.

A quirk that has inserted an extra choke in the alternative position-between the field winding and the receiver—finds that there is still a residue of hum; a series of stage-by-stage tests (which he describes) would indicate that the trouble is at any rate partly due to the load speaker itself, and we think that the method of connection explained above will put matters right. The extra smoothing condenser is shown in the diagram as having a capacity of 2 mfd.; occasionally this value may be doubled with advantage.

L.T. Transformer Voltage.

WHEN a commercially made power transformer is fitted in a receiver it seldom happens that the loads imposed on the various secondary windings correspond exactly with the manufacturer’s rating. But it should be emphasised that this should be a matter of no importance; provided that the transformer is designed on reasonably generous lines, its voltage regulation should be good enough to cope with small discrepancies. In other words, voltage should not rise by more than a few per cent. when the load is well below the normal rating; similarly, it should be maintained at sensibly the full value when maximum current—or even a little more—is taken from the windings.

Several questions dealing with this subject have lately been received, and one correspondent appears to be doubtful whether it would be safe to wire two indirectly heated A.C. valves (consuming a total of 2 amperes) across a winding rated at 3 amperes. In this case, the transformer secondary will be delivering two-thirds of the full rated current, and even a badly regulated component should do this without an appreciable voltage rise.

Testing Mains Transformers.

HAVING obtained the loan of a highly accurate A.C. meter, a reader wishes to test his mains transformer under working conditions, and asks for information as to how to calculate the value of the artificial loads which will be connected across the L.T. secondaries. Although this is a simple matter in theory, we are inclined to suggest that our quirk would do better to take the measurements with a natural load, i.e., that of the valve heaters, etc., which will ultimately be connected across the various transformer windings. The reason is that we doubt if he will have access to fixed resistors of suitably low value combined with adequate current-carrying capacity.

The calculation in question is easily made by dividing “ rated voltage ” by “ current to be consumed ” (in amps.). For example, a 4-volt secondary, which will be required to give 2 amperes, should be shunted by a resistance of 2 ohms. The measured R.M.S. voltage across the winding should then be 4 volts.

It may be added that, strictly speaking, measurement should only be made when all the secondary windings are delivering their normal outputs, as a reduction in the total load imposed on the transformer will introduce a rise of voltage even across those secondaries windings that are fully loaded. The extent of this change will depend on the design of the transformer.

Yet Another Bias Scheme.

WE are asked whether it is permissible to bias an indirectly heated S.G. valve by inserting the necessary number of dry cells directly in the cathode lead. Our correspondent is using a gauged tuning condenser in the construction of an experimental receiver, and does not wish to go to the expense of fitting an automatic bias arrangement for this temporary set, and thinks, if it will work, that the proposed method of biasing offers the simplest solution of the problem. As the condenser rotors are earthed, the conventional way of applying battery bias is impracticable.

This method is quite practicable, but the diagram which our reader submits with his letter is incorrect, in that it shows the positive terminal of the bias battery as being connected to the earth line. Although this is the correct method of connection in conventional battery bias circuits, it is wrong in this case. The normal procedure must be reversed, the positive pole of the battery being joined direct to the cathode terminal of the valve holder, and the negative pole to the earth line. The cathode will then be positive with respect to the grid, and so it follows that the grid will be safe to touch with the cathode—the correct operating condition for an amplifying valve.

Although we do not think that this method of biasing is practical, in view of the cathode safety, it may be useful to remember that it is practicable, especially in cases where the correct value of automatic bias resistor is not available at the moment.

The Wireless World

INFORMATION BUREAU.

Conditions of the Service.

THE service is intended primarily for readers meeting with difficulties in the construction, adjustment, operation, or maintenance of wireless receivers described in The Wireless World, or those of commercial design which from time to time are reviewed in the pages of The Wireless World. Everyone who writes with queries on all wireless matters, provided that they are of such a nature that they can be dealt with satisfactorily in a letter.

Communications should be addressed to The Wireless World Information Bureau, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by a remittance of 5s. to cover the cost of the service. Thequirer's name and address should be written in block letters at the top of all communications.

Fig. 2.—A bias battery, connected in the cathode lead, as shown in diagram (a), is the same purpose as the usual bias resistance (diagram (b)).

The accompanying diagram (Fig. 2) shows that the polarity of a bias battery connected in the manner under discussion corresponds with the polarity of the voltage developed across the conventional bias resistor which it may replace.

Practical Wiring Detail.

REFERRING to a recently published "Readers' Problem," in which we gave some advice on the subject of charging an L.T. cell from a motor car battery, a correspondent asks the reason for showing the current-limiting resistance as connected in the positive line of the charging battery.

This is a matter of very small importance, and, of course, from the theoretical aspect, it is quite immaterial whether the limiting resistance is inserted in the positive or negative leads. But, as the negative pole of the grid battery will probably be permanently "earthed" to the frame, the risk of damage to the car battery, due to an accidental short-circuit from the charging leads, etc., to any tarryted metal work will be slightly reduced by adopting the method of connection shown in our diagram.

The Wireless World
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RECEPTION IS ONLY HALF THE BATTLE

Nowadays reproduction is the standard by which a set is judged. This Indirectly Heated Pentode gives a large margin of reserve power, which allows for perfect reproduction and purity of tone—it will operate a large moving coil speaker; the percentage second harmonic distortion is nil, and third harmonic less than 5%, while the new Rigid Unit Principle ensures perfect stability. PEN.4V is the output valve for every A.C. receiver employing an indirectly heated pentode.

PRICE 20/-  MADE IN ENGLAND

WE ARE EXHIBITING AT

Mullard
THE MASTER VALVE


Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
This N.P.L. curve shows why the BENJAMIN TRANSFEEDA is the choice of chief designers.

**PRICE** 11/6

Little wonder that the Chief Designers of some of the most famous British Made Receivers gave their preference to the BENJAMIN TRANSFEEDA and incorporated it as standard in their sets. The TRANSFEEDA is a neat job—looks well in your set, its case is of METAL so that stray oscillations are effectively screened, the components within the case are made from high-class material and individually matched (e.g. the anode resistance is wire-wound, not spaghetti or composition, the condenser has its own metal case, the transformer core is of special nickel iron, etc., etc.). Naturally a standard specimen of so well-designed and made an instrument, when submitted to the N.P.L. for their test, showed a response curve that gave Designers and Constructors “something to think about.” Wherever a L.F. Transformer is used or specified in your set, put in a BENJAMIN TRANSFEEDA and get a volume and purity that will delight you. Ask for leaflet No. 1292 which fully describes the TRANSFEEDA and gives circuits and connections.

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD., TARIFF ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.17.

**S M O O T H your M.C. Speaker**

Put a 2,000 mfd. T.C.C. Electrolytic Condenser in parallel with the field winding of your moving-coil loud speaker, and, once and for all, banish that annoying mains ripple.

Look at the oscillograms reproduced above—the top curve records the voltage applied before the connection of a T.C.C. Electrolytic Condenser, and below it is shown the voltage after—the ripple is negligible.

Only with a ripple-free background can you enjoy to the full the advantages of a moving coil.

Get a T.C.C. 2,000 mfd. Electrolytic Condenser from your dealer to-day. 

price 15s. net.

NOTE. This condenser is suitable for working up to 12 V.D.C. only. It is therefore only applicable to speakers energized by low voltages up to about 9 V.

The Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., Wales Farm Road, North Acton, W.3.

T.C.C. ALL-BRITISH CONDENSERS

Mention of “The Wireless World,” when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
"ATLAS" AGAIN GO ONE BETTER

ONLY "ATLAS" CAN IMPROVE ON "ATLAS"

This year every expert will vote for
THE NEW "ATLAS" A.C. 300
on STAND NO. 91!

Experts said it could not be done. But just as "ATLAS" last year improved the Olympia Ballot Winner of 1930, so have they improved the 1931 Ballot winner: adding amongst other refinements, the new "ATLAS" regulated output to ensure correct voltages irrespective of the milliamps consumed. And all without any increase in price!

This new "ATLAS" Model A.C. 300 is emphatically the first word in mains unit design and most probably will remain the standard for years to come.

There are two variable H.T. Tappings of 0/100 and 0/120 volts and one fixed of 150 volts. Four G.B. Tappings of 11, 3, 9, and 16 volts, independent of H.T. and smoothed by electrolytic condensers. L.T. Trickle Charger for 2, 4 and 6 volt Accumulators at 0.5 amps. The H.T. Output is regulated by three tappings to give 12, 18 and 25 mA at 150 volts. Tapped Input for 200/250 and 100/125 volts 40/120 Cycles. Safety Trickle Charger Isolating Switch. Combined Plug-Adaptor. Westinghouse Rectifiers. Size 10½ x 6 x 3½”. Fully guaranteed for 12 months.

See it at Olympia. Test it for yourself. Ask your dealer for a demonstration to-day. There’s no comparison with "ATLAS."

POST THIS COUPON NOW!

Messrs. H. Clarke & Co. (M/cr.) Ltd., George Street, Patricroft, Manchester.

Please send full details of "ATLAS" Mains Units and Components.

Name ..................................................
Address ..................................................

31/5/31
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DUBILIER GRID LEAK
WHICH COSTS ONLY

There's no excuse now to have unreliable Grid Leaks in your Set. For here is a Grid Leak bearing the name Dubilier... and all it costs is 1/-! Only 1/-... and you have a Grid Leak which is the last word in efficiency... constant, permanent, strong mechanically... and tested in laboratory and factory to be quite certain that it will never fail you.

The new Dubilier Grid Leak is available in all popular values. For whatever resistance value you need, from to-day see that your Grid Leaks are all made by Dubilier. That name is another word for "Dependability".

MILES AND MILES OF BECOL EBONITE
LOW LOSS FORMERS

are in use. WHY? Because they are tested before despatch and can be depended on to give the best results. 26 Types. None better.

SOLE MAKERS—

The GREATEST
Kit & Component Suppliers in the WORLD!

Ready Radio

Head Offices: Eastnor House, Blackheath, S.E.3. Phone: Lee Grdn 5678

FOURTH EDITION

HANDBOOK
of
TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION
for
Wireless Telegraphists

By
Author of "Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony," etc.

PRICE
25/-
NET.

BY POST
25/9

From all leading Bookstellers or direct from the publishers:

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4

THIS work constitutes a complete textbook for the use of wireless telegraphists and provides a full theoretical course for the P.M.G. certificate. Twenty-six Spark and Valve Transmitters are described, and Thirty-three Receivers and Direction Finders.

A leaflet giving synopsis of chapters and other particulars will be sent on request.

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4

W.W.96
SATISFYING VOLUME

Volume implies filament heating. When a filament expands the pre-determined position of the electrodes must vary, and you get erratic characteristics unless the expansion is automatically compensated. In all the OSRAM 2-volt battery valves there is a marvellous development which ensures consistency with satisfying volume. Effects of internal and external vibrations are eliminated. The OSRAM filament-springing means an end to all microphonics.

OSRAM
new automatic cushion filament springing ensures ABSOLUTE CONSISTENCY

As used in OSRAM 2 volt battery valves

 optimize filament springing

WITH THE WEMBLEY FILAMENT


Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
One penny buys 4/- worth of H.T.!

When you run your set from an EKCO Unit, every penny you spend on H.T. will buy fifty times as much current as from H.T. Batteries. With batteries, you have to buy at least four every year—an expenditure of at least 50/-.

An EKCO Unit’s annual running cost is one shilling only—one fiftieth of the amount.* Whatever the type or size of your radio set, there is an EKCO Unit for it. Just connect the appropriate model in place of your usual battery, then switch on—that’s all!

Choose the Unit suitable for your set from the Table below, or post coupon for full details.

*Based cc 1,000 hour use per annum of a 3v battery set.

All EKCO Units are obtainable by Easy Payments.


Please send me full details of Ekco Power Units.

Name
Address

All Models are similar in external appearance. Size 9 x 5 x 3/4.

EKCO H.T. UNITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Current Output</th>
<th>Voltage Tappings</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>EASY PAYMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Voltage</td>
<td></td>
<td>Initial Payment</td>
<td>11 Monthly Payments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.C. 12</td>
<td>12 m/A</td>
<td>S.G.; 80; 120/150</td>
<td>£2.15.0</td>
<td>6/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.C. 18</td>
<td>18 m/A</td>
<td>S.G.; 50/80*; 120/150</td>
<td>£3.7.6</td>
<td>7/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.C. 25</td>
<td>25 m/A</td>
<td>S.G.; 50/80*; 120/150</td>
<td>£3.17.6</td>
<td>8/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.C. 15</td>
<td>15 or 25 m/25</td>
<td>S.G.; 50/80*; 120/150</td>
<td>£1.19.6</td>
<td>6/3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Combined H.T. & L.T. Charger Units (for A.C. Mains)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Current &amp; Voltage</th>
<th>L.T. Output (for charging accumulators)</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>EASY PAYMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Voltage Tappings</td>
<td>Initial Payment</td>
<td>11 Monthly Payments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. 12</td>
<td>Current Output</td>
<td>1 amp. at 2, 4 or 6 volts</td>
<td>£3.19.6</td>
<td>9/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. 18</td>
<td>and Tapping</td>
<td>1 amp. at 2, 4 or 6 volts</td>
<td>£4.12.6</td>
<td>10/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. 25</td>
<td>1 amp. at 2, 4 or 6 volts</td>
<td>1 amp. at 2, 4 or 6 volts</td>
<td>£5.7.6</td>
<td>11/9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tappings marked * are adjustable.

POWER UNITS

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
LIFELONG MAINTENANCE OF CHARACTERISTICS DUE TO THE

MICA BRIDGE

THE Cossor system of Mica Bridge Construction has two outstanding advantages. Firstly, it permits an exceptional degree of accuracy in the assembly of the valve, thereby ensuring absolute uniformity of characteristics. Secondly, it safeguards those characteristics throughout the valve's useful life. Variation is impossible. And, in addition, the Mica Bridge imparts great mechanical strength to the electrode assembly. As with the Battery-operated types, Mica Bridge Construction is employed in all Cossor A.C. Mains Valves.

Cossor
ALL-BRITISH
A.C. MAINS VALVES

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
Mazda valves are standardised by most leading British receiving set manufacturers. They are designed by British engineers and manufactured throughout in our British factory devoted entirely to Mazda valve production. You can buy with confidence!

Always ask for Mazda valves — your dealer has them.

The amazing Mazda VALVES

The Edison Swan Electric Co. Ltd.

155 Charing Cross Rd. London. W.C.2

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
### Broadcasting Stations Abroad

**ARRANGED IN ORDER OF WAVELENGTH.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavelength</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Station</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>Kaunas (Lithuanian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1875</td>
<td>1740</td>
<td>Helsinki (Holland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>1845</td>
<td>Labi (Finland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>1875</td>
<td>Radio Paris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>Zuerich (Kantonssteuerhaus) (Switzerland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>Irkutsk, RV14 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>Warsaw 1 (Poland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2155</td>
<td>Novosibirsk, RV4 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Tunis-Ksahba (Tunisia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Motala (Sweden)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Moscow, WV9 (Union, Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Bukov, RV9 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2445</td>
<td>Roden (Sweden)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Standard (Turkey)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Reykjavik (Ireland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Taskent, RV1 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Karakol (Switzerland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Moscow, RV2 (Experimental) (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Moscow, Popoff-RV58 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Tashkent, RV11 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Stamboul (Turkey)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Motala (Sweden)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Tunis-Kasbalt (Tunisia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower. VLF, Paris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Daventry (United Kingdom)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Alma Ata, RV60 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Sverdlovsk, RV5 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Saratov, RV5 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Perm, RV5 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Grevea (Switzerland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Moscow, RV2 (Experimental) (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Moscow, RV10 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Oslo (Norway)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Tienshun, RV5 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Ljubljana (Yugoslavia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Stuttgart (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Bayreuth (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Haren, RV9 (Belgium)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Hamburg (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Berlin, No. 2 (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Frankfurt (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Bordeaux, FF1 (France)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Tunis-Kasbalt (Tunisia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower. VLF, Paris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Daventry (United Kingdom)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Alma Ata, RV60 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Sverdlovsk, RV5 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Saratov, RV5 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Perm, RV5 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Grevea (Switzerland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Moscow, RV2 (Experimental) (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Moscow, RV10 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Oslo (Norway)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Tienshun, RV5 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Ljubljana (Yugoslavia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Stuttgart (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Bayreuth (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Haren, RV9 (Belgium)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Hamburg (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Berlin, No. 2 (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Frankfurt (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Bordeaux, FF1 (France)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Tunis-Kasbalt (Tunisia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower. VLF, Paris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Daventry (United Kingdom)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Alma Ata, RV60 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Sverdlovsk, RV5 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Saratov, RV5 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Perm, RV5 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Grevea (Switzerland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Moscow, RV2 (Experimental) (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Moscow, RV10 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Oslo (Norway)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Tienshun, RV5 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Ljubljana (Yugoslavia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Stuttgart (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Bayreuth (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Haren, RV9 (Belgium)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Hamburg (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Berlin, No. 2 (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Frankfurt (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Bordeaux, FF1 (France)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Tunis-Kasbalt (Tunisia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower. VLF, Paris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Daventry (United Kingdom)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Alma Ata, RV60 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Sverdlovsk, RV5 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Saratov, RV5 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Perm, RV5 (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Grevea (Switzerland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>Moscow, RV2 (Experimental) (Russia)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BROADCASTING STATIONS ABROAD (in Order of Wavelength).

PRINCIPAL SHORT-WAVE STATIONS.

ARRANGED IN ORDER OF WAVELENGTH.

WAVELENGTHS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Mc/sec.)</th>
<th>Call Sign</th>
<th>Station Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.25</td>
<td>20130</td>
<td>Leipzig (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>15550</td>
<td>Almeria, EAJ18 (Spain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.25</td>
<td>16251</td>
<td>Kootwijk (Holland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>19110</td>
<td>London National (Brookmans Park)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>23880</td>
<td>Chicago, Ill. (U.S.A.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>28040</td>
<td>Malabar (Java)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>31030</td>
<td>Lisbon (Portugal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>35700</td>
<td>Bangkok (Siam)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TUNE POSITIONS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Mc/sec.)</th>
<th>Call Sign</th>
<th>Station Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>38600</td>
<td>Malmo (Sweden)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>40700</td>
<td>Kook (Holland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>43800</td>
<td>Washington (U.S.A.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>46900</td>
<td>Brussels (Belgium)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>Moscow (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>54500</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>57500</td>
<td>New Delhi (India)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.6</td>
<td>60600</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LONGER WAVELENGTHS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Mc/sec.)</th>
<th>Call Sign</th>
<th>Station Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>60000</td>
<td>Moscow (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>63000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>66000</td>
<td>New Delhi (India)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>69000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>72000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SHORT WAVELENGTHS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Mc/sec.)</th>
<th>Call Sign</th>
<th>Station Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>72000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>75000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78.0</td>
<td>78000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.0</td>
<td>81000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84.0</td>
<td>84000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LONGER WAVELENGTHS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Mc/sec.)</th>
<th>Call Sign</th>
<th>Station Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>90000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>93000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>96000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.0</td>
<td>99000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SHORT WAVELENGTHS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Mc/sec.)</th>
<th>Call Sign</th>
<th>Station Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>102.0</td>
<td>102000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105.0</td>
<td>105000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108.0</td>
<td>108000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111.0</td>
<td>111000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114.0</td>
<td>114000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LONGER WAVELENGTHS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Mc/sec.)</th>
<th>Call Sign</th>
<th>Station Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>117.0</td>
<td>117000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120.0</td>
<td>120000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123.0</td>
<td>123000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126.0</td>
<td>126000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129.0</td>
<td>129000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SHORT WAVELENGTHS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Mc/sec.)</th>
<th>Call Sign</th>
<th>Station Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>132.0</td>
<td>132000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135.0</td>
<td>135000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138.0</td>
<td>138000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141.0</td>
<td>141000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144.0</td>
<td>144000</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LONGER WAVELENGTHS.
PRINCIPAL EVENTS OF THE DAY:

PRAGUE

10.45, Selection of Sacred Motets (Peterson).
11.00, Operatic Concert by the Distinguished下來
11.30, Talk by Prof. Ostrup.
12.30, Talk by Dr. Foster.
12.45, Popular Music by the Society Orchestra.
13.00, Radio Report on 210 metres from 6.30 p.m. to 12 midnight.

VIENNA

10.00, Operatic Concert by the Vienna State Orchestra.
10.30, Talk by Mr. Lewis.
11.00, Selection of Sacred Music.
11.30, Talk by Mr. Foster.
12.00, Selection of Popular Music.
12.30, Talk by Mr. Foster.
13.00, Radio Report on 210 metres from 6.30 p.m. to 12 midnight.

WARSAW

10.00, Operatic Concert by the Warsaw Philharmonic Orchestra.
10.30, Talk by Mr. Foster.
11.00, Selection of Sacred Music.
11.30, Talk by Mr. Foster.
12.00, Selection of Popular Music.
12.30, Talk by Mr. Foster.
13.00, Radio Report on 210 metres from 6.30 p.m. to 12 midnight.

BUCHEST

10.00, Operatic Concert by the Bucharest State Orchestra.
10.30, Talk by Mr. Foster.
11.00, Selection of Sacred Music.
11.30, Talk by Mr. Foster.
12.00, Selection of Popular Music.
12.30, Talk by Mr. Foster.
13.00, Radio Report on 210 metres from 6.30 p.m. to 12 midnight.

FEKAMP

10.00, Operatic Concert by the Fekamp State Orchestra.
10.30, Talk by Mr. Foster.
11.00, Selection of Sacred Music.
11.30, Talk by Mr. Foster.
12.00, Selection of Popular Music.
12.30, Talk by Mr. Foster.
13.00, Radio Report on 210 metres from 6.30 p.m. to 12 midnight.
**Light Music by the Konigsberg Opera House**

2.35, Talk for Young People.

276.5 metres; 60 kW; and DANZIG, 453.2 metres; 25 kW.

Music from the Hotel Atlantic.

Erna Bolt, Hans Marten, Gustav Hauß, and Gertrude Grund.

Bunter Abend: The Norag Orchestra, the Mikrophone at a Cannes Polo Match.

Fifth French Suite in G, (b) Toccata in E for Kuhn).


Talks.

Last Dance for Me, I'm Sorry Dear, Ecstasy, Melody, Song of the Market, That Way (Cole).

His Mind (Ward), Around (Ager), I Wonder What's Really on "Phone, Happy Day. 2.0, Concert of Dance Music.

Waltz, Waltzes and English:

2.0, Partly from the Westphalian and Discus.

"Phone, Happy Day. 2.0, Concert of Dance Music.

Talks.

Waltz.

Beginning (Horst).

Famous Songs in Different Settings: Poems, from Paris (Ecole Superieure).


9.50, Talk.

Talk, The life of an Operetta Composer.

11.0, "Quintet Concert.

Wien, Werkbund, and Beethoven Variations (Beethoven).

Laudanne.—See Radio-Suisse Romande.

10.0 (approx.), Close Down.

LIVE.—See Stuttgart.

12.45, Humorous Talk.

11.0, "Quintet Concert.

Wien, Werkbund, and Beethoven Variations (Beethoven).

Laudanne.—See Radio-Suisse Romande.

10.0 (approx.), Close Down.

LIVE.—See Stuttgart.

12.45, Humorous Talk.

11.0, "Quintet Concert.

Wien, Werkbund, and Beethoven Variations (Beethoven).

Laudanne.—See Radio-Suisse Romande.

10.0 (approx.), Close Down.

LIVE.—See Stuttgart.

12.45, Humorous Talk.

11.0, "Quintet Concert.

Wien, Werkbund, and Beethoven Variations (Beethoven).

Laudanne.—See Radio-Suisse Romande.

10.0 (approx.), Close Down.

LIVE.—See Stuttgart.

12.45, Humorous Talk.

11.0, "Quintet Concert.
PARIS
Radio Paris, Call CFR, 1,726 metres; 75 kW. - 7.45 a.m., Light Music on Gramophone Records. 8.0, Talk on Gramophone Records. 8.30, Selection from Le Coeur et la Main Mousquetaires au couvent (Varney); Sonata for Flute: Overture, The Grand Duchess of Gérolstein (Vaëssur); Selection from Paganini (Lehár); Suite from Don Quixote (Glinka); Light Music from Asia (Brac); Selection to Rigoletto (Weber); Andante from the Fifth Symphony (Tchaikovsky); Concert from Langan-Revue. 9.46, Agricultural Report. 9.50, Time Signal, Sports Notes, The Fireflies. 10.0, Call to Pray. 10.15, Dance Music on Gramophone Records. 10.45, News Bulletin. 11.0, Light Music on Gramophone Records. 11.26, Concert by the Vienna Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Adolf Schacht. 12.00, Programme Announcement. 12.30, News Bulletin and Weather Forecast. 12.45, Rhyme and Reason Programme. 12.50, Orchestral Concert, conducted by Carl Frintz (contd.): Bass Solos: (a) Spanish Caprice, (b) The Flight of the Bumble Bee. 1.0, Talk on the Latest Events in Vienna. 1.05, Orchestral Concert, conducted by Robert Stix. 1.30, Time, News in French, and German. 2.0, Selections of Opera Music. 2.30, Music of Popular Music. 3.15 to 3.30, Talk in French: (a) Talk on Pilsudski, (b) Selection from Paganini (Lehár); Suite from Don Quixote (Glinka); Light Music from Asia (Brac); Selection to Rigoletto (Weber); Andante from the Fifth Symphony (Tchaikovsky); Concert from Langan-Revue. 4.15, Talk on the Latest Events in Vienna. 4.30, Selections of Opera Music. 5.0, Divine Service of the Station Orchestra. 5.15, Operatic Evening: Part I, Le Jour de l'An (Puccini); Overture, Le Festin de la Chose Aureille (Georges Bizet); Part II, Le Maître de Camp (D'Albert). 6.0, Coficert by the Vienna Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Wiener Schuster. 6.15, Talk on the Latest Events in Vienna. 6.45, Operatic Evening: Part II, Partie de Chasse (Grieg); Take Me to Your Leader (Van Zandt, Shaeffer & Adgemo); Serenade to My Love (Till). 7.0, News Bulletin and Programme Announcements. 7.15, Talk by Betty Carman: (a) Talk on the Latest Events in Vienna, (b) Selection from Paganini (Lehár); Suite from Don Quixote (Glinka); Light Music from Asia (Brac); Selection to Rigoletto (Weber); Andante from the Fifth Symphony (Tchaikovsky); Concert from Langan-Revue. 8.0, Talk on the Latest Events in Vienna. 8.30, Opera Music. 9.0, Divine Service of the Station Orchestra. 9.15, Selections of Opera Music. 9.45, Talk on the Latest Events in Vienna. 10.15, News Bulletin and Programme Announcements. 10.30, Talk by Betty Carman: (a) Talk on the Latest Events in Vienna, (b) Selection from Paganini (Lehár); Suite from Don Quixote (Glinka); Light Music from Asia (Brac); Selection to Rigoletto (Weber); Andante from the Fifth Symphony (Tchaikovsky); Concert from Langan-Revue. 10.45, Talk on the Latest Events in Vienna. 11.0, News Bulletin and Programme Announcements. 11.15, Talk by Betty Carman: (a) Talk on the Latest Events in Vienna, (b) Selection from Paganini (Lehár); Suite from Don Quixote (Glinka); Light Music from Asia (Brac); Selection to Rigoletto (Weber); Andante from the Fifth Symphony (Tchaikovsky); Concert from Langan-Revue. 11.30, Talk on the Latest Events in Vienna. 12.00, Programme Announcement. 12.15, Talk to Pray. 12.30, News Bulletin and Weather Forecast. 12.45, Talk on the Latest Events in Vienna. 13.00, Programme Announcement. 13.15, Talk to Pray. 13.30, News Bulletin and Programme Announcements. 13.45, Programme Announcement. 14.00, Programme Announcement. 14.15, Talk to Pray. 14.30, News Bulletin and Programme Announcements. 14.45, Programme Announcement. 15.00, Talk to Pray. 15.15, News Bulletin and Programme Announcements. 15.30, Talk to Pray. 15.45, News Bulletin and Programme Announcements. 16.00, Talk to Pray. 16.15, News Bulletin and Programme Announcements. 16.30, Talk to Pray. 16.45, News Bulletin and Programme Announcements. 17.00, Talk to Pray. 17.15, News Bulletin and Programme Announcements. 17.30, Talk to Pray. 17.45, News Bulletin and Programme Announcements. 18.00, Talk to Pray. 18.15, News Bulletin and Programme Announcements. 18.30, Talk to Pray. 18.45, News Bulletin and Programme Announcements. 19.00, Talk to Pray. 19.15, News Bulletin and Programme Announcements. 19.30, Talk to Pray. 19.45, News Bulletin and Programme Announcements. 20.00, Talk to Pray. 20.15, News Bulletin and Programme Announcements. 20.30, Talk to Pray. 20.45, News Bulletin and Programme Announcements. 21.00, Talk to Pray. 21.15, News Bulletin and Programme Announcements. 21.30, Talk to Pray. 21.45, News Bulletin and Programme Announcements. 22.00, Talk to Pray. 22.15, News Bulletin and Programme Announcements. 22.30, Talk to Pray. 22.45, News Bulletin and Programme Announcements. 23.00, Talk to Pray. 23.15, News Bulletin and Programme Announcements. 23.30, Talk to Pray. 23.45, News Bulletin and Programme Announcements.

POZNAN
AUGUST 18TH

PRINCIPAL EVENTS OF THE DAY:

AT HOME

Light classical concert. Orchestral concert. Miss Sings: Song from the Sanssouci Boys' Camp, Plattenberg Park, Isthmi Thirty Years Ago (imaginary programme of August 18, 1932).

LONDON


MIDLAND


WEST


ABROAD

“The Genius of Adventure” — a musical programme. Mozart concert from American Conservatoire at Font-.operatic concert.

TURIN

Musical Comedy Switch (arr. Hall).

BORDEAUX-LAFAYETTE

12 mètres; 10.15, Programme for Children. 

BRATISLAVA

375 metres; 1.0 p.m., Le Journal hale.

BREMEN

— See Hamburg.

BRESLAU


BREMEN

See Hamburg.

BRESLAU

6.55, Concert by the Carl Rydahl Ensemble: Vienna, Vienna.

BUDAPEST

50 metres; 15.15, Programme also re- laid on the 250 metres from 6.30 to 12 Midnight.

BUDAPEST

201 metres; 20.15, Programme by the Studio Orchestra; conducted by J. M. Syne. Light Music on Gramophone Records. 7.60, Concert of Chamber Music. 7.10, Talk to be read from the M单元 Hall, Antwerp.

BRUSSELS (No. 2)

N.B.R.—See Brussels (No. 1).

Programme in Flemish. 11 Noon, Orchestral Concert, concertante organ recital: Organist: M. E. Willaerts (Sons); Organ, Der Frivolist (Wiam); Selection from The Vaillants (Way); Summer Excursions (Grieg). Songs (a) Air from Der Schauspieler (Beriot); (b) La Jarque (Wagner); (c) Schmetterlingsliebe (Schott); Chanson (Krzizkowsky). 1.45, Concert (Friedrichshafen). 2.30, Concert conducted by K. M. Kamps. 9.00, Concert and the Municipal Casino, Le Treport. 7.45, Talk. 8.30, Radio Gazette.
MOCKING.

MUSHACKER.—See Stuttgart.

MUNICH

333 metres; 1.5 kW. Relayed by Augustus Radio, Darmstadt, and Warsaw, 230—5.8 p.m. (Orchestral Concert, Op. 78, Excerpts from Lohengrin; Field March; No. 12, Beethoven, The Young).—Programme for Children. 9.30—10 p.m. —A Quarter of an Hour in China.—Talk with Bridge in Lisbon. 10.10—11 p.m. —Agricultural Notes. 7.30—8 p.m. —German Museum of Literature. —20 minutes of Music.

MOSKOW

TRADES UNION, 1.261 metres; 100 kW.—6.10 p.m.—Popular Music. 6.30—8 p.m. —Popular Music. 8.15—9.45 p.m. —Popular Music. 10.15 p.m.—Radio Medical Programme. 8.9, Talks in German and English. 10.45 p.m.—Begin. 5.10, Time Signal and Close Down.

MOTAHA.—See Stockholm.

MUNCHEN.

—See Stuttgart.

MUNICH

333 metres; 1.5 kW. Relayed by Augustus Radio, Darmstadt, and Warsaw, 230—5.8 p.m. (Orchestral Concert, Op. 78, Excerpts from Lohengrin; Field March; No. 12, Beethoven, The Young).—Programme for Children. 9.30—10 p.m. —A Quarter of an Hour in China.—Talk with Bridge in Lisbon. 10.10—11 p.m. —Agricultural Notes. 7.30—8 p.m. —German Museum of Literature. —20 minutes of Music.
PRINCIPAL EVENTS OF THE DAY:

AT HOME

Ballad concert. Orchestral concert. Band concert from Queen's Hall. High. 12.30 a.m. (approix.) Close Down.

BRNO

237 metres; 15 kw.; 7.8 p.m., as Prague. GRM programme for Children.
BRUSSELS (No. 1)

BRUSSELS (No. 2)

32 metres; 30 kw.; 10.00 p.m., as Prague. GRM programme for Children.
GRM programme for Children.

BUCHAREST

WEEKLY TUESDAY continued.

AUGUST 9th, 1932.

MOSKOW

MICHIN

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS

NATOAL.-See Stockholm.

MUCHLICKER.-See Stuttgart.

MUNICH

DAYS.

452 metres. 1.5 kW. Relayed by August and Hartberg. Announced HUGEN, 296.1 metres; 20 kW. -5.40 p.m., Concert conducted by K. Rapolt. The Cypriote (Kiprotz). He announced; Invitation to the Dance (Waltz); Heimatland; Gute Nacht; Cartouche (Buch); The Corso (Buch); Schelmenmarsch (Duch); Selection from Leopold in Kassa; The Flame of Love; Selection from The Olympic Games.

NAPLES.-See Rome.

NOTODDEN.-See Oslo.

OSLO

523 metres. 1.5 kW. Relayed by August and Hartberg. Announced HUGEN, 296.1 metres; 20 kW. -5.40 p.m., Concert conducted by K. Rapolt. The Cypriote (Kiprotz). He announced; Invitation to the Dance (Waltz); Heimatland; Gute Nacht; Cartouche (Buch); The Corso (Buch); Schelmenmarsch (Duch); Selection from Leopold in Kassa; The Flame of Love; Selection from The Olympic Games.

PALERMO

307 metres. 5.0 p.m., Radio Montecarlo. -11.15 p.m., Sinfonia concertante by Tchaikovsky; Serenade from the Staatskapelle, conducted by Karl Böhm. -12.00 p.m., Close Down.

POSTE PARISIEN, 231.2 metres; 60 kW. 7.0 p.m., Light Music on Gramophone Records. -7.15 p.m., Details of News and Announcements. -8.45 p.m., Details of News and Announcements.

PARIS

1.213 metres. 60 kW. Relayed by Fredricksstad, Bergen, and Stavanger. Announced HUGEN, 296.1 metres; 20 kW. -11.30 p.m., Concert conducted by K. Rapolt. The Cypriote (Kiprotz). He announced; Invitation to the Dance (Waltz); Heimatland; Gute Nacht; Cartouche (Buch); The Corso (Buch); Schelmenmarsch (Duch); Selection from Leopold in Kassa; The Flame of Love; Selection from The Olympic Games.

FREDRIKSTAD.-See Oslo.

FREIBURG.-See Stuttgart.

GÂTE ©VE.-See Stockholm.

GÂTE ©VE.

GRÃZ.-See Vienna.

HAMAR.-See Oslo.

HAMBURG

HANNOVER.-See Hannover.

HELSINKI

HESSICRUSS

HUGEN.

HUGEN.

HUGEN.

KALBROGD.-See Copenhagen.

KATOWICE

KAUSA

KAUSA.

KÖSJE.-See Vienna.

KÖNIGSBERG.-See Berlin (G 7).
PARIS

8:46 a.m., Weather Forecast.

ROME

Call 1595, 1615; 10,000 kW. Air Radio and
Weather Forecasts.

SCHENECTADY

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, WGY, 1152
Streets, Schools, and Church.

POZNAŇ

335 metres; 18.95 p.m., Announcements
and News Bulletin. 7.50, Popular Symp.
phony. 8.30, Agricultural Talk.

POZNAN

548.5 metres; 170, 2,000 kW, Market
Prices. 1.45, Talk; Broadcast, 5:35.
Fashions, 1.30, 475.3 metres; 12, 000,
10,000, 1.25, Intermediate Jazz; 8.30,
197.5 metres; 15, 000. 2.35, Musical
Interlude; 8.30, Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 7.45, Time Signal.
2.35, Dancing in Milwaukee, 2.40.

POZNAN

578 metres; 170, 2,000 kW, Market
Prices. 1.45, Talk; Broadcast, 5:35.
Fashions, 1.30, 475.3 metres; 12, 000,
10,000, 1.25, Intermediate Jazz; 8.30,
197.5 metres; 15, 000. 2.35, Musical
Interlude; 8.30, Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 7.45, Time Signal.
2.35, Dancing in Milwaukee, 2.40.

RADIO USSE ROME

833 metres; 20, 000, 1.25, Intermediate Jazz; 5.35, Talk on Children.
3.30, 345.1 metres; 1,000. 2.30, Musical
Interlude; 8.30, Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 7.45, Time Signal.
2.35, Dancing in Warsaw, 2.40.

RADIOFONOS DE MADRID

385 metres; 8, 000; 11, 000, Talk, 272 metres;
Markets.

RADIO SÓLVINGEN

250 metres; 180, 700, 1.25, Intermediate Jazz; 5.35, Talk on Children.
3.30, 345.1 metres; 1,000. 2.30, Musical
Interlude; 8.30, Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 7.45, Time Signal.
2.35, Dancing in Warsaw, 2.40.

STOCKHOLM

Call SAMA, 435 metres; 55, 000. Rhythm
Broadcasts, 1, 000, 1.25, Intermediate Jazz; 5.35, Talk on Children.
3.30, 345.1 metres; 1,000. 2.30, Musical
Interlude; 8.30, Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 7.45, Time Signal.
Radio Barcelona, call EAJI, 290 metres. Gramophone and Catalan Grammar Lesson. No. 2 (Schubert). 3.35, Exchanges and Quotations and Columbus and his Discoveries. 2.35, Repeat the Microphone to Freienwalde. 11.20, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 6.20, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 3.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 1.15, News Bulletin. 5.30, National Opera and National Oratorio. 5.30, National Opera and National Oratorio. 7.45, National Opera and National Oratorio. 7.45, National Opera and National Oratorio. 3.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 1.30, National Opera and National Oratorio. 1.30, National Opera and National Oratorio. 9.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 7.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 7.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 11.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 9.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 9.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 6.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 4.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 4.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 5.30, National Opera and National Oratorio. 5.30, National Opera and National Oratorio. 7.45, National Opera and National Oratorio. 7.45, National Opera and National Oratorio. 3.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 1.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 1.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 9.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 7.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 7.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 11.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 9.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 9.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 6.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 4.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 4.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 5.30, National Opera and National Oratorio. 5.30, National Opera and National Oratorio. 7.45, National Opera and National Oratorio. 7.45, National Opera and National Oratorio. 3.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 1.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 1.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 9.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 7.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 7.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 11.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 9.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 9.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 6.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 4.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 4.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 5.30, National Opera and National Oratorio. 5.30, National Opera and National Oratorio. 7.45, National Opera and National Oratorio. 7.45, National Opera and National Oratorio. 3.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 1.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 1.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 9.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 7.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 7.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 11.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 9.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 9.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 6.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 4.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 4.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 5.30, National Opera and National Oratorio. 5.30, National Opera and National Oratorio. 7.45, National Opera and National Oratorio. 7.45, National Opera and National Oratorio. 3.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 1.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 1.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 9.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 7.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 7.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 11.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 9.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 9.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 6.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 4.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 4.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 5.30, National Opera and National Oratorio. 5.30, National Opera and National Oratorio. 7.45, National Opera and National Oratorio. 7.45, National Opera and National Oratorio. 3.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 1.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 1.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 9.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 7.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 7.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 11.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 9.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 9.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 6.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 4.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 4.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 5.30, National Opera and National Oratorio. 5.30, National Opera and National Oratorio. 7.45, National Opera and National Oratorio. 7.45, National Opera and National Oratorio. 3.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 1.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 1.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 9.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 7.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 7.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 11.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 9.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 9.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 6.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 4.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 4.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 5.30, National Opera and National Oratorio. 5.30, National Opera and National Oratorio. 7.45, National Opera and National Oratorio. 7.45, National Opera and National Oratorio. 3.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 1.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 1.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 9.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 7.0, National Opera and National Oratorio. 7.0, National Opera and National Oratio
AUGUST 18, 1932

WIRELESS WORLD

Continued.

August 10th, 1932

WEDNESDAY

POSITIVE WAVE 1031 µm; 60 kW., Relayed by Fred

JULB JANA

747.5 µm; 5 kW., Talk: Work in the Garden. 7.30, Literary Programme.

21:41, Werner and his Brothers, Talk in French; Polish Folk Music. 8.10, (approx.), Close Down.

LYONS

LA DOLIA, 464.5 µm; 1.5 kW.-7.0 p.m., Gramophone Concert: Overture, Figaro (Mozart). 7.30, Radio Gazette for Lyons and the South East. 8.30, Vocal and Instrumental Concert of Music by Johann Sebastian and Philipp Emanuel Bach. Conductor: M. Gatten Billet.

MADRID

Call EQ, 10 µm; 50–120 µm., Popular Concert. 1:30 p.m., Sponsored Concert. 3:00 p.m., Sponsored Concert.

MADRID UNION RADIO, CAL EJAI, 492.3 µm.; 130 kW., Popular Concert. 1:30 p.m., Sponsored Concert. 3:00 p.m., Sponsored Concert.

MOSCOW

TRADES UNIONS COORDINATING COUNCIL, 120–130 µm., Musical Programme. 6:30, Young Pioneers' Radio Jottings; 7:00, Young Pioneers' Radio Poetry and Music. 7:45, Talk: Czech; The Disarmament Movement. 8:15, New Wars Begin. 8:30, Time Signal. 9:00, Reply to Correspondents in French.

MUNICH

512 µm, Talk from Augsburg and toasters, 1160 µm. and Noon Bulletin. 7:30, Time Signal. 8:00, Weather Forecast, and Agricultural News Bulletin for Motor Vehicles. 9:30, Gramophone Concert from The Bains of Athens (Beethoven). 10:30, Hungarian Radio Symphony in F (Liszt). 11:00, Broadcast of the Price of a Destiny (Verdi) Duett from Trokad (Cremona-Verdi), Songs: Dom logos; Tango, Pango Vigo (Aurora). 12:30, Centro Italiano di Radio; 1:30, Time Signal, Weather Forecast, News Bulletin. 2:00, Popular Music, conducted by E. Kloss, 12 Midnight (approx.).

NAPLES—See Rome.

OSLO

1012.5 µm; 60 kW., Relayed by Fredheim, Torshov, and Nesodden. 9:30, Talk in Norwegian; 10:30, Agricultural Notes, and Moderate Radio, Alto. 11:00, Talk in Czech; The Disarmament Movement. 11:15, Talk in Dutch, Amsterdam, The Hague. 12:30, Gramophone Dance Music. 1:30, Popular Music, 12 Midnight (approx.).

OSTERSUND—See Stockholm.

PALERMO

102 µm; 3 kW., Light Music on Gramophone Records. 6:30 to 7:30 p.m., Interval. 7:45, Popular Concert, Portions of Speech and Announcements. 8:30 (in an interval), Time Signal and Announcements. 8:45, Popular Concert; Solo: S. Lopezmo (Violin); Napoli (Cilea); L'allegro. 9:00, Popular Music (Bozzi); Pequeño concierto. 9:30, Popular Music; Solo: A. Bandini (Violin); Mashum (Violin); The Commandant (Lagrange). 10:00, Popular Music; Solo: C. Gherardi (Violin); Seven of Gershington. 10:30, Popular Music; Solo: J. Somma (Violin); Aus der Felsengärten. 11:00, Popular Music; Solo: G. Cardinale (Violin); La mia mamma. 11:30, Popular Music; Solo: G. Cardinale (Violin); L'allegro. 12:00, Popular Music; Solo: A. Bandini (Violin); Napoli (Cilea). 12 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.

AUGUST 5th, 1932.

STOOCKHOLM

7:30, News Bulletin; 8:15, Concert from Radio Sweden; 8:30, Dance Music from the Savoy; 9:15, Sixteads Announcements; and Report on the Olympic Games.

SUNDAY-See Stockholm.

TOULOUSE

RADIOPHONIE DU MIDI: 245 metres; 3 p.m.-6 p.m., Transmission of Pictures. 5:30, Radio Symphony Orchestra; 6:45, Variety Music. 7:15, Orchestra; 8:00, Medieval and Renaissance Music; 8:15, News Bulletin; 8:30, News and Sport Reports; 9:15, Sixteads Announcements; and Report on the Olympic Games.

3:10, Browse by Victor, from Brussels.

RAJA

300 metres; 4 p.m., Concert by L'Orchestre National, Radiodiffusion de France; 5:00, Grand Opera; 5:15, Grand Opéra National, Radiodiffusion de France; 6:00, Orchestra; 6:15, Concert: Orchestral Music; 6:30, Variety Music.

BRUXELLES

KVABC

315 metres; 3:15, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 3:30, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 3:35, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 3:40, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 3:45, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 3:50, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 3:55, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 4:00, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 4:05, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 4:10, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 4:15, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 4:20, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 4:25, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 4:30, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 4:35, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 4:40, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 4:45, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 4:50, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 4:55, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 5:00, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 5:05, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 5:10, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 5:15, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 5:20, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 5:25, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 5:30, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 5:35, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 5:40, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 5:45, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 5:50, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 5:55, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 6:00, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 6:05, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 6:10, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 6:15, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 6:20, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 6:25, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 6:30, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 6:35, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 6:40, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 6:45, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 6:50, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 6:55, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 7:00, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 7:05, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 7:10, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 7:15, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 7:20, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 7:25, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 7:30, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 7:35, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 7:40, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 7:45, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 7:50, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 7:55, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 8:00, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 8:05, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 8:10, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 8:15, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 8:20, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 8:25, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 8:30, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 8:35, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 8:40, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 8:45, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 8:50, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 8:55, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 9:00, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 9:05, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 9:10, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 9:15, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 9:20, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 9:25, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 9:30, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 9:35, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 9:40, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 9:45, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 9:50, Variety Music (on gramophone records); 9:55, Variety Music (on gramophone records).
Principals Events of the Day:

AT HOME

National: Organ music. Sonata evocative from Westminster Abbey. Early organ music recital. Promenade concert from Queen's Hall. Mr. Vernon Barford in London, Mr. Gerald Davies. Orchestral concert from Whitby: "Cuttings from the Potting Shed," his programme, by Old Todd, the surgeon, with Mr. V. Harford, a play by Louis Goodrich. Music recital.


ABROAD

Budapest: Pianoforte recital by Dr. E. Dolomanyi. Cultural event in Vienna, as part of cultural activities. Open music recital.

Copenhagen: Evening of popular Danish music.

Hilversum: Reception of Lord Boves at Postal Bureau of Denmark. Municipal Band concert from Roskilde.

Stockholm: Song and pianoforte recital of Slav music.

Craconstant:

152 metres; 1.2 kW. Concerto for the day in the Topsfield Theatre, Worcestershire. Variety concert. 2.30, Radio Italian. 8.30, Social music. 10.0, Musical recital.

Fécamp:

210 metres; 1.2 km. Dance music. Recital at 210 metres.

Cork:

See Dublin.

CRACOW

213 metres; 1.7 km. Miscellaneous items and announcements. 9.15, Goodnight children. 9.45, Review of New Books. 8.0, Instrumental and Vocal Recital. Programme to be announced. 8.0, Sports Notes. 8.10, See Westminster.

Danzig.

See Hamburg.

Dublin:


Fécamp:

180 metres; 1.2 km. Dance music. Recital at 1.1 km.

Wind music. 8.10, Programme for the day in the Topsfield Theatre. 8.45, Song recital by Mr. Vernon Barford. 9.15, Radio Italian. 9.45, Review of New Books. 10.0, Instrumental and Vocal Recital. Programme to be announced. 10.0, Sports Notes. 10.10, See Westminster.

Frankfurt:

125 metres; 1.2 km. Concerto for the day in the Topsfield Theatre. 2.30, Radio Italian. 8.30, Social music. 10.10, Musical recital.

Fresno:

135 metres; 1.7 km. Miscellaneous items and announcements. 9.15, Goodnight children. 9.45, Review of New Books. 8.0, Instrumental and Vocal Recital. Programme to be announced. 8.0, Sports Notes. 8.10, See Westminster.

Friesland:

See Hamburg.
Music on Gramophone Records.

8.00, News, Weather Forecast, and Press Review.

K. -6.45

8.00, Concert by the Station Orchestra.

Close Down.

8.15, SOTTO VIA: See Radio-Suisse Romande.

9.00, Concert by the Station Orchestra.

9.15, Close Down.


9.45, Talk: From the Balkan to the Front (Hofmann); Selection from Le Boheme (Puccini); Song from Madame Butterfly (Puccini); Waltz from The Girl in the Taxi (Gilbert):

Light Orchestral Music.

10.00, Light Orchestral Music.

10.15, Grand Opera Glasses (459 metres).

10.30, Grand Opera Glasses (459 metres).

10.45, Close Down.

11.00, Weather and Announcements.

11.15, Close Down.

11.30, Music: Verschmelte Liebe (Lincke); Selection from Mireille (Gounod); Madame Butterfly (Puccini); Waltz from The Girl in the Taxi (Gilbert):

Light Orchestral Music.

11.45, Close Down.

12.00, Talk: From the Baltic to the Front (Hofmann); Selection from Le Boheme (Puccini); Song from Madame Butterfly (Puccini); Waltz from The Girl in the Taxi (Gilbert):

Light Orchestral Music.

12.15, Close Down.

12.30, Weather and Announcements.

12.45, Weather and Announcements.

1.00, Talk: From the Baltic to the Front (Hofmann); Selection from Le Boheme (Puccini); Song from Madame Butterfly (Puccini); Waltz from The Girl in the Taxi (Gilbert):

Light Orchestral Music.
AUGUST THE TWELFTH.

PRINCIPAL EVENTS OF THE DAY:

AT HOME

NATIONAL

LONDON

LONDON
**AUGUST 12th continued.**

**LANGENBERG**

243 metres; 60 W.—11.15 a.m., Gramophone Recorder. Light Opera Concert: Maria Stuarda (Verdi); Lucia di Lammermoor (Rossini); Le Roi s'oublie (Créart); Don Quixote (Debussy); Amor y vẻ de la Vida (Ponce).—Programme of the 60 Minetta in Paris (Menotti).—Programme of the 60th Anniversary of the Gramophone Recorder. 10.30, Announcements.

**LEIPZIG**

219 metres; 2 W. and 16 W., Gramophone Recorder—Concert of the Leipzig Student's Orchestra, conducted by Dr. W. Winter. 20.30, Berliner Philharmoniker. 10.30, Radio Play. 11.20, News Bulletin.

**LJUBLJANA**

217 metres; 2.7 W.—6.15 a.m., Concert of the Symphony Orchestra of the University of Ljubljana. 10.35, Announcement of the 11th International Music Festival in Ljubljana. 10.30, News Bulletin.

**LON0**

220 metres; 7 W. and 16 W., Gramophone Recorder. 11.15, Programme of the 60th Anniversary of the Gramophone Recorder. 11.30, Announcements.

**MALAGA**

213 metres; 16 W., Gramophone Recorder. 8.00, Programme of the 60th Anniversary of the Gramophone Recorder. 8.20, Popular Mush; on Gramophone Records. 8.30, Economic Notes.

**MUNICH**

232 metres; 1.5 W. Relayed by Augsburg. 3.15, Programme of the 60th Anniversary of the Gramophone Recorder. 3.30, Announcements. 3.30, News Bulletin. 4.40, Orchestral Concert, conducted by P. Klee (Munich). 5.10, Popular Mush; on Gramophone Records. 5.20, Economic Notes. 5.40, Popular Mush; on Gramophone Records. 6.00, Popular Mush; on Gramophone Records. 6.10, Economic Notes. 6.30, Programme of the 60th Anniversary of the Gramophone Recorder. 6.45, Popular Mush; on Gramophone Records. 7.00, Popular Mush; on Gramophone Records.

**MORGES**

325 metres; 1 W. and 16 W., Gramophone Recorder. 12.30, Programme of the 60th Anniversary of the Gramophone Recorder. 12.30, Announcements.

**OSLO**

1,033 metres; 0.0 W., Broadcasted by Fredrikstad. 32.75 W., Hamar; 32.75 W., Notodden. 32.75 W., Sundvold (Porsgrunn); 41.2 W., Bjørk. 1.0 W., Orchestra Concert, conducted by Oscar Gustavssen; March, Bøde (Lillehammer); Dance, An die Musik—Leben (Bamstedt); Leopold von Sacher-Masoch, Die Arzneimittel des Lebens (Kleist); Jonas Lie (Kleist); The 4th Act of the Olympic Games, 14.30, Close Down.

**PAMPLONA**

328 metres; 7.0 W. and 16 W., Gramophone Recorder. 10.30, Popular Mush; on Gramophone Records. 10.30, Economic Notes. 10.30, Programme of the 60th Anniversary of the Gramophone Recorder. 10.30, Announcements. 10.30, News Bulletin.

**POLAND**

218 metres; 4 W. and 16 W., Gramophone Recorder. 11.15, Programme of the 60th Anniversary of the Gramophone Recorder. 11.30, Announcements.

**PORTIMAO**

1,935 metres; 7 kW. —7.0 p.m., Variety Items. 7.25, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 7.30, Talk on Avian Psychology. 8.10, News Bulletin. 8.20, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 8.30, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 8.40, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 8.50, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 9.00, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 9.10, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 9.20, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 9.30, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 9.40, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 9.50, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 10.00, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 10.10, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 10.20, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 10.30, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 10.40, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 10.50, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 11.00, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 11.10, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 11.20, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 11.30, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 11.40, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 11.50, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 12.00, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 12.10, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 12.20, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 12.30, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 12.40, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 12.50, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 1.00, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 1.10, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 1.20, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 1.30, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 1.40, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 1.50, Talk; on Avian Psychology. 2.00, Talk; on Avian Psychology.
PARIS
EIFFEL TOWER: Call FLE. 1,543 metres. 13:30, 14:00, 15:00, 16:00, 17:00, 18:00 and 19:00. Free access. 20:00, 21:00 and 22:00. Free access for children 12 years and under. Bistro and Restaurant. 1,576 metres. 23:00, 24:00 and 01:00. Free access for children 12 years and under. Bistro and Restaurant. 1,576 metres. 23:00, 24:00 and 01:00. Free access for children 12 years and under. Bistro and Restaurant.

PRAQUE
10.40, Time and News. 10.45, Radio Theatre, 10.50, Radio Broadcasting. 10.55, Music on Gramophone Records. 11.00, Talk. 11.05, News. 11.10, Programme Announcements. 11.15, Classical Music: Arias from L'Enfant prodigue (Debussy). 11.20, Programme Announcements. 11.25, Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 11.30, Time and News. 11.35, Talk. 11.40, News. 11.45, Programme Announcements. 11.50, Classical Music: Two Melodies by an Argentine Composer (Sjogren). 11.55, Programme Announcements.

STOCKHOLM

THREESTE

TRIESTE

VATICAN CITY
19.43:15, Morning and 36.05:15. Evening. 6:15 to 9:15 a.m., Religious Information in German. 9:15 to 10:30 a.m., Religious Information in Italian.

VIENNA
117 metres. 7:45, Relayed from the Tower of St. Mary’s Church, Graz. 11:15, Programme Announcements. 11:20, Time and Weather. 11:25, Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 11:30, Time and News. 11:35, Talk. 11:40, News. 11:45, Programme Announcements. 11:50, Classical Music: Arias from L'Enfant prodigue (Debussy). 11:55, Programme Announcements.

WARSZAWA
1,471 metres. 10:50 to 11:45 a.m., Time and News. 12:00 to 12:45 p.m., Religious Information in German. 12:45 to 13:00 p.m., Religious Information in Polish.

ZURICH
PRINCIPAL EVENTS OF THE DAY:

9.0, Dance Music from
and Juan Lopez Nunez).

9.0, Dance Music from
Queen's Hall. "Mask of
Festivals, the Mikado
and Florida (Bay)."

9.0, Dance Music from
Dance Music by the
Corchin.

9.0, Dance Music from
the Nationale, and 9.0,
"Heinrich der Gro".

9.0, Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
Dance Music from
Dance Music relayed from
the Academy, with 9.0,
AUGUST 13th, continued.


LHATT, 1130 metres; 51 kW; and HELSINKI, 368.1 metres; 2.5 kW. -6.0 p.m., Tambourin Hammarby, 10 A, and Radio Chronicle in the intervals.

LAUSANNE.—See Radio Suisse Romande.

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

August 5th, 1932.

PARIS

EIFFEL TOWER, Call FLE, 1401 metres; 500 kW; and Radio Chronicle in the intervals.

LYONS

LOUDBEAU, 465.8 metres; 1.5-7.8 p.m.; 500 kW, and Radio Chronicle in the intervals.

MADRID

UNION RADIO, Call LAZ 40, 325.3 metres; 10.15, Spanish Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 11.15, Radio Chronicle in the intervals.

MOSCOW

TRADES UNION, 1343 metres; 100 kW. -6.10 p.m., Musical Programme 5.0. -Young Communist League, 1035 metres; 250 kW, and Radio Chronicle in the intervals. 10.0 p.m., Popular Music: 8.3, Talk in Spanish: The Disarmament Conference,' 11.0 p.m., and Radio Chronicle in the intervals. 11.0 p.m., Popular Music: 8.3, Talk in Spanish: The Disarmament Conference.'

MUNICH

353.1 metres; 11.45 p.m. Relayed by Augsburg, 293, 490; 9.45 p.m., An Interview Gramophone Record: 8.3, Talk in German: From a Radio of Munich, on Flying, followed by Two Readings. 7.0, Report of One Hundred Songs and One Walkling Karl Marks (from Paris). 8.45, Talk for Women: The Woman (approx.). 9.45, Dance Music from the Olympic Games (contd.). 10.45, Dance Music from the Olympic Games (contd.).
CORSAIRES (Ries); VISION DE SALOMÉ (Joyce).

Le raccomodeur de Faience (Soler); PICOLA LEST PER (Lonerscher).

LE CHIEN DU LARGER (Marceau); LA DELIRIO (Marchetti and Candilio); Fantasia in G Major (Tartini).

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC (KDKA); 306 MEASUREMENTS AND WEATHER.

INFORMATION BROADCAST.

10.15, Time Signal; 11.0, Time and News.

WELT (Lehar).

Concert on Gramophone Records.

10.15, Dance Music by The Pickens Sisters.

11.6, Giornale Radio.

Programme for Children.

12 Noon, Programme from New York.

POZNAN.

2.0, TIME SIGNAL.

BEROMUNSTER, 360.5 METRES; 00 KW.; AND SUNDSVALL, 542 METRES; 16 KW.

2.30, ORCHESTRAL CONCERT, CONDUCTED BY M. ROSENFELD: OVERTURE.

5.30, OPERETTA MUSIC;

11.0, LIGHT MUSIC.

ALEXANDRIA.

3.30, ORCHESTRAL CONCERT, CONDUCTED BY M. L. WAGNER: SYMPHONIC SUITE;

SIGFRIED'Sはこちらに選ぶMarch from Tannhäuser (Wagner).

11.0 (from Goteborg), PROGRAMME FOR CHILDREN.

VIENNA.

7.0, OPERETTA MUSIC;

10.15, Operetta Music.

12 Noon, Programme from Goteborg.

WASHINGTON.

1.0, GRAMOPHONE DANCE MUSIC.

1.15, Time and News.

BERG, 563 METRES; 16 KW. -7.30 P.M., PROGRAMME, RELAYED FROM LUNA PARK, MALL, FROM NEW YORK RELAY. 1.0, THE PLAY'S THE THING.

12.30 A.M., PROGRAMME, RELAYED FROM THE FORAM, MALL. 1.0, THE FEAST.

11.0, TIME AND NEWS.

FLOURENCE.

5.15, Musicora.

VIDEBUS.

4.50, PROGRAMME FOR CHILDREN.

VIENNA.

5.30, Musicora.

8.10, PROGRAMME FOR CHILDREN.

STOCKHOLM.

5.30, Light Music.

ELCHER (Guarnieri)."
SCOTT SESSIONS WORKSHOPS

We also design and sell in-plant special apparatus for hospitals, hotels, schools, etc., and redesign old sets in accordance with modern practice.

SCOTT SESSIONS

Radio Engineers,
MUSWELL HILL, LONDON, N.10

Telephone No.: Tudor 1982

SCOTT SESSIONS & CO.

NOTICES.

The charge for advertisements in these columns is

$12.00 per word, 3½ x 7½ for every additional word.

Each paragraph in clamped separately and name and address must be supplied.

Discounts are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a contract for the same number of insertions is signed, and in the case of these instructions the ratio of "copy" is reduced from the previous rate. Rates for 1, 2, 3, and 4 insertions are 80%, 75%, 70%, and 60%, respectively, 15%; all others, 15%.

Advertisements for these columns are accepted up to 4 P.M. on the day preceding the day of publication. "The Wireless World," 128, Fleet St., London, E.C.4, or on TUESDAY morning at the Branch Offices, 19, Fenchurch Street, Coventry; Gulliford Buildings, Navigation Street, London, E.C.4; 200, Macclesfield, Manchester; 160, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular insertion will automatically be deleted in the following issue unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary.
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SCOTT SESSIONS & CO.

Radio Engineers,
MUSWELL HILL, LONDON, N.10

Telephone No.: Tudor 1982

SCOTT SESSIONS & CO.

KINGS BUSINESS, 35, DEANSTOWN STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.1.

Telephone: Victoria 5032

35/- — B.T.H. R.K. moving coil speaker, six inch, ribbon frame, new and unused, guaranteed; two speakers are the same type as those used in the overseas market. Also, 35/-, 100/250, 250/500, 500/1,000, 1,000/2,000, 2,000/4,000, 4,000/8,000, 8,000/16,000, all boxed, new, cased; £10, 50/250, 250/500, 500/1,000, 1,000/2,000, 2,000/4,000, 4,000/8,000, 8,000/16,000, all boxed, new, cased, with all the usual accessories, including a large carrying case, £15, 250/500, 500/1,000; 1,000/2,000, 2,000/4,000, 4,000/8,000, 8,000/16,000, all boxed, new, cased.

35/- — B.T.H. R.K. moving coil speaker, six inch, ribbon frame, new and unused, guaranteed; two speakers are the same type as those used in the overseas market. Also, 35/-, 100/250, 250/500, 500/1,000, 1,000/2,000, 2,000/4,000, 4,000/8,000, 8,000/16,000, all boxed, new, cased; £10, 50/250, 250/500, 500/1,000, 1,000/2,000, 2,000/4,000, 4,000/8,000, 8,000/16,000, all boxed, new, cased.
A.C.C.64, A.C.104, 8/-; P.M.24D, 25-watt A.D.pentone, 27, 6.
A.C. 2H.L.s, charger incorporated, C.T., 15/-; Lotus 60 mm. chokes, 6/-

THE Following Valves are Guaranteed Unused and Per -
LISTS of Ganged Condensers, etc., from Trevor Pepper, 48, Wakegreen Rd., Birmingham.

1. 0.05
2. 0.01
3. 0.0005
4. 0.00005
5. 0.00001

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
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MODERN STRAIGHT FIVE
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MONODIAL A.C. SUPER
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TRADE SUPPLIED—STANDARD DISCOUNTS
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HEAYBERD announce their NEW TRANSFORMERS

Here is the latest range of Heayberd Mains Transformers for use with Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers. Every one a sound Engineering job, constructed from British materials by British craftsmen. Voltage regulation on all loads is very good and temperature rise negligible when delivering maximum output.

See them at Stand 13, OLYMPIA.

The following three Transformers are designed specially for use with the latest Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers.

COMBINED H.T. & L.T. TRANSFORMERS.

No. Rectifier Transformer Capacity Price
w.37 15.000 v. 4 x 5amps. W.34...

w.31 10.000 v. 4 x 5amps. £30-0-0

w.78 15.000 v. 4 x 4amps. £25-0-0

H.T. TRANSFORMERS.

Specially suitable for use in Constructors' Charger Kits, using the new Westinghouse L.T. Rectifiers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Rectifier</th>
<th>Voltage of Trans.</th>
<th>Charge</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w.36</td>
<td>L.T. 1</td>
<td>55, 74, 99</td>
<td>19-0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w.36</td>
<td>L.T. 2</td>
<td>75, 9, 11</td>
<td>19-0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w.37</td>
<td>L.T. 5</td>
<td>15, 18, 22</td>
<td>25-0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOUND REPRODUCERS P.A. LOUD SPEAKERS

AND

OTHER EQUIPMENT SUITABLE FOR DANCE HALLS, SPORTS MEETINGS, ETC.

FULL DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATIONS

1-7, DALTON ST., W. NORWOOD, S.E.27

Phone: Streatham 6792.

Radio Data Charts

A SERIES OF ABACs

providing most of the essential Data required in Receiver Design

By

R. T. BEATTY, M.A., B.E., D.Sc.

Reprinted from "The Wireless World" (1930)

"Radio Data Charts" provide designers of wireless apparatus with a ready and convenient means of solving problems without having recourse to complicated formula and mathematics.

By the use of the charts it is possible to tackle all the more familiar problems in radio receiver design; such as, for example, finding the relationship between inductance capacity and frequency, and working out the design of high frequency transformers. All keen amateurs will appreciate this helpful book.

(39 CHARTS and more than 50 Diagrams)

Price 4/6 net

By post 4/10

Published from the Offices of "THE WIRELESS WORLD"

From all leading bookstallers or direct from the Publishers

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4

W. Bryan Savage 232, Bloomsbury, E.C.1. 414A/04/5
Experts agree that 

**NOTHING CAN COMPARE WITH THE PRIMUSTATIC ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKER**

The ideal of sound reproduction is attained at last in this first and only Electrostatic Speaker for home use—without any contact, friction, dust and amassing liveliness beyond all comparisons. If not obtained locally, order direct or write for fully descriptive pamphlet.

**THE PRIMUS MFG. CO.**

Peterhouse, Whitechapel Road, London E.1.

---

**NEW NON-INDUCTIVE RESISTANCE**

**TYPE 3**

This new all-British resistance embodies many new and novel features which guarantee far steadier performance than resistances constructed on old and obsolete principles.

**ADVANTAGES:**

1. Non-Inductive. This is because the resistance element is not inductive.
2. Furthermore, the wire contains thorium contact with the resistance element so that the moving contact does not wear out the element. This guarantees even and true contact always.
3. The extremely firm and even contact with the element. This is obtained by a new patented clamping cone, which directly it is screwed down forces the springing external ring against the wire band. The pressure is so great that perfect all-round contact is made with the element, which will not vary under any circumstances.
4. Self-cleaning wiping contacts. This ensures perfectly clean contact always.
5. Silent in operation.
6. **Price** 4/6

We recommend this Resistance (Type 3) only for values above 50,000 ohms, where wire-wound potentiometers are not required. Patents for this new Resistance have been applied for.

**TYPE 1**, wire wound, any value up to 50,000 ohms.

**Write for Free Component Catalogue and also for our Free Calculation Resistant Chart.**

If you have any difficulty in obtaining Watmel Components, WRITE TO US.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

---

Wattel Wireless Co. Ltd.,
Imperial Works, High Street,
Edgware.

Telephone: Edgware 6333.
PERMANENT MAGNET MODEL

MODEL F (Field Excited)
Complete set, Single Power, Push Pull or Pentode Input
Transformer...
F 1 (9 in. cone) Standard Field Resistance
above.
F 7 Permanent Magnet (9 in. cone)
All speakers with transformers for either Power, Push Pull or Pentode Valve

ROLA SPEAKERS
for better Radio Reception

ROLA

B.I.
ENAMEL COVERED WIRES

B.I. Enamelled wires are unequalled for the field windings of small motors, measuring instruments, radio transformers, and other pieces of electrical apparatus where space is all important. They are produced throughout in our own works, from the raw material to the finished wire, and every phase of manufacture is under the strictest control as regards quality of material and accuracy of gauge. B.I. Enamelled Wire is unexcelled for its high insulation, dielectric strength, flexibility of enamel, and general dependability. We regularly manufacture Enamelled wire as fine as 0.002" dia.

THE BRITISH ROLA MFG. CO.
Brondesbury Works,
179, High Road, Kilburn, N.W.6
Telephone: W. 195 1017-19-20

GREAT GERMAN RADIO EXHIBITION

BERLIN 1932
AUGUST 19–28th

All information and prospectuses through the Ausstellungs-, Messe- und Fremdenverkehrs-Amt der Stadt Berlin, Charlottenburg 9
Reduced fees of trips to Berlin through the Offices of the "MER"

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thorough, reliable.
If you want a Cabinet Speaker with tooU you should ask your dealer for Blue Spot tooU which has tooU movement housed in a scientifically constructed cabinet of fine quality oak. The price is 57 6.

Next month the Radio Exhibition will be over and everybody will be discussing new models and new designs.

But one thing is clear, whatever the exhibition may bring forth it will produce nothing to equal Blue Spot tooU for either performance or value for money.

Here is a speaker that equals an expensive Moving-Coil Speaker and puts many cheap ones to shame. It reproduces every note, both treble and bass perfectly. It is sensitive to very small inputs—a fact which makes it particularly suitable for battery sets as well as all-mains receivers. It can be used with normal or Pentode valves and no matching transformer is required.

If you are building a set or a radio-gramophone there is no need to wait for the show. Get tooU to-day—that is nothing better. Write for Catalogue No. W.W.48.U.
THE NEW
COVERDYNE
PRICE 12/6
Write for Colvern Booklet and Leaflet No. 9.

COLVERN LIMITED
Advt. Colvern Limited, Mawney Road, Romford.

TROUBLE-FREE RADIO
for 14 a month
No more
batteries!

Write for details of EKCO Power Units to EKCO Ltd., EKCO Works, Southend-on-Sea.

POWER UNITS

WILKINS & WRIGHT, LIMITED
Utility Works, Holyhead Rd., BIRMINGHAM

Use a
T.C.C.
ALL-BRITISH
CONDENSER
The "S.P." upright type mica Condenser Block with clips for connecting grid leak either in parallel or series. In capacities from .001 to .005 mid. Prices from 2/4 to 3/6.

SEE THE COMPLETE RANGE ON STAND NO. 51 AT THE OLYMPIA

Copyright. Reprinted as a Advertisement for transmission in the United Kingdom.
As far back as 1925, Blue Spot introduced a loudspeaker Unit under the title of 66A. Followed in 1927/8 by the world-famous 66K.

In 1930 a sensation was caused in wireless circles by a new Blue Spot unit 662.

In 1931 a new standard of reproduction was established with the new Blue Spot 100U. Also its handsome cabinet counterpart 100D.

This season yet another new speaker, offering marvellous value, will be known as 31K.

And two new battery receivers K252, R336.

All these Blue Spot Products are of outstanding merit both as regards quality and performance.

Proof of this is to be found in the conscious compliment many manufacturers are paying Blue Spot quality by adopting the Blue Spot style of descriptive titles for their products. The association of the Blue Spot method of designation with supreme quality has so established itself in their minds, that it has automatically influenced their choice.

If, therefore, we have succeeded in impressing to such an extent the quality of Blue Spot Products on our neighbours in the trade, it is clear that purchasers of Blue Spot Products will find them all that can be desired.
EDITORIAL COMMENT.

Olympia 1932.

With August the 19th only a week ahead of us we have an excuse for allowing our thoughts to run to the Olympia Radio Show which this year promises to be of outstanding interest.

It is not proposed to touch here upon the apparatus which will be exhibited, for this will be fully dealt with in next week's issue and the two following numbers of The Wireless World, which together comprise our exhibition specials. Next week's issue will be a Guide to the Show, drawing attention to items of special interest and generally providing the visitor to Olympia with an indication of "what to see." The second exhibition number, August 26th, will contain a detailed stand-to-stand report on the exhibits, prepared by the technical staff of The Wireless World after the opening of the Show. Our third number, appearing on September 2nd, will review the outstanding tendencies in design and the principal improvements observed from a close study of the exhibits as a whole.

1932—The Best Show.

All the information which we have had up to the present goes to show that the organisers, the Radio Manufacturers' Association, are sparing no efforts to make the wireless show 1932 far ahead of any previous wireless exhibition. The main hall at Olympia is to house the Show and is being decorated and fitted up on entirely new lines.

There are certain points of detail in connection with the Exhibition to which we would like to draw attention. In our opinion, every wireless receiver sold should carry with it a carefully prepared book of instructions and a description giving all essential relative information including the circuit, wiring diagrams and other details. Manufacturers in this country, with one or two outstanding exceptions, seem to be extraordinarily unappreciative of the importance of this detail of their job, for we believe that not only would the supply of information of this nature, carefully and attractively prepared, give confidence to the purchaser of a set, but it would, no doubt, overcome quite a substantial percentage of the trivial servicing which is at present necessary in connection with many receivers, largely, we suggest, on account of the inadequate information supplied to the purchaser. No manufacturer in America would think of putting out a set without full explanatory literature concerning it, and his booklet would, in all probability, contain, in addition, a large amount of useful general information on the erection of an aerial and general points on the maintenance of the set and tracing faults.

Descriptive Literature.

The mention of literature and the Show reminds us of another point on which we would like to touch. Leaflets and other matter concerning the exhibits should certainly be available, but in past years it has seemed to us that more of these leaflets are scattered about on the floor than are actually taken home by the visitors. Literature should not be forced on to visitors by the stand attendants, only to be dropped on the ground a yard or two farther on. And those paper bags! They may be good publicity for individual firms, but they encourage the idea of collecting leaflets, and we notice that the tendency is for the size of the paper bags to grow, apparently with the idea that the bag bearing a firm's name should be big enough to contain the bags of any rivals indulging in the same form of publicity!
AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL—

—IS IT WORTH WHILE?

The Various Methods Employed.

By W. T. COCKING.

LITTLE published data has appeared in this country on the subject of automatic volume control, and at the time of writing it is believed that no British set includes this refinement. Such controls are quite common in America, but their absence in British sets does not indicate any inability on the part of their designers to include them, but rather a doubt as to whether, in actual fact, they are a desirable feature. This is by no means a technical matter; it is one, rather, of a psychological point upon which both the technical and the non-technical are equally competent to judge. It is in an endeavour to obtain opinions as to the desirability of automatic volume control that this article has been written, for it is obvious that a fair judgment cannot be formed without knowing at least the audible effects of such a control, and preferably also having at least some idea of the methods by which it may be achieved.

The object of an automatic volume control is to adjust the sensitivity of a receiver in such a manner that, whatever the actual strength of the signal tuned in, the audible sound output from the loud speaker remains at a constant value. As the tuning dial of the receiver is rotated, therefore, all stations should come in at the same volume, and it should prove impossible to distinguish distant stations from the local merely by their strength. It must not be assumed, however, that the control smooths out the light and shade, the loud and soft, passages of musical reproduction. It does not, for it is operated by the carrier of the incoming signal, and not by its modulation, upon which the reproduction depends.

It will be obvious that the automatic volume control must be operated by the voltage developed by the carrier of the incoming signal after it has been amplified, and that, furthermore, it must act to reduce the amplification given by the H.F. stages. It is normally impracticable to make this voltage operate any potentiometer device for the control of volume, and the usual procedure, therefore, is for the rectified carrier voltage to be applied to the grid or screen grids of the H.F. valves in such a way as to reduce their mutual conductance.

Separate Valve A.V.C.

One of the commonest circuits for the attainment of this is shown in Fig. 1; in this particular example a variable-mu H.F. stage is transformer-coupled to an anode-bend detector, but this does not directly affect the control, and other methods could be employed. Under conditions of no input signal the H.F. valve has its minimum negative bias due to the voltage drop along its bias resistance $R_1$, while the detector is also self-biased by the resistance $R_2$. The A.V.C. valve has its grid negatively biased to the point at which the anode current is zero by the voltage developed between the points "A-B" on the voltage divider across the H.T. supply. The grid of the H.F. valve is returned to the voltage source through the decoupling resistance $R_3$, and through the automatic control bias resistance $R_4$. With no signal there is no current flow through $R_4$, and so the bias on the H.F. valve is only that due to its own self-bias resistance.

When a small signal is applied the conditions are substantially the same, and the control valve has little or no action. The circuit functions as any other, therefore, until the signal voltage applied to the detector is sufficient to actuate the control valve. When this occurs there is rectification in the control valve just as in an ordinary anode-bend detector, and a current flows through $R_4$. This current sets up a voltage across the resistance which is applied through $R_4$ as additional bias to the H.F. valve, and so reduces its amplification. As the amplification is reduced the voltage applied to the detector and the control valve is also reduced, and a balance point is reached at which the system is stable.

It is obvious that the greater the signal voltage applied to the detector the greater will be the H.F.-valve bias voltage and the lower the amplification. It is obvious, further, that for a strong input signal the detector input must be greater, in order to provide the higher bias voltage, than for a weak signal. It is thus essential for the control completely to fulfill its function of maintaining the detector input at a constant level. The real action of the control, therefore, is to keep the detector input nearly constant so that it would be in the absence of any such automatic volume control, and this may be achieved to such an extent that variations in volume are unaurally negligible.

WILL automatic volume control become popular in this country?

Such controls are to be found in a large number of receivers in America, but in spite of obvious advantages there are certain shortcomings which are difficult to obviate. The article offers a valuable topic for discussion and explains the underlying principles of automatic volume control.

Diode A.V.C.

Although this circuit is very widely used, therefore, it is open to certain objections which are not present in another type of control which is shown in Fig. 2. This control is considerably simpler than the one just described, and it does not necessarily
Automatic Volume Control—Is It Worth While?—entail the use of an extra valve. It will be seen that a diode detector is used, and that the automatic bias potentials are obtained directly from this. The H.F. valve is self-biased in the usual way by the resistance $R_3$, and this bias is applied to its grid through the decoupling resistance $R_2$ and the detector resistance $R_4$, through which there is no current flow in the absence of a signal.

When a signal is applied to the diode there is a direct-current flow through the resistance $R_4$, with the result that the anode is maintained at a potential negative with respect to its cathode. There is no current flow through $R_4$, however, so that the grid of the H.F. valve is at the same D.C. potential as the diode anode, and negative with respect to the diode cathode. The diode cathode, however, is negative with respect to the H.F. cathode on account of the bias resistance of this valve, so that it will be seen that the rectified carrier voltage appearing across $R_4$ is wholly applied to the H.F. valve as negative grid bias.

The application of the signal to the diode also causes a modulation-frequency current to flow through $R_2$, and hence a modulation-frequency voltage to be set up across it, and this is communicated to the L.F. valve through the usual coupling condenser $C$ and grid leak $R$. This L.F. voltage, however, must not be allowed to reach the first valve, so that the decoupling resistance $R_2$ and condenser $C$ are essential features of the circuit.

If the resistance $R_4$ be high compared with the internal resistance of the diode, we may assume roughly that rectification is 100 per cent. efficient, so that if we choose a value of 1 meg. for $R_4$ we shall obtain 1 volt of bias for every signal volt applied to the diode. The maximum signal input to the diode, therefore, must obviously depend upon the maximum bias voltage required for each H.F. valve, and if conditions were such that 50 volts bias were required, then we should have to operate the diode with a signal input of this same figure. In the diode itself this does not necessarily lead to any difficulty, but it may complicate the design of the preceding H.F. stage.

In practice it would probably be rarely necessary to work with such a high input voltage, and it should be generally satisfactory to legislate for a voltage of about 20 only, at which figure no particular difficulty should be met with. This method of volume control has the advantage that the same valve is used both for volume control and for detection; at first sight, therefore, no additional valve is needed. This is only true, however, when the receiver with which it is being compared is also fitted with a diode detector, for if a comparison be made with an ordinary set fitted with grid or anode-bend detection, then an additional stage of amplification is necessary to make up for the loss due to the use of a diode.

Such additional amplification can take the form of extra H.F. amplification, but more usually a further stage of L.F. amplification is employed. On the score of cost, therefore, there is little to choose between the two methods of automatic volume control. The diode, however, has the advantage of being simpler, of giving rise to no abnormal potential difference between heaters and cathodes, of requiring no extra H.T. supply, and of giving less risk of distortion.

The Wunderlich Valve.

Although of little practical interest at the moment in this country, it is important that the newest method of all should not be omitted from this discussion. Within the last few months, a new type of valve has been developed in America expressly for the purpose of simplifying automatic volume control circuits, and it is an extension of the diode method just described. The circuit is given in Fig. 3, and the special valve, which is known as the Wunderlich, contains, in addition to the usual heater, cathode, and anode, two identical grids. These grids are connected in a push-pull H.F. currents are not found in the anode circuit of the Wunderlich valve which is the same as that of the diode circuits previously discussed. The novelty lies chiefly in the special type of valve, which is enabled to act both as a diode and as an L.F. amplifier. The use of automatic volume control with this valve, therefore, does not necessitate the use of an extra stage of amplification.

A.V.C. in Practice.

Now that we understand some of the methods by which automatic volume control may be obtained, and we realize that it is a perfectly practical proposition, it is fitting to enquire what effect it will have upon the operation of a set. In the first place, if the desired signal be so weak that the receiver must be working at full sensitivity for its reception, the control will have no effect, and the action of the set will be no different from that of any ordinary type. It is only on the reception of stations for which the volume control of an ordinary set would have to be reduced that the automatic control comes into action.

Over the range of the control, all stations, whatever their actual strength, will deliver the same volume from the loud speaker, provided that they are all modulated to the same extent. The volume variation of fading, therefore, is counteracted, and this is perhaps the most important advantage of automatic volume control, particularly in short-wave receivers. When a station is fading, however, the general mesh level caused by atmospheres and extraneous noises does not usually fade as well. The result of a controlled receiver, therefore, on a fading signal is to give the curious effect of a constant signal with a fading background. A signal which is fading, moreover, is usually distorted at times, due to the fading effect being different for the carrier and sidebands; although automatic volume control will hold the volume level constant, it will do nothing to correct the distortion introduced by fading. It is
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Quite possible, therefore, for the full volume distortion and fading mush level of an automatically controlled set to prove more unpleasant than the normal signal fading of an uncontrolled receiver.

Visual Tuning.

Since the automatic control holds the output constant, irrespective of the signal input, within limits, it is almost impossible to tune in a station by ear in the usual manner, for no optimum setting of the tuning dial can be found. It is essential, therefore, for receivers to have some form of visual tuning indicator, which may take the form of a neon tube, or more usually a milliammeter operated either directly or indirectly by the H.F. valve bias voltage. With such an indicator, of course, no tuning difficulty is met with, and it is in fact easier than the normal tuning by ear. The cost of the indicator, however, must not be overlooked when computing the extra expense of an automatic volume control.

A further point in the operation of a controlled set which may prove disadvantageous is that as the set is mis-tuned from a station the sensitivity rises until it is at its maximum when the set is tuned midway between two stations. At this point, therefore, the full output of the set will be obtained on mush, local interference, and frequency modulation interference. Instead of obtaining silent points between stations, therefore, we should normally obtain strong mush points.

Volume Control.

Since the automatic volume control is really a control only over the sensitivity of the set, and is intended to keep the detector input constant, it is necessary to fit in addition a normal type hand-operated volume control in the L.F. circuits, so that the loud speaker volume can be regulated to the desired level. This control, of course, requires only occasional adjustment when a change in the speaker volume is needed, and not for every station tuned in. By reducing the setting of this control when tuning, however, the disadvantage of the automatic control in giving a high mush level between stations can be overcome, so that this effect alone need be no great deterrent to its use.

An effect which is often stressed as a great advantage of automatic control lies in the elimination of the terrific bursts of volume sometimes found when inadvertently tuning through the local station. This is undoubtedly true, but it is not necessarily a great point in favour of the control, for it may be obtained more simply by other means. If the detector operating conditions be correctly adjusted, for instance, it may be made to overload when the input exceeds a certain value and excessive volume is then avoided without the use of additional apparatus. This course has been adopted in the more sensitive receivers described in The Wireless World. 

It will be seen, therefore, that the advantages of an automatic volume control are the elimination of overloading when tuning through a local, the reception of all stations at approximately the same volume level, and the avoidance of the volume variations of fading. The disadvantages are a high level of background noise between stations, a variable mush level on a fading signal, and the reproduction of fading distortion at full volume, and, of course, the additional apparatus.

It will be obvious that the control is unsuitable for inclusion in the less sensitive types of receiver, and it would only prove useful in superheterodynes and multi-H.F. straight sets. Moreover, the control cannot normally be added to an existing receiver, for the whole apparatus must be designed from the start for working with automatic volume control.

In the writer's opinion, the advantages and disadvantages of automatic volume control are rather evenly balanced, with the result that it is difficult to form an opinion as to whether its use is justified in high quality receivers. This article has been written, therefore, not with the idea of either advocating or condemning the system, but rather with the hope of stimulating interest in the subject. Opinions will naturally differ as to the relative values to be assigned to the merits and demerits, and it is hoped that as a result of this article some conclusion may be reached as to the way in which automatic volume control would be regarded. Should there be a definite consensus of opinion in its favour, then it will undoubtedly be included in some future receiver design.

Wireless World
August 12th, 1932.

OLYMPIA RADIO SHOW

Friday, August 19th, to Saturday, August 27th, Inclusive

"AUG." Guide to 19 The Show

A complete guide to "What to See" at Olympia, giving first details of new apparatus and components. The issue will also contain information on how to build a new four-valve superheterodyne receiver, self-contained, with loud speaker: "The Wireless World Baby Superhet.""
RADIO AND THE METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE.

By L. A. SWENY.

WEATHER forecasting has gained greatly in scientific accuracy during the past few years through the agency of wireless, which makes possible the speedy collection of meteorological data from stations scattered over Europe, Asia and America. This article gives a clear insight into the service conducted by the British Meteorological Office in conjunction with those of other countries.

How the Daily Weather Forecasts are Prepared.

Of recent years the daily forecast has only excited comment from the general public when its prophecies have not been fulfilled—sure proof that it is an essential to be regarded in almost the same light as other utility services which, while receiving criticism for their shortcomings, rarely get credit for their part in easing the burden of present-day civilisation.

Accurate weather forecasts depend entirely upon the study of all aspects of the meteorological situation over a large area, and only by the frequent inspection of the fluctuations of pressure, the changes in wind-direction and speed, and the state of the sky can deductions be drawn by the forecaster. A gradual fall in the atmospheric pressure in Southern England, accompanied by a high cloud-sheet and a freshening south-easterly wind, will always precede the issue of a weather forecast from our broadcasting stations announcing rain. The phenomena mentioned above are the outward and visible signs of facts that the meteorologist, by the study of his weather maps, had embodied in the previous evening's "fourth outlook."

The collection of weather data, i.e., pressure and temperature changes, wind, state of sky and sea, are used by the meteorologist to compile such a map as that illustrated, which is reproduced by courtesy of H.M. Stationery Office. As each report is received, the meteorologist marks the information against the place from which it emanates and gradually joins up by lines those places showing equal barometric pressure. Since wind in the Northern Hemisphere tends to flow from a high-pressure area to a "low," or depression, in a direction approximately parallel to the lines of equal barometric pressure (or isobars), he has a further clue to the position and identity of the depression, which is again aided by the distribution of general weather, cloud, and temperature. By the study of the sequence of events as disclosed by successive weather maps, depressions are tracked down, their behaviour watched, their direction of travel noted, and their bearing on the prospect of, say, an "outdoor" week-end or a seasonable Christmas deduced. Although we have become accustomed to hearing our loud speakers advertising Iceland as the spiritual home of depressions which always seem to be antagonistic to the anticyclone that dwells near the Azores, it is a fact that although the weather maps now prepared four times a day would, if numbered consecutively from their commencement, exceed 60,000, no two maps exhibit identical features, although there may be general resemblances amongst them. This being the case, the meteorologist is ever striving for more information from more sources in order that he may examine to a greater depth the infinite variety of meteorological expression, and so improve the scope and accuracy of his forecasts.

Twelve Years' Development.

All forms of electrical communication are used in the collection of the data from which the forecasts are compiled, but radiotelegraphy is by far the most important factor in the rapid collection of reports from places many miles apart, and its development in the last twelve years has enabled the meteorological services to obtain information from an increasing number of stations in Europe, Asia, and North America. It is therefore playing no mean part in assisting the meteorologist to forecast more accurately, since the more complete his knowledge of weather changes taking place within a large radius of

A portion of a typical weather chart of the Northern Hemisphere, rapidly prepared in the Meteorological Office at the Air Ministry, London, from wireless and other messages received from observation stations dotted all over Europe and North America. The lines join up those points showing equal barometric pressure.
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His headquarters the greater are his chances of foretelling the conditions in his own immediate vicinity.

The assistance to be obtained from electrical communication was recognised in 1860. for in that year the Meteorological Department of the Board of Trade commenced the daily collection by telegraphy of weather reports from fifteen stations in the United Kingdom as well as from certain places on the Continent.

A wireless operator at the Air Ministry whose duty it is to tune in forty British and foreign stations each day for the latest weather news. He "tours" the Northern Hemisphere with the aid of the map shown above his instrument.

From 1905 to 1914 the increasing use of radiotelegraphy enabled the meteorologist to cast his net wider, and a daily broadcast was commenced from the Eiffel Tower of the weather conditions at many places on the European Continent. In addition, arrangements were made for weather reports to be transmitted by radiotelegraphy from H.M. ships at sea and Atlantic liners.

A Day-and-Night Task.

Since 1910 the British meteorological radio services have been centred at the Air Ministry, Kingsway, where the Meteorological Office has its headquarters, and here operators are employed all day and night in the collection of reports from meteorological centres in Europe, the Mediterranean, North America, and the U.S.S.R. Transmissions of reports from places in the United Kingdom, Ireland, and Scandinavia are made at various times of the day from this station, which also broadcasts aviation weather forecasts and international collective weather messages.

In order that the meteorologist can frequently obtain as complete a picture as possible of the weather distribution over large portions of the earth's surface, arrangements have been made internationally for observations to be made simultaneously at a great number of stations in the Northern Hemisphere. Each country in the Northern Hemisphere collects simultaneous observations from its own network of stations, and broadcasts them from one or more stations of such power that the transmissions can be received by other countries interested. These are known as the National Synoptic Issues, and it is from the information contained in these transmissions that the weather maps are drawn and forecasts for large areas deduced.

The collection of these reports demands the employment of a special staff of operators, and at the Air Ministry upwards of fifty transmissions, containing reports from over 500 stations, are received daily from European and adjacent countries. At the busiest hours as many as five receivers are employed simultaneously. In addition to the national synoptic reports, weather messages are taken from America. Reports from places in Canada, the United States, and the Gulf of Mexico, continued with those transmitted by certain ships in the Atlantic Ocean, are of great importance to the Meteorological Office, as they indicate the conditions that are likely to spread eastward and eventually affect the United Kingdom.

All the weather information, as it is received, is passed to the Meteorological Office, and from there charts are constructed showing the distribution of atmospheric pressure, temperature, wind direction and speed, and the general weather conditions. By the comparison of a chart with an earlier one the trend of the weather is established and the forecast drawn up.

The weather transmissions made by the Air Ministry consist of:—

(1) The National Synoptic reports which are broadcast by radiotelegraphy on 73.2 kcs. (4,088 metres) eight times a day, and contain observations taken by some seventy-three stations in the United Kingdom, the Faeroes, Iceland, Portugal, and ships at sea, at 0100, 0500, 0700, 1000, 1200, 1600, and 1800 hours G.M.T. The information from which these messages are compiled is received at Headquarters by telegraph, telephone, and radio.

(2) The International Collective Messages sent out four times a day, twice a day by the Air Ministry on 73.2 kcs. (4,088 metres) and 9,220 kcs. (32.54 metres) simultaneously, and twice from Rugby on 16.01 kcs. (18,740 metres), 19.640 kcs. (15,225 metres), and 9,220 kcs. (32.54 metres) simultaneously.

(3) The General Inference, "Weather Shipping," and Forecast messages which are transmitted by Rugby at 0910 and 2110 hours G.M.T. daily on 16.01 kcs. (18,740 metres). These messages contain a plain language statement of the main features of the weather situation in the seas adjacent to the British Isles, and forecasts of wind and visibility for twelve hours for the various areas round the coast of Great Britain. Reports in code from coastal stations are also included.

(4) Aviation weather forecasts for Great Britain and Northern Ireland broadcast in code four times a day. Two forecasts for daylight flying are transmitted at 0615 (0525 hours when Summer Time is not in force) and 1200 hours G.M.T., followed by the prospects for night flying issued at 1330 hours G.M.T. and the transmission of a forecast for the next day at 1600 hours G.M.T. These messages are sent out on 73.2 kcs. (4,088 metres) by the Air Ministry.

All these messages are prepared for transmission at the Air Ministry W/T Station, being punched on a tape with a Creed machine. The tape is fed through circuits which are connected as requisite by land-line to Rugby or the Air Ministry's own remote high-power transmitters.

Weather News for Ships.

Most of the information contained in the shipping messages broadcast by Rugby is, of course, repeated by Daventry (5XX) for the benefit of fishing and other small vessels which are not provided with the skilled personnel of the necessary apparatus for receiving direct from Rugby. In addition, the shipping messages are also transmitted twice a day by the coast stations at Valentia, Scu-
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forth, Niton and Callerocks on 500 kcs. (500 metres), special information being added to show the state of the weather at various places, within the area served by each station. This service, combined with the issue of gale warnings—which are transmitted in plain language—from the coast stations at Wick, Hunber, Niton, Fisiguard, Valentia, and Malin Head, provides shipping with the means of obtaining all the meteorological data necessary for safe navigation. Liners from America, South Africa, and India commence to receive the weather shipping messages from Rugby whilst still on the high seas, whilst the trader man out in the North Sea listens to the same message broadcast from Davenport (SXX).  

A New Radio Plan.  
It has been said that the accurate preparation of all this information depends upon the reception at the Air Ministry of a large number of weather reports from stations in various parts of the world. In order to reduce the amount of reception necessary to obtain the data for the weather map, a plan is in process of execution for the meteorological reports of the most important meteorological observation points in the Northern Hemisphere to be transmitted by five high-power radio stations, each being responsible for the broadcasting of weather reports from stations in the area served by it. These radio stations have been so chosen that by the reception of a few transmissions the European meteorological centres can obtain complete weather information from America, the Atlantic Ocean, Europe, Siberia, and North Africa. Similarly, the American weather bureaux obtain reports from ships in the Atlantic and stations in Europe and Siberia. At present, five stations are employed in the network. Eiffel Tower, transmitting on both long and short waves, issues reports of West and North-West European, North African, and Eastern Atlantic conditions three times daily; while Königswusterhausen and Hamburg, transmitting simultaneously six times daily on long and short waves respectively, broadcast information received from meteorological stations in Northern, Central, and South-East Europe. Moscow is responsible for the issue of Russian and Siberian reports, and the American and Western Atlantic data is broadcast by Annapolis. Rugby is responsible for the transmission of the European and Eastern Atlantic conditions to America. Later, another high-power radio station situated in South-Eastern Europe will be brought into the organisation. 
The Continental air services from this country have their own meteorological centre at Croydon. To the data received at the Air Ministry station is added information from the aviation weather centres in France, Belgium, Holland, and Germany. A special organisation exists at Croydon for the radio reception of reports at half-hour intervals during flying periods from these countries. Similarly the weather conditions in South-Eastern England are broadcast by Croydon at five and thirty-five minutes past each hour. The reports as received are distributed to the control tower, and so complete and up-to-date information about the weather on the air routes from England to the adjacent Continental centres is always available to pilots.
THE DESIGN OF SINGLE-LAYER COILS.

Simplified Calculations for Close-wound Inductances.

By R. T. BEATTY, M.A., B.E., D.Sc.

LET us suppose that we have a paxolin tube of 2 inches diameter and some 28-gauge wire, double cotton covered, and that we wish to make a coil of 200 microhenrys inductance for a high-frequency tuned circuit. How many turns are required? The answer depends on the length of the coil.

If we decide on a coil one inch long, then we find from Radio Data Charts, abac 17, that 62 turns are needed. But since, even with close winding, only 40.2 turns of this particular wire can be wound in a length of one inch (see Table A), no such coil can be wound.

Let us therefore try again, making the coil 3 inches long. We now find from the abac that 87 turns are required. Hence, in order to get the length right, the turns must be spaced, for close winding would give 40.2 x 3 = 121 turns.

Making the Chart.

By repeated trials we could, of course, find the turns and corresponding length so that close winding would give the correct result. But it is preferable to have a chart which gives the answer directly, and such a chart is given in this article.

The basic formula from which the chart has been constructed is

\[ L = SD^2 n, \]

where \( L \) = microhenrys,

\( D \) = diameter of coil in inches,

\( n \) = turns per inch,

\( S \) = shape factor depending on ratio of length to diameter of coil.

The first operation, as shown in the skeleton inset, divides \( L \) by \( D^2 \). Then on returning from right to left we divide by \( n^2 \), thus obtaining the shape factor \( S \).

Actually no scale of \( S \) appears on the chart, but it was placed there temporarily when the chart was being constructed, and by joining corresponding values of \( S \) and \( n \), we have \( L = SD^2 n \).

Table B shows that the diameter of this wire is 0.014 inch, while Table A gives 73.3 turns per inch corresponding to close winding. Hence

Inductance = 755 microhenrys,

Coil diameter = 2.014 inches,

Turns/\( n = 73.3 \).

Accordingly we find from the chart that

Hence total turns = \( 0.99 \times 2.014 \times 73.3 = 146 \).

NEW "ETA" S.G. VALVE

The range of "ETA" valves, distributed by the Electrical Trading Association, Ltd., Aldwych House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2, has been augmented recently by the addition of a new indirectly heated screen-grid valve for A.C. operation, and styled the D.W.7. Its nominal characteristics are:

A.C. resistance 200,000 ohms,

Amplification factor 600.

Mutual conductance 3 mA/V.

When measured with 100 volts on the anode, 75 volts on the screen and zero grid bias. The heater requires 4 volts at 1 amp, and under normal conditions it operates with 200 volts on the anode, 80 volts on the screen, and a grid bias of between 1.5 and 3 volts; the average anode current being of the order of 5 mA.

Tested in a typical three-valve receiver fitted with one H.F. stage and a tuned-grid circuit the valve gave exceptionally good results, and in view of its high amplification the precaution was taken of enclosing it in a metal screen.

A slight reduction of the screen voltage may be necessary in certain cases to obtain perfect stability at the lower end of the medium wave-band, and if a potentiometer is used for this purpose it will serve, also, as a volume control. Incidentally, volume can be controlled satisfactorily by over-biasing the valve, using a variable resistance in series with a 500-ohm fixed resistance to provide the optimum grid bias when the control is set to the position for maximum volume.

The anode-to-grid capacity of the valve is given as 0.005 mfd, and the price is 15s. 6d.

TABLE B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Wire Gauge</th>
<th>Diameter in thousandths of an inch.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B gives the required value of length/diameter. Then total turns = length/diameter x diameter x turns per inch.

Example.

A zinc former of circular section is available, and a reel of 28-gauge enamelled wire. How many turns are required to produce a coil of inductance 755 microhenrys?

A new "ETA" indirectly heated screen-grid valve, Type D.W.7.
This time-saving abac gives the necessary data for winding tuning coils of any inductance and diameter having turns touching.
A wireless receiver is no longer accepted solely upon the grounds of its electrical performance, for it has come to be regarded, if not as an article of furniture, at least as an object whose appearance must harmonise with the furnishing of the room in which it is to be used. Where so many sets of good performance, and of an approximately equal price, are available, therefore, the final choice often rests largely upon their appearance.

The designers of the Varley Square Peak 3 are to be congratulated in having secured a high electrical efficiency with a most pleasing appearance for the complete apparatus. The cabinet work is of good quality and exceptionally well finished, and the walnut shade adopted tones well with almost any furnishing scheme. The overall dimensions, moreover, are small enough to allow of the set being unobtrusive in even the smallest of modern rooms. The receiver is completely self-contained, and requires only an aerial, internal, and a mains point for its operation; it is readily transportable, for it is fitted with a disappearing carrying handle, and so can be moved from room to room at a moment's notice.

An examination of the receiver reveals the closest attention to detail throughout the design. Not only is there a disappearing carrying handle, but fitted to the rear of the cabinet are clips over which the mains flex can be wound when the set is not in use. An unusual point is also to be found in the means for connecting an external loud speaker, for this is not arranged merely for use as well as the internal speaker, but can be employed as a true alternative if desired. Thus either the internal or the external speaker may be used alone, or both together, for the internal speaker circuit can be broken by the movement of a switch.

The Circuit.

The circuit diagram shows that the three receiving valves are employed in the popular combination of a screen-grid H.F. amplifier, a power-grid detector, and a pentode output stage, while a fourth valve is used to rectify the alternating mains current for the H.T. supply. Every circuit is thoroughly de-coupled, and the field winding of the moving-coil speaker acts as a smoothing choke, and thereby derives its energisation. In all cases the grid bias is obtained by the well-tried method of including resistances in the valve cathode leads, and the screen voltage of the H.F. valve is obtained from a potentiometer, which serves also to maintain a load on the mains equipment while the valves are warming up.

The H.F. valve is preceded by two tuned circuits dual-capacity coupled to form a constant peak separation band-pass filter; this dual-capacity coupling, of course, takes the form of a common high-capacity condenser and a=\[a..,w$?ta\].

The detector is transformer-coupled to the pentode output valve, which is, in turn, transformer-coupled to the moving-coil loud speaker, and is provided with the usual compensating circuit. The mains equipment follows standard practice, and the speaker field is used as a smoothing choke in conjunction with high-capacity electrolytic condensers. Fuses are provided in the mains circuits.

Results.

On test, the sensitivity proved adequate for all normal purposes, and good reception of Langenberg was possible in daylight without undue forcing reaction. The sensitivity, moreover, was well maintained over the whole of both wavebands. At a distance of nine miles from Brookmans Park the selectivity was sufficient to allow of interference-free reception of stations on wave-lengths higher than that of the Midland Regional, and lower than that of Fécamp. Between these two points the London transmitters were inclined to blanket the weaker foreign stations, but no trace of mutual interference between the London stations themselves could be found. On the long waveband practically every station was available with the exception of Königs -wusterhausen, which is in the unfortunate position of being sandwiched between Daventry National and Radio Paris.

The quality of reproduction is well balanced, and the bass is well reproduced considering the small baffle area of the cabinet. Excellent volume is obtainable, and the speaker fitted is evidently of a sensitive type. Mains hum can be heard during intervals in the transmission, but is not noticeable during modulation.
CIRCUIT AND CHASSIS DETAILS OF THE VARLEY SQUARE PEAK THREE.

The complete receiver chassis, showing the principal components.
KIRCHHOFF’S two laws of the electric circuit come next in importance to Ohm’s law; in fact, taken together, they amount to an extension of Ohm’s law to more complicated circuits with branches and internal electromotive forces. Ohm’s law states that the current in a simple resistance is proportional to the applied or impressed E.M.F., and inversely proportional to the value of the resistance. If \( E \) is the electromotive force in volts applied to a resistance of \( R \) ohms, the current is given by \( I = \frac{E}{R} \) amperes.

Now, when a circuit is divided up into branches and closed loops, themselves containing internal electromotive forces, Ohm’s law is not sufficient to enable the circuit to be solved—that is, to enable the currents in the various parts to be calculated. In the first place, it is essential to know the conditions existing at a point where currents divide and meet at a junction of wires or conductors in a circuit. This information is given by Kirchhoff’s first law, which states that the algebraic sum of all currents meeting at a point is zero. This means that, taking currents approaching the junction as positive and those leaving as negative, the total sum is zero; in other words, the sum of all currents approaching the junction is equal to the sum of the currents leaving.

The simplest example is that in which a circuit divides into two branches, as in Fig. 1. If \( I \) is the total current flowing to and from the circuit, and \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \) are the currents in the branches, then \( I - I_1 - I_2 = 0 \), or \( I = I_1 + I_2 \). This rule is so simple that it is usually taken for granted, and applied without question.

The second law relates to any closed loop in a circuit where currents are flowing and where electromotive forces are acting within the loop itself. The second of Kirchhoff’s laws is not quite so simple as the first either in its wording or its application. But it applies equally well to the case where the loop concerned comprises the whole circuit as to the more general case where the loop forms one part of a more complex circuit. So, in explanation, the simplest possible single loop circuit will be taken as a first example, the circuit referred to consisting merely of a resistance \( R \) ohms connected across a battery whose electromotive force is \( E \) volts and whose internal resistance is \( r \) ohms, as shown in Fig. 2(a).

In this case there is only one E.M.F. acting round the loop, and there are no branch circuits. If \( I \) is the current, then, according to the second law, the E.M.F. is equal to the sum of the products of current and resistance in each part of the circuit, namely \( E = IR + Ir \). Since the circuit is a simple one without branches, Ohm’s law can be applied in the ordinary way, namely, \( I = \frac{E}{R + r} \) amperes, where \( R + r \) is the total resistance of the loop. It will be seen that this equation is the same as the previous one, being merely transposed into a different form.

**KIRCHHOFF’S LAWS (of the electric circuit).** Two laws of fundamental importance relating to currents and electromotive forces in an electric circuit. They are: (1) The algebraic sum of all currents meeting at a junction of a number of conductors is zero; (2) In any closed loop forming the whole or part of a circuit, the algebraic sum of all the electromotive forces acting round that loop is equal to the algebraic sum of the products of current and resistance in each part of the loop.

Now let us consider another single loop, but this time containing more than one E.M.F., as in Fig. 2(b). Electromotive forces acting in a clockwise direction round the loop are taken as positive, whereas those in the reverse direction must be considered negative (or vice versa). So in this case the resultant clockwise E.M.F. is \( E_1 - E_2 + E_3 \). If \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) are the only two resistances in the loop and \( I \) is the current, we have, according to Kirchhoff’s second law:

\[
E_1 - E_2 + E_3 = IR_1 + IR_2
\]

Each term on the left is an electromotive force or electrical driving force, whereas each term on the right is a potential drop due to resistance.

**Two Laws.**

In a circuit of a more general character, having branches and internal loops, it is necessary to use both the first and second of Kirchhoff’s two laws. The first is involved at each junction of three or more conductors, and the second can be applied to every closed loop in the circuit. For instance, in the circuit of Fig. 3, if \( I_1 \), \( I_2 \), and \( I_3 \) are the current values in the various parts as shown, we know from the first law that \( I_1 - I_2 + I_3 \) amperes; and, applying the second law to the two loop circuits A and B, one obtains the equations \( E_1 = I_1 R_1 + L_1 R_1 \) and \( E_2 = I_2 R_2 - I_3 R_2 \), respectively, taking the clockwise direction as positive in each case. By writing in the numerical values of the resistances and E.M.F.’s, and combining the three last equations, the numerical values of \( I_1 \), \( I_2 \), and \( I_3 \) can be found. If \( I_1 \) is found to be negative, it simply means that the direction of \( I_1 \) is opposite to that initially assumed.

It should be realised that in a circuit like that of Fig. 3 Ohm’s law can be applied to find the currents in loops A and B because the resistance \( R \) is common to both loops.

---

**The Wireless World INFORMATION BUREAU.**

Conditions of the Service.

(1) The Service is intended primarily for readers meeting with difficulties in the construction, adjustment, operation, or maintenance of wireless receivers described in The Wireless World, or those of commercial design which from time to time are reviewed in the pages of The Wireless World. Every enquiry will be made to deal with queries on all wireless matters, provided that they are of such a nature that they can be dealt with satisfactorily in a letter.

(2) Communications should be addressed to The Wireless World Information Bureau, Dorset House, Under Street, London, S.A., and must be accompanied by a remittance of 5s. to cover the cost of the service. The enquirer’s name and address should be written in block letters at the top of all communications.

(3) The fee of 5s. covers the reply to any wireless technical difficulty, but in special cases, where the enquiry may involve a considerable amount of investigation, an increased fee may be necessary. In such cases a special quotation will be made.

(4) Questions should be clearly written and concisely worded in order to avoid delay. Where enquiries relate to trouble experienced in receivers built to specifications in The Wireless World a complete account should be given of the trouble, and especially the symptoms.

(5) Where reference is made to published articles or descriptions of apparatus, the title of the article, the date of publication, the page number, and the page reference number should be given, in order to facilitate reply.

(6) Full circuit diagrams, constructional details of apparatus, or values of components for home-designed receivers cannot normally be supplied, but circuit diagrams sent in with queries will be checked and criticised.

(7) Particular makes of components cannot, in general, be recommended, but advice will be given as to the suitability of an individual component for a particular purpose specified by the enquirer.
TO make a neat joint in a telephone cord or loud speaker lead is not an easy matter. The best cords frequently have copper tinsel for the conducting strands, sometimes interwoven with cotton or silk threads, and soldering is quite unsuitable in such cases. The following method has been found to make a neat and permanent joint which is adequate both electrically and mechanically. The braided outer covering is first slid back and the twin leads freed for two or three inches. One of each pair is then shortened by about an inch and a half. About half an inch of each lead is then bared down to the copper wires or tinsel. This stage is shown in Fig. 1 (a). The bare conductors are then bound to each other and to the adjacent leads as shown in diagram (b). A thin bare copper wire should be used for this purpose—about No. 40, for instance. If this is not available, a single copper strand from a piece of ordinary flex is quite suitable. When each connection has been bound in this way, the braided outer cover can be slid back over the joints as in Fig. 1 (c). Finally, a single-layer binding can be made, covering the cord to about half an inch beyond each joint (diagram (d)). This binding can be made with a stout linen or silk thread—or the braided covering from a piece of flex is also very suitable and takes less time to put on.

Incidentally, the following is a simple method of making a very neat self-locking binding of this kind. The binding material is looped back along the object to be bound, and the binding is then made with the free end. This end is threaded through the loop as in diagram (e). A pull on the other end of the binding thread will now close up the loop. It is usually advisable to pull the loop, with the free end caught in it, under the last few turns of the binding. Finally, both ends of the thread can be cut off close to the binding, which is now securely locked.

**Fig. 1.** Repairing telephone or loud speaker leads; these usually embody tinsel conductors, which cannot be joined satisfactorily by soldering.

---

**Practical HINTS and TIPS.**

**AIDS TO BETTER RECEPTION.**

EVERYONE knows that it would be ridiculous to choose, say, a meter rated at 0-100 milliamps. When it is anticipated that the current to be measured will be in the order of 1 or 2 milliamps. When extreme accuracy is needed, one takes a meter of which the maximum scale reading is only slightly in excess of the current—or voltage, for that matter—to be measured. Without a veritable array of meters, this ideal can seldom be realised. Although the need for extreme quantitative accuracy seldom arises in ordinary wireless work, the ability to appreciate small changes is often valuable. This applies particularly to a detector anode current meter, which is certainly one of the most valuable instruments the experimenter can possess. Here changes in current are particularly informative, and precise quantitative measurements are seldom important.

It is not always appreciated that, from the point of view of sensitivity, the length of a meter scale is just as important as its range. Put another way, it should be remembered that accurate readings can be made, and that small changes can be appreciated, equally well with a meter having a short scale and a limited range, as with one having a greater range and a longer scale.

As an example of this, we may take the combination instrument shown in the accompanying illustration; its lowest current range is 0-12 milliamps, but the scale is approximately 5in. long; consequently, all other things being equal, current readings may be taken just as accurately as with a milliammeter having twice the sensitivity (0-6 milliamps.) but with a 2½in. scale.
ON NEW RADIO PRODUCTS.

For easy reference the essential data relating to these three new models is given in tabulated form.

Tests made with specimens of each new rectifier show that the makers rating is very conservative in every case, even though allowance may be made for the voltage dropped in the L.F. choke. Although the smoothing equipment was included in the circuit to simulate normal working conditions the curves show the unsmoothed D.C. voltage across X and Y. correction having been made for the volts lost in the choke.

It was felt that this information would prove the more useful, for there are so many suitable smoothing chokes on the market and their D.C. resistance varies between quite wide limits.

Knowing the D.C. resistance of the choke to be used correction can easily be made to the output figures.

In each case the A.C. voltage was maintained at the correct value for the particular rectifier, thus these curves show the true characteristics of the unit and not the combined regulation of rectifier and transformer. A well-made mains transformer has a good regulation and the full load output should not be more than 5 or 7 per cent. lower than the initial voltage on light load.

With these additions, the Westinghouse range of metal rectifiers now includes a model suitable for every requirement, and the prices are very reasonable. The full range, H.T.9 and H.T.10, and 35s. for the H.T.11.

BULGIN LIGHTNING SWITCH.

In these latitudes we are not often visited by severe electrical storms, nevertheless it is hardly wise to ignore their potential dangers.

Bulgin lightning switch, incorporating safety fuse and spark gap.

Regulation curves of new Westinghouse rectifiers, models H.T.9, H.T.10 and H.T.11, with constant input voltage and measured before smoothing.

A useful feature is the rather novel method of indicating whether the aerial is to earth or joined through to the receiver. The moving arm of the switch is made slightly longer than normally necessary and the free end, which is in the shape of a disc, discloses the engraving "on" or "off" as the case may be. "On" indicates the aerial is free, while the "off" serves as a reminder that the aerial is earthed.

The switch mechanism is totally enclosed in a bakelite case provided with apertures through which protrude the knob and for examining the spark gap, fuse and indicators.

Made by A. F. Bulgin and Co., Ltd., Abbey Road, Barking, Essex, this most useful accessory costs a modest 2s. 6d.

BRITISH RADIOPHONE DRUM DRIVE.

Made by British Radiophone, Ltd., Aldwych House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2, this slow-motion drive has been designed especially for use with the gang condensers made by this firm. Its exceptionally robust and well made, and will drive the four-gang model without the slightest trace of slip.

The reduction ratio, which is 16:1, is happily chosen, for it affords perfect control even of superheterodyne receivers, where accurate adjustment is essential, but it is not too tedious to operate when exploring the ether for distant stations.

A translucent ivory scale, divided into 80 divisions, is fitted, and a small lamp bracket is provided for illuminating the dial. Escutcheon plates finished in oxidized silver or in Florentine bronze, with black or brown knobs to match are available, and the aperture is so designed that it affords perfect vision of the illuminated scale from various angles.

The dial is quite easy to fit, provided the various parts are assembled in the correct sequence, but no difficulty will be experienced if the instructions given in the accompanying leaflet are followed. The price of this dial is 8s. 6d.
UNBIASED

By FREE GRID.

Selling "Time on the Ozone."

I HAD occasion a little while back to refer to an unhappy wireless experience which befell me when spending a few days' well-earned rest by the sea. Let it be thought that my experiences in this direc-
tion were entirely unfortunate, I would hasten to say that during my sojourn I was privileged to hear finer quality of reproduction than I have heard for many a long day.

The local Municipality had resolved that visitors to their resort should be put on a level with the young lady in the celebrated nursery rhyme, and have music wherever they went. Realising the expense of providing about a dozen orchestras distributed about the cliffs, they had equipped each promenade shelter with a first-class loud speaker. In addition, deck chairs were arranged at certain spots where normally one might expect to find a bandstand, and here, also, excellent loud speakers with truly prodigious bawls were provided.

Needless to say, all these loud speakers were connected up to a central point where a band was actually performing.

A microphone was also provided for announcing the items on the programme, but the whole scheme was rather spoilt, in my estimation, by annoying interruptions from the local publicity merchant, who interspersed the musical items with exhortations not to miss the fat woman on the pier, and other attractions which the town had provided for its visitors.

A resident agreed with me that this was very undesirable, and informed me that still more regrettable features were being mooted, as the City Fathers were considering the question of selling time on the air to local motor coach proprietors and other traders, so that they could advertise their wretched services.

Of course, as this publicity matter would be distributed to various parts of the town solely by private land lines erected by the Council, the P.M.G. could have no say in the matter, but I do hope that common sense will prevail, and that if other resorts adopt this method of providing music cheaply for the benefit of visitors they will profit by experience and omit less desirable features.

AUGUST 12th, 1932.

Wireless World

Hollywood's missed opportunity.

Shocks and Stares.

I WAS filled with righteous indignation a little while ago when the B.B.C. peremptorily discontinued its broadcasts of the Stock Exchange reports, thereby robbing me of the opportunity of making a cool million or two from my armchair, apart from depriving me of one of the brightest features of the evening programme.

It appears that I am by no means the only one who enjoys hearing about the merry gambols of the bulls and bears in Throgmorton Street, for prior to the news being received that the feature was to be resumed, many people sent stern letters of protest to several of the "daily" newspapers. There was one particular letter from an indignant female who compelled my attention, and I simply cannot refrain from quoting part of it here.

"It was an event of the day to hear how things were going in the city, not only to my family, but to my servants, who are of many years' standing, and all have their small investments. "

Shades of William Q. Shakespeare, the great scenario writer! What an opportunity Hollywood has missed in not giving us a close-up of an English butter trying, while doling out the port, to preserve perfect sang-froid as the loud speaker bellows forth news of the complete wipe-out of his capital.

But stay, surely this is the very thing which should provide material for one of the radio playwrights. Imagine listening to the heartrending sob of the scullery maid as she learns that the bottom has fallen out of silk, taking half of her last week's wages with it!

A Literary Discovery.

ONE reads in the newspapers the com-
plaints of M.P.'s that at times when certain controversial bills are before Parliament their post-bags are filled to bursting point by a noisy but well-organised minority. It appears that M.P.'s may receive thousands of letters all couched in similar terms, and are thus apt mistakenly to assume that the whole country is speaking as one man.

I have always been inclined to doubt that this sort of thing did go on, but a recent experience has opened my eyes. A few days ago I read in one of our best-known weekly reviews a letter to the Editor in which the writer, after referring to the forthcoming Olympia Exhibition, demanded that it should include, among other things, a section, to quote his own words, "showing how many radio users know how to tune in without oscillating neighbours' sets." I sadly shook my head at this despoiling of the King's English, and after wondering for a while what on earth he meant by "oscillating neighbours' sets." I dismissed the matter from my mind.

Later that day I happened to board a tramcar, and, having nothing to read, picked up a paper, which, judging from its appearance, had been used by a day excursionist from Birmingham to wrap up his lunch. You can judge of my amazement when, on turning to the Correspondence Pages, I found the identical letter, word for word the same, and signed by the same man.

Hastily leaping off the tram I dived into a nearby public library. Reaching the Reading Room I dislodged an ardent student of form at the nearest reading desk and turned to the Correspondence Columns. To my delight I found the same letter again, and quickly elobmying my way from desk to desk, leaving a trail of indignant readers in my wake, I found the same letter in practically every other journal.

Very Obliging.

Having revealed this rather surprising state of affairs I must express my astonishment and admiration at the willingness shown by the organisers of the Wireless Exhibition to accept suggestions from the public, for the very next day there appeared a letter from the Lord Chief Organiser himself, stating that all the things suggested by the previous day's correspondent were already provided for, even to the extent of having demonstrations to show people how to tune in "without oscillating neighbours' sets."

My curiosity is thoroughly piqued, and I have already resolved to attend a demonstration in order that I may avoid committing this dreadful crime against my neighbour. I fear, however, that I shall have to hang my head and confess shamefacedly that I do not know how to "oscillate my neighbour's set," and shall have to take the humblest position in the beginners' class to learn how to perform this wonder before I am in a fit state to learn how to refrain from doing it. Needless to say, I shall first have to take a preliminary course in English in order to find out what the expression really means.

Oscillating a neighbour's set.
THE present series has been started by The Wireless World for the benefit of listeners who like to work out little problems for themselves because they feel sure that the results they obtain are correct. At frequent intervals wireless problems are presented, and in the following instalment the answers are given with the methods of working them out, and hints on possible points of difficulty. Problems 59, 60, and 61 have already been given, and below the answers appear. A further set of problems is included this week for treatment in the next instalment.

**Question 59.** If 10 kilocycles be taken as the necessary frequency "spread" of a broadcasting station, how many stations could be operated on wavelengths between (a) 100 and 600 metres; (b) 3 and 8 metres?

**Answer.** (a) 250; (b) 6,250.

All that is needful here is to express the various specified wavelengths as frequencies. The frequency corresponding to a wavelength of λ metres is given by $3 \times 10^8 / λ$ cycles per second, or $3 \times 10^9 / λ$ kilocycles per second. The first band of broadcast stations will thus have frequencies between 3,000 and 300 kilocycles. This range occupies a circuit of 2,500 kc., so that it could accommodate 2,500,10, or 250 stations.

The second group of stations will occupy that part of the frequency "spectrum" between 100,000 and 37,500 kc., i.e., a band of 62,500 kc. It will thus provide room for no fewer than 6,250 stations.

It is interesting to note that the second group could contain 25 times the number of stations in the first, in other words, it has provision for exactly 6,000 more stations! This illustrates in a very striking manner the possibilities offered by the very short waves in overcoming the congested state of the ether in present-day broadcasting. With the growing improvement in short-wave technique, the vexed problems of quality and interference may ultimately be solved along these lines.

**Question 60.** In order to measure the resistance of a grid leak, a 200-volt meter of 900 ohms per volt resistance is employed in conjunction with a dry battery. The direct voltage reading of the battery is 144 volts, but if the grid leak be included in the circuit the reading drops to 24 volts. What is the value of the leak?

**Answer.** 980,000 ohms.

This is quite a good method of ascertaining the approximate value of a grid leak or similar large resistance if a reliable high-resistance voltmeter is available. The meter resistance in ohms per volt is usually quoted by the maker, but, if not, it can be readily calculated by the simple expedient of measuring the current taken by it in order to produce a given deflection and applying Ohm's Law. In the present case, since the meter is scaled for 200 volts, its resistance will be 200 x 900, or 190,000 ohms.

Let us denote the unknown value of the grid leak by R ohms. Then, when the voltage is shortened to the battery through R, the circuit will appear as in the figure.

Now, since the battery resistance may be assumed negligible in comparison with the other resistances in the circuit, we may regard the P.D. of the battery when measured directly by the meter as equivalent to the E.M.F. in the circuit illustrated. The current flowing will therefore be:

$$I = E / (196,000 + R)$$

Solving this equation for R, we have $24 \times (196,000 + R) = 144 \times 196,000$; \( R = 980,000 \) ohms.

**Question 61.** A transformer-coupled stage of L.F. amplification incorporates a device for tone-control by the use of which the effective amplification of the stage may be varied between 3 times and 0.15 times the magnification factor of the valve. What is the amplification range of the tone-control in decibels?

**Answer.** 26.02 decibels.

Perhaps the simplest way of looking at the decibel is to regard it as the unit in terms of which the difference between two power levels may be measured. If we take the symbols P₁ and P₂ to represent two power values, then the difference, D decibels, in their power levels is given by

$$D = 10 \log \left( \frac{P_1}{P_2} \right)$$

The difference in power level thus depends on the ratio between the two powers. Since the decibel is defined in terms of a ratio between powers, we must be wary in applying it to measure ratios between other quantities such as voltages and currents. In cases where it is wished to express a ratio between voltages in decibels, we must first translate the voltage ratio into an equivalent power ratio. This can be done by making a conversion, viz., that the two voltages are imagined to operate across the same resistance, R ohms, so that the resulting power expenditure may be compared. Thus, if the difference between V₁ and V₂ volts is to be expressed in decibels, we assume each to operate across a resistance R ohms. The two powers are then $\frac{V_1^2}{R}$ and $\frac{V_2^2}{R}$, and the power ratio is $\frac{V_1^2}{V_2^2}$. We can now substitute this for the ratio $\frac{P_1}{P_2}$ in equation (1), obtaining

$$D = 10 \log \left( \frac{V_1^2}{V_2^2} \right)$$

In the example, we are dealing with voltage amplification, which, of course, is quite a different thing from power amplification. Equation (2) will therefore apply, V₁ being $3 \times 0.15 \times V_2$. $V_1$ is thus $3 \times 0.15$, or $0.45$, and $V_2$ is the resulting power expenditure of a given deflection and applying Ohm's Law. In the present case, since the meter is scaled for 200 volts, its resistance will be 200 x 900, or 190,000. Let us denote the unknown value of the grid leak by R ohms. Then, when the voltage is shortened to the battery through R, the circuit will appear as in the figure.

Measuring an unknown value of resistance when it is included in the circuit, the voltmeter reading falls to a value much below the E.M.F. of the battery.

Instructive Problems and their Solution.

**Question 62.** An electric lamp is marked 100-watt, 220 volt. What current will it take from 220 volt D.C. mains, and what resistance will it have at that voltage? What further specification would be required before employing such a lamp in a D.C. mains receiver?

The German programmes are often recorded on wax discs for subsequent transmission. The photograph shows the apparatus used for duplicating one of the soft records, which can only be used two or three times.
The New "Empire Department."

For two reasons the appointment of Mr. C. G. Graves as director of the "Empire Department" of the B.B.C. is of special interest. In the first place Mr. Graves' translation from the post of Assistant Director of Programmes will involve a little earthquake among the B.B.C. staff, leading to some well-deserved promotions. For instance, when the smoke clears we shall probably behold Adran Boult as an Assistant Controller, the musical side of programme building having at last come into its own.

Several hard workers in the provinces will also obtain recognition long overdue.

An Experienced Chief.

Secondly, the new move establishes Empire broadcasting on a firm basis. In Mr. Graves the listeners of the Dominions and Colonies will find a keen and sympathetic guardian of their interests with experience in practical programme building. For more than five years he has been Mr. Roger Eckerley's right-hand man. He is a nephew of Viscount Grey of Fallodon.

Operatic Developments at Broadcasting House.

One of the more important staff changes at Broadcasting House will be the transfer of a leading member from the Vaudeville to the Music Department for the production of studio opera.

It is a surprisingly long time since the B.B.C. gave us a series of operas specially adapted for broadcasting. The reason is not far to seek. In its original state the average opera is as unwieldy an art form as could well be imagined. The work of whittling it down and eliminating absurdities in the libretto which pass muster on the stage but never in the studio calls for the patience of Job and the energy of a Titan.

A German Offer.

For some time the German broadcasting authorities have been concentrating on the task and have now produced a library of nearly seventy operas in specially shortened versions suitable for the microphone. I understand that the whole collection has been generously placed at the disposal of the B.B.C., with the result that next winter listeners will be able to enjoy a season of fireside opera on a scale never attempted before.

Each opera will occupy from an hour to an hour and a half.

Scottish National Tests.

By the time that the Edinburgh Radio Show is opened, i.e., October 12th, both B.B.C. transmitters at Falkirk should be giving a full-time service. Scottish National will probably begin the first public tests on August 22nd.

A One-Armed Pianist.

A POIGNANT item in the Promenade Concert on Tuesday next, August 16th, to be broadcast Regionally, is Ravel's Piano Concerto for the left hand, written expressly for the soloist, Paul Wittgenstein, the distinguished pianist who lost his right arm in the War. With only five fingers, Wittgenstein performs in such an amazing way that Ravel is only one of the composers who have written music specially for him. Richard Strauss wrote his "Parragon" for Wittgenstein, while Korngold and Prokofiev have also ensured that the one-armed pianist's art shall not be wasted for lack of suitable compositions.

Broadcasters "On the Air."

MEMBERS of the Theatrical and Film "proessions," according to a leaflet issued by Mr. James Raglan and Mr. Rivers Oldmeadow, joint honorary secretaries, have formed a Stage and Aero Club, with the primary object of bringing aviation within the reach of its members under ideal conditions. The club is to be open also to "persons engaged in broadcasting."

"Obsession."

One of the outstanding play successes of the year 1930, "Obsession," is at last to be repeated on August 24 (Regional) and August 25 (National), thus complying with the demands of a host of listeners received after the broadcast two years ago. "Obsession" is an original play by Dulcie Gasby, one of the B.B.C.'s "play-doctors"—those important people who can seize upon a wholly unsuitable stage play and, by condensation and interpretation, make it endurable to the man at the loud speaker.

Miss Gasby has a flair for microphone technique, and has incorporated a good deal of wit into the music in her original work, which is to be produced by Howard Rose. "Obsession" is a play worth listening to.

Can You Beat it?*

The day of broadcast stunts evidently is not yet over, for the American Columbia Broadcasting System has just broadcast the voice of Gertrude Ederle as she swam the Hudson River at 40 miles per hour, behind a speedboat piloted by Mrs. Guy Lombardo.

Miss Ederle will be remembered as the first woman to swim the English Channel, nearly six years ago. As an aquaplane is nothing more than a flat board six feet in length, towed approximately 35 feet behind the speedboat, Miss Ederle had a difficult feat to accomplish, for her microphone had to be guarded from water. Although a spray-proof and wind-proof microphone of the small hand variety was constructed specially for this broadcast, it could not stand complete immersion, so one of the new lapel types was employed.

Transmitter in Speed Boat.

A short-wave receiver was installed on the balcony of the Hudson River Yacht Club at 92nd Street, and the Hudson River, New York, a one-watt transmitter being placed in the seating compartment in the stern of Mrs. Lombardo's speedboat. A waterproof cable, attached to the tow-line of the aquaplane, carried the microphone circuit to Miss Ederle.

Another one-watt transmitter was installed on the clubhouse docks. Through the use of earphones, Miss Ederle was able to conduct a two-way conversation with officials on shore during a portion of the actual broadcast.

Opera on the Piano.

A RECITAL by George Mantle-Chulde of some of Liszt's transcriptions of operatic music will be given for Midland Regional listeners on August 14th. The task is a difficult one for so young a player, as Liszt's music offers great technical difficulties. In his transcriptions the composer cleverly caught the inner spirit of the original music and managed to suggest orchestral effects on the piano with great skill.

B.B.C. DRAMA. Our artist has sent us this exclusive portrait of Miss Ella Van Noys, whose presence makes (or mars) a radio play. This celebrated star can imitate all sounds from the squeaking of a new shoe to the crash of a naval engagement. In the "atmosphere" thus created, the lesser stars are often quite beloged.

By Our Special Correspondent.

He Said It.

WHILE Mr. Bernard Shaw and his colleagues on the B.B.C. pronunciation Advisory Committee have been discussing how to pronounce "beret," Mr. C. Drummond, an announcer at 2YA, Sydney, has single-handedly had to decide how to say "TaumatawhakatangihangakoauamutakamihikatanemakauaeRua Kerr. It is the name of the Maori locality which, as you know, is twenty-six miles from Dunvegan.
Letters to the Editor

The Quality of B.B.C. Transmissions.

FROM the many illustrations that are published from time to time showing the working of the B.B.C. organisation, it would appear that the growing impressiveness of the machinery's control is largely the result of what they hear from earphones. The limitations of earphones, especially in the bass register, are, of course, well known, and it would therefore be very interesting to have some concise information as to the use of earphones for the purpose in question. Is any other and more satisfactory means of control actually used at the same time?

J. BAGGS.
New Moston, Manchester.

100 Divisions or 180-degree Scale?

I HOPE that some of our manufacturers of wireless apparatus will see and read that excellent letter by W. A. B. Edgware, published in your number of July 29th.

I am sure that many wireless enthusiasts will agree with me in saying that the great majority of sets made in this country leave much to be desired in matter of tuning controls and dials, though in respect of their electrical efficiency and compactness of chassis they are all that we could wish for.

Ease and accuracy of reading are unfortunately sacrificed too frequently for the sake of appearance, and one sometimes regrets the passing of the 1925 types of set with their conventional control panels and large, well-made and graduated dials, whose sole defect was their multiplicity.

Many sets are fitted with control knobs which are too small for accurate setting, and some manufacturers even copy the dreadful American practice of fitting knobs which look like the door handles of a doll's house.

I dare say that many engineers feel, as the writer does, a strong aversion for all types of friction gearing, and certainly some of those fitted to wireless sets can cause a whole heap of trouble. I note that W. A. B. suggests a toothed gear 2:1 drive to increase the drum dial surface available for graduation, and this would seem to be a very sound scheme, and one that might well be adopted, why do we never find a set fitted with the highly efficient and convenient worm drive of which a beautifully made foreign example was on sale in London last summer at about 45s.?

As regards ease of reading, in the case of many sets, one of which is unfortunately in the writer's possession, it is necessary to:

1. Fetch a pocket torch,
2. Go down on one's knees,
3. Use a magnifying glass,

in order to obtain an accurate reading of any setting.

Of the practice of grading dials in two-degree spaces, or with the units of stations only, the less said the better.

I heartily agree with W. A. B. that every tuning dial should carry a scale graduated in degrees, whatever other scale may be engraved on it, and it is very satisfactory to note that one famous firm have just put on the market a set fitted with a vernier reading dial for degrees of arc, which should prove a boon to all owners of mathematical accuracy which is a necessary adjunct to satisfactory reception in these days. Let us hope that other manufacturers will copy this scheme.

May I take this opportunity of expressing appreciation of the recent additions to your journal, and also of the most interesting articles on trade sets which you have been publishing for some years past. May I say that the perspective sketches of apparatus attached to these articles are works of art.

G. C.
Bournemouth.

Empire Broadcasting.

MR. MANN, in his article which appeared in your issue of June 22nd, treated us to an outspoken criticism on the futile efforts of G$SW to reach out to the various countries which constitute our far-flung Empire, when many foreign stations succeed as a matter of course.

Like Mr. Mann, I, too, am situated in an outport of Empire, close to the North-East Frontier of India to be exact, and I must say that I have obtained in the past three years precisely the same results as are apparently obtained in Kenya, 4,000 miles away. This statement only strengthens my opinion that Mr. Mann's diagnostics are unfortunately too true.

As the criticism on broadcasting has already been very ably put, I would bring up yet another point. If the Empire were one, the results I have already given would be of course increased.

The various criticisms which Mr. Mann expresses, and that is the general apathy shown by British manufacturers in capturing Empire markets. With a very few exceptions, it is patently to anybody out here that no attempt is being made by British manufacturers to study the various conditions and requirements obtaining in various parts of the Empire. This remark is amply illustrated by a perusal of manufacturers' advertisements in The Wireless World. The various types of receiving sets advertised are very seldom incorporated into the short-wave band (an essential feature in this country of artillery-barrage atmospheres), and in practically all cases are entirely operated by A.C. or D.C. mains.

The first point will be easily understood by those with even the most meagre knowledge of radio technology, but the second, I think, needs a word of explanation. It must be remembered that a great proportion of radio enthusiasts in the Empire live many miles from a town, where such things as A.C. or D.C. mains are unknown, but who nevertheless look for their sole contact with the outer world on their radio set. For these many thousands, therefore, dry batteries are the only source of electrical energy available. The suggestion occurs, then, "Could not the British manufacturers reach out to this latent market by duplicating their well-known models in battery-operated form?"

What the British leave undone the American does for them, and that accounts for the popularity of the American receivers out here. The clarion cry of "Buy British" is heard even in this land, and those of us with American receivers can only answer, "Let England remember us, and we will readily respond to the call."

My remarks apply to the industry as a whole, and not to the select few who are showing signs of really studying Empire conditions.

M. W. P. LAWS.

Power-handling Capacity of Loud Speakers.

Mr. Hartley very refreshingly points out that "with a moving-coil loud speaker having a 7in. cone, with a flux density of 10,000 lines per sq. cm., a free movement of the cone and coil of approximately three-quarters of an inch at 50 cycles with 5 watts input is required." May I be permitted to transpose and give the further information that "With the engine of the Royal Scot having a boiler painted blue, with 50 tons of coal on the tender, wheels one mile in diameter would be required to use up all the water?"

It is difficult to see why the Gramophone Company and Mr. Hartley feel it necessary to interest themselves in an effusion which I would hardly have expected from one of the columnists of "Free Grid" so soundly berates, if its audio appendages are so equipped by nature that they respond to watts input rather than the more usual acoustic output, leave him in his misery.

In gratitude for all his valuable information I will reciprocate and give "Free Grid" a tip how to double the power-handling capacity of his loud speaker—leave the field coil open.

Hendon, N.W.4.
L. W. MURRGHAM.

A Defect in Transmissions.

THE article in The Wireless World of July 22nd entitled "A Defect in Transmissions" brings to light a type of interference which is likely to become increasingly troublesome. This interference is undoubtedly due to the effects of over-modulation, but I doubt whether it can fairly be described as "frequency modulation," since there is no relation between this deformation of the carrier and the form of the amplitude modulation which is being applied. The radiation during the peaks of the over-modulation is a series of pulses of very complex form, analogous to the output of a primitive spark transmitter, which they resemble very closely in their audio-frequency effect. Owing to the complex nature of the pulses, corresponding to components of many different frequencies, selectivity is of
little use. Moreover, these pulses affect a receiver mainly by exciting the natural oscil-
lations of the tuned circuits, so that any
attempt to increase selectivity by reducing the
decrement of the tuned circuits will increase
the response of the receiver to this type of
interference.

D. A. HILL.

Points for Manufacturers.

I HAVE recently noticed several instances in
which manufacturers of transformers and
chokes have published data values which are exceedingly high and do not obtain in actual practice.

As the permeability varies over very wide
limbs with different values of magnetising
force, the inductance is a direct function of the permeability, the induc-
tance which obtains in practice is dependent
upon the operating conditions.

Reference to characteristic curves of repre-
sentative alloys shows that the permeability is
more than double between a field strength of
perhaps 0.05 gauss and 0.4 gauss. When the
transformer is subjected to a steadily increasing positive permeating field, it is then very much the same irrespective of the A.C. field after a value of perhaps 0.5 D.C.
gauss, the lowest value obtaining.

Obviously for inductance values to have any
meaning at all, the conditions under which
they are measured must definitely be stated.
Values such as the mutual conductance of a
valve are always given at specified working
voltages. Why, therefore, should manufac-
turers fail to specify the conditions under which
they measure their inductances, when the
direct and actual values vary more than the para-
meters of a thermionic valve.

Many figures are to my mind quite misleading
and I think that the trade as a whole would do well to demand greater detail
in this direction. I am not for one moment sug-
gestin that manufacturers' published figures are inaccurate, but it is just as feasible to say
that a transformer has an inductance of per-
haps 60 henrys as it is to state that a 7 h.p.
motor car will attain a speed of 200 miles per
hour. In the latter case it is a perfectly true
statement providing that it is very much
" doing hill with the wind behind," but this
is a condition which does not generally obtain.

Similarly, 60 henrys would not be obtained
under radio set operating conditions, with the
type of transformer which I have in mind.

PAUL D. TYERS.

Quality and the Transmitter.

It would indeed be delightful if the side bands
in a broadcast transmission could be
eliminated without spoiling the reproduction,
as Mr. Maugham suggests in his letter to The
Wireless World of June 13th. Especially do we
realise this here in Cambridge, where the
field strengths of interfering stations may rise
to as much as a fifth of those of Brookmans
Park or Midland Regional.

I am afraid, however, that if Mr. Maugham
will work it out in detail he will find that the
association between the side-bands and the am-
plitude modulation is not a matter of accident,
nor yet of a physical law, but of a mathematic
identity depending upon the relation:
$$\left(1 + a \cdot \sin pt \right) \cdot \sin qt = \sin qt \cdot \left(1 - a \cdot \sin qt \right),$$
where the left-hand side represents a modulated
sine wave, and the right-hand side a carrier
wave and two side-bands. Thus the amplitude
modulation and side-bands are not concomi-
tants, but are different ways of expressing the
same thing. Even the "Monodural Super" could
not give us the high notes if its tuned circuits
entirely cut out the corresponding side-bands.
This, of course, they do not do. It might seem
at first sight as though the use of true frequency
modulation, and a detuned receiving circuit,
would solve the difficulty, since with this sys-
tem the whole range of sounds could be repro-
duced with as small a frequency variation of
the carrier wave as we please; but a little con-
consideration will show that we could not use
a circuit with a smaller decrement than those in
use without cutting the high notes, so that in-
telligible interference would be as bad as ever.
There would be no need for heterodyning,
however, and something might be done with
true-oscillation with the wind behind" but this
is a condition which does not generally obtain.

Similarly, 60 henrys would not be obtained
under radio set operating conditions, with the
type of transformer which I have in mind.

WATROD.

It was only in January last year that valve
manufacturers at last let D.C. users enjoy
privileges which those who could boast an
A.C. supply could long enjoy. But our

triump over. A.C. manufacturers enjoy
privileges which those who could
haps would enjoy.

This system is not likely to come into use
just yet, however, and a more practical method
of getting rid of heterodyne interference at
separately from the band-pass filter which one
might incorporate after the first valve, but this
is not a matter of immense importance.

Cambridge. P. S. H. HENRY, Ph.D.

Accentuating Upper Frequencies
at the Transmitter.

I DO not think that the plan of raising the
upper end of the transmitter-frequency charac-
teristic mentioned by your correspond-
ent, Mr. P. W. Williams, can be dismissed as
easily as, perhaps, Mr. Finlay would wish;
anyhow, the B.B.C. has apparently been doing
this in its somewhat secretive manner.

It is an old principle in talking-film work
that the recording level at above, say, 4,500
cycles may be increased relative to the rest of
the range, as the harmonics produced by the
overloading of the sound track with an occas-
ional very loud note above this frequency are
not reproduced by the reproducing amplifier
system, being above 9,000 cycles.

Thus, given a transmitting amplifier which
overloads at audio-frequency just before over-
loading the carrier (and thus avoiding fre-
quency modulation), it is possible to make the
selectivity of the receiver as good as the
present band-pass and yet get a distinctly
larger overall response.

The fact that another station on an adjacent
channel was doing the same thing would make
very little difference, as one cannot modulate

A GERMAN BROADCASTING CENTRE—Zeeen, situated near Berlin, is the sitc of the famous
Konigs Wusterhausen broadcasting station. The photograph shows the masts of the long-
and short-wave transmitters.

present is one which seems to have fallen into
neglect. I refer to the use of a directional aerial
having a sharp minimum (though even here
one is stumped when the stations to be separ-
ated are in the same straight line with the
receiver!). Now that variable-μ volvtes and
high-frequency pentodes have got rid of the
necessity of introducing the main selective cir-
cuit before the first valve, such an aerial has
considerable possibilities in eliminating inter-
ference. With a little care, a frame aerial can
be made to show a much better minimum
than those usually fitted to portable sets, and
if made large, can be much more efficient. True,
the aerial would probably have to be tuned
a 50-kilowatt carrier at more than 100% even
at 8,000 cycles.

This brings us to the arguments against either
a steadily rising or steadily falling character-
istic which nobody wants, anyhow. The real
reason against such an arrangement is its ineffi-
ciency, as at a normal frequency of, say, 800
cycles only a very small proportion of the
carrier could be modulated.

May I finally heartily endorse your plea for
a multi-frequency test from the B.B.C. occa-
sionally so that, with the help of a simple valve
voltmeter or metal rectifier moving-coil meter,
we could tell what quality we are getting.

Orpington, Kent. B. T. WEDMORE.
**READERS' PROBLEMS.**

**THESE** columns are reserved for the publication of matter of general interest arising out of problems submitted by our readers. Readers requiring an individual reply to their technical questions by post are referred to "The Wireless World" Information Bureau, of which particulars, with the fee charged, are to be found on page 128.

**Resistance Combinations.**

It is obvious that manufacturers cannot produce fixed resistances in an infinite number of ratings, and so it often happens that a particular value of fixed resistor—required, say, for experimental work—is not available commercially. This is inevitable, but fortunately the range of values produced is so large that ordinary needs are well catered for.

Querists who write to us on this subject seem often to ignore the possibilities of connecting a number of resistances in series, in parallel, or in series-parallel, so that the desired value may be attained. For the benefit of these readers, they may be reminded that the value of a number of resistances in series is equal to the sum of their individual resistances. The effect of connecting two resistors in parallel is most easily ascertained by multiplying together their individual values; the result is then divided by the sum of the individual values.

**Eliminating a Circuit.**

A reader has just constructed a detector L.F. radio-granophone which, so far as the radio side is concerned, is intended to give only reception of the local station, in difficulty with its tuning system. It is stated that the reproduction of gramophone records is excellent, but no wireless signals are receivable. A diagram of the two-circuit input tuner is submitted, and our correspondent, who logically concludes that this part of the set is almost certainly at fault, asks us to criticise it and to say where the defect is most likely to be. It is stated that all components have been tested.

**Volatges for Variable-mu Valves.**

VARIOUS methods have been suggested for ensuring the application of sensibly constant anode and screening grid voltages to variable-mu H.F. valves under changing conditions of grid bias. But it should be made clear that these schemes are always based on the assumption of a fixed voltage supply from the source from which the valves are fed. Moreover, it is nearly always necessary that this source should not be very great in excess of that at which the valves are to work.

For example, it would be impossible to devise a fixed resistance ladder for a variable-mu valve that would give reasonably constant anode and screen voltages from a 500-volt supply. At any rate, to do so would involve the use of a potentially meter of such a low resistance that the current consumed by it might well be excessive from the point of view of economy.

This is the difficulty of a reader who wishes to add a variable-mu H.F. valve to a high-power local-station set, of which he does not give full details, but where we suspect that a sufficiently large surplus output is not available. We can only suggest that he attempts to adapt the voltage distribution system of an up-to-date receiver like the "Modern Straight Five" to his own particular needs. A simplified diagram of this system appeared in the "Hints and Tips" section of our issue for July 15th.

**Field Current.**

It is admittedly something of a problem to know how to obtain rectified current for the field winding of a local-station set designed for connection to a D.C. mains, when one's supply system is changed over to alternating current.

As a reader who finds himself in this predicament, and who asks for our advice, we can only suggest that he should first ascertain the ohmic resistance of the winding, and also the minimum evening for energising the field. With this information it will not be difficult to choose a high-voltage rectifier capable of supplying the necessary current at the correct voltage.

**FOREIGN BROADCAST GUIDE.**

**BARI**

(Italy)

Geographical position: 41° 9' N.; 16° 51' E.
Approximate air line from London: 1,020 miles.
Time: Central European (conceives with B.S.T.).
Standard Daily Transmissions.
20.00 B.S.T.; gramophone records; time signal; news; 20.45, main evening programme; 22.55, final news bulletin.

Broadcasts from own studio but, later, will link up with Rome and Naples, with which studio programmes will be exchanged.
Opening signal: "Merlino" (gramophone record).
Winter announcement.
Closed down with the words: Signori, Bonne Nuit, followed by Fascist hymn and Italian Royal Anthem.
**High Efficiency H.F. Amplifier for A.C. Mains Sets.**

Type S4VA is an indirectly heated screened-grid H.F. amplifier for A.C. mains sets. Its high amplification factor and very low inter-electrode capacity ensure maximum stage gain with perfect stability of operation when this valve is used in conjunction with high efficiency tuned couplings.

The rigid unit construction renders the valve absolutely free from microphonic tendencies, even in sets incorporating powerful built-in moving coil speakers.

---

**Mullard Valve**

**Type S4VA**

**OPERATING DATA**
- Heater Voltage: 6 V;
- Heater Current: 10 mA;
- Max. Anode Voltage: 200 V;
- Positive Screen Voltage: 110 V.

**CHARACTERISTICS**

1. At Anode Volts 200; Screen Volts 110; Grid Volts zero.
   - Mutual Conductance: 30 mA/V.

2. Under working conditions, viz.: Anode Volts 200; Screen Volts 110; Grid Volts 15.
   - Amplification Factor: 1,000;
   - Mutual Conductance: 20 mA/V.

**PRICE 1/- MADE IN ENGLAND**

---

**Mullard**

**THE MASTER VALVE**

---
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**Polar Star Condensers**

ACCURATE SPACING OF VANES
OBTAINED BY PRECISION MACHINE ASSEMBLY

Entirely eliminates the possibility of error in spacing — hence this guarantee: Polar "Star" Gang Condensers are guaranteed accurately matched to within 1/2 of 1%, plus or minus 1 mmfd. And their construction ensures that this accuracy will never vary.

Other outstanding features:
1. Trimmers always at constant value.
2. Strong spring journal bearings.
3. All-steel frame.

STAND 129
OLYMPIA

Prices:
- 3 x 0.0005 - 25/6
- Special Super-het: 27/6
- 4 x 0.0005 - 34/6
- Polar Drum Drive: 7/6
- Polar Disc Drive: 5/-

Send for new Polar 36-page fully illustrated catalogue ‘84.

Polar
WINGROVE & ROGERS, Ltd.,
Polar Works, Old Swan, Liverpool.

---

**The great P.M.4**

"Undoubtedly the leader in its price class." This sturdy, thoroughly reliable, exceedingly sensitive speaker is one of the many new moving-coil speakers.

True moving-coil reproduction from ANY 2-, 3- or multi-valve set. Fine volume, no boom, no hum, no resonance. Cobalt-steel magnet weighs 4½ lbs. and is guaranteed for five years. See it at Stand 108, Olympia. Or your dealer will give you a demonstration.

PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING COIL SPEAKER

Write to us for the new illustrated folder of the "W.B." Speakers and Cabinets, and the famous "W.B." Valveholders and Switches.

Whiteley Electrical Radio Company, Ltd., Radio Works, Nottingham Road, Mansfield, Notts.

Irish Free State Distributors: Kelly & Shin, Ltd., 47, Fleet Street, Dublin.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
OSRAM
new automatic cushion filament springing ensures
ABSOLUTE CONSISTENCY

CONTROLLED CONSISTENCY

means reliable performance — unvarying under all conditions. If
the pre-determined position of the electrodes of a radio valve varies
when the filament is heated—how can you have consistency? In all
the new OSRAM 2-volt battery valves there is a very far-reaching
advance in valve design (the OSRAM automatic cushion filament-
springing). It ensures absolute consistency by maintaining absolute
parallelism of the electrodes always. Microphonics and all effects
of internal and external vibration are finally eliminated, securing
dead silent background during longer and more useful valve life.

OSRAM
2 VOLT BATTERY VALVES

MADE IN ENGLAND
SOLD BY ALL WIRELESS DEALERS

WITH THE WEMBLEY FILAMENT

Made by Osram. Advertised in various magazines and journals.
THE NEW
DUBILIER
TYPE 610 & 620
CONDENSERS
MAKE THEIR
BOW

So popular has their repeated recommendations by leading radio journals made the Type 610 and 620 Dubilier Condensers that this famous range is now enlarged so that it is capable of supplying every need for this particular type of condenser.

The new series, at low prices, are worthy bearers of the name of Dubilier. From start to finish they are made with all the Dubilier tradition of dependability and long life. Use them in your next set. You will never find condensers which so well merit your implicit confidence.

 Capacities .0001—.0005 mf. are now available with Grid Leak Clips only at 1/3 each, the price of the series parallel types remaining as before.

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.
FUSE HOLDERS
Programme 1932-33

1 SINGLE SAFETY BASEBOARD FUSE HOLDER. Fuse carried on lid, making shocks impossible. Complete with 1 amp. fuse. 1/6
2 TWIN SAFETY BASEBOARD FUSE HOLDER. Fuses carried on lid rendering shocks impossible. Complete with two 1 amp. fuses. 2/6
3 SINGLE OPEN FUSE HOLDER. With 1 amp. fuse. 9d.
4 PANEL FUSE HOLDER. For panel mounting. With 1 amp. fuse. 1/6
5 FLEX FUSE HOLDER. With 1 amp. fuse. 1/-
6 WANDER FUSE. With 150 m/a. fuse. 1/-

SPARE FUSES (shown actual size).

LONG FUSE. All ratings, 60, 150, 250, 500, 750 m/a., 1 amp., 2 amp., 3 amp.
SHORT FUSE. For WANDER-FUSE only, 60 and 150 m/a.

BELLING-LEE
Advert of Belling & Lee Ltd., Cambridge Arterial Road, Enfield, Middlesex.

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
There are upwards of 70 different types of Cossor Valves. To ensure consistent performance every individual valve must conform accurately to the characteristics of its type—absolute consistency is essential. In Cossor Valves consistency is obtained by the famous Mica Bridge, which ensures microscopic accuracy in the spacing of the elements—the factor that determines the characteristics of a valve. Thus, no matter where you buy it, every Cossor Valve is an exact counterpart of the original design that was developed in the laboratory.

A copy of the 40 page Cossor Wireless Book B17 will be sent you free on application to A. C. Cossor Ltd., Melody Dept., Highbury Grove, London, N.3.
**Valves**

**Retail Prices (post free)**

The lowest prices for first-class valves anywhere in the world. Buy them from your local dealer. Every good-class independent trader now stocks Triotron valves. If you should experience difficulty in obtaining any type locally send remittance direct to us.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2-VOLT TYPES</th>
<th>A.C. TYPES (Indirectly Heated)</th>
<th>D.C. TYPES (Indirectly Heated)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RETAIL PRICE (post free)</td>
<td>RETAIL PRICE (post free)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screened Grid</td>
<td>12/6</td>
<td>Variable MU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Screened Grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance Coupling</td>
<td>5/-</td>
<td>Screened Grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detector and H.F.</td>
<td>5/-</td>
<td>Screened Grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The popular Super Detector</td>
<td>5/-</td>
<td>Screened Grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Purpose</td>
<td>5/-</td>
<td>Screened Grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>6/-</td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Power</td>
<td>6/-</td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steep Slope Power</td>
<td>6/-</td>
<td>Steep Slope Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magna Power</td>
<td>6/-</td>
<td>Screened Grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pentode</td>
<td>12/6</td>
<td>Pentode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Grid</td>
<td>13/6</td>
<td>Pentode</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4-VOLT TYPES</th>
<th>A.C. TYPES (Directly Heated)</th>
<th>D.C. TYPES (Directly Heated)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RETAIL PRICE (post free)</td>
<td>RETAIL PRICE (post free)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screened Grid</td>
<td>12/6</td>
<td>Screened Grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance Coupling</td>
<td>6/-</td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Frequency</td>
<td>5/-</td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Detector</td>
<td>5/-</td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance Coupling</td>
<td>6/-</td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Power</td>
<td>7/-</td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pentode</td>
<td>12/6</td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pentode</td>
<td>12/6</td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**O.07 AMP.**

Y.G.3 Power... 6/-

Ask for catalogue with detailed characteristics.

**POWER AMPLIFIERS**

- K.435/10 Anode Dissipation, 10-Watt...
- K.450/25 Anode Dissipation, 25-Watt...
- K.450/40 Anode Dissipation, 40-Watt...
- P.430 10-Watt Pentode...
- P.440 25-Watt Pentode...

**RECTIFIERS**

- G.429 Half Wave, 30 mA...
- G.431 Full Wave, 30 mA...
- G.479 Full Wave, 70 mA, up to 500 anode volts...
- G.4120 Full Wave, 120 mA...
- G.4100 Half Wave, 100 mA...
- G.4150 Half Wave, 150 mA...
- V.60 Resistance Lamp (Stabiliser)...

**TRIOTRON RADIO COMPANY LTD., 91, GREAT RUSSELL ST., LONDON, W.C.1**

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
The new FERRANTI 7-Valve Super-Heterodyne was designed to satisfy the most critical of all audiences—the practical men who are able to test technical efficiency by their own exacting standards. Selectivity, reproduction, simplicity of operation—each feature has been tried and compared with an impartial mind—each has revealed definite points of superiority. Everywhere, the FERRANTI Super-Heterodyne is becoming recognised as the finest wireless receiver yet created. Among its notable developments is the new Tone Control, which enables the listener to obtain sharp, clear speech, and rich, mellow music—exactly adjusted to personal taste.

The design incorporates the most modern features, including INITIAL H.F. AMPLIFICATION, preventing interference with other sets; variable MU VALVES, providing the best form of volume control; GANGED CONDENSERS, giving one knob tuning; BAND-PASS COUPLING, ensuring high selectivity without loss of high notes; MOVING COIL SPEAKER, for high quality reproduction; TONE CONTROL, to provide sharp or mellow tone at will; ILLUMINATED WAVELENGTH SCALE, giving instant station identification; AUTOMATIC MAINS AERIAL DEVICE, enabling the Receiver to be easily moved from room to room wherever an A.C. light or power socket is available; and GRAMOPHONE PICK-UP.

Suitable only for 200/250 volts. A.C. supplies having frequencies between 40 and 60 cycles.

FERRANTI LTD., HOLLINWOOD, LANCS., or BUSH HOUSE, LONDON, W.C.2

SEE AND HEAR IT AT STAND No. 78
RADIO EXHIBITION, OLYMPIA, AUG. 19–27.

Or by Deferred Payments—42/- down and 12 monthly payments of 38/6.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Station</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>690 kHz</td>
<td>Moscow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,067 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,058 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,096 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,085 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,107 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,067 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,058 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,096 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,085 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,107 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,067 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,058 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,096 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,085 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,107 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,067 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,058 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,096 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,085 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,107 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,067 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,058 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,096 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,085 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,107 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,067 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,058 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,096 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,085 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,107 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,067 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,058 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,096 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,085 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,107 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,067 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,058 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,096 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,085 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,107 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,067 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,058 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,096 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,085 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,107 kHz</td>
<td>Yerevan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### PRINCIPAL SHORT-WAVE STATIONS

**ARRANGED IN ORDER OF WAVELENGTH.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave Lengths in Meters</th>
<th>Frequency in Kilocycles</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Toning Positions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14.47</td>
<td>79,729</td>
<td>LBY</td>
<td>BMTR (Buenos Aires, Argentina) (Sun. 22.00).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.55</td>
<td>79,918</td>
<td>PMB</td>
<td>Malabar (Java). (Daily 11.00-16.00).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.63</td>
<td>80,107</td>
<td>NFB</td>
<td>Nanas (France) (Tues. 21.00-21.20).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.71</td>
<td>80,304</td>
<td>PLC</td>
<td>Boudenza (Java). (Tues. 11.40-16.40).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.79</td>
<td>80,501</td>
<td>FEZ</td>
<td>Peking (China) (Sun. 21.00-21.20).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.87</td>
<td>80,702</td>
<td>WXXA</td>
<td>Chicago, Ill. (U.S.A.). (Relays WCF).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>80,901</td>
<td>PTV</td>
<td>Hoveik (Holland). &quot;Voice of Holland.&quot; (Sat. 10.15).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.03</td>
<td>81,100</td>
<td>HRP</td>
<td>Bangkok (Siam). (Sun. and Tues. 21.00).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.11</td>
<td>81,301</td>
<td>WXXAD</td>
<td>Soo (North Korea). (Daily 1.00).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.19</td>
<td>81,500</td>
<td>FYA</td>
<td>Port Louis (France). (Colonial Sta. W-E.W.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.35</td>
<td>81,900</td>
<td>DDE</td>
<td>Zossen (Germany). (Daily 11.00-16.00).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.43</td>
<td>82,100</td>
<td>TINRHB</td>
<td>Heredia (Costa Rica). (Sat., Sun., Mon. and Tues. 20.00 and 21.00).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.51</td>
<td>82,300</td>
<td>XDA</td>
<td>Chupipeco (Mexico). (Daily 25.00).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.59</td>
<td>82,500</td>
<td>VUC</td>
<td>Calcutta (India). (Weekdays 01.15 and 12.15).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.67</td>
<td>82,700</td>
<td>WXXA</td>
<td>Chicago, Ill. (U.S.A.). (Relays WCF).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.75</td>
<td>82,900</td>
<td>SYO</td>
<td>Peking (China). (Colonial Sta. W-E.W.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.91</td>
<td>83,300</td>
<td>VUC</td>
<td>Calcutta (India). (Weekdays 21.15 and 12.15).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**N.B.—TIMES OF TRANSMISSION, GIVEN IN PARENTHESES, ARE APPROXIMATE ONLY AND REPRESENT B.S.T.**

**WAVELENGTHS ARRANGED IN ORDER.**

| N. 31.38 | 0.4 | 14178.47 | 0.4 | 14180.63 |
| N. 31.46 | 0.5 | 14178.47 | 0.5 | 14180.63 |
| N. 31.54 | 0.6 | 14178.47 | 0.6 | 14180.63 |
| N. 31.62 | 0.7 | 14178.47 | 0.7 | 14180.63 |
| N. 31.70 | 0.8 | 14178.47 | 0.8 | 14180.63 |
| N. 31.78 | 0.9 | 14178.47 | 0.9 | 14180.63 |
| N. 31.86 | 1.0 | 14178.47 | 1.0 | 14180.63 |

---

**WAVELENGTHS ARRANGED IN ORDER.**

| N. 31.38 | 0.4 | 14178.47 | 0.4 | 14180.63 |
| N. 31.46 | 0.5 | 14178.47 | 0.5 | 14180.63 |
| N. 31.54 | 0.6 | 14178.47 | 0.6 | 14180.63 |
| N. 31.62 | 0.7 | 14178.47 | 0.7 | 14180.63 |
| N. 31.70 | 0.8 | 14178.47 | 0.8 | 14180.63 |
| N. 31.78 | 0.9 | 14178.47 | 0.9 | 14180.63 |
| N. 31.86 | 1.0 | 14178.47 | 1.0 | 14180.63 |

---

**WAVELENGTHS ARRANGED IN ORDER.**

| N. 31.38 | 0.4 | 14178.47 | 0.4 | 14180.63 |
| N. 31.46 | 0.5 | 14178.47 | 0.5 | 14180.63 |
| N. 31.54 | 0.6 | 14178.47 | 0.6 | 14180.63 |
| N. 31.62 | 0.7 | 14178.47 | 0.7 | 14180.63 |
| N. 31.70 | 0.8 | 14178.47 | 0.8 | 14180.63 |
| N. 31.78 | 0.9 | 14178.47 | 0.9 | 14180.63 |
| N. 31.86 | 1.0 | 14178.47 | 1.0 | 14180.63 |
AUGUST 12TH, 1932.

WIRELESS WORLD

AUGUST THE FOURTEENTH.

ALGERS


BARCELONA

Radio Barcelona (R.B.C.), 2.44; 340 metres; 8 kW. 2.0-2.5 p.m., Popular Music on Granophone Records. 3.20, Children’s Programme. 4.30, Musical Academy. 5.50, Talk by Nickolas Monten, followed by Sports News. 8.0, Concert by the National Orchestra. 9.15, Last News.

BRUSSELS

BRUSSELS (No. 1)

MOSCOW

English talk: The Jews in Russia.

Scully, Concert from Knocke Casino.

MANCHESTER

Opera: "Götterdämmerung" (Wagner), relayed from the Royal Albert Hall. 11.30, Concert programme.

STRASBOURG

Gregor concert.

SCOTTISH REGIONAL

National programme.

BRITISH REGIONS

ABROAD

BRUSSELS (No. 2)

I.N.R.

542 metres; 15 kW. 7.0-8.10 p.m., News Bulletin. 8.15, Talk: The Problem of Prophecy. 9.15, Programme of the National Station. 10.15 (approx.), Concert by the National Orchestra.

London Regional

Talk: The Spanish Peasant. 11.0, Second News, followed by Dance Music to Notes. (Smetana); and other Operas.

MALACOLIQUE

-talk: the Alemannic Peasant. 11.0, Cigany Concert, relayed from the Rudni-Zorahayda-Legend, 11.30 a.m., Talk on Rudolf Binding on British Reg. 5.0, Medical Talk.

LOS ANGELES


BELGRADE

423.4 metres; 2.5 kW. 0.15-0.35 p.m., Granophone Records. 1.0, Concert of Classical and Light Music, by the Kursaal Orchestra. 1.15, News Bulletin. 2.0 (approx.), Programme of Light Music.

BERLIN

KÖNIGS WÜTHERBRAUSEN,

5,105 metres; 60 kW. 6.30 p.m., Programme of Light Music from Gramophone Records. 7.30, Sixty-Fifth Birthday and Reading from the St. Martin-in-the-Fields. 8.0, Talk: By the King.

BERLIN

TRENCIN.

6.30, Programme of Light Music on Gramophone Records. 7.0, Talk: The King.

CRAIGFELL

232.8 metres; 3.5 kW. 7.15-7.45 p.m., News Bulletin. 8.30, Concert of Popular Music. 9.15, Talk to be broadcast from London Regional. 10.0, Time and Sports Notes. 10.30, Talk on Art.

TRENCELIN.

6.30, Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 7.0, Talk: By the King.

CRACOW

232.8 metres; 3.5 kW. 7.15-7.45 p.m., News Bulletin. 8.30, Concert of Popular Music. 9.15, Talk to be broadcast from London Regional. 10.0, Time and Sports Notes. 10.30, Talk on Art.

DENMARK

556 metres; 18.5 kW. Programme also relayed on 6.30 to 12 Midnight.— 9.0, Medical Talk. 9.15, New Bulletin. 10.0, Catholic Service. 11.0, Evangelical Service, and Weather Forecast, and Concert of Hungarian Opera. 12.0, Concert of the National Orchestra. 12.30, News Bulletin. 1.0, Programme for Research Stations.

COLOMBIA

850 metres. 7.0, Popular Music on Granophone Records. 7.15, Dance Music by the National Orchestra. 12 Midnight, Close Down.

COPENHAGEN

231 metres; 11.5 kW. 3.5 R.B.R. 7.5 kW. 7.45-8.45 p.m., Gramophone Records. 8.45, Division from Copenhagen, 8.50, Concert of Light Music. 9.0, Children’s Programme. 9.15, Report of the Royal Concert. 10.0, Radio Programme of Light Music.

DEUTSCHLAND

BERLIN

KÖNIGS WÜTHERBRAUSEN.

5,105 metres; 60 kW. 6.30 p.m., Programme of Light Music from Gramophone Records. 7.30, Sixty-Fifth Birthday and Reading from the St. Martin-in-the-Fields. 8.0, Talk: By the King.

BERLIN

TRENCIN.

6.30, Programme of Light Music on Gramophone Records. 7.0, Talk: The King.

CRAIGFELL

232.8 metres; 3.5 kW. 7.15-7.45 p.m., News Bulletin. 8.30, Concert of Popular Music. 9.15, Talk to be broadcast from London Regional. 10.0, Time and Sports Notes. 10.30, Talk on Art.

DENMARK

556 metres; 18.5 kW. Programme also relayed on 6.30 to 12 Midnight.— 9.0, Medical Talk. 9.15, New Bulletin. 10.0, Catholic Service. 11.0, Evangelical Service, and Weather Forecast, and Concert of Hungarian Opera. 12.0, Concert of the National Orchestra. 12.30, News Bulletin. 1.0, Programme for Research Stations.

COLOMBIA

850 metres. 7.0, Popular Music on Granophone Records. 7.15, Dance Music by the National Orchestra. 12 Midnight, Close Down.

COPENHAGEN

231 metres; 11.5 kW. 3.5 R.B.R. 7.5 kW. 7.45-8.45 p.m., Gramophone Records. 8.45, Division from Copenhagen, 8.50, Concert of Light Music. 9.0, Children’s Programme. 9.15, Report of the Royal Concert. 10.0, Radio Programme of Light Music.

DEUTSCHLAND

BERLIN

KÖNIGS WÜTHERBRAUSEN.

5,105 metres; 60 kW. 6.30 p.m., Programme of Light Music from Gramophone Records. 7.30, Sixty-Fifth Birthday and Reading from the St. Martin-in-the-Fields. 8.0, Talk: By the King.

BERLIN

TRENCIN.

6.30, Programme of Light Music on Gramophone Records. 7.0, Talk: The King.

CRAIGFELL

232.8 metres; 3.5 kW. 7.15-7.45 p.m., News Bulletin. 8.30, Concert of Popular Music. 9.15, Talk to be broadcast from London Regional. 10.0, Time and Sports Notes. 10.30, Talk on Art.

DENMARK

556 metres; 18.5 kW. Programme also relayed on 6.30 to 12 Midnight.— 9.0, Medical Talk. 9.15, New Bulletin. 10.0, Catholic Service. 11.0, Evangelical Service, and Weather Forecast, and Concert of Hungarian Opera. 12.0, Concert of the National Orchestra. 12.30, News Bulletin. 1.0, Programme for Research Stations.

COLOMBIA

850 metres. 7.0, Popular Music on Granophone Records. 7.15, Dance Music by the National Orchestra. 12 Midnight, Close Down.
metres. -11.0 a.m. (from Ortelsburg), Address

GOTEBOURG.-See Stockholm.

1.0 p.m., Concert from Langenberg. 2.0, Talks.

MORAVSKA-OSTRAVA - See Prague.

6.50, News Bulletin on 2,448 metres.

6.45, Pigeon Race. relayed from Marseilles, followed by

August 14th continued.

LAHTI

1,706 metres; 54 kW.; and, HELSINKI, 208.1 4.05, Speech.

LAHTI, 4.10, Talk.

KATOWICE

548.5, Talk; 10.0, Dance Music.

MILAN. - See Turin.

11.10, Religious Programme conducted by Eysoldt.

MOSKOW

TRADES UNION, 1,901 metres; 100 kW. - 10.0 a.m., World's


MUNCHEN

533 metres; 1.75 to 2.75 metres; 86 kW. - 10.45 a.m., Chimes from

2.55, International Suite (Tchaikovsky); Selection from No, No, Nanette

MUNICH

573 metres; 1.75 to 2.75 metres; 86 kW. - 10.45 a.m., Chimes from

11.10, Religious Programme conducted by Eysoldt.

MUNICH

533 metres; 1.75 to 2.75 metres; 86 kW. - 10.45 a.m., Chimes from

533 metres; 1.75 to 2.75 metres; 86 kW. - 10.45 a.m., Chimes from

533 metres; 1.75 to 2.75 metres; 86 kW. - 10.45 a.m., Chimes from

533 metres; 1.75 to 2.75 metres; 86 kW. - 10.45 a.m., Chimes from

533 metres; 1.75 to 2.75 metres; 86 kW. - 10.45 a.m., Chimes from

533 metres; 1.75 to 2.75 metres; 86 kW. - 10.45 a.m., Chimes from

533 metres; 1.75 to 2.75 metres; 86 kW. - 10.45 a.m., Chimes from

533 metres; 1.75 to 2.75 metres; 86 kW. - 10.45 a.m., Chimes from

533 metres; 1.75 to 2.75 metres; 86 kW. - 10.45 a.m., Chimes from
WASHINGTON, D.C. 120 p.m.; Warsaw 10:00, 10:50, 11:00; WROCLAW 11:30, 11:50; ZAGREB 10:00; ZURICH 12:00.

RADIO-SUISSE ROMANDÉ 12:00, Poznan 11:00, Prague 10:00, Stockholm 10:30, Turin 11:00, Wilno 11:30.
PRINCIPAL EVENTS OF THE DAY:

AT HOME

National Radio station.

London


Midland

Orchestral concert. Light music. Military Band and String Orchestra conduct the Midland Regional programme.

North


West

National programme. Organ concert.

Scottish


Belfast


ABROAD

Barcelona

Dance music from San Sebastian casino.

Copenhagen


Paris (Radio)

Concert from American Conservatoire, Fontainebleau.

Rome

Opera: "La Bohème" (Puccini), from the Teatro Eden, Vienna.

Warsaw

Classical organ recital from Concert Hall.

Brussels (No. 2)

N.B. - 234.2 metres, 7.5 kilowatts. - Programme also retransmitted from Antwerp, 173.5, and Ghent, 146.5; relayed from Brussels, 197.5, and Ghent, 148.5. 4.30 p.m., 7.5 kilowatts. - Programme also retransmitted from Antwerp, 147.5, and Ghent, 164.5; relayed from Brussels, 198.5, and Ghent, 165.5.

BRNO

312 metres, 15.5 kilowatts. - See Prague. 6.15, Cabaret Programme. 6.30, Concert of Light Music. 6.45, Opera Highlights. 8.0, Programme of National Popularity.

Brussels (No. 1)

N.B. - 504 metres, 15.5 kilowatts. - See Brussels. 12 Noon, Organ recital from Concert Hall.

Bucharest

512 metres, 10 kilowatts. - See Bucharest. 7.45, Programme of National Popularity. 7.45, Vocal Quartet Concert. 7.55, Quartet in D Major (Schubert) on Gramophone Records. 8.45, News Bulletin.

Budapest

50 metres; 18.5 kilowatts. - Programme also retransmitted from Buda, 9.5, and Pest, 5.5, and relayed from Budapest, 12.5, and Szeged, 15.5; 8.0, Programme of National Popularity. 9.0, Military Baud; 10.0, National Programme; 10.30, Time Signal; 12.00, Gramophone Programme; 12.15, Radio Symphony Orchestra; 12.30, Women's Voice; 19.00, Three Songs. 19.30, Radio Orchestra; 20.00, Classical Concert; 20.30, Radio Orchestra; 21.00, Classical Concert; 21.30, Women's Voice; 22.00, Eight Songs, Religious Address; 22.15, Programma; 22.45, Concert (mixed); Overture, Le Roi d'Ys (Honegger); Selection from Polyeucte and Le Cid (Corneille); 23.00, The Queen's Hall, 8.30, Programme of National Popularity.
FRANKFURT

300 metres; 1.5 kW; and CASSELL, 256 letters; 258 letters; 2.5 kW. Royalty. Sunday Services, Programme Announcements, Weather and Economic Conditions. 7.30, Breakfast Radio, 8.00, Gramophone Music, Radio, The News of the World, 10.30, Programme Announcements, Opera at the covered Bierhalle, 11.40, Breakfast Radio.

HAMBURG

Call in (in Mussorgsky) 7.5 kW; 1.5 kW, Relayed by Bremer, 270 metres; Flohrton, 275, 87.7 metres; A. Bremere, 22.5 kW. 7.30, Programme Announcements, Opera at the covered Bierhalle, 11.40, Breakfast Radio.

HEILSBERG

325 metres; 60 kW; and DANZIG, 182 letters; 90 letters; 112 kW. 7.30, Opera Announcements, Programme, 9.30, Orchestra, 10.80, Programme, 12.30, Programme Announcements, Sunday Services, Programme Announcements, Opera at the covered Bierhalle, 11.40, Breakfast Radio.

HILVERSUM

RTD; 10.80, Programme Announcements, 11.00, Opera at the covered Bierhalle, 11.40, Breakfast Radio.

LAUSSANNE—See Radio-Suisse Romande.

LEIPZIG

589 metres; 2 kW; and DRESDEN, 359 metres; 2.5 kW, Programme with Report, 9.30, Opera Announcements, 10.30, Programme Announcements, Opera at the covered Bierhalle, 11.40, Breakfast Radio.

MUNICH

533 metres; 1.5 kW, Relayed by Augsburg, 316 letters; 30 letters; 6.5 kW. 7.45, Programme Announcements, Opera at the covered Bierhalle, 11.40, Breakfast Radio.

MULHACER—See Stockholm.

OSLO

1083 metres; 60 kW; and Fredrikstad, 207.5 letters; 90 letters; 5.5 kW, Programme Announcements, 7.00, Programme Announcements, Opera at the covered Bierhalle, 11.40, Breakfast Radio.

PARIS

EIFFEL TOWER: CAR FLE, 1415 metres; 8 kW, 10.15 a.m. and 10.30 p.m. News Bulletin. 10.30 a.m. and 10.30 p.m. News Bulletin. 8.00, Programme Announcements, Opera at the covered Bierhalle, 11.40, Breakfast Radio.

ASPERS—See Stockholm.

ILKLA—See Hamburg.

KATOWICE

750 metres; 60 kW; and DANNING, 153 letters; 90 letters; 1.8 kW. 7.30, Programme Announcements, Opera at the covered Bierhalle, 11.40, Breakfast Radio.

KLAUSTAD—See Stockholm.

KUALA LUMPUR

RTM; 10.80, Programme Announcements, 11.00, Programme Announcements, Opera at the covered Bierhalle, 11.40, Breakfast Radio.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Town</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Programmes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRASBOURG</td>
<td>7.50 p.m.</td>
<td>Concert of Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZURICH</td>
<td>9.50 a.m.</td>
<td>News, Sports Results and Programme Announcements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIENNA</td>
<td>5.45 p.m.</td>
<td>Concert of Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIPOLI</td>
<td>8.30 p.m.</td>
<td>Operetta: Before the Barber of Seville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAIRO</td>
<td>9.45 a.m.</td>
<td>News, Sports Results and Programme Announcements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROME</td>
<td>10.30 p.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIENNA</td>
<td>6.20 p.m.</td>
<td>Concert of Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMETANA</td>
<td>10.00 p.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUDAPEST</td>
<td>10.45 a.m.</td>
<td>Operetta: Before the Barber of Seville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIEN</td>
<td>11.20 p.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRAGUE</td>
<td>11.45 a.m.</td>
<td>Operetta: Before the Barber of Seville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VENICE</td>
<td>12.30 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASHINGTON</td>
<td>1.00 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARIS</td>
<td>1.30 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FELDA</td>
<td>2.00 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZURICH</td>
<td>2.30 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROME</td>
<td>3.00 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRAGUE</td>
<td>3.30 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIENNA</td>
<td>4.00 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERLIN</td>
<td>4.30 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASHINGTON</td>
<td>5.00 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARIS</td>
<td>5.30 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRAGUE</td>
<td>6.00 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIENNA</td>
<td>6.30 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERLIN</td>
<td>7.00 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRAGUE</td>
<td>7.30 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIENNA</td>
<td>8.00 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERN</td>
<td>8.30 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRASBOURG</td>
<td>9.00 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZURICH</td>
<td>9.30 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIENNA</td>
<td>10.00 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUDAPEST</td>
<td>10.30 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSTEN</td>
<td>11.00 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRAGUE</td>
<td>11.30 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIENNA</td>
<td>12.00 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERLIN</td>
<td>12.30 a.m.</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- Light Music on Gramophone Records are broadcast from 7.30 a.m. to 6.30 p.m. daily.
- Additional programmes are broadcast during the day.
- For full details, please refer to the daily programme announcements.

---

**August 1923**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Town</th>
<th>Programmes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRASBOURG</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZURICH</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIENNA</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUDAPEST</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSTEN</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRAGUE</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIENNA</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERN</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRASBOURG</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZURICH</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIENNA</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUDAPEST</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSTEN</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRAGUE</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIENNA</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERN</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRASBOURG</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZURICH</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIENNA</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUDAPEST</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSTEN</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRAGUE</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIENNA</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERN</td>
<td>Light Music on Gramophone Records</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- Light Music on Gramophone Records are broadcast from 7.30 a.m. to 6.30 p.m. daily.
- Additional programmes are broadcast during the day.
- For full details, please refer to the daily programme announcements.
AUGUST 12th, 1932.

ALGIERS

221.4 metres; 11.5-7.0 p.m., Exchange Bulletin, Weather Forecast, and Market Prices. 5.0, Talk by M. E. Taylor. 7.0, Concert of Operetta Music. 8.30, Concert of Light Music. 9.0-11.0, Programme.

BUDAPEST

150 metres; 16.5-7.5 p.m.—Programme also relayed on Gipsy Love (State Radio), 10.0 mW. 5.45 p.m., Orchestral Concert: Conducted by J. K. Mayer. 5.55, Talk: The Diary of a Madman. 8.0, Concert by the Symphony Orchestra. 9.0, Concert of Light Music by the Station Orchestra.

BULGARIA

BARCELONA

247.1 metres; 11.5-7.0 p.m., Gramophone Records of Various Music. 5.0,końs Wusterhausen; 1.5.5.5,5,5 metres; 11.5-12.5 p.m., French Lesson for Schoolboys, followed by International Programme. 6.0, Chat by the Berliner Morgenpost. 6.15, Operetta Music. 7.0, Talk on the Talk by W. M. Tscherniak. 7.30, News from Foreign Stations.

COPENHAGEN

281 metres; 11.5-7.5 p.m.—See the Town Hall. 11.5-7.5 p.m.—The Berliner Morgenpost. 6.0, News Bulletin. 6.15, Talk by J. H. Hansen. 7.0, Concert of Light Music. 7.45, Programme for Children. 8.30, Dance Music. 9.0, Concert of Light Music. 9.55, Programme for Children. 10.45, Dance Music.

DRESDEN

134.4 metres; 11.5-7.0 p.m., Gramophone Records of Various Music. 5.0, News Bulletin. 5.15, Talk by F. G. W. Lousse. 6.0, Concert of Student Music. 6.55, Theatrical Programme. 7.0, Concert of Light Music.

STOCKHOLM

211.8 metres; 11.5-7.0 p.m., Telegraphic Bulletin, Weather Forecast, and Stock Market Prices. 5.0, Today's Closing Prices. 6.15, Talk by W. B. Johnson. 6.30, Programme for Children. 7.0, Concert of Light Music. 7.15, Educational Talk. 8.30, Dance Music. 9.0, Concert of Light Music. 9.15, Programme for Children. 10.0, Dance Music. 10.45, Programme for Children.

NEW YORK

ALGIERS

247.1 metres; 11.5-7.0 p.m., Exchange Bulletin, Weather Forecast, and Market Prices. 5.0, Talk by M. E. Taylor. 7.0, Concert of Operetta Music. 8.30, Concert of Light Music.
FRANKFURT
190 metres; 1.5 kW.; and 151 metres; 1.5 kW.
Broadcast Day: Tuesday
Time: 7.00 p.m.
Programme for Children. 1.30 p.m.
Programme Announced.

BULLEDECK.

HAMBURG
Call (as Marvay): 192 metres; 1.5 kW.
Broadcast Day: Tuesday
Time: 7.00 p.m.
Programme for Children.

LIEPZIG
255 metres; 2.0 kW. and 319 metres; 1.0 kW.
Broadcast Day: Tuesday
Time: 7.00 p.m.
Programme for Children.

GERMANY
W. Voigt.

CIRCUS COMES TO TOWN;
PARDON MADAME;
TRY;
WHAT A PERFECT NIGHT FOR LOVE;
YOU
ROSES FROM THE SOUTH;
SERENADE;
MUSETTE;
RINGT DIE FANTEN ALO;

MALDM.

See Stockholm.

See Turin.

See Stockholm.

See Stockholm.

See Vienna.

See Stockholm.

See Stockholm.

See Stockholm.

See Stockholm.

See Stockholm.

See Stockholm.

See Stockholm.

See Stockholm.

See Stockholm.

See Stockholm.

See Stockholm.
TUESDAY continued.

WIRELESS WORLD

August 12th, 1932.

Radio Paris: Call Sir: 2.75 meters; 7.5 kW.; 6.45 a.m., Physical Culture. 7.20, Weather Forecast. 7.25, Variety Music on Gramophone Records. 8.4, Programme for Paris. 9.30, Metropolitan Oratorio. 11.20, 11.30, Metropolitan Oratorio. 1.30, Metropolitan Oratorio. 9.0, Light Music. 9.45, News, Gramophone Concert of Pần's Serenata. 10.45, Metropolitan Oratorio. 11.0, 11.30, Metropolitan Oratorio.

Paris:

Sommier (Bruneau); Spanish Rhapsody, La Serenata. 9.15, La petite Rentier; Sonata, Op. 48; Its étaient d'or; Les trois petits oiseaux; Canzonetta; 7.45, Variety Music on Gramophone Records.

Press News - Reeler.

9.32, 9.5, 9.0, 9.5.

Grenade (Debussy), (d) Caprice (Dolmay); Pianoforte Solos: (a) Castelnuovo-Tedesco, (b) Panis incohatus (Liszt).

Press News, Dostoievsky.

Stances (Gounod);

10.35, Concert of Dance Music on Gramophone Records.

Night.

New York.

Goldman Band.

SOTTENS, 403 meters; 25 kW.; LAUSANNE, AUGUST 12th, 1932.

Household Finance Programme.

Psyche and Business Market Reports.

9.15, Talk. 5.5, Agricul-

ture.

5.45, Talk. 6.5, Agricul-

ture.

5.55, Talk. 6.5, Agricul-

ture.

5.0, Dancing in Milwaukee, from 4.0 to 5.0.

5.30, Time Signal.

4.30, Jack Pettis and his Orchestra. 10.5, Time Signal. 5.0, Dancing in Portland, from 4.0 to 5.0.

5.30, Time Signal.
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Wednesday, August the Seventeenth

PRINCIPAL EVENTS OF THE DAY:

AT HOME


LONDON


MIDLAND


NORTH


WESEL


SCOTTISH


BELFAST

Orchestral programme. Novely programme.

ABROAD

DUBLIN


MUNICH

Concert by the Band of the Royal Hungarian Post Office, relayed from the Town Hall.

PARIS (Postes)

Chopin recital (gramophone records).

PARIS (Radio-Paris)

Reclat of soprano and contralto duets.

BRUSSELS (No. 1)

I.M.R., 500 metres; 20.00, Concert of French Operetta Music by the Wallonie Palace Orchestra (Remy). Selections from "The Song of the Dawn" (Whiteman). Selections (a) from "The Song of the Dawn" (Whiteman) and "Les Chansons des Galaxistes" (Colin); (b) from "The Song of the Dawn" (Whiteman) and "Les Chansons des Galaxistes" (Colin).

BRUSSELS (No. 2)

I.M.B., 500 metres; 20.00, Concert of Spanish Operetta Music by the Wallonie Palace Orchestra (Remy). Selections from "The Song of the Dawn" (Whiteman). Selections (a) from "The Song of the Dawn" (Whiteman) and "Les Chansons des Galaxistes" (Colin); (b) from "The Song of the Dawn" (Whiteman) and "Les Chansons des Galaxistes" (Colin).

BRNO

242 metres; 15.8 to 7.8 p.m., recital of gramophone records.

BRUSSELS (No. 3)

I.M.R., 500 metres; 20.00, Concert of French Operetta Music by the Wallonie Palace Orchestra (Remy). Selections from "The Song of the Dawn" (Whiteman). Selections (a) from "The Song of the Dawn" (Whiteman) and "Les Chansons des Galaxistes" (Colin); (b) from "The Song of the Dawn" (Whiteman) and "Les Chansons des Galaxistes" (Colin).

BUDAPEST

350 metres; 15.8 to 7.8 p.m., recital of gramophone records.

BUDAPEST

350 metres; 15.8 to 7.8 p.m., recital of gramophone records.

COPENHAGEN

251 metres; 07.15, KALUNDORP, 1512 metres; 11.8 to 11.9 p.m., recital of gramophone records.

ECAMP

230 metres; 15.8 to 11.8 p.m., Grand Symphony Concert of Light Music. 15.8 p.m., News Bulletin and Time Signal. 11.8 p.m., News Bulletin and Time Signal.

FRANKFURT

105 metres; 15.8 to 11.8 p.m., Grand Symphony Concert of Light Music. 15.8 p.m., News Bulletin and Time Signal. 11.8 p.m., News Bulletin and Time Signal.
**Wireless World**

**August 12th, 1932**

**POZNAN**


**PRAGUE**


**SCHENECTADY**

**GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY (WGY)**


**RAVEN”**

BERLIN.


ARDRO.

COPENHAGEN.

CRAWF.

HAMBURG.

PARIS (Radio-Parit).

TURIN.

Opera: "The Sicilian Vespers" (Verdi).

BERLIN.

WITTELEEN: 4915 metres. 1.5 kW -3.80 a.m., 9.30 a.m. Talk for Workers. 5.10, Health Talk: Diet Cures. 6.30, Agricultural Talk. 7.0, Talk: The Nationality of a People. 7.15, MUSICAL-CONCERT, at the Scala Brasserie, 1,000 metres. (Radio). Report and Close Down. 8.0, Reading in West Jutland Farmers. 10.0 p.m. till Close Down, Chimes from the Town Hall. 12.00, News Bulletin. 12.45, Concert, conducted by Johannes Anundsen. 4.30, Concert by the Civic Guards Band.

BERNO.

324 metres; 7.50 p.m., See Prague. 9.30, Concert by a Brass Band. 9.50, National Programme. 11.30, Announcement. 10.20, See Prague.

BRUSSELS.

BRUSSELS (No. 1).

I.N.R., 10.0, Le Journal Paris. 11.0, Gavotte (Popy); Romance from "Les Huguenots" (Puccini) - Concert.

BUCHEK.

314 metres; 7.50 p.m., See Prague. 10.30, Concert by a Brass Band. 11.30, National Programme. 13.00, Announcement. 10.20, See Prague.

BRUSSELS (No. 2).


BUCHEK.

314 metres; 7.50 p.m., See Prague. 10.30, Concert by a Brass Band. 11.30, National Programme. 13.00, Announcement. 10.20, See Prague.

BRUSSELS (No. 2).


BRUSSELS.

BLEU.

BERG.

BERG.

Bordeaux-LAFAYETTE.

204 metres; 13 k.W.-7.30 a.m., News and Exchange Programme. 9.45 a.m., News and Exchange Programme. 12.00, Concert of the National Band of the German Symphony Orchestra.

BRATISLAVA.

223 metres; 11 a.m., See Prague. 5:20, See Brno. 5:6, Orchestral Concert from Kassel 121 metres. 10:20, See Prague. 13:00, Programme Announcements and News. 13:15, See Brno.

BRUXEM.

See Malmö.

CÆSAR.

COPENHAGEN.

204 metres; 13 k.W.-7.30 a.m., News and Exchange Programme. 9.45 a.m., News and Exchange Programme. 12.00, Concert of the National Band of the German Symphony Orchestra.

CARNABY.

CARNABY.

CARNABY.

CARNABY.


COPAG.

CRACOW.

550 metres; 15 k.W.-Programme also re- 3.30, Concert by the Band of the City of Zagreb (Croats). 3.45, Concert of Light Music by the Inr. Municipal Concert Orchestra. 7.45, Talk on Foreign Politics. 9.0, Lieb and Goldmark Concert, relayed from the Stadtbadluckendorf, Conducter.

BUDAPEST.

550 metres; 15 k.W.-Programme also re- 3.30, Concert by the Band of the City of Zagreb (Croats). 3.45, Concert of Light Music by the Inr. Municipal Concert Orchestra. 7.45, Talk on Foreign Politics. 9.0, Lieb and Goldmark Concert, relayed from the Stadtbadluckendorf, Conducter.

BADEN.

See Schwarzenberth Landeskindergarten.

BEDOEN.-See Schwarzenberth Landeskindergarten.

BOGOTA.-See Schwarzenberth Landeskindergarten.

BODEN.-See Stockholmskildarebladet.

BOURGADE.

204 metres; 13 k.W.-7.30 a.m., News and Exchange Programme. 9.45 a.m., News and Exchange Programme. 12.00, Concert of the National Band of the German Symphony Orchestra.

BRETAGNA.

204 metres; 13 k.W.-7.30 a.m., News and Exchange Programme. 9.45 a.m., News and Exchange Programme. 12.00, Concert of the National Band of the German Symphony Orchestra.

BRASILIA.

10:20, See Prague. 13:00, Programme Announcements and News. 13:15, See Brno.

BREMEN.-See Hamburg.

Morgenpost.


CASSEL.-See Brussels.

COPENHAGEN.

204 metres; 13 k.W.-7.30 a.m., News and Exchange Programme. 9.45 a.m., News and Exchange Programme. 12.00, Concert of the National Band of the German Symphony Orchestra. 3:15, Time Signal. 3:15, Time Signal. 3:15, Time Signal. 3:15, Time Signal.

204 metres; 13 k.W.-7.30 a.m., News and Exchange Programme. 9.45 a.m., News and Exchange Programme. 12.00, Concert of the National Band of the German Symphony Orchestra. 3:15, Time Signal. 3:15, Time Signal. 3:15, Time Signal. 3:15, Time Signal.

204 metres; 13 k.W.-7.30 a.m., News and Exchange Programme. 9.45 a.m., News and Exchange Programme. 12.00, Concert of the National Band of the German Symphony Orchestra. 3:15, Time Signal. 3:15, Time Signal. 3:15, Time Signal. 3:15, Time Signal.
August 12th, 1932

MORAVSKA-OSTraVA
364.1 metres; 11.90 a.m. - See Brno. 10.30, Vienna. 9.15, Prague. 8.15, Programme Announcements. 7.30, Vienna. 6.30, Budapest.

MOSkow
TRADES UNION, 1.10 p.m. - See Augsburg and Kallstadt, 680 metres; and Nuremberg, 710 metres. 2.45, Concert. 3.30, Programme for Chil- dren. 4.20,流行. 5.45, Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 6.35, News Bulletin. 7.00, News Bulletin. 7.30, Station Address.

Munich
353 metres; 11.90 a.m. - See Augsburg and Kallstadt, 680 metres; and Nuremberg, 710 metres. 1.15, Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 2.45, Editorial News. 3.30, Programme for Children. 4.20, Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 5.10, Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 6.35, News Bulletin. 7.00, News Bulletin. 7.30, Station Address.

Motala
See Stockholm.

Muhlagcr
See Stuttgart.

Munich
533 metres; 11.90 a.m. - See Augsburg and Kallstadt, 680 metres; and Nuremberg, 710 metres. 1.15, Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 2.45, Editorial News. 3.30, Programme for Children. 4.20, Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 5.10, Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 6.35, News Bulletin. 7.00, News Bulletin. 7.30, Station Address.

Naples
See Rome.

Notodden
See Oslo.

Oslo
1,083 metres; 6.50 a.m. - Relayed from Fredrikstad, 2623 metres; Hamar, 540 metres; Sandefjord, 1283 metres; and Rjukan, 671 metres. 7.45, News Bulletin. 8.30, Talk in French. 9.15, Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 9.30, Talk in Swedish. 10.15, Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 10.45, News Bulletin. 11.00, News Bulletin.

Osterburg
1,591 metres; 6.50 a.m. - Friedland, 2623 metres; Hamar, 540 metres; Sandefjord, 1283 metres; and Rjukan, 671 metres. 7.45, News Bulletin. 8.30, Talk in French. 9.15, Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 9.30, Talk in Swedish. 10.15, Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 10.45, News Bulletin.

Paris
EIFFEL Tower, 1,345.7 metres. 7.30 a.m. - Time Signals (at 0.7500 MHz) at 6.07 a.m. - Time Signals (at 0.7500 MHz) at 6.07 a.m. J - Programmes - (Programme 'C'), 6.40 p.m. - Talk on Sport: Football. 7.00, Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 8.00, Talk on French Football. 9.00, Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 10.00, Talk on Football. 11.00, Popular Music on Gramophone Records.

Pavia
PARIS
RADIO PARIS, Call CFR, 102.6 metres; 70 kW, Opera Music on Gramophone Records. 10.30, Pianoforte Recital by Roderich Bass: Ballad (from 'Lausanne'), Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 12.00, Weather Forecast. 12.30, News from Cracow. 12.45, Popular Viennese Songs. 1.00, Weather Forecast. 1.15, Tom Tom. 1.45, Popular Viennese Songs. 2.15, Time Signal and News. 3.00, Interventions. 3.15, Time Signal and News. 4.00, Programme Announcement. 4.15, Popular Viennese Songs. 4.45, Weather Forecast. 5.00, Time Signal and News. 5.45, Live Music for Children. 6.00, Close Down.


STOCKHOLM
Call SVA, 456 metres; 50 kW. Radyte. 210.34 metres; 630 kW. -6.45 p.m., Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Karl Böök. 6.30, Programme Announcement. 6.45, Popular Viennese Song. 7.00, Time Signal and News. 7.15, Live Music for Children. 7.30, Close Down.

TURIN
Call TUA, 454.2 metres; 72 kW. -13.00 p.m., Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Giacomo Orefice (Milano). 12.30, Mexican Music. 1.00, Time Signal and News. 1.15, Close Down.

TRIESTE
Call TST, 456.2 metres; 92 kW. -10.00 p.m., Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Edoardo Rossini (la). 9.30, Programme Announcement. 9.45, Popular Viennese Songs. 10.00, Time Signal and News. 10.15, Close Down.

VIAственно
Call VAT, 457.2 metres; 94 kW. -11.30 p.m., Programme Announcement. 11.45, Popular Viennese Songs. 12.00, Time Signal and News. 12.15, Close Down.
### Wireless World

#### August the Nineteenth.

**PRINCIPAL EVENTS OF THE DAY:**

**AT HOME**

- **National**

- **London Regional**
  - Orchestral programme. Promenade concert from Queen’s Hall. Dance music.

- **Midland Regional**

- **Scottish Regional**
  - Organ recital. Instrumental concert.

**ABROAD**

- **Berlin**
  - Yodelling recital, with Zither and Accordion music.

- **Copenhagen**
  - Recital on two pianofortes. Relay of opening celebrations of Catholic Congress. Opera: Marc' Arnaud (Rahabad), relayed from the Opera, Paris.

- **Brussels**
  - The Barber of R.A.D.I.O. 43 ARCELONA, 363.3 metres; Time Signal.

- **Copenhagen**
  - The Flying Neptunus. 6.5 metres, German Programme. 7.2, News Bulletin. 7.25, Time Signal, 7.30, Concert, Programme by Per Knudsen. 8.0, Chimes from the Town Hall, Ringing in connection with the Catholic Congress. San Sebastian: National Catholic Church: Choir: Festoons (Wienand); Chimes from the Town Hall (Kraus), 11.0, Dance Music.

- **Cran**
  - See Dublin.

- **Dresden**
  - See Leipzig.

- **Dublin**
  - See Dublin.

- **Liverpool**
  - See Liverpool.

- **London**
  - See London.

- **New York**
  - See New York.

- **Paris**
  - See Paris.

- **Spain**
  - See Spain.

- **Vienna**
  - See Vienna.

### andere not from Symphony No. 4 in B flat (Habe); Selection from Rigoletto (Verdi); Aragonese (Bellini); Rodello (Verdi); Campanella (Charriol); Polonaise from Life for the Soviet Union (Tchaikovsky); Matrosenlieder: Overture, Phibbee (Massenet); Liebes- künstler (Rimsky-Korsakov); Selection for Strings (K. Kranat); Ballet Music from William Tell (Weber); Konzertwettbewerb (Tchaikovsky); Concerto from The Swan Lake (Tchaikovsky); November for Orchestra (Debussy); Con accused: From the French (J. Audemars); 9.0, Programme for Children. 9.20, Exchange and Folk music; 10.0, Programme by Per Knudsen. 10.30, Chimes from the Town Hall 12.30 (Saturday).
FRANKFURT.

SINTER.

---continued.
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WASHINGTON 12th, 1932.

8.55, Operetta Music: Airs from La Sonate (Dvornik), Missa Demus (Andor) and Verdi Operetta: Don Carlos (cast): 9.45, Sound Film Music. 9.50, Music by a British composer: "Waltz and Airs. I drink to thee, from Reus (Auvergne)"

WALLACE: Near Barcelona: Riccardo De Luca (Theatre of Hoffman). 10.10, Italian Music: Ninette (Roland), Guarini (Trento); 11.15, Italian Music: "Cello Recital: La Sorella (Barberini)"

WILNO 16th, 7.15-7.45 p.m., Lithuanian Opera: Selections from The Mikado (Sullivan); Melody: "Lithuanian Song (Nasienin);

6.30 little Close Down: see Turin.

TURIN 21st, 3.30 p.m., sponsored by Milan. 31st, 3.30 p.m., sponsored by Genoa. 31st, 7.05 p.m., concert: Overture, Faux Spavento, Wagner: Lohengrin (Schmitt). 7.30, Tourist Talk. 7.45, Music on Gramophone Records. 8.45, Concerto for Two Pianofortes: Selection from The Mikado (Sullivan); Melody: "Lithuanian Song (Nasienin);

4.10 little Close Down: see Turin.

VATICAN CITY 16th, 8.15 a.m. (storm) and 8.25 a.m., Police Report. 5.15, Religious information in German. 8.60 to 8.55 p.m., Religious information in Italian.

VIENNA 517 metres, 15th, 7 p.m., concert: From Graz, 311.2 metres: Innsbruck, 723 metres: Klagenfurt, 818 metres: Salzburg, 318 metres: 5.2 p.m., Orchestral Concert; Overture, Hungarian Polonaise: Selection from The Mikado (Sullivan); Melody: "Lithuanian Song (Nasienin); Die Liebespflicht der verlorenen Frieden (Schnitzler); 6.10, Talk on Sport. 6.35, Weekly Operative Report. 6.50, Talk on Sport. 7.30, Talk on Weather. 7.45, Operatic Music. 8.35, Operetta Music: Airs from La Sonate (Dvornik), Missa Demus (Andor) and Verdi Operetta: Don Carlos (cast): 9.45, Sound Film Music. 9.50, Music by a British composer: "Waltz and Airs. I drink to thee, from Reus (Auvergne)"

WALLACE: Near Barcelona: Riccardo De Luca (Theatre of Hoffman). 10.10, Italian Music: Ninette (Roland), Guarini (Trento); 11.15, Italian Music: "Cello Recital: La Sorella (Barberini)"

WILNO 16th, 7.15-7.45 p.m., Lithuanian Opera: Selections from The Mikado (Sullivan); Melody: "Lithuanian Song (Nasienin);

6.30 little Close Down: see Turin.

TURIN 21st, 3.30 p.m., sponsored by Milan. 31st, 3.30 p.m., sponsored by Genoa. 31st, 7.05 p.m., concert: Overture, Faux Spavento, Wagner: Lohengrin (Schmitt). 7.30, Tourist Talk. 7.45, Music on Gramophone Records. 8.45, Concerto for Two Pianofortes: Selection from The Mikado (Sullivan); Melody: "Lithuanian Song (Nasienin);

4.10 little Close Down: see Turin.

VATICAN CITY 16th, 8.15 a.m. (storm) and 8.25 a.m., Police Report. 5.15, Religious information in German. 8.60 to 8.55 p.m., Religious information in Italian.

VIENNA 517 metres, 15th, 7 p.m., concert: From Graz, 311.2 metres: Innsbruck, 723 metres: Klagenfurt, 818 metres: Salzburg, 318 metres: 5.2 p.m., Orchestral Concert; Overture, Hungarian Polonaise: Selection from The Mikado (Sullivan); Melody: "Lithuanian Song (Nasienin); Die Liebespflicht der verlorenen Frieden (Schnitzler); 6.10, Talk on Sport. 6.35, Weekly Operative Report. 6.50, Talk on Sport. 7.30, Talk on Weather. 7.45, Operatic Music. 8.35, Operetta Music: Airs from La Sonate (Dvornik), Missa Demus (Andor) and Verdi Operetta: Don Carlos (cast): 9.45, Sound Film Music. 9.50, Music by a British composer: "Waltz and Airs. I drink to thee, from Reus (Auvergne)"

WALLACE: Near Barcelona: Riccardo De Luca (Theatre of Hoffman). 10.10, Italian Music: Ninette (Roland), Guarini (Trento); 11.15, Italian Music: "Cello Recital: La Sorella (Barberini)"

WILNO 16th, 7.15-7.45 p.m., Lithuanian Opera: Selections from The Mikado (Sullivan); Melody: "Lithuanian Song (Nasienin);

6.30 little Close Down: see Turin.

TURIN 21st, 3.30 p.m., sponsored by Milan. 31st, 3.30 p.m., sponsored by Genoa. 31st, 7.05 p.m., concert: Overture, Faux Spavento, Wagner: Lohengrin (Schmitt). 7.30, Tourist Talk. 7.45, Music on Gramophone Records. 8.45, Concerto for Two Pianofortes: Selection from The Mikado (Sullivan); Melody: "Lithuanian Song (Nasienin);

4.10 little Close Down: see Turin.
ALGIER.

نانا، 12.32 VAT. 7.20 P.M., Shipping Notice. 7.45 P.M., Songs from the Opera "La Boheme." 8.05 P.M., Announcement. 8.30 P.M., Radio Concert. 9.00 P.M., News Bulletin. 9.15 P.M., Cease.

BARCELONA.

Spanish Quartet; Elektrische Funken (Malek); Marsch; The Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Wilhelm Children's Hospital.


10.30 P.M., News Bulletin. 10.45 P.M., Close Down.

BASLE.—See Schweizerischer Landesemusiker.

BELGRADE.

5:30 P.M., 6:00 P.M., 6:30 P.M., 7:00 P.M., 7:45 P.M., Beechgrove and Requiem, Gipsy Dance. 8:00 P.M., Requiem, Langdon. 8:15 P.M., Requiem, Raff. 8:30 P.M., Requiem, Poulenc. 9:00 P.M., Requiem, Elgar. 9:45 P.M., Requiem, Mozart. 9:45 P.M., Requiem, Verdi. 10:00 P.M., Requiem, Beethoven. 10:15 P.M., Requiem, Bach. 10:30 P.M., Requiem, Haydn. 10:45 P.M., Requiem, Rossini. 11:00 P.M., Requiem, Mozart.


SCHENECTADY

PIVASPRING
PARK ROYAL
INSTRUMENTS

Tested on a special "dithering" machine, which shakes and bumps the instrument continuously. A drastic test proving that the quality of material used and the workmanship is of the best.

100% BRITISH
ALWAYS ACCURATE
SPECIFICATION.

High-grade Cobalt Steel Magnet accurately machined, giving excellent damping and accuracy. First quality Sapphire Jewel bearings. Will withstand heavy overloads without injury. Zero correctors fitted to all instruments. Each instrument separately calibrated and scaled. Park Royal "Pivaspring" instruments are used by Government Departments.

Full catalogue sent on request.

Type 11' M.C.F.
VOLT METERS 0-300
1,000 ohms per volt - 33/9
MILLI-AMMETERS - 30/-

PARK ROYAL
ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
BUSH HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C.2.
Telephone: Temple Bar 9437.

SEE THE
NEW COMPONENTS BY
Bowyer-Lowe
AT OLYMPIA
STAND No. 156
MARK III
PICK-UP
30/-

The Bowyer-Lowe Mark III Pick-up marks a new departure in design, the frequency response of from 25 to 6000 cycles being designed to be complementary to that of the usual moving coil speaker. The resulting reproduction is a faithful replica of the original recording.

In the small space of 3" x 1½" x 2½" this unit includes all that is necessary for a complete stage of L.F. Amplification, excluding only the Valve.

The nickel-iron cored transformer has a primary inductance of over 80 Henries, while the resistances are wire wound and non-inductive.

P.F.T. UNIT 11/6
SEND FOR CATALOGUE
BOWYER-LOWE & A.E.D. Ltd., Diamond Works, BRIGHTON

WIRELESS
DIRECTION FINDING
and DIRECTIONAL RECEPTION
By R. KEEN, B.Eng. (Hons.)
SECOND EDITION (1927)

This volume deals with the principles of the subject and the constructional details of direction finding installations, and includes some information concerning aircraft installation. It describes the principles of Direction and Position Finding in this country in such a way that the subject may be grasped easily by engineers tackling this field of wireless work for the first time. Numerous photographs and diagrams are included, and the book will prove of the utmost use and value to advanced workers who are interested in this aspect of wireless.

Price 21/- net By post 21/9
From leading book-sellers or direct from the Publishers
ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED
DORSET HOUSE, TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
NOTICES.

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns is

22 words or less, 5s. 6d. and for every additional word.

Each paragraph is charged separately and names and addresses must be omitted.

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers, in following order: 5% for 5, 10% for 10, 15% for 15, 20% for 20, etc. This discount is in place in advance, and in the absence of fresh instructions, will be deducted automatically from any remaining space. In the case of previous issues: 13 consecutive insertions 5%, 26 consecutive insertions 8%, and 53 consecutive insertions 10%.

ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up to FIRST POST on SATURDAY MORNING. (previous to the date of publication of the Head Office of "The Wireless World." 21, Hertford House, Tavistock Street, London, E.C.4, is the Railway Office for the North, 26, Oldham Street, Manchester 1, and 485, 3rd Floor, 19, Tavistock House, Coventry.)

GILBERT INDUSTRIES Offer More Bargains.

BROWN'S Public Address Amplifiers for PHILIPS Super Inductance Five, £55 0 0. The AUGUST 12TH, 1932. CATALOGUE, Be Luxe model, 7 valves, beautiful finish, brand new and perfect; £15 4 0. This is the model that is offered in the "Pulse of the World." Sale price, £15 4 0. The correct address is below. A.G. All Mains Radiogram. Chassis, complete, 2, R.C. and 4, A.C. sets, new and perfect, £2 5 0. Super Radiogram, 200-250 watts, 24 Volts, in A.C. and D.C. circuits, £5 15 0. Send for advertise- ment list.-Spratleys, 148, City Rd., Islington, E.C.1.

THE MAIN IDEA!

SCOTT SESSIONS for BETTER Mains Transformers BETTER Smoothing Chokes BETTER Output Chokes BETTER Power-Grid Chokes

For all "Wireless World" designs—Especially suitable for modern metal chassis construction—"Specials" constructed without delay.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND INSTRUCTIVE CATALOGUE. NOW!

SCOTT SESSIONS & CO. (Mains Apparatus Dept.) KING'S BUILDINGS, DEAN STANLEY STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.1 Phone: Victoria 3035.

THE NEW ELECTRADIX SALE LIST WILL SAVE YOU POUNDS

It is full of bargains of Aerials, Batteries, Buzzers, Condensers, Cabinets, Chokes, Coils, Chargers, Dynamos and Motors, Gauges, Galvons, Lamps, Photo Cells, Neon, Microphones, Mains Sets, Magnets, Speakers, Receivers, Spark Coils, Telephones, Valves, Waveforms, Wire, Magnifiers, and Capacity Bridges, etc., etc.

NAVAL TELESCOPES, gun-sighting patterns, Internal focus range, ng, long, x, dia. weight, $8,000, magnification 6, suitable day or night, short or long range. Cost: £5 17 6.

MORULAR, for usage spotting, Clock prism and lens with distance gauge. Fine job, small and handy. 15/-

BARGAIN PARCELS of electrical and radio nodules, diodes, wire, etc., etc., in the laboratories of the famous engineers, 10 lbs. 7/-; 7 lbs., 5/-. Wonderful value.
We shall be giving away Free Copies of this very useful chart. It is without doubt the most valuable chart yet published, as it can quickly give you the four following factors:—

2. Watts.
3. Volts.
4. Ohms.

SEE YOU GET A COPY.

WHILE YOU ARE THERE

Ask to see the new WATME L Non-Inductive Resistance.

This all-British resistance embodies many new and novel features which guarantee a far steadier performance than resistances constructed on old and obsolete principles.

Price 4/6

There is also the WATME L SQUARE-LAW TAPERED RESISTANCE

This Resistance is specially wound on a tapered former which gives a perfect square-law reading.

THIS IS THE FIRST RESISTANCE OF ITS KIND

Any resistance up to 50,000 ohms.

Standard Wiring — 5/6

quart-law Type — 6/6

Senu for our Component Catalogue.

WATME L WIRELESS CO., LTD., IMPERIAL WORKS, HIGH STREET, EDGWARE.

Tel. Edgware 0323.
As Founders of Constructor Kits in 1919, we have established a world-wide reputation for the supply of Complete Kits and Part kits for all "Wireless World" Set Designs. As an expert on this subject, the Home Constructor is the Immediate Delivery from Stock. C.O.D. or of Every Component Exclusively specified on our Kit lists. We rely on him always the fullest satisfaction to every customer.

Immediate Delivery

Autootive Portable

Described July 9th

$3-19-10

or monthly payments of 7/4

Kit "A" Author's Kit includes Cabin and Speaker. CASH or C.O.D.

Selected C.O.D. Lines. You pay the most of the kit, and settle on installation orders of 10/.

Pilo-Scott Veneta baseboard, 12 14x 14", drilled and completed.

Valves and Cabinets. WITH trimmers and dustproof cover as specified.

British Radioephone, 4 gang, 4.5 ohm Standard type. Vari. Condenser with dust cover.

C.O.D. ONLY.

MONODIAL A.C. SUPER

$9-10 - 0

or 12 monthly payments of 17/5

Kit "A" Author's Kit includes all components for Set only, as specified, with Ready Drillied polished Oak Faceboard, Radioephone and all Serial Connections, and taking the place of the old staff. This Set is ready to install. Complete Kit, CASH or C.O.D.

Selected C.O.D. Lines. You pay the most of the kit, and settle on installation orders of 10/.

Pilo-Scott Veneta baseboard, 12 14x 14", drilled and completed.

Valves and Cabinets. WITH trimmers and dustproof cover as specified.

British Radioephone, 4 gang, 4.5 ohm Standard type. Vari. Condenser with dust cover.

C.O.D. ONLY.

TRADE SUPPLIED - STANDARD DISCOUNTS

For what I endorse &

Pilo-Scott Veneta baseboard, 12 14x 14", drilled and completed.

Valves and Cabinets. WITH trimmers and dustproof cover as specified.

British Radioephone, 4 gang, 4.5 ohm Standard type. Vari. Condenser with dust cover.

C.O.D. ONLY.
**TANNY Q PRODUCTS**

**HIGH GRADE**

**SOUND REPRODUCERS**

**P.A. LOUD SPEAKERS**

**AND OTHER, EQUIPMENT SUITABLE FOR DANCE HALLS, SPORTS MEETINGS, ETC.**

**FULL DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATIONS**

17. DALTON ST. W. NORWOOD, S.E.27

"Phone: Smither 673."

---

**THE WIRELESS WORLD**

**Components, etc., for Sale.—Contd.**

**CONDENSERS.—Murray Multilayer Type: 11.00 mfd., 22.00 mfd., 1.00 mfd., 2.20 mfd., 0.10 mfd., 0.01 mfd., 0.001 mfd.: £1.50 each; £2.00 each; £2.50 each; £3.00 each; £3.50 each.**

**or SEE ADVANCE DETAILS IN ADVERTISEMENTS.**

---

**VICES WANTED.**

**A NEW M.C. Speaker or Receiver**

**WILLING TO PAY £25 FOR A GOOD EXAMPLE:**

---

**A REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT THAT WILL BE THE SENSATION OF THE RADIO SHOW**

**EVEN BEATLE USER WILL WANT ONE**

**DO NOT FAIL TO VISIT STAND No. 121 AT THE RADIO SHOW**

**Electro Dynamic**

**D.C. I.A.A.C. ROTARY CONVERTER**

**OR SEE ADVANCE DETAILS IN THIS PAPER ON AUGUST 19th.**

---

**THE WIRELESS WORLD**

**August 12th, 1932**

---

**RADIO DATA CHARTS**

**A SERIES OF ABACUS**

**providing most of the essential Data required in Receiver Design**

**By R.T. BEATTY, M.A., B.E., D.Sc.**

Reprinted from "The Wireless World" (1930)

"Radio Data Charts" provide designers of wireless apparatus with a ready and convenient means of solving problems without having to complicate formula and mathematics.

By the use of the charts it is possible to tackle all the more familiar problems in radio receiver design; such as, for example, finding the relationship between inductance capacity and frequency, and working out the design of high frequency transformers. All keen amateurs will appreciate this helpful book.

(39 CHARTS and more than 50 Diagrams)

**Price 4/6 net**

*By post 4/10*

Published from the Offices of "THE WIRELESS WORLD"

From all leading booksellers or direct from the Publishers

**ILIFFE & SONS LTD.**

**Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4**

W.W. 93

---

**AGENTS WANTED.**

**A GENTS WANTED to Sell Private Christmas Cards; receive book free; good commission.—Apply Jupinet Ltd., Dept. B.117, Acreington.**

**EXCHANGE.**

**DABIT Exchange.—Let us make you a good offer on your old set or speaker in part exchange of any make of new set, radio receiver or speaker; we also allow 2/6 to 5/0 on any British made record against equal number of any British valve, please send stamped envelope for reply.—Charles R. Brown Ltd., London Bridge, S.E.1.**

** Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.**
A Genuine Surprise in store for visitors to

Baker's 'Selhurst' Radio

at STAND No. 83

GROUND FLOOR NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION at OLYMPIA

See and Hear the new 1933 "PERMAG"

Permanent Magnet Moving Coil Speaker.

You must not miss the NEW IMPROVEMENT that will appeal instantly to every lover of music.

FINANCIAL PARTNERSHIPS.

PARTNER (Working), with capital, required to extend established business, large instrument-television and radio.-Box 4616, c/o The Wireless World. (5121)

SITUATIONS VACANT.

CHARGE HANDS Required by well-known Wireless Manufacturers, good pay, good prospects, consideration given only to men who have operated successfully in a similar capacity or to those with skill and experience.-Write Box 4479, c/o The Wireless World. (5096)

SITUATIONS WANTED.

YOUNG Lady Desires Position with London Radio Firm, involving erecting, erecting, service dept, excellent reference.-Box 4667, c/o The Wireless World. (5091)

RADIO and Lighting—Young man, experienced sales and service combination, seeking situation.-Box 4666, c/o The Wireless World. (5090)

RADIO Engineer, 3 years' experience, practical, technical, mains, battery, power equipment, results progressive, well known, projects, production, service; prior mechanical experience.-Box 4506, c/o The Wireless World. (5106)

R. B. BRADLEY, with a well known firm of wireless valve manufacturers since 1922, lately resigned position of lead driver, high secretarial and mechanical abilities. "Ambleside," Radnor Rd., Twickenham. 'Phone Grove 3165.

YOUNG Man, good education, over 10 years' wireless experience, requires position at Olympia. Exhibition.-Box 4515, c/o The Wireless World.

OLYMPIA Show—Engineer, disengaged, excellent sales and radio technique, experiment in exhibition work, refers to exhibiting firm.-Box 4517, c/o The Wireless World. (5124)

DESIGNS FOR APPARATUS FOR ANY RADIO PURPOSE, INCLUDING TRANSMISSION, OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES INVITED: ANY APPARATUS SUPPLIED, CONSTRUCTIONAL WORK UNDERTAKEN.

We undertake to solve your Problems, including whatever your difficulty, write us.


CHAPPE E. per query, four or more, 2 6 each with diagrams.

Radio Technical Agency (Dept. W.W.), 2, Westgate Chambers, Newport, Mon.

CRESSLALL RESISTANCES


CRESSLALL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 31-32 Tower Street, Birmingham.

WHY NOT SELL YOUR SURPLUS COMPONENTS?

Insert a small advertisement in "The Wireless World." As the following comment from a recent letter shows, the buyers are waiting for you.

"I could have sold this article 42 times, thanks to your paper."

W.W. J.

N. E. JIGINS, BRADFORD

SAVAGE

for DANCE HALL AMPLIFIERS

LARGE VOLUME, GOOD QUALITY

W. BRYAN SAVAGE, 392, Bishopsgate, E.C.2, Bish. 14243

A LARGE number of Manufacturers have now released their New Seasons' sets, which represent a considerable advance on previous models. We are demonstrating these new receivers during broadcasting hours and our advice is at your disposal.


NEW FERRANTI 7-VALVE SUPER-HET-CONSOLE RECEIVER. Cash Price 22 Gns. And 12 monthly payments of 38/6.


NEW LOTUS BUDD 2-VALVE A.C. RECEIVER. Cash Price 10 Gns. And 11 monthly payments of 18/.

SAME RECEIVER AS ABOVE, BUT FOR D.C. MAINS. Cash Price 11 Gns. And 11 monthly payments of 21/.

NEW PYE "K" 2-VALVE A.C. RECEIVER. Cash Price 12 Gns. And 11 monthly payments of 22/.

NEW BLUE SPOT 4-VALVE BATTERY RECEIVER. Complete with 1910 loud-speaker and variable-Mount valves. Cash Price 12 Gns. And 12 monthly payments of 21/.

MANUFACTURERS' KITS NEW COSSOR MELODY MAKER, complete with cabinet, loud-speaker, and valves. Cash Price £7 17 6. And 11 monthly payments of 35/.

Descriptive leaflets of any of the above receivers will be sent on request. At present we can give prompt delivery.
INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
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Radio Winding Wires

INSULATED WITH
COTTON, LIzT, & Aerial
ENAMEL, ALSO STRANDS
SILK. FLEXIBLES
INSTRUMENT CORDS

CONCORDIA ELECTRIC WIRE CO., LTD.
NEW SAWLEY, Nr. NOTTINGHAM

OSTAR-GANZ

HIGH VOLTAGE MAINS VALVES
work direct from either A.C. or D.C.
Mains without the need of trans-
former or breakdown resistances.
First economical in correct current.
Made for ear
your quality a lot by us. Made with full care and
C.P. Oil and Power 17 - 6 Super Power 16 -
Bracing 19 H.A. 13-6. All Mains RTTS supplied for Broucers and Amplifiers.

Work for full particulars.

EUGEN FORBAT
Acting Representative for St. John St.
Parima Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Savage

for SMOOTHING CONDENSERS
BUILT FOR ABSOLUTE RELIABILITY

W. BRYAN SAVAGE, 292, Bishopsgate, E.C.2. Bolt 14245

CABINETS
BUILT ON
SCIENTIFIC LINES

Not just put together but carefully designed after years of experience in cabinet making. "Camo" Cabinets are ideal for the technical man; the "Lincoln" "Camo" Catalogue, in particular, for housing "All Mains" or battery-operated sets. In shades of red to £5 - 17 - 0. Send for FREE copy of the NEW "Camo" Catalogue.

CABINET MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.

PARIMA SELENIUM CELLS

FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Parima Light-Sensitive Resistances are exact in mechanically strong, moisture proof, and extraordinarily sensitive. Fully guaranteed for 12 months. Just the right size of lead wire to the manufacturers, at a low price, and electrically perfect. For more information, contact PARIMA MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.

TELEPHONE

by

R. D. BANGAY


(1930)

The standard book of instruction for wireless beginners and students. This new and revised edition brings the whole subject into line with modern developments in wireless. The style is clear and simple and attention is given to the theoretical elements of electricity and magnetism: to the dynamo and to the properties of waves. A leaflet which gives full particulars of the volume, including a synopsis of the chapters, will be sent on request.

PRICE

10/6 net By post 11/-

From all leading Booksellers or direct from the Publishers

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.
Dorset House
TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

WW.97

Head Offices : Eastnor House, Blashheath, S.E.3. Phone : Lee Green 5070
You must go to the Radio Show

You'll be going to the Radio Show, of course! This is an event that claims the attention of all modern-minded people. See all these sensational new sets for yourselves and hear, examine and discuss them with the experts on the spot. Last year's Radiolympia broke all records. The 1932 Radio Show must be seen to be believed. It's bigger — more spectacular — an absolute wonderland.

COME TO RADIOLYMPIA
WHERE BRITISH IS BEST!
AUGUST 19-27
ADMISSION 1/6 DANCING Free.

INTERESTED IN RECTIFIERS?
THEN
VISIT STAND 89
AND SEE THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN
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Points from Our Guide.

Items of Special Note.

Olympia, 1932, is an extraordinarily comprehensive show; there is something for everyone, and no single field of wireless interest has been neglected (p. 156).

The listener without a mains supply has a real grievance last year, but this year he is to have a wide choice of up-to-date battery sets with modern features (p. 156).

The variable-mu valve appears to have entirely superseded the second-grid valve (p. 160).

Any one of twelve pre-determined stations can be selected at will by the operation of a single knob. The name of the station selected is shown on an illuminated indicator (p. 160).

A set operated by a push-button system, pre-tuned to the wavelengths of nine stations. This receiver embodies automatic volume control (p. 160).

There is good news for the D.C. user, who can now take his choice from a number of H.F. detector and small output valves, equal in efficiency to the A.C. types (p. 160).

In the D.C. range of valves there is a new H.F. variable-mu type (p. 160).

Totally screened and semi-screened ganged condensers will dominate the stands of those firms specializing in components of this class (p. 163).

Amoungst coils, the outstanding feature this year will be the many varieties of special superheterodyne coils (p. 164).

Forno will show coils with the novel and useful feature of including at the top of each coil former a circuit diagram giving connections for each winding (p. 164).

The superheterodyne principle has gained ground, as it was bound to do, and in many cases is combined with tone correction (p. 156).

Speaking generally, a set without a built-in loud speaker is now a rarity, as is also one of the multi-circuit type without gated tuning (p. 156).

The unusual entering spider in the new malus and permanent magnet loud speaker models of Sonochord Reproducers, Ltd., will repay examination (p. 162).

A loud speaker with no resonance in the region of 2,500-3,500 cycles, which is a frequent source of strident high-note response, and with an output stated to be well maintained up to 10,000 cycles (p. 162).

Large loud speakers for public address and cinema work will be seen on the stands of Partridge and New, Baker’s “Selhurst” Radio, Tamoy Products, and Epoch (p. 162).

From the technical aspect, the new Pye Model G is likely to prove one of the most interesting three-valve sets for A.C. mains operation (p. 158).

Some of the new two-valve receivers are fitted with high-power output valve; the Cosworth Model 222, for instance, supplies two watts of energy to a built-in moving coil loud speaker (p. 159).

Interest in portable sets will inevitably centre round the new portable superheterodynes, of which there are several examples (p. 159).

One of the most interesting moving iron movements will be shown by Shapland and Petter (p. 162).

Dual-unit moving-coil loud speakers will probably make a last-minute appearance on many stands, and they will be the principal exhibits by Magnavox (G. B.), Ltd. (p. 162).

The superheterodyne forms one of the most interesting classes of receiver this year, and its rise to popularity has been so rapid that there are now few firms who are not showing at least one model (p. 156).

A G.E.C. mains superheterodyne has seven tuned circuits, and a band-pass principle is employed in both the signal frequency and the intermediate circuits (p. 157).

Nine valves, including the rectifier, are used in the Murphy Radio superheterodyne. Three tuned circuits operate at signal frequency. Two I.F. stages are followed by a duo-diode second detector, from which automatic volume control is obtained (p. 157).

An A.C. mains set with two H.F. stages, with the unusual feature of four tuned circuits arranged as two band-pass filters.

Progress has been made in the development of the electrolytic type of condenser, of which examples will be found on the stands of both Fulder and T.C.C. (p. 164).

A rapid and accurate method of obtaining pickup characteristics will be shown by H.M.V. (p. 167).

The news that the Garrard Engineering Co. have produced a record changer of simple and original design should ensure a good attendance at their stand (p. 167).
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The rapid rise to popularity of the superheterodyne is to be accounted for by the ever-increasing congestion of the broadcasting ether, and there can be but few who doubt that it is the ideal type of receiver when something more than local reception is required. In the past, however, superheterodynes have usually been rather high in their total cost because of the large number of valves which have been necessary for satisfactory results. The development of an efficient single-valve frequency changer, however, has changed all this, and has permitted the design of a superheterodyne employing a total of no more than four valves.

The performance of such a receiver, of course, is not equal to that given by seven- and eight-valve superheterodynes of first-class design, just in the same way as a straight three-valve set gives poorer results than the straight four- or five-valve receiver. The four-valve superheterodyne, however, will give a sensitivity rather better than that of the best three-valve straight set, quantity of reproduction of a similar order, a degree of selectivity which is infinitely superior, and be of a strictly comparable total cost. Its superiority to the straight three-valve set is thus chiefly in the matter of selectivity.

The Pentode Voltages.

The principles of the new single-valve frequency changer which have permitted the development of such a receiver have been fully described in two recent issues of this journal, and it is consequently unnecessary to go into them here, and we can pass on to a consideration of the receiver as a whole. The complete circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 1, and it will be seen that the frequency changer is preceded by the usual inductively coupled two-stage band-pass filter, the inductive coupling being provided by means of a link circuit. The aerial is connected on to the primary of this filter through the 0.007 mfd. compression-type condenser C, which is used also for the adjustment of the ganging. The coils are individually and completely screened to avoid the direct pick-up of signals, and the waveband switches are built into their bases.

The first valve is a pentode of the AC/PC type, and its control grid is connected to the secondary of the screen filter, so that the incoming signal is applied to it. Grid bias is obtained by the usual method of inserting a resistance in the cathode lead; optimum signal strength results when this resistance R, has a value of 500 ohms and is shunted by a 0.1 mfd. condenser C, . Oscillation takes place between the anode and space charge grid circuits, and it will be seen that the reaction coil is connected in the latter circuit with the tuned oscillator winding in the anode. The space charge grid requires a potential of about 30 volts only, and as

FEATURES.

Four-valve self-contained A.C. superheterodyne with new self-neutralising single-valve pentode frequency changer. Band-pass pre-selector and single-dial tuning with completely screened coils. Variable condenser with shaped plates to maintain correct oscillator biasing. Four tuned circuits are used in the I.F. circuits and form two narrow-width band-pass filters. The second detector (grid rectification) is transformer-coupled to a pentode output valve which delivers some 1,500 milliwatts to the moving-coil loud speaker, the field winding of which acts as a smoothing choke for the H.T. current. Automatic tone correction is derived from the pentode and permits high-quality reproduction being obtained in a simple manner with a maximum of selectivity. The controls are four in number, namely: tuning control, radio-granumphone switch, wave-range switch, and combined volume control and mains on-off switch.

as the normal trimmer on the I.F. transformer, and is adjusted as such, its other function of feeding the oscillator circuit having no effect upon it.

The Tuning System.

The two pre-selector circuits are tuned by two similar sections C and C, of the special three-gang condenser, the third C, of which has vanes so shaped that correct ganging is automatically obtained on the medium waveband without the necessity for using padding condensers. On the long waveband, however, a padding condenser is still necessary, and this takes the form of a compression-type condenser C, with a maximum capacity of 0.002 mfd. As there is no direct-current flow through the tuned-oscillator circuit, this condenser can be connected directly in series with the long-wave oscillator coil, and a single switch used for the waveband change.

The secondary of the first I.F. transformer, which is, of course, tuned to 110 kc., is of normal type and feeds the variable-mu I.F. valve. This valve is coupled to the grid detector by another similar transformer, so that a total of four tuned circuits is employed in the intermediate-frequency amplifier. Being used in two pairs of coupled coils, these circuits naturally form two band-pass filters with adjustable coupling, so that the optimum compromise between the conflicting factors of selectivity and quality is readily reached.

The anode of the I.F. valve is fed from the 200 volts line, while the screen grid is fed from the potentiometer comprising R, and R, of 20,000 ohms and 15,000 ohms respectively, and is maintained at earth potential to I.F. currents by the 0.1 mfd. condenser C,. The fixed minimum bias is provided by the 250 ohms resistance R, , which is by-passed to earth by another 0.1 mfd. condenser C,. Volume control with a variable-mu valve is naturally by the variation of its grid bias, and a 15,000 ohms potentiometer R, is so connected that it acts as a variable resistance in the cathode circuit. The free end of the resistance element, however, is connected to the aerial, so that it also acts as a resistance shunt across the aerial and earth, and so reduces the aerial input to the set at low volume settings and prevents overloading of the first detector.
Wireless World Baby Superhet.— The mains on-off switch $S_2$ is ganged to this volume control, so that complete rotation of the knob in an anti-clockwise direction switches off the set.

The Detector and L.F. Circuits.

When acting as a detector, the third valve is fed from the I.F. stage, and rectification takes place with the aid of the 0.001 mfd. grid condenser $C_{12}$ and the 250,000 ohms grid leak $R_4$. As no bias is then required, the lower end of the I.F.-transformer secondary is returned directly to the detector cathode. When using a gramophone pick-up, however, this valve must act as an amplifier, and bias is then needed. The pick-up, therefore, is connected between the grid of the valve, by means of the switch $S_1$, and negative H.T., and the 1,000 ohms resistance $R_3$ shunted by the 1 mfd. condenser $C_4$, then automatically applies the correct voltage to the grid.

The coupling between the detector and the output valve is by means of a 5-1 ratio transformer, resistance-capacity fed by the mains switch and the volume control are linked together, and operated by a single control knob.

![Circuit Diagram](image)

The complete circuit diagram. $C_{10}$ and $C_{20}$ are of the 400 volts working type, while $C_{16}$ is an electrolytic condenser for working at 450 volts. Excepting $R_{10}$, which is of the 3 watts type, the resistances are all rated for 1 watt. The mains switch and the volume control are connected between the grid and the cathode, respectively, and operated by a single control knob.

Fig. 1.—The complete circuit diagram. $C_{10}$ and $C_{20}$ are of the 400 volts working type, while $C_{16}$ is an electrolytic condenser for working at 450 volts. Excepting $R_{10}$, which is of the 3 watts type, the resistances are all rated for 1 watt. The mains switch and the volume control are linked together, and operated by a single control knob.

The output valve is a pentode capable of delivering 1,500 and 2,000 milliwatts to the moving-coil loud speaker, to which it is transformer coupled. Its control grid is negatively biased by the 250 ohms resistance $R_2$, in the cathode lead, and grid decoupling is provided by the 50,000 ohms resistance $R_{11}$ in conjunction with the 1 mfd. condenser $C_{11}$. Both the screen grid and the anode are fed directly from the common 200-volts line, from which a 25,000 ohms 3-watts resistance $R_4$ is shunted to earth in order to maintain a load on the mains rectifier and prevent a voltage rise during that period after switching on in which the valves are warming up.

Speaker Field Smoothing.

The mains transformer has one secondary providing 4 volts at 4 amperes for the valve heaters, and another rated at 230 volts 180 mA. for the H.T. supply. This secondary is connected to the H.T.9 metal rectifier in a voltage-doubling circuit provided by the two 4 mfd. condensers $C_{10}$ and $C_{20}$, and gives a total output of some 360 volts. The current then flows through the 2,500 ohms field winding of the moving...
The clean layout ensures ease of wiring and the metal-covered baseboard assists in screening.
Two views of the receiver chassis. The signal frequency and oscillator coils are mounted beneath the baseboard.
Wireless World Baby Superhet.—

The wireless world baby superhet. is one of the most popular models for the home. It has a simple design and is easy to construct. The parts list includes:

- Semi-fixed condenser, 0.060 x 0.065 mil.
- Chorote shielded terminals, 4 volt, 1 watt (R.I. "Varecap No. 5")
- Metallized resistances, 1 watt, 10,000 ohms (Dublin)
- Metallized resistances, 1 watt, 10,000 ohms (Dublin)
- Metallized resistances, 1 watt (Dublin)
- Fixed condenser, 4 mfd., 400 volt (T.C.C. Type 40)
- Fixed condenser, 0.010 mfd., 400 volt (T.C.C. Type 50)

The post office at Olympia.

Not the least fascinating stand at Olympia is that of the General Post Office, which is mainly devoted to showing methods of overcoming electrical interference with broadcast reception. On the principle that an ounce of practice is worth a ton of theory, at least where the general public are concerned, experts from the Dollis Hill Research Station are giving working demonstrations showing how noises can be eliminated by the use of suitable choke coils. For example, a vacuum cleaner, a street-traffic signal, and various types of medical high-frequency apparatus are set in operation on the stand and their effects noted on a standard radio receiver. An eliminator of a type approved by the Post Office is then switched into circuit, demonstrating that local interference of the most virulent type can be effectively overcome.

Special interest in the light of recent developments are the ultra-short-wave transmitters and receivers developed at the Post Office Research Station. These sets are being demonstrated on the stand.

Broadcast listeners will be interested in an exhibit showing the present Post Office telephone circuits used for musical transmissions in which the best possible quality is required.

A special Post Office exhibit is held at Olympia to enable purchasers of wireless sets to take out their licences forthwith.

The B.B.C. exhibit.

At the B.B.C. stand attention will be focused on the scale model of Broadcasting House. The model is on a scale of 1 in. to a foot, and is approximately 4 ft. long and 3 ft. wide. The exterior of the front and the west side are shown, while from the east side visitors can see a cross-section down the centre of the interior.

The 12-kilowatt amplifier supplying speech and music to the exhibition stands is also on view. On the left of the main amplifier unit will be seen a rack on which is mounted the input equipment, comprising five stages of R.C.C. amplification. The output from this rack is fed to the power amplifier, which consists of two stages of push-pull R.C.C. amplification. The high- and low-tension current for which is obtained from a motor-generator set.
The Wireless Eclipse.

When and Why it Occurs.

The complete art of wireless—or is it now a science?—borders on and, indeed, overlaps many other branches of knowledge. This is readily seen from mere consideration of the number of other sciences that are concerned with the day-to-day operations of wireless, and even more particularly with the developments that are continually proceeding. The "heavy" electrical engineer comes into his own at the "kilowatts" transmitter; the civil engineer designs its essential masts. The modern valve is the product of engineer, physicist, and chemist alike. The theoretician analyses circuits and circuit-properties, and the mathematician is called in to help him when the calculations become—as they often do—too much for the technician. The stimulus of audio-frequency technique due to the expansion of broadcasting has led to great advances in acoustical knowledge, which, in turn, are used to improve our conditions of reproduction.

The world-wide broadcast nature of wireless propagation has brought it prominently into connection with large-scale cosmic physics. Here, however, it looks as if wireless had almost more to give to the other science than to receive from it.

The Ionised Layers.

Incidentally, it is interesting to recall that a year before Marconi used an elevated aerial to provide an effective radiator for his early transmissions, the very first elevated aerial was erected by Popoff. But Popoff used his aerial for the purpose of receiving at a distance the effect of thunderstorms. The first wireless aerial—to say nothing of Benjamin Franklin's still earlier attempts—was this one for atmospheres; so that we cannot really complain if these still exercise their priority and give us trouble at times. Since then it has been shown that there is a strong correlation between meteorological conditions and atmospheric sources, and methods have been developed by the Radio Research Board to locate the sources of individual atmospheres. How far this may ultimately be of advantage to routine meteorology and weather forecasting is still a matter for investigation. Possibly it may prove a useful adjunct to the inferences that are to be drawn from the movement of depressions and anti-cyclones, so that the toad may have "yet a precious jewel in his head."

The latest application of wireless propagation is to use it for new determinations of the nature of solar radiations. It is now many years since Heaviside and Kennelly suggested that an ionised layer of the atmosphere—deriving its ionisation from solar activity—was responsible for wireless signals travelling to distances that on previous theory they ought not to have been able to reach. Even now it is quite a few years since classical experiments by Prof. E. V. Appleton proved beyond doubt the existence of such a layer. A little later—somewhere about 1927—he suggested that there were actually two layers; or, perhaps, "regions" should now be regarded as a better description. Since then additional evidence appears to put it beyond dispute that there are two such regions, one about 80 to 200 kilometres high, and the other at about 230 kilometres or more.

Just as the passage from daylight to night conditions and vice versa have a marked effect on the intensity of received wireless signals, so an eclipse of the sun produces similar results. It is now believed that when corpuscular, as distinct from light, radiations from the sun are intercepted by the moon, the intensity of wireless signals is also affected. The corpuscular and light eclipses will not occur at the same time but will follow one another, due to the difference in their rate of travel from the sun. The present article discusses these effects in connection with an eclipse of the sun, due to take place on August 31st.

Fig. 1.—The optical shadow (shaded band) and the corpuscular shadows calculated for the solar eclipse of August 31st.
The Wireless Eclipse—

The question now arises, "What particular types of solar agency are responsible for these two regions?" It appears that wireless signals are likely to be, once again, the method of solution. It is suggested by Prof. S. Chapman, who is authority on aurora and terrestrial magnetism, that the upper of these regions derives its ionisation from ultra-violet light, and the lower from corpuscles or particles shot off by the sun.

Corpuscular Eclipse.

Now, it is extremely difficult to devise experiments which in ordinary day-to-day conditions would give measurements that could cast light on this point. But an eclipse of the sun gives a particular type of cut-off of the sun's influence. Light, we know, travels at the rate of 300,000 kilometres per second, whereas the corpuscular particles of the nature suggested by Prof. Chapman are estimated to have a rate more of the order of 1,000 kilometres per second. This means that, to an observer on the earth, the corpuscular supply will be interrupted before the visible and ultra-visible light shadow is cast by the moon's intervention. It is not very difficult to see that a difference in time may be expected between the eclipsing effect of the moon on the two different types of solar emission. The moon is about 240,000 miles from the earth, so that the effect on light, travelling at the rate of 186,000 miles per second, will be experienced at the earth's surface in over a second, that is, relatively instantaneously. On the other hand, particles traveling at the slower rate already suggested, viz., 1,000 miles per second, will not be cut off at this time. It is not, however, so easy to see why the corpuscular eclipse should actually take place at the earth's surface before the optical eclipse.

An Explanation.

The explanation given by Prof. Chapman is as follows:—

Light is emitted effectively from all the visible disc of the sun, and the eclipsing effect, as seen at the earth's surface, consists of a large penumbra or region of partial shielding, and only a relatively small region umbra, or total eclipse, as shown approximately in Fig. 2 (b). The theory of corpuscular emission—which need not be considered here in detail—appears to indicate that this emission only proceeds from a relatively limited and central part of the disc. At great distances from the sun, as, for example, near the earth's surface, the particles form a nearly parallel beam. The particles thus cross the earth's orbit in a direction nearly radial from the sun, so that the moon creates something closely approaching a shadow-cylinder, as shown in Fig. 2 (a), having a cross-section which is, at the earth's surface, nearly equal to the diameter of the moon itself.

Now, when the moon is on that side of the earth nearest to the sun it has a velocity of about 1,075 miles per minute in the direction of the orbital motion of the earth. The particles have an equal and opposite transverse velocity relative to the moon, while their velocity in the radial path from sun to earth is, as stated, 1,000 miles per second, or 60,000 miles per minute. As a result, the shadow-cylinder carved out by the moon (treating the corpuscles as moving completely parallel to each other) has a backward slope of approximately 1 degree. During the four minutes taken for the particles to travel from the moon to the earth the transverse lag of the particles of the shadow-cylinder will be 1,075 x 4 = 4,300 miles behind the moon. About the time of a solar eclipse the moon is moving with a velocity nearly parallel to that of the earth but less than it by about thirty-five miles per minute, so that the corpuscular shadow-cylinder will strike the earth 4,300/35 or 123 minutes before the axis of the optical shadow-cone reaches the earth.

These successions of shadow regions are shown in Fig. 2, which is, of course, drawn to scale, the angles and dimensions being altered to emphasise the points mentioned above.

Previous wireless observations during eclipses have certainly revealed that the passage of the moon produced effects comparable to those of sunset, darkness, and sunrise. But experiments have not previously been oriented towards looking for effects so remote from the band of optical totality or even partial optical eclipse, as would appear necessary. This is well illustrated by the map of Fig. 1.

Are you in the Corpuscular Shadow?

On August 31st there will be an eclipse whose band of optical totality will fall chiefly in Canada and Eastern U.S.A., as shown by the line of sight. But amongst the rate of corpuscular travel already mentioned, the various eclipsed regions in the "corpuscular shadow" have been worked out by the Royal Astronomical Society to be as shown at the other parts of Fig. 1. A considerable part of Northern England and South and Mid Scotland thus fall into a region of pronounced corpuscular eclipse, while the general distribution illustrated in the map shows the wide separation in time and in space that may occur between the two types of wireless shadow that have already been mentioned. It is a pity that so much uninhabited Atlantic Ocean falls within the "corpuscular shadow"; but, unfortunately, we are not yet able to place eclipses where our wireless scientists would like them.

The August 31st eclipse should, however, even with these limitations, provide opportunity for observing the effect of the two types of shadow on wireless signals. The Canadian Government is arranging for wireless observations on a site in the track of the optical shadow. Other expeditions being made in connection with the Second International Polar Year should be in a position to make observations at places within the corpuscular eclipse, but a wide network of observers within or near this region would be a very welcome addition. Prof. Appleton has suggested that, as in the case of the 1927 eclipse, wireless observations of great scientific value were obtained with apparatus of a modest type, such as a simple galvanometer-needle of signal-intensity. Amateurs will be able to devise apparatus for themselves.

Wireless amateurs participating in these observations should communicate with Prof. Appleton at King's College, Strand, London, W.2.

The Wireless World

INFORMATION BUREAU.

Conditions of the Service.

(1) THE service is intended primarily for readers meeting with difficulties in the construction, adjustment, operation, or maintenance of wireless receivers described in The Wireless World, or of commercial design which from time to time are advertised in The Wireless World. Every endeavour will be made to deal with queries on all wireless matters, provided that they are of such a nature that they can be dealt with satisfactorily in a letter.

(2) Communications should be addressed to The Wireless World, Information Bureau, The Wireless World House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by a remittance of 5s. to cover the cost of the service. These questions should be written in black letters at the top of all communications.

(3) The fee of 5s. covers the reply to any wireless technical difficulty, but in special cases, where the enquiry may involve a considerable amount of investigation, an increased fee may be necessary. In such cases a special quotation will be made.

(4) Questions should be clearly written and concisely worded in order to avoid delay. Where enquiries relate to trouble experienced in receivers built to specifications in The Wireless World a complete account should be given of the trouble, and especially the symptoms.

(5) Where reference is made to published articles or details of apparatus or descriptions of components contained in other journals, the title of the article, the date of publication in The Wireless World, and the page number reference should be given, in reply.

(6) Full circuit diagrams, constructional details of apparatus, or values of components for home-designed receivers cannot normally be supplied, but inquiries in writing in connection with queries will be checked and criticised.

(7) Particular makes of components cannot, in general, be recommended, but advice will be given as to the suitability of an individual component for a particular purpose specified by the enquirer.
ALTHOUGH H.F. chokes are generally trouble-free components, they are sometimes responsible for an inexplicable falling-off in sensitivity at certain wavelengths or over certain narrow bands of frequencies. Effects of this nature may be due to what are known as "flat spots" in the choke, which may offer an opposition to currents of these frequencies that is very much below the average value.

It is useful to know that by the simple expedient of connecting the choke across any one of the tuned oscillatory circuits of a receiver we have a method of testing its efficiency that is adequate for most purposes, if not entirely beyond criticism.

The connection of a choke in this manner (see Fig. 1) is bound to introduce some loss in signal strength, although with modern circuits the falling-off due to a good choke is likely to be so small that it will not be audibly detectable. There will, however, be some alteration in tuning, due to the addition of the choke self-capacity, and when making a comparison the circuit must always be retuned.

To be effective, the test must be made at a great number of different wavelengths; it is, of course, carried out by observing the difference in signal strength with and without the parallel-connected chokes.

This method of testing is particularly applicable to chokes used in parallel-fed H.F. amplifiers. When it is suspected that poor reception of a certain station, of a band of frequencies, is due to the choke, the lengthy procedure of testing at all frequencies within the broadcast band may be avoided by concentrating on the particular frequencies where the receiver seems to be insensitive.

The test suggested is obviously applicable when comparing the merits of different chokes. Its utility, accuracy, and general convenience are greatly enhanced by the use of some method of making relative measurements, such as a detector anode current meter. Further, a local oscillator is clearly desirable as a source of steady signals.

ALTHOUGH the practice of detuning a receiver in order to reduce an over-strong signal to a suitable volume level is generally deprecated, this crude method of volume control has its uses. But it should be emphasised that unless the receiver be detuned to a considerable extent—say, 5 per cent—a peculiar form of distortion is likely to be introduced as a result of mis-tuning.

The rule then emerges that the set must either be detuned very considerably from the wavelength of the transmitting station, or that it must be exactly in tune. The latter point is perhaps not sufficiently appreciated, especially when receiving near a-by-station from which there is no difficulty in obtaining signals of more than sufficient loudness.

With many modern sets, and particularly with superhetodynes, it pays to take meticulous care to see that the circuits are exactly in resonance. From this it logically follows that a satisfactory form of volume control is an essential part of almost every modern set.

As a considerable amount of energy has to be dissipated in the form of heat in the mains resistance of a set operated from a D.C. supply, it follows that these receivers are somewhat more easily to operate than those designed for A.C. systems. Fortunately the matter is not serious; as has been pointed out from time to time in these pages, a set with, say, 1/2-amp. indirectly heated valve consumes practically the same current as the type of lamp in most general use for illuminating purposes.

As D.C. sets have this not altogether merited reputation for extravagance, it is not surprising to find that certain misconceptions have arisen with regard to cost; buyers of sets—and even builders of them—sometimes seem to be under the impression that, as the current consumed will be considerable, it follows that a special effort should be made to restrict the total number of valves in a receiver. This is totally wrong; practically speaking, it costs the same to run a single-valve D.C. set as one with eight valves.

This is because the valves are invariably connected in series, and so the amount of heating current drawn from the mains is exactly the same for any number of valves. Of course, the multivalve set will consume rather more anode current, but this will be quite negligible in comparison with that required for feeding the heater circuits.

It is extremely difficult—indeed, almost impossible—to connect simultaneously a moving-coil and moving-iron loud speaker to the same output valve in a manner that is technically beyond criticism. Undesirable interaction is the most serious trouble to be anticipated, and, however careful one is, the reproduction, particularly of the moving-iron coil, is almost certain to be impaired to a noticeable extent.

Occasions often arise where it is desired to connect a second loud speaker, often of the moving-iron type, to a "quality" set, and it is suggested that the apparently bold expedient of fitting its own output valve for this instrument will almost always afford the simplest solution of the problem. An additional 10 or 12 milliamps—all that the valve is likely to need—will not greatly affect the anode voltage distribution of a modern high-power amplifier.

In Fig. 2 are shown connections of an extra output valve of low-power.—R, R1, anti-parasitic resistances; R2, R3, bias resistors; V1, V2, original output valve; V3, extra output valve.

The only likely pitfall is with regard to overloading of the additional output valve, which will, as compared with the original, be of considerably lower voltage-accepting capabilities. Clearly, some means must be found of restricting the signal voltage applied to its grid. With resistance coupling this may easily be done by replacing the grid leak by a potentiometer of the same total resistance; the additional valve is fed from the slider contact, and so any desired proportion of the total signal amplitude may be applied. This method of connection is shown in Fig. 2.

Where transformer coupling is employed it is generally satisfactory to arrange matters so that the primary winding acts as a coupling choke for the extra valve. Voltages applied to its grid will then be reduced, as compared with those impressed on the main output valve, to an extent depending on the step-up ratio. This means that they will generally be reduced to one-third.
DURING the last year and a half there has been an unusual amount of discussion amongst those interested in wireless, not only concerning the wavelengths which are used for broadcasting, but also the whole problem of the necessary channel width for the different types of wireless communication. Many opinions have been expressed and certain suggestions have been made as to the methods of overcoming the difficulties. When viewed from the practical point of view some of these have been perhaps a little wild, to say the least of it, many others have been quite sound technically but never likely to be agreed internationally, while a few have been helpful. However, if we face the true facts it is fairly obvious that there can be no definite and lasting cure to a state of congestion amongst wireless stations which re-establishes itself almost immediately after steps have been taken to remedy the conditions existing for the time being. What happens in practice is that immediately receiving technique is improved more stations are crowded into a given band, with the result that the same state of interference exists after a few months as existed before the new technique was introduced, the only difference being that there are more stations involved.

The Madrid Conference.

This statement does not mean that very great improvements could not be made or that the present system of distribution of the wavebands available for the various services has reached finality; this, in fact, is very far from true, and everyone is looking forward to the Conference in Madrid next September, with the hope that at least some of the more useful suggestions will be incorporated in future agreements. Again, recently some rather misleading statements have been published concerning discussions which are alleged to have taken place at meetings of the U.I.R. (Union Internationale de Radiodiffusion), which would seem to have arisen from inaccurate information. It is for these reasons that I am proposing to set forth the position as I see it to-day, while there is, so to speak, a hush in the air, preceding the opening of the Madrid Conference later this autumn.

In this article we must confine ourselves to the question of broadcasting only. I do not wish to trouble readers with a long history of the early agreements which were made in connection with the distribution of the available wavebands amongst the various countries. Suffice it to say that the existing agreement known as the Prague Plan was put into force by a large majority of the signatories, but unfortunately not quite all, on June 30th, 1929. So far as the medium wavebands are concerned, that is to say, the waveband of 200 to 545 metres, there is a general separation between stations of 9 kc/s, except for some of the shorter wave channels between 200 and 214 metres, where there is a separation of 10 kc/s. The first question which naturally arises is, on what grounds was the separation of 9 kc/s chosen, particularly having regard to the fact that the Geneva Plan (which incidentally was not universally applied) was worked out on a basis of 10 kc/s? Again, a separation of 10 kc/s was standard in the United States. Technicians might ask, On what basis had the 9 kc/s been calculated?

Compromise or Chaos?

Unfortunately it has to be admitted that it was not calculated on a technical basis at all, but was merely adopted as the only hope of getting an agreement of any kind; that is to say, the extra number of stations which the smaller separation allowed just gave a chance of getting a measure of agreement which otherwise would have been impossible. Therefore it cannot be said that those responsible for the Prague Plan made a mistake in adopting this separation, because even if it has to be admitted that 9 kc/s separation is perhaps questionable policy on technical grounds, undoubtedly it is better to have something not quite sound technically than something which is obvious chaos.

The next question is whether the separation of 9 kc/s is in fact technically unsound,
The Wavelength Problem.

and, if not, can it be made sound by the general use of more selective receivers and/or by reducing the band of frequencies emitted by the transmitters. However, before embarking on technical arguments concerning the highly controversial question of the frequency band necessary for a broadcasting station, it might be as well to consider how the plan has worked in practice from the point of view of separation between stations. For the first year it worked very well, apart, of course, from cases of interference which arose from the fact that a few people signed the Plan, or, as it should be called, the Protocol, and did not observe it in practice. Fortunately a few people were very much in the minority. It must be remembered, of course, that during the first year there were very few stations in Europe working in the medium waveband with a power of more than about 15 kW. Figures 1 and 2 show at a glance how the European network has developed in the past 12 years. However, so far as Great Britain is concerned trouble started with a vengeance in November, 1930, when for the first time we had a really high-power station next door to one of our medium wavelength channels. The result was immediate and severe jamming after dark on the London Regional programme. This was not unforeseen.

I had seen Mühlacker in course of construction in the previous August, and on that occasion we discussed with considerable misgiving what would happen when two stations having about 50 kW or more in their aerials were working side by side with a separation of 9 kc/s. The situation was made worse because at the time, nearly two years ago now, receivers were by no means so selective as they are now. Perhaps also the mean level of modulation used at Mühlacker when the station was opened was a little higher than it is now. In the November following my visit we knew the worst, and the worst was pretty bad. Naturally we tried to do everything we could to get rid of the trouble, and so did the German engineers, two of whom came over here early in 1932 and carried out some tests with one of their own receivers. They succeeded in cutting out the interference altogether, but the quality given by the receiver after they had done so was not, in my opinion, acceptable. As is well known, eventually a solution of the difficulty was found by increasing the separation between Mühlacker and London to 11 kc/s. This was followed by increasing the separation in several other cases, such as, for example, between Prague, North Regional and Langenberg.

Very briefly, this is how the controversy concerning the need for greater separation between broadcasting channels started, at least for stations in the medium waveband. Later I shall have something to say about the discussions which we have had abroad on this subject and the various different points of view which gradually emerged.

Returning to the question of whether 9 kc/s can be looked upon as a sufficient separation between broadcasting stations, it is necessary to reconsider one or two well-known theoretical facts concerning the transmission of telephony. If we start by assuming any means equal. As an example, consider a broadcasting station where the modulation is limited strictly to 80 per cent, which incidentally is not by any means always the case. This means that the peak value of any of the modulation frequencies is never greater than 80 per cent. of the peak value of the carrier, but it does not mean that all such frequencies up to, say, 10,000 p.p.s. ever reach a peak value even approaching this value.

Speech and Music Modulation.

Without going closely into an analysis of the average sideband produced by speech, music, etc., one can say as a rough approximation that frequencies from 250 to about 3,000 cycles would probably at times reach the maximum figure, but above 3,000 cycles the amount of modulation falls off very rapidly. Figures 3 and 5 give curves showing approximately how the energy in the sidebands varies with frequency, both for music and speech. These two curves, which are based on the work of Harvey Fletcher, have both been plotted to show the same maximum modulation in order to give an immediate comparison between the energy spectra of speech and music. The sound energy in the studio is, of course, far greater.
The Wavelength Problem.—
in the case of most forms of music, moreover, a transmitter is not normally modulated to the maximum for speech. Of course, it will be obvious that if we wish to limit the maximum peak modulation to 80 per cent. of the carrier, the limitation will only apply to the sideband frequencies which are produced at the greatest strength and other frequencies will reach a lower degree of modulation, corresponding, but not strictly proportional, to the strength at which they are produced in the studio.

The Causes of Interference.

What, then, are the causes of interference? When several high-power broadcasting stations are working at 9 kc/s separation and the strength given by each is of the same order, there are four possible causes of interference likely to occur in practice, and these are as follows:

1. An audible heterodyne between the carrier wave of the wanted station and those of its two neighbours.

2. The hearing of an intelligible programme, that is to say, the modulated carrier, from each of the two neighbour stations.

3. A possible heterodyne effect between one unwanted sideband of each of the neighbour stations and the two sidebands of the wanted station.

4. The heterodyne between one sideband of each neighbour station and the wanted carrier.

To explain the above, let us assume that we have two broadcasting stations, each of 50 kW with their carrier waves separated by 9 kc/s, and for the sake of simplicity let us consider that only these two stations are concerned in the problem. Imagine also that we are receiving a programme where the selectivity can be easily varied without appreciably affecting the mean volume of the loud speaker output. Let us assume also that the receiver is capable of a considerable measure of response up to 9,000 cycles per second, so far as its low-frequency circuits are concerned, and that we are receiving at a point where the field strength of the wanted station is about twice or less than twice that of the unwanted station.

(Note—In practical cases the most troublesome interference occurs at night between stations at considerable distances.

The figures are

may be taken to allow for variations in the character of the interfering stations, the receiver being set for maximum reproduction of the wanted station.)

Figs. 3 and 4.—The energy in the sidebands plotted against the average frequency spectrum of a symphony orchestra. With the maximum peak modulation at 80 per cent. it will be seen that the energy at the higher frequencies falls away rapidly.

Effect of Sideband Energy.

An unwanted sideband with a frequency of 3,000 cycles per second will produce a note with the wanted carrier of 6,000 cycles per second. Therefore, in order to get rid of this effect, we must have practically no response in our receiver at 6,000 cycles per second, which in turn means that we shall not be able to reproduce any audio-frequencies from the wanted station above about 4,500 to 5,000 cycles per second.

The higher unwanted sideband frequencies, say those between 6,000 and 7,000 cycles, will make a jamming note of from 3,000 to 2,000 cycles per second, but, as I have already said, the energy normally radiated on such frequencies is small, and in practical cases the heterodyne effect is much less noticeable as compared with interference caused by the lower unwanted sideband frequencies.

All this, of course, is not in any way new, but an explanation has been given in order to emphasise two important points which concern respectively transmission and reception:

(a) Comparatively little good would be done by cutting off the upper modulation frequencies above, say, 5,000 cycles per second in every transmitter with a view to preventing interference.

(b) With a 9-kc/s separation one cannot hope for reproduction of frequencies above, roughly, 4,000 cycles per second at the limit of what is usually called the service area, unless one happens to be so placed that the neighbouring stations likely to cause interference are very weak compared with the wanted station.

(To be concluded.)
**News of the Week.**

**Current Events in Brief Review.**

**Here and There.**

**EXHIBITION Fever at the present moment is not confined to Great Britain. The opening of the National Radio Exhibition at Olympia to-day coincides with the start of the Berlin Radio Show, which will remain open until Sunday, August 28th.**

**Bristol's Radio Train.**

**BRISTOL, which has always been a centre of wireless enthusiasm, will send a special radio train to London for the Olympia Exhibition on Wednesday next, August 24th. The train, which has been chartered by the Bristol 'Evening World,' will leave Temple Meads station at 1 p.m., arrive at Paddington at 3.55 p.m., and return at 11.50 p.m.**

"**Orders are Orders.**"

**THIS is not a slogan intended to brighten the lives of exhibitors at Olympia. It is the title of the play now running at the Shaftesbury Theatre, London, in which extremely realistic stage effects are obtained from an H.M.V. gramophone amplifier. A special record was made at the Wellington Barracks by the London Scottish, and in the theatre are able to hear, as part of the performance, the authentic sounds of troops drilling on parade, special bugle calls, and the: orders notes of a barrack square during recreation time. The standard double turntable unit includes specially constructed pick-ups having engraved wire and. announcement from a number of loud speakers installed in the entrance foyer and bars.**

**A French Radio "War."**

**WHAT is regarded as "open warfare" between the State and private broadcasting organisation in France, seems to have broken out with the refusal of the Ministry of Fine Arts to permit Radio Paris to broadcast from the Paris Opera.**

We understand that the authorities at Radio Paris had definitely come to an arrangement with the management of the Opera, but that when the agreement was submitted to the Ministry the name Radio Paris was struck out and replaced by that of the State Broadcasting System. A preliminary sequel will be the broadcasting of "Marbot" by Eiffel Tower and other P.T.T. stations this evening (Friday). Other operas will follow during the autumn.

Radio Paris and the other private stations are known to have many energetic defenders in the French Parliament, and an interesting situation is developing.

**The Amateurs' Union.**

**THE admission of the Suomen Radio Amatorilitto, r.y., of Finland, to membership of the International Radio Union during July, has brought the Union's total membership to twenty countries. This International federation, which was organised at Easter Congress in Paris in 1925, now represents nearly 50,000 amateur stations and is thus by far the largest radio organisation. The latest applications for membership have come from Mexico and the Dutch East Indies.**

**Twenty Years of Amateur Radio.**

**ON Saturday last, August 13th, amateur radio in the United States was officially 20 years old. It was the Radio Act of August 13th, 1912, that first recognised amateur radio stations in the United States. Since that time the number of American amateurs has grown from a few hundred to well over 30,000.**

The Wireless Society of London, forerunner of the Incorporated Radio Society of Great Britain, was founded two years earlier.

**The French Regional Scheme.**

**AT Rennes, Normandy, one of the first of the 60-kilowatt stations of the Ferrié broadcasting scheme may be in operation in a few months' time. Thanks to the promptness shown by the new French Postmaster-General, M. Queuille, the French Council of State has been called in to consider the application of a number of certain territory to Thourie, near Rennes, for the construction of the station.**

Our Paris correspondent indicates that France seems to have entered upon her national broadcasting scheme with the serious intention of carrying it through as quickly as possible. Sites are being chosen for the stations in the other zones, and the first to be in action will probably be the 60-kilowatt transmitter at Nice.

**Broadcasting and the German Crisis.**

**UNEMPLOYMENT in the German broadcasting industry is threatened as a result of the reorganisation of the whole system under Government control. Our Berlin correspondent reports that the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications has informed all the German broadcasting companies that their concessions for broadcasting will cease on September 30th next instead of December 31st, 1937, as provided in the contacts. The Ministry takes advantage of a clause in the contracts permitting the termination of concessions at short notice in case of emergency.**

New companies will have to be formed by October 1st, although the present staff will probably be taken over as a whole, economy "cuts" and dismissals seem inevitable. In the meantime, as a glance at the programmes printed in The Wireless World will show, the German programmes continue with military band concerts, dance music, and other items which amply disguise any suggestion of the current depression.

**Line Tests.**

**A RAILWAY freight wagon is being used by the Romanian broadcasting authorities in their search for a suitable site for the new 50 kW. station. A temporary transmitter mounted on the wagon is running the railway system, sending out test signals at spots which are considered favourable and signal strength measurements are taken by specially appointed listeners. The completed station is expected to be operating early in 1933.**

**A PLEASANT SURPRISE? Two years ago Mr. E. Symons, of Speke, Liverpool, purchased a bare pole to support his wireless aerial. The picture tells its own story.**

**120 Kilowatts from Spain.**

**THE new broadcasting station to be erected in Madrid in accordance with the Spanish Regional scheme will have a power of 120 kilowatts and will operate on the long waveband.**

**Radio Labour of Love.**

**HUNDREDS of thousands of words have been sent out from W6USA, the amateur station at Los Angeles, operated by W. A. Lippman, who, at his own cost, transmits messages on behalf of the international competitors in the Olympia games. Mr. Lippman is acting in conjunction with amateurs all over the world, who relay whatever messages are received until they reach their destination. Sometimes the messages cannot be relayed over the last stretch, in which case they are delivered either personally by the receiving amateur or by letter postcard.**

**In France, Too.**

**MR. LIPPMAN and his friends are not the only people in radio circles who labour for love. Our Paris correspondent tells of two young ladies who made it their hobby to take down in shorthand all the talks and commentaries given from the Paris P.T.T. station. A few hours afterwards the text, neatly typed-written, is sent to the respective authors. There is, too, the case of a boy of fifteen years in the Landes Department who has filled one copy-book pages with records of what he has picked up on his receiver. This reveals another revolution brought about by radio. Ten years ago the copying out of 100 or even 50 lines was considered punishment.**

NEXT WEEK'S ISSUE

**Will include a detailed, fully illustrated stand-to-stand record of the Show, entirely compiled at Olympia by the technical staff of THE WIRELESS WORLD from first-hand information.**
The Attraction of Foreign Listening.

The Capabilities of a Modern Receiver.

By R.W. HALLOWS, M.A.

In the postbag of a writer upon wireless subjects the letter which appears more frequently than any other is that which asks how a valve can be added to an existing receiving set. The reason for this yearning for additional valves is that the listener insists nowadays upon being able to hear something of Continental broadcasting. Any manufacturer who put on to the market a receiving set designed purely for high-quality reproduction of the local station’s programmes would inevitably lose a considerable amount of money, for there is nothing that annoys the man in the street to-day so much as being “tied to the local station.” The position, in fact, is precisely the opposite of that foreseen two or three years ago by some of the Very Great in the world of wireless. These did not hesitate to proclaim that the passion for long-distance reception, which had then just begun to manifest itself, would soon die, for what they were pleased to term a natural death. They contended that improvements in the technique of both transmitting and receiving would force the listener to realise the truth of the old proverb “East, West, Home’s best”; he would tune in nothing but his local station, and would come to regard the reception of broadcasts from abroad as a mere childish craze.

They Were Sadly Disillusioned.

Those who hold such opinions failed to see that the very improvements in transmission of which they spoke would work a revolution of a completely different kind. Many European countries have installed high-power transmitting plants of the most modern kind, with the result that most parts of this country are now, to all intents and purposes, within the service areas of a considerable number of Continental stations. Actual measurements made in the neighbourhood of London last winter showed that the field strength of a good many Continental stations was well above what is regarded as the service area minimum; whilst practical experiments have proved to the hilt that, except under the most adverse conditions, admirable reception is obtainable from stations hundreds of miles away. And the erection of numerous high-power stations abroad has had another far-reaching result. The months between October and March are admittedly the best for long-distance reception. Indeed, until comparatively recently, it was generally believed that a high-value hearing could be brought in by the wireless set during the remainder of the year. During the summer of 1932, even on unambitious sets, long-wave stations such as Huizen (1,875 m.), Radio-Paris (1,725 m.), and Zeezen (1,635 m.) have been well received in the south of this country at any time when they were working, whilst in the north Kalunborg and Motala have furnished excellent service. Even on the medium-wave band the small number of medium-wave Continental stations that could be well received, during the months of May and August was extraordinarily large. The list includes, in addition to those already mentioned, Florence, Prague, Rome, Stockholm, Bermondt, Toulouse, Strasbourg, Brussels No. 2, Milan, the Poste Parisien, Heilsberg, Turin, Trieste, and, in many localities, Fécamp and Nuremberg.

From now onwards conditions for long-distance work will become rapidly more and more favourable until they reach their best in the autumn and winter. A very wonderful season it should be for the foreign listener owing to the number of powerful stations already in operation or to be opened within the next few months. Those who fail to take full advantage of the coming season’s wonderful opportunities will be missing no small part of the entertainment that the wireless receiving set has to offer. A set used purely for local reception is rather like a car employed merely as a town runabout. Long-distance reception gives one all the pleasures of touring.

I have indulged in long-distance listening since long before the days of organised broadcasting, and I do not find that my “childish craze” is abating! On the contrary, it seems to me that every year the reception of foreign stations becomes more and more interesting. If it was a great thrill ten or twelve years ago to be able to receive barely intelligible speech and music that was just noise from the Eiffel Tower, it is a far greater one to-day to select an item from the programmes of Rome or Kalunborg or Budapest or Heilsberg and to bring it in with such perfection that musical friends are completely deceived when told (a lie committed in the sacred name of science) that it is coming from the London Regional fifteen miles away. I have gone farther, and faced yet more joyously in the tuning in Langenberg and calling it London and then tuning in London and calling it Langenberg.

Importance of Tone Correction.

Quite often a critical friend has pointed out, whilst listening to what was really London, certain imperfections that inevitably accompany the reception of a station at a great distance, and has shown me, by comparison with what was really Langenberg, how much better in certain respects the nearer station must always be. The reception of foreign stations is more worth while nowadays than it has ever been, partly because of the great number of first-rate transmissions available, and partly because the modern receiving set is capable of reproducing their broadcasts with the same volume and the same quality as those of the local station. This year one enormous advance has been made, the importance of which is not yet fully realised. This is the introduction of a tone-corrector. The rapidly increasing number of high-power transmitting stations using wavelengths within the limits of the medium waveband has made selectivity a more and more desirable quality in the receiving set. Even if the receiving set possesses selectivity of a high order the local station can more or less take care of its own quality owing to its spread, but the quality of more distant stations is liable to suffer through the overemphasis of low frequencies. Tone correction enables a proper balance to be struck even in sets that rely upon reaction. The best planned and programmes from the home stations cannot please all listeners all the time. With the long-distance set all Europe is one’s oyster, and its owner must indeed be hard to please if he cannot find something to his liking amongst the dozens of programmes from which he may take his choice.
Olympic Glimpses.

Although the exhibition does not open until the morning when you get this copy of "W. W.," I have already spent two strenuous days in Olympia endeavouring to get an advance look at the various exhibits, but it has been uphill work, and I fear that, after all, I have not got much information in return for my pains. I use the word "pains" advisedly, as I feel stiff and sore all over as the result of being battered about by heavy packing cases borne on the backs of abusive individuals who judging by their language, were evidently imported for the occasion from Billingsgate. In addition, I feel exceedingly tired, as, apart from my efforts to prise up the lids of Sunday packing cases and peer into them, I was for a long time chivied about from pillar to post by the horde of Admirals of the Fleet who always infest Olympia.

Fortunately, I was able to satisfy them that I had a right to be present, and had no felonious intent. Quite early in the day I had had the good fortune to pick up a pocket wallet dropped by a plutocratic-looking person whom I recognized as the general manager of a firm of radio manufacturers of almost international repute. In this wallet I discovered an exhibitor's "pass" coyly nestling amid a miscellaneous collection of pawn tickets and billets-doux. I subsequently returned the wallet through the post with the contents intact, except for the pass, and saved my conscience by reflecting that had it fallen into the hands of any unscrupulous person its owner would have had to pay heavily in hush-money in respect of the letters.

The chief item of news which I was able to glean was that this year the exhibitors have decided to sell the sets by appealing to the women instead of to the men, consequently, all the young ladies from Paris have been sent packing, and in their place a theatrical agency is, I understand, supplying a chorus of matinée idols, whilst special lighting arrangements have been made so that the justice is done to synthetique complications.

In the course of my explorations I was pleasantly surprised to find that quite a number of firms which were excluded last year have gained lawful entry this year by taking out British utilisation papers in the form of factories built in this country. One or two, however, had, to my mind, a rather too garlicky atmosphere about them. I was glad to see that the good old Anglo-Saxon firm of A. Gesellschaft, Ltd., which I mentioned in my notes last year as being so prominent in Manchester, had weathered the financial storm, and was still carrying on. I was rather sorry to see the tendency to adopt American expressions in the nomenclature of sets. The "Lowboy 7" by H.M.V., and the "Attaboy 8" by a firm of equal repute could, in my opinion, be more happily named.

I notice that the B.R.C. amplifier is to feed the loud speakers at the various stands, as was the case at both Olympia and Manchester last year. There can be no doubt that music forms a very pleasing audible background, provided that it is not so loud that one has to use a megaphone in order to make oneself heard when making an enquiry at a stand. I, for one, would be sorry to see it stopped, but it does hope that the powers-that-be will see that we get a little more music and a little less cackle than was the case last year.

Let us hope that some kindly disposed persons has presented some new records, so that visitors will be spared the constant repetition of "Good Night, Sweetheart" and other West African swamp songs which saturated the pick-up in 1931.

Stop!

There is one great self-imposed task which I intend to carry out during the exhibition. I shall arm myself with half a dozen test-records from my collection, and go round all the stands on which radio gramophones or gramophone motors are in evidence. Thus I shall be able to test some of the wild claims which have reached me during the past week or two from various manufacturers to the effect that their particular brand of automatic stop will function equally well on any old record. It may be remembered, but probably won't, that three weeks ago I raised a moan about the erratic behaviour of these arrangements, which function sometimes before the record has finished, and sometimes never at all. Although I also served the makers of motors and stops from all blame, which I said was due to the fact that the gramophone-recording companies all seemed to have different ideas on the question of run-off tracks (just as thirty years ago they all had different ideas about the speed of recordings), yet several makers of these devices sent me letters claiming that their particular device would do the trick. One even claimed that his device required no run-off track at all!

It was significant, however, that not one responded to my invitation to send in a specimen for test purposes.

I should like to take this opportunity of thanking all readers who wrote to me on this subject, and suggest that those who intend visiting the exhibition should take an odd record or two. And then, please send me in your experiences so that I may publish a full report in due course.

"F. G."—His Mark.

I have been smitten by an idea which is really the outcome of a rather insulting letter from a reader. All of you who have written to me will, I feel sure, bear me out when I say that it is my irrevocable rule to give a reply to all letters received and to append my initials thereto. The reader in question rather unkindly suggests that these letters are never attended to by me in person, but that replies are sent and my initials forged by hirpling varlets in the "W. W." offices. As an earnest of my good faith, I have determined that, in future, all my letters will be signed by me, my right-hand thumb-print only, a facsimile of which is reproduced just below. This will definitely prevent any unknown suspicions. When any of you receive a letter purporting to come from me, you will only have to compare the "signature" on it with the facsimile thumb-print.

In case you are still in doubt, it will only be necessary for you to send the two prints to Scotland Yard for comparison; in fact, you need only send the letter, and ask the officials if it tallies with any on record in their files.
Demonstration Rooms.

British Radio Valve Co., Ltd. D 13 C 4
British Rola Co., Ltd. D 2 D 3
British Oxygen Co., Ltd. D 2
Cooper, Ltd. D 23
Columbia Gramophone Co., Ltd. D 15, D 23, B 3, A 3
Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd. D 4
Fay Home Recorders, Ltd. D 1
General Electric Co., Ltd. D 22
Grannum Co., Ltd. D 3, D 12, D 3, B 1
Johnson Talking Machine Co., Ltd. D 22, A 2
Koester-Bell Co., Ltd. D 9
Lamplung, Ltd. N. A. D 4
Lassen, Ltd. D 1
Linton, Ltd. D 7
Mallard, Ltd. A 2
Marconophone Co., Ltd. D 16, D 17, C 2, B 2
Radio-gramophone Development Co., Ltd. D 23, A 4
Smiths,wattes, F. W. D 25
Telenet Electric Co., Ltd. D 10
Ultra Electric, Ltd. D 14, E 4
Varley (Oliver Bell Control, Ltd.) D 11, C 4

Calver's. 245 G 4
Mawrds, Ryd, Romford, Essex. 368 E 4
Concordia Electric Wire Co., Ltd. 368 E 4
Consolidated Radio Co., Ltd. 34 D 9
Gilbert & Son, Ltd., Thos. 136 A 7
Magnet Home, Kingswood, W.C.2. 107 A 7
Gilbert & Co., Ltd., C. 232 H 9
Arlam, Ltd., Sheffield. 210 H 9
Gorham Electrical Supplies, Ltd. 210 H 9
Seven, St., Birmingham. 210 H 9
Graham Farish, Ltd. 50 C 6
Masongill, Kendal, Kent. 50 C 6
Granome Co., Ltd. 55 C 9
Dawson, Ltd. 286 E 9
Dawson, Ltd. 286 E 9
Fiservs, Ltd. 253 E 6
Fuller Accumulator Co. (1926), Ltd. 76 B 7
Woods Works, Chadwell Heath, Essex. 76 B 7
Poulton, Ltd. 303 G 4
73, Camden Rd., N.W.1.

Gamerell Radio, Ltd. 21 D 6
Merton Rd., Southfields, S.W.18.
Gardner Engineer & Mfg. Co., Ltd. 122 A 5
Newcastle St., Swindon.

General Electric Co., Ltd. 105 A 8
Magnet Home, Kingswood, W.C.2. 107 A 7
Gilbert & Co., Ltd., C. 232 H 9
Arlam, Ltd., Sheffield. 210 H 9
Gorham Electrical Supplies, Ltd. 210 H 9
Seven, St., Birmingham. 210 H 9
Graham Farish, Ltd. 50 C 6
Masongill, Kendal, Kent. 50 C 6
Granome Co., Ltd. 55 C 9
Dawson, Ltd. 286 E 9
Dawson, Ltd. 286 E 9
Fiservs, Ltd. 253 E 6
Fuller Accumulator Co. (1926), Ltd. 76 B 7
Woods Works, Chadwell Heath, Essex. 76 B 7
Poulton, Ltd. 303 G 4
73, Camden Rd., N.W.1.

In the following list we give the names and addresses of the exhibitors, with stand numbers and (in heavy type) a reference to be used in conjunction with the plan on the next page for locating individual stands.

Exhibitors at OLYMPIA.

AD-A-GRAMS
116 A 5
Carroll House, Regent St., S.W.1.
Adey Portable Radio 259 E 7
99, Whitaker St., W.1.
Alliance Radio, Ltd. 19 D 5
Anamagazined Press, Ltd. 8 D 6
Fleetway House, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
Ampliion Ltd. 68 B 4
82-84, Roseman St., E.C.1.
Apollo Gramophone Co., Ltd. 214 E 7
Rand Bull, Ltd.
Automatic Coil Winder & Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd. 265 F 4
Winder House, Douglas St., S.W.1.

Baker’s Selhurst Radio 83 B 9
89 Selhurst Rd., S.E.25.
Bakelite, Ltd. A. J. 128 A 8
Belgrave Square, S.E.C.2.
Bell Piano Co., Ltd. 3 D 8
The Hyde, Hendon, N.W.9.
Belling & Lee, Ltd. 154 H 5
Cambridge Articulated Rd., Enfield, Middx.
Benjamin Electric, Ltd. 40 D 6
Brunswick Works, Truth Rd., N.17.
Bean Brothers, Ltd. 291 H 7
71, Fleet St., E.C.4.
Bernard Jones Publications, Ltd. 7 D 7
58, Pecer Lane, E.C.4.
Bird & Son, Ltd., Sydney St. 158 E 5
Savannah Rd., Enfield, Middx.
Bowes-Lowe & A.E. Ltd. 156 E 5
Coume Rd, Belsize, Sussex.
Bridger & Co., R. O. 280 H 7
331, Goswell Rd., E.C.1.
British Broadcasting Corporation 136 A 7
23, Shalford Ave., W.C.2.
British Electric Spot, Ltd. 36 D 8
94-96, Roseman St., E.C.1.
British Broadcasting Corporation 135 G 5
Broadcasting House, W.1.
British Electric Co., Ltd. 3 D 9
Nightingale Rd., Hanwell, W.
British G.W. Co., Ltd. 282 H 7
205, Beds End Ave., Trading Estate, Slough, Bucks.
British General Mfg. Co., Ltd. 29 D 8
Bower Works, Broadway, S.E.4.
British Golding Products, Ltd. 29 D 6
British Hard Rubber Co., Ltd. 220 E 9
Worthing Rd., Wounders End, Middx.
British Ideal Patents, Ltd. 72 B 4
Graham, Broomhouse, Middlex.
British N.F.S. Co., Ltd. 18 D 5
Waddington Factory Estate, Waddington, SURREY.
British Pye Co., Ltd. 43 C 4
118, Southwark, S.E.1.
British Radiophone, Ltd. 100 A 6
Aldwych House, Aldwych, W.C.2.
British Rola Co., Ltd. 45 C 4
179, High Rd, Kilburn, N.W.9.
British Thomson Houston Co., Ltd. 119 A 5
Broadcaster. 6 D 7
68, Long Acre, W.C.2.
Brother, Ltd. 200 H 6
Brown Brothers, Ltd. 284 H 6
Brownie Wireless Co. of Gt. Britain, Ltd. 267 C 7
Newton St, Worksop, North Notts.
Brownie Wireless Co. of Gt. Britain, Ltd. 267 C 7
Newton St, Worksop, North Notts.
Bulgin & Co., Ltd., A. F. 151 H 6
Abbey Rd, Barking, Essex.
Burgess & Noggin Sales, Ltd. 98 A 6
34 York Rd, King’s Cross, N.1.
Burne Ltd. 46 C 4
51-53, B痛苦rcume St., E.S.10.
Burton, C. F. B. 1 D 9
Bernard St., Walsall.
Bush Radio Ltd. 110 A 7
Film House, Wandsworth St., W.1.
The latest Wireless World receivers can be seen on Stand No. 5, including the "Monodial A.C. Super," the "Modern Straight Five," the "Autotone Portable," and the "Wireless World Baby Superhet."
New Opera Scheme.  
A GREAT scheme to make Britain "opera conscious" is the latest idea of the B.B.C. following the B.B.C. to broadcast regular opera, an idea that has been strongly advocated by the Governors, largely through the advocacy of that very active member of the board, Lady Snowden, have decided that broadcasting can fulfill such a mission in a unique manner, not only by the frequent repetition of studio versions of the great operas, but by the systematic training of artists specially for the work.

Studio Presentation.  
It is realised that there are several methods of presentation. One may be tried during the broadcasting of the Covent Garden Opera in the autumn, when a commentator in the studio will introduce the performance with explanations likely to render it intelligible to the ordinary listener. This is one form of "studio presentation," though by this term is generally meant the form of operatic broadcast now popular in Germany where specially prepared versions are carried out at the broadcasting station itself.

It is these condensed versions which, as I mentioned last week, the German authorities will generously place at the disposal of the B.B.C. Their preparation has taken seven years.

The B.B.C. Vintage.  
The Corporation is now about to begin the preparation of its own "potted" operas—a job which will keep the Production's Department busy for a long time. It is hoped that in a few years broadcast opera, if not such a preponderating feature in the British programmes as it is in Italy and Germany, will at least be as popular as the ordinary symphony concerts. I wonder?

B.B.C.'s Great Birthday Effort.  
OVER-MODESTY has not always been a happy virtue for the B.B.C. In recent years the Corporation has certainly made little fuss over its birthdays. I learn that things may be different with the celebration of the tenth anniversary of broadcasting in November next.

Plans are still in the wild and woolly stage, but an attempt will probably be made to give listeners a round-the-world relay on a far grander scale than the contemplated effort last Christmas, which failed so dismally on account of imperfect co-operation among the different broadcasting authorities.

Expensive Jollity.  
The chief obstacle likely to be encountered is the question of cost. "Surely," I said, when discussing the event with a B.B.C. man, "Surely the Post Office and other wireless concerns would make financial concessions on such an important occasion?"

He laughed sardonically. "Not a bit of it!"

I declared. "No one gives us any concessions. If the B.B.C. stages a grand old-fashioned holiday, the B.B.C. must pay!"

So let us remain calm and fully prepared for the news that the relay has been abandoned.

Misapprehension.  
While talking of world broadcasting, I am glad to be able to qualify my recent statement to the effect that the B.B.C.'s new programme recordings for overseas use will be sold in whatever market they will fetch a price. Apparently this has been interpreted as meaning that any old cow puncher or bootlegger who strolls down "Petticoat Lane" in South Africa or Australia or Canada, may run up against a few slabs of B.B.C. programme and buy them for the price of a drink.

Explanations.  
I am sorry that this impression has got around, as the necessary correction may cause disappointment among my Dominion and foreign readers interested, and others who may have been misinformation when they read my copy under the heading "A Happier Newcastle.

NEWCASTLE listeners, after a period of inadequate signal strength which seems to have tried their patience, are much happier with the opening of the rebuilt 2kW. transmitter working on the new wavelength of 211.3 metres. The latest tests reveal an immense improvement in radiation and quality.

Incidentally the B.B.C. must be the only publishers in London who are actually pleased when their products have a smaller circulation than they anticipated. With characteristic care the Corporation prepared a booklet showing Novoelastrians how to tune in the low wave-length; the demand for the booklet was small at the outset, and since the power increased it has dropped to practically zero. The B.B.C. are delighted, assuming from this that no one needs any help.

The Case is Altered.  
I read better for all trouble by stating that the B.B.C. adopts a less carefree attitude towards its other publications.

Broadcasting Semi-private Talks.  
CONGRATULATIONS to the B.B.C. on hitting on the very best method of securing listeners to the talks. In future certain talks are to be announced as "Semi-private," and will thus be assured of a very large audience.

The series will be called "To an Unnamed Listener," and the speaker will choose each time an intimate problem which it will be assumed faces some person or other at some period in his life. For example, if the subject should be "To a Young Man or Woman about to Start a Career," or "The Danger of Living Extravagantly," or "To a Young Man about to Marry," all those listeners who are not starting a career, or living extravagantly, or thinking of marrying, will regard themselves as merely overhearing a semi-private and very frank piece of advice which is being addressed particularly to one of their fellows who may need and, it is hoped, will profit by it. The actual subjects for the series have not yet been chosen.

All kinds of titles will suggest themselves, such as "The Danger of Accepting Gratuitous Advice," "To a Young Listener Who Has Not Paid His Licence Fee," "To a Young Man Who Cannot Get His Set to Work," and many similar.

The Organ in the Concert Hall.  
ALL readers interested in the acoustic side of broadcasting will be eager to hear the first note on the new organ which the John Compton Organ Company are to install in the concert hall of Broadcasting House under the supervision of Dr. W. G. Alcock, the organist of Salisbury Cathedral.

I understand that it will be an all-electric four-manual instrument, totally enclosed within a swell box, and played from a separate console on the stage.

The organ will be on "cathedral" line, and quite unlike the average cinema organ; for this relief much thanks from at least one listener!
At The Show.

AUG. 19th—27th.

11 a.m.—10 p.m.

A General Guide to Every Class of Exhibit.

As this issue of The Wireless World appears on the opening day of the Olympia Show, it follows that our description of the new season's sets and components is in many cases prepared from advance information supplied by the manufacturers. Although we have had an opportunity of examining—and in some cases of testing—much of the apparatus that will be shown, we must wait until next week before we can present an entirely complete technical review of the individual efforts of every firm.

It is already abundantly clear that the present show is extraordinarily comprehensive: there is something for everyone, and no single field of wireless interest has been neglected. Take the battery set: last year, if we exclude portables, there were not more than two or three examples which were representative of advanced technique. The listener without a mains supply had a real grievance, but this year he is to have a wide choice of up-to-date battery sets with modern features, such as band-pass tuning. Further, painstaking efforts have been made to conserve anode current, and, at the same time, to provide a reasonable volume.

The general adoption of variable-mu H.F. valves has had a bearing on design: the freedom from cross-modulation and other interference troubles which is conferred by this valve has enabled designers in some cases to dispense with a two-circuit input filter. Indeed, band-pass tuning has suffered a slight—but a very slight—setback; it will still be found in most H.F. sets, except those of the less-expensive kind.

The superheterodyne principle has gained ground, as it was bound to do, and in many cases is combined with tone correction to a greater or lesser extent.

Speaking generally, a set without a built-in loud speaker is now a rarity, as also is one of the multi-circuit type without ganged tuning. Tuning dials of the new receivers are almost invariably calibrated in wavelength, or in station settings, or both.

In order that the following description of the new season's receivers may be of the greatest possible assistance to those who are choosing sets for various purposes, and for use under different receiving conditions, they have been grouped in categories, under a more or less arbitrary system of classification.

SUPERHETERODYNES.

The superheterodyne forms one of the most interesting classes of receiver this year, and its rise to popularity has been so rapid that there are now few firms who are not showing at least one model; a number have abandoned the straight receiver almost entirely in its favour. The Gramophone Co. is a noteworthy example of this tendency. The most luxurious H.M.V. set is undoubtedly the Model 332 at 80 guineas. Ten valves are used, and the output stage consists of two push-pull P.X.4 valves rated to deliver 4,500 milliwatts to the loud speaker. The H.F. and both the I.F. stages have variable-mu valves, and three tuned circuits compose the pre-selector. The Model 470, at 52 guineas, is somewhat less ambitious, but again we find three pre-selector circuits and variable-mu valves both in the H.F. and the single I.F. amplifier.

From some points of view, however, the most interesting H.M.V. set is a six-valve battery portable superheterodyne with ganged tuning, and a signal-frequency H.F. stage. The total anode current consumption is stated to be only 10 mA., and the price is 17 guineas.

Not the least of the interest in the superheterodyne lies in the wide variety of design which it permits, and as a contrast to the foregoing we have the six-valve Eileco portable. This is of the suit-case type, and again ganged tuning is employed, but the valves are arranged so that two stages of I.F. amplification are obtained. A similar receiver is available for operation from the mains, and in this are included a pentode output stage, and variable-mu valves.

Arthur Smith has an example of the Stenode form of the superheterodyne; it is a radiogramophone with an output stage rated at 5,500 milliwatts, and it is fitted with dual loud speakers. Eight tuned circuits are employed, variable-mu valves, a separate oscillator, and, since it is a Stenode, a tone-corrector stage. Another receiver of more modest nature is a five-valve superheterodyne in which the bi-grid type of detector-oscillator is used. A preliminary stage of variable-mu H.F. amplification is included, with power grid second detection and a pentode output stage.

The Gambrill-Halford receiver, the A.C. model of which was recently reviewed in the pages of this journal, is now available for D.C. mains supplies. Preliminary H.F. amplification is not used, but two stages of I.F. amplification are fitted.

The well-known firms of E. K. Cole and...
What to see at Olympia.—Varley are newcomers to the field of the superheterodyne, and both are showing five-valve models. The Ecko sets are available in a number of different cabinet styles ranging from a consolette to a radio-gramophone. Band-pass tuning is employed with variable-mu valves, and a metal rectifier for the H.T. supply. The Varley sets are also to be had with many different cabinet types, and at prices varying between 26 guineas and 48 guineas. The latter, of course, a radio-gramophone, while the cheaper model is of the compact self-contained type.

Ferranti are showing a seven-valve superheterodyne of very modest dimensions, and this was recently reviewed in this journal. A moving-coil loud speaker is used, and variable-mu valves are fitted not only in the H.F. and I.F. stages, but also for the first detector, while band-pass tuning is naturally adopted.

The majority of superheterodynes are mains driven, as one would expect, in view of the high current demands of a large number of valves. Many battery models are shown, however, and the fact that H.T. current has often been kept down to a figure comparable with that of a more modest straight set speaks well for the skill of the designers.

A six-valve battery portable is exhibited by the Marconiphone Co.; it is priced at 17 guineas, and its low anode current consumption of 10 mA. is attained largely by the use of a high-efficiency pentode output valve. The Consolidated Radio superheterodyne is somewhat unusual for a battery receiver, in that it includes automatic grid bias; it is known as the Cam Superhet, and is priced at 15 guineas. Edison Bell has a five-valve battery superheterodyne in which the anode current consumption has been kept down to 9 mA., and on this score alone is worth attention:

Reverting to mains-driven sets, the G.E.C. model should not be passed by without examination. This has seven tuned circuits, and the band-pass principle is employed in both the signal frequency and the intermediate frequency circuits. Variable-mu valves are again standard, an output of 2,500 milliwatts is obtained from a pentode, and a heterodyne whistle filter is fitted. At the price of 26 guineas this receiver is distinctly attractive.

The Marconiphone Co. is another firm which has adopted the superheterodyne most whole-heartedly; a seven-valve set, the Model 256, is shown in radio-gramophone form, and is priced at 55 guineas. Eight tuned circuits are fitted, and are naturally in the form of band-pass filters; a preliminary stage of H.F. is employed. An output of 2,000 milliwatts is claimed, and a brilliancy control is included in the specification, while on the gramophone side an automatic record changer is an undoubted convenience. A similar receiver, the Model 50, is available, with less ambitious equipment and cabinet, at the price of 24 guineas.

A further example of the Stenode is to be found on the Selfridge stand; this is a radio-gramophone employing a large output stage. Three signal-frequency circuits are used, and, as the I.F. circuits are sharply tuned and operate at signal frequency. Two I.F. stages are followed by a duo-diode second detector, from which automatic volume control is obtained. A scheme of this nature is distinctly interesting, and it is hoped to include further details in a later issue. The set is completed by an L.F. stage feeding the pentode output valve.

MULTI-STAGE H.F. SETS.

Perhaps the most noteworthy development in long-range receivers of the "straight" type is the almost universal adoption of the variable-mu valve. This development is well instanced by the Cosser Model 533 four-valve mains set, which has two H.F. stages with three tuned circuits, and a triode output stage rated to deliver 2,000 milliwatts to the moving-coil loud speaker. A similar type of receiver is available for battery operation, and, although the price is only £14, a moving-coil speaker is fitted.

The mains-operated G.E.C. Viking receiver falls into the same class, in so much as two H.F. stages are fitted; an output of 2,500 milli-

Illustrative of present tendencies: the Marconiphone superheterodyne portable, designed for long range and economical upkeep.

One of the most ambitious of the R.G.D. radio-gramophones. A ten-watt output is provided.

R.F. five-valve superheterodyne. The Pentode whistle is obtained from a pentode. The most interesting feature of this set is the use of a screen-grid valve as a detector, and it is claimed that this results in a considerably improved performance.
What to see at Olympia.—

Push-pull pentodes are used to obtain a large output in the radio-gramophone shown by Hampton Radio, where, again, two H.F. stages are included. The apparatus is available for A.C. mains operation at 38 guineas, or for working from D.C. supplies at 41 guineas. Dynatron receivers are shown by Messrs. Hacker and Sons, but details are not yet available. The Lotus four-valve set has again two variable-mu H.F. stages and the usual pentode output valve, while the Burgess five-valve portable is notable for its remarkably low price of £5 19s. 6d.

The well-known firm of Philips is exhibiting receivers at Olympia, and the Model 650A is interesting as an example of progressive design. It is an A.C. mains set with two H.F. stages, and an unusual feature is that the four tuned circuits are arranged as two band-pass filters. It is claimed that the coils are exceptionally efficient, since they are wound with stranded wire on glass formers. A further point not without merit is that the tuning dial is fitted with a micrometer scale; the dial proper is normally graduated, but beneath it is fitted another small dial geared to make one complete revolution for each movement of one degree of the main dial. The small dial energised moving-coil type, and the containing cabinet measures very roughly 18in. high, 15in. wide, and 9in. deep. To avoid needless repetition, it may be assumed that the great majority of the following sets are built to this general specification.

In the general-purpose class, the Murphy A.C. Three, which originally appeared last year, may be taken as a first example. The earlier receiver is still available; but a "de luxe" model, improved in detail, now tends to replace it. This new set embodies cylindrical coils instead of basket windings, is fitted in a wider cabinet, and the smoothing system has been improved.

Practically all the G.E.C. sets are new, and it is evident that this great firm, with its exceptional facilities for design and manufacture, will in future occupy an even more prominent position in the world of wireless. Screen grid detector valves are fitted in all the sets, and a large undistorted output is provided even by the simplest and cheapest. The model in the present category is the "Gala," which embodies two tuned circuits and a heterodyne filter; an output of 2/3 watts is provided by a pentode.

Band-pass tuning, power grid detection, and a volume control which isoperative for both radio or gramophone reproduction are features of the Marconiphone Model 25, which is fitted with push-pull terminals. Models for A.C. and D.C. supplies are available.

As an example of present tendencies in battery set design, the Marconiphone Company are to show an H.F.-det.-L.F. set on modern lines, with band-pass tuning, a balanced-armature loud speaker, local-distance switch, and a high-efficiency pentode output valve. Total anode consumption is given as 8 milliamps.

From the technical aspect, the new Pye Model G is likely to prove one of the most interesting three-valve sets for A.C. mains operation. It is stated that the band-pass input filter is of a new type, while the L.F. interstage coupling is claimed to provide the ultimate in linearity for a pentode output valve working with a moving-coil loud speaker. Apart from introducing compensation (which is usually done in the output anode circuit), this coupling is arranged to give a falling amplification characteristic above some 4,000 cycles, with a definite cut-off at 5,000 cycles. Other new productions of the Pye firm include the Model K" two-valve A.C. set, with band-pass tuning.

An inexpensive Sovereign two-valve battery set.

Among the selective battery sets to be shown is the new "Six-Sixty" receiver, with such features as band-pass input, combined reaction and volume control, and a high-efficiency output pentode. The Lotus "de Luxe" battery set, with a similar specification, is fitted with a permanent-magnet moving-coil loud speaker, and has automatic bias. Equally illustrative of the new tendency in battery-set design is the new Sovereign "Doric" set, with a similar type of loud speaker.

All of the Tested new H.M.V. sets are of the superheterodyne type, and so have already been described, but they are showing a fairly conventional self-contained general-purpose set, with all the "Consolite," which is of fairly conventional design, and is housed in a moulded bakelite cabinet. The tuning dial is calibrated directly in wavelengths, the large station-indicating dial, one of the first of its kind, has now been improved, and is still included in the larger H.M.V. sets.

New Pye Model "G" receiver.

Marconiphone band-pass battery set.

NEW-TYPE COILS IN THE LATEST MURPHY THREE-VALVE SET.

has ten divisions, so that it is possible to read the main dial accurately to one-tenth of one division. This receiver is priced at 23 guineas.

The battery, Model E90B, is even more unusual, for, although the circuit follows normal practice with two H.F. stages and a pentode output valve, a fifth valve is included to keep the total anode current consumption at a minimum. This "voltage regulator" valve is apparently connected in such a way that it varies the operating conditions of the pentode according to the signal voltage which it is called upon to handle. The total current consumption in the absence of a signal is only 5 mA., but when reproducing a deeply modulated programme it rises to 15 mA.; so that the average current is considerably below normal. This would appear to represent a distinct advance in economical receiver design, and further details will be awaited with interest.

GENERAL-PURPOSE RECEIVERS.

Two years ago, the self-contained open-aerial set with built-in moving-coil loud speaker was hardly known, but last year it was fairly well established in favour. Now, the standard British set is of this type; without risk of inaccuracy, it may be stated that its general specification includes an H.F.-det.-output three-valve circuit, as a rule, with a pentode. In mains sets, the loud speaker is of the

www.americanradiohistory.com
What to see at Olympia.—

Built-in frame aerials are perhaps not quite so much in evidence for mains-operated sets as one might expect, but this form of collector is employed in the McMichael "Duplex Mains Four," a self-contained set of the modern type, with an energised moving-coil loud speaker.

In addition to the three-valve set introduced in the spring, the Regentone firm are showing a cheaper mains-operated model of similar specification, which is to be sold at the low price of 12 guineas complete. The neat little two-valve A.C. set produced by this firm has apparently been extremely successful, as it is retained for the present season. It is an interesting sideline on present tendencies that this will be one of the very few sets without a built-in loud speaker.

There must exist a real demand for chassis sets suitable for fitting an existing cabinet or other pieces of furniture. This demand should be met by the "Lorada" chassis set shown by Arthur Smith. The Telefunken H.F.-pentode set, in its cheaper form, fills the same niche, as it is supplied at the price of 12 guineas in a plain box of unpainted wood. There are two tuned circuits, and 2 watts is put to the moving-coil loud speaker.

So far as we can judge at present, there are no striking departures from accepted practice in the arrangement of band-pass filters, but it is interesting to see that the Varley firm, in their "Square Peak Three," have gone over to the double-capacity system of coupling. There is no need to describe this set, as it was reviewed last week in these pages.

When practically every firm is showing a general-purpose set, it is almost invidious to pick out models for special mention. Among the many examples which embody interesting points of detail design is the "Climax" radio-gramophone, costing only 24 guineas, which, in addition to wavelength calibration, has a tuning dial with apertures through which the printed names of the principal stations are visible. The coils of most present-day sets are individually screened, but in the Alba chassis the filter coils are so disposed that this method of screening is rendered unnecessary. The same firm are also producing some interesting battery sets. On the British Acoustic Film Company's stand there is to be shown the new Bush Radio three-valve set, with several interesting features.

Up to the present, the Clarke-Atlas firm have been best known as manufacturers of eliminators and mains equipment generally. They have now produced some interesting two-valve sets for A.C., D.C., and battery operation. The mains models include provision for outside, inside, or mains aerial, and are fitted with a three-electrode output valve, feeding into an energised moving-coil loud speaker. The battery set has a pentode output valve, and includes a permanent-magnet loud speaker.

PORTABLE SETS.

Interest in portable sets will inevitably centre round the new superheterodynes, which have already been described. But the old favourites, with "straight" circuits, are still to the fore, in many cases having been improved in detail. The McMichael "Duplex," available either as a suitcase or cabinet model, has a r-v-2 circuit, and is now fitted with automatic grid bias. It embodies the new McMichael tuning scale, in which the pointer is automatically transferred by operation of the wave-range switch to the appropriate wavelength scale. The Portable "Challenger" and the new Lotus portable are also examples of the same circuit arrangement, as are the Murphy and Pye "Q" sets. The Beethoven

The compact Climax radio-gramophone.

Before passing on to the next classification, we must not forget the R.I. Madrigal, a pioneer of its class, which has now been redesigned. It embodies a permanent-magnet loud speaker, and a small internal aerial for local-station reception. The E.R.F. concern, who were also early in this field, use a screen grid detector, resistance-coupled to a pentode; their new set costs only 14 guineas.

SHORT-RANGE SETS.

Relatively simple detector-L.F. two-valve receivers are obviously very popular; some of the new models are fitted with high-power output valves, and thus, for short-distance work, should be capable of meeting all requirements, except those of long range. As an instance we may take the Cossor Model 222, which supplies 2 watts of energy to a built-in moving-coil loud speaker. The same firm have a cheaper set fitted with a cone loud speaker. The practice of building set and loud speaker as a single unit is just as well marked in the present category, and we are to find sets with this arrangement on the Brownie stand, where inexpensive models for both battery and mains feed are to be exhibited. Incidentally, the same company will show an H.F.-det.-L.F. battery set with an exceptionally large output.

Fortidyne battery transporable set, with an H.F.-det.-2 L.F. circuit. S.G.4 Portable has been improved in various details, particularly in regard to its circuit design, and is now sold at the extremely low price of 10 guineas.

SPECIAL SETS.

It is sometimes maintained that the set of the future will be tuned by what may be described as a push-button arrangement;
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there will be no need for critical adjustments. Such sets have obvious attractions for those who do not concern themselves with technicalities. The principle of pre-selected tuning

McMichael Colonial Supersonic set, which covers medium and short wavebands. Straton and Company (Eldystone) are, as usual, concentrating on short-wave apparatus, and are to show new sets and components.

The G.E.C. are showing an all-wave superheterodyne, with a tuning range of from 13 to 720 metres. Seven circuits are included, with band-pass filters. Particular stress is laid upon its construction, which is suitable for tropical countries.

The Kolster-Brandes superheterodyne is unusual in that three wave ranges are provided; these are 16/70 metres, 190/575 metres, and 800/2,100 metres. The valves are arranged conventionally, the first being a signal-frequency amplifier.

KIT SETS.

We have now come to look upon the introduction of a new Oram Music Magnet as a regular annual event. This year's model is a

Haynes Radio kit set chassis.

their advocates, and Ready Radio and Lotus are sponsoring o-v-2 kits.

A kit of parts for an unusually ambitious "Quality" set will be shown by Haynes Radio. With an undistorted output of 6 watts, this interesting chassis-built receiver embodies a link filter, one H.F. stage, power-grid detection, and a resistance-coupled L.F. amplifier. Two-unit construction has been adopted, and the set is also available in finished form.

While most of the kit-set designers have remained faithful to the straight set, Haynes Radio have also an A.C. receiver known as the Single Dial Superheterodyne. Band-pass filters are used for the signal frequency tuning, and also in the L.F. circuits; the second detector is a screen grid valve, and the output

A Tamroy high-power amplifier.

is embodied in a new M.P.A. set called the Multi-programme Automatic Ethatropic. Any one of twelve pre-selected stations, for which the tuning adjustment is presumably done internally, either at the works or by a service agent, can be selected at will by operation of a single knob; the name of the station selected is shown on the illuminated indicator. Basically, the set embodies a 1-v-2 circuit, and is for A.C. operation.

Even if the tuning system of the "Zetavox" (shown by Kenneth Brooks) is not the same, the result arrived at is similar. This set is

The Standard Telephones "All-wave" set.

operated by a push-button system, and is pre-tuned to the wavelengths of nine stations. It embodies automatic volume control, which we rather expected to see more widely used this year. One of the models is fitted with dual loud speakers, which, incidentally, are also employed in the Sinclair set.

In view of the imminent opening of the new B.B.C. short-wave service, one might reasonably have expected to see even more "all-wave" sets. Mention must be made of the Standard Telephones two-valve A.C. set, in which the wave-band (25-70 metres) is covered by a special plug-in coil unit. This set is fitted with a moving-coil loud speaker, and, as it marks the re-entry of Standard Telephones into the sphere of receiver construction, it will be studied with extra interest. A battery version of the same set is to be shown.

A "Empire" class there is also the

The latest Cossor Melody Maker, in self-contained form.

Another famous kit set, of which a new version has made its appearance, is the Cossor Melody Maker, also with a 1-v-2 circuit. One of the models is housed in an upright cabinet, complete with loud speaker.

The New Oram Music Magnet.

The Kolster-Brandes Model 321: short waves are receivable by the use of a special coil unit.

self-contained cabinet set, complete with a moving-iron loud speaker. Three battery-fed valves are used in an H.F.-det.-L.F. circuit, with a screened grid detector. There is a combined reaction and volume control, giving continuous regulation by means of a single knob. The valve panel is assembled, wired, and tested by the makers.

Most firms seem to prefer this circuit arrangement for a kit set, and examples of it will also be shown by Lisen and several others. However, alternative valve combinations have
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The potential purchaser of a loud speaker at Olympia this year will not have an easy task. That is not to say that he will have any difficulty in finding the right type at the price he is prepared to pay; his embarrassment will arise rather from the extraordinarily wide range of makes offering apparently equal value as regards performance and price.

The past few months have produced an enormous increase in the number of small permanent-magnet moving coils, and this will undoubtedly be the predominant type at the Show. Small energised moving coils have also experienced a minor revival, but the majority

Celestion "Soundex" of the new season’s models have been designed for use in sets where the field coil forms part of the smoothing circuit.

Comparatively speaking, the balanced-architecture moving-iron loud speaker and the high-grade moving coil have been neglected, but it is gratifying to note that the few new examples which have appeared are of more than usual merit.

SMALL P.M. MOVING COILS.

The Celestion range of permanent-magnet moving-coil loud speakers for the coming season is unusually comprehensive. It is known as the PPM series, and the standard PPM model is being continued at 47s. 6d. A less expensive version of this model, known as the PPM9, will be shown, and the smallest of the series is the PPM "Soundex," which costs 27s. 6d. All these models are supplied with the new Celestion "Hyflex" diagram, and are fitted with a tapped output transformer.

Reproducers and Amplifiers, Ltd., will be showing an entirely new "Midget" model, selling at 27s. 6d., complete with 3-ratio output transformer, and the "Challenger" and type 100 classes are being continued.

The Epoch model A2 has been considerably increased in sensitivity, and the revised edition of the 20C model will also be shown at a reduced price.

The Igranic permanent-magnet moving-coil chassis is now fitted with the latest type of two-claw magnet, and, together with 2-ratio output transformer, will be available at 32s. 6d. A very neat and efficient loud speaker in cabinet form known as the "Permag" will be one of the principal exhibits in the stand of Baker-Selhurst Radio. This model is fitted with an output transformer of unusually generous proportions, and is capable of handling inputs up to 3.5 watts without distress.

The British made "Motor" loud speakers are being shown on the stand of Electrical and General Distributors, Ltd., and the standard

Epoch type 20C permanent-magnet unit.

permanent-magnet model will be fitted with a 9 per cent. cobalt-steel two-claw magnet and a 7 in. moulded cone. There is also a "Minor" model which will be supplied in a leatherette-covered baffle box.

H. Clarke and Co., (M/C.), Ltd., who are well known as manufacturers of eliminators and mains equipment, have entered the market with a permanent-magnet moving-coil unit which will be available both in classes and cabinet form.

On the H.M.V. stand the efficient small permanent-magnet loud speaker previously designed the LS7 will be shown in redesigned form, and will be known in future as the "Universal" model.

The model-99PM, to be shown by the British Blue Spot Co., Ltd., is a robust instrument

fitted with a 1-ohm moving coil and is capable of handling 3.5 watts. A two-claw magnet with cadmium-plated poles is employed, and dust is excluded by end cheeks of "Milam" moulded material. An output transformer suitable for triode or pentode valves is included.

Ferranti, Ltd., are producing a new model M3. It will be fitted with a built-in output transformer, and it is anticipated that the price will be about 52 tos. The existing M3 and M2 loud speakers are being continued, and the latter will be available with an output transformer.

SMALL ENERGISED MOVING COILS.

The majority of loud speakers in this category have been designed primarily for use in A.C. sets where the field winding forms part of the smoothing circuit, and in many cases a special balancing winding known as a "hum-lucking" coil is coupled to the field winding and connected in series with the moving coil to cancel out residual mains hum.

Clarke "Atlas" P.M.M.C.

The British Rola Co., Ltd., will be showing a very comprehensive range of loud speakers of this type. They will be divided into three main groups: Type F5, with 6in. diaphragms, Type F6, with 7½ in., and Type F7, with 9in. diaphragms. All will be fitted with universal output transformers, and field windings of the following resistances will be available: 8, 2,000, 4,700, and 6,500 ohms. A permanent-magnet version of each type will also be shown.

Whitley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd., who have hitherto concentrated on small permanent-magnet moving coils will be showing for the
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First time an energised model with alternative field resistances of 8 and 6,580 ohms. Resistances of 2,500 ohms and 4,700 ohms will be available to special order.

The mains-energised version of the Baker's Selhurst "Permag" already mentioned is known as the "Elomag," and is priced at 34s., complete with transformer, and enclosed in the same type of cabinet. A special metal rectifier unit for supplying the field current from A.C. mains will also be shown.

From the constructional point of view the new mains and permanent-magnet models of Sonochorde Reproducers, Ltd., will repay examination. Instead of the usual centring spider a small corrugated sub-diaphragm is used. This gives much greater lateral rigidity without restricting the axial movement of the coil and diaphragm.

Other notable additions to the small mains-energised class will be found on the stands of Electrical and General Distributors (British "Motor"), Ferranti (the new model D3), Epoch (re-designed E8 with "humbucking" coils), Ormond, and Stafford Sinclair. The latter make is equipped with a built-in fuse and will also be available with a tapped field winding.

LARGE MOVING COILS.

While the principal demand is for small-sized moving coils, there will always be a market for reproducers specially produced to satisfy the needs of the connoisseur.

The Hartley-Turner loud speaker shown by the Automatic Coil Winder and Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd., is a good example of this class. The design shows many features of outstanding merit, and one of the most important is the special shape of the pole pieces to equalise the leakage flux on both sides of the gap. Large amplitudes can therefore be developed without distortion, and frequencies as low as 32 cycles can be reproduced at their correct proportional amplitude. The principal diaphragm resonance is well below the audible limit, and the reproduction should therefore be free from "boom." There is no resonance in the region of 2,500-3,500 cycles, which is a frequent source of strident high-note response, but the output is stated to be well maintained up to 10,000 cycles. The diaphragm is of translucent bakelite and is centred by a flexible rear spider of special design.

The new Model 174 H.M.V. loud speaker is designed for inputs up to 10 watts, and is mounted in a thick-walled cabinet of hand-lumcent bakelite and starch varnish. It is a good example of the electrostatik principle.

"Primustatic" loud speaker operating on the electrostatik principle.

Amplon Type MC22 permanent-magnet model.

"Permag" loud speakers are fitted and the price will be 70s.

Amplon (1932), Ltd., will be showing an entirely new model known as the MC22. This has a 6Jh chrome-steel magnet, and is fitted with a non-hygroscopic ribbon diaphragm. The power-handling capacity is between 5 and 8 watts. The Celestion PPM range also includes a large model (the PPM9), capable of handling 5 watts, and the Loewe Radio Co. Ltd., will be showing a permanent-magnet model with a 6Jh diaphragm and 3-ratio transformer giving a frequency range of 25 to 10,000 cycles.

Large loud speakers for public address and cinema work will be seen on the stands of Magnavox dual compensated moving-coil units.

Dual-unit moving-coil loudspeakers will probably make a last-minute appearance on many stands, and they will be the principal exhibit of Magnavox (G.B.), Ltd., who have been working on this principle for some considerable time.

**MISCELLANEOUS.**

At the moment of going to press the Primustatic loud speaker would appear to be the sole example of the electrostatik principle to be found in the Show. In addition to the standard model a "Super" model will be shown and there will be an interesting combination of the electrostatik and moving coil principles as the "Dynamicostatic" loud speaker. One of the most interesting movements will be found in the Aylesbury-Trouton loudspeaker shown by Shapland and Petter. The main features are those covered by the patents under which the "Amplon Lion" was made, but several important improvements have been incorporated. Correct angular displacement of the armature is maintained for both close and wide adjustments, "belling" of the diaphragm at the periphery has been overcome, and the cone is attached directly to the armature, thus obviating the "whip" associated with a driving rod.
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SINCE components set the standard that can be attained in the home-constructed receiver, the announcements by the leading manufacturers of their programme for the forthcoming season is always awaited with keen interest by the amateur and the designer alike. For in this field use can be made only of the available components as a general rule, although there are occasions when some particular requirement can be met by a combination of small individual parts. Fortunately for those interested in this aspect of radio we are favoured with an enterprising industry, which realises that if a certain collection of small parts are often employed to serve a definite function they will have an added attraction if embodied in one single compact unit.

PARALLEL-FEED TRANSFORMER UNITS.

No better example of this could be found than the new parallel-feed transformer coupling units which is a development of the system of L.F. coupling introduced about a year ago and for which special miniature L.F. interstage transformers were designed at the time.

The Bulgin Transcoupler and the Benjamin Transfeeda are two noteworthy examples of this new development, and although these models made their debut just over a month ago the early release detracts nothing from their interest, for, while many readers may be familiar with the general principles, few would have had the opportunity to examine them at first hand. This desire can now be gratified, for both firms in question will be showing models of their respective coupling units. The new unit consists of a tapped anode resistance, a coupling condenser and a miniature L.F. transformer having a very high primary inductance.

Radio Instruments, Ltd., have now embodied their Parafeed model in a complete unit including the anode resistance and the coupling condenser. It has been arranged, however, that the transformer can be entirely isolated if necessary, thus enabling it to be used as a normal Parafeed in conjunction with a separate output transformer.
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of the available components as a general rule, although there are occasional issues where some particular requirement can be met by a combination of small individual parts. Fortunately for those interested in this aspect of radio we are favoured with an enterprising industry, which realises that if a certain collection of small parts are often employed to serve a definite function they will have an added attraction if embodied in one single compact unit.

PARALLEL-FEED TRANSFORMER UNITS.

No better example of this could be found than the new parallel-feed transformer coupling units which is a development of the system of L.F. coupling introduced about a year ago and for which special miniature L.F. interstage transformers were designed at the time.

The Bulgin Transcoupler and the Benjamin Transfeeda are two noteworthy examples of this new development, and although these models made their debut just over a month ago the early release detracts nothing from their interest, for, while many readers may be familiar with the general principles, few would have had the opportunity to examine them at first hand. This desire can now be gratified, for both firms in question will be showing models of their respective coupling units. The new unit consists of a tapped anode resistance, a coupling condenser and a miniature L.F. transformer having a very high primary inductance.

Radio Instruments, Ltd., have now embodied their Parafeed model in a complete unit including the anode resistance and the coupling condenser. It has been arranged, however, that the transformer can be entirely isolated if necessary, thus enabling it to be used as a normal Parafeed in conjunction with a separate output transformer.

TONE COMPENSATORS.

In certain quarters the use of highly selective circuits is advocated to combat the heterodyne nuisance, and this has given rise to a demand for special tone-correcting devices to compensate for the inevitable attenuation of the higher frequencies. An interesting development in this field is the Varley Rectatone L.F. transformer.

It enables correction to be made in the L.F. amplifier, the degree of compensation being effected by the use of an external resistance. If this resistance is omitted the transformer functions as a normal component giving an even amplification over a very wide band of frequencies.

Lissen, Ltd., will be showing a tone compensator designed to fit into the base of their Hypernik L.F. transformer while an attractive panel mounting device for tone correction will be found on the Harlie stand.

GANm CONDENSERS.

Totally screened and semi-screened gang condensers will dominate the stands of those firms specialising in the manufacture of this class of component; the new models show a great improvement over last season's types. The latest development is the new superhet-odone type in which one section is provided with specially shaped vanes to afford accurate tracking of the oscillator without the aid of external padding condensers. The British Radiophone, Ltd., were the first to introduce a condenser of this type, and their now well-known models will be available for inspection during the following week.

Wingrove and Rogers, Ltd., will have a new range of screened condensers styled the Polar "Star" series. They are built in cadmium-plated steel frames fitted with aluminium vanes, and are provided with rigid end bearings. The trimmers are mounted so that they can be adjusted from the top, a convenience that most home constructors will appreciate fully. The "Star" series includes a number of superheterodyne condensers in which the oscillator section is fitted with specially shaped vanes.

Screened models of this type will figure also among the range of Utility condensers to be shown by Wilkins and Wright, Ltd. (Utility). The trimmers are controlled from the top and the range includes a number of superheterodyne types.

R.I. Parafeed L.F. coupling unit.

For tone correction an external resistance is used with the Varley Rectatone L.F. transformer.

Polar "Star" three-gang superheterodyne condenser.

J. B. Unitune two-gang condenser.

Further examples of screened condensers will be shown by Jackson Bros., while both Lotus and Forino will have many interesting models, all new, for examination. Although Ferranti, Ltd., has for some time now made variable condensers, these have not been available as separate units, but were produced solely for use in their receivers. It has been decided this year to market the three-gang screened model separately, and it will undoubtedly attract considerable interest.

Some details have just come to hand relating to a series of new screened condensers that will be shown by the Igranic Electric Co. These will be of the mid-log hue type and shown in two- and three-gang models.

SCREENED COILS.

There have been no marked changes in the design of screened coils during the past twelve months, the small-diameter type has now...
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definitely established its superiority by virtue of compactness and general convenience. The outstanding feature this year, however, will be the many varieties of special superheterodyne coils consisting of screened oscillator units and compact band-pass I.F. transformers.

Colvern, Ltd., will have a fine display of coils, many of which will be familiar to the reader. The Colverdyne band-pass superheterodyne I.F. transformer will be a prominent feature on this stand.

The new Formo coils should prove interesting as this firm have introduced a very novel, but exceedingly useful, feature in the form of coloured containers to identify the various types of coils. On the top of each coil former is a coloured disc corresponding to its screen, and a small circuit diagram has been included showing the terminals to which each winding is joined.

VOLUME CONTROLS.

Since a volume control is an essential adjunct to every modern receiver, all the leading component makers will have various models for examination. Considerable ingenuity is shown in many of the new designs to ensure silent operation, freedom from mechanical troubles, and smooth control. The various methods adopted, therefore, to achieve this will be found most interesting.

The Wearite Q.V.C. models are fitted with a small roller on the tip of the moving contact. This gives silent operation, relieves the fine wire element of mechanical stresses, and so minimizes the likelihood of breakages. In the British Radiophone models a light, hair-pin-shaped spring, mounted on an insulated disc, makes contact between the wire element and a metal back-plate, by which simple but ingenious arrangement a perfectly smooth action is obtained, and the spindle is entirely insulated from the resistance. There will be a model embodying a mains switch, which is contained in a small housing attached to the back-plate of the moulded container. A new model that will be found on the Lewcos stand should not be missed, as it embodies a most ingenious rocking-disc type of contact. The action is delightfully smooth, and imposes no appreciable mechanical stress on the fine resistance wire.

Varley will show a range of improved volume controls, and, since Rotronics are now being made in this country, there will be an opportunity to examine their many interesting models. Colvern, R.I., and Gambrell will each have some interesting specimens for examination, while Watmel have developed various new types, including provision for ganging, also some complete composite units embodying volume controls and switches.

New models fitted with dust covers and fully protected resistances will be seen on the Igranic stand, and many interesting models are to be shown by the British N.S.F. Co., as well as by Bulgin and Bowyer-Lowe & A.E.D. Ltd.

FIXED CONDENSORS.

Considerable progress has been made during the past year in the development of the electrolytic type of condenser, and interest will naturally centre on those firms exhibiting these types. The T.C.C. recently introduced a series of aqueous-type electrolytic condensers for use in mains sets, and the various models will be available for examination at their stand. Some of the models are rated at 440 volts D.C. working, and are made in 8- and 16-mfd. sizes. There will be, in addition, a 7-mfd. type rated at 460 volts D.C. working. Various additions have been made to the paper-type smoothing condensers, and a special feature is to be made of block condensers consisting of various units embodied in a single case.

T.C.C. aqueous-type high-voltage electrolytic condenser.

This case of the "dry" variety, will be found among the very extensive range of Dubilier condensers. These models are rated at 450 volts D.C. working, and will be seen in 4-, 6-, and 8-mfd. sizes. For condensers of such high capacity and high working voltage the prices are exceptionally low, and these new Dubilier models should prove very popular indeed. The 8-mfd. size, for example, costs but 5s 6d.

A range of paper dielectric condensers rated at 500 volts D.C. working, and listed at 1,250 volts D.C., styled the L.E.C. type, will be shown for the first time, while another new series is the type B.S. for use in battery sets, and rated at 250 volts D.C. working.

The British N.S.F. Co. will have some interesting condensers, including a range of "dry" electrolytic models rated at 450 D.C. working. These are tubular in shape, and designed for chassis mounting. Hayberd will have a very extensive range of condensers suitable for battery and mains sets, and available in all the usual sizes; while the Formo

Lotus three-gang condenser and disc drive.

British Radiophone volume controls with and without mains switch.

A feature of the new Formo condenser is the inclined scale.

T.C.C. aqueous-type high-voltage electrolytic condenser.

Dubilier type L.E.C. and new "dry" electrolytic condensers in aluminium container.
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400-volt D.C. working type should not be missed, as the prices are most reasonable.

Then, of course, there will be the Ferranti Stand to visit, where a fine display of fixed condensers is to be made.

**H.F. CHOKES.**

Since it is of equal importance to stop H.F. currents getting into the L.F. amplifier as it is necessary to entice them into the earlier stages of a receiver H.F. chokes attain a certain prominence, not only for their use for both functions. Mention here must, from necessity, be restricted to new and interesting types, of which the shielded variety is, perhaps, of greatest importance, since it definitely possesses an external field and cannot cause undesirable coupling.

Two firms will be showing models of this type. Wright and Weare, Ltd. (Wearetite), will have two styles for examination. One is a plain model, small in size, and housed in an aluminium case; the other is similar but with the addition of a screened lead for connecting to the anode terminal on the H.F. valve. Bulgin will show three models: a midet variety, a special superheterodyne type with an inductance of 0.5 henry, and a standard model for normal use. Each is enclosed in a screened case finished in frosted aluminium.

**SHORT-WAVE COMPONENTS.**

Stratton and Co., Ltd., have for long specialised in the manufacture of short-wave equipment, so that the special components they will show this year will be awaited with interest. One new item is a small variable condenser, designated the Eddystone Micro-denser, and developed especially for ultra-short wave, i.e., 7-metre, receivers. It is provided with an extra terminal so that the miniature coil can be mounted on the condenser. This model is made in two capacities, viz., 15 mmfd. and 50 mmfd. maximum, respectively, and should prove ideal for the purpose it is intended.

Special condensers for use on the recognised short-wave broadcast band will be shown by Wingrove and Rogers (Polair), while Ormond, Lissen and Jackson Bros. will have many fine examples on view.

Coils will be found on the stands of Colvern, Ltd., Davenset Ltd., and Lissen, Ltd., while the R.I. Antinodal short-wave coil will be featured together with the superheterodyne adapter embodying this unit.

**MAINS EQUIPMENT.**

Although minor improvements have been made by the various firms specialising in battery eliminators, in general the design follows much the same form as heretofore. Houseyberd are employing a new style of container which will be found very attractive. A new feature is the provision of a safety fuse. Mains transformers for use with valve and Westinghouse rectifiers will be shown, together with a comprehensive range of smoothing chokes.

A. H. Clark and Co. (M/ch), Ltd. (Atlas), will have one new model, the A.C. 300. It has two variable H.T. tappings, one fixed voltage for the power stage, and provides four different grid bias voltages. A trickle charger is embodied for 2-, 4-, and 6-volt accumulators.

A new type of container has been adopted for housing the Regentone models, and this has been standardised throughout their range. It is a solid drawer-box case, having an attractive Florentine bronze finish, and each model now has seven output tappings. The majority of Eko units are housed in the same style of case, the dimensions of which are such that it fits comfortably in the battery compartment of portable sets. These models will be shown with and without trickle chargers.

In addition to a comprehensive range of complete units for D.C. and A.C. supplies, Ferranti will be catering for the home constructor, having prepared a number of designs suitable for building at home, and for which constructional brochures will be available. In addition to their existing range of mains transformers and L.F. chokes, there will be a new model styled the B10 choke.

Partridge Wilson and Co. are introducing a new range of Davenset mains transformers and smoothing chokes. Bakelite is employed throughout for insulating purposes, and a distinctive feature of the design is that they can be mounted in any one of three positions. Mains transformers will be shown for use with valve and Westinghouse rectifiers.

A particularly comprehensive range of mains transformers and chokes will be a feature of the Varley exhibit, while further examples will be shown by Radio Instruments, Ltd., Patridge and Mee, Ltd. (Parmeko), who, in addition, will have a long range of power amplifiers, including a 5-watt model, in Kit form, for home construction. J. Dyson and Co. (Works), Ltd. (Godwine), also Turner and Co., Ltd. (Tunewell), are two other firms who are specialising in mains equipment.

Rotary transformers for obtaining A.C. from the D.C. mains will be the outstanding feature of the Electro Dynamic Construction Co.'s exhibit, and with the most recent additions they will have ten different types ranging from 50 watts output to 600 watts output. A special alternator has been developed for driving from a motor car engine, giving an A.C. output for operating public address amplifiers and similar apparatus.

Another interesting development is a small rotary transformer operated from a two-volt accumulator, and giving about 150 volts D.C. at 15 ma., it is intended for use with battery-type sets.

Although the principal features on the Crypto stand will be the special battery charging equipment for Service Stations, this firm will show, also, many interesting types of machines for operating A.C. receivers, amplifiers and radio-gramophones from the D.C. supply mains.

**M.L. Rotary transformer, smoothing unit and silence cabinet.**

On the stand of C. A. Vandervell (Rotax) will be a complete range of M.L. machines, including small anode Converters for voltage raising. Another M.L type is the D.C. rotary transformer, of which various sizes up to 200 watts output and giving voltages up to 1,200 will be seen. For those who require an A.C. supply for operating receivers, etc., from the D.C. mains, they will find their requirements met by the M.L D.C. to A.C. Rotary transformer, of which various types will be available for inspection.

The Standard Battery Co., Ltd., will have two models of Rotary Converters; the type A gives 80 watts output, and the type B 180 watts output.

The Westinghouse programme for the coming season includes seven new metal rectifiers; four of these are low-voltage models suitable for battery charging, and three are high tension rectifiers styled the H.T.9, H.T.10, and H.T.11, respectively. The H.T.9 gives 300 volts of smoothed D.C. at 60 ma. when used in a voltage doubling circuit. The H.T.10 gives 200 volts D.C. at 100 ma., while the H.T.11 is a high-voltage model from which 500 volts of pure D.C. can be obtained at between 120 and 150 ma.

Eric J. Lever (Trix), Ltd., will make a complete range of new Westinghouse metal rectifiers.
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special feature of mains-operated power amplifiers ranging from 2.5 watts output to 16 watts output, and there will be eight different types in all. A new range of mains transformers for use with the latest Westinghouse rectifiers, H.T.9, H.T.10 and H.T.11, as well as new models of their step-up and step-down transformers, will complete a very interesting display.

H.T. AND L.T. BATTERIES.

Since the dry-cell type of battery provides one of the most convenient sources of high tension it is not surprising to find many new types appearing this year. The Drydex range has been augmented by the addition of a new series styled the Brown Triangle models. These are for use with sets fitted with medium power output valves as they can be discharged economically at some 30 mA. The usual sizes will be shown by the Chloride Storage Battery Co., Ltd., who will include, also, improved designs of Exide H.T. and L.T. accumulators.

The principal feature of the Ever-Ready exhibit this year will be the very comprehensive range of special portable H.T. batteries, many new types having been added recently. A new feature introduced by Oldham and Sons, Ltd., is the provision of a new style of moulded top for their L.T. cells. A small panel is provided in which a card, bearing the owner's name, can be inserted, and there will be a full range of "Lively O" H.T. batteries.

Some entirely new dry-cell H.T. batteries will be shown by the Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd. Two types are now available, viz., a standard capacity and a super-capacity, the former for discharge up to 10 mA, while the super series can be discharged economically up to 20 mA.

Full O'Power batteries have been extended and a new series styled the Cadet models added. The prices will be found most reasonable. A new model styled the Ultra size is a recent addition to the Pertrix range made by the Britannia Batteries, Ltd. This class is fitted with slightly larger cells than were used hitherto, but the prices remain unchanged.

S. Smith and Sons (Motor Accessories), Ltd., make their debut in the radio field with a long range of L.T. and H.T. accumulator batteries.

L.T. batteries will be found on the stands of C.A.V. and Fuller. Primary batteries of the Leclanché type will be a feature of the exhibit of the Standard Battery Co. (Watts).

L.F. TRANSFORMERS.

A. H. Clark and Co. (M. c.), Ltd., will show a new Atlas L.F. transformer for parallel-feed circuits and known as the P.F.F. This model has a primary inductance of over 50 henrys and a step-up ratio of 1:4. The Formo "Nigen" is a new type also, having a nickel-iron alloy core and a screened winding. The outer case, however, is finished in aluminium. Another new model is the Bulgin "Connoisseur," also

Bulgin has an ingenious lightning arrester-aerial switch, and Graham Farish will be showing, in addition to many other useful components, a novel earthing device styled the Filt Percolating Earth.

A unique tuning scale quite unorthodox in design will be found on the Utility stand. Described as a Straight Line Full Aperture Dial, it is fitted with a moving pointer, the scale remaining stationary and visible for the whole of its length. The scale is detachable, and can be calibrated to suit individual sets. Another example of a scale in which provision is made for home calibration is the Logging Drum Drive to be shown by Ormond.

Attention is directed to the new range of universal A.C. and D.C. measuring instruments introduced some little time back by Ferranti. These are of the moving-iron type, and the prices are quite reasonable. Sifam will be showing a most useful range of meters for A.C. and D.C. measurements, while further examples will be found on the stands of Bulgin and the Standard Battery Co. Those who are looking for an accessory somewhat out of the ordinary

should visit the Junit stand, where they will find a special low-priced electric clock movement designed specially for incorporating in A.C.-operated receivers. It is of the flush-fitting type, and it costs but 30s.

Ferranti, Ltd., will have an electric clock movement also, which can be utilised in the same manner.

The Automatic Coil Winder and Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd., will show a special adapter for their well-known Avometer. It has been developed to facilitate measuring the various voltages on the electrodes of a valve under working conditions as the set.

There will be an exceptionally, fine display of cabinets for housing receivers, radio-gramo-

Junit electric clock movement embodying an adjustable fixing ring.


Models will be shown for heavy discharge and also for slow discharge, as well as jelly acid cells and unsuitable types for use in portable sets.

Wireless World

The Marconiphone Co., Ltd., have an improved range of H.T. batteries at very low prices, and further models of both H.T. and

Straight Line Full Aperture Dial; a new Utility product.

Ormond Logging Drum Drive.

for parallel feed. It has a very high primary inductance—over 300 henrys—and the price is 6s. 3d.

MISCELLANEOUS COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES.

The Lectro-Linx range of Clix specialities has been augmented from time to time during the past year by the addition of new terminals, insulated sockets, improved wander plugs, and a new version of their panel-type valve holder. The complete range will be seen on their stand. Belling and Lee, Ltd., have introduced a neat mains input connector comprising a two-pin plug mounted on a vertical bracket and an insulated socket portion for the supply leads. They will be showing also various types of connectors, fuse holders, terminals, and a range of battery cords.

Ferranti electric clock movement for incorporating in A.C. receivers.

phones and loud speakers on the stands of the Carrington Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Cencon), W. & T. Lock, Ltd. (Kabidok), and C. A. Osborn.
What to see at Olympia.—

The electrical reproduction of gramophone records through the low-frequency side of broadcast receivers has long since passed the experimental stage, and accessories for the conversion of existing sets for this purpose will constitute an important feature of the Show.

Complete radio-gramophones will be found on the stands of all the leading manufacturers, but it is probable that many people, already in possession of a good broadcast receiver, will visit the Show for the express purpose of finding how to extend the entertainment value of their sets by the addition of gramophone equipment.

Playing Desks.

The conversion need not involve any constructional work of a technical nature, for if the set is equipped with pick-up terminals the whole of the gramophone equipment, including turntable, pick-up and volume control, can be purchased in a single compact unit known as a “playing desk.” The Bowyer-Lowe and A.E.D. record-playing unit is a good example, and incorporates the company’s latest Mark III pick-up, a leg-law volume control, and Simpson’s electric turntable. The small depth of the latter component has enabled the makers to adopt a very shallow walnut cabinet of next design. The H.M.V. Model 116 playing desk has been reduced in price to 7 guineas, and now includes provision for fixed resistances in addition to the volume control, by means of which the output can be adjusted to suit any type of receiver.

Another type of playing desk of rather attractive design will be shown by Messrs. Lawson and Raphael. It is known as the “Bureau-Gram,” and forms a pedestal upon which the majority of self-contained mains transportable sets can be mounted with advantage. In standard form it costs 10 guineas, and includes a B.T.H. pick-up and Garrard induction motor. The same underlying idea is to be found in the Apollo playing desk, though this is made only as a table model. There are two types available, one for A.C. mains and the other with a spring motor, at the very attractive figure of £2 18s. 6d.

British Radiophone pick-up and moulded tone-arm.

GRAMOPHONE MOTORS.

Those contemplating the construction of a playing desk or the conversion of an existing gramophone will find a wide range of electrically driven turntables from which to choose. Harlie, Ltd., will be showing three new induction motors of neat design. They are of the air-starting high-speed type, and the governor gives a range of turntable speeds from 75 to 85 r.p.m. The smallest of the range, known as the “Midget” model, is fitted with a 1½ins. rotating arm and case, the Model 62 deluxe has a handsome bakelite unit plate, and sells for £5 8s. The Garrard motors are continued in practically the same form as last year, and the same applies to the B.T.H. “Synchron-Blue,” “Golden Disc,” and “Small Universal” motors, the prices of which have been revised. A new B.T.H. motor—the “Truespeed”—will be shown for the first time. Complete with automatic stop it weighs only 6 lb. 8 oz., and the power consumption is between 6 and 8 watts.

Pick-ups.

Many new pick-ups will make their debut, and in the majority of cases it has been found possible to obtain the necessary rising characteristic in the bass without amplitude distortion. This feature will be found in the new Harlie Model 65 pick-up and in the Celestion type W8. The latter replaces the old W5 pick-up, and is fitted with a rotating head; the output is from 10 to 1.5 volts R.M.S.

In the new Mark III pick-up to be shown on the stand of Bowyer-Lowe and A.E.D., Ltd., the response has been specially moulded with the object of giving an even overall response in conjunction with the average moving-coil loud speaker. The windings have an unusually low impedance, so that a robust wire-wound volume control potentiometer of low resistance can be used without losing high notes.

A novel form of built-in volume control is to be found in the pick-up and tone-arm to be exhibited by British Goldring Products, Ltd., and consists of an edgewise knurled knob let into the tone-arm pillar. In the “Unit” pick-up now marketed by the G.E.C. the length of tone-arm and the tracking angle are both adjustable, while in the redesigned Marconophone Model K17A the pick-up leads are now completely screened. The new British Radiophone and Kolster Brandes pick-ups should also repay a careful examination.

A rapid and accurate method of obtaining pick-up characteristics will be shown by H.M.V. The test record is of the falling tone type, and the output from the pick-up after amplification is passed to a recording voltmeter, which traces the curve on paper drawn at a constant speed through gearing from the record turntable. In this way the horizontal axis of the curve is proportional to the frequency.

The new Kolster Brandes pick-up and tone-arm.

Record Changers.

The introduction of continuous series of records in album form has done much to stimulate the demand for automatic record-changing devices. Gramophone enthusiasts who have been unable hitherto to afford such a luxury will find this year be sorely tempted, for the H.M.V. record-changer which forms part of the equipment of their more expensive models last year will be available in playing desk form at the very attractive price of £2 guineas. The controls have been simplified and rendered more silent in operation, and the instrument will play eight records or repeat a single record up to eight times.

H.M.V. record-changer, which will be available in playing desk form.

The news that the Garrard Engineering Company have produced a record-changer of simple and original design should ensure a good attendance at their stand. The mechanism is very simple, and a single cam drum controls the whole of the movement. During the playing of the record no part of the record-changing mechanism is in motion, and the full power of the motor is available for driving the turntable. At the end of each record the standard Garrard throw-off mechanism actuates a clutch which brings the cam drum into action. The records are held by three supports, and selection of the next record is made by rotating knife-edge blades. The unit will be supplied in chassis form, and together with a pick-up of Garrard’s own manufacture will cost £10.

The new Garrard record-changer, which will include the maker’s own pick-up.

www.americanradiohistory.com
Valves

H.F. VALVES.

The variable-mu valve seems to have almost entirely superseded the ordinary screen-grid valve. This is only natural as there is no function which the S.G. valve can perform which cannot be better carried out by the variable-mu type.

Of newcomers belonging to this class mention should be made of the Mazda AC/SG.VM, having a slope of 2.2 mA/volt and a generous grid bias of about 45 volts, ensuring a full control of volume from zero to a high maximum. Special care has been taken in so designing the screen feed potentiometer advocated for this valve that the screen voltage rise can not exceed 220 volts above the mean level between -4 and -10 volts bias where cross-modulation might otherwise make its appearance.

The new Mullard variable of variable conductance is styled the VM4 and is very sensitive at low bias voltages.

There are a number of 2-volt battery variable-mu valves now available. In addition to the already familiar 220 V.S.G., which was the first of its type on the British market, the Marconi and Osram V52 (mutual conductance 1.1), the Mazda S.215-V.M. (mutual conductance 1.6) and the Telefunken S.G.2V (mutual conductance 1.7) have now been developed.

The use of D.C. lighting mains will welcome the news that he can now design an H.F. variable-mu amplifier containing valves which will be in no way inferior to the A.C. type. The new Marconi and Osram V5S is an indirectly heated D.C. valve consuming 0.25 amp. at 16 volts, being a counterpart to the latest VMS4 with a slope of 2.4. Owing to certain properties of the screening grid it is advisable to use the same compensated feed arrangement as that already published for the VMS4, but the resistances should have half the normal value.

A simple circuit can be employed with this series of D.C. valves comprising independent automatic grid bias in the cathode lead of each valve as the detector, the grid of a type 250 being used as a detector in straight sets, but interesting as these developments are, they do not call for the manufacture of new valve types. As a power grid detector the new Mullard Osram 504-V is a special A.C. detector valve having a low input impedance.

The record mutual conductance of 12.6 mA/volt is obtained in the Standard Microemesh PAL output valve. This illustration shows the cooling fins and the close-spaced electrodes.

904-V will be of considerable interest, for not only has a new rigid unit constructor been embodied which completely defeats microphone troubles, but also in designing the electrodes the makers have paid special attention to residual capacity, with the result that the input impedance is considerably reduced and damping of the preceding tuned circuit is thereby minimised. The Mullard PMI HL—a valve which has gained considerable popularity as a detector—has been redesigned both mechanically and electrically and is most sensitive at 20 to 50 volts H.T. As a consequence it is extremely economical in anode current.

The Standard Microemesh type HLIH is a new detector for A.C. mains with the remarkable mutual conductance of 8 mA/volt. In this valve and others of the series, close spacing of electrodes has enabled the grid resistance to be reduced to a fine art and in spite of clearances which have hitherto been considered impracticable, the valves stand up to rough usage and a system of cooling fins ensures freedom from grid overheating. The anode-to-grid capacity in the HLIH is only 5 mfd., which is reflected in the input slide as quite a small impedance.

A little modification in wiring made to the well-known detectors already on the market, and the following, which are representative of their class, will be retained for the coming season: The Cosor 41 M/H and 41 MH, Marconi and Osram M/H, Mazda AC/HL and AC2/HL, and Mullard 354 V.

OUTPUT VALVES.

The most striking additions to this class are undoubtedly a series of pentodes, the sensitiveness and muting performance of which will be seen to be of a very high order. Directly heated pentodes for A.C. mains will be conspicuous and a number of well-known sets have been fitted with them in their more ambitious products. The redesigned Marconi and Osram PT4 has a directly heated filament (0.2 volts 1 amp) which is rated for 250 volts on both screen and anode. Its mutual conductance is 85 watts, about 8 per cent. of which can be extracted as undistorted A.C. output. In the Cosors range the PT14 and PT141 are new pentodes of the directly heated type with liberal outputs. The second of these has a dissipation of 12 watts and will feed satisfactorily into the largest type of moving-coil speaker. Other new output valves of interest are the Mazda PT3/250 and the DC2P for A.C. and D.C. mains respectively. The former has a slope of 6.5 and will dissipate 12 watts, while the latter has a heater demand of 0.1 amp. at 35 volts, ensuring extremely economical running.

One of the most outstanding valve exhibits will be the standard Microemesh PAL with the record mutual conductance of 12.6. No less than 11 watts A.C. output can be obtained with 25 volts H.T., while the same result is obtained with 30 volts on the anode, these exceptional characteristics being obtained by small clearances.

MAINS RECTIFYING VALVES.

Little change has taken place in the range available, for the good reason that the standardised types A, B and C developed last season have met with such great demand in receiver design. Both in the directly and indirectly heated types the makers have paid attention to slow heating, thus minimising the effect of high initial voltages on switching and to extended use of the hot cathode mercury vapour rectifier where the total rectification is considered, developing the capabilities of the three ordinary standardised types. A new rectifier is being marketed by Standard Telephones and Cables styled the micromesh RI giving nearly 300 volts D.C. at 60 mA.
Letters to the Editor

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, "The Wireless World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

**Why I Read "The Wireless World."**

SEVERAL of your expert contributors have honoured Mr. Tomes with a reply to his first letter; may I, as an amateur, reply to his second letter?

First, I would like to tell him why I have been a regular reader of *The Wireless World* for three and a half years. In January, 1929, I began to understand crystal sets only. Since then I have passed through all the phases of grid, anode bend, power-grid rectification, low-frequency amplification, D.C. and A.C. mains.

Today with power-grid rectification, push-pull output, and the best m.c. speaker on the market, I obtain a quality of reproduction which those who know say is better than that obtained from any commercial set. In other words, I realise that the object of your paper is to educate and assist the amateur to obtain the best results, and I have been educated.

None of the circuits you have published have been spoiled to save expense, and you have never recommended any but the best components. This is precisely the direction in which Mr. Tomes has failed to realise the purpose of the paper, for he most definitely ignored the value of education.

What exactly, is the extent of Mr. Tomes' wireless knowledge? On his own showing it is the possession of a German, for a child to operate and at a competitive price.

With regard to his statement that half the oscillation is caused by what he calls the "Purist" brigade, he himself knew how to read a circuit diagram. He would also know that, whatever other wireless journals do, you do not sponsor circuits with reaction on the aerial, as Purists would be so foolish as to use one that did.

If Mr. Tomes is content to "stay put" with his expensive set, why does he read "The Wireless World?"


BM (CRYD).

Eirene Broadcasting

The "Outspoken Opinion from Kenya" in your issue of June 22nd, just to hand, must have been read with delight and appreciation by thousands of loyal Britishers throughout the Empire who, like myself, seldom miss an opportunity of filtering in the thin, attenuated, "atmospherickey" bits of music and speech we are able to get [on some evenings] from our homeland per G5SW. As Mr. Mamm says, we do this from sheer sentiment, as there are dozens of other short-wave stations in other countries whose programmes reach us infinitely more intelligibly and pleasantly than G5SW.

For instance, during the whole of our last summer there was hardly a morning that I did not dress and shave to loud-speaker accompaniment of a good steady musical programme either from W3XAL or WSXX, and in the evenings, in spite of sentiment, one soon abandons hope of G5SW and tunes in something more intelligible.

What is the result? One sees in many an English home an American or Dutch receiving set installed, where one knows that, all things being the same, a British-made set would have been given preference. The layman knows little, if anything, about the theory of wireless, or the comparative ability of various nations to manufacture good receiving sets, but is naturally influenced largely by aural demonstrations as to what better results can be received from America, Russia, France, Italy or Holland than from England, and wireless salesman are not slow to work that particular argument for all they are worth.

However, we are all looking forward to the good things promised for somewhere about the end of this year, when I understand from your columns the long-abused Experimental Station is to be become a regular service.

Cape Town.

ANDREW C. FULLER.

B.B.C. and Canned Music.

A BRIEF glance through this week's *Radio Times* has revealed that over nine hours of the time devoted to radio programmes by the B.B.C. are filled up—use an Americanism—with "canned music."

Even the Brighter Sunday movement has been altered to suit the various records made by well-known companies.

Surely this is absolutely unnecessary. Admittedly, it is pleasant to hear a resurrection of such faces as that of Caruso, for instance, and others, but why should we have a record of, say, Peter Dawson, Stiles Allen, or Jack Hylton's Band when the B.B.C. can perfectly well broadcast them and thereby help the ever-burning problem of unemployment?

Are there not countless thousands of first-class musicians eking out a pitiful existence on the street corners of every large town in this country—a number that has not been decreased by the introduction of "talkies." If the B.B.C. are so poor, then they should not waste £500,000 or more on Broadcasting House. A cheaper building would have sufficed.

I make this appeal to you to start some мячote, whereby the folk who are ever working to solve this unemployment problem. Maybe it is only to help a few, but it will be an excellent start.

House of Commons.

THOMAS WOODROFFE.

What the Ear Hears.

The letter by Mr. Hughes in your issue of July 29th, was on the subject of transients, which serves as a reminder that what the listener requires is a simulacrum of the musical image perceived by the occupant of say, the twelfth row of the stalls in a concert hall.

The test of first-class reproduction is thus largely a matter of the recognition of each separate individual instrument in the orchestra. Although paying due attention to frequency and amplitude, we are apt to forget that it is the manner in which the notes of a musical instrument are caused to vibrate that largely determines its character, e.g., the difference caused by bowing a string or plucking it.

Thus, although in discussing the reproduction of transients we very generally think of the clapping of the hands or of cymbals, it is really the "transient commencement" of every note that we need to reproduce most faithfully in order to get the effect of "naturalness" in our homes.

In my own wireless receiver, where I use a diode and one stage of low-frequency R.C. coupling, I have considerably improved reception by increasing the coupling condenser to 0.2 mfd with a corresponding reduction of the grid leak to 100,000 ohms. In this connection one may usefully recall some remarks on low-frequency amplification in the "B.B.C. Handbook for 1929," page 314. In discussing the effect of clipping in relation to transients, it is pointed out that transients will be properly reproduced provided the condenser is made large enough.

South Croydon.

W. A. SADGROVE.

Broadcast Reproduction.

I AM no expert, but the recent discussion in your columns on the frequency range of receiving sets has opened my eyes to the possibilities and limitations of broadcasting and has been of great interest to me. In common, I believe, with many others of your readers I hope to see more of this.

Mr. Tomes hopes for less. For, says he, "If you want quality you must pay for it, not waste time and space in bickering."

This appears to epitomise the whole of Mr. Tomes' argument, and it is perhaps a pity that he should need columns in which to say it.

Mr. Tomes rules out a discussion of frequency range, which is largely a discussion of quality.

"What is quality?" is a question which seems to present no problem to him, and how to achieve it (except by purchase) is no affair of his.

Does he imply that you have only to pay and you will, ipso facto, receive quality? Faith, we know, is admirable in circumstances, and very comforting in the absence of exact knowledge, but it is no true guide in the purchase of a wireless set.

Does Mr. Tomes really believe in always accepting what is offered to him—provided, of course, that he pays a Rolls-Royce price for it?

F. S. AUBYN.


In Mr. Tomes' reply to Messrs. Cross, Turner and myself he informs us that the recent discussion on "Broadcast Reproduction" has not enabled us to progress one iota.

I maintain it has, inasmuch that it has definitely proved that the depreciation of the upper register to 5,000 cycles is absolutely undesirable, although at the present time it is unavoidable except in localities where field strength is high and receivers are designed for the reception of local stations only.

Although speech and music may sound very good at the above "cut off," both sound excellent, in my opinion, when the "top" is extended. I look forward to the time when we can have as much "top" as we require, and for those who don't—well, all they have to do is to fit a "guillotine" in the shape of a tone control and "behead" their reproduction accordingly.

As regards the "Purist" brigade being responsible for the oscillation nuisance, may I point out that a real "Purist" would never dream of fitting a tone control.

In conclusion, I would ask Mr. Tomes if he has yet heard the "Monodial A.C. Super," a product of *The Wireless World* laboratory, and how for range, selectivity and quality under the present conditions is the "goods."

W. M. YOUNG.

Spurhill, Birmingham.
READERS' PROBLEMS.

These columns are reserved for the publication of matter of general interest arising out of problems submitted by our readers. Readers requiring an individual reply to their technical questions by post are referred to “The Wireless World” Information Bureau, of which particulars, with the fee charged, are to be found on page 144.

Apportioning the Volts.

Stating that he intends to derive H.T. supply for a new receiver through a Westinghouse Style H.T.8 rectifier, a querist seems to doubt whether it will be possible to operate his various apparatus with a maximum anode voltage rating—in his case, 200 volts.

The position is that the proposed set is estimated to consume 45 milliamperes, and that a loud speaker field winding of 2,500 ohms resistance will be used for smoothing purposes.

Reference to the output curve which accompanied our review of this rectifier shows that, for a load of 45 milliamperes, the unsmoothed D.C. voltage will amount to practically 315 volts; the loss in the field winding will be 2,500 x 0.045 = 112.5 volts. This leaves 335 - 112.5 = 222.5, or 220 volts, for the receiver itself.

Thus, the type of rectifier in question would appear to be quite suitable for the set; allowing 200 volts for the anode circuit, there will still remain over 20 volts for bias purposes, which will probably be adequate.

We are inclined to think that our correspondent has been working from the smoothed output voltage data as provided by the manufacturers of his rectifier. It should be remembered that this data takes into account the loss in voltage in a smoothing choke; this loss will not arise in the case which we are considering, or, rather, is allowed for by deducting the voltage absorption in the loud speaker field, which, of course, provides the smoothing.

Imperfect H.F. Filtering.

In describing a rather peculiar form of instability to which his short-wave receiver is prone, a correspondent states that the trouble occurs only when he is using headphones; it is entirely absent when a loud speaker is employed.

Here we have almost certain proof that whatever H.F. filter device is included in the detector-anode circuit is ineffective, or at any rate that wandering H.F. currents are present in the output stage.

A short-wave set suffering from this disability is never a pleasant piece of apparatus to handle, and we recommend that the detector filter system should be overhauled and improved. At the same time, it would probably be worth while to add a choke-condenser filter in the output anode circuit.

A bad earth is often a contributory cause of effects such as those under discussion.

Earthed Condensers or Earthed Coils?

It is usual to arrange the components of a capacity-coupled band-pass filter in the manner shown in Fig. 2 (a); the condenser rotors are earthed, and the low-potential ends are connected to the earth line through the coupling condenser C. Practically speaking, there is no alternative to this arrangement when succeeding circuits in the receiver are tuned by the same ganged condenser. In order to apply grid bias to the valve directly associated with the filter, the coupling condenser is shunted by a resistance of 1,000 ohms or so.

Electrically, the arrangement illustrated in Fig. 2 (b) is exactly similar; the coupling condenser C is still common to both tuned circuits, and so acts as a link between them. But the connection of components is reversed; coils are earthed, and condenser rotors are slightly above earth potential. No special precautions are needed here in order to obtain bias, either from a battery or automatically, for the succeeding valve.

In Terms of Frequency.

A reader who expects shortly to be leaving this country for Egypt intends to take with him a short-wave set, mainly for reception of the B.B.C. station 5SW. He sees from our list that this station operates on a wavelength of 25.53 metres, and fears that he will be troubled with interference from the French station Fontoise, of which the wavelength is 25.63 metres, and which he understands is a fairly powerful transmitter.

His fears should be groundless. For the benefit of those who have not turned their attention to short-wave reception, it is worth while to point out that our usual—rather reprehensible—habit of thinking in wavelengths is apt to be misleading when we are concerned with this band. In terms of frequency there is a difference of about 50 kilocycles between the two stations in question—enough to accommodate several other telephone frequency channels.

FOREIGN BROADCAST GUIDE.

LISBON (CT1AA)
(Portofo)

Geographical position: 38° 42’ N; 9° 8’ W
Approximate air line from London: 975 miles.
Wavelength: 282.2 m. Frequency: 1,063 kcs.
Power: 2 kw.
Time: Greenwich Mean Time.

Standard Transmission: 2.30-01.00 B.S.T. (Mon., Wed., Sat.); on short wave (51.25 metres) 23.00-01.00 Thurs., Fri.
Announcer: Man.
Call: Estacao Radio Lisboa.
(On Fridays from B.S.T. 22.00 broadcasts are also carried out on 31.25 m. (9.98 kc.) when announcements are made in Portuguese, Spanish, French and English.)

Closed down with the playing of the Portuguese National Anthem (gramophone record).
HAVE YOU JOINED THE
BETTER RADIO BRIGADE?

We are exhibiting on Stand No. 79 at the National Radio Exhibition at Olympia.

Mullard
THE - MASTER - VALVE


Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
BETTER RADIO for the discriminating listener

G.E.C. Radio offers discriminating listeners better radio at competitive prices—immaculate cabinet work; superlative performance; prices to suit the times. The models, as will be seen from the illustrations, are elegantly designed and finished. From the 18-guinea "GALA" model to the 30-guinea "CARNIVAL" model Radio-Gramophone there is a full selection from which to choose the set you want at the price you wish to pay.

HIRE PURCHASE terms are stated for each model to the value of £5 or over given in this advertisement. Equally attractive terms for other models are also stated in Folder BC512 which gives full particulars of the complete G.E.C. Radio Range. A copy will be sent you POST FREE for coupon at bottom right-hand corner. WRITE FOR A COPY TO-DAY.

BETTER RADIO

RECEIVERS AND

GECoPHONE ALL-ELECTRIC RADIO RECEIVER (For A.C. Mains)
"GALA" Model
Cat. No. BC3335
PRICE
Including OSRAM VALVES and Royalty
18 GNS.
HIRE PURCHASE:
Deposit £2 12s. 6d. and 12 monthly payments of £1 10s. 6d.

GECoPHONE ALL-ELECTRIC RADIO RECEIVER (For A.C. Mains)
"VIKING" Model
Cat. No. BC3340
PRICE
Including OSRAM VALVES and Royalty
23 GNS.
HIRE PURCHASE:
Deposit £2 12s. 6d. and 12 monthly payments of £1 10s. 6d.

GECoPHONE ALL-ELECTRIC RADIO-GRAMOPHONE (For A.C. Mains)
"CARNIVAL" Model
Cat. No. BC3338
PRICE
Including OSRAM VALVES and Royalty
30 GNS.
HIRE PURCHASE:
Deposit £2 12s. 6d. and 12 monthly payments of £1 10s. 6d.

GECoPHONE MAGNETIC LOUD SPEAKER
in Bakelite Cabinet
Cat. No. BC1845
PRICE £2.5
Made in England

Supremacy in Radio


Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
NEW RANGE OF
LOUD SPEAKERS

SUPERB QUALITY
yet competitive in
price

By choosing a GECophone you assure to
yourself the utmost enjoyment from modern
broadcasting. Qualities which have made
GECophone famous — reliability, real en-
gineering construction and simplicity of
operation — are brought up to date to meet
present-day conditions. G.E.C. offers the
best investment in efficient, trouble-free and
economical home entertainment — all the
best broadcasting programmes delightfully
rendered and gramophone reproduction as
you never heard it before.

NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION
See the complete range of G.E.C. Radio
Products on the G.E.C. Stands.

Sold by all
Wireless
Dealers

GECophone PERMA-
NENT MAGNET MOVING
COIL LOUD SPEAKER
Cat. No. BC1825.
PRICE £3.15
Chassis only, Cat. No. BC1820.
PRICE 45/-

GECophone ALL-ELECTRIC
RADIO RECEIVER
for A.C. Mains.
"SUPER-
HETERODYNE"
Model
Cat. No. BC3358.
PRICE
including
OSRAM
VALVES
and
Royalty
26
GNS.
HIRE PURCHASE:
Deposit £2 21. od.
and 12 monthly payments of
£2 2. 6d.

GECophone ALL-ELECTRIC
RADIO RECEIVER
for D.C. Mains.
"NOMAD" Model.
Cat. No. BC345.
PRICE
including
OSRAM
VALVES
and
Royalty
23
GNS.
HIRE PURCHASE:
Deposit £2 21. od.
and 12 monthly payments of
£2 2. 6d.

GECophone ALL-ELECTRIC
RADIO RECEIVER
for A.C. Mains
"CONSOLE" Model
Cat. No. BC3244.
REDUCED PRICE
including
OSRAM
VALVES
and
Royalty
24
GNS.
HIRE PURCHASE:
Deposit £2 21. od.
and 12 monthly payments of
£2 2. 6d.

GECophone PERMA-
NENT MAGNET MOVING
COIL LOUD SPEAKER
Cat. No. BC1825.
PRICE £3.15
Chassis only, Cat. No. BC1820.
PRICE 45/-

GECophone IN-
DUCTORDYNAMIC
LOUD SPEAKER
CHASSIS
(Faraday Inductor Patent)
Cat. No. BC1825.
PRICE £3.10

G.E.C. Radio
Branches and Public Showrooms throughout Great Britain
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**THE OLYMPIC STANDARD OF "FITNESS"**

**ADVERTISEMENTS**

**THE WIRELESS WORLD**

AUGUST 19TH, 1932.

**RADIO Meters**

Prices from £1. 5.

For A.C. and D.C.

Portable and Flush Patterns.

**Anode Feed Units**

Without Resistance

4/3

With Resistance

7/3

 Resistances in holders

4/3

 Resistances without holders

3/3

**Chokes**

Prices from 7/6 to £1. 7. 6

**Eliminators**

Prices from £3. 10. 6 to £11. 11. 0.

**AF Transformers**

(Metal cases)

AF1 Ratio 1/3 25/-

AF4 17/6

AF5 30/-

AF6 1/7 30/-

AF7 1/1. 75 30/-

Ferranti Radio Components have marked each year's progress at Olympia, and have become the very structure of Radio—the standard by which others are judged.

Radio Components have come and gone: names well known in the early years are forgotten, either the products could not progress, or else they could not stand the test of time.

But through ten years of Radio development, the name Ferranti has been pre-eminent for quality, reliability, and soundness of design.

Ferranti Ltd., Head Office & Works: Hollinwood, Lancashire

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
Soundness which is typified from the AF3—still in the identical form in which it was first put on the market 8 years ago—to the M1 speaker, altered and improved with every new discovery of moving coil construction, yet gaining the honour of the first choice in the "Wireless World" Olympia Ballot for the last three consecutive years.

Only the Very Best could have built up the FERRANTI Reputation.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE WIRELESS WORLD
AUGUST 19TH, 1932.

- "Masterly in Conception"
- "Brilliant in Design and Finish"
- "Peerless in Performance"

These are expert opinions of the

LEWCOSS
RECD.
RADIO PRODUCTS

to be seen on
STAND No. 153
AT OLYMPIA

Be Sure to Visit Us,

and see for yourself that it is no vain boast when we say that our Radio Products and Wires are the world's finest—they are the very latest developments, made from the best materials by mastercraftsmen and designers. The fact that Lewcos Components are used by many leading receiver manufacturers and consistently specified by experts of wireless journals for their most successful sets, is abundant evidence of their recognised superiority.

THE LEWCOSS POTENTIOMETER (PRICE only 3/-) is an example of the high quality and outstanding reliability of LEWCOSS PRODUCTS.

A large model illustrating the special features and advantages of this component, will be on view at our stand.

LEWCOSS RADIO PRODUCTS FOR BETTER RECEPTION
THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED, CHURCH ROAD, LEYTONE LONDON, E.10
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IMMEDIATE DELIVERY-CASH-C.O.D. or H.P.

DEMAND A PILOT AUTHOR KIT for your "BABY SUPER"

"it puts you on the Royal Road to Success"

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES OF PILOT AUTHOR'S KITS

• Complete down to the last screw and piece of wire.
• Chosen and first specified by the Technical Editor and actually as used by the Author in each case.
• Officially approved by an established technical authority you can trust implicitly.
• Backed by Peto-Scott with 13 years' Radio experience and a world-wide reputation.
• Enables Author's sets to be duplicated in every respect.
• Panels and Terminal Strips ready drilled to specification.

BUILD WITH A PILOT AUTHOR KIT

• It fits the Diagram! Exact to the published specification.

PETO-SCOTT FOR

EVERYTHING RADIO CASH—C.O.D. or H.P.

the largest Radio - by - Mail House in the World. Send for latest lists.

ORIGINATORS OF CONSTRUCTOR KITS IN 1919.

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD. 77, CITY RD. LONDON, E.C.1

Dear Sirs, Please send me C.O.D./CASH/H.P.

BABY SUPER KIT A/B/C 

for which I enclose 

s. d. CASH/H.P. Deposit.

NAME

ADDRESS

W.W. 1932

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
Just as the uncanny scent of the bloodhound enables it to track its quarry to even the most obscure hiding place, so the sensitive “All-in-One” Radiometer can trace and reveal the cause of any radio trouble.

Valves, batteries, circuits, components—all of them are tested surely and swiftly by this amazing and unique instrument. And it does not require a radio expert to use it. Even the novice becomes a master of any set when he “vets” it with an “All-in-One” Radiometer.

The “All-in-One” Radiometer ensures a new standard of radio performance from any set by the ease with which it tracks trouble. Ask to see it at any radio dealer’s or electrician’s.

If any difficulty write direct to:—
PIFCO Limited, High Street, MANCHESTER.
"When it's a question of a new receiver, whether for A.C. or D.C. or battery, my advice is always the same . . . . I always say 'Choose Pye.'

The more you know about radio, the more you can appreciate Pye's incomparable technique.

One reason is that Pye receivers are designed at Cambridge by some of the greatest engineers in the industry, and built in one of the most up-to-date factories in the country.

And then, of course, Pye have a standard of quality that guarantees perfection . . . . or as near as it is possible to get.

So when my friends ask what receiver they shall buy, I say 'Compare them for yourself, and after comparison, you will surely choose a Pye.'"

In every town there is a Pye Service Agent who will be only too pleased to arrange a home demonstration. Pye Service Agents exhibit the Pye sign.

**PRECISION • RANGE • FIDELITY**

**QUALITY RADIO**
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For the joy of listening

Climb a hillside on a summer evening. Hear the myriad notes of Nature—the song of the lark, the hum of the bee—blended into one glorious symphony of sound. Here, listening is pure joy, because the sounds are natural... unsullied. So, also, is listening to a McMichael receiver. For, of all radio reproduction, that of a McMichael receiver is most natural.

THE McMICHAEL

DUPLEX FOUR

MAINS TRANSPORTABLE

(For Alternating Current only)

Within a handsome Walnut Cabinet of modern design the set is entirely self-contained, so that it is easily transportable and may be operated wherever a suitable mains socket or plug is available, neither aerial nor earth being necessary.

The circuit employed is similar to that of the Duplex Four Battery models, except for the "mains" adaptation.

Indicating on the Duplex Scale, this circuit includes the latest refinements in design, and gives maximum range and selectivity with a minimum of controls.

Contained in the receiver is a Moving Coil Loudspeaker, the reproduction from which is quite exceptional—no less than sheer delight.

 Provision is made for applying a gramophone pickup, and an external additional loudspeaker or speakers.

PRICE 21 GNS. (Including all equipment and Royalties)
Deferred Payments may be arranged.

THE McMICHAEL

DUPLEX FOUR (TYPE S)

A high efficiency four-valve circuit is employed, double gang tuned to indicate on the Duplex Scale. An automatic Grid Bias dispenses with a Grid Bias Battery and automatically adjusts the reproducing valves to maintain unimpaired tonal quality throughout the life of the High Tension Battery. The Duplex Scale is an unique McMichael feature which makes for extreme simplicity and certainty of operation. Calibrated in metres, and mechanically coupled to the waveband switch, a pointer moves to the appropriate scale as waveband switch is operated, giving accurate reading of the actual wavelengths. The Battery is of 120 volts. The Battery compartment is closed by a snap clip Battery lid. The set is contained in a handsome case of dark furniture hide, fitted with ebonite panels and controls, with nickelled panel fittings. For protection an aluminium valve screen is employed.

PRICE 17 GNS. (Including all equipment and Royalties)
Deferred Payments may be arranged.
FOR YOUR

"BABY SUPER"

COLVERDYNE INTERMEDIATES

Maximum efficiency will be obtained by the use of Colverdyne Intermediates.

They are designed to work

IN CONJUNCTION WITH

COLVERN

'K' TYPE COILS

In receivers of outstanding design Colvern Coils are incorporated

... Colvern Screened Coils are accurate and reliable, their inductance being guaranteed to be within 1/2% ... Appearance and finish are beyond reproach.

STAND No. 245

RADIO EXHIBITION

OLYMPIA

19-27th AUGUST.

For the "BABY SUPER"

1 set Baby Super Coils - 30' set
1 Colverdyne, Type 110 - 12'6 ea.
1 Colverdyne, Type DO.110 12'6 
1 Valve Screen, Type VS. - 2'9 

Send for Radio List No. 10.

COLVERN LIMITED, MAWNEYS RD., ROMFORD, ESSEX.
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Radio reproduction with full and natural treble response. Gramophone reproduction with the bass in proper balance, without over-emphasis of treble. You can get them both from the same receiver with the Varley RECTATONE.

This new transformer compensates for high-note losses in the tuning circuits by frequency compensation in the L.F. amplifier. The RECTATONE frequency response curve is straight up to 1000 cycles per second and then rises reaching a maximum at approximately 4500 cycles—the ideal arrangement.

The degree of compensation is controlled by a variable resistance connected externally between two of the transformer terminals. If this resistance is omitted the RECTATONE functions as a normal transformer giving high and even amplification.

RECTATONE is thus the ideal L.F. coupling for sets using a pick-up or for radio-gramophones, since the tone control so valuable on radio, can be switched out on gramophone where it is unnecessary.

**GET THIS FREE BOOKLET**


Please send me, free and post free, the **Book of the RECTATONE**

Date:__

Name:__

Address:__

W.W.I

---

True tone-balance from Radio or Record— with one transformer

Price 15/-


Telephone: Holborn 5303.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
On Stand 69
GRAND HALL, OLYMPIA
a new development in
Moving Coil Reproducers
will be exhibited —

The R&A VICTOR
PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING COIL
REPRODUCER DE-LUXE

The R&A 'VICTOR' is a de-luxe reproducer in every sense of the word. Quite apart from its unique design, its massive construction and its flawless finish, the reproduction of speech and music from the lowest to the highest frequency is a revelation. Moreover, its transformer with 6 ratios permits accurate matching of the speech coil with every type of power valve including pentodes.

If you are interested in quality reproduction we invite you to a demonstration on our Stand No. 69, Olympia. We should like your candid opinion of the 'VICTOR,' and to this end we invite you to state briefly on a sheet of notepaper, your impressions after having inspected it and heard its performance.

We will present a 'VICTOR' in de-luxe Cabinet, or cheque for 5 guineas, at entrant's option, to the writer who sends what, in our opinion, is the most apt, comprehensive and impartial criticism, limited to 100 words, provided the entry form at the foot of this page is attached thereto.

Criticisms must reach us not later than the 5th September, and the result will be published in the "Wireless World" 16th September issue.

The staff and employees of R&A Ltd. and the Company's Advertising Agents are excluded from this invitation.

BRIEF SPECIFICATION

This portion to be attached to your criticism of the "VICTOR."
Post to reach us not later than 5th Sept.

REPRODUCERS & AMPLIFIERS LTD.,
FREDERICK ST., WOLVERHAMPTON.
NOW Instant accuracy in A.C. Readings too—and simplified accuracy for Valve Testing

We Introduce the

UNIVERSAL

AVOMETER

for measuring: A.C. and D.C. Current and also D.C. Resistance

DIRECT READINGS IN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D.C. Amps</th>
<th>A.C. Amps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 millimillampere to 12 amps</td>
<td>10 milliamperes to 12 amps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 - 0.12</td>
<td>0 - 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 - 0.12</td>
<td>0 - 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 - 12</td>
<td>0 - 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.C. Volts</td>
<td>A.C. Volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 millivolt to 1200 volts</td>
<td>1 millivolt to 1200 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 - 120</td>
<td>0 - 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 - 12</td>
<td>0 - 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 - 100</td>
<td>0 - 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 - 50,000 ohms</td>
<td>0 - 50,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 - 10,000</td>
<td>0 - 10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 - 1000</td>
<td>0 - 1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Without external Shunts or Multipliers.

As the increasing use of alternating current calls for A.C. measuring instruments in addition to those required for D.C. testing, we have now introduced a UNIVERSAL AVOMETER which not only covers the thirteen D.C. ranges of the Avometer, but also four ranges of A.C. voltages and three of current, for use on 50 cycles.

This new Avometer gives readings in any of 20 different ranges of D.C. Amps, Volts and Ohms, and A.C. Amps and Volts—without external shunts or multipliers, and without calculations of any kind.

AND...

The AVODAPTER

This new instrument enables all valve circuits to be tested externally and dispenses once and for all of the difficulty of making tests inside the set. It consists of a plug, instantly convertible for four or five pin valves, connected to a valve-testing holder or base. The plug is inserted in the valve-holder of the set and the valve under test is plugged into the Avodapter base. A switch enables anode, screen and grid currents to be measured without change of connections, and filament or heater, screen and anode voltages may be taken simultaneously or separately.

Price, Complete 25'

For those already possessing testing equipment, or wishing to make their own, the Avodapter Patented Convertible Plug can be supplied with a 6-way lead for

If you do not mail Olympia, send for fully descriptive illustrated pamphlets of the Universal Avometer and the Avodapter.

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.
Winder House, Douglas Street, S.W.1
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NEW SUPER-HET GANG

1. A rigid one-piece chassis.
2. Heavy gauge, wide spaced aluminium vanes.
3. Special rotor bearings which ensure permanent accuracy and remarkably free movement.
4. Robust construction throughout.
5. Easily adjustable trimmers to each stage, mounted inside the chassis and operated by external starwheels.
6. A strict system of supervision and testing.

These are some of the points that contribute to the extreme accuracy of these new J.B. Gangs for superhets. Precision has always been a feature of J.B., but in these new Gangs each stage is matched to within \( \frac{1}{2} \) per cent. + half a m.m. + a standard of accuracy that will meet efficiently the requirements of modern superhet circuits with single-dial control.

The general construction follows that of the J.B. NUGANG, with the exception of one section which has vanes specially shaped to ensure accurate tracking of the oscillator.

Supplied fully-screened, as illustrated, with stout pressed aluminium clip-on lid or "semi-screened" without lid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fully-screened</th>
<th>Semi-screened</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-Gang</td>
<td>25/6</td>
<td>23/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Gang</td>
<td>33/-</td>
<td>30/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Capacity .0005.

See them on STAND 204 GALLERY, OLYMPIA

PRECISION INSTRUMENTS

Advertisement of Jackson Bros., 72, St. Thomas' Street, London, S.E.1.
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HEAR RADIO AS YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD IT BEFORE—THROUGH THE NEW BURTON RECEIVERS SPEAKERS AND COMPONENTS

Here is the new Burton SGP. All-Electric Receiver, fitted with four valves including rectifier.

Single dial band pass tuning gives highest standard of selectivity, so essential under present day conditions, without impairing tonal quality.

A power Pentode Valve, tone compensated, giving an output of 2 watts to a B.T.H. Moving Coil Speaker, ensures superb quality of reproduction.

Three controls only, rendering manipulation simplicity itself and extremes of volume obtainable as desired. There are absolutely no exposed "live" parts in this set, which completely eliminates risk of shock.

No Mains Hum. A mains Aerial is provided which enables set to be used without outside Aerial.

Price 16 Guineas.

The Burton Radio-gram


Price 26 Guineas.

SEE US AT STAND NUMBER ONE OLYMPIA

BURTON RADIO PRODUCTS

G. F. & H. BURTON, Progress Works, WALSALL

We are also exhibiting unrivalled values in Battery Operated Sets, Speakers, Components, and ALL-MAINS UNITS. If you cannot visit our Stand at the Radio-Exhibition, send for latest lists.
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TRANSFORMERS

You cannot expect IGRANIC results unless you build on IGRANIC components, and if there is one component more than any other in which you must have unquestioning faith it is the Transformer. In the designing, construction and finishing of IGRANIC Transformers nothing is left to chance—they are built to the highest standards, and only works' efficiency of the highest order enables them to be priced so economically.

IGRANIC "MIDGET" TRANSFORMER
A masterpiece in miniature—it weighs only 6½ ounces, and its size is 2½" x 1½" x 1¾". Primary Inductance over 60 Henries. Beautifully finished in brown bakelite. Ratios: 3:1 and 5:1. Price 10/6

IGRANIC T. 24B. TRANSFORMER

IGRANIC "ACME" TRANSFORMER
The Transformer 'par excellence'—employs the Igranic patented bi-metal core which permits of high current-carrying capacity without loss of inductance. Ratios 3½:1. Price 6½:1. Price 17/6

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
ON TOP AT OLYMPIA

NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION
See the G.E.C. Radio Products on the G.E.C. Stands
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ELECTRIFY
YOUR SET WITH
PERTRIX
TRADE MARK
DRY BATTERIES AND
ACCUMULATORS

They will put new life into your set—new power to get stations that you have never heard clearly before—And they’ll last longer; definitely longer, for they are made by a patent process which provides a recuperative quality unknown to other batteries. ‘Electrify’ your set with Pertrix Power.


SEE THEM AT RADIOLYMPIA STAND NO. 126
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Our Receivers are standardised—standardised to a definite pitch of efficiency which we have set ourselves, believing that efficiency and efficiency alone is the one thing desirable in Radio. Complicated circuits and novelty features are things of no importance when the Receiver is judged on its ultimate performance.

Outside performance, however, presentation has its obvious demand and our Receivers are built into cabinets which convey to the eye that same efficiency which is apparent to the ear.

**JACKSON-BELL DISTRIBUTORS LTD.**

**SPECIFICATION**


**Price**

19 Guineas

Including Marconi Royalties.

H.P. Terms available.

**STAND NO. 11, GROUND FLOOR, OLYMPIA.**
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A Sensational Radio Discovery

PERMANENT-EFFICIENT EVER-DAMP EARTHING

Rejuvenates the heart of your Receiver

More radio troubles come through faulty earthing than from any other single defect of a receiver. Cracking in the loud speaker, oscillation, mains hum, weak volume and poor tone are ALL caused by an inefficient earth. PREVENT these troubles and get the last ounce of power and purity of reception by fitting a FILT—the wonderful new percolative earth—a sensational invention that makes perfect earthing certain.

Wonderful New Percolative Chemical makes even Dry soil permanently conductive

FILT is based on a completely new principle of CHEMICAL earthing. It doesn’t depend on the dampness of your soil or the depth at which you bury it. As soon as it is underground, the wonderful FILT chemical begins to spread and percolate, attracting moisture and making a PERMANENT conductive area for several feet around and below its copper container. It works ANYWHERE, in ANY soil, in ANY climate.

How FILT works and what it does

Imagine dozens of chemical tentacles spreading outwards and downwards through the earth, every tentacle a high conductor of electricity, and every one leading to your earth and through the earth wire to your set. That is what FILT gives you. It means high efficiency earthing—always damp—always active—enabling you to get the very utmost out of your set from one year’s end to the next. It is the most effective earthing system money can buy.

GRAHAM FARISH COMPONENTS FOR HIGH EFFICIENCY

‘Litlos’ Variable Condensers.
In all capacities up to .005, 60 line, straight line capacity and differential. Particularly low loss. Single hole fixing. All capacities and types

‘Ohmite’ Resistances.
Better than wire-wound. All values from 300 ohms to 6 Megohms

‘Megite’ Volume Control.

Graham Farish
FIXED CONDENSERS.
In a complete range of capacities, spring or flat mounting. Registered design No. 733271.
.0005 mfd. to .004 mfd. - 1/6
.005 mfd. to .01 mfd. - 1/6

The ‘GARD’ Lightning Arrester.
A permanent and absolute protection against lightning and static charges. No need to switch off during thunderstorms. Definitively does not interfere with reception

SEE OUR STAND NO. 50 AT THE OLYMPIA RADIO EXHIBITION.

GRAHAM FARISH LTD.
201, Masons Hill, Bromley, Kent.
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ENIRELY
SELF-CONTAINED

Very handsome
one-piece Bakelite
Cabinet

Ample room for Accumu-
lator and Batteries INSIDE
— no battery connections
OUTSIDE

2 Screen-Grid Valves
ONE KNOB ONLY
FOR TUNING

MUSIC MAGNET

A high-class home constructor's kit — all
self-contained — with all the latest improve-
ments in design and construction

ANOTHER "OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET"
SENSATION

The new OSRAM "THIRTY-THREE" MUSIC
MAGNET represents an enormous advance in the design
of home constructors' kits, both in appearance and per-
formance. Its utter simplicity will be apparent from the
illustrations in this advertisement, and the beautiful one-
piece Bakelite cabinet with its handsome lines gives an
atmosphere of quality far above the price of the kit. It is
entirely self-contained, there being no external connections
whatever. Loud speaker, accumulator and dry batteries
are all accommodated
neatly inside — no uns-
sightly accessories are
needed outside.

You can learn all about
this amazing kit by sending
for POST FREE Con-
structor's Instruction Chart
— a most informative bro-
chure which can be studied
at your leisure.

PRICE

9
GNS.

Including cabinet, built-in
loud speaker and OSRAM
valves.

HIRE PURCHASE

Deposit £1 and 12 monthly
payments of 15/-
Dimensions : 18½ ins. high,
15¼ ins. wide, 10¼ ins. deep.

Notice the utter simplicity of assembly and compartment
for batteries and accumulator.
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You get the Highest Standard of
OSRAM "MUSIC MAGNET"
Performance in this Set

The OSRAM "THIRTY-THREE" MUSIC MAGNET is the latest model of the popular "OSRAM Music Magnet" series. A special feature of the circuit design is the inclusion of TWO OSRAM high-conductance metallised Screen-Grid Valves, which means that it will give a performance equal to a great many 4-valve sets on the market—sensitive and selective—powerful and pure reproduction.

A wide range of stations can be tuned in with the greatest ease at good loud speaker strength, and the specially-designed built-in loud speaker gives the highest quality reproduction. Tuning is effected with one knob only.

The OSRAM "THIRTY-THREE" MUSIC MAGNET is the embodiment of all that the home constructor needs most: it is easy to assemble, extremely handsome in appearance, ENTIRELY SELF-CONTAINED, simple to operate and phenomenally low in price.

WRITE for OSRAM "THIRTY-THREE" MUSIC MAGNET Constructor's Instruction Chart, which will be sent you POST FREE. FILL IN THE COUPON BELOW. This chart gives simple and clear instructions how to wire the various parts together, and it is crammed full of useful hints and tips as to the operation of the set. Send for your copy TO-DAY.

STEP FROM CHART TO SET

Branches and Public Showrooms throughout Great Britain.
**THE SENSATION OF OLYMPIA**

Go straight to Stand No. 108 and see these great W.B. achievements

**"MANSFIELD"**

[P.M.5] at 27/6 complete with transformer. Fits any W.B. cabinet. Revolutionary value which brings moving-coil reproduction within the reach of everyone

AND THE NEW

**IMPROVED P.M.4**

at 42'-

These guaranteed speakers give true moving-coil reproduction from any 2-valve or multi-valve set.

**PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING COIL SPEAKERS**

Write for the new lists FREE of the whole range of W.B. Moving - Coil Speakers, P.M. and Energised, with their attractive cabinets. Also the new W.B. valveholders and new W.B. switches.

Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd., Nottingham Road, Mansfield, Notts.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
NEW WATMEL 50,000 ohms
SQUARE LAW TAPERED RESISTANCE. TYPE 2

This resistance is specially wound on a tapered former which gives a perfect square-law reading. This is the first resistance of its kind.

1. Polished Pointer Knob.
2. Engraved Bakelite front plate.
3. Wire wound former.
   N.B. The resistance is wire, not compound with wire contacts, and is spottily wound on a tapered former.
4. Insulating bush to insulate spindle from panel.
5. Contact finger. Phosphor Bronze.
6. One-hole fixing-brass bearing bush resulting in perfect gearing.
8. Back self-cleaning contact.
9. Large contact plate.
10. Stops at end of wiring.

Any resistance up to 50,000 ohms, standard wiring 5/6
Square Law 6/6

Every part is made from the finest materials.

NEW WATMEL 1932-33 VARIABLE RESISTANCE. TYPE 3

This new All-British resistance embodies many new and novel features which guarantee a higher degree of efficiency and a far steadier performance than resistances constructed on old and obsolete principles.

Advantages—
1. The extremely firm and even contact with the element. This is obtained by a new patented clamping cone which directly it is screwed down forces the external ring against the wire band. The pressure is so great that perfect all-round contact is made with the element which will not vary under any circumstances.
2. Self-cleaning wiping contacts. This ensures perfectly clean contact always.
3. Non-Inductive.
4. Silent in operation.

We recommend this resistance (Type 3) where wire-wound potentiometers are not required. Patents for this new resistance have been applied for.
NOW ... from the LYONS Laboratories 

A 100% BRITISH-MADE RESISTANCE WITH ALL THE QUALITIES YOU DEMAND!

NOVEMBER 19TH, 1932.

OUR "B.A.T." TRADE MARK IS ALL THAT THE SLOGAN IMPLIES: "BEST-AFTER-TEST"

1-Watt - 10½d.
2-Watts - 1/9
3-Watts - 2/9
5-Watts - 4/0

"OHMS' LAW WITHOUT TEARS." Our new booklet for your home and post office of the "B.A.T." contains fully worked examples of calculation and construction and "S.A.R." with all the manual of Ohms, Terms, Apparatus and Watt Calculations. This Edition is Unlined.

CLAUSE LYONS LTD.
76, Oldhall St., Liverpool. 40, Buckingham Gate, S.W.1.

VISIT STAND 23

BRING IN THE WORLD
At Full Loud-speaker Volume!

The Kliodyne 4 is the voice of the world, it receives stations from every Continent, and operates at loud-speaker volume. It opens up a vast new field of interest to the wireless fan.

Tunes down to 12 metres and is adaptable up to 2,000 metres, incorporates S.G.H.F. amplification, absolutely no hand capacity, perfectly smooth reaction, one dial tuning, has been designed by short-wave specialists and praised by leading short-wave critics. It is supplied complete ready for any home constructor to assemble easily or the individual components are obtainable separately.

Total cost of all parts, with blueprints, leads, grid battery, coils for 12.5/85 metres, not including valves, £6 17s. 6d.

Full constructional details with diagrams are contained in the new Eddystone Short Wave Manual. This manual also contains constructional articles for other S.W. Receivers, Adaptors and Converters, and several interesting S.W. articles.

Sole Manufacturer:
STRATTON & CO., LTD.
BROMSGROVE STREET.
BIRMINGHAM.

London Service Depot:
WEBB'S RADIO STORES
164 Charing Cross Road, W.C.2
Telephone: Temple, 2366.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
TRUE TONE CONTROL AT LAST

THE MULTITONE ELECTRIC COMPANY HAS SOLVED THE
PROBLEM OF DESIGNING A LOW FREQUENCY INTERVALVE
TRANSFORMER WITH VARIABLE SELECTIVE TONE AMPLI-
FICATION, CONTROLLABLE BY A POTENTIOMETER.

In addition to the standard Multitone
4/1 model, we have also produced two
other models for special uses. The
curves of all three are shewn below.

4/1 model. This Tone Control Transformer is eminently suitable for radiograms
because it gives the best possible performance under widely varying conditions.
This Transformer is recommended for all general use.

SEELEIGHT TONE AMPLIFICATION

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES/SEC

SELECTIVE TONE AMPLIFICATION

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES/SEC

3.5/1 model. In radio sets and radiograms which aim at a definite
6 kc. audio-frequency band, this model gives True Tone Control
over a wide range.

3/1 model. In radio apparatus which aims at the highest quality
reproduction, it is desirable to control the response right up to a
cut-off just below the heterodyne beat frequency between adjacent
carriers. This aim, with the same principle of Tone Control, is
realised in this model.

MULTITONE

TONE CONTROL L.F. TRANSFORMER

MULTITONE ELECTRIC CO., LTD., 95-98, WHITE LION STREET, LONDON, N.1

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
DIMMER INTRODUCE A DRY ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER WITH 6 STAR FEATURES

In the new Dubilier Dry Electrolytic Condenser you have a component of outstanding features. Read for yourself of its six great advantages... and think how completely this Dubilier Electrolytic Condenser fills your every demand in this type of condenser. Then remember... it is made by Dubilier. And that means that it is as efficient as the finest craftsmanship in the industry can make it. It has already been adopted as a standard by leading set makers.

CONSTRUCTION.
★ The condenser consists of a positive and a negative electrode with a separator impregnated with the electrolyte. The whole is mounted inside a sealed aluminum container fitted with a moulded terminal insulator.

VOLTAGE RATING.
★ The maximum peak voltage (D.C. and A.C. peak) on these condensers should not exceed 450 volts. The actual A.C. ripple voltage impressed may be as high as 70 volts r.m.s.

OVERLOADS.
★ If Dubilier Electrolytic Condensers are subjected to a transient overvoltage, they reform on restoration of normal voltage. A permanent overload, of course, will destroy the condenser.

LEAKAGE.
★ The D.C. leakage current of these condensers is very low. It drops quickly to a fraction of a milliampere after a short period on load. The recovery after a period of rest is also very rapid.

POWER FACTOR.
★ The power factor of these condensers is about 8% which is less than half that of the aqueous types.

TEMPERATURE RANGE.
★ The electrolyte in these condensers contains no free water, and since it is not liquid there can be no splashing or creeping of electrolyte from them. It will not freeze and the condensers are undamaged by exposure to any extremes of cold.

If it is a Darwin COBALT STEEL PERMANENT MAGNET

You can rest content that you are purchasing a speaker of the highest class. The efforts of our research department have been so successful that DARWIN Magnets have established a definite superiority for Tonal Reproduction, Sensitivity and Long Life. A fact which speaks for itself, is that one out of every two speakers on the market is fitted with a DARWIN Magnet!

OLYMPIA Stand No. 70
ASK YOUR DEALER — IS IT A “DARWIN”?

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
DOMINION
RECEIVERS

ALL-STEEL CHASSIS
and
MOVING COIL SPEAKERS

Steel for accuracy . . . steel for rigidity . . . steel for reliability

The life and reliability of a building depend to a very great extent on the foundations. The same applies to a Radio Receiver—that is why we are employing a Steel Chassis in our 1933 models—Steel for Reliability.

A highly efficient Moving Coil Speaker is built into each cabinet, so that perfect QUALITY of reception is assured. Every component is subjected to exhaustive tests before being incorporated in the Receiver. Every Receiver complete with its respective B.R.V.M.A. valves is aerially tested before it is allowed to leave our works.

The cabinets are manufactured from the finest selected timber, and of attractive and modern design. In the case of the Battery models, provision has been made in the cabinet to accommodate all batteries. The 1933 Models can therefore be relied upon for Quality and Reliability in both reception and construction.

Brownie Wireless Co. (G.B.) Ltd., Nelson St. Works, Mornington Crescent, W. 1

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
The new Formo catalogue illustrates many unique components in up-to-date construction, all moderately priced. Get your copy to-day.

Olympia Stand 100

With the new Multicoupler transformer, Formo again leads the way in better performance and revolutionary improvements.

Set construction is simplified by the introduction of a double electrostatic and electromagnetic screen, which permits the Multicoupler to be placed close to an unscreened mains transformer or in the vicinity of H.F. fields without fear of high frequency interference.

The special nickel alloy core is so designed that the primary inductance is not diminished by its economical arrangement. The Multicoupler also incorporates alternative feed resistances and a coupling condenser. With its eight terminals, which provide a wide combination of connections, the Multicoupler is a very useful component at a useful price.

A smooth constant H.T. supply is always ensured by the "M-L" Anode Converter, which merely requires connecting to a 6 or 12 volt L.T. Battery. Very simple, generates pure D.C. and takes only very modest current from L.T. Battery or lighting plant. Silent in operation. Models to suit all Short and Long Wave Receivers.

A smooth constant H.T. supply is always ensured by the "M-L" Anode Converter, which merely requires connecting to a 6 or 12 volt L.T. Battery. Very simple, generates pure D.C. and takes only very modest current from L.T. Battery or lighting plant. Silent in operation. Models to suit all Short and Long Wave Receivers.

A smooth constant H.T. supply is always ensured by the "M-L" Anode Converter, which merely requires connecting to a 6 or 12 volt L.T. Battery. Very simple, generates pure D.C. and takes only very modest current from L.T. Battery or lighting plant. Silent in operation. Models to suit all Short and Long Wave Receivers.

A smooth constant H.T. supply is always ensured by the "M-L" Anode Converter, which merely requires connecting to a 6 or 12 volt L.T. Battery. Very simple, generates pure D.C. and takes only very modest current from L.T. Battery or lighting plant. Silent in operation. Models to suit all Short and Long Wave Receivers.

A smooth constant H.T. supply is always ensured by the "M-L" Anode Converter, which merely requires connecting to a 6 or 12 volt L.T. Battery. Very simple, generates pure D.C. and takes only very modest current from L.T. Battery or lighting plant. Silent in operation. Models to suit all Short and Long Wave Receivers.
This de Luxe model is undoubtedly the "last word" in Battery Operated Receivers—in appearance and in performance it is identical with expensive modern all mains sets. The radio side is exactly the same as our A.C. model, which incorporates Band Pass Tuning and has been so successfully designed by our Engineers that it is now possible and economical to work a set of this class from dry batteries.

It incorporates a Permanent Magnet Moving Coil Speaker and the H.T. consumption is only 9 M.A. This set constitutes one of the greatest advances in Radio construction and is a tribute to the skill of our Engineers.

H.P. TERMS
Price complete with Exide and Drydex Batteries, ready for immediate use, is 14 Gns. (including Royalty £1), or £1 7s. 9d. deposit and 11 monthly payments of £1 7s. 9d.

Lotus Designers First In The Field Again

Send NOW for Folder (free) giving full details of the Set. If you also require your copy of the Booklet, "Choosing a Wireless Set," enclose 3d. in stamps.

Lotus Radio Ltd., Mill Lane, Liverpool

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
SONOCHORDE

the Speaker with the
Permanently Aligned
Speech Coil

Be sure to visit Stand 262 to see
and hear the new Sonochorde range of moving coil speaker units. Sonochorde employs the
new concentric disc method of
suspension which ensures per-
manent alignment of the speech
coil—a greater overall frequency
response and added sensitivity.

Note the attractive prices, all of
which include a universal
transformer suited to either
pentode or power output valves.

Sonochorde speakers are also
available in dual matched pairs.

STAND No. 262
OLYMPIA

Permanent Magnet
Model ... 32/6
complete
Mains Emergised
Models ... 25/-
complete
6500 ohms.
Dual Matched P.M.
Units ... 65/-
The pair
Dual Matched
Mains Emergised
Units ... 50/-
The pair

SONOCHORDE
BROADCAST
CONCERT

Be sure to listen to the
Sonochorde Broadcast
Concert transmitted from
Radio Normandie 223
metres on Sunday next
August 21st, 12 mid-
night to 12.30 a.m.

SONOCHORDE
REPRODUCERS
1, WILLESDEN LANE, LONDON, N.W.6.

Phone: Maida Vale 6005 (5 lines).

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
WESTINGHOUSE AT OLYMPIA

RADIO EXHIBITION

AUGUST 19TH—27TH

VISIT STAND 89 AND SEE THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN

WESTINGHOUSE METAL RECTIFIERS
—the rectifiers of to-day and to-morrow

YEAR by year the Radio Exhibitions show the advances made in the Wireless Industry. This year marks another step forward and on STAND 89 will be shown the Westinghouse contribution to the march of progress. Do not miss this exhibit. The complete range of Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers will be on view—a range covering eliminator, receiver and battery charging needs—and there will be a demonstration of moving-coil loud speakers, the pot magnets of which are fed from the A.C. mains by means of a Westinghouse Metal Rectifier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H.T.</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>D.C. OUTPUT</th>
<th>Volts</th>
<th>mA.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H.T.5</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12/6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.T.6</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.T.7</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>17/6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.T.8</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>18/6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.T.9</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>21/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.T.10</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>21/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.T.11</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>35/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>400</td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L.T.</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>D.C. OUTPUT</th>
<th>Volts</th>
<th>Amps.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L.T.1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>10/6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.T.2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>11/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.T.4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>13/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.T.5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>15/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.T.6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>30/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>39/6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>47/6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBY SIGNAL CO., LTD., 82, YORK ROAD, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.1
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**DUBILIER**

**OFFER YOU**

**CONDENSERS OF GREATER FACTOR**

**OF SAFETY AT LESS COST**

Now there is no excuse for taking risks in choosing Condensers. Dubilier have brought condenser dependability within the reach of everyone. Now, at prices comparable with those you have hitherto paid for condensers of questionable quality, you can buy Dubilier Condensers and know, when your Set fails you, that it is not a condenser at fault.

This Dubilier range meets every constructor's demands. It includes the condensers you need at 'the prices you want to pay.

---

**WEARITE COMPONENTS**

**The WEARITE I.F. TRANSFORMER**

ONLY when the best goes into a set can the best come out of it—that is why the designer of the "Baby-Super" went to Wearite for those vitally important components—the intermediate frequency transformers. With a reputation second-to-none in the design and construction of coils, Wearite guarantee every coil supplied to conform in every particular to the specification laid down by the author of the set. You will need two of these transformers and the following Wearite parts for your "Baby-Super."

**PRICE 12/6 each**

(Guaranteed to Author's Specification)

YOU WILL ALSO NEED THE FOLLOWING:

Wearite Combined Volume Control (15,000 ohms) Q.V.C. and Mains Switch G40

PRICE 6/6

Wearite Mains Switch G40

PRICE 1/6

5 Wearite 5-pin Valve Holders

PRICE 1/3 each

and range of new Wearite D.R. Resistances—values as specification.

---

**WEARITE COMPONENTS**

WRIGHT & WEARE, LTD., 740, High Road, Tottenham, N.17

PHONE: Tottenham 3877-8-9

SEE THE "BABY-SUPER" ON THE WEARITE STAND 82 at OLYMPIA

Together with the complete range of Wearite components—each and all built with the constructors need always in view.

Write now for applicable leaflet, or for details of any component you are needing. Remember, too, Wearite solve your technical problems free—address to "Information Department."

---
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LATEST PHASES in MODERN RADIO

To the practical minded experimenter and the highly critical listener, R.I. once again present a programme of still Better Radio in components and sets that, to-day, are greatest in their real utility, reliability and value. They set the standard of future practice and so retain a lead which, for over 10 years, R.I. have never failed to hold.

Ask for your copy of the new R.I. Catalogue—free from your dealer or us.

"PARAFEED" COUPLING UNIT

The whole original "Parafeed" system now completely installed within a bakelite case, with provision for earthing.

The "Parafeed" Transformer included in the coupling unit gives radio changes of 1:2, 1:3, 1:4. The resistance capacity unit is completely isolated from the transformer and eight terminals are bisected on base, four each side so that the transformer and resistances, although encased, can be connected in two different ways by following diagrams used with each unit.

The facilities provided for changing the ratio of coupling to suit any conditions. The adjustment in this feature is an absolute necessity. The internal resistances and transformer have values as originally recommended for the "Parafeed" system.

The unit is also efficient for:
1. Utilising the "Parafeed" as a Gramophone Pick-up input transformer.
2. Choke feed connection to the "Parafeed".
3. Push-pull input in a novel method employing one additional "Parafeed" only.

Get the fully descriptive brochure which shows ten alternative methods of connecting the unit. The "Parafeed" Transformer is incorporated in the "Antinodal" Short Wave Amplifier Unit. For the "Parafeed" system. It bridges dead zeros and always provides quite SMOOTH reaction to produce oscillation at all tuning positions.

THE NEW 6 VALVE A.C. MAINS SUPER-HETERODYNE SET

For the "Parafeed" system. For the "Parafeed" Transformer is incorporated in the "Antinodal" Short Wave Amplifier Unit. It bridges dead zeros and always provides quite SMOOTH reaction to produce oscillation at all tuning positions.

THE NEW "MADRIGAL" 3 VALVE A.C. MAINS RECEIVER

Exactly covers the changes in Broadcast Radio and Developments in Electric Mains Supply. An absolutely reliable receiver that may be safely recommended by the man who knows. Brilliantly designed circuit ensuring perfect reproduction, and full volume on the widest range of stations. Robust chassis and valves for serviceability. Handsome, figured walnut case. Simple controls. Moving coil P.M. type loud speaker. Gramophone pick-up provision. No external aerial necessary for local stations. Illuminated scale calibrated in wavelengths.
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QUALITY is the MoToR POLICY

SUPERIOR performance and a high quality that will make you and your friends gasp with admiration—that is what MoToR has aimed at—and achieved, in the richness of tone, naturalness of speech, and unusual sensitivity of the MoToR Minor Moving Coil speaker.

Make quality your policy, too—pay a visit to our demonstration showrooms opposite Olympia and hear this and the full range of MoToR speakers under real working conditions.

Then you will realise that you don't need a new set—you just need a MoToR Minor.

Demonstration Showrooms:
67, HAMMERSMITH ROAD, W.14
OPPOSITE EMPIRE HALL

TEKADE RADIO AND ELECTRIC LTD.
147, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1. Phone: Clerk 2486

Stop..look..listen..at Radiolympia

This is British Radio's most spectacular show—don't miss it whatever you do! If you want to know anything about your Radio, or the Radio you hope will be yours, all your queries can be answered at Radiolympia by the experts who will show you all Radio's latest developments. Everyone who realises the important part played by Radio in modern life should visit Radiolympia's most modern show. Listeners and constructors alike can find a thousand things to interest them. See you all at Radiolympia!

COME TO RADIOLYMPIA
WHERE BRITISH IS BEST!

AUGUST 19-27
ADMISSION 1/6 DANCING FREE
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It is impossible to buy any completely manufactured set (at or about the same price) which can give anything like the performance of these.

The Quality of reproduction is superb.

Ask for a Chart, and see the made-up Sets at OLYMPIA Stand 78

FERRANTI

BAND-PASS RECEIVERS

These Receivers have selectivity high enough to receive most of the worth-while Radio Transmissions available, maintaining at the same time HIGH QUALITY REPRODUCTION.

This result is largely due to our supplying the coils and tuning condensers adjusted together with great accuracy (plus or minus .00000125 mf. at minimum and plus or minus .00000075 mf. at maximum capacity) and having complete control of most of the vital parts on which success depends. Complete Kits or separate parts may be purchased and may be obtained immediately.

ALL FERRANTI COMPONENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM STOCK

FERRANTI LTD, Constructors Section, HOLLINWOOD, LANCASHIRE
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"WEGO, OF COURSE"

...and by the careful selection of components we have reduced the cost of production testing to an absolute minimum.

"Eh?... condensers?... Why WEGO, of course!"

IMPORTANT manufacturers throughout the world are fitting WEGO Condensers to their production models, because exhaustive tests have shown them to be completely reliable and to conform to specification with an almost uncanny accuracy.

These manufacturers have unlimited facilities for testing components and stringent tests for searching out defects. Follow their lead and always specify WEGO.

THE MANUWARES COMPANY ANNOUNCE ANOTHER NOTABLE ACHIEVEMENT IN THEIR GRAFTON RADIOPHONES

Transportable Instruments. Unsurpassed in compactness and construction with exquisite tone and faultless components.


The felt and cork lined cabinet adds to the natural beauty of the moving coil speaker reproduction. It is fitted with electrically driven turntable and every component is of the best quality obtainable.

23 GNS. Oak, Mahogany or 24 GNS. Walnut.

The GRAFTON TABLE-GRAND RADIOPHONIC.

VISIT STANDS Nos. 183 and 31 OLYMPIA WHERE THESE INSTRUMENTS ARE DISPLAYED.


Illuminated tuning scales calibrated in wavelengths. The three centralised controls are in the most accessible position. Provision is made for gramophone pick-up attachment.

16 GNS. Oak, Mahogany, or Walnut.

GRAFTON RADIOPHONES are built to the highest standard of quality.

The MANUWARES Company, 79, LOTS ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.10.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
A splendid contribution to superheterodyne circuits is provided by the latest

Polar Star Superheterodyne Three Gang Condenser

Why Polar only was specified for the "Baby Super"

1. Cadmium plated steel frames.
2. Trimmers operated from top.
3. Accurate spacing of vanes.
4. Matched within 1/8 of 1%, plus or minus 1 mmfd.

27/6
Two Sections .0005 with one Tracking Section.
Disc Drive - - 5/-

Stand 129 Olympia

One of many features:
Accurate spacing of vanes by precision machine assembly.

Polar Condensers

New 36-page catalogue "W.S." free.

Continental Representatives:

France: W. A. Swift, 6, Rue Degussey, Paris XI
Holland: Firma R. G. Smith, Kettennaeghe, 190, Amsterdam C.
Belgium: M. M. de la Sautel & Stiehnh, S.A., 19, Rue de Japan-Uhle, Bruxelles.


Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.

Polar Works, Old Swan, Liverpool.
Which is the better plug?

New "Bowspring" Wander plug

Some wander plugs grip a limited range of sockets strongly. Others adapt themselves to a wide range of sockets, but make such light contact that they easily come adrift.

The curves above record the performance of two wander plugs—(1) a typical split pin type and (2) the new Belling-Lee "Bowspring."

Starting from a small socket, each plug has been pulled out and pushed into progressively larger sockets until no contact is made. The curves show the force in ounces needed to pull each plug from the various sockets.

A glance will show which is the better plug. The "Bowspring" gives strong pressure over a far wider range of diameters than any plug we have so far tested.

BELLING-LEE FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

Advt. of Belling & Lee Ltd., Cambridge Arterial Rd., Enfield, Mdx.
ROLA DUAL BALANCED PAIRS

Rola Dual Balanced Speakers have been supplied for a number of months to various Radio Manufacturers. These speakers are so constructed as to secure a degree of tonal fidelity which no single speaker can possess. The internal frequencies and resonant points balance out, resulting in almost perfect reproduction over the whole harmonic scale.

These pairs consist of two F6 (7'1 in. Cone) Mains Energised Speakers at £3 10s. Od. the pair, or one F6 (7'1 in. Cone) and one F7 (9 in. Cone) Mains Energised Speakers at £4 5s. Od. the pair, or a balanced pair of Permanent Magnet Speakers (7'1 in. Cone) at £5 2s. 6d. All pairs are complete with multi ratio Input Transformer suitable for triode, or pentode valve.

MODEL FP 2500

35/-

and Specified by the Wireless World for their "SET OF THE SEASON"

"BABY SUPER"

The Wireless World's expert designers know that ultimately the performance of the best of sets must depend upon its loud speaker. They chose Rola for the Wireless World Baby Super because it affords that brilliance of tone and fidelity of reproduction which only the finest Moving Coil Speakers can provide. A Rola speaker in your set will ensure a degree of acoustical accuracy which has never yet been approached. Select a suitable model from Rola's extensive range... the latest addition is illustrated herewith.

Rola Speakers are the outcome of 9 years acoustical research.

Made in Europe's most modern moving coil speaker factory.

More copied in appearance but not in performance than any other speaker in the history of radio.

Fitted as standard by the large majority of British Manufacturers.

The World's Finest Reproducers.

Over 1½ Million in Use.

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
Here's Proof of B.S.R. Performance—

J. B. POSTLE, M.W.R.A.

Red Lion Street

AVISHAM

Electrical Radio Engineer

June 15th, 1932.

Dear Sirs,

It is with very great satisfaction I write you regarding your 50 Watt Power Amplifier. This is a very sound job, and I am delighted with the output. The reproduction is wonderfully natural, the power beyond realization. We had over 500 people dancing, and we received a great applause.

Yours faithfully,

D.S.

You are quite at liberty to use this letter to let my fellow traders know that I have found something good.

Old Hill, Staffs.

The 50 Watt Amplifier

Designed by, and manufactured under the personal supervision of Mr. D. McDonald, B.Sc. (Hons.), Assoc. I.R.E., the originator of Screened Grid Low Frequency Amplification.

Specification includes enamelled steel chassis, Screened Grid L.F. Amplification, Resistance Capacity Coupling, and 2 PP5/400 Power Valves. A 3-ratio Output Transformer is incorporated, also volume control. Two input tappings are provided for Radio and Gram. Pickup, and three tappings for operation on mains of from 190/210, 210/230 and 230/250 v. 50 cycles. Plugs for supplying H.T. and L.T. A.C. to radio chassis are also incorporated.

Dimensions : 10 ins. by 16 ins. by 9 ins.

Write for Particulars.

BRITISH GENERAL MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.

Brockley Works, London, S.E.4

DO NOT MISS the

1933 range of KABILOK CABINETS

on STAND 101

Ground Floor, OLYMPIA

British General Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

BIRMINGHAM SOUND REPRODUCERS

CLAREMONT WORKS, OLD HILL, STAFFS.
SPECIAL FEATURES

1. Heavy Magnet forged from highest grade magnet steel.
2. Powerful and permanent energy.
3. Magnetic energy in air gap is exceptionally high—1,320,000 ergs.
4. Pole pieces cadmium plated to prevent rusting.
5. Milam side plates are fitted to the Magnet to exclude dust and magnetic particles from being attracted into the air gap.

PRICE 59½.

There are many moving coil speakers but only one Blue Spot 99 P.M.—and it is absolutely and completely unique.

No misleading figures as to flux density are given since these do not give a true indication of the quality of the magnet. An inferior magnet will give a very high flux density in a small air gap.

The magnetic energy in the air gap of Blue Spot 99 P.M. is of the exceptionally high order of 1,320,000 ergs. 99 P.M. is a speaker of the highest quality from every point of view.

THE BRITISH BLUE SPOT COMPANY LTD
BLUE SPOT HOUSE, 94-96 ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON E.C.2
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“It is all that You say”

High Tension Current will cost you practically nothing if you use the Milnes H.T. Supply Unit. The Unit is definitely better than mains supply. It gives a dead silent background, and will operate the largest set. For constant voltage, steady current and long life it cannot be surpassed. Its action is entirely automatic, for the Unit is charged from the L.T. accumulator when the set is not in use, with comparatively no increase in your L.T. consumption. It is impossible to damage the Milnes Unit, or waste L.T. Current by overcharging, and the Unit requires very little attention. Write to-day for full details.

PRICES IN U.K.
90 Volt £2-18-0
120 Volt £3-16-0
150 Volt £4-14-0

MILNES H.T.SUPPLY UNIT
SUPPLIES HIGH TENSION CURRENT FROM YOUR LOW TENSION ACCUMULATOR practically for Nothing.

MILNES RADIO COMPANY
Aire Works, Cottingley Bridge, Bingley, Yorks.

See the CHALLIS TRANSFORMERS
at
RADIO EXHIBITION
OLYMPIA

Specified AND INCLUDED in the Wireless World “MONODIAL A.C. SUPER”

CHALLIS TRANSFORMERS
PARK RD., RUGBY

PRICE 37/6 EACH

Send for a list of Transformers and Chokes for the New Rectifiers

RED 50-250 250mA BLACK C.T.
THIN RED 300-400 150mA BLACK C.T.
YELLOW 500-600 BLACK C.T.
BLUE 1,000-1,500 BLACK C.T.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
See the "TRANSFEEDA" at STAND 40

PRAISE INDEED!

"Even if anything better could be accomplished we could not as yet make use of it."

This is what "Popular Wireless" has to say after testing out the BENJAMIN TRANSFEEDA—the original resistance fed transformer that is creating such a stir amongst set Designers and Constructors. The BENJAMIN TRANSFEEDA has revolutionised L.F. amplification practice. Fit a Transfeeda in place of any transformer and you will be delighted with the full, round, distortionless volume you will get from your receiver for the modest outlay of 11/6. If you can't get near STAND 40 at the Exhibition let us send you List 1292, which describes the Transfeeda fully and gives diagrams and circuits on how to use it.
New!

Announcing two entirely new electric gramophone motors of novel design.

'Truspeed'

For 50 cycle A.C. supplies, 100-250 volts.
One of the latest products of B.T.H. research embodies a unique and patented design.
Speed is electrically controlled and cannot vary with the heaviest recording.
Automatic stop operates instantly and is adjustable for any make of tone arm.
Current consumption is almost negligible - being only 6 to 8 watts.
Beautifully finished in florentine bronze with mounting plate and 12" plush-covered turn-table.
Price - £2 9 6

'Universal'

For A.C. or D.C. supplies, 100-250 volts.
A heavy duty motor of exceptionally robust construction designed for continuous hard work.
The driving unit is of ample dimensions, its armature rotating at turn-table speed.
The correct speed is always maintained by means of a perfectly balanced governor.
Equipped with a 12" plush-covered turn-table, mounting plate and automatic stop, there is no doubt that this machine is far in advance of any universal motor yet produced.
Price - £5 10 0

In addition to the "Truspeed" and "Universal," the three models which have proved so successful during the present season are now offered at considerably reduced prices.

See all the models at

STAND 119

RADIO奥林匹A
AUGUST 19-27

The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,
Head Office and Works .... RUGBY

Your L.T. A accumulator
NOW the source of ALL POWER

Here is good news for Battery set users!

Electro Dynamic (of Rotary Converter fame) has produced an Anode Converter that provides a constant, high capacity H.T. current, sufficient for a super power valve and moving coil speaker. Your present 2 volt L.T. accumulator is all that is required to give you the convenience and improved reception that only a mains set has, so far, provided.

Absolutely silent, free from interference and housed in a box that can be fitted in place of an H.T. dry battery, this wonderful little converter is a triumph of efficiency that banishes the bugbear of dry batteries for ever. Nothing to go wrong, fully guaranteed and supplied with a variable tapping giving 60 to 100 volts for S.G. and detector valves. Enjoy the pleasure of unfailing H.T. supply and the consequent improvement in reception by fitting an Anode Converter.

Can also be supplied for 6, 12, 24 & 50 volt input at the same price, £7 : 10 : 0

See it on STAND 157 RADIOSHOW, OLYMPIA or ask your dealer to arrange a demonstration.

Write for illustrated folder to:

ELECTRO DYNAMIC CONSTRUCTION CO. LTD.,
DEVONSHIRE GROVE, LONDON, S.E.15.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention;
FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE MAZDA PENTODES

The output stage in portable battery-driven receivers has always presented a problem to the designer on account of the limited H.T. supply available.

THE MAZDA PEN 220 has solved this problem as, owing to its extreme sensitivity, ample volume can be obtained with only 4 M/a anode consumption. The Pen 220 has, in addition, rapidly gained favour in the case of standard battery-operated receivers where economical H.T. consumption is an important consideration.

THE PEN 220A is a high-power output pentode suitable for driving a large moving-coil speaker. It should be used in conjunction with an eliminator.

THE PEN 425 for receivers operating on anode voltages above 150.

THE AC/PEN, the finest all-mains power pentode, sensitive enough to operate a loud speaker direct from aerial input.

Full details of these and other useful Mazda types will be found in the Mazda catalogue, sent FREE on request.

Mazda valves are fitted by all the leading receiver manufacturers. All good radio dealers stock them.

The amazing

EDISWAN RADIO
100% BRITISH—Designed by British Engineers

The Edison Swan Electric Co. Ltd., 155 Charing Cross Rd. London, W.C.2

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
WHERE ONLY THE
BEST WILL DO

3 YEARS
GUARANTEE

LEADING set designers and discriminating constructors are turning to Slektun—the Super Transformer. There is reason in their choice—four reasons for their preference:

1. Specially constructed silicon iron core of very high permeability.
2. Patented process eliminates all possibility of short-circuited turns.
3. Ends of all windings hermetically sealed.
4. Paper insertions between every layer of windings.

These are the reasons for the Slektun Super's unfailing dependability—the reasons for the three-year guarantee.

SEE THE
FULL RANGE OF
SLEKTUN COMPONENTS AT
OLYMPIA
Stand 205

SLEKTUN PRODUCTS LTD., 21, DOUGLAS STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.1

Now permanently matched!

Utility was the first ganged condenser guaranteed matched to 3% accuracy. But it is not sufficient to know that your ganged condenser was accurately matched when it left the maker's factory. More important is it that the condenser should remain matched when it is functioning in your set.

You can depend on the new Utility ganged condenser remaining permanently matched. But only by the Utility method of manufacture can a constant accuracy factor be assured and thus only the Utility ganged condenser is guaranteed permanently matched.

PRICES:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Less Dial</th>
<th>With Dial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W313/2</td>
<td>2-Gang, semi-screened</td>
<td>£15/</td>
<td>£17/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W313/3</td>
<td>3-Gang,</td>
<td>£22/6</td>
<td>£25/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W313/4</td>
<td>4-Gang,</td>
<td>£30/</td>
<td>£32/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W314/2</td>
<td>2-Gang, fully screened</td>
<td>£17/</td>
<td>£19/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W314/3</td>
<td>3-Gang,</td>
<td>£25/</td>
<td>£27/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W314/4</td>
<td>4-Gang,</td>
<td>£33/</td>
<td>£35/6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A full range of super-het. condensers is also available.

From your dealer or post free from the makers.

Meet us

at OLYMPIA, STAND 118

WILKINS & WRIGHT, LIMITED,
Utility Works, Holyhead Road, Birmingham.

Scottish: E. R. Hammond, 117, Vincent Street, Glasgow; Lancashire and Cheshire: J. E. Lister, 93, Old Road, Blackley, Manchester; Yorkshire and Derbyshire: H. G. Simpson Ltd., 106, London Road, Sheffield; South Western: Laurence Fraser, 6, Union House, London Road, Bexhill-on-Sea.
"ATLAS" AGAIN GO ONE BETTER

NOW THREE ALTERNATIVE OUTPUTS

This year experts will flock to see THE NEW "ATLAS" A.C. 300 on STAND NO. 91!

Experts said it could not be done. But just as "ATLAS" last year improved the Olympia Ballot Winner of 1930, so have they improved the 1931 Ballot winner: adding amongst other refinements, the new "ATLAS" regulated output to ensure correct voltages irrespective of the millamps consumed. And all without any increase in price!

This new "ATLAS" Model A.C.300 is emphatically the last word in mains unit design and most probably will remain the standard for years to come.

There are two variable H.T. Tappings of 0/100 and 0/120 volts and one fixed of 150 volts. Four G.B. Tappings of 14, 3, 9, and 26 volts, independent of H.T. and smoothed by electrolytic condensers. L.T. Trickle Charger for 2, 4 and 6 volt Accumulators at 0.5 amps. The H.T. Output is regulated by three tappings to give 12, 18 and 25 mA at 150 volts. Tapped Input for 200/250 and 100/125 volts 60/120 Cycles. Safety Trickle Charger Isolating Switch. Combined Plug-Adaptor. Westinghouse Rectifiers. Size 10" x 6" x 3½". Fully guaranteed for 12 months.

See it at Olympia. Test it for yourself. Ask your dealer for a demonstration today. There's no comparison with "ATLAS."

Post the coupon now for full details of "ATLAS" Mains Units for every set, and "ATLAS" Guaranteed Components.

POST THIS COUPON NOW!

Messrs. H. Clarke & Co. (M/Cr.) Ltd., George Street, Patricroft, Manchester.

Please send full details of "ATLAS" Mains Units and Components.

Name __________________________________________

Address ________________________________________

[Signature]
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The EKCO New 5v Super-Het

COMPLETE STATION SEPARATION.... SUPER SELECTIVITY

SUPER SELECTIVITY

5 VALVES WITH THE POWER OF 7... LOW RUNNING COSTS

LOW RUNNING COSTS

7 TUNED CIRCUITS ONE KNOB CONTROL RANGE COMBINED WITH SIMPLICITY

ONE KNOB CONTROL

LATEST TYPE OF MOVING-COIL SPEAKER.... SUPERB TONE

MOVING-COIL SPEAKER

Olympia Stand No. 65

Demonstration Room D.16

STATIONS BY NAME! The simplest set in the world to tune! Choose your programme by merely turning the pointer to the name of the station! This superb new model is housed in one of the most beautiful walnut figured bakelite cabinets imaginable. Complete with built-in moving-coil speaker giving faultless reproduction and wonderful volume.

MODEL S.H.25 PRICE 24 GNS.
or 12 monthly payments of £2.6.3


Please send me full details of EKCO All-Electric Radio.

Name

Address

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
For some time now Band-Pass tuning has been recognised as the best solution to modern problems of selectivity, but hitherto because of difficulties encountered in obtaining accurate matching of coils and condensers, true Band-pass tuning has seldom been achieved.

The British Radiophone Radiopak unit has been specially produced to bring perfect Band-pass tuning within reach of all constructors.

The unit consists of the necessary coils; the gang condenser with illuminated slow motion escutcheon and disc drive calibrated in wavelengths; a wave change switch; and a wire wound volume control complete with on-off Q.M.B. power switch. The switching arrangement is the best yet devised for any radio component and the combined volume control and switch is one of the famous Radiophone standard types needing no further recommendation. Owing to the high degree of accuracy in the matching of the coils and condensers, this unit will REVOLUTIONISE modern set construction. Write for full descriptive particulars, to Dept W.W.1.

SEE THE RADIOPAK AND OTHER NEW RADIOPHONE COMPONENTS ON STAND 93

THE BRITISH RADIOPHONE LTD.
ALDWYCH HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C.2.
Telephone: Holborn 6744.
MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL

what is Bulgin doing for the coming season?

Each successive year Bulgin have shown a definite stride forward—progressing rapidly into a position of pre-eminence in the Realm of Radio Components. This year marks the greatest stride of all; never before has a new season's programme listed such a phenomenally wide selection of new and original components.

ON OUR STAND AT OLYMPIA YOU WILL SEE
The NEW Transcoupler, The NEW Lightning Switch,
NEW Mains Switches, NEW Chokes, NEW Transformers,
NEW Fuse Plugs, NEW Wall Jacks,
NEW Volume Controls, etc., etc.,
and a complete range of unique components unrivalled by any firm in the industry. See them, inspect them, mark their sterling quality and advanced design. Note the price of the finest components in the world.

LEADERSHIP is clearly apparent in every page of the NEW and ENLARGED CATALOGUE AND MANUAL,
80 PAGES—FULLY ILLUSTRATED.
GET YOUR COPY NOW. Enclose 2d. postage.

STAND
151
OLYMPIA

A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD., ABBEY ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX.
UNIQUE
in their story
in their superiority

From Fleming and De Forest to the present day, unceasing research has lifted the valve from one triumph to another, and in the van of every real development the name of Marconi can invariably be found. The first dull-emitter valve—the first power valve—the first special H.F. valve—the first British screen grid valve—the first A.C. mains valve—the first satisfactory D.C. mains valve—the first British variable-Mu valve—every one MARCONI! This is indeed a record to be proud of, but in the factory and research laboratory the work of progress even now continues unabated.
That is why MARCONI valves are the invariable choice of all who demand consistent high efficiency.

Come and see the latest MARCONI developments, and discuss your valve problems with us, at

RADIOLYMPIA STAND No. 74
THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY LIMITED
RADIO HOUSE 210-212 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD LONDON W 1

MARCONI VALVES

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
When the Radio Public sees the Columbia 1933 Models, there will be no hesitation about the purchase of that new Set. For there is one for every purse and every home requirement. Imagine a Radio and Radio-Gramophone family with a set as low in price as £4:7:6 and many others very gradually rising in price to the world's finest Radio-Gramophone at £94:10:0! Columbia Radio is an exhibition in itself. Come to Olympia and see it at Stand No. 86.

Columbia

RADIO
RADIO-GRAFOPHONES

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
MISSING at RADIOLYMPIA

THE ONLY RANGE OF MAINS VALVES, KITS, AND SETS AVAILABLE IN ENGLAND, UTILISING FULL A.C. OR D.C. MAINS VOLTAGE INDIRECTLY HEATED FILAMENT VALVES.

READ THESE

What the PUBLIC says:—
FROM BATTERY TO MAINS.
This set was converted to operate these valves by a simple alteration of the wiring only and no additional apparatus was necessary. The quality of reproduction is extremely good... no mains hum or disturbances...—G. H. W., Lancing, Sussex.

VOLUME ALMOST DOUBLED.
I now use the Ostarganz Valves for second detector and push-pull with the result that the volume is almost doubled... I am more than satisfied.—D. C. P., Acton, W.3.

VERY SATISFACTORY SERVICE.
The Ostarganz Valves which you supplied some months ago are giving very satisfactory service indeed and no trouble has been experienced with them. They are especially useful to owners of wireless sets who have direct current mains available; both on the grounds of simplicity of wiring and economy and your firm are to be congratulated on such excellent Valves.—H. R. B., Islington, Surrey.

What the DEALER says:—
VERY PLEASED WITH PERFORMANCE.
I am glad to tell you now we have got a Neotrode receiver in action fitted with your valves, we are very well pleased with the performance. Every wireless customer is not allowed to leave my premises without knowing about Ostarganz Valves.—S. D. J., Aldershot.

PASS ALL EXPECTATIONS.
Just to let you know "Ostarganz" High tension mains valves passed all expectations.—W. P., Falkirk, S.W.

TRIBUTES:—
What the RADIO ENGINEER says:—
ABSOLUTELY HUM FREE.
I am satisfied with the valves received and the pair of them left working on Electric Dynamic D.C. Moving Coil speaker at 250 V. 50 mA, as good as any Cinema Speaker, absolutely hum free, and anyone requiring a testimonial can be referred to me.—A. S. J., Radio Engineer, Neath, Glam.

PROVED ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY.
I have made tests on the Valves supplied in D.C. mains operated amplifier for talking film use, and for this purpose they have proved entirely satisfactory in all respects.—A. S. J.

MOST SATISFACTORY.
I have just completed a 2-valve D.C. mains operated receiver employing two of your valves, types D-520 and L-1520 and am pleased to say that this set meets our satisfaction.—E. L. G., B.Sc. Consulting Radio Engineer, N.W.1.

What the PRESS says:—
AGREEABLY SURPRISED.
As regards results—I can say I was most agreeably surprised. A two-valve set using these valves is just about as good as one using the lower voltage types we have in this country. But it is at the same time not only very much easier to build, it is cheaper, and it can be used, without change, on either D.C. or A.C. This seems absurd, I know, but it must be remembered that as the heaters of the valves take the full mains voltage across them they need neither a breakdown resistor (in the case of the D.C.) nor a stepdown transformer (where A.C. is concerned).—Popular Wireless, June 18th.

SENSITIVITY.
In the new Ostarganz "Universal" valve, which is used as a detector, special precautions are taken to ensure complete insulation of the grid. The glass bulb of this particular valve is screened by copper wire netting. Sensitivity freedom from background noise, and general performance of the "Universal" sets would appear to compare quite favourably with that of similar types employing standard low-voltage A.C. Valves.—Wireless World, June 16th.

UNIVERSAL
OSTARGANZ
All Mains Sets for use with A.C. or D.C. without alteration.
The new marvel of Radio employing the Ostarganz High Voltage Mains Valves.
Model A.3. utilising 3 Valves at 10 Gns.
Model B.4. utilising 4 Valves at 12 Gns.
Complete with Magnavox Moving Coil loud speaker.
This set is the simplest of all sets to operate.
Superb reproduction and no mains hum.
British made by British labour.

VALVES
POST THIS COUPON TODAY
To EUGEN FORBAT, Sale representative for Great Britain, c/o Nivalight Ltd., 1, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.1.
Please send me the following:
☐ General Purpose Valves 17/6 each
☐ Rectifying Valve (50 m.a.) 18/6
☐ Rectifying Valve (125 m.a.) 15/6
The voltage of my supply mains is volts. Enclosed is remittance for £ s. d.
Mr., Mrs. or Miss

KITS
POST THIS COUPON TODAY
To EUGEN FORBAT, 6, Charterhouse Square, E.C.1.
Please send me:
2-Valve receiver kit complete with rectifier £6.10.0
3-Valve receiver kit complete with rectifier £9.8.0
2-Valve amplifier kit complete with rectifier £4.4.0
3-Valve amplifier kit complete with rectifier £5.5.0
The voltage of my supply mains is volts. Enclosed is remittance for £ s. d.
Mr., Mrs. or Miss


SETS
See and Hear these Sets at:
9, MACLISE ROAD
JUST AT THE BACK OF
OLYMPIA
(Opposite Addison Road Station).
Advt. of " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable,
HAYNES RADIO
57, Hatton Garden . . London, E.C.1
Chancery 8023

QUALITY and
QUANTITY
—the wonderful
blend that makes

No Chatter — — —
No Scratching—No
Case Resonance
with the All-British
Clarion
Pick-up

The all-British Clarion Pick-up is
amazing in its realism. The entire
absence of extraneous noises ensures
smoothness of tone which provides an
added joy from your records. This
model is fitted to the famous Clarion
Radio-gram. Can be fitted to any
gramophone in five minutes.

BRITISH CLARION Co., Ltd.
Clarion Works, Miller St., N.W.1
Telephone: Museum 3624/3625.
Telegrams: Crosradcla, Norwest, London

Ask your dealer
 Ask your dealer
to let you see
to let you see
and hear the
and hear the
wonderful range
wonderful range
of Clarion 100-
of Clarion 100-
percent British-
percent British-
made Radio-
made Radio-
instruments.
instruments.
Table Model, Console Model, Radio-
gramophone, Radio-gramo-
phone, Radio-gramophone with
phone with Automatic Record
Automatic Record
Changer.
Changer.

Mention of “The Wireless World,” when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
In addition to the four new instruments illustrated, "His Master's Voice" will show at Olympia, the following range of models for the new season:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>501</td>
<td>Transportable Radiogram</td>
<td>25 guineas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>435</td>
<td>De Luxe Radio Four</td>
<td>17 guineas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174</td>
<td>Super-Power Speaker</td>
<td>£7.10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Universal Speaker</td>
<td>£4.15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>Record Player</td>
<td>7 guineas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>Auto Record-Player</td>
<td>12 guineas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>553</td>
<td>Auto-Electrogram</td>
<td>42 guineas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Current models which have proved so enormously popular during the past season, and which have established a new standard in the reproduction of broadcast and recorded music, will also be continued.

Visit the "His Master's Voice" Stand—see and hear these instruments... examine the many improvements in the range. And whatever else you do, you must see the pre-release showing of the most wonderful industrial 'talkie' yet made—Demonstration Room D18. Free tickets will be obtainable at Stand No. 55.
EFFICIENCY—
CONSISTENCY—
AND LONG LIFE due to the famous MICA BRIDGE

The efficiency of a valve depends upon the accuracy with which its elements are spaced. In every type of Cossor Valve, the elements are positioned in permanent alignment with microscopic precision by the famous Mica Bridge. Because they are rigidly secured in correct relationship variation in characteristics is impossible. Cossor Valves can therefore be depended upon for efficient and consistent performance throughout their exceptionally long life.

Cossor ALL-BRITISH VALVES

A copy of the 40 page Cossor Wireless Book B17 will be sent you free on application to A. C. Cossor Ltd., Melody Dept., Highbury Grove, London, N.5.
GIVE your home-built set the dignity of an expensive commercial radio receiver with the new Telsen TELORNOR. It makes better sets easy to build. The handsome silver oxidised escutcheon plate, complete with the Illuminated Disc Drive, adds immensely to the "good looks" of your set, and permits with the minimum of trouble, a very effective grouping of your Volume, Tuning, Push-Pull and On-Off controls. Ask your dealer to show you a TELORNOR Illuminated Disc Drive. It will make your new set a set to be proud of—in appearance as well as in performance.
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TELSEN

SCREENED TUNING COILS

TELSEN COIL SWITCH KNOB ASSEMBLY
Specially designed for use with the Telsen Screened Tuning Coils. The extension on the knob spindle fits over the switch rod supplied with the Coils, a firm coupling to the rod being ensured by tightening the small screw provided. The assembly is suitable for mounting to any standard thickness of panel, and includes a neat disc escutcheon. The knob is of the push-on type in Black Bakelite. No. W.218 1

TELSEN COIL SWITCH COUPLING ASSEMBLY
When it is desired to mount two or more of the Telsen Screened Coils in a line parallel to the panel, and to control the wave-change switching by a single knob on the panel, this switch coupling assembly will be found indispensable. The link arms of the coupler are fitted over the switch rods of the coils, and adjusting slots are provided in the link bar to allow for the spacing of the coils varying from 3 in. to 6½ in. The whole assembly has a neat nickel-plated finish, is perfectly smooth and positive in action, and free from backlash. No. W.217 6d.

THE result of much research and experiment, these coils embody the ultimate efficiency attainable in a perfectly shielded inductance of moderate dimensions. Provided with separate coupling coils for medium and long waves, they are suitable for use as aerial coils or as anode coils following a screened grid valve, giving selectivity comparable only with a well-designed band-pass filter. The coils are fitted with cam operated rotary switches with definite contacts and click mechanism, and are supplied complete with aluminium screening cans.

Telsen Screened Coil. No. W.216 8/6
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TELSEN

VARIABLE
Air-Dielectric
CONDENSERS

and
DRUM-DRIVE

The Telsen Drum-Drive and Condenser Assembly comprises a complete ganged condenser tuning unit incorporating several distinctive features. Two Telsen 0.0005 logarithmic variable condensers with right and left-handed movements, and fitted with compensators, are mounted and ganged together through a rigidly constructed drum-drive control. Mounted on the same spindle axis as the main tuning drive is a trimmer, giving a swinging movement of about 20° to the stator vanes of the right-hand variable condenser, thereby enabling perfect matching of the condensers to be maintained throughout the Tuning Range. Two scales are supplied with the unit, one marked in wavelengths and one in graduations from 0-100. The Scroller is illuminated and has the additional advantage of being easily removable when it is desired to fit one of special calibration. The escutcheon is handsomely finished in oxidised silver, and knobs of the push-on type are fitted. Provision is made for panel and baseboard mounting and a double-ended spanner is supplied free with the unit for fitting the variable condensers. Full instructions for mounting are included with every unit.

No. W.262. Price 17/6

TELSEN DRUM DRIVE

Follows standard practice generally, but embodies several detail refinements, among which may be instanced the cord drive, arranged to reduce wear to a minimum and to prevent wear-out. The rocking stator trimmer, which gives a variation of 20°, and visual indication of setting. For use with Telsen screened coils, an extra scale, marked in wavelengths is supplied.

No. W.295. Price 8/6

TELSN DRUM DRIVE
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**TELSEN**

**10-1 COUPLING UNIT & 1-1 COUPLING UNIT**

---

**TELSEN 10-1 INTERVALVE COUPLING UNIT**

This is a filter-fed transformer using a high permeability nickel alloy core, which enables a 10:1 voltage step-up to be attained while preserving an exceptionally good frequency characteristic. The response is compensated in the higher frequencies for use with a pentode valve, this combination giving an amplification greater than anything previously achieved, equal to two ordinary L.F. stages, but with better quality of reproduction.

No. W.215

**TELSEN 1-1 INTERVALVE COUPLING UNIT**

This is a modern development of the one time deservedly popular R.C. units. It incorporates a low pass filter feed in its anode circuit, thus effectively preventing "motor-boating," "threshold howl," and other forms of instability arising out of common couplings in eliminator and battery circuits. Used with an H.L. type valve it will give an amplification of about 20 and a perfect frequency response, at the same time consuming negligible H.T. current.

No. W.214

---
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TELSSEN REACTION CONDENSERS
Improved type, of great rigidity and precise construction. The Rotor Vanes are keyed to the spindle, and fitted with definite stops. The vanes are interleaved with finest quality solid dielectric. A strong nickel silver contact makes connection to the rotor, and a positive connection is made to the stator vanes. Complete with knob.

Capacity
0.0003 W.198
0.0005 W.189
0.001 W.190
0.0025 W.191
0.005 W.192

TELSSEN AERIAL SERIES CONDENSER
This component forms an ideal volume and selectivity control. The internal construction permits of an extremely low minimum capacity. Keyed externally on the spindle is a switch arm which connects with a contact on the fixed vanes when rotated to maximum position. This short circuits the condenser for maximum volume. The rotor movement is limited by definite stops. The vanes are interleaved with the finest quality solid dielectric, and solidly constructed throughout. Supplied complete with knob.

Capacity 0.0003 W.205

TELSSEN BAKELITE DIELECTRIC TUNING CONDENSERS
Redesigned on an entirely new principle, giving great rigidity with compactness and high efficiency. May be used with confidence where space is limited. The well-braced vanes are interleaved with a minimum of highest quality solid dielectric, ensuring complete accuracy of tuning.

Capacity No.
0.0005 - W.193
0.0003 - W.194

TELSSEN DIFFERENTIAL CONDENSERS

Capacity
0.0003 W.185
0.00015 W.186
0.0001 W.187
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**The TELSEN**

**AJAX 3**

Bigger...better...packed with valuable information from cover to cover...the new Telsen Radiomag is undoubtedly the finest radio sixpennyworth ever offered. For it appeals to all—and all can profit by it. In simple language, illustrated by photographs and diagrams, and complete with three full-size 1s. blueprints, it tells you how to build the latest circuits...how to modernise your existing set...how to rectify little faults...how to get the best out of your set in every way. Get a copy NOW!

A HIGHLY efficient "Straight Three" circuit, as easy to operate as it is to build, giving an exceptionally brilliant all-round performance with a low initial and upkeep cost, the range, power, selectivity and general quality of reproduction setting a new standard for receivers of this type. Free full-size 1s. blueprint, together with full constructional details, are contained in the new issue of the Telsen Radiomag, which also gives full particulars of the improved and now all-embracing range of Telsen Radio Components at the still lower prices made possible by Telsen's enormous sale. Now on sale at all radio dealers and newsagents. Price 6d.

**TOTAL COST OF TELSEN MATCHED COMPONENTS**

**01/6**

For building the "Ajax 3," including panel, baseboard, terminals, battery cords and all accessories.

**CONSTRUCTORS OUTFIT "TELORNOR"**

Contains all the sundry requirements for the construction of any type of receiver Circuits using the Telornor. Of these, the Telsen "Triple 3," the "Ajax 3," and the "Nimrod 2," are excellent examples. All are supplied neatly packed in a carton with instructions.

Included in the Outfit are the following components:

- Specially cut and drilled crystalline finish panel.
- 14 in. by 10 in. Baseboard.
- Complete set of Warden Plugs suitably engraved, and Spade Terminals.
- Terminals for Aerial, Earth, and Loud-speaker Em.
- A ample supply of 22S.W.G. Tinned Copper Wire and necessary Strewing for wiring up the set.
- A double-ended Spanner for tightening up all terminal nuts. All the Wood Screws and sundry other small accessories contributing to the complete assembly of the finished Receiver.

**GOOD RADIO IS A JOY FOREVER**
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Utilising a brilliant circuit arrangement devised by Telsen technicians, ensuring the highest amplification under all conditions, with extreme selectivity, exceptionally wide range and superb quality of reproduction. Free full-size 1/2-blue prints of this and other Telsen circuits, together with full instructions and a wealth of interesting and valuable information, including particulars of the improved and now all-embracing range of Telsen Radio Components at the still lower prices, made possible by Telsen's enormous sale, are contained in the new, bigger and better issue of the Telsen Radiomag. Get a copy NOW—price 6d. from your radio dealer or newsagent.

TOTAL COST OF TELSEN MATCHED COMPONENTS FOR BUILDING THE JUPITER S.G.3

DRUM DRIVE CONSTRUCTORS' OUTFIT

This Outfit contains all the necessary requirements for the construction of the TELS "JUPITER 3," but the constructor will find the Outfit of great value in the building up of any receiver circuit employing the drum drive condenser assembly. No. 219

The Outfit contains the following:
1. Metal panel with attractive crystalline finish, specially cut and drilled for mounting the Telsen Drum Drive, and other panel mounted components commonly required in a ganged condenser receiver.
2. Loudspeaker terminal strip.
3. Baseboard Min. X Max.
4. Aerial and earth terminal strip.
5. Mosquito terminal strip.
6. Ref. terminals complete and mounted in holder.
7. Black terminals complete in holder.
8. Wooden hubs mounted in holder.
10. Scale trim.
11. Lamp battery cord.
15. Small thin insulating bush.
16. Red terminals complete and mounted in holder. (20)
17. Black terminals complete in holder. (20)
18. Wooden hubs mounted in holder. (20)
19. Banana jacks. (20)
20. Scale trim. (20)
21. Lamp battery cord. (20)
22. Cond. clip. (20)
23. Jumbo insulating washers. (20)
24. Small insulating bush. (20)
25. Small thin insulating bush. (20)
26. Springs for the reaction and aerial wires. (20)
27. Spacers. (20)
28. Wave change escutcheon. (20)
29. "On-Off" Switch. (20)
30. Wave change escutcheon, "On-Off." (20)
31. Green thick insulating bush. (20)
32. Black thick insulating bush. (20)
33. Green thin insulating bush. (20)
34. Black thin insulating bush. (20)
35. Sleeving of 3 mm. black. (20)
36. Sleeving of 3 mm. red. (20)
37. Sleeving of 3 mm. green. (20)
38. Wire cloth. (20)
39. 20 feet of 14 gauge stranded copper wire. (20)
40. Double-ended screw. (20)
41. A loose piece of wood.
42. An assortment of din, tin., bin., and mic. screws.
TELSEN
H. F. CHOokes

The Telsen Standard H.F. Choke utilises the minimum baseboard space. It is designed to cover the whole broadcast band, has very low self-capacity, and is highly suitable for reaction circuits. The inductance is 150,000 microhens and the resistance 400 ohms. It has proved very popular and has been incorporated by set designers in many of the leading circuits.

No. W.75

TELSEN BINOCULAR H.F. CHOKE

In H.F. amplification the performance of a choke is of supreme importance. The Telsen binocular H.F. Choke is called for wherever the highest efficiency is required. It has a high inductance of 250,000 microhens, low self-capacity, and a negligible external field, due to the binocular formation, making it the ideal choke for a high-class circuit.

No. W.74

See the Complete Range of Telsen Radio Components on STAND No. 66 at Radiolympia
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TELSEN
DUAL-RANGE AERIAL COILS

THE TELSEN H.F. COIL
May be used for H.F. amplification with Screened-Grid Valve, either as an H.F. Transformer, or alternately as a tuned grid or tuned anode coil. It also makes a highly efficient aerial coil where the adjustable selectivity feature is not required.

No. W.154

5/6

TELSEN DUAL-RANGE AERIAL COIL
Incorporates a variable selectivity device, making the coil suitable for widely varying reception conditions. This adjustment also acts as an excellent volume control, and is equally effective on long and short waves. The wave-band change is effected by means of a three-point switch and a reaction winding is included.

No. W.76

7/6

TELSEN COMBINED DUAL-RANGE SHORT-WAVE COIL UNIT
This unit, for the first time, brings the construction of short-wave receivers into line with the simplicity of modern practice. When tuned by a Telsen .00025 Condenser, a wave range of 20 to 80 metres can be covered by the operation of a switch, as in ordinary broadcast practice. The unit incorporates windings for aerial, tuning and reaction circuits, all coils being wound with stranded wire. The coil is also suitable for use with sets covering all wave-bands with a .0005 Tuning Condenser. In this case the Dual-range feature is not employed.

No. W.174
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TELSSEN

MANSBRIDGE

AND MICA

CONDENSERS

TELSSEN TAG CONDENSERS

This type is of extremely compact and sturdy construction. It may be mounted on either insulated or metal panels by utilising the two baseboard screw holes in the neatly designed moulded casing. The tags enable the condenser to be connected to any other component, either directly or by soldering. H.F. losses are negligible. The capacity is stamped on the soldering tag.

TELSSEN "MICA" CONDENSERS

The New Telsen "Mica" Condensers represent an important advance in technique, as they are practically unlimited in the larger capacities. In order to distinguish them from the earlier type, now to be discontinued, the new condensers are enclosed in a re-designed case, which, while possessing all the adaptability of the previous one as to flat and vertical mounting, is of more attractive appearance. Leadless clips may, heretofore, be mounted in series or in shunt and are supplied at no extra charge with capacities .0001, .0002, and .0003 mfd.

TELSSEN PRE-SET CONDENSERS

Very low minimum capacity, giving a wide range of selectivity adjustment when used in aerial circuit. Substantially made, easily adjusted and provided with locking ring, high insulation and low loss. MAN CAP. MIN CAP. NO.
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**Broadcasting Stations Abroad.**

**Arranged in Order of Wavelength.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Frequency in Kc.</th>
<th>Power in kW.</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Frequency in Kc.</th>
<th>Power in kW.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>147.1</td>
<td>671</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>Ryukon (Norway).</td>
<td>(Relays Oda)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147.1</td>
<td>671</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>Notodden (Norway).</td>
<td>(Relays Oda)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141.2</td>
<td>669</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>Rome, I.R. (S.W. Station, 250 kW on 25.4 m.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>436.4</td>
<td>682</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Stockholm, SAS (Sweden)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>436.4</td>
<td>682</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Belfast (Ulster)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>424.3</td>
<td>707</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Madrid, EA2J (Union Radio). (After 7.0 p.m.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>424.3</td>
<td>707</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Madrid, EA2J (Radio Española). (Up to 7.0 p.m.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>424.3</td>
<td>707</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Moscow, Imin Stalins (Russia)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>419</td>
<td>716</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Berlin, NO. 1, Witzleben (Germany)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>416.4</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Rabat (Morocco)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>413</td>
<td>725</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Dublin (Free State)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>408.7</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Kathoviz (Poland)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403.8</td>
<td>743</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Sotms (Radio Suisse Romande) (Switzerland)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>389.8</td>
<td>752</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Lausanne (Switzerland)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>385.6</td>
<td>759</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Frankfort-a.M. (Germany)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>385.1</td>
<td>759</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Bouchevert (Roumania)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>385.1</td>
<td>759</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Toulouse (Radiophonie du Midi) (France)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>385.1</td>
<td>759</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Stalins, RV25 (Russia)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>376</td>
<td>746</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Low (Leipzig) (Poland)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>376</td>
<td>746</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Scottish Regional (Falkirk)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>376</td>
<td>746</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Hamburg (Germany)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370.1</td>
<td>810.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>Radio, LI (Latvia)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370.1</td>
<td>810.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>Seville, EAJ5 (Union Radio) (Spain)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>368</td>
<td>811</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Helsinki (Finland). (Relays Lohts)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>368</td>
<td>811</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Belzol (Italy)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>361.4</td>
<td>815</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Kharkov, RV20 (Russia)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>361.1</td>
<td>815</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Beijing (China)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>361.4</td>
<td>815</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Algiers (Algeria)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>363.6</td>
<td>826</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Münchbergk (Stuttgart) (Germany)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360.6</td>
<td>823</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>London Regional (Brookmans Park)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>352.1</td>
<td>812</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Graz (Austria). (Relays Vienna)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>348.8</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>Barcelona, EAJ1 (Spain)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>348.8</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>Lwow (Lemburg) (Poland)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>348.8</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>Strasbourg, PTT (France)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>341.7</td>
<td>878</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Brno (Brünn) (Czechoslovakia)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>341.7</td>
<td>878</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Riga (Sibhems) (Belgium). (Flamisch Programme)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>335</td>
<td>896</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Cadiz (Spain)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>335</td>
<td>896</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Brest (France)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>335.4</td>
<td>906</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Milan (Italy). (Relays Turin)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>335.4</td>
<td>906</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Pozo Patoire (France)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>328.2</td>
<td>914</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>Breslau (Poland)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>328.2</td>
<td>914</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>Göttingen (Schleswig). (Relays Stockholm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>321.9</td>
<td>933</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Sofia (Bulgaria)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>318.8</td>
<td>941</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Dresden (Germany). (Relays Leipzig)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>318.8</td>
<td>941</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Naples, IN (Italy). (Relays Rome)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>318.8</td>
<td>941</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Malta, PTT (France)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>312.9</td>
<td>959</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>Cracow (Poland)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>312.9</td>
<td>959</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>Genes, 1GE (Italy). (Relays Turin)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304.9</td>
<td>988</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Radio Tunis (Paris)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>307</td>
<td>977</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>Falm (Sweden)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>307</td>
<td>977</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>Zagreb (Yugoslavia)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304</td>
<td>986</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Bordeaux Lafayette, PTT (France)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304.5</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>North National (Manchester)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304.5</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Tallinn (Esthonia)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>286.8</td>
<td>1014</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Hillersum (Holland). (Up to 4.40 p.m.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>286.8</td>
<td>1014</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Hilversum (Holland). (After 4.40 p.m.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285.3</td>
<td>1022</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>Johannesburg, JSR (South Africa)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285.3</td>
<td>1022</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>Kosier (Czechoslovakia)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>281</td>
<td>1031</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tampere (Finland). (Relays Helsinki)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>281.2</td>
<td>1031</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Västerås (Sweden). (Relays Helsinki)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>282.3</td>
<td>1040</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>British Relay Stations (Bournemouth, Plymouth, Whitehaven, Euston)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>282.3</td>
<td>1040</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Lyons (Radio Lyon) (France)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>282.3</td>
<td>1040</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Montpellier (France)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>282.3</td>
<td>1040</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>German Relay Stations (Berlin, Magdeburg, Stuttgart)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>282.5</td>
<td>1058</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Innsbruck (Austria). (Relays Vienna)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>282.5</td>
<td>1058</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Lisbon CT IAA (Portugal). (Short wave Station on 31.35 m.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>282.2</td>
<td>1063</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Copenhagen (Denmark)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>282.2</td>
<td>1063</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Hamburg (Germany)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>278.5</td>
<td>1076</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>Breman (Germany). (Relays Hamburg)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>277.6</td>
<td>1045</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Bremen (Germany). (Relays Hamburg)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>277.6</td>
<td>1045</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Basle (Hallwil)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>277.6</td>
<td>1045</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Valencia (Spain)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>275.1</td>
<td>1123</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Lille, PTT (France)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>275.1</td>
<td>1123</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Moscow Orkotts (Czechoslovakia)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270.6</td>
<td>1152</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Moscow Orkotts (Czechoslovakia)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270.6</td>
<td>1152</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Moscow Orkotts (Czechoslovakia)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>267.5</td>
<td>1213</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>267.5</td>
<td>1213</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Principal Short-Wave Stations.**

**ARRANGED IN ORDER OF WAVELENGTH.**

(N.B.—Times of Transmission, given in parentheses, are approximate only and represent B.S.T.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (kHz)</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Timing Positions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14,675</td>
<td>BRY</td>
<td>14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16,320</td>
<td>HLE</td>
<td>18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15,075</td>
<td>TXN</td>
<td>21.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>BLR</td>
<td>19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14,750</td>
<td>BXT</td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17,075</td>
<td>ERY</td>
<td>22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18,550</td>
<td>RXC</td>
<td>22.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>SX</td>
<td>23.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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</tbody>
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**Broadcasting Stations Abroad**

(In Order of Wavelength)
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<th>Timing Positions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2615</td>
<td>2585</td>
<td>05.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2585</td>
<td>05.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2585</td>
<td>05.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1147</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>05.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1147</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>05.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>05.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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SUNDAY
AUGUST THE TWENTY-FIRST.

PRINCIPAL EVENTS OF THE DAY:

AT HOME

NATIONAL

LONDON
Instrumental concert. Song and violin recital.

MIDLAND
Concert of chamber music. Service from St. Mark's Church, London.

NORTH
Orchestral concert. Service from St. John's Wesleyan Church, Colwyn Bay.

SCOTTISH
Orchestral concert. Service from Dunblane Cathedral.

BELFAST
National and London Regional programmes.

A BROAD

BERG-MUNSTER
Opera: "The Barber of Seville" (Rossini).

BUCHEST
Folk Music with Orchestra Concert.

LEIPZIG
Great choral concert from the Mining Area of Recklinghausen.

VIENNA
Salzburg Festival: Concert by Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra.

WIRELESS WORLD

305.1 metres; 6.0-6.15 a.m., Programme for Ex-Servicemen.
10.0, Variety Programme from_ -”German Airs” (approx.), Close Down.
12.30, Talk in German.- Difficulties in the German Language, 1.0, Reading in French.
3.0, Talk in German. Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
5.0, Dance Music on Gramophone Records.
7.30, Variety Programme from_ -”German Airs” (approx.), Close Down.
12.15, Talk in German. Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
3.0, Talk in German.- Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
5.0, Dance Music on Gramophone Records. 
7.30, Variety Programme from_ -”German Airs” (approx.), Close Down.
12.15, Talk in German. Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
3.0, Talk in German.- Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
5.0, Dance Music on Gramophone Records.
7.30, Variety Programme from_ -”German Airs” (approx.), Close Down.
12.15, Talk in German. Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
3.0, Talk in German.- Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
5.0, Dance Music on Gramophone Records. 
7.30, Variety Programme from_ -”German Airs” (approx.), Close Down.
12.15, Talk in German. Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
3.0, Talk in German.- Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
5.0, Dance Music on Gramophone Records.
7.30, Variety Programme from_ -”German Airs” (approx.), Close Down.
12.15, Talk in German. Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
3.0, Talk in German.- Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
5.0, Dance Music on Gramophone Records. 
7.30, Variety Programme from_ -”German Airs” (approx.), Close Down.
12.15, Talk in German. Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
3.0, Talk in German.- Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
5.0, Dance Music on Gramophone Records.
7.30, Variety Programme from_ -”German Airs” (approx.), Close Down.
12.15, Talk in German. Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
3.0, Talk in German.- Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
5.0, Dance Music on Gramophone Records. 
7.30, Variety Programme from_ -”German Airs” (approx.), Close Down.
12.15, Talk in German. Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
3.0, Talk in German.- Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
5.0, Dance Music on Gramophone Records. 
7.30, Variety Programme from_ -”German Airs” (approx.), Close Down.
12.15, Talk in German. Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
3.0, Talk in German.- Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
5.0, Dance Music on Gramophone Records. 
7.30, Variety Programme from_ -”German Airs” (approx.), Close Down.
12.15, Talk in German. Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
3.0, Talk in German.- Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
5.0, Dance Music on Gramophone Records. 
7.30, Variety Programme from_ -”German Airs” (approx.), Close Down.
12.15, Talk in German. Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
3.0, Talk in German.- Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
5.0, Dance Music on Gramophone Records. 
7.30, Variety Programme from_ -”German Airs” (approx.), Close Down.
12.15, Talk in German. Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
3.0, Talk in German.- Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
5.0, Dance Music on Gramophone Records. 
7.30, Variety Programme from_ -”German Airs” (approx.), Close Down.
12.15, Talk in German. Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
3.0, Talk in German.- Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
5.0, Dance Music on Gramophone Records. 
7.30, Variety Programme from_ -”German Airs” (approx.), Close Down.
12.15, Talk in German. Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
3.0, Talk in German.- Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
5.0, Dance Music on Gramophone Records. 
7.30, Variety Programme from_ -”German Airs” (approx.), Close Down.
12.15, Talk in German. Difficulties in the German Language. 1.0, Reading in French.
POLKA Mazurka. Das liegt bei uns in Blut.

Bert Taubert-Metschiner (Soprano), with:
Children's Choir.

9:10, Talk: An Expression in Upper Bavaria.
5:00, Topical Talk.
6:30, Violin and Piano Concert Elslau-Lister.
6:45, Orchestra.
7:15, Opera. Don Giovanni (Mozart)
8:30, Radio Society.
9:15, Roughly the Eupen in the Eupen.
9:30, Concert by the Munich Tonhalle Orchestra.
10:00, Radio Society.
10:45, Girls' Choir.
11:15, Men's Choir.
11:45, Poetry Recital.
12:30, Talk on Chess.
12:35, Talk: Globe IN PERSIA.

Notes on the Activities of the World Chess Federation.

Radio Society.

NAPLES—See Rome.

NOTODDEN—See Oslo.

OSLO—See Oslo.

PALERMO—See Naples.

PARIS—See Paris.

PORTUGAL—See Lisbon.

PORTUGUESE—See Lisbon.

POTSDAM—See Berlin.

PRAGUE—See Prague.

PRESIDENTS—See Chicago.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND—See Ottawa.

PROVINCIAL—See Ottawa.

PROTESTANT—See Geneva.

PSALMS—See Geneva.

PUGEOT—See Paris.

PURPLE—See Paris.

PYLON—See Cairo.

QV—See Copenhagen.

RADIO PARIS, Call DFH, 1,197 watts.

RADIO PORTO, Call 1EE, 2,197 watts.

RADIO SYDNEY, Call 2WKB, 1,197 watts.

RADIO WASHINGTON, Call 5WKB, 2,197 watts.
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**Radio Programs November 22nd, 1932**

**AUGUST 19th, 1932**

**PIGGB**

BBC 7.30, 9.15 (approx.), light music.

**SUMMARY**

**19th Nov., 1932**

**SUNDAY**

2.0 to 7.0, Interval.

**Radio Programs November 23rd, 1932**

**PIGGB**

7.30, Light music.

**SUMMARY**

**23rd Nov., 1932**

**SUNDAY**

2.0 to 7.0, Interval.

**Radio Programs November 24th, 1932**

**PIGGB**

7.30, Light music.

**SUMMARY**

**24th Nov., 1932**

**SUNDAY**

2.0 to 7.0, Interval.

**Radio Programs November 25th, 1932**

**PIGGB**

7.30, Light music.

**SUMMARY**

**25th Nov., 1932**

**SUNDAY**

2.0 to 7.0, Interval.
WIRELESS WORLD

AUGUST 19TH, 1932

ALGIER

Concert of Light Music.

8.30 p.m.; 15 kW. -2.0 p.m., Market Place, Algiers, 2.15, Programme of Music, 2.45, Shipping Notes and Weather Report. 7.15, After the Relay, Theatre Victory, 7.40, Concert conducted by Jean Kumpe, from the Station's Symphony Orchestra.

BERLIN

Concert of Light Music. 3.68 kW. -8.0 p.m., Trio Concert: Selection from Time Signal.

BELGRADE

Concert of Light Music. 5.24 kW. -10.50 p.m., Selection by the Ensemble of the Breslau Municipal Theatre and the Silesian Philharmonic Orchestra; Nor- thwestern Hungarian Dances (Brahms); Selection from The Mastersingers (Wagner); Two Arias from Die Meistersinger (Wagner); Selection from Tannhauser (Wagner); Selection from The Magic Flute (Mozart) (by the Ensemble of the Breslau Municipal Theatre and the Silesian Philharmonic Orchestra), by the Ensemble of the Breslau Municipal Theatre and the Silesian Philharmonic Orchestra; Dances: Hungarian Dances (Brahms).

BERLIN

KONIGS WUSTERHAUSEN, 1.355 metres; 60 kW. -12.30 p.m., English Talk for Schoolboys: A Day in the Life of a Schoolboy, by Miss E. C. M. Evans. 1.30, English Talk for Schoolgirls: A Day in the Life of a Schoolgirl, by Miss E. C. M. Evans. 7.0, German Talk for Schoolgirls: A Day in the Life of a Schoolgirl, by Miss E. C. M. Evans. 7.45 p.m., Programme from Berlin (Witzleben).

BERLIN

WITZLEBEN, 419.5 metres; 7.15 p.m., Radio Station Sextet. 7.45, Orchestra of the Station, conducted by Lanny Grondahl.

BRUSSELS


LONDON

ORCHESTRAL. 9.30 p.m., Allegro, 9.45, Finale. 7.15, Time Signal.

BRUSSELS

ORCHESTRAL. 9.30 p.m. -10.30 p.m., Large Orchestra. 8.30 p.m., Orchestral concert. 1.0 a.m. (Tuesday), Programme in Mansion.

BRUSSELS

ABROAD

BRUSSELS (No. 2)

Concert of Light Music. 8.30 p.m.; 7.15 p.m., Albert Hall. 7.45, Reading: A Romance of my Dreams (Sieczynsky); Bubikopfchens Stimmung (Ackermans); Foxtrot, Nobody else loves Elsie. 8.00, Concert by the Gyula Horvath Ensemble:


LONDON

ORCHESTRAL. 9.30 p.m., Allegro, 9.45, Finale. 7.15, Time Signal.

BRUSSELS

ORCHESTRAL. 9.30 p.m. -10.30 p.m., Large Orchestra. 8.30 p.m., Orchestral concert. 1.0 a.m. (Tuesday), Programme in Mansion.

BRUSSELS

ABROAD

BRUSSELS (No. 2)

Concert of Light Music. 8.30 p.m.; 7.15 p.m., Albert Hall. 7.45, Reading: A Romance of my Dreams (Sieczynsky); Bubikopfchens Stimmung (Ackermans); Foxtrot, Nobody else loves Elsie. 8.00, Concert by the Gyula Horvath Ensemble:


LONDON

ORCHESTRAL. 9.30 p.m., Allegro, 9.45, Finale. 7.15, Time Signal.
HILOUZEN Announced MUSIENZ, 19.1. miles; 15.0; 8.30, and 9.15, Programme of the Philharmonic Orchestra (Berlin); 9.40, and 10.00, Religious Programme by the Lutheran Church. 11.05, Organ Recital by Jan Zwart; Introduc- tion for Piano (Jan Zwart); Allegro in C Minor for 2 Clarinets and 4 Horns (K. G. Mendelssohn); 11.40, Gramophone Records of Popular Music. 1.05, Diatonic Music, relayed by Bremen, 270 metres; Flensburg, 218 metres; Hanover, 566 metres; and Kiel, 232.2 metres. - 5.0 p.m., Concert conducted by Julius Pataz (Arkona Strauss).
AUGUST 22nd, MONDAY.

Continued.

POZNAH


RADIO-SUISSE ROMANDIE


REYKJAVIK


RIHA

425 metres; 15.0 W., Talk on Swimming, 16.30, Concert by a Mandolin Orchestra, 17.00, Weather Report, 17.15, Exchange Quotations, 18.00, Radio Station Variations, 18.05, Logbook Records of Songs and Pianoforte Nocturne, 19.00, News Bulletin.


STOCKHOLM


SCHWEIZERISCHE LANDESSENDENi


TOLLEONDEPHONIEN DU MIDI, 335 metres; 1.9 W.-2-5 W., Transmission Quotations, 1.55, Exchange Quotations. 2.35, Music by an Orchestra, 3.05, Announcements and News Bulletin. 3.10, Weather Report. 3.15, Weather Report.
BRESCIA

230 metres; 1.5 W. and GLEWIZT, 235 metres, Variety programme.

CONCERTS

BREGANZONE

BRUSSELS (No. 1)

J.M., 2000 metres; 5 W. near Gramophone Concert of Light Music, arranged by the Belgian Catholic Radio Society. For details see under Programme, No. 2 (in the interval). Le Journal Paris. 4 W. and the Station Orchestra, conducted by Jean Lamps. Music of the Belgian agents, including music from the Radio Programme for Children. The West-Gramophone Concert: Vocal suite (Poppy), conducted by Charles Herring. In the Mystical Land of Egypt (Ketteley); Music of the Belgian agents, including music from the Radio Programme for Children. The West-Gramophone Concert: Vocal suite (Poppy), conducted by Charles Herring. Music of the Belgian agents, including music from the Radio Programme for Children. The West-Gramophone Concert: Vocal suite (Poppy), conducted by Charles Herring. In the Mystical Land of Egypt (Ketteley); Music of the Belgian agents, including music from the Radio Programme for Children. The West-Gramophone Concert: Vocal suite (Poppy), conducted by Charles Herring. In the Mystical Land of Egypt (Ketteley); Music of the Belgian agents, including music from the Radio Programme for Children. The West-Gramophone Concert: Vocal suite (Poppy), conducted by Charles Herring. In the Mystical Land of Egypt (Ketteley); Music of the Belgian agents, including music from the Radio Programme for Children. The West-Gramophone Concert: Vocal suite (Poppy), conducted by Charles Herring. In the Mystical Land of Egypt (Ketteley); Music of the Belgian agents, including music from the Radio Programme for Children.
AUGUST 19th, 1932.

**WIRELESS WORLD**

**LWOW**
211 metres; 16 kW.-7.35 p.m., Miscellaneous News; 8.0, Miscellaneous News; 8.45, Miscellaneous News; 9.0, Correspondence to Technical Questions; 9.45, Miscellaneous News; 10.0, Close Down.

**LYONS**
LA DOUA, 461.8 metres; 1.5 kW.-7.0 p.m., Concert by the Marseilles Opera (Delibes); Melody from Rose Marie (Friml); Mattinata (Leonard); Radio Symphony Orchestra (Ferrari); Selection from Orpheus in the Underworld (Offenbach); Selection from Der Rosenkavalier (R. Strauss) (Katscher); Bohemian Polka (Klement); Selection from Orpheus in the Underworld (Offenbach); Selection from The Return of the Scarf (R. Strauss); Selection from Der Rosenkavalier (R. Strauss); Selection from Der Rosenkavalier (R. Strauss). 10.30, Concert by the Marseilles Opera (Delibes). 11.0, Chimes. 11.15, News Signal.

**UNION RADIO, Call EAJ2, 424.3 metres; 1.0 kW.**
Programme of the Unione Generale di Comunicazione Radiofonica Italiana; 2.10 p.m., Talk: The Prix UNESCO; 3.10, Concert by the Marseilles Opera (Delibes); 4.10, Gramophone Concert: Song (Lehar); Melodies from Nina Rosa (Romanelli); Selection from Rose Marie (Friml); Mattinata (Leonard); Radio Symphony Orchestra (Ferrari); Selection from Orpheus in the Underworld (Offenbach). 5.10, Close Down.

**MOSCOW**
TRADES UNION, 1,954 metres; 1.0 kW.-1.15 p.m., Programme of the Unione Generale di Comunicazione Radiofonica Italiana; 2.10 p.m., Talk: The Prix UNESCO; 3.10, Concert by the Marseilles Opera (Delibes); 4.10, Gramophone Concert: Song (Lehar); Melodies from Nina Rosa (Romanelli); Selection from Rose Marie (Friml); Mattinata (Leonard); Radio Symphony Orchestra (Ferrari); Selection from Orpheus in the Underworld (Offenbach). 5.10, Close Down.

**HULLLCHESTER**
ARGENTINA.
LA CIUDADELA, 325 metres; 1.5 kW.-5.45 p.m., Concert by the Marseilles Opera (Delibes); Melody from Rose Marie (Friml); Mattinata (Leonard); Radio Symphony Orchestra (Ferrari); Selection from Orpheus in the Underworld (Offenbach). 6.45, Close Down.

**PALERMO**
IMELE, 259 metres; 1.5 kW.-7.30 p.m., Concert by the Marseilles Opera (Delibes); Melody from Rose Marie (Friml); Mattinata (Leonard); Radio Symphony Orchestra (Ferrari); Selection from Orpheus in the Underworld (Offenbach). 8.30, Close Down.

**OSTERSUND—See Stockholm.**

**PALERMO**
IMELE, 259 metres; 1.5 kW.-7.30 p.m., Concert by the Marseilles Opera (Delibes); Melody from Rose Marie (Friml); Mattinata (Leonard); Radio Symphony Orchestra (Ferrari); Selection from Orpheus in the Underworld (Offenbach). 8.30, Close Down.

**PARIS**
LA CIUDADELA, 325 metres; 1.5 kW.-5.45 p.m., Concert by the Marseilles Opera (Delibes); Melody from Rose Marie (Friml); Mattinata (Leonard); Radio Symphony Orchestra (Ferrari); Selection from Orpheus in the Underworld (Offenbach). 6.45, Close Down.
AUGUST 19th, 1932.

Songs: (a) Ah! le Chélet (Adam); (b) Chanson de poétesse (Faust); (c) Arias from Don Giovanni (Mozart); (d) The Prisoner of Zenda (Grieg); (e) Violin Sonata in G Major (Richard Strauss). Orchestral: (a) Symphony No. 1 (Beethoven); (b) Overture, La Belle Helene (Offenbach); (c) Marching Song. Selection from The Flower of Hawaii (Abraham); Waltz, I musetti di dell’Agrina (Carra); Selection from Trinklieder (Wagner); Variations and March from the Magic Flute (Mozart). Dances: (a) Air from Le Chalet (Adam); (b) Menuet from La Belle Helene (Offenbach). Neuchatel Observatory. 011 Gramophone Records. Light Music on Gramophone Records. 720, 800, 1,229.5 metres; and GENEVA, 760 metres; 25 kW.; LAUSANNE, 403 metres; 25 kW.; BASEL, 406 metres; 25 kW. Orchestra. 12.15 a.m. (Wednesday), Talk. 12.30, The Steb- Press News Reeler. 10.12, Programme Announcements. 5.00, Dancing in Milwaukee, from Chicago; (a) Concerto for Violin and Pianoforte in E Minor (d’Ambro- sio); Polonaise in C Sharp Minor for Piano-forte (Chopin); Cradle Song (Guarino); Pre- selection from The Rose Symphony (LaM); (b) Overture, Si j’etais rot (Adam); Suite from The Tales of Hoff- mann (Dvorak); Selection from The Sleeping Beauty (Adam); (c) Overture, La Belle Helene (Offenbach); (d) Overture, Si j’etais rot (Adam); Suite from The Tales of Hoff- mann (Dvorak); Selection from The Sleeping Beauty (Adam). AUGUST 20th, 1932.

Radio PARIS, 700.8 metres; 25 kW., 11.45 a.m.-12.15 p.m., Interval; 12.15 p.m. -2.45 p.m., Natural History Programme. 12.15 p.m., Programme for Children. (a) Selection from Eine Nacht in Venedig (Ziehrer); Two Songs from Eine Nacht in Venedig (Ziehrer).

Poznań

128, 160, 1,229.5 metres; and GENEVA, 760 metres. -5.10 p.m., Weather and Announcements. 6.15, The Rose Beetle goes a[...]

BASLE, 360.5 metres; 51) kW. Radio ORZEL, 218 metres; 52) kW. Radio CZECHOSLOVAKIA, 640 metres; 50) kW. Vienna. -2.45 p.m., Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 2.45 p.m., Programme Announcement.

128, 160, 1,229.5 metres; and GENEVA, 760 metres. -5.10 p.m., Weather and Announcements. 6.15, The Rose Beetle goes a[...]

STOCKHOLM

128, 160, 1,229.5 metres; and GENEVA, 760 metres. -5.10 p.m., Weather and Announcements. 6.15, The Rose Beetle goes a[...]

VIENNA

355 metres; 1.9 kW. -2.45 p.m., Programme Announcement. 2.45 p.m., Programme Announcement.

Wireless World.

TURIN

212.3 metres; 7 kW. Relayed by Milan, 506.3 metres; 7 kW.; Florence, 1,229.5 metres; 7 kW. -7.0, Gramophone Records of Children, conducted by Ugo Petroro. -7.15, Programme Announcement. -7.30 To 8.0, Programme Announcement. -8.0, Chinese Theatre (Dreyer); Festas al villaggio (Santoni); (b) Programme Announcement.

128, 160, 1,229.5 metres; and GENEVA, 760 metres. -5.10 p.m., Weather and Announcements. 6.15, The Rose Beetle goes a[...]

TRIESTE

8.0, Orchestral Concert, conducted by Arturo Roskam. -8.0, Selection from The Rose Symphony (LaM); (b) Umoresca (Reimighi), adapted and arranged by J. A. F. Pinafore, Selection from The Rose Symphony (LaM). -8.15 to 8.30, Programme Announcement. -9.0, Programme Announcement. -9.15, Dance No. 1 (Grieg); Le Cygne (Saint-Saëns).

VATICAN

275 metres; 15 kW. Relayed by Gras, 355 metres; Annibar, 233 metres; Katigur, 233 metres; Husserberg, 218 metres; 3.30 p.m., Programme Announcement. -4.0, Programme Announcement. -4.45, Programme Announcement.

128, 160, 1,229.5 metres; and GENEVA, 760 metres. -5.10 p.m., Weather and Announcements. 6.15, The Rose Beetle goes a[...]

ZURICH.

128, 160, 1,229.5 metres; and GENEVA, 760 metres. -5.10 p.m., Weather and Announcements. 6.15, The Rose Beetle goes a[...]

212.3 metres; 7 kW. Relayed by Milan, 506.3 metres; 7 kW.; Florence, 1,229.5 metres; 7 kW. -7.0, Gramophone Records of Children, conducted by Ugo Petroro. -7.15, Programme Announcement. -7.30 To 8.0, Programme Announcement. -8.0, Chinese Theatre (Dreyer); Festas al villaggio (Santoni); (b) Programme Announcement.

128, 160, 1,229.5 metres; and GENEVA, 760 metres. -5.10 p.m., Weather and Announcements. 6.15, The Rose Beetle goes a[...]

128, 160, 1,229.5 metres; and GENEVA, 760 metres. -5.10 p.m., Weather and Announcements. 6.15, The Rose Beetle goes a[...]

Wireless World.

TURIN

212.3 metres; 7 kW. Relayed by Milan, 506.3 metres; 7 kW.; Florence, 1,229.5 metres; 7 kW. -7.0, Gramophone Records of Children, conducted by Ugo Petroro. -7.15, Programme Announcement. -7.30 To 8.0, Programme Announcement. -8.0, Chinese Theatre (Dreyer); Festas al villaggio (Santoni); (b) Programme Announcement.

128, 160, 1,229.5 metres; and GENEVA, 760 metres. -5.10 p.m., Weather and Announcements. 6.15, The Rose Beetle goes a[...]

TRIESTE

8.0, Orchestral Concert, conducted by Arturo Roskam. -8.0, Selection from The Rose Symphony (LaM); (b) Umoresca (Reimighi), adapted and arranged by J. A. F. Pinafore, Selection from The Rose Symphony (LaM). -8.15 to 8.30, Programme Announcement. -9.0, Programme Announcement. -9.15, Dance No. 1 (Grieg); Le Cygne (Saint-Saëns).

VATICAN

275 metres; 15 kW. Relayed by Gras, 355 metres; Annibar, 233 metres; Katigur, 233 metres; Husserberg, 218 metres; 3.30 p.m., Programme Announcement. -4.0, Programme Announcement. -4.45, Programme Announcement.

128, 160, 1,229.5 metres; and GENEVA, 760 metres. -5.10 p.m., Weather and Announcements. 6.15, The Rose Beetle goes a[...]

ZURICH.

128, 160, 1,229.5 metres; and GENEVA, 760 metres. -5.10 p.m., Weather and Announcements. 6.15, The Rose Beetle goes a[...]

Wireless World.

TURIN

212.3 metres; 7 kW. Relayed by Milan, 506.3 metres; 7 kW.; Florence, 1,229.5 metres; 7 kW. -7.0, Gramophone Records of Children, conducted by Ugo Petroro. -7.15, Programme Announcement. -7.30 To 8.0, Programme Announcement. -8.0, Chinese Theatre (Dreyer); Festas al villaggio (Santoni); (b) Programme Announcement.
PRINCIPAL EVENTS OF THE DAY:

**AT HOME**
Organ music. Orchestral concert, from Bournemouth.

**LONDON**
Orchestral concert. Organ recital, Instrumental concert.

**YUGOSLAV SONGS.**
430.4 metres; 2.5 kW. -5.0 p.m., Market Prices.

**COMEDY (Miguel Zamacois).**
363.3 metres; 13 kW. -7.0 p.m., Market Prices.

**THE GUTZGAUCH (Lemlin); Folk Song, Es bliess**

**YUGOSLAV SONGS.**
430.4 metres; 2.5 kW. -5.0 p.m., Market Prices.

**B.O.D.R.1. - See Oslo.**

**B.E.R.O.M.U.N.S.T.E.R. - See Hamburg.**

**BUDAPEST**
February 23rd, 1932.

**COPENHAGEN (No. 2)**
Modern Traffic in Word and Tone.

**STRASBOURG**
Chamber music, relayed from Radio Colonia, Paris (23.55 metres).

**TURIN**
Dance music from Lona Park Lido, Milan.

**CRAIC**
3:15, 3.5 kW., Miscellaneous Items and Programme Announcements. 3:20, Radio Programme Announcement. 3:25, Talk in Polish. 3:30, Talk in Lithuanian.

**CHICAGO**
Sang de Navet-One-Act Opera (Demaret);

**MUNICH**
Blow, Blow, thou Winter Wind (Quilter); Snow's Dance.

**BOLOGNA**
Samson and Delilah (Saint-Saëns); Erotica.

**DOLE**
9.55, News Bulletin. 9.50, Concert, by the Station Orchestra. 6.0, Talk: Organ recital. 8.0, Quartet (Schumann).

**BUDAPEST**
February 23rd, 1932.

**PARIS (Post-Parisian)**
"A Duet."—*A Play in One Act.*

**ACABETH**
14:30; 5.40, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 5.0, Orchestral Concert, conducted by Jean Maguire. 4.10, See Hamburg.

**FRANKFURT**
232 metres; 15.0 kW. 9.00 p.m. to 6.00 a.m. (Thursday), Programme by the I.B.C.—10.0—10.0, Dance Music by the I.B.C. Orchestra.

**DRESDEN**
February 23rd, 1932.

**FECAMP**
232 metres; 15.0 kW. 9.00 p.m. to 6.00 a.m. (Thursday), Programme by the I.B.C.—10.0—10.0, Dance Music by the I.B.C. Orchestra.

POZNAN

RIJKAYJK

RIGA

RIJUKAN—See Oslo.

ROME
Call IRQ, 441 metres; 50 kW. - Radio Report. 0.18 p.m., S. Korea Bulletin. 0.20 p.m., Radio Report. 0.22 p.m., News Bulletin. 0.25 p.m., World News. 0.30 p.m., Music by the Radio Quintet. 0.35 p.m., News Bulletin. 0.40 p.m., Close Down.

STOCKHOLM

SCHENECTADY

SCHWEIZERISCHER LANDESERREICH BERMUDOS/BERGMONT, 601.4 metres; 45 kW. - Weather Forecast. 7.00 p.m., Programme Announcements.

SOLDTIENBERG
Schweizerische National Radio Gesellschaft, Braunwaldstrasse, Zuerich, Switzerland. Broadcasts and programmes in French and German. 8.00 p.m., Programme Announcements. 8.05, News Bulletin. 8.10, Weather Forecast. 8.15, Close Down.


STRASBOURG

TOULOUSE
RADIOPHONIE DU MIDI, 272.5 metres; 25 kW. - 8.30 p.m., Programme Announcements. 8.35, A LA GRANDE HORAIRE, 8.40 p.m., Opera Music: Airs from Werther (Weber). 8.50 p.m., Classical Music: (a) Theme from the Fourth Symphony (Beethoven), (b) Heros from Bacchus (Mozart). 9.00 p.m., Weather Report. 9.05, News Bulletin. 9.10, Close Down.
Hamburg Call by (include): 35 kilowatts; 1.2 kW. Relayed by Bernstein, 250 metres; Fleming, the Near East – VI; London – VI. 232.2 metres; 4.30 (from Hanover), Concert for the Radio Society (Lancashire); 4.30 (from Dusseldorf); Gulf Stream (288.2 metres) . 7.50, R.W.S., General News. 7.55, Review of Books. 8.00, Talk in Czech: The Agricultural Report, by J. Kvasniček, translated by D. v. d. Linden.

Ljubljana 574 metres; 2.5-7.25 a.m. Choral Concert. 7.30, Work in the Garden. 7.30, Talk in Italian: Work in the Garden, by Angela C. (John Ireland); The Holy Boy (John Ireland); The Time Signal, by D. v. d. Linden. 9.55, Recitation by the Station Orchestra. 10.20, Musical Programme. 8.35, See Warsaw.

Leipzig 255 metres: 2.5-7.9 a.m. Programme for Young People. 3.5-7.25 a.m. Programme for Children. 3.5-7.25 a.m. Musical Programme. 3.30, Talk: The Health of the Child, by Dr. H. Kiekens. 8.3, Tone Signal. 8.4, Concert by the Station Orchestra: Overture, La Princesse jaune (Barbier); Aria from Sicilian Vespers, by John Ireland; Selections from La Poule (Daquin); Le Colleen (Loewe) – M. H. Krumm.

London 167 metres; 2.5-7.9 a.m., Bible Reading. 7.40, Variety Programme. 6.40 and 7.10 to 7.25 a.m., Physical Culture. 7.10-7.25 a.m., Programme of the Workers' Radio Society (V.A.R.A.). 8.45, Recitation of Fineish Songs: (c) Pensiero meIancolico (d) Pensiero meIancolico (e) Pensiero meIancolico (f) Pensiero meIancolico

Moscow 523 metres; 2.5-7.9 a.m., Radio Programme. 6.40 M. H. Krumm. 9.40, Choral Concert: Overture, La Princesse jaune (Barbier); Aria from Sicilian Vespers, by John Ireland; Selections from La Poule (Daquin); Le Colleen (Loewe). 6.30, Market Prices. 8.45, Agricultural Report. 8.45, Programme by the Liberal Workers' Radio Society (V.A.R.A.).

Palermo 541 metres: 1.30-1.8 a.m., Gramophone Concert of Variety Music; 8.5, Announcement of Briefs for cake and Ginger Cookies. 9.0, Morning Programme of Variety Music; 9.5, Announcement of Briefs for cake and Ginger Cookies. 10.0, Time Signal and News Bulletin. 10.26 a.m. and 11.26 p.m. (preliminary and definitive). 12.0, Talk: The Copper Trade throughout the World, by C. U. Seal. 12.30 a.m., Talk: The Health of the Child, by Dr. H. Kiekens. 1.0, Children's Scene in Gondolas (Weckerlin); La Meuniere (Weckerlin); Madame Butterfly (Weckerlin).

Paris 347 metres; 1.30-1.8 a.m., Radiogramme for Children. 5.40, Talk: The Copper Trade throughout the World, by C. U. Seal. 7.0, Talk: The Sculptor and the Publisher, by M. H. Krumm.

Stockholm 287.5 metres; 1.30-1.8 a.m., Radiogramme for Children. 5.40, Talk: The Copper Trade throughout the World, by C. U. Seal. 7.0, Talk: The Sculptor and the Publisher, by M. H. Krumm.

Vienna 273.6 metres; 1.30-1.8 a.m., Radiogramme for Children. 5.40, Talk: The Copper Trade throughout the World, by C. U. Seal. 7.0, Talk: The Sculptor and the Publisher, by M. H. Krumm.
**PRINCIPAL EVENTS OF THE DAY:**

**AT HOME**

Organ music. Cecoration of the Abbey Church, Buckfast Abbey, Devon. Evenings from West-mountain, and from the orchestra of the Radio-\n\n**LONDON**

Orchestral concert. Organ music. From semana from Queen's Hall. dance music.

**REGIONAL**


**NORTH REGION**


**WEST REGION**


**SCOTTISH REGION**


**BERFORD-MUNSTER**

Hunting music and songs by Male Voice Choir.

**PARIS**

Concert from the American Conservatoire, Fontaine-\n
**STRABSBURG**

Opera in Two Acts: "I Pagliacci" (Leoncavallo).

**TOULOUSE**

An Hour of Operetta music.

**WARSAW**

Evening of light music by Warsaw Philharmonic Orchestra.

**CRAÇOW**


**FRANKFURT**


**FECAMP**

THURSDAY continued.

HUNIEN

Announced HILVERSUM: 16.35

480 metres, 60 kW; and DANZIG: 16.35

480 metres, 60 kW; and a Concert playing the works of Tchaikovsky, Chopin, Offenbach, and Brahms.

HILVERSUM

Announced HILVERSUM: 16.35

480 metres, 60 kW. - Concert playing the works of Tchaikovsky, Chopin, Offenbach, and Brahms.

ZUIDERZEE

10.15, See Stuttgart.

FREIBURG. - See Stuttgart.

FRÖDERSSTAD. - See Oslo.

HAMBURG.

Call No., in Medium Wave, 1.5 kV: 1.5 kW. Relayed by Bremen, 250 metres; Flensburg, 215 metres. - Talk and News from the Press. - Programme of the Radio Station. - Weather and Announcements.

HELIGS

27.6 metres; 60 kW; and DANZIG: 16.35

480 metres, 60 kW; and a Concert playing the works of Tchaikovsky, Chopin, Offenbach, and Brahms.

HELVERSUM

Announced HILVERSUM: 16.35

480 metres, 60 kW. - Concert playing the works of Tchaikovsky, Chopin, Offenbach, and Brahms.

HILVERSUM

Announced HILVERSUM: 16.35

480 metres, 60 kW.

LAHTI

376 metres; 60 kW; and HELSINKI: 16.35.

10.15, See Stuttgart.

1932 August 16th
AUGUST 25th, 1932

Radio-Suisse Romande


SOTTONS—See Radio-Suisse Romandes.

STOCKHOLM

REDJAKY

RIIA

RIGA

RIJA—See Ornament of Typography.

STRAJSBURG

THURSDAY

continued.

Vocal and Instrumental Concert: Soloists: Mrs. (Vienna); and Mrs. (the Voice of the Globe). (Valencia); and Mrs. (the Voice of the World). (Wien); and Mrs. (the Voice of the Empire). (Paris). (Vienna); and Mrs. (the Voice of the Continent). (Riga). (Vienna); and Mrs. (the Voice of the World). (Stuttgart). (Vienna); and Mrs. (the Voice of the Empire). (Paris). (Vienna); and Mrs. (the Voice of the World). (Stuttgart).

RIJA—See Ornament of Typography.

STRAJSBURG

110 metres; 11.5-12.30 a.m., Gramophone Concert of Children. 12.30, Close Down.

RIJA—See Ornament of Typography.

THURSDAY

continued.

Vocal and Instrumental Concert: Soloists: Mrs. (Vienna); and Mrs. (the Voice of the Globe). (Valencia); and Mrs. (the Voice of the World). (Wien); and Mrs. (the Voice of the Empire). (Paris). (Vienna); and Mrs. (the Voice of the World). (Stuttgart). (Vienna); and Mrs. (the Voice of the Empire). (Paris). (Vienna); and Mrs. (the Voice of the World). (Stuttgart).

Venus and Weather Report. 7.0, Concert. 7.0, Weather and Exchange Quotations. 7.0, Popular Music on Gramophone Record. 7.0, Weather and New, Programme Announcements, and Silent Night for Distinct Reception.

SUNSDALL—See Stockholm.

TOULOUSE

RADIOBIOPHON DE MIO: 265 metres; 8.50 a.m.; Transmission of Pictures 8.50; Exchange Quotations 8.50; Opera Music: Airs from (Prince Igor (Rimshevik); The Prokofiev (Rimshevik); The Prokofiev (Rimshevik); The Prokofiev (Rimshevik); The Prokofiev (Rimshevik); The Prokofiev (Rimshevik);

RIJA—See Ornament of Typography.

STRAJSBURG

110 metres; 11.5-12.30 a.m., Gramophone Concert of Children. 12.30, Close Down.

RIJA—See Ornament of Typography.

THURSDAY

continued.

Vocal and Instrumental Concert: Soloists: Mrs. (Vienna); and Mrs. (the Voice of the Globe). (Valencia); and Mrs. (the Voice of the World). (Wien); and Mrs. (the Voice of the Empire). (Paris). (Vienna); and Mrs. (the Voice of the World). (Stuttgart). (Vienna); and Mrs. (the Voice of the Empire). (Paris). (Vienna); and Mrs. (the Voice of the World). (Stuttgart).

Venus and Weather Report. 7.0, Concert. 7.0, Weather and Exchange Quotations. 7.0, Popular Music on Gramophone Record. 7.0, Weather and New, Programme Announcements, and Silent Night for Distinct Reception.

SUNSDALL—See Stockholm.

TOULOUSE

RADIOBIOPHON DE MIO: 265 metres; 8.50 a.m.; Transmission of Pictures 8.50; Exchange Quotations 8.50; Opera Music: Airs from (Prince Igor (Rimshevik); The Prokofiev (Rimshevik); The Prokofiev (Rimshevik); The Prokofiev (Rimshevik); The Prokofiev (Rimshevik);

RIJA—See Ornament of Typography.

STRAJSBURG

110 metres; 11.5-12.30 a.m., Gramophone Concert of Children. 12.30, Close Down.

RIJA—See Ornament of Typography.

THURSDAY

continued.

Vocal and Instrumental Concert: Soloists: Mrs. (Vienna); and Mrs. (the Voice of the Globe). (Valencia); and Mrs. (the Voice of the World). (Wien); and Mrs. (the Voice of the Empire). (Paris). (Vienna); and Mrs. (the Voice of the World). (Stuttgart). (Vienna); and Mrs. (the Voice of the Empire). (Paris). (Vienna); and Mrs. (the Voice of the World). (Stuttgart).

Venus and Weather Report. 7.0, Concert. 7.0, Weather and Exchange Quotations. 7.0, Popular Music on Gramophone Record. 7.0, Weather and New, Programme Announcements, and Silent Night for Distinct Reception.

SUNSDALL—See Stockholm.

TOULOUSE

RADIOBIOPHON DE MIO: 265 metres; 8.50 a.m.; Transmission of Pictures 8.50; Exchange Quotations 8.50; Opera Music: Airs from (Prince Igor (Rimshevik); The Prokofiev (Rimshevik); The Prokofiev (Rimshevik); The Prokofiev (Rimshevik); The Prokofiev (Rimshevik);

RIJA—See Ornament of Typography.

STRAJSBURG

110 metres; 11.5-12.30 a.m., Gramophone Concert of Children. 12.30, Close Down.

RIJA—See Ornament of Typography.
BUDAPEST
510 metres; 0.25 kW; and KALABURG
313, 874 p.m., Time and Chimes from the Town Hall.
12.30 p.m., Forenoon Salon. 3.00 p.m., Orchestra
Concert, relayed from the Hotel d’Angleterre.
1.00 p.m., 7.00 p.m., and 9.00 p.m., Radio
Mens from the Radio Exhibition.
9.15 p.m., Talk: Old ‘Cello Sonatas.
5.20, Agricultural Prices.
4.0, Review of Weather for
Rome.
3.55, Talk: Old ‘Cello Sonatas.
2.50, Popular Music on Gramophone Records.
1.50, Talk: A Visit to a Kursaal.
12.45, In and Final from the Serenade No. 1 in D Major by Mozart.
12.45, Reading: The Musical Call in the Alps.
12.30, Price of Vienna Nut (Senn).
FRIDAY continued

LAHTI

ANGENGEN
473 meters; 70 kW; 1.25 a.m. Running off the Round Roundabout, and into the Dortmund Aerodrome. 10.80, Dance Songs.

MONTAL TEAM
307 meters; 1,350 kW. - Radio Play in Four Acts. 11.40, Programme 17, Gramophone Records on the Menu. 10.10, News Bulletin.

MALMO.-See Stockholm.

MILAN.-See Turin.

MOSCOW

NAPLES.—See Rome.

NORFOLK

OBERSTDORF.—See Stockholm.

PALERMO

PARIS
EIFFEL TOWER, Call FLL, 1,410 meters. 13 kW. - Time Signals, on 520 meters, at 19.35 a.m. and 11.56 p.m. (preliminary and 60-second signals). 6.45 p.m., Dramatic Programme. 7.00, Le Journal Paris. 8.30, Talk: Storm Weather. 8.45 p.m., Symphony Concert by the Station Orchestra, conducted by M. Flamant. 10.40, News Bulletin. 11.30 (approx.), Close Down.


RADIO PARIS, Call CFN, 1,725 meters. 75 kW. - 6.45 a.m. Physical Training. 7.20, Conservative and Radical Notes.

ALGIERS

Barcelona
24.27°; 2.52° west; 7.40 p.m., Radio Barcelona. 6.45, Talk on Wireless. 6.50, Programme of Popular Music. 7.0, Violin Concert. 7.10, Programme to be announced. 7.20, Opera (Act II); "I passar la noche". 7.30, Programme of Popular Music. 7.40, News Bulletin (app.). Close Down.

BELGRADE
44.84°; 20.48° east; 7.35 p.m., Radio Belgrade. 6.35, Weather. 6.40, Programme of Popular Music. 7.0, Violin Concert. 7.10, Programme of Popular Music. 7.20, News Bulletin (app.). Close Down.

BERLIN
52.34°; 13.41° east; 7.30 p.m., Radio Berlin. 6.30, Programme of Popular Music. 7.0, Melody of a Russian Air (Borodin); Waltz. 7.15, Programme of Popular Music. 7.30, News Bulletin (app.). Close Down.

Bordeaux-LAFAYETTE
45.2°; 0.00° west; 7.30 p.m., Radio Bordeaux-Lafayette. 6.30, Programme of Popular Music. 7.0, Programme of Popular Music. 7.15, News Bulletin (app.). Close Down.

Breslau
51.05°; 17.03° east; 7.15 p.m., Radio Breslau. 6.15, Programme of Popular Music. 6.30, Character Sketch of Madame Morlacchi (Delibes); Waltz. 7.0, Programme of Popular Music. 7.15, News Bulletin (app.). Close Down.

Brisbane
37.8° south; 152.6° east; 7.30 p.m., Radio Brisbane. 6.30, Programme of Popular Music. 6.45, Programme of Popular Music. 7.0, Programme of Popular Music. 7.15, News Bulletin (app.). Close Down.

BROOKLYN
40.67° north; 74.00° west; 7.30 p.m., Radio Brooklyn. 6.30, Programme of Popular Music. 6.45, Programme of Popular Music. 7.0, Programme of Popular Music. 7.15, News Bulletin (app.). Close Down.

Budapest
47.46°; 19.04° east; 7.00 p.m., Radio Budapest. 6.00, Programme of Popular Music. 6.15, Programme of Popular Music. 6.30, Programme of Popular Music. 7.00, News Bulletin (app.). Close Down.

Buenos Aires
34.4° south; 58.3° west; 7.00 p.m., Radio Buenos Aires. 6.00, Programme of Popular Music. 6.15, Programme of Popular Music. 6.30, Programme of Popular Music. 7.00, News Bulletin (app.). Close Down.
**York. and Vic Arden's Orchestra. Rican n'est pas vrai (Larrieu); Les Myrtes sont fletris (Silesu); Behind the Law - Tales of the Pennsylvania State Health Workers.**

**Friday, August 19th, 1932.**

**PITTSBURGH**

**CONCERT:**
- 8.00, Jack Pettis and his Orchestra.
- 10.00, News Bulletin and Weather Forecast.
- 11.00, Close Down.

**Forecast.**

**Sextet Concert:**
- 8.00, Jack Pettis and his Orchestra.
- 10.00, News Bulletin and Weather Forecast.
- 11.00, Close Down.

**SUMMER WINDS CAFE:**
- 8.00, Jack Pettis and his Orchestra.
- 10.00, News Bulletin and Weather Forecast.
- 11.00, Close Down.

**SOUTH SHORE ANDERSONS:**
- 8.00, Jack Pettis and his Orchestra.
- 10.00, News Bulletin and Weather Forecast.
- 11.00, Close Down.

**KING'S HALL ANDERSONS:**
- 8.00, Jack Pettis and his Orchestra.
- 10.00, News Bulletin and Weather Forecast.
- 11.00, Close Down.

**SOUTH SHORE ANDERSONS:**
- 8.00, Jack Pettis and his Orchestra.
- 10.00, News Bulletin and Weather Forecast.
- 11.00, Close Down.

**KING'S HALL ANDERSONS:**
- 8.00, Jack Pettis and his Orchestra.
- 10.00, News Bulletin and Weather Forecast.
- 11.00, Close Down.

**SOUTH SHORE ANDERSONS:**
- 8.00, Jack Pettis and his Orchestra.
- 10.00, News Bulletin and Weather Forecast.
- 11.00, Close Down.

**KING'S HALL ANDERSONS:**
- 8.00, Jack Pettis and his Orchestra.
- 10.00, News Bulletin and Weather Forecast.
- 11.00, Close Down.

**SOUTH SHORE ANDERSONS:**
- 8.00, Jack Pettis and his Orchestra.
- 10.00, News Bulletin and Weather Forecast.
- 11.00, Close Down.
**TANNOY PRODUCTS**

RADIOS

Three special high-quality Radiograms are produced in attractive walnut cabinets.

1. Embosson 25 watt push-pull output, screen grid, suitable for A.C. or D.C.
2. Embosson 45 gram matched heavy-duty M.C. speakers for A.C. or D.C.
3. Similar to above, but with 6-valve superhet.

**POWER AMPLIFIERS**

Special portable Radiogram equipment for latest, dance, sports meetings, restaurants, etc.

Price: £2 18 6

Write for particulars of complete range up to 250 watts. Demonstrations by arrangement from Morris Vans, etc.

**MAINS UNITS**

Tannoy Main Units are made for practically all circuits. A comprehensive range for H.T. and L.T. or combined H.T., Grid and L.T. Write for full details.

1-7, DALTON ST., WEST NORWOOD, S.E.27.

Stratford 6731.

**BRYCE PRODUCTS**

**TRANSFORMERS**

**AMPLIFIERS**

**CHOKES**

**Never let you down**

Write for illustrated lists.

Deliveries in 48 hours.

W. ANDREW BRYCE & CO.

WOODFIELD WORKS, BURY, LANCs.

*(Post Office Box 1525, Bury)*

**SMITH'S RADIO ACCUMULATORS**

S. Smith & Sons, (Motor Accessories) Ltd., Cricklewood, N.W.2.

Make your Radio Set a first-class Radio-gram by standing it on an Apollo Playing Desk.

**The Apollo Playing Desk** increases the usefulness of your Wireless Set 100% and your favourite gramophone records have added charm and greater purity of reproduction. Simply place the Radio Set upon the Desk—that's all. Apollo Playing Desks are well made and beautifully finished. Everything complete, including turntable, pickup, volume control and spring or electric motor.

See our display at the RADIO EXHIBITION at OLYMPIA. STAND No. 214.


**You must visit stand No. 130**

Because there are some interesting additions to the Smith range.

Because Smith Accumulators are being chosen and recommended by an ever increasing number of radio experts.

Because these Accumulators will help you to get the best results from your set.

We are exhibiting at RADIOLYMPIA AUGUST 19-27.

**SMITH'S RADIO ACCUMULATORS**

BECAUSE

BECAUSE

BECAUSE

WE ARE EXHIBITING AT

S. Smith & Sons, (Motor Accessories) Ltd., Cricklewood, N.W.2.

Above: Slow Discharge Cell in glass container. Type RB. 1:3 volts, 45 ampere hours (45 milliamp. rate).

Price 8/6.

**You must visit stand No. 130**

**SMITH'S RADIO ACCUMULATORS**

**BECAUSE**

**BECAUSE**

**BECAUSE**

WE ARE EXHIBITING AT

SMITH'S RADIO ACCUMULATORS

S. Smith & Sons, (Motor Accessories) Ltd., Cricklewood, N.W.2.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
"It's a bras, set-ye kea" McQuality.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

70

"It's a brass_" set-ye kea."

INTO A MODERN ALL-MAINS MOVING COIL RECEIVER

KENWELL POWER - PACK
IS THE OUTSTANDING EXCEPTION AT THE SHOW

Specification of ACU model:
H.T. 80 v. and 150 v. (fixed), 0-100 v. (variable) 25 m/s.
L.T. Trickle charger at .25 amp. G.B. 5 Tappings: 11,
3, 4½, 9 and 15 v. Mains energised moving coil speaker

PRICE
£8.15.0

Other models to be supplied.

Stand after stand, wonderful examples of all mains radio are exhibited—JUST PLUG IN, they say, and hear the golden voice of the mains energised moving coil speaker. Fine instruments all—even at their price of 17, 20 and 25 guineas.

But what about the owner of a really good battery set? Must he scrap it to enjoy this wonderfully improved radio?

That is where the Kenwell Power Pack is ingeniously designed. In a moment it can be connected to your present battery set and transforms it into an all-mains, moving coil receiver equal to the best at Olympia.

Enjoy all modern radio improvements for a few pounds and hear your set speak with the clear and mighty voice of a mains energised moving coil speaker.

SEE IT HEAR IT!
ON STAND 121
RADIO SHOW OLYMPIA
Your local dealer will arrange a demonstration.

Descriptive folder from
KENWELL RADIO LTD.
200, City Road, London, E.C.1.

BIG PRICE REDUCTIONS
in 3 popular
DUBILIER PRODUCTS

H.F. CHOKE
NOW
3'

The Dubilier H.F. Choke is one of the most efficient made. It was good value at its old price of 8/6. At 3/, it is one of the best bargains in radio, for, apart from its unusually low price, it is as efficient as only Dubilier products can be.

For those building R.C.C. Circuits, the Dubilier R.C.C. Unit at its new price of 5/- will make an instant appeal. The Dubilier R.C.C. Unit gives uniform amplification over the entire range, and is supplied complete with Resistances.

R.C.C.
UNIT
NOW
5'

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO., LTD.,

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
BETTER in QUALITY
—LOWER in PRICE!

Smith's are not merely makers of cabinets . . . they are craftsmen who build individuality into every line.

Each Smithcraft cabinet is designed to do credit to the finest receiver. If your dealer cannot show you one . . . write to us, giving his name and address.

Prices range from £1.7.0, and deliveries can be made from stock.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET

Smith's Cabinets Ltd.
18-20, HERTFORD ROAD, LONDON, N.1.
TELEPHONE: CILSOLD 3725

EVERY SMITHCRAFT CABINET IS HAND-POLISHED

FARADAY ALLWAVE RECEIVER

This Six Valve set provides the maximum amount of entertainment value possible. All wavelengths from 15 to 2,000 metres can be received by the simple operation of one knob. The quality of reproduction, its sensitivity, and selectivity leaves nothing to be desired.

FEATURES OF THIS UNIQUE PRODUCTION


BRITISH DESIGN—BRITISH MATERIAL—BRITISH WORKMANSHIP

Inclusive price in figured walnut cabinet 27 Gns.

With Table Stand One Guinea extra.

FARADAY ALLWAVE WIRELESS LTD.
Reg'd Office and Works: 1, Salcott Road, S.W.11.
Phone: Battersea 2083.
Natural Reproduction!

The Aim of every Listener.

Loud Speaker cabinets, however, all have a tendency to resonate at certain frequencies and thus spoil reproduction. Resonance can be completely eliminated by fitting the Howe Box Baffle—the scientific solution of all resonance problems.

The B.B.C. Year Book says: "Actually the results obtained from a loudspeaker thus treated are superior to those obtained using a flat baffle."

You can fit a Howe Box Baffle in your loudspeaker cabinet at home, without technical knowledge and without alteration to your set. You will be delighted with the enhanced quality of reproduction; with the richness of the bass; with the astonishing fidelity of the high notes and the clarity of the announcer's voice—all this without a trace of "booming" or distortion. The complete kit costs 20/- delivered free, including Royalty.

Not much to pay for flawless reception, is it?

Ask your dealer about the Howe Box Baffle, or write for free particulars.

Watch for the Howe Box Baffle at the Radio Exhibition. STANDS Nos. 22, 83, and Demonstration Room 25.
**HERE IS THE "KINVA"**

"H" TYPE, HETERODYNE WHISTLE FILTER

CONNECTS BY THREE TERMINALS IN DETECTOR AND FILTER. FREQUENCY OF "CUT-OFF" ADJUSTABLE FROM 3 TO 7 K.C. IT FILTERS OUT WHISTLES, MUSH CROSS MODULATION OF UPPER FREQUENCIES, NEEDLE SCRATCH IN RADIO-GRAMMOS, AND DOES NOT PREVENT CRYSP SPEECH AND GOOD REPRODUCTION.

SUTTS ALL SETS. Price **7/6**.

**DESCRIPTIVE MATTER WITH "CUT-OFF" CURVES, HOW TO CONNECT, AND USERS' REPORTS, AVAILABLE ON RECEIPT STAMP.**

POSTLETHWAITE BROS., KINVER, Nr. STOURBRIDGE.

---

**THE NEW CHARTONE**

ALL MAINS RECEIVER

The very latest and finest made by the old firm. Come and see it and other surprises on STAND 38 at OLYMPIA.

Manufactured by EAGLE ENGINEERING CO. LTD., WARWICK.

Price £9-9-0 complete.

---

**"RED DIAMOND" "RED DIAMOND"**

H.F. CHOKE DETECTOR

Plant Quality Electric Fund. Core Quality Wire. Designed to give the maximum performance and used as a high-frequency coupling circuit, or for resonant tuning in the detector circuit, or for a selectivity circuit; also used as a medium-frequency coupling circuit or for inter-bootstrap tuning. Suitable for almost every receiver model. Made by JEWEL PEN CO., LTD., 21-22, GREAT SUTTON ST., LONDON, E.C. 1.

**RED DIAMOND**

3/6 each

**RED DIAMOND**

2/- each

By insured post 3/9.

JEWEL PEN CO., LTD.

SEE OUR STAND NO. 97 NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION.

AUSTIN MAINS INTERFERENCE ELIMINATORS

Price. £18-10-0

Will definitely cut out interference when fixed to ELECTRIC MOTORS, MOTOR CHARGERS, TUNGAR CHARGERS, SPACE SIMULATIONS, ELECTRIC MOTORS, SUNRAY APPARATUS, etc.

Incorporated in a set they definitely constitute a barrier to mains interference and modulation

Read what the "WIRELESS WORLD" says about its performance—March 9th issue.

"From the tests made we feel confident that the Austin Mains Interference Eliminators will successfully eliminate the interference so often caused by electric motors, and make possible good wireless reception of both local and distant programmes."

AUSTIN MILLS, 35, Albion Aven., Walthamstow, E.17.

SEND FOR FURTHER DETAILS, PRICE LIST, and descriptive Folder.

---

**LS SOUND REPRODUCERS**

LOUDSPEAKERS THAT COMBINE SENSITIVITY WITH POWER HANDLING CAPACITY.

CLARITY and REALISM AT ANY VOLUME.

EVEN FREQUENCY RESPONSE.

GOOD BASS—GOOD "TOP".

Standard and Giant Units.

Horns for all Purposes.

BRITISH MADE.

Parishioners from and Demonstrations at:

I.S. UNITS, 64, Lowestoft Rd., BARNES, S.W.13

Phone: RIV. 3225.

---

**TO READY RADIO LTD., EASTNOR HOUSE, BLACKHEATH, S.E.3.**

Please send me FREE the new Ready Radio book containing constructional details and diagrams of the all-wave Metro S.G.3, and the "303," the simplest set in the world to build.

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

---

** Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.**
Traders & Set Manufacturers

are invited to see the

NEW PATENT SAFETY MOVING COIL SPEAKER

The only speaker with safety device for protecting your Speaker and Set. Also it has several other important novel devices.

The Sinclair

Tone Filter - - 2/6 retail.
The Sinclair

Station Separator 5/- retail.

F. SINCLAIR,


A CABINET FOR THE "Baby Super -Het"

The Sinclair "Empire" Set and Speaker Cabinet

This new Camco "Empire" Cabinet is undoubtedly one of the most attractive cabinets ever chosen for a "Wireless World" Set. Yet, added to the beauty of its appearance, sound acoustical design and its moderate price, you have the finest value for money among cabinets it is possible to find. The Cabinet alone, in beautiful Walnut or Mahogany veneered front, costs only 35/-; the price of the stand is 25/-. See it at Stand 123 Olympia, and make sure to get the new FREE illustrated Camco Catalogue.

CARRINGTON MFG. CO., LTD.


Phone: Holborn 8202. Works: K Coyney.

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
DEALERS!

* If you specialise in supplying or assembling Wireless World Set Designs

BUY YOUR WIRELESS WORLD KITS OR COMPONENTS FROM

[BRITISH]

Radiogram

Radio Wholesalers

Sole Trade Distributors

PILOT AUTHOR KITS

- Exact to Wireless World Specification
- Usual Discounts

PILOT AUTHOR KITS save you carrying large stocks—speculate in stock春夏秋冬...

'BABY SUPER' KIT "A"—

Author's Kit of specified parts including chassis assembly and sealed.

12 GNS. Excluding Valves, Speaker and Cabinet

DELIVERY FROM STOCK

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS OF ALL THE LEADING MAKES OF SETS, SPEAKERS, ELIMINATORS, COMPONENTS, ACCESSORIES

Let us put your name on our Mailing List

The BRITISH

Radio Gramophone Co. Ltd.

PILOT HOUSE, STOKE NEWINGTON,

LONDON, N.16

Telephone: Cissold 6227/8

RADIOGRAM

RADIO WHOLESALERS

Sole Trade Distributors

PILOT AUTHOR KITS

- EXACT TO WIRELESS WORLD SPECIFICATION
- USUAL DISCOUNTS

PILOT AUTHOR KITS save you carrying large stocks—speculate in stock春夏秋冬...

'BABY SUPER' KIT "A"—

Author's Kit of specified parts including chassis assembly and sealed.

12 GNS. Excluding Valves, Speaker and Cabinet

DELIVERY FROM STOCK

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS OF ALL THE LEADING MAKES OF SETS, SPEAKERS, ELIMINATORS, COMPONENTS, ACCESSORIES

Let us put your name on our Mailing List

The BRITISH

Radio Gramophone Co. Ltd.

PILOT HOUSE, STOKE NEWINGTON,

LONDON, N.16

Telephone: Cissold 6227/8

Radio Data Charts.

For the keen amateur. Call for.

[9160]
This is an ad for various electronic components and devices, including transformers, condensers, and microphones. It also advertises a soldering iron with rapid heating capabilities and a self-feeding mechanism. The ad mentions various models and prices, along with descriptions of the features and benefits of each product. The ad is for the UK market, as indicated by the British currency and measurements.
Explaining how Savage sells GUARANTEED MAINS EQUIPMENT at such LOW PRICES!

Generous designing, the finest raw materials and individual manufacture are behind the production of Savage Mains Equipment—yet prices are surprisingly low. The secret is in the Savage Organisation, in the team of highly skilled winners doing their jobs rapidly, expertly, thoroughly.

The windings of every Savage 'Massi- core transformer are抽检中; every batch must successfully pass drastic overload tests before it leaves the Savage works GUARANTEED.

Savage specialises in the manufacture of the highest grade mains and output transformers, choke and smoothing condensers. Non-standard equipment to customers' own requirements can be supplied for a slight additional cost.

**POPULAR SAVAGE SPECIFICATIONS**

- We strongly recommend the use of manufacturer's type transformers and chokes, wherever possible, and sub-baseboard working is permissible.
- Manufacturers' type (as illustrated), up to 500 v.
- terminal, Price 25/6.
- 670, 1100, 3700, 6700, 37000 volt,
- terminal, Price 38/6.
- A.M. 200, 300, 500, 1000, 1500, Price 30/6.
- M.E. 100, 150, 200, 300, 500, Price 18/9.
- S.G. 100, 150, 200, 300, 500, Price 15/9.
- T.C. 100, 150, 200, 300, 500, Price 13/6.
- T.C. 50, 100, 200, 300, 500, Price 11/6.
- T.C. 50, 100, 200, 300, 500, Price 9/6.
- T.C. 50, 100, 200, 300, 500, Price 7/6.
- T.C. 50, 100, 200, 300, 500, Price 5/6.
- T.C. 50, 100, 200, 300, 500, Price 1/6.

**TER ms.**

- T.C. 50, 100, 200, 300, 500, Price 15/6.
- T.C. 50, 100, 200, 300, 500, Price 11/6.
- T.C. 50, 100, 200, 300, 500, Price 7/6.
- T.C. 50, 100, 200, 300, 500, Price 5/6.
- T.C. 50, 100, 200, 300, 500, Price 1/6.

**CUITCASE CABINETS.**

- Special A.F.5 transformers, £19; new, 19/6; O.P.M1, 15/-; 6 a.m., 6/6.
- Special A.F.6 transformers, £13; new, 13/6; O.P.M.2, 10/-; 6 a.m., 6/6.
- Special A.F.7 transformers, £9; new, 9/6; O.P.M.3, 7/-; 6 a.m., 7/6.
- Special A.F.8 transformers, £5; new, 5/-; O.P.M.4, 3/-; 6 a.m., 3/6.

**SPECIAL PARTS.**

- Electric motors, 1, 4 h.p., £40; 2, 3 h.p., £60; 3, 4 h.p., £80; 4, 5 h.p., £100.
- Electric motors, 1, 11 h.p., £120; 2, 22 h.p., £240; 3, 33 h.p., £360; 4, 44 h.p., £480.
- Electric motors, 1, 44 h.p., £60; 2, 88 h.p., £120; 3, 132 h.p., £180; 4, 176 h.p., £240.
- Electric motors, 1, 7 h.p., £70; 2, 14 h.p., £140; 3, 21 h.p., £210; 4, 28 h.p., £280.
- Electric motors, 1, 10 h.p., £100; 2, 20 h.p., £200; 3, 30 h.p., £300; 4, 40 h.p., £400.

**EXCHANGE SERVICE.**

- Modern components taken in part exchange for old, 25/-.
- Electric motors, £2; Ferranti 0-7, £12; 0-14, £24; 0-28, £48; 0-56, £96; 1-14, £192; 2-28, £384; 3-56, £768; 4-14, £1536; 5-28, £3072; 6-56, £6144.

**NEW COSSOR MELODY MAKER.**

- £30; deluxe model, £40; and valves, £35.
- Cash Price 17/6.
- And 11 monthly payments of 16/6.

**NEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET.**

- £20; and 12 monthly payments of 20/6.

**NEW ORSAM MUSIC MAGNET.**

- A very fine set complete with cabinet, loud-speaker, valves and all batteries, £20; and 12 monthly payments of 20/6.

**NEW MURPHY A3A PEDESTAL RECEIVER.**

- With 2 -valve amplifiers, £10; and 12 monthly payments of 12/6.

**NEW FERRANTI 1 -VALVE SUPER-HET-CONSOLE RECEIVER.**

- With 2 -valve amplifiers, £15; and 12 monthly payments of 15/6.

**NEW FERRANTI 2 -VALVE A.C. RECEIVER.**

- Price £10; and 12 monthly payments of 11/6.

**NEW LOTUS BUDD 2 -VALVE A.C. RECEIVER.**

- Price £12; and 11 monthly payments of 12/6.

**NEW PYE "K" 2 -VALVE A.C. RECEIVER.**

- Price £12; and 11 monthly payments of 12/6.

**NEW BLUE SPOT 4 -VALVE BATTERY RECEIVER.**

- Complete with 1500 loud-sounder and variable-Mu valves, £24; and 12 monthly payments of 20/6.

**M ANUFACTURERS' KITS**

- **NEW COSSOR MELODY MAKER.**
  - With 2 -valve amplifiers, £10; and 12 monthly payments of 12/6.
  - Cash Price 17/6.

- **NEW ORSAM MUSIC MAGNET.**
  - Complete with loud-speaker, valves and all batteries, £20; and 12 monthly payments of 20/6.
  - Cash Price 10/10.

Description of this week's set can be obtained from your dealer or, in case of difficulty, from us direct.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE W.W.I.

W. BRYAN SAVAGE
292, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2

Phone: Bishopsgate 1416/5.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS

Here are three new Main Transformers designed by HEAYBERD to work in conjunction with the latest Westinghouse H.T. Receivers. Come and see them at Stand 13 - Olympia.

MODEL D.250

**Outputs**
- 500 v. 50 m.a.

**Rated**
- 500 v. 50 m.a.

**Price**
- 2/-

POST NOW

- 10% extra, if required.

Address

F. C. HEAYBERD & Co.,
10, Finsbury Street, London, E.C.2

Mains Equipment

Exhibited at
Thomas A. Rose & Sons, Ltd.,
Rossmore House,
117, Hammarsmith Road,
W.14.

TRANSFORMERS. SMOOTHING AND OUTPUT CUSETES. SERVICE CHARCERS. SMOOTHING CONDENSERS.

All Wireless Transformers Supplied. Full details on Application to FRED. HEAYBERD & Co., 154, Compton Rd., WOLVERHAMPTON.

PUT LIFE INTO YOUR MOVING COIL

with the new EXPONENTIAL BAFFLE

A great advance on the flat or box Variety

DIRECTIONAL PROPAGATION, IMPROVED RESPONSE. Month subscription 21/-.

Pratice.

Standard 5"-8" Bass. Set of four 2/6. Set of eight 4/-.

SUNLIGHT-defined STORES (Dept. O). Price 2/-.

Mains Equipment

FRED. HEAYBERD & Co., 154, Compton Rd., WOLVERHAMPTON.

BEWARE of invalids and patients with heart conditions, or with any form of electrocution. WARN ALL MEMBERS OF THE FAMILY.

INVENT OR REPAIR - TEL. 538 - 12/6d. PER CUSET. REPAIR-REBUILD, 10/- EACH. ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, 1/- PER CUSET. TEL. 2459. (Dept. 2011, London, S.E.1.)

DIRECTIONAL PROPAGATION, IMPROVED RESPONSE. Month subscription 21/-.

Pratice.

Standard 5"-8" Bass. Set of four 2/6. Set of eight 4/-.

SUNLIGHT-defined STORES (Dept. O). Price 2/-.

Mains Equipment

FRED. HEAYBERD & Co., 154, Compton Rd., WOLVERHAMPTON.

BEWARE of invalids and patients with heart conditions, or with any form of electrocution. WARN ALL MEMBERS OF THE FAMILY.
THE EEELEX SHORT WAVE CONVERTOR

A wonderful instrument, when fitted to your present set, that enables you to enjoy programmes on the ultra short wave bands. No alterations necessary; just connect to the aerial and earth terminals—you will be amazed at the number of foreign stations that you can tune in. When you visit Olympia be sure to see this wonderful instrument.

PRICES:
One valve model 6/6 (including valve)
All Mains model 65/- (without valve)
Two valve model 85/- (without valve)

EELEX FRAME AERIAL

Originally designed for use with superhet receivers this frame aerial has been improved and modified to suit the latest type of set. The necessary connections are made to sockets on an ebonite base which also carries the switch. Plugs are included.

PRICE 20/-

OLYMPIA,
STAND 239.

J. J. EASTICK & SONS,
Exeal House, 118, Bunhill Row, LONDON, E.C.1.

THE WIRELESS WORLD
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SEE THEM FOR YOURSELF ON STAND 239

WANTED.

NEW or Second-hand Wireless Parts Wanted for Cash or exchanging. Loudspeaker, valves, aerials, aerial equipment, and all kinds of electrical machinery. Address, G. W. Smith, 21, Mildmay Grove, London, N.1. (9068)

VALVE 4-Volt Waterproof Magnet. State condition; Concert set. Box 5723, c/o The Wireless World. (9145)

COIL Winding Machine, Douglas or similar. 30, College Rd., Romford. (9165)

WIRELESS and Electrical Goods, clearance of surplus for cash—Bates, 4, Ludgate St., Haggerston, E.2. Phone: Clissold 5550. (9069)

WANTED, electric grappage, A.C., with double table for 15c. records, with or without pick-up—State price to W. E. Ingham, 31, Castle St., Leicester. (9139)

EXCHANGE.

PART Exchanges—Let us make you a good offer on your old set or speaker in part exchange of any make of new set, radiogram or speaker; we also allow 2/- in £ on any British valve (ammonium) against equal amount to your new British valve; please enclose stamped envelope for reply—Charles H. Rodwell, Ltd., London Bridge, S.E.1. (9169)

SITUATIONS VACANT.

EASTLUND Retailer Wanted Live Experienced Man for all Wireless Repairs. Box 5556, c/o The Wireless World. (9172)

OPPORTUNITY for Thoroughly Capable Man or Man for Home set. Commercial practice in radio, gramophone and electrical engineering desirable. Salary £100 per annum. Address, Box 4554, c/o The Wireless World. (9171)

WELL-KNOWN Advertiser, considering manufacturing radio valve transmitters on a small scale, further trouble to find a man who understands valve transmitters, with some practical experience, and who would advise re plant and costs—Box 4551, c/o The Wireless World. (9169)

CHARGE HANDS Required by well-known Wireless Mfg. Co. good pay, good prospects; consideration given only to men who have operated successfully in a similar capacity or to those with ability and experience—Write Box 4479, c/o The Wireless World. (9096)

RADIO and Telephonic Engineers Wanted—Particulars of unique training course, fees, employment form, sent free without obligation—Radio Training Institute, St. John St., Newcasl-on-Tyne. (8670)

SITUATIONS WANTED.

SMART Young Man, 22, well educated, radio qualifications. 5 years' experience, technical correspondence, very efficient; own car—a, 18, Midland, Wolfrighes, N.14. (9152)

CABINET Works Manager, young and thoroughly experienced in the production of wireless radio furniture; only firms of repute considered—Apply Box 4524, c/o The Wireless World. (9066)

BOOKS, INSTRUCTIONS, ETC.


OUR RADIO SHOW OF BARGAINS IS FREE at Electradix House in the Heart of the City

A Visit may save you pounds!

1,000 Bargains in:
- Aerials 6d. Buzzers 1/3.
- Condensers 1/-
- Cables 3d.
- Chokes. 9d. Coils 6d.
- Condensers 1/-
- Dynamo 21/6.
- Dial. 2d.
- Ebonite 1/3.
- Flickers 9d.
- Galvons 7/6.
- Instrs. 1/3.
- Keys 2/6.
- Lamps 6d.
- Motors 4/6.
- Monoculars 15/-.
- Microphones 1/3.
- Neons 2/6.
- Photo-cells 1/3.
- Recorders, Resistances 3d.
- Speakers 2/6.
- Switches 4d.
- Transformers 2/6.
- Voltmeters 4/6.
- Valve Relays 4/6.
- Wire 6d.
- Wire, etc., etc., etc.

One Department Specialises in Laboratory equipment and Testing Apparatus, all at wonderfully low prices.

Switchgear and A.C. Chargers built to any capacity by our own experts; and, complete ranges of all sizes stocked for immediate delivery.

Lastly for the Experimental Amateur who wants a useful junk-box of oddments, our famous Bargain Parcels of Electrical and Radio sundries from dismantled W.D. Sets—Surplus Stocks etc., with Switches, Wire, Chokes, Condensers and Coils and a host of useful parts. Post Free to lbs. 7/10. 7 lbs. 5/6.

Better than ever after stocktaking.

Naval Telescopes for 50 yards to 10 miles at 17/6 each; nearly all sold, so hurry if you want one.

BARGAIN SALE LIST, POST FREE. 72 PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 4d.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, UPPER THAMES ST., LONDON, E.C.4
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- and now a

Moving Coil Speaker WITH TONE CONTROL

This new Tone Control marks a very definite advance in Speaker construction. It is fitted to all the new "PERMAG" Moving Coil Speakers.

This new Tone Control provides—at a simple turn of a knob—speech, instrumental and orchestral music to suit exactly—and delight—any and every conceivable taste.

This new Tone Control really purifies reproduction; eliminates needle-scratch, heterodyne whistles etc.

You mustn't miss this wonderful new improvement at the NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION

STAND 83
GROUND FLOOR.

AUGUST 19TH, 1932.

Also hear a demonstration of the new TONE-CONTROLLED "PERMAG" and our other famous "SUPPER POWER" Models.

PRICES OF NEW TONE CONTROL 1933 "PERMAG" SPEAKERS:
Complete with Cabinet, tapped Transformer, and TONE-CONTROL . . . . 49/6
As above, but WITHOUT Tone-Control . . . . . . . . 47/-
Chargers only, with Trans- formers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38/6

Made by the
PIONEER MANUFACTURERS

Send to-day for New Free Literature.

Baker's 'Selhurst'

RADIO

Offices: 89, SELHURST RD., S. NORWOOD, S.E.25.
Works and Demonstration Room: 42, Cherry Orchard Rd., E. CROYDON.
Tel: Croydon 1618.

Elementary Principles of Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony. (Third Edition.) By Prof. t.t.,
The Horstmann Gear Co., Ltd., Newbridge Works, Bath.

For Wireless Engineers and Experimenters

"THE WIRELESS ENGINEER" is a monthly magazine catering for the professional engineer, and for the wireless enthusiast who is anxious to increase his knowledge both in theoretical and practical directions. Month by month the latest radio developments are recorded, and authoritative technical and scientific information, bearing upon varying aspects of wireless experience and research, is presented in a clear and instructive manner.

The correspondence columns, which are open to all, provide a forum for the discussion of readers' problems and experiences.

SUBSCRIPTION:
32/- per annum, post free

THE WIRELESS ENGINEER AND EXPERIMENTAL WIRELESS
MONTHLY 2/6 By Post 2/8

The Journal of Radio Research and Progress
Iliffe & Sons Limited
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4

WIRELESS DIRECTION FINDING
& Directional Reception
By R. Keen, B.Eng. (Hon.)

Second Edition (1927)

This volume describes the principles of Direction and Position Finding in this country, and is invaluable to wireless engineers tackling this field of work for the first time. Well illustrated from photographs and diagrams.

PRICE 21/- net.
By Post 21/9

From Leading Booksellers or direct from
Iliffe & Sons Limited
Dorset House
Tudor Street, London, E.C.4

W.W.68

Cabinets for all Sets
and Radiograms to Customers' own Specifications

We are specialists in cabinets for wireless trade

Cabinets for "Wireless World" Exhibition sets on application.

H. Hall, Cabinet Works, Navigation St., Walsall. Tel. 230.

Gressall Resistances


Please write for Lists.
Gressall Manufacturing Company, 31-32 Tower Street, Birmingham.

Eliminators

From 1 milliamp output £1.19.6
Up to 15 milliamps, 60 volt. output.

Perfectly silent in Operation. HIRE-PURCHASE TERMS.

Eliminator Chokes. Guaranteed full inductance. 10 h.r.s., 60 m.a., air gapped, clamped aluminium and plates.

Cash with order 4/6 Post free.

R. Tranter, 8, Grove Road, Blackpool.

Fel-Ectrif Radio

56, Garden Street, Sheffield.

Parima Selenium Cells

Parima Light-Extending Resistors are efficient, mechanically strong, moisture proof, and exceedingly sensitive. Fully guaranteed for 2 months.

From 3 milliamps output 3/19.6
Up to 15 milliamps, 60 volt. output.

Parima Selenium Cells

Parima Manufacturing Co., El Buckley Road, E.9

PARIMA MANUFACTURING CO.,
EL BUCKLEY ROAD, E.9

PARIMA MANUFACTURING CO.,
EL BUCKLEY ROAD, E.9

PARIMA MANUFACTURING CO.,
EL BUCKLEY ROAD, E.9

PARIMA MANUFACTURING CO.,
EL BUCKLEY ROAD, E.9

PARIMA MANUFACTURING CO.,
EL BUCKLEY ROAD, E.9
IF THE DEAF WANT

(1) Acoustic reproduction that is better than the common "DEAF AID."
(2) An instrument that is capable of being compensated for Aural Astigmatism.
(3) A British product that can be purchased with the same confidence as any well-known make of wireless receiver.

Then ask your LOCAL WIRELESS DEALER for a

REPLICA DYNAMIC SPEAKER

PM. MC
Dynamic Speaker of 42/-
Complete with 3-Ratio Transformer and 5 Ply Baffle Board, together with their other range of speakers on STAND No. 99

LECTRO LINK LTD., 254, Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.1
Telephone: VICTORIA 2943.

WHOLESALE DEPOT (HOME & EXPORT)
for all standard makes of COMPONENTS—KITS OF PARTS—etc., as advertised in "The Wireless World" and elsewhere.

And see the Apparatus on STAND 231.


RADIO-AID ACOUSTIC AMPLIFIER
The smallest instrument in the world that will reproduce general conversation clearly.

RADIO-AID Ltd., 4, Iddesleigh House, Westminster, London, S.W.1
Telephone: VICTORIA 2943.

You must see the Lamplugh "SILVER GHOST"

CLIX VALVEHOLDER
(Chassis Mounting)
Specified for the "B A B Y SUPER" where you can inspect every component in the wide Cliv range and be certain of finding something to meet YOUR particular contact requirement.

LECTRO LINK LTD., 314, Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.1

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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Apex Gramophone Co. Ltd. 40
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Dribilier Condenser Co. 76
Dutfield Condenser Co. 28
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Faraday Allwave Wireless, Ltd. 70
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Gilbert, J. C. 46
Glasgow Radio 51
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Hayden Radio 79
Hepworth, H. & C. Co. 79
Horns, Leonard 84
Horniman Berry Co., Ltd. 84
Iracin Electric Co., Ltd. 17
Jackson & Bell Distributors, Ltd. 25
Jewett Bros. Co. 74
King, J. F. & Co., Ltd. 74
Kensett Radio, Ltd. 70
Lampquah, S. A. Ltd. 82
Lenton Ltd. 75
London Electric Motor Co., Ltd. 79
London Electric Wire Co., Ltd. & Sifirth, Ltd. 81
London Radio Supply Co. 71
London, W. G. Ltd. 42
Lyon, Claude, Ltd. 26
McArthur, Alexander 45
McGuire, C., Ltd. 9
McMichael, L., Ltd. 9
Miles Radio Co. 44
Milford Electric Co., Ltd. 76
Milnes Radio 60
Multisonic Electric Co., Ltd. 27
Parsons, M. 40
Pattison,주민 Ltd. 47
Pitney & Sons, Ltd. 47
Pioneer Electrics 81
Pioneer Marine Co. Ltd. 79
Pitt, C. F. & Co., Ltd. 16
Pitney & Sons, Ltd. 47
Pitney, Eng. 55

RICH & BUNDY MAINS TRANSFORMER SPECIALISTS

Transformers designed and manufactured to your own specification. Every transformer and choke an individual job.

We supply special models—New Designs. Single items or manufacturers' quantities. Special types for Cinemas, Broadcasting, Public Address installations.

Write to-day for New Art Catalogue "W" now ready. Full details of Mains Transformers, Output and Ferrite, Ltd. Auto-Transformers and Output Transformers.

There is a copy waiting for you.

ALL RICH & BUNDY Mains Transformers for Radio are now made with Specialized Primary, Manufactured by RICH & BUNDY LTD., Transformer Manufacturers, New Rd., Ponders End, Herts, Phone: Potters Bar 6-777.


Theory and Practice for Average Amateurs

Everyman's Wireless

By C. L. BOLTZ, B.Sc. Fully illustrated. 7/6 net.

Written for intelligent people by a practising teacher who has taught the subject in London County Council Men's Institutes, this book explains modern wireless without shirking the necessity of introducing simple mathematics and graphs. Technical terms are taken in the reader's stride. Constructions are fully explained. Eminently lucid, this book supplies a definite need.

Out to-day. Obtainable from all booksellers. Prospectus free from GEORGE G. HARRAP & CO., LTD., 39, PARKER ST., LONDON, W.C.2

RADIOGRAM RESULTS

from your Gramophone and Radio by adding a
Acknowledged to be a
FIRST CLASS
for TONE, VALUE,
WORKMANSHIP.

Reliance Pick-up

LIMIT 15'6" en.

Its construction includes a SPECIAL NEEDLE HOLDER, WITHOUT SCREW, SWIVELLING HEAD, CORRUGATED MAGNET, and REST incorporated on Carrier Arm.

CHRISTOPHER STONE says:
Elecric who is looking out for a pick-up that is both cheap and remarkably efficient should
A.C. SELECT RELIANCE MODEL, which
coats no more than 17s.

Install DIY Daily, Aug. 13th.

ANY DEALER CAN ENSURE!
by postable rates are not suffered. 
LIMIT RADIO LTD., 15/29, WINDSOR STREET, N.1.

Moving Coil brilliance
with Electrostatic purity
give PERFECTION

The "PRIMUSTATIC" ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER
by obtaining the Radio World to its own linotype of metal and the
magnetic impression—its Freedom from manipulation and its purity of reproduction at its very core.
In combination with the full bass of a tuning coil speaker, the result is a masterpiece of tone such as no other system can provide.
Nat. full reproduction and the best musical effect ever produced.

The PRIMUS MANUFACTURING CO.
PRIMUS HOUSE, WILLOW STREET, LONDON, E.C.2.

The PRIMUS WIRELESS WORLD, AUGUST 10th, 1932.
ANOTHER

The F.I. P.A.C.I. Cone Speaker
Price — including Transformer
45/-
(Without Transformer 37/6)

Flux Density - - 8,000 p.sq.cm.
Coil Impedance - - - 8 ohms
Cone Diameter - - - - 7 ins.
Weight - - - - - 3½ lbs.

F.I.
TRIUMPH—
THE NEW PARALLEL ACTION
P.M. CONE LOUD-SPEAKER

Combines the unrivaled quality of F.I. sound products with practical constructional advantages never before attained.

1) Speech Coil cannot rub magnet, nor can foreign matter reach air-gap.
2) Diaphragm has true plunger action.
3) Chassis of non-magnetic alloy of strength equal to steel obviates loss of flux density from magnet.
4) Speaker cone is impervious to sea air and changing temperature.

FACTORS  Here is the Trouble-Free Cone Speaker that will not come back to you!

RETAILERS  This is the Speaker your clients will thank you for recommending!!

PURCHASERS  If you have heard the F.I. Horn Type Speakers you will need no urging to hear this new Cone Speaker.

There is no better cone speaker obtainable at any price!!!

PIONEERS of the permanent magnet Loud Speaker Film Industries Ltd. achieved world-wide success with their Horn type speakers (L.S. 4 domestic unit at £5. 5s., L.S.6 junior public address unit at £7. 7s., and L.S.5 cinema and powerful public address unit at £15. 15s.), and refused to market a cone speaker until they produced one comparable with the quality of their horn speakers. They have now done so and offer their P.A.C.I. speaker to the trade with confidence and pride.
R.G.D. SCORES AGAIN!
two balanced speakers in new model “superhet”

The 901 Series of R.G.D. Models already famous throughout the world are this season being fitted with two Balanced Moving Coil Speakers. This is ensured faultless reproduction of both high and low frequencies. There are many other unique and interesting features in this season’s models, including new and more pleasing design of cabinet with specially designed well to eliminate surface noise from the Pickup. Improvements in the design of the radio chassis...

Entirely new Automatic Record Changer absolutely foolproof in operation, and anyone who is at all interested in the perfect reproduction of any Broadcast programme or any Gramophone record should take full advantage of the facilities offered by the Radio Gramophone Development Co., Ltd., and hear these truly amazing instruments demonstrated in their Demonstration Room D92.

WHAT THE R.G.D. SERVICE MEANS!

In the first place every R.G.D. Radio Gramophone is given a prolonged and very severe test before being despatched to the purchaser. Any possibility of a breakdown occurring through faulty construction therefore is almost entirely eliminated. Should, however, trouble arise which is not an obvious minor breakdown, a fully-qualified Radio Engineer will be sent to locate the cause of the trouble, and to carry out repairs. Should it be necessary for the instrument to be returned to the works for repair: arrangements would be made for any repairs to be made with the least possible delay.

A detailed Instruction Book is sent out with each instrument and if this is followed carefully the possibility of a breakdown is very remote.

It must be remembered that every R.G.D. is an individual example of expert radio engineering—there is nothing shoddy or of the mass production variety about them; they are therefore in a class entirely by themselves—they are unique, both in construction and performance.

For two successive years the R.G.D. has been acclaimed by public vote to be the finest Radio Gramophone at the Exhibition. Could anything be more convincing?

COME ALONG TO STAND 92

A full range of all R.G.D. models will be on show and those who are technically minded may obtain any information concerning R.G.D. instruments from members of our technical staff, who will be in attendance throughout the Exhibition.

STOP PRESS

OLYMPIA RESULTS

1930 - - - 1st
1931 - - - 1st

LITTLE BROTHER SEVEN-O-ONE MAKES HIS BOW!

In view of the outstanding success of our type 901 Supersonic Radio Gramophone during the past season, we have been encouraged to produce a model having a similar performance but at a lower price.

Type 701 Radio Gramophone is really a smaller edition of big brother 901, the ultimate outcome of very intensive experimental work combined with R.G.D.’s reputation of only building the highest quality Radio Gramophones, and we confidently introduce this little Brother of the Supersonic as the very best at its price.

The radio is amply selective for all modern needs and trouble from interfering stations is reduced to a minimum.

Gramophone reproduction on all R.G.D. instruments has always been unsurpassed and the Type 701 upholds this tradition.

TO THE RADIO GRAMOPHONE DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD.
17-20, FREDERICK ST., BIRMINGHAM & 17, Bridge St., Manchester.

PLEASE SEND YOUR LATEST CATALOGUE TO

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
EKCO Supremacy PROVED by Direct Comparison

EKCO’S daring demonstration of Direct Comparison between the actual artists and his reproduction through an EKCO Set was the outstanding feature of Olympia.


LANCHESTER RADIO

Permanent Magnet Moving Coil Speakers from 20/- to £65 0 0

Our 1932/3 Programme includes:

A.C. Mains Units, Eliminators & Battery Chargers, Lanchester Receiving Sets & Gramophone Amplifiers, Constant Inductance Output Transformers.

Catalogues Free. Write to us direct. G.W.R. Spring Road

LANCHESTER’S LABORATORIES TYSLEY ... BIRMINGHAM

AN INTERESTING GIFT

RESISTORS

Type R-1:
Nom. Rating, 1-WATT

To introduce fully our new “B.A.T.” (Best—After—Test) BRITISH MADE FIXED RESISTANCES (1, 1, 2, 3 and 5-WATTS) we will send Free and Post-Free up to September 15th only our Signature 2-Colour Art Booklet, entitled:

“OHMS LAW WITHOUT TEARS”

A Complete Treatise, with circuits, Simple Formulae, Voltage-Dropping and Current-Carrying Charts, “ABAC,” worked examples, etc. It tells you all you ought to know about the “mysteries” of Volts, Amps, Resistance Values and Watts-Dissipation as applied to the use of Resistors for Radio purposes.

CLAUDE LYONS, LIMITED, 76, OLDHALL STREET, LIVERPOOL. 40, BUCKINGHAM GATE, LONDON, S.W.1.

TELSEN MANSBRIDGE TYPE CONDENSERS

New and improved design, with alternative pairs of fixing slots, easy-to-get-at terminals. Manufactured by an exclusive Telson process which ensures years of efficient service. Self-sealing and hermetically sealed. Guaranteed completely non-inductive, and up to P.O. standards. Made in Capacities of 0.1 to 2.0 mfd.

From 1/6

Advt. of The Telson Electric Co. Ltd., Aston, Birmingham.

No. 678. Vol. XXXI; No. 8.
WHEN YOU NEED CONDENSERS...
GO TO THE SPECIALISTS

To do one job only—and to do that properly, to give that one job undivided attention has been the creed of T.C.C. for a quarter of a century. And this policy has its reward in T.C.C.'s reputation among set makers, serious experimenters and amateurs throughout the world, for whenever a condenser is needed of unquestioned reliability they invariably demand "the condenser in the green case"—the condenser by the Specialists! Make their choice your guide—use only T.C.C.

SEE THE COMPLETE RANGE ON STAND NO. 53 OLYMPIA

T.C.C.
ALL-BRITISH CONDENSERS

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD., WALES FARM ROAD, N. ACTON, LONDON, W.3.
EDITORIAL COMMENT.

Influences at Olympia.

A "Value-for-Money" Season.

T is always of interest when visiting the Wireless Show year by year to look for outstanding changes in fashion or indications of particular technical developments which have played a prominent part in influencing the new designs.

This year, although fashion does not seem to have played much part, yet technical changes have had their share of influence in deciding what the manufacturers would produce. Perhaps the outstanding direction in which progress has been made has been in the matter of selectivity, rendered necessary, first, because stations can no longer be separated from one another with an unselective set, and, secondly, for the reason that the public to-day demands a receiver which is capable of giving at least a fair choice of foreign stations.

It is no doubt for this reason that the superheterodyne receiver, the popularity of which was revived in this country largely through the recommendations of this journal, is in evidence in some form on the stands of almost every manufacturer of prominence. Next in order of importance we would put the fact that no mains receiver of to-day is regarded by the public as complete unless provision is made for the set to be used in conjunction with a pick-up for reproduction of gramophone records. There is no doubt that the public expects to be able to listen to both wireless and the record at will, and the experience of manufacturers in the past has been that wherever gramophone reproduction was not provided for the popularity of the receiver suffered in consequence.

Band-pass tuning, or some equivalent method of obtaining selectivity with quality, has been adopted in the design of straight sets including the simplest types as a result of the need for selectivity everywhere in situations where stations under the alternative programme regional scheme had to be adequately separated.

There are innumerable directions in which improvement and progress is in evidence, and this is nowhere better revealed than by an examination of the quality of many of the new components. These it will be found have been designed and produced with a degree of precision quite unexpected at the highest prices a year or two ago, and yet prices to-day are generally lower.

The outstanding impression of this year's products is the extraordinarily high value which is given at prices certainly no more exalted than those which were asked a year or two ago for products which were little less than shoddy by comparison.


T here has probably never been a wireless exhibition in this country when the temptation to the public to buy new receivers was so great as it is this season, not only because of the attractiveness of the new receivers themselves, but also because reception conditions have changed so much during the past year that many sets at present in use are insufficiently selective and have, consequently, become obsolete—very often long before they have actually begun to show signs of wear. How ever tempted one may be to buy a new receiver, there is always a natural disinclination to do so unless something can be realised by the sale of the receiver which it is to replace.

There would seem to be room in the industry for organisations undertaking to purchase second-hand sets with a view to modifying them to meet present-day conditions, and to resell them amongst those members of the public who may not at the time feel justified in the outlay necessary for the purchase of a new receiver. The problem of what to do with the old set is probably more pronounced to-day than it is likely to be in the future, because sets of to-day are, we believe, designed to be sufficiently selective and robust to render them unlikely to become obsolete in the near future, and they are likely to go on giving good service for a number of years.
Tone Correction Explained

A Brief Summary of the Properties of Selective Tone-corrected Circuits.

**The term** "tone correction" **is to a certain extent self-explanatory.** As a general principle it has been in common use ever since broadcasting began and embraces all cases where the amplification characteristic of audio-frequency stages has been modified to correct distortion arising in other parts of the apparatus. The circuits associated with the early Round magnetic microphone used by the B.B.C. and the McLachlan "Novotone" pick-up correcting device may be cited as typical examples.

More recently tone correction has come to be associated almost exclusively with the special case of loss of high notes due to highly selective tuning circuits. It is a matter of practical experience that when the transmission from a broadcasting station is passed through a tuned circuit followed by a detector, the resulting audio-frequency output is distorted. Provided the circuit is tuned exactly to the carrier wave of the station, the distortion is always of the same type and is characterized by strengthening of the low tones and attenuation of the high tones. The sharper the tuning the greater the distortion, and where a high degree of selectivity is employed to increase range and sharpen tuning, the distortion may be so great as to render speech quite unintelligible and music a travesty of the original.

**Selectivity and Quality.**

In the early days of broadcasting the obvious remedy of employing only flabby tuned circuits could be advocated with confidence, and the corresponding lack of selectivity could be tolerated with impunity. The subsequent increase in the number of European broadcasting stations, however, has forced upon us the necessity of providing knife-edge selectivity, and the struggle to preserve quality of reproduction in face of this essential selectivity has been one of the most difficult problems with which the designer has had to contend. The band-pass filter offers a solution which has found wide acceptance. This is a special type of coupled tuning circuit which gives a flat-topped resonance curve instead of the sharp peak usually associated with a single tuned circuit. The sides of the resonance curve are, however, steep, thus providing the requisite selectivity, while the flat top ensures that all the side bands of the transmission essential to good quality of reproduction are passed on with equal strength. The success of band-pass tuning depends to a large extent on the accurate adjustment of the coupling and the ganging of the tuning condensers. This is easily accomplished for a single fixed setting as in the intermediate stages of a superheterodyne.

The principle of tone correction applied to highly selective circuits is one which is likely to exercise an important influence on future receiver design. The object of this article is to put the beginner in possession of the essential features of the system in its present state of development.

There is evidence that a higher figure of merit in the matter of selectivity combined with quality is ultimately to be obtained from tone-compensated circuits, but at the
Tone Correction Explained.

...moment it is an account of their inherent flexibility and ease of adjustment that they offer; so attractive an alternative to the band-pass filter.

It must not be thought that tone correction

"Autotone," receiver employing the type of tone correction shown in Fig. 1.

as an idea post-dates the band-pass filter. As long ago as 1923-24 it formed the subject of patents by H. J. Round and P. W. Williams, but it is only recently that full recognition has been accorded to advantages of the system. While Dr. Robinson's "Stenote," receiver and The Wireless World "Autotone" were giving practical proof of the high performance that may be expected, the theoretical aspects of the principle have been the subject of a keen controversy to which most of the leading authorities have contributed. The fundamental principles have now been firmly established, and for the benefit of new readers it is proposed to run through the salient features in order that they may be in a position to appreciate further developments of this most promising system.

Exact Compensation.

The fundamental simplicity of the tone-correction circuit will be apparent from the circuit shown in Fig. 1. Curve A represents the reduction of modulation with frequency due to a circuit with a coil magnification of 50— quite a usual figure when making use of reaction. The tone-correction stage required to restore the tonal balance is represented by an inductance and resistance in series in the anode circuit of the valve. By assigning suitable values to the constants of this circuit we obtain an amplification characteristic represented by B. The overall response curve of the set, assuming a linear detector and uniform amplification elsewhere in the amplifier is given by C which represents the product of curves A and B. There is a 5 per cent drop at 10,000 cycles, but since the smallest difference which would be noticed by the ear is of the order of 20-25 per cent., the correction is perfect for all practical purposes.

The Detector.

A question which is frequently asked is why the tone-correction stage does not restore also the unwanted modulation of adjacent stations. The explanation is rather involved, and is concerned with the phase relationship between the carrier wave of the wanted station and the sideband components of the wanted and unwanted modulation. Theory and practice agree in that sharply tuned circuits with symmetrical response curves follow the tone correction of the type shown in Fig. 1 are capable of giving immunity from the modulation of stations on neighbouring channels while restoring completely the attenuation of high notes due to the sharpness of tuning of the circuit. The system does not, however, give immunity from heterodyne whistles due to interaction of the carrier waves though the strength of the whistles may be reduced by the well-known effect of demodulation of a weak by a strong signal.

This effect can take place only with a linear detector such as a diode, power grid or leaky grid (with small inputs). For other very good reasons a linear detector is absolutely essential to the success of tone-corrected circuits. Any detector, such as anode bend, which introduces harmonics in its output, must be avoided like the plague. Followed by a tone-correcting stage which favours the high frequencies all such spurious frequencies will be over-emphasised, and the reproduction will be unnaturally strident.

So far we have been dealing with the ideal case of a single-tuned circuit of high selectivity, and we have seen that with a linear detector and a tone corrector comprising an inductance and resistance in series in the anode circuit of a valve, exact compensation for high-note loss is provided. There are, however, other applications of tone correction in which a uniform rise of amplification with frequency is not required. In the intermediate amplifiers of a heterodyne receiver, for instance, in which band-pass coupling is employed, it may be convenient, in order to obtain maximum selectivity, to legislate for a flat-topped response over 0.5 kilocycles to give reasonable stability. This will give a uniform audio response up to 1,000 cycles and tone correction can then be employed for frequencies above 1,000 cycles. A tuned corrector circuit of the type shown in Fig. 2 will give the desired response, and has the added advantage of a high-frequency cut-off which helps to reduce carrier heterodyne interference. A similar principle is involved in the recently introduced Varley "Rectatone" low-frequency transformer.

For the experimenter who wishes to try out the principles of tone control in connection with the phonograph amplifier and as radio circuits, the "Multitone" transformer is a component which will provide all the scope he is likely to require, since it is capable of giving a falling as well as a rising characteristic, and for an intermediate position of the tone control gives practically straight-line amplification.

The distortion of the modulation from a broadcasting station due to the selectivity of a single-tuned circuit, can be exactly compensated by tone correction in the low-frequency stages following the detector, provided that the detector is linear and does not introduce harmonics. If the selectivity is made very high, as in the "Stenote" principle, the resulting output will not contain any trace of sideband interference from stations on adjacent channels, although carrier heterodyne whistles will remain.

When means are found of ensuring the stability of highly selective circuits with reaction, this system of reception, in conjunction with tone correction, will provide an unrivalled performance in the matter of selectivity and quality. In the meantime,
**THE PRINCIPLE OF THE SUPERHETERODYNE**

The Basic Difference Between Straight and Frequency-changing Receivers.

Although the superheterodyne is now very old, as age is reckoned in radio, it is only within the last two or three years that it has been successfully employed for the high quality reproduction of broadcasting. The application of the band-pass principle to it has been responsible, perhaps more than any other single development, for its extraordinarily rapid rise to popularity—a popularity which bids fair completely to outst the straight multi-stage receiver. Until band-pass filters were employed, the simultaneous attainment of selectivity and quality was unknown and the receiver was useless for satisfactory broadcast reception. The benefits conferred by this step towards the modern superheterodyne cannot be too highly stressed, since for the first time it permitted the retention of its inherently high selectivity, while making it capable of giving quality of reproduction second to that of no other receiver.

Subsequent development proceeded apace, and took the form chiefly of removing a number of special forms of interference, of simplifying the operation, of reducing the number of valves, and of eliminating background noise. It should be mentioned at this point that the principle of tone correction has now made the use of band-pass filters no longer essential, and the view is expressed by some that they are, in fact, undesirable. It is generally held, however, that the band-pass filter is preferable to any extreme form of tone-correction as it is known to-day. Perhaps the most satisfactory scheme of all is a judicious combination of the two methods, in which the filters are designed to pass only a comparatively narrow band of frequencies, and tone correction is relied upon to restore only the highest notes. In this way, all the advantages of the band-pass filter are retained, with most of those of tone correction, and the inherent disadvantages of the latter are absent. This particular method was adopted in the design of the Monodial A.C. Super, and proved so successful that the principle has been adhered to in *The Wireless World* Baby Super.

The great strides forward in superheterodyne design, starting with the introduction of the band-pass filter and culminating in the development of a single-valve frequency changer, have all been described in the pages of this journal. When discussing new developments, however, it is rarely practicable to recapitulate more than a few of the most important details of earlier work, and it is usually assumed that the reader has some prior knowledge of the subject. Many articles on the superheterodyne, therefore, must, in the absence of such knowledge, have been incompletely understood; it is fitting, therefore, at this present time, to present a fresh description of the basic principles of this receiver, and to point out just wherein it differs from the familiar straight set.

The essential difference between the two receiver types lies in the method of tuning from one station to another. In the straight set, every tuned circuit throughout the receiver is tuned to the frequency of the incoming signal, and when changing from one station to another, it is necessary to change the resonance frequency of each circuit by adjusting the variable condensers. Now the amplifier portion of a superheterodyne is very similar, and consists of valves coupled by coils and condensers which form resonant circuits tuned all to the same frequency.

No provision, however, is made in this amplifier for varying the tuning; the amplifier is fixed, and designed to function at only one frequency. In order to make use of it, therefore, it is preceded by a piece of apparatus whose purpose it is to change the frequency of the desired station to that of the amplifier. Instead of tuning by adjusting the amplifier to operate upon the signal frequency, as in a straight set, we work the other way round, and alter the frequency of the signal to conform to the requirements of the amplifier.

The fact that the amplifier, or as it is usually termed, the intermediate frequency amplifier, is required to work only upon one frequency leads to a number of important

---

**Fig. 1.** The schematic diagram of a superheterodyne demonstrating the various fundamental parts.

---

The output of this amplifier is then passed to the second detector E from which the signal emerges in the usual low frequency form, and passes through any ordinary type I.F. amplifier F to the loud speaker.

It will be seen that frequency changing is essentially the rectification of the combination of two different frequencies. The output of the first detector contains the two original frequencies, and also two others whose numerical values are equal to the sum and difference of the two original frequencies. Thus, if the incoming signal has a frequency of 1,110 kc., corresponding to a wavelength of 300 metres, and the local oscillator is set to generate a frequency of 1,110 kc., there will still be these two frequencies in the rectifier output. There will also be, however, a frequency of 2,110 kc., corresponding to the sum of, and one of 110 kc., corresponding to the difference between, the two original frequencies. In the practical case, the rectifier produces harmonics, so that there will also be multiples of these frequencies, as well as others due to signals on wavelengths adjacent to that of the desired station.

If the intermediate frequency be tuned to be obvious, therefore, that the higher the intermediate frequency, the more effective will be the input circuits in preventing it. It is this which prevents the general use of a very low intermediate frequency, at which the maximum adjacent channel selectivity can be obtained. Experience has shown that with the standard frequency of 175 kc. two tuned circuits in the pre-selector will

Second Channel Interference.

It will have been noticed, however, that as there are two oscillator frequencies for any desired station, so there are two stations for any oscillator setting which may be converted to the intermediate frequency. Thus, with the oscillator set at 1,110 kc. to receive a station on 1,000 kc., a station working with a frequency of 1,220 kc. will also produce the 110 kc. beat frequency. It is the purpose of the pre-selector circuits to prevent any such signal from reaching the grid of the first detector, and upon their efficiency depends almost entirely the degree of freedom from this effect which can be obtained in practice.

The station producing this effect, which is known as second channel interference, is always spaced from the desired station by twice the intermediate frequency, and it will
The Principle of the Superheterodyne...<br>afford complete freedom from second channel interference, except when receiving a station spaced by 220 kc. from a local. With an ordinary superheterodyne used near Brookmans Park, for example, interference is to be expected on 623 kc. due to the London Regional, and on 627 kc. due to the London National. Since only two stations are affected by this, it is not serious, but it can always be prevented by the use of more selective pre-selector circuits, and three tuned circuits will render second channel interference negligible even on a local. There are a number of other possibilities of interference of a similar nature which were discussed in detail in an earlier article. They are not so serious as second-channel interference, however, and their elimination depends entirely upon the use of pre-selector with screening of all circuits preceding the I.F. amplifier.

Notes on the Circuit.

The skeleton circuit diagram of a practical superheterodyne is given in Fig. 2, and it will be seen that two tuned circuits, L1 and L2, form the pre-selector and are coupled by a stage of variable-mu H.F. amplification. It might be thought that the adoption of signal frequency amplification was vitiating the superheterodyne principle of using a fixed frequency amplifier. In one sense it is, for it does tend to introduce one drawback of the straight set, namely, less constant amplification over the tuning range. The attainment of the total amplification from two different frequencies, however, almost entirely eliminates troubles from instability, it reduces very considerably background noise, it greatly simplifies the design of the volume control, and it leads to rather greater efficiency. Its use, therefore, is amply justified where a high degree of amplification is required.

Returning to Fig. 2, the first detector is an anode bend detector employing a screen grid valve, and the oscillator L1 is coupled into its grid circuit through the medium of the coupling L2, included in the cathode lead. This circuit of the detector contains among many other frequencies the desired intermediate frequency which is passed to the I.F. amplifier through a special filter I.F.T.1. The process is now exactly comparable with that in any straight set, and after amplification by the variable-mu I.F. valve and passing through the second filter I.F.T.2, the signal is applied to the grid of the second detector which is of the power-grid type.

It will be seen, therefore, that it is only in regard to the frequency-changing process that the theory of the superheterodyne is in any way different from that of the straight set. The pre-selector, the intermediate frequency amplifier, the second detector, and the low-frequency circuits all follow exactly the same laws. Any differences which may be seen in practice are due to slight differences in the nature of the work which the apparatus is called upon to perform. The I.F. amplifier, for instance, is only different from a straight H.F. amplifier because it need work upon a single fixed frequency of low value.

---

**Amateurs to Co-operate with H.M. Forces.**

Formation of the Royal Naval Wireless Auxiliary Reserve.

At last British wireless amateurs are to be given an opportunity to assist His Majesty's Forces. The following important official statement outlines a scheme which will be welcomed by a large section of the amateur community:

1. The Secretary of the Admiralty announces the institution of a Royal Naval Wireless Auxiliary Reserve (R.N.W.A.R.) in Great Britain and Northern Ireland, to be recruited largely from Wireless Amateurs operating transmitters.

2. The object of the Reserve is to provide a reserve of officers trained in Naval procedure, for Naval Service either in time of war or of emergency.

3. The Country will be divided into Areas, Districts, Sections, and Units. Units will consist of small groups up to a maximum of five transmitting stations.

4. Organised training will be arranged commencing with unit training. Inter-unit and section training will follow, with the aim of providing a network of R.N.W.A.R. stations linking up districts, and finally areas themselves. These W.T. stations would be exercised at handling W.T. traffic according to Naval practice.

5. Exercise transmissions will be given each month to newly enrolled W.T. stations or from selected R.N.W.A.R. stations.

6. The Reserve will be under the orders of the Admiralty through the Admiralty Commanding Reserve.

7. The internal administration of the Reserve will be conducted through the machinery of a Committee termed the Royal Naval Wireless Auxiliary Reserve Committee. The President of this Committee will be the Admiral Commanding Reserves or his representative.

8. The members of the Committee will normally consist of officers or honorary officers of the R.N.W.A.R., who will be appointed annually by the Admiral Commanding Reserves.

9. In drawing up the scheme and in framing the Regulations for the Reserve, the Admiralty have had the benefit of the advice of the following gentlemen: Mr. H. Bevan Swift, Mr. J. Greaves, Major W. E. G. Joyce, Captain H. S. Pockock, Mr. A. E. Watts.

10. These gentlemen have consented to continue their good offices by serving on the first R.N.W.A.R. Committee with Admiralty representatives until February, 1932, when it is expected that a regularly constituted Committee can be appointed.

11. Those interested are requested to apply for information by posting to...

The Admiral Commanding Reserves, Queen Anne's Chambers, Tabith Street, London, S.W.1.

For many years British amateurs have envied amateurs in America their frequent opportunities to serve in times of national emergency and on occasions when the official means of communication to isolated spots have broken down. Such services have, by the terms of their licences, been beyond the scope of amateurs in this country, however great their enthusiasm for good causes. The institution of a Royal Naval Wireless Auxiliary Reserve, which gives amateurs a real opportunity of serving their country, is the result of painstaking work on the part of officials at the Admiralty in conference with representatives of amateur interests, including the Radio Society of Great Britain.

---

**Difficulties Overcome.**

The idea of such a scheme has been broached on more than one occasion in recent years, but again and again difficulties have been encountered; it was, therefore, extremely gratifying to the Radio Society to be approached on the question in January last, when the Admiralty asked whether the Society would be prepared to give its support to a Naval Reserve scheme.

We understand that training for positions in the R.N.W.A.R. will be decentralised as far as possible, taking the form of instructional classes organised by a Unit Petty Officer. There will be two types of training (a) for Operators; (b) for Watchers. Periodical proficiency tests will be arranged and handbooks of instruction issued by the Admiralty. Test transmissions on special wavelengths and using Naval call-signs will be given at pre-determined intervals.

Candidates will be enrolled as Watcher 1st or 2nd class, or as Operator 1st or 2nd class, advancement being made as a result of periodical ability tests. Candidates must be over 18 years of age and of British parentage. Enrolment is not open to men serving with H.M. Forces, or to members of any police force.

**Watchers, 1st and 2nd Class.**

Watchers 2nd class will not be required to pass a test, but must carry out the conditions of service as laid down in the special Admiralty Handbook and they will be given one year in which to qualify as Watcher 1st class. Watchers 1st class must possess receiving apparatus capable of use on all amateur and Naval high-frequency bands. They must be capable of receiving plain language English sent for 5 minutes, 4-letter code for 3 minutes and 4-figure cypher for 3 minutes, in each case at 10 words per minute.

It is understood that fuller particulars regarding allowances, uniform, mobilisation arrangements and general instructions—to be published in the special handbook—are to be outlined at the Convention tomorrow (Saturday) of the Incorporated Radio Society of Great Britain.
The Wireless Chain on the New Empire Air Route.

By FLIGHT-LIEUTENANT R. F. DURRANT, A.F.C., R.A.F.O.

As the hands of the clock on the Control Tower of Croydon near 12.39 p.m. every Wednesday the four engines of the 42-seater Handley Page aircraft of Imperial Airways start up and with propellers "ticking over" the passengers for Athens, Egypt, the Sudan, Central and South Africa embark.

After landing at Le Bourget they entrain for Brindisi and from this point the wireless organisation commences.

The stage Brindisi—Athens—Crete—Alexandria is accomplished in a four-engine "Short" flying boat equipped with the Marconi A.D.18.A. transmitting and receiving apparatus giving a two-way range in flight up to 400 miles.

The wavelength at present in use for the entire route from Croydon to Cape Town is 333 kc/s—900 metres.

Across the Mediterranean.

Brindisi Airport wireless I.I was the first station worked on 900 metres on our flight to Athens. After one hour's flying communication was also established with SVK Corfu, a W/T station erected by the Air Orient Air Line.

Flying steadily across the Mediterranean, communication is maintained with the s.y. "Imperia," call sign GLYV and Alexandria Aviation Radio SUH. The yacht "Imperia" is equipped with a Marconi 1/4 k.W. transmitter C.W. and I.C.W. and Bellini Tosi D/F equipment for giving D/F bearings to all aircraft flying over the Mediterranean.

On arrival at Alexandria I was able to inspect the very efficient transmitting station at Raz-El-Tin. Three transmitters are constantly working on 600, 900, and 2,100 metres remotely controlled from the radio receiving room situated over the main railway station building at Alexandria. A short train journey to Cairo is made and the flight through Africa proper commences from Heliopolis Aerodrome, Cairo.

The aeroplane in which the writer made the flight from Cairo to Cape Town was a De Havilland 66 (Hercules type) international marking and call sign GAARY. This was the first three-engined commercial aircraft to be flown over the route. The personnel on board included Air Commodore A. Fletcher, C.M.G., Ground Services Manager, Imperial Airways; Major H. G. Brackley, D.S.O., the Air Superintendent; and Mr. Francis Ellis, Imperial Airways Senior W/T operator. The wireless apparatus installed was the Marconi A.D.6 combined transmitter and receiver aircraft equipment, placed behind the centre engine bulkhead, the W/T operator sitting alongside the pilot.

Atmospheric conditions are, on the whole, good from dawn until 11 a.m. local time throughout Africa. After that hour static gradually increases and on most days two-way communication is difficult after midday. With the advent of short wave, which will soon be installed, this difficulty will be overcome.

Each administration on this 7,000-mile Empire air route has co-operated in supplying the necessary ground wireless organisation in order that the machines carrying the air mail are in constant communication with the aerodrome stations of arrival and departure.

A "Dead" Zone.

When flying south from Cairo it was possible to maintain good communication with Heliopolis until nearing Assuit. The aircraft then worked Assuan, although a "dead" zone approximately twenty-five miles long was noticed when over the "Valley of the Kings" north of Luxor.

In the heat of the afternoon atmospherics became extremely fierce.

The next main wireless station is in the Sudan at Wadi Halfa where the station consists of a 450 watt (input) transmitter showing an aerial current of 5 amps. The transmitter is supplied with H.T. and L.T. either from a motor or a 12-h.p. Petter engine together with a double voltage D.C. generator. The tuning arrangement provides for eight frequencies on a stud switch. This equipment is practically standard throughout the Sudan and is equipped for continuous wave telegraphy only. The receiver employs a simple oscillator detector with a wave range of 400-3,000 metres. A single stage of low frequency amplification is included.

After Khartoum, where aircraft reception
HOW THE TRANS-AFRICAN AIR ROUTE IS ORGANISED.

No fewer than sixteen radio-equipped aerodromes maintain touch with the Imperial Airways' planes between the time of their leaving Cairo or Cape Town and their arrival at the other end of Africa. *Inset.* - A TA4A Marconi transmitter (medium wave) of the type installed at Kampala, Nairobi, Mbeya, Broken Hill, Salisbury and Bulawayo.
From Croydon to the Cape.—
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supply, the erection and installation reflects
the immense value of air transport in these
regions.

From Mbeya to Mpika, the next stop, we
flew over dense bush, and after losing

From Croydon to the Cape,— is carried out in the General Post Office with
a remotely controlled transmitter, a stop was
made at Malakal, a typical small Sudanese
town whose wireless station was also
remotely controlled, reception being done at
the Post Office.

From Malakal, flying south to Juba, we had
to " reel in " the 200 feet of trailing
aerial several times owing to severe atmos-
pherics and the approach of a " line squall," which was successfully circumvented.

From Juba the course is south to Kampala
(Uganda) and here the first of a series of
medium power long-and-short wave stations
has been specially erected for African civi-
aviation. Kampala W/T station has been
erected on an exceptionally fine site, its exact
location being Kulilo Hill. The long-wave
transmitter here is the Marconi T.A.2 with
an input power of 2.2 kilowatts—the short
wave T.N.7 having an input of 1 kilowatt.
The station, in addition to working aircraft
north and south bound, communicates with
Juba and Nairobi.

Transporting Gear by Air.

The next main step was Nairobi, where the
900-metre transmitter is located alongside
the "beam" transmitter of the Interna-
tional Communications Company. The
900-metre antenna is supported from a
triatic above the "beam" aerials.

Flying south through Tanganyika the air-
craft worked Nairobi until in touch with
Mbeya; two intermediate refuelling aero-
dromes (Moshi and Dodoma) are equipped
with short-wave transmission and reception
for point-to-point working, and a long-wave
receiver is also used at Dodoma.

The night stop was Mbeya, which is nor-
mally reached by road 400 miles from the
nearest railway. The road is impassable
from October to March, and as all wireless
equipment had to be transported from Dar-
es-Salaam, together with six months' fuel

Mbeya's signals communicated ahead with
Broken Hill. Leaving Mpika the following
day in good weather we approached to
within 100 miles of Broken Hill.

Suddenly, the weather changed rapidly,
visibility became very bad, and we were
forced to turn back and make a landing on
an emergency landing ground some 150 miles
north of Broken Hill.

An Obliging Native.

When we landed an agile native who
suddenly appeared from space, climbed a
nearby tree and secured our aerial, while a
big-game hunter who had witnessed our
descent from his camp came up and greeted
us. In the course of conversation he in-
formed us that the nearest telegraph office
was 170 miles distant! Broken Hill were
informed of our position. For emergency
working the propeller from the wind-driven
generator is removed and the generator is
motored by means of a small 2-stroke petrol
engine which is normally used as a "gas
starter" for the main engines.

The humidity, combined with tropical rain,
made it essential for us to dry out the radio
apparatus before taking the air the follow-
ing day.

On arrival at Broken Hill we began to feel
that we should shortly be entering civilisa-
tion again. Bulawayo was the next long-
wave centre to be worked (the first halt,
Salisbury, had short-wave transmission only)
and followed our progress with a long-wave
receiver.

Shortly after leaving Bulawayo we heard

the new aero W/T station at Germiston,
Johannesburg, and two-way working took
place at 350 miles. Germiston is also fitted
with Bellini-Tosi direction finding and trans-
mittted several very useful bearings to us.

The W/T stations in the Union of South
Africa, viz., Germiston, Victoria West and
Cape Town, have all been erected under the
supervision of Captain Kos, of the Post Office
Engineering Department, Pretoria.

From Johannesburg south we left the
atmospheric-laden ether, and the 1,000-mile
flight from the City of the Goldfields to Cape
Town was made in one day, with excellent
service from the wireless stations at Victoria
West and on 600 metres from Slangkop,
Cape Town.

First Civil Wireless Flight.

The extremely variable meteorological con-
tions which prevail over the Hex River
mountains and adjoining district has necessi-
ted the erection by the Union Government
of special weather reporting stations at Beaufort West, Matroosberg Rail, Worcester, Tul-
bag, and Cape Town, which are linked by
telephone.

From Croydon to the Cape,—
From Croydon to the Cape,—

The extremely variable meteorological con-
tions which prevail over the Hex River
mountains and adjoining district has necessi-
ted the erection by the Union Government
of special weather reporting stations at Beaufort West, Matroosberg Rail, Worcester, Tul-
bag, and Cape Town, which are linked by
telephone.

On sighting Table Bay mountain we reeled
in our aerial with a final "GB. CU." to all
concerned, having accomplished the first
direct civil wireless flight through the dark
Continents.

"WING COIL" direction finding will prove
a valuable aid to aerial navigation over sec-
tions of the route where the absence of dis-
tinguishing land marks renders navigation
difficult, and all aircraft are now fitted with
this apparatus.

"WIRELESS AND SHIPPING"

The August 17th issue of our esteemed con-
temporary, "The Shipping World," holds
special interest for all to whom maritime wire-
less telegraphy and telephony make a strong
appeal. This "Wireless and Shipping" num-
ber contains several articles by authorities in
their respective spheres concerning the in-
fluence which wireless, the direction finder and
the echo-sounding devices are exercising in safe-
guarding life and property at sea. The prin-
cipal article is by Marchese Marconi, who gives
his personal recollections of 38 years of pro-
gressive research. Other contributors include
Sir Archibald Hurd, Messrs. W. A. Souter and
J. Herbert Scrutton, both members of the
Council of the Chamber of Shipping, M.
Auguste Hubert, president of the Comité Inter-
national Radio-Maritime, Dr. S. H. Long, and
Messrs. R. Ferguson, G. Nevill, W. Platt, and
J. Lewis.
Radiolympressions.

By Free Grid.

ALTHOUGH I was quite tired out from the previous day’s exertions, 11 a.m. last Friday found me on the doorstep of Olympia, together with a great many other people. A bad start was made, I fear, as the doors were over two minutes late in opening, and my consequent demand for something off the price of my admission ticket only led to an insolent retort. I was greatly impressed by the vast size of the exhibition, and at once saw that I should be unable to do the rounds of even the stands in one day, still less visit all the demonstration theatre and try the new dance floor in the National Hall.

Immediately after bursting into the main hall I received quite an unpleasant shock, and for the moment thought that the exhibition was no improvement on that of last year. Things quickly improved, however, and by lunch-time everything was normal, every stand being ready to receive visitors.

A New Stunt.

The first thing that caught my eye, or rather my ear, was an entirely new stunt that has been adopted this year by certain stand-holders who desire to avoid answering technical questions, and that is to create such an unearthly din with the loud speakers on their respective stands that any would-be enquirer soon tired of screeching his questions and eventually melted away, completely baffled by the loud speaker. (No pun intended.)

I had happened to notice an individual with a hopeful look on his face attempting to get an assistant to read his hands as he went through the motions of the deaf and dumb alphabet. Thinking that this was a genuine case, and knowing the alphabet myself, I at once gave him the D.C. signal (see International Maritime code of signals) and came to his assistance. After extracting his question from him I attempted to shout at the assistant, but with no success, and so I tore a leaf out of my notebook and wrote the question. The apparently deaf man followed my example, and after much tedious work with pencil and paper all the information that we were able to get was that the technical man had gone to tea.

It was only after we left the stand that I discovered that my new-found friend was possessed of perfectly normal "earsight." Suspensions Confirmed.

After refreshment I returned to this particular stand, I happened to drop the pencil with which I had just written my query and it promptly rolled under the booth. Diving down to pick it up, I nearly electrocuted myself by placing my hand on the secondary terminals of the mains transformer of a large L.F. amplifier which was standing just behind the curtain which hung down from the edge of the stand. Even then I should not have suspected anything had not the assistant’s face turned a dull brick-red.

I was about to ask why the amplifier was there when suddenly a shrewd suspicion flashed through my mind, and, dropping on my knees, I rent the curtain asunder, and made a swift examination. Unhappily, I found that my worst suspicions were confirmed. The input leads from the B.B.C. amplifier, instead of being coupled up to the loud speakers on the stand, were joined to the primary of a special "line" transformer, and thus fed into the amplifier.

I must say that I considered that the Exhibition authorities had done all in their power for the comfort of visitors, but I hardly expected them to provide, gratis, professional dancing partners on the floor of the National Hall. Such a gracious act showed the height of hospitality.

The maineëe idols, whose presence I forecast last week, were there in great numbers, draping themselves tastefully around the various stands in the manner of the languid young men you see at the Motor Show. I was quite wrong, however, when I prophesied the disappearance of the hand-box beauties, who were there in full force distributing the usual improving literature.

There was a strange incident, or, rather, series of incidents, which at first I was totally unable to account for. On several occasions as I approached a stand an important-looking individual—apparently the manager—hurried forward and handed me the manager to bidding me examine it carefully. Each time I happened to notice that the component was one having a highly polished surface either of metal or of moulded insulating material. Furthermore, after a brief examination I was entreated to remove my gloves in order to examine the component better. It all seemed to me to savour rather of the stationer’s shop at Christmas time, when you are usually requested to remove your gloves in order not to damage the Christmas cards. Not seeing that any harm was likely to come from keeping my gloves on, or that I could examine the component any better by taking them off, I did not yield to the entreaties. This seemed to cause some disappointment.

A Stranger’s Generosity.

On another day, as I made one of my many subsequent tours, the same thing happened on the first stand I visited, only on this occasion I was requested by the manager to join him in a light lunch. I must confess that I felt a little peckish, and although such generosity from a complete stranger seemed rather suspicious, I assented. As we rose to go after our meal I observed money and a few whispers passing between my host and the attendant handmaiden. I should have dismissed the matter from my mind had I not noticed my host empty the drags of my glass on to the carpet, and wrap it (the glass I mean, not the carpet) carefully in his handkerchief and pocket it, apparently with the full cognizance and approval of the aforementioned handmaiden.

We parted company and I moved off, thinking charitably that it takes all sorts to make a world, when suddenly, as I approached another stand, the same thing happened, namely, an invitation to a light lunch. Needless to say, I at once smelt a rat, and angrily demanded an explanation. After much equivocation and prevarication I eventually found out that the whole ridiculous procedure was an attempt to identify me by obtaining my right-hand thumb print in order to compare it with the one published in my notes last week.

Unfortunately for the gentleman who stood me the lunch I am naturally left-handed, and consequently did not hold my glass of ginger beer in my right hand. Either he was so unobservant that he did not notice it, or he was so lacking in knowledge that he did not know that the left-hand thumb print is entirely dissimilar to that of the right.
Choosing a Set.

The Performance Required under Different Listening Conditions.

The task of selecting a wireless receiver is often a matter of considerable difficulty, not because the choice is in any way restricted, but because it is so wide that the prospective purchaser is apt to become lost in unimportant byways. He will, unless he be of cool and careful temperament, become involved in a mental controversy over the respective merits of, say, the different forms of detection, by which the exclusion of the more fundamental and important properties of selectivity, quality, and sensitivity.

Before one can choose a receiver it is necessary to have some idea of the performance which will be required, and of the conditions under which it is to be used. It is obviously wasteful to buy an ultra-sensitive, ultra-selective superheterodyne solely for local reception; it is just as unsatisfactory to buy an unselective type of two- or three-valve receiver for receiving Continental programmes when the set is to be used within sight of the aerials of a modern twin-wave transmitter.

The output stage is the first point to be considered, for upon this depends the maximum undistorted volume which can be obtained. In the case of a battery receiver the output is always limited by considerations of economy in upkeep, and it is rare for it to exceed 1,000 milliwatts. A more usual figure would be 350 milliwatts, and this may be taken as satisfactory for moderate volume in a small room. In the case of a mains set there is far less restriction, and most receivers have outputs ranging from 1,000 to 2,500 milliwatts. This is a suitable output for good volume in the average size room, and is sufficient for all normal domestic purposes. For a small hall, however, an output of 5,000 milliwatts or more will often be required.

The high-frequency circuits come next in importance. With a good aerial and efficient detector and L.F. circuits a single screen-grid H.F. amplifier will usually provide quite all that is required in the way of Continental reception, particularly if reaction be fitted. With a poor aerial, however, or where foreign stations are considered of great importance, two H.F. stages are usually advisable.

Selectivity.

So much for mere amplification; nowadays, selectivity is of at least equal importance, and the degree necessary depends not only upon the presence or otherwise of a powerful local station, but also upon the sensitivity of the set. Two tuned circuits are normally sufficient to separate two local circuits, but do not allow much scope for foreign reception in their vicinity. Three tuned circuits are included in most single H.F. sets, and a number of the more important Continental programmes can then be received in spite of the presence of a local. The four tuned circuits fitted to many two H.F. sets, however, are obviously better, and so the advantages to be gained from this type of receiver are not merely increased sensitivity but also greater freedom from interference.

If great use is to be made of foreign programmes, however, there is no doubt that the superheterodyne offers a considerably improved performance, for it is inherently more selective than the straight set. It is usually more sensitive also, but that is incidental since straight sets are obtainable with sufficient amplification for any purpose. Many types of superheterodyne are to be found; some employ only four or five valves and give moderate sensitivity with high selectivity; others have six or more valves, and aim at the highest useful sensitivity and selectivity. The majority, however, include six or seven valves and are sensitive enough to receive most worth-while stations on quite a poor aerial, while their selectivity is usually sufficient to permit reception of any station spaced by more than 18 kc. from the local, so that its blanketing effect is almost completely removed.

Turning now to quality of reception, it may safely be assumed that most modern receivers have L.F. circuits giving substantially even amplification of all important musical frequencies. Where the selectivity is not very high, therefore, the overall frequency response may often be taken for granted, for few three- and four-valve sets are selective enough to give serious sideband cutting. The matter is entirely different with the superheterodyne, however, for it is only too easy to obtain a large loss in the upper register. It is important to see, therefore, that the set includes either band-pass filters in the I.F. circuits or tone correction in the L.F. amplifier. One of these methods, or a combination of both, is an essential to good quality reproduction with a superheterodyne.

Volume Control.

When satisfied about these important and fundamental features of the receiver, attention should be paid to the details of the design upon which so much depends. Many of these may be safely assumed to be taken for granted, or at least not to be of much importance. For example, the tone control should not be overlooked, however, particularly if the set is to be used near a local station, and it is wise to make sure not only that it is of a type giving a sufficiently wide range of control, but that it is distortionless throughout its range.

When a decision has been reached upon technical grounds as to the most suitable receiver, a demonstration should be arranged. When all is said and done it is results which count, and one can never be quite certain that the most perfect receiver theoretically will fulfill its promise in a practical test.
News of the Week.

Current Events in Brief Review.

Italy's Radio Show.

ITALY'S National Radio Show is to be held this year from September 10th to 20th in the Palace of the Society of Fine Arts, at Milan. The exhibition has the support of the Italian Broadcasting authorities, and will be thoroughly representative of all phases of wireless activity.

Rival Radio Shows in Paris.

AT least 160 firms have taken stands at the official wireless show, which is being held at Paris from September 8th to the 18th next. This show, organised by the French Radio Traders' Association, is held in the Grand Palais, Avenue des Champs-Elysées. There, of course, is to be a rival show, described as an International Wireless Exhibition, to be opened on September 3rd at 31, Boulevard des Italiens.

Distress in I.F.S.

GRAVE concern is being felt by the radio trade of the Irish Free State in connection with the development of the "Tariff War." According to the Irish Radio News, dealers find themselves practically at a standstill. A number of the large firms had stocks sufficient to last a few months, and are still selling these stocks at the old prices. It is the small retailer and service man depending upon the regular sale of apparatus for a living who is feeling the pinch.

"Those of us," writes our contemporary, "who have devoted any time or labour to the development of radio in the Free State dis- side to write of our correspondents. This is not a time to rise up and speak for the ordinary man and the small man of the I.F.S., the man who has nothing but what he can make a living with."

On September 19th the Dublin Radio and Gramophone Exhibition is to be held at the Mansion House. At the time of writing we cannot say how this exhibition can be held.

New Television Development.

THE movie camera is coming to the aid of German television. The German Fernseh-A.G. with which the British Baird Company is associated, are ready for a new television transmitter for outdoor scenes in which the cinematograph film plays a leading part. Instead of directly scanning the event, the new apparatus photographs the scene on an ordinary film, which is developed in ten seconds and then passed to a television transmitter which immediately broadcasts it. The ten-second lag is regarded as necessary and the process considerably improves the quality of the reproduced image.

Raid on Austrian Licence Money?

TROUBLE has arisen in Austria on a little question of thirty millions of schillings. According to a correspondent, the Postmaster-General is this amount short on the year's working, and the Finance Minister considers he should make up the deficit from his own pocket.

It is but a step from the Post Office to the radio cash box, and fears are general among listeners that the Postmaster-General, who is also Chief of the Austrian Broadcasting Co., will use listeners' money in order to fill the breach. Listeners are protesting, but the fund is in danger.

"Prom" Devotees in France.

M. PAUL BERCHE, a Paris radio critic, after launching an attack on the French broadcasting programmes, concludes with the reflection: "Happily we have the foreign press to feel by, and we can relayed from the Queen's Hall."

The Silly Season.

AN instrument called a "Radiesthesia" has been evolved by Father Tremolérot, who, according to our Paris correspondent, caused a sensation recently at Toulouse. While lecturing on his invention, which consists of a rod sensitive to radiations from the human body, the Rev. Father asked one of his audience to test its efficacy. One man asked the lecturer to find out how much gold he had in his purse. The rod recorded 17 to 18 vibrations, which apparently corresponded to the man's pocket. And this was the coin the man had in his pocket.

Next week: the Sea Serpent.

Pilot Authors Kits.

THE popularity of the Pilot Authors Kit service, which was inaugurated by Messrs. Peto Scott, Ltd., at the last radio exhibition, has become so pronounced that the company has had to make other arrangements for the wholesale distribution of these kits to ensure that adequate stocks are always available to home constructors.

The solution has been found in the appointment of the British Radio Gramophone Co., Ltd., as wholesale distributors. Their address is "Pilot House," Church Street, Stoke Newington, London, N.17.

Four-in-one Record.

THE "Four-in-One" gramophone record which has just been issued by the British Homophone Company provides the public, as its name suggests, with four tunes on a 10-inch record. This alone would not constitute an extraordinary feature, there being no arbitrary ruling as to the length of "time." What the company offers, however, is a record in which each side plays for six minutes instead of three, with the result that it is possible to accommodate on one side two dance tunes or other selections, each of a length which just fills the ordinary 10-inch record, playing for three minutes a side. The result is achieved by the use of a narrower groove than is usual, but the inventor, Mr. W. D. Sternberg, claims that this can be carried out without unduly sacrificing the bass register.

The records are issued by the Victoria Music Publishing Co., Ltd.

Telefunken Gramophone Records.

THE well-known German firm Telefunken has now entered the gramophone business and is producing records bearing the title "Tele-

funken."
THE WAVELENGTH PROBLEM.

Part 2.—The Limitations of 9 Kilocycle Separation.

By NOEL ASHBRIDGE, B.Sc., Chief Engineer, B.B.C.

In the first instalment of this article, which appeared last week, consideration was given to the problem of frequency separation and interference and certain conclusions were reached. First, it was pointed out that there was little to be gained at the transmitting end by cutting off at 3,000 cycles, and secondly, if there is to be freedom from interference at the limit of the service area the reproduction of frequencies above some 1,000 cycles cannot be obtained.

Dealing with the first point, if we assume that it is desirable in a receiver to reproduce faithfully frequencies up to 6,000 cycles per second, then one would have to cut off in the unwanted transmitter at 3,000 cycles per second, which is, of course, a contradiction. In fact, to get complete freedom from interference at the limit of the service area we should have to cut off in both transmitter and receiver on a theoretical basis at 4,500 cycles per second, but practically at about 4,000 cycles per second, thus robbing all listeners living in areas of strong field-strength of any hope of first-class reproduction.

Service Area.

With regard to the second point, we ought to consider what is meant exactly by service area. Supposing we take the limit of the service area as 5 m/µ per metre (it used to be 2½ m/µ per metre in the days of low-power stations), then in the case of two stations of 50 kW we shall, of course, have 5 m/µ per metre from the wanted station, and after dark we must expect to have a mean of somewhere about 2 m/µ per metre from its neighbours, even if they are very distant stations, and the peaks may come up to as much as 5 m/µ per metre. In some cases even higher readings than this have been recorded. This means that on an average we get jamming unless we cut off in the receiver at about 4,000 cycles, and even then we shall find that we get interference on the occasions when the field-strength of the unwanted station rises appreciably above its average value, unless the transmitters also cut off at about 4,000 cycles per second. Fig. 5 gives a curve which shows the peak values of down-coming ray at different distances from a station. From this it will be seen that interference from a station is by no means proportional to one's distance from it outside a range of about 150 kilometres, and that the peak values of the indirect ray occur at distances of the order of 100 to 200 kilometres. This curve has been taken from a series of international tests which have been carried out during the past 18 months.

The Necessary L.F. Response.

We now come to the highly controversial question of what audio-frequency range it is necessary to reproduce for full appreciation of a programme. It has been said that response up to 4,000 cycles is sufficient for most purposes and that, therefore, the interference problem does not exist. However, it is my opinion that for really good quality one must reproduce in the receiver at least something up to 6,000 or 7,000 cycles. So far as the transmitter is concerned the response should be better than this when conditions such as the response of the cable circuits to the station permit; thus, straightforward listening. On the other hand, if one cuts off completely at 4,000 cycles per second, then the deficiency is very marked.

Views on this question are very divergent, and there is still a school who say that it is essential to reproduce practically everything which is produced in the studio. In this case we should have to go up to at least 10,000 cycles per second, and even considerably beyond, which is seldom possible either in the transmitter or receiver. However, dealing with the difficult problems of broadcasting, compromise is usual, unavoidable, and the figures given above certainly do give satisfactory broadcasting so far as practically every ordinary type of listener is concerned. On the other hand, as an argument against those people who think that broadcasting would not be spoiled artistically by a cut-off at 4,000 cycles per second, we must compare broadcasting with the gramophone. A gramophone record reproduces something appreciable up to and a little beyond 5,000 cycles per second, and with the lack of upper frequencies is noticeable to the critical ear. We also have to consider the future, and it may be that with new methods of recording, such as that known as "hill and dale," there will be good response considerably above 5,000 cycles, and no broadcaster wishes to see a state of affairs which will prevent broadcasting ever giving such good quality as can be obtained from an ordinary commercial gramophone record. This, of course, is what would happen if we came to an international agreement to cut off in the transmitter sharply at a frequency equivalent to half the separation between stations.

Importance of Harmonics.

It seems possible that the divergent views concerning the band of audio-frequencies which must be reproduced may be partly due to a difference of opinion as to what type of programme is the most important. Thus, if nothing but plain speech were ever transmitted, it would not be at all unreasonable to consider a sharp cut-off at 4,000 cycles, although, of course, the natural characteristics of individual voices would be lost to some extent. If, however, one considers the problem from the music point of view, then we have to consider not only the fundamental frequencies of the notes, because the harmonics are almost as important as the fundamentals. Again, if one considers radio plays, it is very difficult indeed to get realistic reproduction of certain effects with a very limited frequency band, because "noises" of various kinds contain important harmonic components.

Summing up, we find that the separation of broadcasting stations is really limited by
The Wavelength Problem.

The band of audio-frequencies which it is necessary to cover in order to give full effect to the programmes. It is not merely a question of how close two broadcasting stations may approach in order to avoid interference from the point of view of the selectivity of the receivers; in fact, we can assume that in future there is no limit to the selectivity of receivers other than the limit just mentioned, namely, the band of frequencies which it is necessary to reproduce. There seems no reason to suppose that the receiver of the future cannot be made far more sensitive than is permissible for good quality, but the fact always remains that we cannot separate overlapping sidebands from each other unless the strength of the wanted ones is several times greater than that of the unwanted. However, this does not mean that highly selective receivers cannot be used with advantage in circumstances where it is preferable to sacrifice high quality than to suffer interference.

Opinion Abroad.

At this stage it will be interesting to consider what is the general opinion amongst European broadcasters concerning these problems. I can say straight away that there is no difference of opinion on the fundamental technical considerations, but there are different ways of looking at the problem from the purely practical point of view. In many countries there is a tendency towards the opinion that it is better to say that receivers must cut off completely at even 4,000 cycles per second than to consider the political difficulties of increasing the separation between stations. At the same time the opinion has been expressed that in future we must not consider that broadcasting is reliable when high field strengths of the order of, say, 10 mV per metre and upwards are available. This means, if we assume that there is to be no deliberate cutting off of modulation frequencies in the transmission, that there are two alternatives to consider for the future, viz.:

1) To stick to the separation of 9 kc/s and say that those living in areas of high field strength can always get good quality, while those living in areas of comparatively weak field strength must be prepared to cut off below the limit of frequency which gives really good reproduction.

2) To have a wider separation and to reduce slightly the number of stations in Europe as a whole.

Bearing these two alternatives in mind, the whole problem becomes entirely one of policy in relation to the existing state of affairs in each country. No one has ever pressed for a larger separation than 11 kc/s, but from experiments which we have made at Tatsfield we have computed that the range for good reproduction can be increased by 50 per cent. by this means. There is little doubt that if all countries in Europe were just starting broadcasting, and no large stations were yet in existence, a larger separation would be advantageous, purely from the point of view of giving the best service to the largest number of people.

However, plans for the future, as already stated, depend on the results of the Madrid Conference, which takes place in September and will probably last until some time in November. After that, in the early part of next year, it is anticipated that there will be a meeting of the U.I.R. It will then become a question as to whether a re-arrangement of wavelengths is necessary, and whether there should be a meeting of Post Office Administrations. This will depend partly on whether additional wavebands are obtained for broadcasting at Madrid. In any case, however, it is not impossible that an attempt will be made to re-arrange stations in such a way as to reduce mutual interference, using the knowledge which has been obtained from the many international tests as a guide to the geographical placing of stations which are neighbours in the waveband. There is also the question as to how many international common wavelengths should be retained, and, last but not least, what is to happen on a permanent basis to those stations which may not be more than the standard channel spacing and, of course, those which as a result are working at less than the standard spacing. In these latter cases, the reduced separation has been possible because the stations involved are of low power, but at any time the power of these stations may be raised.

Limitation of Power.

Then, of course, there is the vexed question of limitation of power. At first sight it would seem to be logical to agree to limit the power of broadcasting stations in such a way as to be of mutual benefit to everyone concerned. Agreement on this point, however, is not likely to be obtained without difficulty, the trouble being always that the exact conditions existing for each station are not the same. Actually there are some stations where the authorities in charge do not consider that the limit of the service area must be taken as the fading limit—in fact, their whole object is to cover as big an area as possible by day or by night, including indirect ray reception as part of their normal objective. For this object the limitation of power is much less attractive than when an attempt is made to give a service of a more reliable character, because if one can tolerate a "service" which neglects the effect of fading, actually one can probably also neglect the effect of frequencies above 4,000 cycles per second. One thing, however, is certain, and that is that broadcasting has become so important to the inhabitants of nearly every country in Europe that some kind of solution is bound to be found to almost any difficulty which may arise, but it may take time. In the meantime it is impossible to plan definitely for the future, or to decide on possible modifications of the transmitting system not already adopted.

The Wireless World

INFORMATION BUREAU.

Conditions of the Service.

(1) The service is intended primarily for readers meeting with difficulties in the construction, adjustment, operation, or maintenance of wireless receivers described in The Wireless World, or those of commercial design which from time to time are reviewed in the pages of The Wireless World. Every endeavour will be made to deal with queries on all wireless matters, provided that they are of such a nature that they can be dealt with satisfactorily in a letter.

(2) Communications should be addressed to The Wireless World Information Bureau, Donnet House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by a remittance of 5s. to cover the cost of the service. The enquirer's name and address should be written in block letters at the top of all communications.

(3) The fee of 5s. covers the reply to any wireless technical difficulty, but in special cases, where the enquiry may involve a considerable amount of investigation, an increased fee may be necessary. In such cases a special quotation will be made.

(4) Questions should be clearly written and concisely worded in order to avoid delay. Where queries relate to trouble experienced in receivers built to specifications in The Wireless World a complete account should be given of the trouble, and especially the symptoms.

(5) Where reference is made to published articles or descriptions of apparatus, the title of the article, the page on which it appears, the Wireless World, and the page reference number should be given, in order to facilitate reply.

(6) Full circuit diagrams, constructional details of apparatus, or values of components for home-designed receivers cannot normally be supplied, but circuit diagrams sent in with queries will be checked and criticised.

(7) Particulars of components cannot, in general, be recommended, but advice will be given as to the suitability of an individual component for a particular purpose specified by the enquirer.
HINTS and TIPS.

The careful set constructor generally checks the trimming condenser adjustment of a newly-built receiver at a number of tuning points. This is all to the good, but there is sometimes a tendency to work up from the bottom to the top of the wavelength scale, and then to leave the adjustment made at the highest wavelength as final.

In nine out of a hundred this is wrong. Trimming condensers are bound to be more effective at the lower end of the wavelength scale, where the tuning condensers are at minimum capacity. Consequently, trimming adjustments at this end of the scale are much more critical, and it is much easier to determine the correct setting either by aural or visual means.

**Practical Aids to Better Reception.**

The detector grid circuit may be tuned unduly high, it is worth while going to the trouble of substituting another type of choke.

It would seem that valve adaptors are hardly appreciated as they deserve to be. These handy little gadgets, in their most usual form, consist of a plug-and-socket device for interposing between a valve and its holder; terminals are fitted in such a way that the circuit between the anode pin and its socket is interrupted. The primary object of this interruption is to allow the insertion of an anode current milliammeter, but the adaptor has other applications. For instance, it can be used in making an experimental substitution of some other form of inter-valve coupling in place of that included in the set, thus reducing the number of internal alterations necessary. Similarly, it enables the user of a self-contained set to substitute another type of loud-speaker without any other change, except, perhaps, a single short-circuiting connection.

For stage-by-stage tests, an adaptor is equally useful, as it renders the operation of connecting a pair of headphones in the detector or intermediate L.F. anode circuit merely a matter of a minute or two. Generally speaking, the adaptor can be joined in any L.F. circuit with the assurance that it is most unlikely to be responsible for instability or any other untoward happenings.

In the detector anode circuit it may cause trouble, but this may generally be avoided by connecting a simple filter circuit to the adaptor anode terminals. Another type of adaptor is primarily intended for the connection of a pick-up to a receiver in which provision for this addition has not been included. The device consists of an electron disc carrying four valve sockets; filament and plate sockets are connected internally to corresponding pins on the underside, but the grid socket is left entirely free. On interposing the adaptor between a valve and its holder, the grid is completely disconnected from the internal wiring of the receiver, and so any external additions to the grid circuit may be made without trouble.

Apart from its use for radio-gramophone conversion, this grid adaptor is useful for applying test voltages, and for checking the operation of self-bias systems by the temporary use of a battery.

In a modern D.C. mains set, it is always necessary to insert a resistance in series with the valve heaters to absorb surplus voltage. The amount of energy dissipated here is a good deal greater than that with which we are generally accustomed to deal in wireless receivers, and so discrimination must be used in choosing a suitable absorbing resistance.

Either wire resistances or lamps are generally favoured for this purpose. Carbon lamps were at one time preferred to those of the metal filament type, but an authoritative article, published some time ago in The Wireless World, showed that the latter are quite suitable to use, and, indeed, have certain advantages of their own.

The most important of these advantages is that the metal lamp acts to a certain extent as an automatic compensator for fluctuations in mains voltage; this is due to the special filament characteristics of which the resistance increases with a rise of temperature.

It is not always easy to find exactly the right lamp to use in all circumstances, and sometimes it becomes necessary to connect in series a small additional resistance of the wire-wound type; this can conveniently be done in the form of a rheostat, in order that precise adjustment of heating current may be made with the help of a meter. 

A convenient connection point for an anode milliammeter: an adaptor interposed between a valve and its holder.
Ultra-short-wave Vans.

The licence figures may take an upward leap in West London during the next few weeks when the B.B.C.’s ultra-short-wave test vans begin to roam the streets on the track of the elusive 7,750-metre transmissions from the roof of Broadcasting House. Not that the engineers will try to arouse suspicion, but the public on longer associates plain vans solely with furniture on the uneasy payment system; more usually the P.M.G. lethens are suggested, and few people have the courage to confirm their fears by asking the driver.

Mr. Noel Ashbridge and the Tests.

Twelve ultra-short-wave receivers are about to leave the B.B.C. work benches at Clapham and will be put to use almost immediately. At present Mr. Noel Ashbridge, who is taking a personal part in the tests, is unwilling to publish a regular schedule, and amateur interlopers are, frankly, not welcomed. But later on, I am assured, the keen radio man will be invited to assist.

Before then, however, the ultra-short waves will have been used for the television transmissions.

B.B.C. Drama by Television.

Mr. Val Gielgud is treading very warily in the organisation of television programmes. The items already broadcast show the type of display which must be expected for the next few weeks, but I understand that when technical improvements or the size of clientele justify it, the Production Department may essay to give us a taste of drama.

Getting in the Harp.

The television lens will be taking a big ‘eye-fall’ on Tuesday, August 30th, when a harpist and her instrument will both be accommodated in the picture. Accompanists at present sit at their piano in the dim recesses of studio ‘B.B.’ behind the reflector screen, and pick out their notes with the aid of a caudle.

Checking the Image.

The actual television transmitter is located in a small cabinet, the artiste being close up to it in the studio, so that the image is actually picked up through the sound-proof window.

Broadcast Brevities.

By Our Special Correspondent.

There is a check ‘visors’ as the B.B.C. engineers call it, behind the transmitter, consisting of a mirror drum giving a picture five by six inches.

Who Will Be Organist?

With the B.B.C.’s interesting decision to erect the first British organ intended solely for broadcasting purposes, there arises the question of the appointment of an official organist. Organ virtuosi are rather more common in this country than elsewhere, and these soloists on other instruments, for entertainment on the pianoforte and violin we still resort to the long-haired continental variety.

It is quite likely, I learn, that the B.B.C.’s choice of organist will fall on Berkeley Mason, who is well known for his mastery performances on the Queen’s Hall organ.

Broadcasting House.

No one can blame the B.B.C. for making capital out of Broadcasting House. The move from the old headquarters into the revolutionary building in Portland Place has been stage-managed in a way which kills any suggestion that the Corporation is slow to seize an opportunity. A few of the world’s most eagerly published photographs of the outside and inside, and lest any one should have missed these pictures, the Corporation has added to them with noble reproductions in its own periodical publications.

All the pictures that could conceivably have been taken are now collected in a vermillion-covered volume selling at the price of one crown, and the B.B.C. will clinch matters in September by the publication of a book describing ‘B.B.’ from a technical viewpoint.

“A Present from Portland Place.”

Next Christmas I expect our Aunts will be presenting us with Broadcasting House paperweights, and in the following summer cousins from the country will, no doubt, be taking home the new Val Mayer mugs.

Well, it’s good for trade.

Carl Rosa Again.

The reappearance of the Carl Rosa Operatic Company in the programmes this autumn marks the launching of a brooch which has lasted since 1929, when the Carl Rosa people and the B.B.C. broke off relations on the question of the opera season.

Under the new arrangement two operas will be broadcast from each B.B.C. region which the Carl Rosa Company visits in the course of its tours between September and next February.

Touring the Regions.

There will be eight Carl Rosa operas broadcast, the first being from Bristol during the week beginning on September 26th. Later, the opera company will visit towns in the Midlands, North and Scottish regions. In each case one or two acts will be broadcast.

Empire Tests Next Month.

The latest news regarding the Empire short-wave station is that the transmitter is ‘on the way.’ Parts of the gear have already arrived at Daventry.

It is probable that the first unmodulated transmissions will be made at about the end of September.

The Winter Symphony Concerts.

The promenade concert season is only a few days old, but already plans for the season of B.B.C. Symphony Concerts which starts on October 2nd are well advanced. Artists already engaged are: Backhaus, Harriet Cohen, Cortot, Myra Hess, Huberman, Landon, Harold Samuel, Schnabel, Adolph Busch, Heifetz, Arthur Catterall, Mischa Elman, Albert Sammons, Muriel Branskell, Elena Gerhardt Elisabeth Schumann, Elsie Sudkoff, Arthun Canner, Roy Henderson, Dennis Noble, and Walter Wlopid.

The B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra, led by Arthur Catterall, will play at each concert, and Adrian Boult will conduct rather more than half of each series. Sir Henry Wood, Sir Landon Ronald, and Ernest Anwernet will also conduct during the season.

In Honour of Elgar.

The last three concerts before Christmas, November 30th, December 7th, and December 14th, will be devoted to the works of Elgar to commemorate his seventy-fifth year.

Those Fat Stock Prices.

The B.B.C. is concentrating its attention on the farming industry with a view to discovering in what way the microphone can be of assistance in promoting farmers’ interests.

As a preliminary step farmers throughout the country are being asked a series of questions the answers to which will furnish the B.B.C. with some guidance in framing its future activities on behalf of the industry.

An attempt is being made to find out if the present time of farming tails (7 p.m. on Wednesdays) suits the farmers, whether they make any use of the Fat Stock Prices broadcast at 6 p.m., if the present timing of the weather reports is suitable, and if a weather report at 6.30 in the morning would be of any value.

The Scott Centenary.

In commemoration of Sir Walter Scott, the centenary of whose death occurs this year, a play will be broadcast in the National and Scottish Regional programmes on September 20th, and a tribute to Scotland’s greatest novelist will be paid by Colonel John Buchan M.P., in a talk on September 21st.

An Express Programme.

Non-stop variety will be instanced by a John Watt show which is to be broadcast National and Scottish Regional programmes on September 26th, ‘Grecivuto,’ a vaudeville programme, will not even recognise the meaning of the word stop, for all the items, singers, dance bands, orchestra, organ, pianos, etc., will follow one another at breathless speed from beginning to end of the programme. There will be no announcements and everything will be done from one studio.

Are They Downhearted?

To-night (Friday, West Regional) provides an orchestral concert entitled “Back from the Holidays’!”
AD-A-GRAMS. (116)

As its name implies, this accessory is an adaptor for converting an existing wireless receiver into what is, in effect, a radio-gramophone. A turntable, rotated by an induction motor, is housed in a shallow polished hardwood box, on top of which practically any receiver may be placed. The unit, which is complete with pick-up, auto-

matic stop mechanism, and volume control, slides forward when it is put into operation.

Ad-a-grams, Carlton House, Regent Street, S.W.1.

ADEY. (259)

The Adey Baby portable is a particularly fine example of a complete four-valve self-contained receiver in miniature form. Including H.T. and L.T. batteries, the overall size is 14in. x 12in. x 6in. and it weighs about 12 lb. The price complete, including a travelling cover and a spare L.T. accumulator, is £15 15s.

Adey Portable Radio, 99, Mortimer Street, W.1.

ALBA. (128)

A range of receivers and radio-gramophones of advanced design constitutes the principal exhibit of this firm. Described as the Alba series, there are battery models as well as a wide selection of D.C. and A.C. receivers and radio-gramophones.

Attention is directed to a "Stenode" radio-gramophone embodying a seven-valve receiver chassis. Two models are shown. One priced at 70 guineas includes an automatic record changer.


STAND-TO-STAND REPORT.

IN this Stand-to-stand report of the Tenth Annual Radio Show the technical staff of The Wireless World have endeavoured to present to our readers a comprehensive account of the Exhibition, commenting upon items of special interest shown at every stand visited.

Although our report has been prepared with sufficient precision to make it fully representative of the Show, yet no descriptive account, however complete, can take the place of a personal visit, so that we hope any readers who have not yet seen Olympia will make an endeavour to do so before the Show closes tomorrow, Saturday, at 10 p.m.

Next week's issue will contain a special account of the Show from the point of view of general tendencies in design and a more detailed description of all that the Show has revealed in the way of new developments.
Olympia 1932—

ALLIANCE. (19)

On this stand an interesting A.C.3 receiver is shown; three tuned circuits are employed with a variable-mu H.F. valve, and gauged potentiometers are used for the volume control. A moving-coil loud speaker is fitted, and the price is 14 guineas. A screen-grid portable is also shown.

Alliance Radio, Ltd., Burleigh Parade, London Road, Sutton, Surrey.

AMPLION. (68)

The principal Amplion exhibit is a permanent-magnet moving-coil loud speaker chassis, with the popular two-claw magnet and a "doped" ribbed cone. This instrument is stated to be capable of dealing with an input of over 5 watts, and is fitted with a "Universal" transformer, which is also centre-tapped so that it may be used in push-pull circuits. The price is only 3s. 6d.

The other new Amplion product is a pick-up, mounted on a moulded bakelite arm, and supplied complete with a built-in volume-control potentiometer. Judging by the output curve, this accessory should be exceptionally satisfactory for all-round use; there are marked rises at each end of the frequency scale, with a fairly rapid cut-off after the 4,000-cycle mark.

Amplion (1932), Ltd., 82-84, Rosoman Street, E.C.1.

APOLLO. (214)

In addition to a wide selection of the well-known manufacturers' products, there is shown on this stand a playing desk combined with a record cupboard, the feature of the design being that it forms a base for a cabinet-type receiver. Fitted with an electric gramophone motor, pick-up, and volume control, the price is £8 8s.

There is a table model available for mains operation, or it can be supplied fitted with a spring motor. Apollo Gramophone Co., Ltd., 4, Bushill Row, E.C.1.

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER. (206)

Two items of special interest to the experimenter are to be seen on this stand.

New "Universal" Arometer with A.C. scale.

First, there is the new "Universal" Arometer, which, in addition to the standard D.C. ranges, has now been adapted, by means of a built-in Westinghouse rectifier, to measure A.C. volts and amps. in the following ranges: 0-1.2, 0-2.5, 0-12, and 4-12 amps. and 0-60 volts; 0-12, 0-25, 0-125, and 4-125 volts. The price is 12 guineas, and a calibrated fuse is fitted as in the Standard Arometer.

Secondly, there is the Avoadapter—a valve-testing unit incorporating a plug adjustable for 4- or 5-pin valve holders—at 23s. The plug with a 6-way lead is obtainable separately for 7s. 6d.


B.T.-H. (119)

Two important additions have been made to the B.T.-H. range of gramophone motors. The "Trupspeed" is probably unique in that it combines the advantages of self-starting with constant-speed synchronous running. A two-pole machined and balanced rotor is employed, and is geared to give 78 r.p.m. on 90-cycle mains. The motor is fitted with a very simple type of fully automatic switch, and the price is 49s. 6d.

The same type of stop is supplied with the new "Universal" motor, which is also of unconventional design. It is an eight-pole motor fitted with a shallow large-diameter rotor running at turntable speed. The commutator has forty-two segments, and the governor, which runs at high speed, is placed accessibly in a slot below the turntable. The price, including external regulating resistance, is £5 10s.

The prices of existing models have been reduced as follows: "Golden Disc," £3 7s. 6d.; "Small Universal," £2 17s. 6d.; "Synchro Blue," £2 12s. 6d.

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., Rugby.

BAKER'S "SELHURST." (83)

The Permag and Elomag series of moving-coil loud speakers are quite new, and although small in size should be very efficient. In the Permag models a two-claw magnet is used, while the Elomag is an energised-type companion model, which is available either with a 2,500-ohm field or for use on D.C. supplies of 100-150 and 200-250 volts. Special rectifiers are listed for use on A.C. Variable-ratio input transformers are fitted and in cabinet form the Permag model costs 47s. and the Elomag type 34s. There are two other models known as the Permag Minor and the Elomag Minor. They embody smaller magnet systems and modified input transformers, the prices being 37s. and 34s. respectively as cabinet models.

Since the characteristics of the senior and junior models of each type are somewhat dissimilar, they have been embodied into a dual compensated assembly, and each is housed in a separate cabinet but supplied from a single input transformer. In this form the Permag dual compensated loud speaker unit, complete, costs £4 10s., and the price of the Elomag, or energised type, is £4.

Baker's Permag senior and junior models arranged as a dual compensated loud speaker.

Forming a suitable background for the new models is an extensive range of moving-coil loud speakers varying in size and price to suit every requirement.

Baker's "Selhurst" Radio, 89, Selhurst Road, S.E.25.

BECOL. (2)

In addition to panels, ribbed ebonite formers for high-grade tuning coils and H.F. chokes are the principal exhibits. Manufacturers will be interested in the wide variety of extruded rods for switch rotors and many other purposes.

British Ebonite Co., Ltd., Nightingale Road, Hanwell, W.7.

BEETHOVEN. (49)

One of the main exhibits on this stand is the All-Electric Three, a three-valve set in which a screen-grid valve is used as a detector. Ganged tuning is fitted, together with a zone aerial, and there is a pentode output of 2 watts to the M.C. speaker; the price is 14 guineas.


New "Universal" Arometer with A.C. scale.

First, there is the new "Universal" Arometer, which, in addition to the standard D.C. ranges, has now been adapted, by means of a built-in Westinghouse rectifier, to measure A.C. volts and amps. in the following ranges: 0-1.2, 0-12, 0-120, and 0-1,200 volts; 0-60, 0-12, 0-125, and 4-125 volts. The price is 12 guineas, and a calibrated fuse is fitted as in the Standard Arometer.

Secondly, there is the Avoadapter—a valve-testing unit incorporating a plug adjustable for 4- or 5-pin valve holders—at 23s. The plug with a 6-way lead is obtainable separately for 7s. 6d.


B.T.-H. (119)

Two important additions have been made to the B.T.-H. range of gramophone motors. The "Trupspeed" is probably unique in that it combines the advantages of self-starting with constant-speed synchronous running. A two-pole machined and balanced rotor is employed, and is geared to give 78 r.p.m. on 90-cycle mains. The motor is fitted with a very simple type of fully automatic switch, and the price is 49s. 6d.

The same type of stop is supplied with the new "Universal" motor, which is also of unconventional design. It is an eight-pole motor fitted with a shallow large-diameter rotor running at turntable speed. The commutator has forty-two segments, and the governor, which runs at high speed, is placed accessibly in a slot below the turntable. The price, including external regulating resistance, is £5 10s.

The prices of existing models have been reduced as follows: "Golden Disc," £3 7s. 6d.; "Small Universal," £2 17s. 6d.; "Synchro Blue," £2 12s. 6d.

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., Rugby.

BAKER'S "SELHURST." (83)

The Permag and Elomag series of moving-coil loud speakers are quite new, and although small in size should be very efficient. In the Permag models a two-claw magnet is used, while the Elomag is an energised-type companion model, which is available either with a 2,500-ohm field or for use on D.C. supplies of 100-150 and 200-250 volts. Special rectifiers are listed for use on A.C. Variable-ratio input transformers are fitted and in cabinet form the Permag model costs 47s. and the Elomag type 34s. There are two other models known as the Permag Minor and the Elomag Minor. They embody smaller magnet systems and modified input transformers, the prices being 37s. and 34s. respectively as cabinet models.

Since the characteristics of the senior and junior models of each type are somewhat dissimilar, they have been embodied into a dual compensated assembly, and each is housed in a separate cabinet but supplied from a single input transformer. In this form the Permag dual compensated loud speaker unit, complete, costs £4 10s., and the price of the Elomag, or energised type, is £4.

Baker's Permag senior and junior models arranged as a dual compensated loud speaker.

Forming a suitable background for the new models is an extensive range of moving-coil loud speakers varying in size and price to suit every requirement.

Baker's "Selhurst" Radio, 89, Selhurst Road, S.E.25.

BECOL. (2)

In addition to panels, ribbed ebonite formers for high-grade tuning coils and H.F. chokes are the principal exhibits. Manufacturers will be interested in the wide variety of extruded rods for switch rotors and many other purposes.

British Ebonite Co., Ltd., Nightingale Road, Hanwell, W.7.

BEETHOVEN. (49)

One of the main exhibits on this stand is the All-Electric Three, a three-valve set in which a screen-grid valve is used as a detector. Ganged tuning is fitted, together with a zone aerial, and there is a pentode output of 2 watts to the M.C. speaker; the price is 14 guineas.
achieved for the different values of fuse. There are five different ratings, from 60 mA upwards, and the price in each case is 6d.

Another innovation of considerable interest now that metal chassis have become so popular, is a flush mounting socket for standard plugs; it is self-bushing, and does not require separate insulators.

An extremely useful fitting selling at 1d. is a "Twin Tap" battery plug which makes it possible to take two connections from one battery socket.

There is an interesting demonstration being given on the stand showing the manufacture of 60 mA fuses using a phosphor bronze wire 1-25th the diameter of the average human hair.

Belling and Lee, Ltd., Cambridge Arterial Road, Enfield, Middlesex.

CHROMOTRONIX. (29)

The principal exhibit of this firm is a new "Pho. -phonograph" which is an entirely new design in the types of phonograph. It consists of a transformer, a primary inductance of 83 H., a parallel feed resistance and coupling condenser all contained within one case, and it is priced at 118s. 6d.

The well-known range of valve holders is also shown, together with a number of switches, and the prices of many have been reduced.

Benjamin Electric, Ltd., Brantwood Works, Tariff Road, N.17.

BLUE SPOT. (35)

In addition to the WS400 receiver, which is continued, there are two new four-valve battery sets with two variable-mu screen chassis. Band-pass input tuning is standard, as also is the provision of a tone control which functions both on radio and gramophone.

The radio-gramophone model, which includes a Bowyer-Lowe Mark III pick-up and Coliaro gramophone, is available in two styles of cabinet, and costs 27 guineas. Alternative cabinets are also provided for the table model, which is known as the "European Three," and is priced at 16 guineas.


BELLING-LEE. (154)

On this stand there is a very wide range of indicating terminals, plugs, sockets, and fuses, the finish of which is beyond reproach. Of new additions for the coming season, mention must be made of the "Scrufuse," which, as its name implies, screws into a socket and is intended to take the place of the bulb type of fuse. There is a number of advantages claimed; one of them is that the length of the fuse is much greater, and another that colour-coding is easily
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The Beethoven portable sets are also shown, and the S.G.4 model at 10 guineas should not be overlooked.

Monique Radio Inventions and Development Co., Ltd., Beethoven Works, 24, Great College Street, N.W.1.

ELL PIANO CO. (3)

The receivers produced by this firm are of the three-valve S.G.-det.-L.F. type, and are substantially built in a cadmium-plated steel cabinet.


On this stand the radio-gramophone model, which functions as also its input tuning, is shown, indicating terminals, and the stand there is a very wide range of indicating terminals, plugs, sockets, and fuses, the finish of which is beyond reproach. Of new additions for the coming season, mention must be made of the "Scrufuse," which, as its name implies, screws into a socket and is intended to take the place of the bulb type of fuse. There is a number of advantages claimed; one of them is that the length of the fuse is much greater, and another that colour-coding is easily

achieved for the different values of fuse. There are five different ratings, from 60 mA upwards, and the price in each case is 6d.

Another innovation of considerable interest now that metal chassis have become so popular, is a flush mounting socket for standard plugs; it is self-bushing, and does not require separate insulators.

An extremely useful fitting selling at 1d. is a "Twin Tap" battery plug which makes it possible to take two connections from one battery socket.

There is an interesting demonstration being given on the stand showing the manufacture of 60 mA fuses using a phosphor bronze wire 1-25th the diameter of the average human hair.

Belling and Lee, Ltd., Cambridge Arterial Road, Enfield, Middlesex.

CHROMOTRONIX. (29)

The principal exhibit of this firm is a new "Pho. -phonograph" which is an entirely new design in the types of phonograph. It consists of a transformer, a primary inductance of 83 H., a parallel feed resistance and coupling condenser all contained within one case, and it is priced at 118s. 6d.

The well-known range of valve holders is also shown, together with a number of switches, and the prices of many have been reduced.

Benjamin Electric, Ltd., Brantwood Works, Tariff Road, N.17.

BLUE SPOT. (35)

In addition to the WS400 receiver, which is continued, there are two new four-valve battery sets with two variable-mu screen chassis. Band-pass input tuning is standard, as also is the provision of a tone control which functions both on radio and gramophone.

The radio-gramophone model, which includes a Bowyer-Lowe Mark III pick-up and Coliaro gramophone, is available in two styles of cabinet, and costs 27 guineas. Alternative cabinets are also provided for the table model, which is known as the "European Three," and is priced at 16 guineas.


BELLING-LEE. (154)

On this stand there is a very wide range of indicating terminals, plugs, sockets, and fuses, the finish of which is beyond reproach. Of new additions for the coming season, mention must be made of the "Scrufuse," which, as its name implies, screws into a socket and is intended to take the place of the bulb type of fuse. There is a number of advantages claimed; one of them is that the length of the fuse is much greater, and another that colour-coding is easily

achieved for the different values of fuse. There are five different ratings, from 60 mA upwards, and the price in each case is 6d.

Another innovation of considerable interest now that metal chassis have become so popular, is a flush mounting socket for standard plugs; it is self-bushing, and does not require separate insulators.

An extremely useful fitting selling at 1d. is a "Twin Tap" battery plug which makes it possible to take two connections from one battery socket.

There is an interesting demonstration being given on the stand showing the manufacture of 60 mA fuses using a phosphor bronze wire 1-25th the diameter of the average human hair.

Belling and Lee, Ltd., Cambridge Arterial Road, Enfield, Middlesex.

CHROMOTRONIX. (29)

The principal exhibit of this firm is a new "Phono-phonograph" which is an entirely new design in the types of phonograph. It consists of a transformer, a primary inductance of 83 H., a parallel feed resistance and coupling condenser all contained within one case, and it is priced at 118s. 6d.

The well-known range of valve holders is also shown, together with a number of switches, and the prices of many have been reduced.

Benjamin Electric, Ltd., Brantwood Works, Tariff Road, N.17.

BLUE SPOT. (35)

In addition to the WS400 receiver, which is continued, there are two new four-valve battery sets with two variable-mu screen chassis. Band-pass input tuning is standard, as also is the provision of a tone control which functions both on radio and gramophone.

The radio-gramophone model, which includes a Bowyer-Lowe Mark III pick-up and Coliaro gramophone, is available in two styles of cabinet, and costs 27 guineas. Alternative cabinets are also provided for the table model, which is known as the "European Three," and is priced at 16 guineas.
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Additions to the list of components include a new band-pass unit with a band width of 3 to 4 kc., and screened dual-wave coils matched to work with the above. The price of both types is 9s. 6d.

British General band-pass and dual-wave coils.

BRITISH GOLDRING PRODUCTS. (20)
Pick-ups form the chief exhibit on this stand, and these are obtainable at 32s. 6d. complete with built-in volume control. A swivelled head is fitted, and an adjustable spring counterbalance. A large variety of automatic needle cups is also to be found.

BRITISH HARD RUBBER CO. (220)
A material that will not discoulour, even when exposed to strong sunlight, and known as Permacol ebonite, forms the principal exhibit of this firm. It is available finished polished black, mahogany, and walnut at very reasonable prices.
In addition there is a wide selection of ebonite tube, and rod, also extruded material, including ribbed coil formers.
British Hard Rubber Co., Ltd., Wharf Road Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.

BRITISH IDEAL PATENTS. (72)
Three different receiver chassis, fitting into cabinets of various styles, are shown by this firm. Two of the sets are for battery feed.

The half-guinea Daptocon pick-up.

The more ambitious model including a permanent-magnet moving-coil loud speaker. Both have variable-mu valves and single-knob tuning.

A pick-up at the exceptionally low price of 30s. 6d. (the "Daptocon Junior") is also shown.
British Ideal Patents, Ltd., Green Street, Brimsdown, Middlesex.

BRITISH N.S.F. CO. (18)
Dry electrolytic condensers are shown on this stand; the capacity is 8 md. and they are rated for 450 volts peak working. A range of tubular-type paper condensers of various voltage ratings, and of both the inductive and non-inductive type, is also exhibited; the capacity values range from 50 mfd. to 0.25 mfd.

Wire-wound resistances of from 100 ohms to 10,000 ohms, in ratings from 1 watt to 6 watts, and composition types with values between 1,000 ohms and 10 megohms and ratings from 1/2 watt to 3 watts form an interesting section.

Volume controls with or without a combined switch are available in values up to 20,000 ohms in the wire-wound type, and in values of from 4,000 ohms to 10 megohms with a composition resistance element.
British N.S.F. Co., Ltd., Waddon Factory Estate, Waddon, Surrey.

BRITISH RADIOPHONE. (91)
What may be described as a complete band-pass tuning unit, sold under the trade name of "Radiopak," has just been introduced. The unit, which is really the nucleus of a modern H.F.-det.-L.F. three-valve set, comprises three coils and wave-range switches, a three-element Radiophone condenser with dial, and a combined on-off switch and volume-control potentiometer. All these components are mounted on a metal chassis, and the three control knobs are symmetrically disposed. Reaction may be applied.

It is stated that both coils and condensers are matched within the closest limits. An unusual feature is observed with regard to the filter, in which sensibly constant bandwidth is obtained by a "mixed" coupling; instead of interposing these circuits between the aerial and the first valve they are made to serve as an intervalve coupling.

The "Radiopak" measures some 10in. in length by about 5in. in width, and so a set built around it may be extremely compact.

Other Radiophone exhibits include wire-wound potentiometers, with a novel form of insulated double contact brush devised to minimise wear on the resistance element; connection to the brush is made through a rubbing contact on the metal cover plate and not through the spindle. A new pick-up, with adjustment for damping and centring, is shown, while the well-known ganged condensers have been improved in detail.

Brownie Dominion two-valve mains set.

Brownie Dominion Battery S.G.4 set.

BULGIN. (151)
A number of addition have been made to this firm's already immense range of small
components. Leaving on one side the innumerable plugs, jacks, terminals, indicating lights, and other parts that are additions to a set rather than components integral with it, we were interested in the range of high-frequency chokes. These are available with inductances of 500,000, 250,000, and 100,000 microhenrys (the first is for superheterodyne), and "there is also a dual choke capable of carrying ½ ampere for use in series with the mains on D.C. driven sets.

There is a full range of L.F. chokes ranging in price from 10s. 6d. to 15s. 6d., and a choke-filter output unit including both choke and condenser in one case. Two models of a small nickel-iron transformer for parallel-feed connection are available; one has terminals, the other, tags contained in the space of a 1½ in. circle for mounting through a metal chassis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Two Bulgin H.F. chokes and a nickel-iron transformer.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A whistle-filter, intended to be connected between set and loud speaker, is available in two models, one cutting at 3,250 cycles and one at 4,750 cycles. The latter will also find application as scratch-filter for gramophone work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An emission-tester for valves, based on the use of an oscillating circuit, which ensures even a low-consumption valve giving a fairly high anode current, is offered at 3½.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Bulgin emission-tester.

Having discussed about one-thousandth of the lines offered, we suggest that the visitor should apply for a catalogue.

A. F. Bulgin and Co., Ltd., Abbey Road, Barking, Essex.

BURGOYNE. (98)

Self-contained sets at extremely low prices are exhibited here. As an example, there is a five-valve portable at £5 19s. 6d., and a three-valve H.F.-det.-L.F. battery set, complete with a moving-coil loud speaker, at 10 guineas. Gauged tuning is included.

Burgoyne Wireless (1930), Ltd., 34a, York Road, King's Cross, N.1.

BURNDEN. (46)

The Wandering Minstrel Band-Pass Three is shown on this stand. The specification includes a variable-mu H.F. valve, detector, and pentode output stage. A spot light tuning system is fitted, and a universal mains transformer for voltages between 100 volts and 250 volts. The price is £16 19s. 6d.

The Merryvox cone loud speaker at £1 in a walnut cabinet should not be overlooked.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Burgoyne three-valve receiver.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nor the range of Merrymaker battery and mains sets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A selection of the well-known Burnden components is shown, and includes H.F. chokes, variable condensers, and the Etho-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vernier dial. This last is now available in a flush-mounting form with a considerably improved appearance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnden, Ltd., 51-53, Church Street, S.E.10.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BURTON. (110)

The new S.G.P. all-electric three-valve receiver incorporates an all-metal chassis designed on thoroughly up-to-date lines. An inductively coupled band-pass tuner precedes the screen-grid H.F. amplifier, which is tuned-grid coupled to a power-grid detector followed by a power pentode feeding a B.T.H. loud speaker of the energised type. The volume control combines reaction with pre-H.F. volume control, and there is provision for a pick-up as well as a mains aerial.

In the standard table cabinet the price is 15 guineas, and a bureau console model is available at 19 guineas. The cabinet of the latter model is similar in design to the S.G.P. radio-gramophone, but a sloping desk, complete with inkwells, takes the place of the motor board. The desk is easily detached should the purchaser desire later to convert to a radio-gramophone.

The S.G.P. radio-gram, which is priced at 26 guineas, is housed in a well-proportioned cabinet, and has side compartments for records. It is fitted with a 24-watt output valve and B.T.H. pick-up and motor.

To the existing comprehensive range of Burton components has been added a new super-type rotary switch at 6s. This is a four-position switch capable of switching three coils for long and short waves, changing from radio to gramophone, and is fitted with a toggle make-and-break switch designed for mains voltages.

Other items justifying a visit to this stand include a new valveholder at the remarkably low price of 4½d., a new trickle charger, and a universal cone chassis.

C. F. and H. Burton, Bernard Street, Walsall.

BUSH RADIO. (110)

On this stand a single set, priced at 17 guineas, is on view. It is an A.C.-driven three-valve set with a band-pass input, one

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bush Radio three-valve set.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H.F. stage, and a screen-grid detector resistance-coupled to a pentode giving 3 watts output to the moving-coil speaker. A choke-filter output is used, the speaker-field serving as smoothing choke. Volume control is obtained by variation of screen volts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bush Radio, Ltd., Film House, Wardour Street, W.1.

C.A.C. (249)

The C.A.C. low-frequency coupler, an arrangement of linked wire-wound resistance coils, is used in the ambitious radio-gramophone kit set which is sponsored by this firm. A two-unit system of construction is adopted, the power supply components being separately mounted.

Konductite, which is aluminium-coated paper with many applications for screening purposes, is also shown, together with power transformers and heavy-duty L.F. chokes.

City Accumulator Co., 7, Angel Court, Strand, W.C.2.
C.A.V. (246)

Many of the C.A.V. low-tension batteries have been redesigned or improved in detail. For instance, the glass-cased cells are fitted with moulded lids, irreversible terminals, and gravity indicators. One side of the container has a sand-blasted panel, on which the name of the owner and dates of charging may be written. This latter feature is also embodied in the mass-type slow-discharge cells.

Dry high-tension batteries, in standard and triple capacities and the usual voltages, have just been introduced. Jelly-electrolyte cells for almost every type of portable form a prominent exhibit.

The well-known M.L. converters, for the supply of H.T. from L.T. accumulators, are also exhibited; new models, designed for easy connection to many well-known short-wave sets, should do much to solve the H.T. supply problem for overseas listeners. Mains transformers have just been introduced by the M.L. firm, which also makes bakelite mouldings for the radio trade.

C. A. Vanderwell, Ltd., Well Street, Birmingham.

CAMCO. (123)

The cabinets displayed on this stand are notable on account of their excellent finish and reasonable price. The models available are too numerous to describe individually, but the "Melodee" loud speaker No. 2 cabinet merits special mention, as it has been endorsed by a leading manufacturer for use with their dual-unit moving-coil loud speakers.

The "Empire" cabinet used in the "Wireless World" Baby Super is on view, and there is a beautifully grained "Grosvenor" pedestal cabinet constructed entirely of Empire-grown wood.


CELESTION. (127)

The special feature of the Celestion exhibit this year is the PPM range of small permanent-magnet moving-coil loudspeakers. First introduced by the PPM (Standard) model, the range has been extended and now affords a wide choice either in the form of chassis or as cabinet models. The cabinet design has been given careful attention so that good acoustic properties are combined with a handsome appearance.

The special "Hyflex"-moulded diaphragm is fitted to the new models, of which the PPM Soundex is the smallest. Mounted in a well-made walnut cabinet it costs but 50s. The PPM29 chassis is an intermediate size measuring 8½ in. in diameter overall. In common with each other model in the range it embodies a universal-type tapped input transformer providing a suitable ratio for all valves in common use to-day, and the price is 35s.

The Celestion PPM29 chassis embodying new "Hyflex" diaphragm.

The same general form of construction and all the attributes of the PPM type are found in the new series of energised models. The D.C. Soundex is an inexpensive chassis, for its price is 30s. only, which includes the input transformer. It is obtainable as stock type fitted with field windings of 2,900 ohms, 4,700 ohms, or 6,900 ohms, and an adequate flux density can be obtained with a 4-watt dissipation, the normal working range being between 4 and 8 watts.

The Chakophone Junior A.C. Two.

Two- and three-valve battery sets and a complete range of moving-coil loud speakers will also be found on this stand.


CIFEL PRODUCTS. (285)

This stand shows a two-valve set, either for A.C. or D.C. mains, intended to provide high-quality reproduction from the local station. In each set a pentode output valve feeds a moving-coil speaker, an indirectly heated D.C. pentode being used for the D.C. version.

A band-pass three-valve set for A.C. mains only is also shown.

Cifel Products, Ltd., 134, Pentonville Road, N.1.

CLARION RADIO VALVE CO. (120)

The new series of British-made Clarion valves includes battery, indirectly heated A.C., and D.C. mains types, as well as screen grid H.F. amplifiers. As an example, the P.X.2 two-valve output valve, with a 2-volt filament consuming 0.2 amp. has an A.C. resistance of 1,850 ohms and a con-
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ductance of 1.5. Prices are lower than those usually ruling, this particular valve costing 8s. 6d.

CLARION RADIO VALVE CO., 7, Duke Street, Adelphi, W.C.2.

Representative Clarion valves.

CLARKE'S ATLAS. (91)

A new venture on the part of this firm, hitherto best known for their mains equipment, is the introduction of self-contained two-valve sets for A.C., D.C., or battery feed. These det.-L.F. receivers are fitted with the new Atlas moving-coil loud speakers, the permanent-magnet model being used, of course, in the battery-fed set. The loud speakers, which are available in chassis or cabinet form, have a two-claw permanent magnet.

Many of the eliminator units are retained, but one of the most popular models of last season has been redesigned; now known as Type A.C.300, it includes the valuable—

and, we believe, exclusive—feature of a limiting resistance, arranged to prevent that sometimes dangerous rise of voltage which normally occurs when an eliminator is connected to a set which imposes an abnormally light load. Tappings on this resistance are led out to a number of sockets, marked to correspond with various output currents; all the user has to do is to estimate roughly the total mode con-

sumption of his set, and then to insert a plug in the appropriate socket.

The maximum output of the A.C.300 unit is 25 mA. to 150 volts; it includes a Westinghouse metal rectifier, a 1-amp. trickle charger, and grid bias tapings. There are two variable voltage outputs, and the price is 48 1/2s.

H. Clarke and Co. (M'C) Ltd., Easmon Street, Old Trafford, Manchester.

CLIMAX. (81)

The Climax model A.C.3 is a complete radio-gramophone in miniature and oper-

ates entirely from the A.C. mains. It employs an H.F.-det.-L.F. circuit, a band-pass input filter, and a tuned grid H.F. coupling. Following a power grid detector is an L.F. transformer, and finally a pentode output valve. Other items of the equipment include a Collaro electric gramophone motor, an energised moving-coil loud speaker, and a special felt-lined lid to eliminate mechanical noises emanating from the pick-up. The A.C.3 is contained in a well-made cabinet finished in figured walnut, and the price is 24 guineas, including valves and royalties.

There is a companion model in which the gramophone side has been omitted, but otherwise it embodies all the features of

Climax "Balanced" Band-Pass Three receiver.

the A.C.3. This is known as the "Balanced" Band-Pass Three and costs 16 guineas.

Climax Radio Electric, Ltd., Haverstock Works, Parkhill Road, Hampstead, N.W.3.

CLIX. (225)

That a loose wire could be connected to a fixed point in so many different ways, would be inconceivable were it not for the variety of plugs, sockets, terminals, and connectors included in the Clix range. The "Master" plug is one of the newest models, and is designed to make a perfect contact when inserted in the sockets of any make of dry battery. There are two models available, but the price is the same in both cases, namely, 14/-. It includes engraving.

The Clix chassis mounting valve holder is now available fitted with small terminals on the ends of the socket. The form of second detector transformer: coupled to a PX4 output valve. Included is an energised moving-coil loud speaker, and the scale is calibrated in wavelengths; separate scales are brought into view by the wave-change switch for each range.

This chassis is built into the model 631 radio-gramophone, the additional equipment consisting of an electric gramophone motor and an automatic record changer holding eight 10in. or 12in. records. In this case the chassis is mounted on end with the tuning control and illuminated scale in the gramophone compartment. Provision is made for the use of an external loud speaker, and the price is 52 guineas.

The Model 640 is the highest-priced instrument in the Columbia range, yet con-

Self-contained three-valve battery receiver

the Columbia Model 354.

COLUMBIA. (86)

The Columbia range of receivers and radio-gramophones has been extended considerably this year, and now there are no fewer than nine different receivers at prices from £4 7s. 6d. to 24 guineas, and six radio-gramophones ranging in price from 28 to 90 guineas. The least expensive of the sets is a two-valve self-contained battery model, which has been carried forward from last season at a reduced price. A new addition to this class is the Model 354, It employs a three-valve circuit—H.F.-Det.-L.F. —and includes an inductively coupled band-pass input filter. Complete with speaker and batteries, the price is 93 17s. 6d.

Passing over the intermediate models we find at the other end of the scale a seven-valve, including rectifier, A.C. superheterodyne receiver, described as the Model 356. The circuit consists of a band-pass input filter, a 'predetector' H.F. amplifier, oscillator, a screen-grid first detector, one I.F. amplifier employing band-pass tuning, and a

Columbia seven-valve A.C. superheterodyne chassis.
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suffering its specification, it represents very good value, even at 90 guineas. The circuit consists of a band-pass input filter, a pre-detector H.F. amplifier, oscillator, screen-grid first detector, two band-pass coupled L.F. amplifiers, anode bend second detector, and two L.F. stages. The output is provided by two P.X.4 valves working in push-pull. Other items in the equipment consist of an automatic record changer playing eight join, or 12-in records, moving-coil loud speaker, and an electric motor. There is ample power to operate four extra loud speakers if required.

Mention must be made here of the excellence of the Columbia cabinet work.

Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd., 92, Clerkenwell Road, E.C.1.

**COLVERN. (245)**

There are a number of new additions to the well-known range of Colvern tuning coils. Special interest attaches to the improved intermediate-frequency amplifier coils for superheterodyne receivers. The Colverdyne DO.110 belonging to this type is an important new component to follow a combined detector oscillator, and type X.63 is a new oscillator coil for use in the

Columbia Model 640 A.C. radio-graphophone.

**CONCORDIA. (208)**

In addition to standard instrument wires and flexible cables, etc., this firm is showing a number of special conductors for radio purposes. One of the most interesting innovations is "Slip Quik" connecting wire for internal wiring; the insulation consists of double cotton, rubber, and braiding, the whole being paraffined and arranged so that sufficient of the covering may be slipped back from the end to expose the conductor with a minimum of external connection. The same type of external connecting wire has yet to be devised, but this appears to be a notable advance.

In the comprehensive range of tuning coils available there are H.F. transformers, tuned-grid inductances, and various band-pass filters, all of which are totally screened and incorporate waveband switching within the base, so that the tuning of a number of members is easily achieved. It is interesting to note that the inductance of these coils when screened has been standardized at 157 and 2,190 microhenrys for the medium and long waves respectively. No keen student of superheterodyne technique can fail to be deeply interested in the well-explained treatise on single-control tuning of the superheterodyne as given in the new Colvern pamphlet. A fund of information is given as an appendix showing the mathematics involved in calculating the constants of the oscillator circuit so as to obtain the minimum ganging error on both wave ranges.

In addition to coils, this firm specialises in wire-wound resistances—both variable and fixed—known as Colverstats. In the variable potentiometer series all standard values are available from 1,000 to 50,000 ohms in the 10-watt rating, while there is a miniature model measuring only 1½ in diameter rated at 3 watts, having resistance values from 25 to 25,000 ohms. The wire-wound strip resistances made in 23 different values between 10 and 50,000 ohms are made of uniform length, are rated to dissipate 5 watts, and can be assembled side by side in the form of a pack, for which purpose special mounting collets are fitted. A ganged triple condenser assembly, together with three coils, is being shown for the first time in the balancing of capacity and inductance has been so carefully carried out that constructors can rest assured of simultaneous resonance in the three circuits when the unit is incorporated in a receiver.

Amateurs will find a large number of constructional sets containing Colvern components assembled on this stand. These include the "Wireless World" Baby Superhet and the Modern Straight Five.

Colvern, Ltd., Manwells Road, Romford, Essex.

Electrodes of the Cossor 210H.F. valve. Note the 7-point suspension, and mains operation should be examined with interest as this type of valve is last superseding the costlier screen-grid valve. Its properties are such that an ideal volume control can be arranged without in any way upsetting the ganging of a receiver, and the dangers of rectification in the H.F. amplifier are avoided.

Among the sets exhibited, the 533A is an interesting model with two variable-mu stages. The aerial, although linked by a single tuned circuit, is so loosely coupled...
This is of the series gap type with two sets of fixed and moving plates, and the connections are made only to the fixed plates. The difficulty of making a good non-inductive contact to a rotating element is thus avoided by using what are virtually two condensers in series. The minimum capacity is 3 mfd., and the maximum 25 mfd., and the price is 8s. 6d.

An intermediate frequency transformer resonating at 110 kc. has been introduced, and it is provided with external adjustments. It is listed at 9s. 6d.

A large portion of the stand is devoted to special apparatus, among which is an oil-immersed variable condenser of the type used on the Polar Expedition; it is rated for working at 5,000 volts R.M.S.

Sydney S. Bird and Sons, Ltd., Sarnesfield Road, Enfield, Middlesex.

DAGENITE. (244)

This exhibit consists of high-tension and low-tension accumulators. There are two distinct types, one of which is fitted with a tell-tale device consisting of coloured floating hydrometer heads giving an indication of the stage of charge. There are three coloured balls operating in separate channels, and these rise or fall according to the specific gravity of the acid. A number of the portable L.T. batteries contain jellied acid, and a new feature in the mass type of battery is the lid, in which the usual method of fixing the pillar with a rubber washer and lead nut is obviated. With the new method it is claimed that acid leakage is impossible, and that the plates will not become twisted when the terminals are screwed or unscrewed.


DANIPAD. (113)

Although the business of this firm is mainly connected with ebonite, a number of complete receivers are also exhibited. These range from a simple two-valve self-contained mains set, with a moving-coil loud speaker, to a five-valve model with band-pass tuning. There is also a comprehensive shov of components and accessories.


DARWIN'S. (70)

Permanent magnets of every type are shown on this stand, and prominence is given to examples of the latest form of "two-claw" construction.

Darwin's, Ltd., Fitzwilliam Works, Sheffield.

DAVENSET. (159)

One of the most prominent exhibits on this stand is a range of mains transformers and smoothing choke for which special efficiency is claimed. They are characterised by a particularly neat appearance with concealed and protected terminals.

The "Cromwell" four-valve all-mains set made by Dibben & Sons.

The power unit of the "Wireless World" Modern Straight Five, built with Davenset mains components on a steel chassis, is on view; it is priced at £15.

Davenset power unit for the "Modern Straight Five."

A large portion of this stand is occupied by a display of battery chargers ranging from small models for charging car accumulators to large equipment for accumulator charging stations.

Partridge, Wilson, and Co., Davenset Works, Lavington Valley Road, Leicester.

DE LA RUE. (227)

This stand is devoted to a comprehensive display of bakelite mouldings primarily of interest to manufacturers.

Thos. De La Rue and Co., Ltd., 90, Shernhall Street, E.17.

DIBBEN. (77)

Two receivers, the "Cromwell" and the "Monarch," form the chief exhibits of this firm. Of these receivers, the former uses two variable-mu stages of amplification, followed by a screen-grid valve arranged as an anode-cathode detector, this being resistance coupled to a PM24M output pentode. There are three tuned circuits in all. There is only one knob in addition to that con

The "Cromwell" four-valve all-mains set made by Dibben & Sons.

controlling the tuning; it is a combined on/off switch and volume control, the knob also switching over to long waves when pulled out. As a radio-gramophone, in which the motor and pick-up are housed in a drawer below the set at a height convenient for access when sitting down, the price is 26 guineas, the set alone costing 18 guineas.

This exhibit consists of high-tension and low-tension accumulators. There are two distinct types, one of which is fitted with a tell-tale device consisting of coloured floating hydrometer heads giving an indication of the stage of charge. There are three coloured balls operating in separate channels, and these rise or fall according to the specific gravity of the acid. A number of the portable L.T. batteries contain jellied acid, and a new feature in the mass type of battery is the lid, in which the usual method of fixing the pillar with a rubber washer and lead nut is obviated. With the new method it is claimed that acid leakage is impossible, and that the plates will not become twisted when the terminals are screwed or unscrewed.


DANIPAD. (113)

Although the business of this firm is mainly connected with ebonite, a number of complete receivers are also exhibited. These range from a simple two-valve self-contained mains set, with a moving-coil loud speaker, to a five-valve model with band-pass tuning. There is also a comprehensive shov of components and accessories.


DARWIN'S. (70)

Permanent magnets of every type are shown on this stand, and prominence is given to examples of the latest form of "two-claw" construction.

Darwin's, Ltd., Fitzwilliam Works, Sheffield.

DAVENSET. (159)

One of the most prominent exhibits on this stand is a range of mains transformers and smoothing choke for which special efficiency is claimed. They are characterised by a particularly neat appearance with concealed and protected terminals.

The "Cromwell" four-valve all-mains set made by Dibben & Sons.

The power unit of the "Wireless World" Modern Straight Five, built with Davenset mains components on a steel chassis, is on view; it is priced at £15.

Davenset power unit for the "Modern Straight Five."

A large portion of this stand is occupied by a display of battery chargers ranging from small models for charging car accumulators to large equipment for accumulator charging stations.

Partridge, Wilson, and Co., Davenset Works, Lavington Valley Road, Leicester.

DE LA RUE. (227)

This stand is devoted to a comprehensive display of bakelite mouldings primarily of interest to manufacturers.

Thos. De La Rue and Co., Ltd., 90, Shernhall Street, E.17.

DIBBEN. (77)

Two receivers, the "Cromwell" and the "Monarch," form the chief exhibits of this firm. Of these receivers, the former uses two variable-mu stages of amplification, followed by a screen-grid valve arranged as an anode-cathode detector, this being resistance coupled to a PM24M output pentode. There are three tuned circuits in all. There is only one knob in addition to that con

The "Cromwell" four-valve all-mains set made by Dibben & Sons.

controlling the tuning; it is a combined on/off switch and volume control, the knob also switching over to long waves when pulled out. As a radio-gramophone, in which the motor and pick-up are housed in a drawer below the set at a height convenient for access when sitting down, the price is 26 guineas, the set alone costing 18 guineas.
Wireless World
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In addition the "Monarch" three-valve set is available either for battery or mains operation.

Wm. Dibben and Sons, Ltd., Antelope Buildings, St. Mary's Road, Southampton.

DULCIITO-POLYPHON. (235)
This is now primarily a wholesale business, but the Dulcetto "Double-bank" portable amplifier for public address work is a product exclusive to this firm.
Dulcetto-Polyphon, Ltd., 23, Newman Street, W.1.

EDDYSTONE. (23)
Short waves are the keynote of this exhibit, which includes a new range of coils for 13.5/150 metres. An ultra short-wave choke for the 5/10 metres range is priced at 1s. 6d., and a series of substantially built variable condensers with maximum capacities ranging from 15 mmfd. to 100 mmfd. are listed from 4s. 6d. upwards.
A 7-metre superheterodyne converter is shown, and the list of parts is priced at superheterodyne in which it is claimed that second channel interference has been completely eliminated. One H.F. stage at fundamental frequency is embodied, and a single-valve frequency changer consisting of a screen-grid valve follows. This set in the form of a chassis is built into various ambitious cabinets. A radio-gramophone having a straight circuit with three valves is also being shown. In it there is band-pass tuning followed by a variable-mu amplifier with bias volume control, and this is coupled by the parallel-fed method. A particularly ingenious tuning control is used, consisting of two concentric discs, one for short and the other for long waves, and there are two windows, each exposing a different waveband. By this means the reading of the dials, which are calibrated to show fifty stations, is made simple. An inexpensive permanent magnetic moving-coil loud speaker is being shown, and sells at 30s.
Edison Bell, Ltd., 2, Glamis Road, S.E.15.

EDISWAN. (75 & 230)
Of the various exhibits on this stand the amateur will probably find the range of Mazda valves the most interesting. New additions include four variable-mu valves, one for battery sets, two for A.C. mains, and one for D.C. mains. The last mentioned, designated the DC/25G.VM, is indirectly heated, and passes 0.1 amp. at 20 volts; its slope is 2.2. Other new valves include two

DUBILIER. (84)
The high-voltage dry electrolytic condensers which hitherto were reserved for manufacturers' use are now available to the home constructor in 4-, 6-, and 8-mfd. sizes. The prices are most reasonable, being 4s. 6d., 5s., and 5s. 6d. respectively. These models are rated at 450 volts D.C. working and are suitable for use in D.C. circuits only. The well-known 610 and 620 types now include a new series ranging from 0.0001 mfd. to 0.0005 mfd. fitted with grid leak clips, while other modifications to existing models take the form of an increase in the voltage at which they are tested. Since the working potential has not been changed, these condensers show a higher safety factor than formerly.
A slight change has been effected in the construction of the L.S.A. type, and these are now mounted in tall boxes. They are tested at 1,000 volts D.C., and the sizes range from 0.5 mfd. to 10 mfd. Rated at 400 volts D.C. working, a 4-mfd. size costs 8s. A new addition is a 500-volt working condenser styled the Type L.E.C. Made in five different capacities and tested at 1,250 volts D.C., the price is 12s. 6d. for 4 mfd.
A wire-wound resistance known as the "Spirohm," and rated at 10 watts, is another new Dubilier product. The values range from 200 ohms to 50,000 ohms, and the price is 2s. for 1,000-ohm size and 5s. for one of 50,000 ohms.
Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria Road, N. Acton, W.3.

Edison Bell three-valve radio-gramophone.

(Left) Ediswan new thermal delay switch in vacuo. (Right) Hot cathode mercury vapour rectifier.

D.C. series, one in which the heaters consume 0.5 amp. at 6 or 3 volts and the other where the consumption is 0.1 amp. at 20 to 35 volts. In the directly heated output class there is a newcomer called the "P13/250, filament of which consumes 1 amp. at 4 volts. The slope is 6.5, and the maximum watts dissipation 12.
An important new component is a thermal delay switch in which the bi-metal strip is mounted in vacuo, and is thus not affected by outside atmospheric conditions. The small module handling up to 200 mA, will probably be sold at 5s. The small second module handling up to 5 amperes.

The use of hot cathode mercury vapour rectifiers in heavy power amplifier equipment is becoming more important, and therefore the range of these accessories being shown should prove of interest.
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There are a number of R.K. speakers exhibited, including the Senior model with both energised and permanent-magnet fields. The minor R.K. speaker is now marketed in a fumed oak or walnut cabinet complete with multi-valve transformer:

Of the B.T.H. pick-ups mention should be made of the "Minor" with embodied volume control which gives an output of $\frac{1}{3}$ volt at about 1,000 cycles. There is a large range of Ediswan dry cell H.T. batteries of a new type being shown.

Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd., 123-125, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4.

The "Elex" short-wave converter.

EELEX. (239)

An interesting feature of this stand is the short-wave converter, available both for battery and A.C. mains drive. The single valve operates as an autodyne frequency-changer, the receiver to which it is attached being used as intermediate amplifier of a superheterodyne. In the two-valve model the autodyne valve is preceded by a stage of amplification at the received frequency. Prices range from £2 to £2 17s. 6d., complete with valves.

The exhibit, apart from the wholesale section, is completed by a centre-tapped dual-range frame aerial, spring-loaded testing prods, and an infinity of sockets, plugs, and terminals. The latter are now available in a pattern with interchangeable name-plates.


EKCO. (25 & 65)

The new variable superheterodyne is one of the chief exhibits on this stand, and it is available for either A.C. or D.C. mains. A two-valve frequency changer with a single variable-mu I.F. stage is used. An I.F.

rejecter circuit is connected in the aerial lead, and a special point is made of the novel method of eliminating second-channel interference. The usual band-pass pre-selector is used, but a small condenser is connected between the aerial and the grid of the first valve to form, in conjunction with other circuits, a rejector at the second-channel frequency. A heterodyne whistle filter is fitted and a "local-distance" switch, and the model S.H.25 is priced at 24 guineas.

A three-valve set at 17 guineas, the Consolette M32, is shown; two tuned circuits are employed, and the valves are arranged as S.G.H. stage, detector, and pentode output. A moving-coil loud speaker is fitted as a matter of course.

A wide range of mains units is on view, and it is claimed that most models are suitable for fitting to portables.


ELDECO. (47)

Superheterodynes are prominent on this stand, and the model S.H.6 portable has six valves with two stages of I.F. amplification and triode output to the built-in loud speaker. Band-pass I.F. circuits are fitted, and are adjusted to have a pass-band of 9,000 cycles. The price is 21 guineas. An all-mains superheterodyne is also being exhibited, and in this variable-mu valves are fitted, and the pentode output valve feeds a moving-coil loud speaker.

Multitone, Ltd., are showing on this stand the Multitone tone-correction transformer, with which it is possible to obtain almost any desired type of response curve. The adjustment of a single potentiometer allows of characteristics rising from low frequencies to the very high frequencies, a flat curve, or a considerable attenuation of the upper frequencies to be obtained. An ingenious arrangement of p.c. power units on the stand shows the resonance curve obtained with any particular setting of the tone control.

Electrical Devices Co., 62, Conduit Street, W.1.

ELECTRICAL & GENERAL DISTRIBUTORS. (278a)

The policy of this firm, as distributors, is to concentrate on a few outstanding products, and the receivers and components represented on this stand include Hart-Collins radio-gramophones and receivers, H.S.P. portables, Tekade "Motor" loud speakers, and Everett Edgecumbe synchronous clocks.

Electrical and General Distributors, Ltd., 154, King's Cross Road, W.C.1.

ELECTRICAL & RADIO PRODUCTS (33)

The "Mayfair" 7-valve superhet, radio-gramophone is the star set in the E.R.P. range. Variable-mu valves are used in the pre-detector H.F. and I.F. stages, and the price is 36 guineas.

The "Gainsborough" models are four-valve receivers with two variable-mu H.F. stages, a screen-grid detector and a triode power valve. The table model costs 18 guineas, and in console radio-gramophone form the price is 30 guineas.

A three-valve S.G.-det. pentode set—the "Marlborough"—is made for both D.C. and A.C. mains and costs 14 guineas, while the price of the "Clarendon" detector-pentode set for both types of supply is 10 guineas. All the above are fitted with energised moving-coil loud speakers.

The "Clarendon" S.G. battery portable, with balanced-armature speaker, costs 10 guineas, and the "Belgrave" portable is to be continued at 9 guineas.

Electrical and Radio Products, Ltd., 90, Regent Street, W.1.

Hart-Collins "Passport IV" radio-gram. (Elec. & Gen. Distributors.)

ELECTRO-DYNAMIC CONSTRUCTION CO. (157)

The exceptionally good balance and silent running of the rotary converters produced by this firm is demonstrated on this stand. A new D.C. to A.C. converter for badly fluctuating supplies has been produced with a guaranteed fluctuation of not more than 5 per cent. A.C. output for D.C. input variations up to 35 per cent.

For those who wish to derive H.T. (150 volts) from their 2-volt L.T. supply, a new converter has been produced with the remarkably high efficiency of 49 per cent. in the 15 mA. model and 50 per cent. in the 30 mA. model. A special filter has been developed to prevent H.F. entering the L.T. circuit. The price complete is £8 10s.


ELECTRON. (48)

A special display of Superial aerial wire is made on this stand, together with a number of useful aerial accessories. A copper gauze earth plate is also shown, and with 25 ft. of insulated wire is priced at 25.6d.

A special feature is being made of a new permanent-magnet moving-coil speaker which is priced at 27s. 6d.; this includes a 5:1 ratio transformer, and the instrument is stated to be capable of handling an input of 5 watts. A similar speaker of greater sensitivity is the 20th Century P.M., which sells at 3s. A range of energised speakers is also shown, and hum-bucking can be fitted to these at an extra charge; these types range from midget models to those intended for cinema work.

A three-valve set, the F.M.J. is shown, and includes a variable-mu H.F. stage with three tuned circuits, detector and pentode output stage. A tone control is included, slightly greater discharges, Orange Triangle representing triple capacity where the H.T. current is 10 mA. upwards, Brown Triangle—a new series—for discharges from 10 to

New Exide cells. (Left) Hydrometer head pattern. (Right) D.X.G. type.

30 mA., Blue and Yellow Triangle for portable sets having a limited space for the H.T. battery.

Cells with coloured hydrometer beads showing the state of discharge are being shown for the first time. Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd., Clifton junction, near Manchester.

FAY HOME RECORDERS. (255)

Various types of home recorders are shown on this stand. The usual practice of employing aluminium alloy discs is adhered to, and one model is priced at 15 guineas. The No. 4 model, however, is electrically driven and includes a loud speaker; it is priced at 15 guineas.

Fay Home Recorders, Ltd., 121, Victoria Street, S.W.1.

FERRANTI. (78)

The most outstanding item on this stand is undoubtedly the new superheterodyne, the circuit of which incorporates a variable-mu H.F. stage following a screen-grid first detector and separate oscillator, one variable-mu L.F. stage working at 135 kilocycles, a triode second detector, and a triode output valve capable of delivering 1,000 undistorted milliwatts to the moving-coil speaker. The whole, with a scale calibrated in wavelengths, sells at 22 guineas complete with valves, while for one guinea more a scale calibrated with station names may be had. The addition of a Ferranti electric clock in the speaker grille increases the price to 25 guineas. There is a tone control which allows a condenser to be switched across the output transformer if desired.

In addition to this complete receiver a wide range of kit sets of high quality is offered, both battery and mains users being very fully catered for. The A.C. kit, without valves, but otherwise complete, costs £12 8s. 6d., the battery kit selling at 29s. 4s. 6d. Both models use band-pass tuning with coils of exceptionally high efficiency. More ambitious kits for the critical listener are the A.C.Oa and the A.C.R.2, which are capable of delivering 6 and 12 watts respectively to the loud speaker. In these an intermediate L.F. valve is used between detector and output stage. The L.F. output part of these kits is also supplied separately as a gramophone amplifier, and may be attached to the detector of any set.

The new Inductor loud speaker, with an impedance at mean speech frequencies of about 5,000 ohms, is offered at 30s.; it will deal with A.C. inputs up to 2 watts with out distress. There is a full range of permanent-magnet moving-coil speakers, from the M1 with 100,000 lines in the gap at $8 18s. 6d., to the M4 with 35,000 lines in the gap, which sells complete with multi-ratio output transformer, for the modest sum of £2 15s. In addition there is the energised moving-coil speaker, available with field windings for either 100 or 200 volts, which costs, with three-ratio output transformer, only £2 10s.

Ferranti new inductor loud speaker.

Low-frequency transformers at all prices, ranging from the AF9 at 30s., with a primary inductance of 10 cm. to 300 ohms, to the AFRo at 6s. 6d., with an inductance of 35 to 20 henrys at 10 to 300 milliamperes, are available for every possible purpose. The new smoothing choke, Bro, combining an inductance of 50 to 30 henrys at 10 to 50 milliamperes, with the moderate D.C. resistance of 600 ohms, is good value at 12s.

Mains transformers and eliminator kits to suit all sets are also on view.

Ferranti, Ltd., Hollinwood, Lancs.

FILM INDUSTRIES. (261)

This firm is showing the moving-coil horn-type loud-speaker unit which attracted so much attention when first introduced. They have recently developed two new models fitted with 71/2 cone diaphragms and described as the types P.A.C.1 and P.A.C.2 respectively. A permanent magnet is employed giving a high flux density, and the working impedance of the coil is 8 ohms in both models. The price of the P.A.C.1, which will handle 3 watts, is 45s., including transformer. The P.A.C.2 embodies a larger magnet system, handles 5 watts, and costs £4 13s., also with transformer.

Film Industries, Ltd., 60, Paddington Street, W.1.
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FIVE POINT PRODUCTS. (252)
This firm is showing the Five Point, a differential condenser for insertion in the aural circuit of sets to give increased selectivity and provide volume control. When fully rotated to the minimum position it earths the aerial.

Five Point Products, 8a, Cross Street, Islington, N.1.

FORMO. (100)
Screened-ganged condensers, in dual or triple form, are one of the most important of the many new Formo products. Of unusually compact dimensions, and with all desirable modern features these components are sold at exceptionally low prices.

The trimmers, mounted internally and operated by star wheels, are less liable to arrange-ment than in the usual position.

Screened coils for nearly every purpose are included in the new Formo programme; they are neat and compact, and their windings would appear to be well devised in relation to their size. A colour scheme of identification has been standardised, and, as an additional convenience, each coil bears a disc with a printed circuit diagram showing the external connections of the windings.

The Formo Multicoupler differs from other parallel-fed transformer units in that all the terminal points are accessible externally, with the result that it may be used as a plain resistance-fed transformer, as a resistance-fed auto-transformer, or, with the addition of a by-pass condenser, as a similar coupling unit with self-contained decoupling resistance; with this object, the built-in resistance is tapped. By making the appropriate external connections, various ratios of transformation are available. Data relating to the unit shows high and constant amplification between 50 and 5,000 cycles.

Among other interesting new products is the Nigen L.F. transformer, costing only 8s. 6d., and housed in a double screening container of cylindrical form.

Formo Co., Crown Works, Southmill Road, Shirley, Southampton.

FRASER RADIO. (253)
This firm is showing a D.C. mains two-valve set, which is priced at 10 guineas. A pentode output valve is fitted, and a lamp resistance is used for breaking down the main voltage. The A.C. model at the same price includes a metal rectifier, and both are fitted with moving-coil loud speakers.

Fraser Radio, Ltd., 38, Crawley Road, N.22.

FULLER. (76)
The exhibits on this stand consist entirely of the well-known range of accumulators and dry batteries, to which a number of new lines have been added for the present season. The slow-discharge "Mammoth" cells are available in capacities from 22 to 120 ampere-hours at prices from 4s. 6d. to 14s. 6d. in glass boxes, while the "Standard"cells, including a gravity-indicator, can be had in glass, celluloid, or gelatine cases.

Both types have a double-grease-cup terminal with a special grip for connector pins. There are also many non-spill accumulators for portable sets. High-tension accumulators are no fewer than six new receivers, of which one is the Ormam Thirty. Three Music Magnet, four are A.C. models, and there is one D.C. set. More than usual interest will attach to these models, for in every case a screen-grid valve is employed as a detector, and in the majority this is followed by a resistance-feed I.F. transformer. The inclusion of a heterodyne filter with a cut-off at about 9,000 cycles should go a long way towards rendering the new G.E.C. sets immune from this annoying type of interference.

G.E.C. (105 & 109)
The G.E.C. has introduced for the coming season six new receivers, of which one is the Ormam Thirty. Three Music Magnet, four are A.C. models, and there is one D.C. set. More than usual interest will attach to these models, for in every case a screen-grid valve is employed as a detector, and in the majority this is followed by a resistance-feed I.F. transformer. The inclusion of a heterodyne filter with a cut-off at about 9,000 cycles should go a long way towards rendering the new G.E.C. sets immune from this annoying type of interference.

FULLOTONE. (203)
There are no fewer than eight different receivers being shown by this firm. The all-electric three-valve radio-gramophone for A.C. mains selling, complete with electric gramophone motor, pick-up, and moving-coil speaker, at 16 guineas is undoubtedly good value for money. One new model contains a variable-mu valve, and the grid detector is followed by a power pentode. Another set of interest is an all-mains three-valve set at 14 guineas, containing band-pass tuning and variable-mu amplification, with bias volume control.

Fullotone, Ltd., 73, Camden Road, N.W.1.

G.E.C. five-valve A.C. superheterodyne.

One of the new models takes the form of a three-valve radio-gramophone employing an H.F.-det.-L.F. circuit and A.C. operated. Described as the Carnival model and housed in a conventional pedestal-type cabinet finished in walnut, the price is 30 guineas. It includes a Magnet electric motor and automatic stop, an energised moving-coil loud speaker, and is station calibrated.

The specification of the new A.C. Superheterodyne is attractive. It has five valves plus a mains rectifier, band-pass tuning of both input and I.F. circuits, with a variable-mu valve in the radio position, built-in moving-coil loud speaker, and a hetero-dyne filter, to mention but a few of its salient features. The price is 26 guineas. The Osram Thirt-ie Three Music Magnet builds up into a self-contained three-valve (H.F.-Det.-L.F.) receiver, the loud speaker, which is the new G.E.C. Magnetic model, and the batteries, being housed in the finely moulded bakelite case. This is finished in grained walnut and the kit, complete with three Osram valves, costs 9 guineas.

So far as accessories are concerned, the additions include an induction-type gramophone motor for A.C. supplies and fitted
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with automatic stop the list price of which is £4 15s., and a new permanent-magnet moving-coil loud speaker.

Cecophone Normal four-valve D.C. receiver, a G.E.C. product

On a separate stand is a unique display of gramophone valves, including all the latest types. There are two new variable-mu tetrodes, the V.S.2 for battery use, fitted with a 2-volt filament, and the V.D.S. which is an indirectly heated D.C. type. The last-mentioned conforms to the other valves in this series, the heater being designed to operate at 16 volts, and it requires 0.25 amp. The V.MS4 now has better characteristics than heretofore, while the same applies to the PX.4 and the PT.4.

The power valve class has been extended and includes two 25-watt output valves, PX.25 and the PT.25, these being a triode and a pentode respectively.


GAMBRELL. (21)

The Gambrell-Halford superheterodyne is shown on this stand; an H.F. stage now precedes the frequency changer and only a single I.F. valve is used. Push-pull pentodes are employed in the output stage, and are claimed to deliver 4½ watts to the load speaker. Provision is made by means of a switch at the rear of the chassis for the connection of a short-wave converter. Two valves are used in the converter, which is priced at 9½ guineas, and the range of 3½-600 metres is covered in two steps.

The well-known Novotone tone corrector for gramophone reproduction is being shown, as are plug-in coils and volume controls.

Gambrell Radio, Ltd., Merion Road, Southfields, S.W.18.

GARRARD. (122)

In view of the fundamental soundness of design of the spring and electric gramophone motors made by this firm it is not surprising to find that no detail changes have been made to any of the models in the already comprehensive range.

Garrard record changer unit.

The main interest in this stand centres round the new Garrard record-changer, which, in chassis form complete with pick-up, costs £4. There are three record supports fitted with spring selector-blades, and the unit will play eight 10 or 12-inch records. The mechanism is controlled by a single cam drum driven through a clutch from the induction-type turntable motor. "Repeat" and "Reject" controls are fitted, and the motor stops automatically at the end of the last record.

Garrard Engineering and Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Newcaulf Street, Swandon.

GILBERT. (232)

The record-changer fitted to the Gilbert Four-valve Radio-gram is unique, in that it turns each record over and plays both sides. The time taken for each operation is approximately eighteen seconds, and the magazine holds twelve records. This is one of the most interesting designs in the show.

C. Gilbert and Co., Ltd., Arundel Street, Sheffield.

GODWINEX. (57)

Eliminators and mains components are the chief products of this firm, and a new series of mains transformers and chokes of generous design, including a special model for the "Mondial Super," are shown. Special metal rectifiers for running existing D.C. sets from A.C. mains have been developed, and the "Airmax" short-wave high-frequency amplifier, which is followed by a detector and power pentode.

The No. 99 battery model follows the same design, but a low-consumption pentode and permanent-magnet moving coil are employed. A well-finished table, with quartered walnut front, is available for either of the above models at 1 guinea.

Battery eliminators and trickle chargers for A.C. mains are also made by this firm.

Gresley Radio, Ltd., Ordwall Lane, Salford, Manchester.

GRIPO. (226)

Indicating switches are shown in various forms, one model in particular having been designed to combine the dual functions of wave-band and battery switching. There is a wide range of connectors, also two very useful easy-to-fix clips, by means of which a good earth connection can be made to a pipe or to a tube buried in the ground.

Gripo Co., 32, Victoria Street, S.W.1.

GRANOVENOR. (42)

A large range of dry batteries for all wireless purposes is on view on this stand. H.T.
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GUTTA PERCHA. (257)

The new damp-proof "Telconite" and the firm's Mu-metal, Radio-metal, and Pyrometric alloys are the principal exhibits on this stand. Expert technical information regarding these products is obtainable on the spot.

Gutta Percha Co. (Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Co., Ltd.), 18, Wharf Road, City Road, N.1.

H.M.V. (THE GRAMOPHONE CO.) (55)

The whole of the available space on this stand is taken up by a series of efficiently illuminated bays, each containing a different model in cabinet and chassis form.

The three new models this year are all superhet. The new "Superhet Ten Autoradiogram," at 80 guineas, heads the list, and a special model built into an all-glass cabinet clearly reveals the high standard of workmanship which is typical of all H.M.V. models. The circuit is based on last year's Model 531, but numerous refinements, including variable-mu valves, have been included. A new type of record-changer has been adopted, in which a three-position knob takes the place of the selector dial in the original design. The first position cuts out the automatic mechanism and the instrument can be used as an ordinary gramophone; the second position gives automatic record changing up to a maximum of eight records, while the third position enables any record to be repeated indefinitely. Another improvement is the provision of a spring-loaded turntable spindle, which ensures a positive drive even with slightly warped records.

The second new model is known as the "Superhet Radiogram Seven," and costs 50 guineas. It is available also as a radio receiver known as the "Superhet Lowboy Seven" at 32 guineas. As in the ten-valve model, the seven valves include the power rectifier. Again a predetector variable-mu H.F. stage with band-pass input is employed, but there is only one I.F. amplifier, and the second detector is coupled through a 7:1 transformer directly to the single PX4 output valve. The power output to the energised moving-coil loud speaker is 51 watts.

The last, but by no means the least important, of the new receivers is the "Superhet Portable Six." It is contained in a walnut cabinet no larger than the average portable, weighs 4 lb., and has an H.T. current consumption of only 10 mA. The circuit comprises a predetector H.F. stage, first detector, oscillator, band-pass I.F. amplifier, leaky grid second detector, and a pentode output valve working into a balanced armature loud speaker. For a portable the performance should be exceptionally good, and the price of 17 guineas is very attractive.

H.M.V. Superhet Portable Six Model 459.

The new models are well supported by many well-tried H.M.V. receivers and radio-grams. The models 521, 522, and 531 continue as before, but the model 501 will in future be known as the "Transportable Radiogram," and the price has been reduced to 25 guineas. The model 435 now costs 17 guineas, and will be known as the "de luxe Radio FOUR".

Another important price reduction concerns the "Auto Record Player," which, with the original type of record-changing mechanism, will now be available at 12 guineas.


DYNATRON ETHER LORD RADIO-GRAMOPHONE.

with four tuned circuits, a power grid detector, and push-pull P.P. 5/400 output valves. Dual loud speakers are employed, and for the station selector a horizontal scale is fitted.

A three-valve set is available at 19 guineas for A.C. or D.C. mains, and the favourite valve combination of screen-grid H.F., detector, and pentode output is used.

A special feature is made of receivers which are suitable for use without appreciable modification on either type of supply mains.

H. Hacker and Sons, Perfecta Works, Ray Lea Road, Maidenhead.

HACKER. (37)

Straight receivers are found to be favourites on this stand, and the Ether King at 69 guineas has two variable-mu H.F. stages

Gambrell-Halford superheterodyne chassis.

H. Hacker and Sons, Perfecta Works, Ray Lea Road, Maidenhead.

Gambrell-Halford superheterodyne chassis, favourably reviewed in "The Wireless World" some months ago, has been improved in several respects, a signal-frequency H.F. stage having been added, and variable-mu valves having been substituted. Provision for the use of a mains aerial, and also of a short-wave adaptor unit (which is shown), has been made in the new model.

It is worth noting that this set is available in chassis form, as well as in various cabinets, including a radio-gramophone with automatic record changing.

Another model, entirely new, is planned on very ambitious lines and includes a total
The range of gramophone accessories, including the Harlie Tone Selector at 45 1/2d., is continued.
Harlie, Ltd., Cambridge Arsenal Road, Enfield, Middlesex.

Harlie "Midget" induction motor.

HARWELL. (26a)

The main exhibit on this stand is a Quality Receiver; a single variable-mu valve is used, and the three tuned circuits include a link-coupled band-pass filter. A power grid detector feeds the L.F. circuits, in which resistance capacity coupling is used throughout, and the output stage is capable of delivering 6 watts to the moving-coil loud speaker. Provision is made in the mains equipment for the field supply of additional speakers, and dry electrolytic condensers are employed in the smoothing circuits. The apparatus is built in two units, and is available as a radio-gramophone at £35 17s. 6d.

A kit of parts for building this receiver can be obtained for 19 guineas, including five valves and loud speaker.

This firm's A.C. Single Dial Superhetronide is also being shown, and has been redesigned to obtain greater accuracy of setting. It is claimed that tracking errors on the medium waveband do not exceed 0.2 per cent., and on the long waveband 0.4 per cent.; this has been accomplished by the adoption of a circuit involving four padding condensers. In other respects the circuit is substantially the same as that of the previous model, and a two-valve frequency changer is followed by a single variable-mu L.F. amplifier. Screen-grid anode bend second detection is used, and the pentode output valve is rated to deliver 2 watts to the moving-coil loud speaker. The complete receiver is priced at £21 10s. complete, but is also available in kit form at 18 guineas, including valves, moving-coil loud speaker, and metal chassis.


HELLESENS. (221)

A wide selection of dry and wet electrolytic condensers in many different capacities and for various operating voltages, as well as a complete range of Helleens dry-cell H.T. batteries, form the main items of interest in this exhibit.

Helleens, Ltd., Morden Road, S. Wimbledon, S.W.16.

HEAYBERD. (15)

Mains equipment forms the principal exhibit of this firm, and a number of eliminators, many of which are also available in kit form, are prominently displayed. A special feature is made of an eliminator for portable sets, which is priced at 85s.

The Hayberd W. 33 mains transformer.

Mains transformers and smoothing choices of all types are well in evidence.

The power unit of the Haynes Radio A.C. quality amplifier.

HENLEY'S. (16)

This firm is showing a comprehensive display of materials for soldering, and a special feature is made of the Solone electric soldering iron. Resin-cored solder is also on view.


HUSTLER, SIMPSON & WEBB. (50)

A neat table radio-gram. receiver is the principal exhibit on this stand. The three-valve chassis is in two sections, and the controls are neatly distributed on the loud speaker fret. A variable-mu S.G. stage is followed by a power grid detector and a directly heated pentode. With Garrard or Collaro motor the price is £22 10s.

The "A.C. Two" is a detector-pentode...
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set with Westinghouse rectifier and Rola energized loud speaker. In the "D.C. Two," the speaker field (120 ohms) forms part of the mains potential divider, which is of the vitreous wire-wound type. Both these models are of exceptionally robust design, and the tuning coils are designed to eliminate break-through on long waves. The price is 10 guineas in each case.

There is also an S.G. battery receiver with P.M. moving coil at 9 guineas.


IGRANIC. (36)
So many new components have been introduced this year by the Igranic Electric Co. that a brief mention only can be made to a small selection, of which the type T.24B L.F. transformer is by no means the least interesting. It is a general-purpose model made in two ratios, viz., 1:3 and 1:5, and the primary winding is capable of carrying up to 10 mA. of D.C. and yet maintain an adequate inductance. It costs 5s. 6d. in either ratio.

The new dual-range screened coils follow present-day practice in that they are very compact and embody wave-band switches. Provision is made for linking the switches when two or more coils are used. Igranic gang condensers are available in two- and three-gang types; the sections are accurately matched and fitted with small trimmers. Others items of interest include a binocular H.F. choke priced at 3s. 9d., a range of small- and large-capacity fixed condensers, an illuminated drum dial, and a new L.F. choke. Known as the C.H.2 model, this choke is wound in two sections, which can be joined either in parallel or in series. With the series connection the choke has a constant inductance of 40 henrys with any value of D.C. flowing up to 40 mA. Joined in parallel, the inductance becomes 32s. 6d., which includes a three-ratio input transformer.

Igranic Electric Co., Ltd., 147, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4.

J.B. (204)
The latest J.B. condensers are the "Nugang" semi- and fully-screened models with from 2 to 4 sections matched to \( \frac{1}{9} \) mmfd. within \( \frac{1}{9} \) per cent. The new "Unitone" model is a two-gang condenser with a concentric trimming control for the front section, and is sold for 27s.

The special short-wave condenser has been redesigned and is now fitted with insulated bearings to eliminate contact noises and a screened pigtail to avoid closed loop effects. There is a choice of five capacities and the price is 5s. 9d.

Jackson Bros., 72, St. Thomas Street, S.E.1.

JACKSON-BELL. (11)
This firm is showing a two-valve A.C.-mains receiver in which a screen grid valve is used as a detector. A pentode output valve, delivering some 2 watts to the loud speaker, is employed and electrolytic condensers are used in the smoothing circuit. The price is 12 guineas. A similar set is also available as a radio-gramophone.

Jackson-Bell Distributors, Ltd., 68, Victoria Street, S.W.1.

JUNIT. (39)
Electric clocks occupy a prominent position on this stand, and are available in a number of different styles. Radio components are also shown, and a feature is made of the H.T.O. rectifier transformer for the "Wireless World" Baby Superhet.

Junit Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Junit Works, Steele Road, W.3.

KABILOK. (101)
This firm's activities are restricted entirely to the production of cabinets for loud speakers, receivers, and radio-gramophones. The "Super Magna-Four" and the "Magna-Gram" have been specially designed to take the Osram "Music-Magnet" kit, together with batteries and loud speaker, either as a receiver only or with gramophone motor and pick-up added.

In addition to the many standard lines, cabinets can be built for any special purposes on request.


KALISKY. (216)
This firm offers a bead hydrometer at 6d., and is featuring its "Soprano" high-tension battery (standard size only).

Apart from these lines the stand is given over to a comprehensive display of sets and components for the convenience of the trader.

S. Kalisky ( Aldgate), Ltd., 146, Theobalds Road, W.C.1.

KENWELL. (121)
The principal receiver introduced by Kenwell Radio is an H.F.-det.-L.F. combination for mains operation. An energised...
end of the scale there is a little self-contained two-valve battery set at £3 15s. complete. Kolster-Brandes, Ltd., Gray Works, Sud- cpe. Kent.

LAMPLUGH. (99)
The "Silver Ghost" permanent-magnet moving-coil loudspeaker at £2 10s. in the star exhibit of this firm. The magnet is of exceptionally generous proportions, and a large-scale model showing the construction occupies a prominent position on the stand. An enlarged version, known as the Lektro-Mag, at £3 10s. is also shown. These prices include a three-ratio output transformer, and special matched pairs are available at £3 10s.

Another new model is the "Junior" P.M.M.C. at the competitive price of 29s. 6d., and the Lamplugh inductor chassis is being continued at £2 10s.

S. A. Lamplugh, Ltd., 89, Little Park Street, Coventry.

LAWSON & RAPHAEL. (270)
This stand is devoted exclusively to special pedestals for converting the popular type of self-contained all-electric set to a radio-gramophone. H.T.H. pick-ups and Garrard motors are standardized, and the cabinet work is of high quality. There are three main types, the Table model at £8 15s., the Standard model at 10 guineas, and the Cabriolet at 11 guineas. The latter, with the

The Kolster-Brandes "all-wave" superheterodyne

arrangement is represented, and price is uniformly rather below that prevailing for apparatus of similar specification. An examination of the sets shows that this economy has not been effected by cheapening, but by the legitimate method of opening up to a large firm with an efficient design department working in conjunction with a well-organized factory.

There are over a dozen sets, so it is impossible to describe them all. The Model K.B.321 three-valve A.C. set is a representative example, and embodies two ganged tuned circuits and an H.F.-det.-L.F. arrangement, with a pentode giving about 2½ watts. This set, costing £1 17s. 6d., has the unusual feature of provision for short-wave (25.75 metres) reception in addition to the normal broadcast band. Reception of short waves is effected by plugging in a special short-wave coil, which is joined in shunt with the detector grid coil assembly; the H.F. stage then gives a pass-on effect, but no amplification. A moving-coil loud speaker is, of course, included in this set.

Another typical receiver is the "2H.F." model, No. K.B.320, which is similar, and in which provision for short-wave reception is made in the same way. This set competes with the normal three-valve band-pass type of set, at about the same price, and should be more sensitive.

The six-valve superheterodyne, which spans cover short waves, is the most ambitious Kolster-Brandes set, and at the other

Garrard record-changer, costs 22 guineas; and for 6 guineas extra may be fitted with a cocktail set of good English glass.

Lewcos potentiometer with rocking plate contact.

There is a new type of high-voltage Glazite wire subjected to a 15,000-volt test. It will not burn or discolor when subjected to high temperatures. There are also two new low-frequency transformers of 6 to 1 and 4 to 1 ratios. London Electric Wire Co. and Smiths, Ltd., Church Road, Leyton, E.10.

LISSEN. (59)
So large is the range of components shown by this firm that mention can only be made of a few outstanding new products. The anti-break-through choke should be found extremely valuable in the more modest type of receiver installed close to a powerful transmitter. Interference is often experienced on the long-wave range from medium-wave stations, but by interposing the choke in series with the aerial no such trouble is met. The break-through choke must be short-circuited on the medium waveband. There is available this season a centre-tapped output lead choke selling at the modest price of 7s. 6d. for coupling pentode and triode valves to medium-impedance loud speakers; it can also be used for push-pull. Other components of interest are two-ganged and three-ganged shielded coils, complete with wave-change switches. There are a number of new Lissen receivers, and one which should prove popular at 17 guineas is the Band-Pass Master Three, with moving-coil loud speaker and a power pentode in the output stage.

The new Lissen valves include variable- and anti-break-through choke.

Lisson AC/PT and anti-break-through choke.
A complete range of the high-vacuum type resistances which have for long been linked with the name Loewe are shown in addition to two new loud speakers. The PML200 is a permanent-magnet type, fitted with a 6j/m. diaphragm, and embodies a three-ratio transformer. In chassis form the price is 47s. 6d. The other model is described as the "Varitone," for it offers the choice of three different impedance values. Fitted with a reed-type movement and a three-position switch to afford quick changes in the coil impedance, the price is 39s. 6d. in a cabinet.

Lotus Radio, Ltd., Mill Lane, Old Swan, Liverpool.

M.P.A. (95)

As illustrative of a tendency that is bound to become more pronounced in the course of time, the M.P.A. Ethatope is in some respects one of the most interesting sets at Olympia. The basic circuit arrangement may be discussed in a word by saying that it is a fairly conventional H.F.-det.-L.F. arrangement, with an S.G. detector and band-pass input. Interest centres around the tuning system, which is controlled by a multiple switch, reminiscent of automatic telephone practice, which throws across each tuned circuit the appropriate amount of capacity required for any one of twelve predetermined wavelengths. The condenser, of the air-dielectric type, is tapped, and there is no relative movement of its vanes during the process of selecting a station.

But this is only half the story. The knob which controls the switch, when once set to close the appropriate set of contacts for a desired wavelength, may be rotated to a limited extent in either direction to control volume by altering bias; as clockwise rotation is further increased, reaction comes into play. In fact, every operation is effected by this single knob, which also combines the functions of an on-off, radio-gramophone, and wave-range switch.

M.R.G. (102)

The range of receivers offered on this stand is based entirely upon two chassis, one using three valves and one using four, both being mains-driven. The three-valve chassis has a variable-mu H.F. stage, controlled by a twin-gang condenser, followed by a power detector resistance-coupled to a pentode. A trimmer is provided on the back of the set for adjusting the aerial capacity to that required for correct gauging.

In the four-valve chassis there is a bandwidth input, followed by two variable-mu stages, power detector, and pentode, the whole making a powerful and sensitive receiver.


As table models, the sets are priced at 14 and 22 guineas respectively, but are also available as radio-gramophones or with an electric or ordinary clock in a vertical cabinet of "grandfather" type. The 4-valve set is made for D.C. or A.C. mains.

Mains Radio Gramophones, Ltd., Vaughan Street, Bradford.

McMICHAEL. (58)

All the new McMichael sets are fitted with the Duplex type of radial tuning scale calibrated in wavelengths. The indicating pointer is coupled to the wave-range switch, and is automatically lifted to the appropriate scale when the switch is operated.

The latest addition to the Duplex range is the "Mains Transportable Four." This receiver has two H.F. stages, the first a tuned screen-grid and the second an aperiodic triode followed by a detector and pentode output valve. The cabinet is of modern design, and is fitted with a frame aerial and a ball-bearing turntable in the base. The loud speaker is of the energised moving-coil type, and the price is 22 guineas.

The enviable reputation enjoyed by this firm for the production of high-grade portables will be upheld by the suitcase and cabinet type Duplex portables which now incorporate automatic grid bias, and are both priced at 17 guineas.
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The latest McMichael radio-gramophone is fitted with a synchronous motor and Magnavox dual loud speakers; the price is 48 guineas.

McMichael Duplex Mains Four.

For D.C. mains the McMichael Mains Three is being continued, and may be obtained with moving-coil loud speaker for 21 guineas, or without for 20 guineas. The "Battery Three" will also be available at 24 guineas, and the Colonial Supersonic short-wave set with interchangeable coils is continued at £15.

All the above sets are notable for the clean appearance of the interior, and the standard of workmanship is better than ever.

The only component on view is the binocular H.F. choke at 45.

L. McMichael, Ltd., Wexham Road, Slough, Bucks.

MAGNAVOX. (24)

The outstanding exhibit is the dual-compensated speaker assembly, which is undoubtedly an important contribution to the technique of faithful reproduction. The advantages of mounting two loud speakers of slightly dissimilar characteristics close together on the same baffles board are manifold, the most important of which are as follows. There is an increased efficiency in bass and middle registers; better quality results from levelling the peaks and valleys in the upper register, and an improved power-handling capacity is achieved due to the mutual shunting of speech coils in parallel. The dual assembly containing two DC144 speakers sells, complete with transformer, at the modest price of £3 12s. 6d., and is capable of handling without distress up to 12 watts A.C.

There are a number of single speakers being shown, notably the DC142 type I. with a field resistance of 5,000 ohms, selling at £2 15s. A slightly smaller speaker with a 7in. cone, called the DC144, retails at £2 10s., with a field winding of 2,500 ohms, while the price of the 7,500-ohm model is priced at £2 12s. 6d. All Magnavox loud speakers are supplied with a hum-backing coil wired in series with the speech coil.

Magna... (G.B.), Ltd., 89, Kingsway, W.C.2.

MANUFACTURERS' ACCESSORIES CO. (237)

The "Maco" dry-charged accumulator coils, of 20- and 43-ampere-hour capacity (interrupted rate) are offered here at 35, 40, and 65, 6d., respectively, with metal carriers. "Standard" capacity H.T. batteries are also offered at attractive prices.

The firm is primarily a wholesaler, and shows a wide range of sets and components by all makers.

Manufacturers' Accessories Co. (1928), Ltd., 89, Great Eastern Street, E.C.2.

MARCONPHONE. (74)

Although some of last year's sets are retained, the Marconiphone exhibit for this season may be regarded as almost entirely new. The three-valve general-purpose A.C. set, for instance, bears little resemblance to its earlier prototype, and it is stated that the performance has been greatly improved; this is probably due to the use of more efficient coils. The set has band-pass input, and is of the popular self-contained type with a moving-coil speaker and an MPT-4 pentode output valve. An indicating pointer is automatically transferred to the appropriate section of the illuminated wavelength scale by operation of the change-over switch.

The superheterodyne portable is an entirely self-contained set with a frame aerial and a built-in balanced armature loud speaker. The six valves function as: signal frequency H.F. amplifiers; first detector; oscillator; I.F. amplifier; second detector; output. The last-mentioned valve is a P.T.2 high-efficiency pentode, which accounts for the low total anode consumption of 10 mA. There is automatic bias and complete absence of hum, with the result that the set is said to be capable of continuing to function stably, but at reduced volume, even when the H.T. battery voltage has dropped to less than half its initial value.

Another interesting battery set, which should do much to appease those without mains who claim that they have been neglected, is the new three-valve battery set with an H.F. det.-L.F. circuit with band-pass gauged tuning.

The most ambitious Marconiphone chassis, a six-valve superheterodyne, is available either as a cabinet set or in radio-gramophone form, with automatic record changing. In the order given, the valves are: variable-mu H.F. amplifier; screen grid detector; triode oscillator; variable-mu I.F. amplifier; triode second detector; triode (P.T.4) output. A variable tone control operates by attenuating the upper register, and so is particularly suited for the elimination of heterodyne interference or needle scratch. The record changer has been improved since last year, and now plays any number of records up to the maximum of eight without an initial setting.

The Marconiphone pick-up is sensibly as before, but screened connecting leads have wisely been substituted in place of the original terminals.

Marconiphone table model superheterodyne.

Marconi valves have been generally improved to give greater consistency, and in some cases higher efficiency. New valves comprise the V.S.2, a 2-volt battery-...
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MULLARD. (79 & 248)

This stand is entirely devoted to valves, the large range of which has been added to this season. Research has been directed towards the elimination of all microphonic noise by a form of rigid unit construction now being embodied in nearly all the valves manufactured. There are a number of large-scale models of electrode assemblies being shown which clearly demonstrate the ingenious bonding of anode, grid and filament.

A new screen grid valve styled the P.M.12A has been developed especially for portable sets where the size of the H.T. battery is performed somewhat limited. This valve will give a satisfactory account of itself with an anode voltage of 100, a screen voltage of 70, and zero grid bias. The PM.H.L. which has gained for itself a high reputation as a detector, has been redesigned, and is capable of giving a good rectified output with only 20 volts H.T. The Mullard Radio Valve Company were early in the field with variable-mu valves; interest therefore attaches to the VM4V—a newcomer in this class with a mutual conductance of 1.2 mA/volt. There is another valve of this type designated the MM4V, which has a considerably higher slope and is especially useful in receivers with only one stage of H.F. amplification. A low consumption pentode—the PM22A—makes its appearance this season, and should put up an excellent performance in portable and other receivers where only 100 volts H.T. is available. It is capable of giving a large undistorted output when the anode current is but 41 mA.

The keen student of design will welcome the new 904V, which has lately been reviewed in The Wireless World. As a detector it imposes a negligible load on the preceding tuned circuit owing to the exceptionally low interelectrode capacity between anode and grid. Another valve which is already being adopted as standard by a number of set manufacturers is the directly-heated pentode called the PM24M. A voltage of 250 can be applied to both anode and screen, and the satisfactory output of 3 watts A.C. for 74 watts D.C. anode dissipation is obtained. There is a new battery variable-mu valve for 2-volt sets called the PM12ZV, which should provide an efficient form of volume control with economy of components.

Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., Mullard House, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 2.

MURPHY. (28)

In accordance with the conservative policy of this firm the existing A3 all-electric receiver and the type B4 battery portable are being continued with minor modifications. The portable costs 15 guineas, and is now supplied in a cabinet of more modern design, while the standard A3 has been reduced in price to 17 guineas.

A de luxe version of the A3, to be known as the Pedestal A3, is supplied with a wider cabinet and a neat pedestal stand. The changes in this model have been improved in detail—notably in the design of the band-pass tuning circuits—and the price is 19 guineas.

The new type A8 superheterodyne completes the range of Murphy receivers. It is housed in a modern cabinet of pleasing proportions, with the controls at the front and the tuning scale window let into the top of the cabinet. The circuit comprises eight valves, plus a rectifier, and there are no less than ten tuned circuits. An outstanding feature is the employment of a double-diode second detector in conjunction with automatic volume control. The circuit is arranged as follows: S.G. pre-detector H.F.—S.G. first det.—two S.G. I.F. stages, with band-pass coupling—double-diode second detector, with volume control to pre-detector H.F. and I.F. stages—S.G. first I.F.—power pentode output. Variable-mu type valves are used in all S.G. stages. The mounting of the gang condenser on rubber to prevent microphonic effects is typical of the thought which has been put into the development of this set. The price will be 30 guineas.

Murphy Radio, Ltd., Broadwater Road, Welwyn Garden City, Herts.

NATIONAL RADIO SERVICE. (200)

This is a specially organised central repair depot, the scope of operations of which will be confined to the repair or reconstruction of all types of receivers and radio-gramophones, to the assembly of kits of parts which have been purchased by private individuals, and to the giving of technical advice. Repairs to loud speakers, meters, and pick-ups, as well as other delicate instruments, are undertaken.


OLDHAM. (85)

Slight changes have been effected in the design of the "Lively O" series of L.T. cells. A new moulded lid is now fitted, on which is provided a card for the owner's name as an aid to identification at the charging station. The inclusion of a small captive-foate is a useful feature, since this gives visual indication of the state of charge in the cell.

Oldham slow discharge cell embodying a small captive float.

H.T. accumulators form an attractive source of anode current when there are facilities for charging, and as an alternative there is, of course, the "Lively O" dry cell.

Oldham and Son, Ltd., Denton, Manchester.

ORMOND. (87)

A range of components covering a large proportion of the needs of the set-builder is on view at this stand. The logging drum dial illustrated in last week's issue, with which station names can be written as found in a space at the side of the scale, is likely to be found by many users. Tuning condensors of many types are offered, among which is an improved model of the No. 6 multi-gang condenser and a small brass-plate condenser bearing a slow-motion drive, of ratio 55 to 1, of the type formerly used on this firm's well-known square-law condenser introduced some half dozen years ago. This sells at the modest price of 7s. 6d. complete with dial, or without slow-motion drive at 4s.

Ormond permanent-magnet moving-coil speaker Model R/475.

New Ormond condenser with 55 to 1 reduction gear.

Several moving-iron speaker units can be had, and attention is especially drawn to Model R/450 Z, which is wound to match the modern low-consumption high-efficiency pentode. This at 12s. 6d., with a cone and chassis at 3s. or 9s. added, makes a very

Murphy Type A3 pedestal model.
Olympia 1932.—satisfactory instrument at a very moderate price.
Small moving coil speakers are also offered, there being a permanent-magnet model at 38s. 6d., and an energised model at 30s.

Ormond No. 6 three-gang condenser.

the price in both cases including input transformer.
Solid-dielectric condensers of all capacities, with both semi-circular and long-law vanes, can be had for less than half-a-crown each, while for circuits in which critical control of reaction is required there is a differential condenser of solid dielectric type to which is fitted a slow-motion drive of ratio 9 to 1.

Ormond Engineering Co. Ltd., Ormond House, Rosebery Avenue, E.C.1.

OSBORN. (32)
All the cabinets made by this firm are supplied either machined ready to assemble, assembled ready to finish, or assembled and polished. Part of the stand is set off as a cabinet-maker's shop to demonstrate the ease with which the machined parts can be put together by the amateur.


OVERSEAS TRADING CORPORATION. (291)
The chief exhibit on this stand is a playing desk called the "Adapt-o-Gram," which consists of an electric gramophone motor with pick-up suitably housed in a cabinet. The instrument affords a means of converting an A.C. mains receiver to a radio-gramophone without any constructional alteration, and the price is 8 guineas, or, in a more ambitious form to hold a number of records, 10 guineas.

This company also acts as sole wireless distributors of Young accumulators.

Overseas Trading Corporation, 18, Ganton Street, W.1.

PAREX. (238)
A wide range of screens and screening-boxes for all purposes is shown on this stand. In addition the "Novoflon" energised moving coil speaker is on view, a special feature of this being that the speech coil and the cone are moulded in one piece.
A range of three 2-volt valves, made by the "All-British Valve Company," and offered at 9s. 6d. in H.F., L.F., and power types, can also be seen here.

E. Parouss, 10, Featherstone Buildings, W.C.2.

PARMEKO. (67)
"From watts to kilowatts" is the easiest way to describe the comprehensive exhibit of power transformers which are produced by this firm. A study of the list issued shows that almost every conceivable requirement of the wireless and allied trades, as well as of the radio amateur, is adequately met. Nor must we forget L.F. chokes; although the name of Parmeko is perhaps best known in connection with heavy-duty types, small components for the less-ambitious receiver are also made.

A kit of parts for a two-stage 5-watt amplifier (25 watts dissipation) has recently been introduced. The output stage includes a P.P.5/400 valve, which is coupled by means of a transformer.

Another amplifier, supplied only as a complete unit, which strikes one as particularly serviceable and workmanlike, is the 50-watt type, with four stages, which is suitable for dance halls or cinemas. Suitable public address loud speakers for these amplifiers, including a moving coil horn model, are now available.

Partridge and Mee, Ltd., 74, New Oxford Street, W.C.1.

PEGASUS. (94)
Provision for short-wave reception, combined with a thoroughly up-to-date circuit arrangement, makes the Pegasus four-valve A.C. model an exceptionally interesting set. Including the band-pass input filter, there are four gauged tuned circuits, two variable H.F. valves, a power grid detector, and a pentode output valve. The set, of the voltm and a 108-volt standard capacity (7 to 10 milliamps) battery in the "Yellow Carton" series, these are priced at 9s. and

Partridge and Mee, Ltd., 74, New Oxford Street, W.C.1.

PEGASUS amplifier kit assembled.

Partrige and Mee, Ltd., 74, New Oxford Street, W.C.1.

Petrix accumulator with ball-type charge indicator.

PETRO-SCOTT. (247)
It is hardly necessary to record the fact that this firm are specialists in the supply of kits of parts for receivers described in the technical press. A prominent feature is the new "Wireless World" Baby Superhet., which is being shown in course of construction.

Besides these sets, a series of short-wave receiver kits is being sponsored by the Petro Scott firm. Four models, ranging from a simple detector-L.F. combination to an H.F.-det.-L.F. set, are fully described in a booklet available on the stand. In view of the imminent inauguration of the new B.B.C. short-wave service, these sets should attract a great deal of attention.

With regard to the normal broadcast wavebands, three constructional envelopes (and kits of parts) are issued. What will probably be the most popular model is an H.F.-det.-L.F. three-valve set for mains operation, with a moving-coil loud speaker and a horizontal tuning scale.

Petro-Scott Co., Ltd., 77, City Road, E.C.1.

Peto-Scott 3-valve short-wave kit.

Pegasus "all-wave" 2 H.F. set.


PERTRIX. (126)
Several new lines have been added to the already extensive range of dry batteries made by this firm, amongst them being a 99-
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PHILIPS. (104)
There are many features of outstanding interest in the Philips sets introduced this season. In all models a new type of screened coil known as a Super-inductance is em-

www.americanradiohistory.com
Olympia 1932.—bodied, comprising a glass former having a winding of wire containing fifteen strands. These inductances are tuned by a ganged condenser of diminutive proportions in which each unit is no larger than a match box and the air gap between rotor and stator vanes is only one-fifth of a millimetre. It is claimed that the dynamic resistance of 500,000 ohms is so high that the selectivity equals that of a superheterodyne. The range of receivers includes a series known as 80, with a model for A.C., D.C., and batteries; there is also a radio-gramophone for A.C. mains, using the 830 chassis, called the 870A. The battery receiver has an entirely new feature which should make for strict economy in H.T. current. There are four valves functioning in the normal way in the receiver and a fifth—acting as a diode detector across the speaker—so biases the pentode output valve that when no modulation of the carrier wave is taking place the current is limited to 5 mA.

A remarkable performance, as regards selectivity and sensitivity, is claimed for the 630A receiver, for not only is the aerial coupled to the first screen-grid valve by hand-pass filter, but also the same type of coupling is used to the second screen-grid valve. The third coupling, which directly precedes the detector, is semi-aperiodic, and arranged to peak at 600 metres and 2,000 metres on the medium and long waves respectively. By this means a compensation is effected for the natural drop in dynamic resistance which takes place at the upper end of the wavelength. An extremely ingenious tuning control has been devised for this receiver. There is an illuminated micro-meter dial with two separate scales; one is calibrated in wavelengths and is sub-divided into ten equal divisions, each indicated by a separate letter. A second scale is subdivided into 100 equal parts and is so geared that the wavelength scale is virtually divided into a thousand parts, with the result that the tuning dial has an equivalent length of 5 feet. On this dial the tuned missions of London Regional and Mühlacker become tuned no fewer than 10° apart. The wavelength change is effected by pulling out the tuning dial and a shutter is arranged to obscure the band not in use. This set, which should prove one of the most interesting at the Show, is self-contained with moving-coil loud speaker, and retails at 23 guineas.

A comprehensive range of mains rectifying valves is being exhibited.

**Philips Lamps, Ltd., 145, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2.**

**PHILOMEL.** (279)

This firm exhibits a three-valve chassis, available as a simple set in either of two types of cabinet, or as a radio-gramophone. The circuit is of the screen-grid-detector-pentode type, tuning being carried out by a twin-gang condenser. In the radio-gramophone the screen-volts control is ganged to a potentiometer across the pick-up, so that the same knob serves as volume control both for radio and gramophone.

**Philonel Radio Equipment, Pickering Street, Loose, Maidstone.**

Polar Star three-gang condenser and Uniknob fitted with dust cover.

It will be noticed that a new drum drive fitted with a moulded escutcheon and a small lamp bracket is now available at the price of 7s. 6d., and that certain models in the Polar range have been omitted this year. But the more popular types are continued without change.

**Wingrove and Rogers, Ltd., Mill Lane, Old Swan, Liverpool.**

**PORTADYNE.** (56)

This firm is concentrating on three cabinet-type self-contained receivers and a suitcase portable. The latter is known as the "Atlantic," and employs a four-valve circuit with one S.G. H.F. stage, the price being 12 guineas. The model A.C.3 mains receiver with a straightforward S.G.-det-pentode circuit and energised moving-coil loud speaker costs 17 guineas. The "Challenger" and Model B.M.C. receivers are battery-operated and are priced at £12 17s. 6d. and 14 guineas respectively. Both employ S.G.-det. 2 L.F. circuits, but the B.M.C. is fitted with a pentode output valve and moving-coil loud speaker.

**PIX.** (43)

A range of valves, both battery and mains types, will be found on this stand, in addition to a number of components. One of the most useful of the latter is the Invisible Aerial for indoor use.

The Pix Crossley seven-valve superheterodyne is also being shown, and is listed at 20 guineas.

**British Pix Co., Ltd., 118, Southwark Street, S.E.1.**

**POLAR.** (129)

The Uniknob two-gang condenser introduced on this occasion last year has been slightly modified, and in its new form is fitted with a dust cover and a mica dielectric trimming condenser across the front section, this being adjusted from the panel as before. The price has been reduced, and is now 19s.

A new range, known as the "Star" series, makes its appearance for the first time. These are assembled in cadmium-plated steel frames with each section fully screened and fitted with a separate cover. The small trimmers are mounted so that adjustments can be made from the top, and the individual sections are matched to within very close limits. Fitted with three 0.0005 mfd. condensers, the price is 25s. 6d., and a four-gang model costs 31s.

**POWERTONE PRODUCTS.** (229)

Two well-finished suitcase portables—the Powertone Screen Grid Four at 8 guineas.
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PRIMUSTATIC. (15)

In addition to the well-known standard Primustatic loud speaker, a new "Super" model also working on the electrostatic principle is shown, the price being 3 guineas. The foil electrode is divided into two halves, and in one type, provided with uniform holes, the loud speaker may be used after a push pull output.

The "Dynamostatic" loud speaker mentioned in the forecast is not yet ready, but information regarding the combination of the Primustatic with existing moving coils is available.

The remainder of the stand is devoted to a display of Koh-i-Noor H.T. batteries.

Pye (80)

In addition to the Model G receiver, several new items were given in our Olympia Show Guide last week, there are three other new receivers now included in the Pye range. One is a six-valve superhetodyne, in which the screen grid first detector is preceded by an H.F. stage, and an inductively coupled band-pass input filter. Variable-mu valves are used in the predetector H.F., as well as in the I.F. amplifier, and a pentode valve provides a generous output for the built-in moving-coil loud speaker. Compensation is applied to the L.F. amplifier.

The controls are neatly arranged and few in number, while tuning is facilitated by calibrating the dial in wavelengths as well as with the names of the principal broadcasting stations. Provision is made for using a gramophone pick-up, and, housed in a cabinet designed and finished in the manner distinctive to all Pye products, the price is 47 12s. 0d.

A particularly useful feature of the "Schools Receiver" is that it can be closed and locked to prevent unauthorized persons tampering with the controls or obtaining access to any part of the set. It is mains operated and employs four valves, two of which are H.F. amplifiers. The permanent-magnet-type moving coil loud speaker is mounted in a separate case, housed near the controls.

R.C. RADIO-ELECTRIC. (222)

A new hand-type microphone, with an adjustment for sensitivity, is the most recent addition to this firm's range of useful accesssory items. It employs four carbon mica and cage aerials.


R.G.D. (92)

Although the R.G.D. sets retain their individuality from year to year, subtle changes and minor improvements are always being introduced, with the result that we have come to expect, almost as a right, new features of outstanding merit.

The new Type 701 chassis seems to be even more intriguing than its more ambitious companion; excluding the rectifier, there are a total of six valves, arranged as follows: variable-mu signal-frequency amplifier; S.G. first detector; oscillator; variable-mu I.F. amplifier; anode bend second detector; output valve. On the radio side, the volume control functions by changing the bias of H.F. and I.F. valves simultaneously.

This instrument, unlike the model 901, functions with a single loud speaker, and here we come to the most interesting feature of the design: tone correction for the inevitable falling-off, even in the best of
Olympia 1932.—speakers; as the combined characteristics of
these two instruments are arranged to avoid the
weakness of a single speaker, no correction
is needed in the L.F. amplifier. All
R.G.D. sets have a manual tone control.
Finally, there is an extraordinarily
ambitious 12-valve superheterodyne, which
includes the purely "radio" section of the
model 701.
Radio Gramophone Development Co.,
Ltd., 18-20, Frederick Street, Birmingham.

Wireless World

Chassis of the R.I. six-valve superheterodyne.

R.I. (90)
Prominent on this stand is a five-valve
superheterodyne, employing a two-valve
frequency-changer, one variable-mu I.F.
sound, and a triode second detector trans-
former-coupled to a pentode output valve.
A band-pass input circuit is used, and to
prevent overload the second tuned cir-
CUIT is progressively damped as the bias
voltage on the intermediate amplifier is
increased. By this means the local station
Can be received at short distances on a large
Aerial without deterioration of quality. This
receiver sells for 25 guineas complete for
connection to A.C. mains.

For 17 guineas can be purchased the
Malingal A.C. 3 receiver, which contains one
I.F. stage followed by detector and pen-
tode, the coupling between these being
parallel-fed transformer. The permanent-

doing coil of the speaker is used. Tuning
by a twin-gang condenser.
The Anti-nodal short-wave adaptor in-
corporates several novel features. It con-
isists of a reaciting detector circuit, the
detector being followed by a parallel-fed
transformer, the secondary of which is con-
nected to a special adaptor. This is in-
serted into the detector valve-holder of the
normal set, and the detector valve of that
set is then plugged into the adaptor. In
this way an extra low-frequency stage is
added to the receiver when short waves are
being received.
The special short-wave coil used in this
adaptor can also be purchased separately;
itis without gaps the range from 12 to
80 metres, and has a special loading coil in
the aerial circuit which can be switched in
or out as desired. By means of the tuning
of the aerial is altered, and the familiar
"dead spots" can be avoided.

The "Parafeed" transformer can now be
obtained embodied in a complete unit con-
taining also two coupling resistances and a

coupling condenser. By making only a
minimum of permanent connections within
the case the unit has been left adaptable to
a large number of different circuit combina-
tions.

Radio Instruments short-wave adaptor-
amplicer.

In addition to these novelties, the older
components with which the name of R.I.
Is associated are still available.
Radio Instruments, Ltd., Parley Way,
Croydon.

RADIALADDIN. (277)
This firm offers "new sets for old," accepting
a second-hand set in part pay-
ment for a new one of any make. A small
subscription pays for membership of the
Radialaddin Club.
Radialaddin, Ltd., 47, Berners Street,
W.1.

RADIO SOCIETY OF GT. BRITAIN
(242)
On this stand the short-wave enthusiast
will find much to interest him, for the latest
developments in receiver and transmitter
technique are shown. There is a single-
valve pentode detector battery set for short
waves, also a transmitter with a pentode
crystal oscillator giving up to 50 watts and
built up entirely of cork valve contacts.
Radio Society of Great Britain, 53 Vic-
toria Street, S.W.I.

RATCLIFF (METALS) LTD. (258)
The interest in this stand is confined
chiefly to receiver and other manufactures,
since the exhibit consists of a display of
metals of all kinds.
J. F. Ratcliff (Metals), Ltd., 21-31,
New Summer Street, Birmingham.

READY RADIO. (106)
In addition to an extensive range of small
components, of which the new illuminated
disc drive, costing 4s., and an L.F. trans-
former, priced at 8s. 6d., are especially good
examples, this firm is showing two kit
sets, the "301" and the "Meteor S.G. 3." The
"303," priced at 70s., is an exceed-
ingly simple set to build, as there are four
components only to assemble, and five wires
to connect.

RED DIAMOND. (97)
A very useful assortment of small turned
ebonite fittings are shown on this stand.
Among new products are ebonite test
prods with metal points and convenient con-
necting terminals for the test leads; also exten-
sion rods for fitting to existing tuning con-
densers, particularly for short-wave work.
Ebonite bushes in a variety of sizes are
manufactured, together with lead-in tubes,
simplified connectors, and wall plugs.
Jewel Radio Co., Ltd., 21-22, Great Sutton
Street, E.C.1.

RED DIAMOND extension rod, H.F. choke, test
prods, and 6-point switch.

REDFERN. (124)
Ebonite in every form is to be seen on
this stand. Ribbed coil-formers, slotted or
plain, ebonite tubes and rods of all di-
ameters, and slotted formers, complete on
bases with terminals, intended for the recep-
tion of H.F. choke windings, are the
items of most immediate interest to the
home constructor and home designer of
sets.
The "Twoside" panel, one side of which is
ribbed and the plain glossy back, while the
other has a mahogany finish, is a new intro-
duction which should arouse interest, while
additions making the total up to twenty
have been made to the range of coil-formers.
Redfern's Rubber Works, Ltd., Hyde,
Cheshire.
The Regentone Straight Three chassis.

to the moving-coil loud speaker. A metal rectifier is used for the H.T. supply, and the whole apparatus is contained in a walnut cabinet. Another three-valve set, the Regentone Straight Three, of similar specification, but with the valves arranged as a detector with two L.F. stages, is available at £12. Both sets include provision for using the mains as an aerial. A simple two-valve mains set is listed at £6 19s.

A wide range of mains units is also exhibited, and there are models for both A.C. and D.C. mains. All types have seven voltage tappings, and the output of the model W16A is 150 volts at 30 mA.; it is priced at £3 17s. 6d. A similar unit, but with an L.T. charger supplying 3 ampere at 2, 4, or 6 volts, is available at 5 guineas.

Regentone, Ltd., Regentone Works, Wor- ton Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.

ROBERTS. (272)

Dealiers interested in battery charging will find on this stand a new type of unit switchboard, which has many advantages over the conventional type.


British Rola dual matched loud speakers.

ROLA. (45)

A wide range of moving-coil loud speakers is shown on this stand. The type F.3 is fitted with a 6in. cone and priced at 27s. 6d. for the energised models, but at 32s. 6d. for the permanent-magnet type. The F.6 has a 7½in. cone, and is listed at 53s. for the energised types.

A 9in. cone model is now available at 47s. 6d., and 60s. for the permanent-magnet type. All models include a tapped transformer, and the standard field windings have resistances of 8 ohms, 2,000 ohms, 4,700 ohms, and 6,500 ohms.

A special feature is being made of dual matched loud speakers, and these are available in two types. Two matched type F.6 models can be obtained at £3 10s., or a matched pair consisting of one type F.6 and one type F.7 at £4 5s., and greatly improved response is claimed for these.

British Rola Co., Ltd., 179, High Road, Kilburn, N.W.6.

SELFRIIGE. (274)

This exhibit exemplifies the service offered to the buying public by the radio department of this well-known store.

Selfridge and Co., Ltd., Oxford Street, W.

SHAPLAND & PETTER. (287)

The principal business of this firm is cabinet-making, and the type 167 radio-gramophone cabinet specially designed for dual-unit loud speakers is a very fine example of their work. The high-grade "Aylesbury-Trouton" moving-iron loud-speaker units are also available for inspection on this stand.

A new feature of this stand is a cabinet incorporating a synchronous clock and a permanent-magnet moving-coil unit.

Shapland and Petter, Ltd., Raleigh Works, Barnstaple.

SIEMENS. (88)

The display on this stand consists almost exclusively of dry batteries and accumulators, the special feature being the "Fulli-Power" H.T. batteries. The construction of this battery is unusual in that the zinc container, which is seamless, has packed into it an exceptionally large amount of the de- polarising compound on which the life of the battery largely depends.

The "Cadet" and "Standard" batteries are suitable for discharges up to 10 milliamps at most, the "Power" battery may be expected to have a good life when discharged at up to 20 milliamps, while for currents over this and up to 30 milliamps the big "Super-Radio" battery is recommended.

In the latter battery square cells are used so that no space is wasted.


SIFAM. (289)

The claim by this firm that they make a meter for every radio-measuring requirement appears to be justified. The portable meters are the most likely to attract the radio enthusiast, for not only are the ranges well chosen, but the prices will undoubtedly suit the slender pocket. For somewhat inaccessible contacts in a receiver an extension testing prod 8in. long with universal connection for any standard plug is being marketed.

There are moving-coil and moving-iron meters for both D.C. and A.C. circuits, and a complete range of fuses, together with single and double-type fuse holders. Various testing sets which are chiefly of interest to the service man are exhibited.

Sifam Electrical Instrument Co., Ltd., York Works, Dawning Street, S.E.17.

SIMPSON'S ELECTRICAL. (71)

This stand is devoted almost entirely to the Simpsons Electric Turntable. This is unusual in that the motor is contained within the turntable itself, an extremely compact design for a gramophone is thus possible, for there is nothing to project below the motor board into the cabinet. The turntable is available with either 12in. or 10in. diameter, and the price is 39s. 6d.

The Micro Perophone and Chromogram radio-gramophone cabinet is also shown on this stand. This is of most unusual design, for the gramophone equipment, which includes a Simpsons turntable, is fitted to the drop front.

Simpson's Electrical, Grange Road, Leyton, E.10.

SINCLAIR. (277a)

The outstanding exhibit here is a range of small energised moving-coil speakers, available with four different field windings and with input transformer wound either for a single power valve, for two in push-pull, or for a pentode. All models cost 25s. A permanent-magnet model with input transformer is offered at 39s. 6d.

A three-valve A.C. set, with ground input, variable-mu stage, and triode detector coupled to a pentode output valve by a transformer, is priced at £17 17s., including...
A wireless receiver embodies the latest technique. There is band-pass tuning before the screen-grid valve, which is the new S. S. 220 Pen. The output valve—the new S. S. 220 Pen, is capable of giving a large undistorted output with quite a small negative bias. An interesting feature is the inclusion of automatic grid bias, which obviates the danger of a damaged output valve when the replacement of a bias battery is forgotten.

The clockwise rotation of a variable resistor connected to the gate of a pentode output valve produces an output of some 23 watts, and is priced at £17 5s. The superheterodyne is of the Stenode type, with variable-numerated valves and an output of 54 watts to the M.C. speaker. An overall frequency response up to 6,000 cycles is claimed, and this Sherborne receiver is priced at 80 guineas.

Arthur Smith (Radio), Ltd., 56, Hazel Road, Kensal Rise, N.W.10.

The Smith Radio Loradta A.C. chassis.

The Smurthwaite Gramadaptor.

SMURTHWAITE. (22)

This firm specialises in making receivers to special order, and a number of examples of its work are exhibited. A small gramophone record playing desk, known as the Gramadaptor and priced at £6 15s., is shown.

An eight-valve superheterodyne with variable control is fitted throughout.

The H.T. batteries are made in 10-volt units, and in 5,000 m.A. hour capacity, known as the CH type, the price of a unit is 6s. 3d.

S. Smith and Sons (Motor Accessories), Ltd., Cricklewood Works, N.W.1.

S. Smith & Sons' 10-volt H.T. unit, type CH.

S. SMITH & SONS. (130)

Although the entry of this firm into the radio field is a recent event, there is a very extensive range of L.T. cells and an adequate selection of H.T. accumulators available. The unspillable range of L.T. cells is particularly interesting, as a special preparation of jelly acid electrolyte is used in conjunction with a novel spray trap. Non-interchangeable terminals are fitted throughout.

The H.T. batteries are made in 10-volt units, and in 5,000 m.A. hour capacity, known as the CH type, the price of a unit is 6s. 3d.

S. Smith and Sons (Motor Accessories), Ltd., Cricklewood Works, N.W.1.

Sonochorde Reproducers, Ltd., 1, Willesden Lane, N.W.10.

Sonochorde permanent-magnet moving coil.
The chief new component noticed here is the "Vario-Choke," which consist of an H.F. choke with a pre-set condenser in series with it. Many applications of this combination are suggested.

The Sovereign "Doric" three-valve battery receiver.

The receivers are all intended for battery operation, the "Doric," a screen-grid detector pentode combination with permanent magnet moving-coil speaker, being offered at 30 guineas. The other receivers are of the detector-L.F. output type.

Sovereign Products, Ltd., 52-54, Rosebery Avenue, E.C.1.

SPENCER RADIO. (14)

Portable receivers form the chief exhibit on this stand, and the Screen-Grid IV Midget Portable has its valves arranged as an H.F. stage, detector, and two L.F. amplifiers. It is of the suitcase type, and priced at 14 guineas. A four-valve A.C. set, with a built-in electric clock, is also shown.

Spencer Radio, Ltd., 136, Clerkenwell Road, E.C.1.

STANDARD BATTERY. (26)

In addition to a range of wet H.T. batteries, this firm is showing the Futura 6, a five-valve receiver for A.C. or D.C. mains. Two variable-mu H.F. stages are fitted with three tuned circuits, power detector, and two L.F. stages, and the chassis is characterised by a particularly clean layout. Rotary converters are shown, the 80 watts model being priced at £41, and the 180 watts at £13 5s., special stress being laid upon their silence in operation. The well-known Wates meters are to be seen, and a moving-iron type milliammeter can be obtained for as little as 7s.

Standard Battery Co., 184-188, Shaffesbury Avenue, W.C.2.

STANDARD TELEPHONES & CABLES. (107)

More than usual interest attaches to the exhibit of this firm in view of their long association with the radio industry. The programme as arranged at present allows for the introduction of four receivers, of which three are available for inspection, a range of moving-coil loud speakers, and the new Micromesh valves.

The Chassis of Standard Telephones and Cables' 2-valve A.C. receiver.

The main feature of the two-valve A.C. model is that it covers short, medium, and long broadcast wavebands, but for the short waves a special plug-in coil is required. This can be obtained at a small extra charge.

SWIFT-LEVICK. (112)

A comprehensive exhibit of permanent magnets for moving-iron and coil-drive speakers is shown on this stand. All sizes of magnet, from the large ones that first made the reputation of the permanent-magnet moving-coil speaker down to the tiny magnets that appear to be favoured by most manufacturers to-day can be inspected. In addition, a monster magnet weighing 60 lb. and having 250,000 lines in the gap is shown, not for sale, but as a technical achievement.

Swift-Levick and Sons, Ltd., Clarence Steel Works, Sheffield.

SYLVEX. (260)

A special display is made here of a range of Clarion A.C. operated receivers and radio-gramophones. The same four-valve chassis, which includes two variable-mu H.F. amplifiers, a screen grid detector and a pentode output stage, is used throughout. Other items in the equipment comprise an energised moving-coil loud speaker, a novel style of illuminated dial, and in the case of one radio-gramophone there is an automatic record changer. The price of this model is 40 guineas.

Sylvex, Ltd., 144, Theobald's Road, W.C.1.

T.C.C. (51)

Sub-divided block condensers which have hitherto only been available to manufacturers are for the first time being marketed.
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generally by this firm. These condensers effect an economy of space and also considerably simplify the wiring in a mains unit. One model contains 12 mfd. sub-divided into 1 mfd., and a smaller capacity of 0.001 mfd. plus 0.01 mfd., the latter combination being suitable for the elimination of modulation hum.

Every conceivable type and capacity-value of condenser is being shown, and particular interest attaches to the dry and aqueous types of electrolytic condenser. One example of the dry type, for instance, with a capacity of 8 mfd., which may be mounted in any position, has a working voltage of 500 V.D.C. and a peak voltage of 500, whilst the leakage current is less than 0.25 mA. The price is 9s. Extreme compactness and low cost are the chief features of the "M" or "Postage Stamp" type of small mica condenser, which is primarily intended to be suspended in the wiring. This series of condensers has had a well-deserved popularity during the past season, and the capacities available range from 0.0005 mfd. to 0.01 mfd., and the price of the smaller values is 1s.

TANNOW. (44)

The Standard Radiogram employs a superheterodyne chassis, with variable mu H.F. and I.F. valves and band-pass tuning, and is priced at 45 guineas.

The Tannow G.A.60 amplifier.

The Senior Superheterodyne Radio-Gramophone is a ten-valve instrument, with nine tuned circuits. Three wavelength ranges are included, namely, 15/70 metres, 200/600 metres, and 800/2,000 metres, and automatic volume control is fitted in an endeavour to overcome fading. Dual loud speakers are employed and fitted in a compartment specially designed to avoid box resonance, and on the gramophone side an automatic record changer can be fitted, if desired. The prices range from 60 guineas.

A range of high-power amplifiers for gramophone and other work is also on view.

Tannow Products, 17, Dalton Street, S.E.27.

TECALEMIT RADIO. (263)

The resources of this firm are devoted to the production of a new model A.C. receiver. The three-valve circuit includes one H.F. amplifying stage, which is preceded by a single tuned input circuit provided with a variable aerial coupling, in the form of a swinging cell, which is controlled from the panel. It is chassis-built, embodies an energised moving-coil loud speaker, and the price is 16 guineas.

TECALEMIT Radio Co., Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex.

TELSEN. (66)

This firm is showing a range of receivers, including the Macnamara Golden Voice Electric Radio. The model S.01, however, is interesting as an example of unusual design, particularly the Macnamara Golden Voice receiver, for the controls are grouped round the centrally disposed loud speaker. It is a three-valve battery set, and all batteries are housed within the moulded bakelite cabinet. At first glance there appear to be two tuning controls, but an investigation reveals that one is a volume control. The price is 5 guineas.

Components of all types are shown, including a new range of screened coils with built-in waveband switching. The windings are carried on ribbed formers, and they are available in matchel gauged assemblies. A new drum dial at 8s. 6d. is characterised by very smooth operation. A cord drive is used and a small knob arranged concentrically with the main control permits the stator of a condenser fitted to one side of the dial to be rocked over a few degrees. A high order of precision in circuit matching is thus unnecessary.

Midget fixed condensers, grid leaks, transformers, R.C. coupling units, dials, and variable condensers represent only a few of the varied assortment of components displayed.

Telen Electric Co., Ltd., Aston, Birmingham.

The Telen screened-coil assembly.

TERRYTONE. (268)

Designed on quite up-to-date lines and embodying in some cases such modern features as band-pass tuning and variable-mu H.F. amplifiers, these receivers and radio-gramophones form a most attractive display. The Model B.P. 3004 is an excellent example of condensing a complete A.C.-operated radio-gramophone into a table-type cabinet of reasonable dimensions.


THOMPSON, DIAMOND & BUTCHER (207)

The activities of this wholesale firm are mainly concerned with the distribution of well-known products, but it also markets its own apparatus, under the trade name of "National Band." Two inexpensive cabinet-type moving-iron loud speakers are shown, and there is also a permanent-magnet moving-coil model.

Gramophone adapter units, both with spring-driven and electric motors, are leading exhibits. One of the most interesting models—a portable—combines provision for acoustic and electrical reproduction of records.

Thompson, Diamond and Butcher, 34, Farringdon Road, E.C.1.

TRIX. (262a)

This firm has for long specialised in the production of power amplifiers, mains transformers, and L.F. chokes, so that these constitute the main feature of their exhibit. There has been introduced this year a neat all-mains two-valve receiver, A.C. and D.C. models of which are shown, and the price is 9 guineas in each case. An energised moving-coil loud speaker is included, also a valve rectifier for the H.T. supply.

There is a range of small components, which include wire-wound volume controls and a very neat H.F. choke priced at 2s., the whole forming a most attractive display.

Eric J. Lever (Trix), Ltd., 8-9, Clerkenwell Green, E.C.1.

TUNEWELL. (96)

For this year's show the leading exhibit of Tunewell Radio is a three-valve A.C. radio-gramophone with an H.F.-det.-L.F. circuit arrangement. The input H.F. filter elements are coupled by the double-capacity...
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method in order to obtain sensibly constant band-width and an output of over 25 watts is obtained by the use of one of the new P.M.24M pentodes. It is stated that output in the upper register is well maintained even up to 10,000 cycles, but a manual tone control is provided so that heterodyne whistles—and needle scratch—may be eliminated when necessary by sacrificing a certain amount of brilliancy. Considering the generous specification of this instrument, its price (£7 guineas) is as low as that of anything in the exhibition.

Tunewell eliminator and short-wave oil.

Among the new Tunewell components, the screened band-pass coils, which were recently so favourably reviewed in these pages, will probably be considered the most interesting exhibits. Although rather larger than is strictly fashionable nowadays, the coils are not cumbersome and are distinctly above the average in efficiency.

Tunewell Radio, Ltd., 51, Station Road, New Southgate, N.11.

TYRELA. (283)

There are two types of receiver chassis being manufactured by this firm. Each is shown housed in a range of highly attractive and somewhat unorthodox cabinets. The superheterodyne set for the new season contains six valves, including a variable-mu amplifier and a power pentode output valve. Interesting refinements are the inclusion of a local-distance switch, mains aerial, illuminated dual wave track with station indicator, line voltage regulator, and an energised moving-coil speaker.

Of the many cabinets shown, the "Radio Chest" appeals as something quite new in radio furniture, and sells complete with the superhet, chassis at 22 guineas.

Tunewell receiver chassis and power unit.

The second receiver chassis contains straight tuned radio frequency circuits.

Tyrrela Electric, Ltd., 21, East Road, N.1.

ULTRA. (73)

The four-valve "Panther" mains-operated chassis, available in several types of cabinet, is a good example of clean, modern design, plus several exclusive features of its own. The basic circuit arrangement comprises 2 H.F. stages and a second detector valve, resistance-coupled to a pentode. There are three gauged tuned circuits. With regard to the detector, it will be recalled that this firm adopted a screen-grid valve several years ago, long before it became common practice.

The station-calibrated indicator scale, mounted horizontally, and of exceptional length, is particularly interesting and, apparently, highly effective. Instead of the usual cursor, the scale is traversed by a narrow beam of light derived from moving pilot lamps. This beam appears on the scale in the centre of a coloured star which identifies the wavelength for which the set is switched: red for medium waves and green for long waves.

Another chassis, built on somewhat similar lines, is the "Tiger" model, with one H.F. stage, but, as an input filter is included, with the same number of tuned circuits. Both these sets are fitted with Ultra moving-coil loud speakers, which, in both permanent-magnet and energised types, are sold separately as accessories.

Ultra Electric, Ltd., Erskine Road, Chalk Farm, N.W.3.

UMELLO. (125)

One chassis, of band-pass three-valve type, in which a parallel-fed high ratio transformer feeds the pentode output valve, is used in both models of this firm's set. An unusual feature of the smaller set is the arrangement of the moving-coil speaker, which faces upwards through a grille on the top of the cabinet. This prevents the microphonic trouble which is otherwise liable to arise in so small and compact a receiver.

The "Paratrap" is an absorption wavemeter intended for use with portable sets, to which it is "connected" merely by being placed near the frame.

Umello, Ltd., 35, Great Marlborough Street, W.1.

UNICFON. (250)

This firm is showing a four-valve radiogramophone which is designed for use on either A.C. or D.C. mains supplies; the price for either instrument is 16 guineas. A four-valve A.C. set is available at 10 guineas, and there is a three-valve set at only 8 guineas.

Unicfon, Ltd., 23, City Road, E.C.1.

UNITED RADIO MANUFACTURERS

(155)

A number of "Radio for the Million" kit sets are on view, notably the "Master Super," comprising a superheterodyne circuit with five valves for A.C. mains working. There is a separate oscillator valve, and the
Olympia 1932—somewhat less ambitious is the Stationmaster Three—battery model—built on to a cadmium-plated steel chassis. The circuit consists of a screened-grid H.F. amplifier coupled by tapped tuned anode to a regenerative grid detector, which in turn is followed by a transformer-coupled triode. There is also a three-valve set for A.C. mains.

UNIVOLT. (115)
The device sold under this trade-name may be described as a complete record-playing unit for connection to an existing radio receiver. An induction motor is built into a moulded bakelite base, on an extending, and alternative methods of mounting are provided. Two-, three-, and four-unit condensers are being produced.

A conventional semi-circular dial is available, but there is also a new straight-line horizontal scale which lends itself particularly well to direct calibration. This latter scale is, of course, illuminated, the lamp being enclosed in a reflector box. Most of the other well-known Utility components are retained for the present season, some of them having been slightly modified. Variable condensers naturally head the list, but we must not forget the low-capacity switches and slow-motion dials, which are particularly adapted for short-wave work.

Wilkins and Wright, Ltd., Utility Works, Holyhead Road, Birmingham.

VARLEY. (160)
This firm is showing a transformer specially designed for use in tone-correction circuits; it is known as the Rectatone, and is priced at 15s. It is claimed that a flat characteristic is obtained for frequencies up to 1,000 cycles, after which the response curve rises rapidly to a maximum at 4,500 cycles. It consists of a 7-1 ratio transformer and a 0.13H. choke, and the exact characteristic obtained can be controlled by the addition of an external resistance.

Univolt radio-gramophone adaptor.

utility. (118)
Although the earlier Utility ganged condenser was not lacking in robustness, the present model is even more rigid, being now assembled in a frame of heavy-gauge pressed steel. Not only should it be possible to ensure accurate matching of units in the first instance, but adjustments should be maintained indefinitely. The spindle, which rotates in ball bearings, is exceptionally heavy, and all the desirable modern features, such as inter-unit earthing connectors and easily adjusted trimmers, are included. External finish, too, has been improved by the use of lacquered cadmium}

Wireless World

spindle extends at the rear for easy ganging. Low-frequency transformers, push-pull transformers, chokes, and mains transformers for every purpose are to be seen, while H.F. chokes, R.C. coupling units, and a gramophone pick-up represent the chief of the remaining components.

Among receivers, a five-valve superhet makes its appearance, and it is of an exceptionally compact type. Two valves are used as a frequency changer, and are preceded by a band-pass pre-selector; a variable-mu I.F. stage is employed and functions at 110 kc, the remaining valves being completed by the detector and output stages. A moving-coil speaker is fitted, and electrolytic condensers are used for smoothing. It is priced at 26 guineas, or as a radio-gramophone at 48 guineas.

The Square Peak Three, which was recently reviewed, is also shown. The cabinet styles are very similar, but the valves are arranged as a screen-grid H.F. stage, detector, and pentode output to a moving-coil loud speaker. There are three tuned circuits with single control operation, and electrolytic condensers are used for smoothing. Valve rectification is employed for the H.T. supply. The price is 17 guineas.

Varley (Oliver Pell Control, Ltd.), 103, Kingsway, W.C.2.

WADE. (276a)
The three-valve “Deece-Ace” mains receiver has been designed to work indifferently off D.C. or A.C. supplies. No adjustments whatever are necessary should the supply be changed. On A.C. the filaments are supplied through a voltage-dropping resistance, and H.T. is derived through a half-wave Westinghouse rectifier in series with the anode supply. The rectifier offers a low series resistance to D.C. when connected with the correct polarity, and a very high resistance if reversed, thus affording protection for the electrolytic smoothing condensers. The current consumption is 55 watts.

The radio circuit is of the S.G.-det.-pentode type, and includes band-pass tuning. An energised moving coil is standard, and the price is 18 guineas.

A. Wade and Co., 9, Carlton Road, Burnley, Lancs.

Tension of which it is mounted a pick-up arm with terminals, automatic stop gear, and a volume control. The whole is exceptionally compact, neat, and workmanlike.

Published characteristics relating to the Univolt pick-up, which is included in this gramophone adaptor, show a rather unusual “droop” in the middle register, which would be an advantage with the average receiver. There is a fairly early cut-off at the upper end of the frequency range.


Univolt radio-gramophone adaptor.

Steel-framed Utility condenser.

Varley superheterodyne Model A.P. 40.

Varley L.F. transformer.

Varley wire wound volume control.
Olympia 1932.—

**WATMEL.** (273)

The resources of this firm are now concentrated principally on the production of wire-wound potentiometers and variable resistances in moulded cases. Type No. 1, which is a straight resistance, costs 5s. 6d., and is available in stock values ranging from 1,000 to 50,000 ohms. A mains switch is fitted to either type for 2s. extra.

WATMEL Wire Co., Ltd., Imperial Works, High Street, Edgware, Middlesex.

**W.B.** (108)

The new W.B. three-valve battery kit set is probably unique, for there are three units only to assemble and five connections to make, and the result is a complete det. 2L.F. receiver with self-contained P.M. moving-coil loud speaker mounted in a cabinet of pleasing design. The price is 7 guineas, which includes a well-made walnut cabinet.

W.B. three-valve kit set.

There are two models of permanent-magnet loud speaker. The P.M.4 chassis costs 45s., which includes an input transformer, and the other model is described as the Mansfield Junior, and in chassis form it can be purchased for 27s. 6d. with a transformer.

Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd., Nottingham Road, Mansfield.

**WEARITE.** (82)

One of the most interesting of the many new components now included in the Wearite range is the Q.V.C. wire-wound series of volume controls. In addition to adopting a mechanical movement which imposes very little stress on the fine resistance wire, these models assemble into very compact ganged units in which can be included a mains switch if required. A three-member assembly, comprising any two Q.V.C. volume controls not exceeding 50,000 ohms each and a mains switch, costs 9s. 6d., but if one is over 50,000 ohms the price is slightly higher.

There is now a new range of screened coils with wave-band switches built in. They are supplied either as complete ganged units mounted on an aluminium base in sets of two or three or as separate units; a set of three coils costs 25s. There are two models of screened H.F. chokes, a new 110 kc. bandwidth L.F. transformer, and a host of small items in the form of resistances, switches, and the like.

The opportunity should be taken to examine the range of mains transformers and L.F. chokes, as there are many interesting models.

Wright and Wearie, Ltd., 740, High Road, Tottenham, N. 17.

**WESTINGHOUSE.** (89)

As one would anticipate, the main feature of this company's display is a very full range of metal rectifiers for both high- and low-tension use. There is a new series of low-tension rectifiers suitable for use in battery chargers or for the field-supply to moving-coil speakers, the smallest delivering 4 amp. at 6 volts and the largest 1 amp. at 12 volts, the prices ranging from 10s. 6d. to 15s. New H.T. units include the HT19, giving 60 milliamps at 300 volts and priced at 21s., and the HT10, giving 100 milliamps at 200 volts at the same price. For larger sets the HT71 at 25s. delivers 120 milliamps at 300 volts or 150 milliamps at 400 volts.

For the trader who undertakes the charging of accumulators there are available complete battery chargers in a number of patterns suitable for all normal needs. The larger chargers have several circuits, so that several different currents may be supplied at one time to different banks of cells, these being sorted out according to their correct charging rates. The necessary rectification is in all cases carried out by Westinghouse metal rectifiers.

In addition to their more obvious wireless uses, metal rectifiers are employed in bridge form in connection with meters reading alternating current. Small rectifier assemblies of this type are exhibited.

A further application of the copper oxide disc is found in the manufacture of photo-electric cells. One of these is arranged in

**WEGO.** (284)

This firm specialises in rolled-foil paper condensers, which are available in a range to suit all purposes. Attention is specially drawn to the very convenient tubular condensers with wire ends, which can be supported in a set by the connecting wires, and also to the HV and HS ranges of extremely compact condensers rated at 500 and 600 volts D.C. working.

In addition to these, condensers with terminals in bakelite cases are also offered, and there are high-voltage smoothing condensers useful for transmitters and for builders of the more ambitious type of powerful receiver.

Wego Condenser Co., Ltd., Spencer House, South Place, E.C.1.

Westinghouse three-circuit battery-charger using metal rectifiers.
WHITELEYS. (267)
The outstanding feature here is a very fine example of an A.C.-operated "Stenode" radio-gramophone. A seven-valve superheterodyne circuit is employed, and the L.F. amplifier is adjusted to provide a very high order of selectivity, while a corrected L.F. amplifier restores the quality. In the present case the band width of the sharply tuned circuits is such that stations with a separation of but 5 kc. can be received free from mutual interference. Housed in a handsome pedestal cabinet, the price is £93.

Win. Whiteley, Ltd., Westbourne Grove, W.2.

YAGERPHONE. (286)
A three-valve battery set and a four-valve mains set are offered on this stand, each being made either as a simplex set or as a complete radio-gramophone.

Whiteley's "Stenode" radio-gramophone superheterodyne chassis.

Yagerphone four-valve A.C. receiver.

The battery set, which has a conventional type of circuit, is sold at 12 guineas with moving-coil speaker, or 17 guineas as radio-gramophone.

The mains set has two variable-mu stages, detector, and pentode output, and sells at 15 guineas as a set only. In radio-gramophone form, with dual compensated moving-coil speakers, it costs 28 guineas.

Yagerphone, Ltd., Charlotte Cabinet Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.

"THE WIRELESS WORLD." (9)
In addition to "The Wireless World" and "The Wireless Engineer," technical wireless books of all kinds can be seen on this stand. "The Wireless World" is also showing sets for home construction which have been described recently, including "The Monodial A.C. Super," "The Modern Straight Five," "The Autotone Portable," and the new "Baby Superhet."

Iliffe and Sons Ltd., Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4

ZEITLIN. (273)
The speciality of this firm of factors is the handling of clearance lines of manufacturers' samples and obsolete receivers and components.
V. Zeitlin and Sons, Ltd., 54, Lamb's Conduct Street, W.C.1.

ZETAVOX. (183)
Automatic press-button tuning is the novelty which is attracting the greatest interest on this stand. The control is mechanical, and operates by rotating the tuning condenser to a predetermined point. The stations to be tuned-in in this way are found by tuning on the dial in the ordinary way, after which the knob on the end of one of the nine setting levers is unscrewed, the lever is depressed as far as it will go, and the knob tightened again. Depression of that lever will now always turn the tuning condenser back to its original setting, though the ordinary manual tuning is also available at all times.

This automatic tuning is applied to two chasses, which form the basis of all sets and radio-gramophones. The first of these is a straight receiver with two variable-mu stages and a pentode output valve, while the second is a superheterodyne. This more elaborate receiver has a band-pass input to its preliminary H.F. stage, and uses a screen-grid valve (anode bend) as second detector. An automatic volume-control valve is used, controlling the bias to the variable-mu H.F. and L.F. valves. In addition, there is a manual volume control on the L.F. side. Prices range from 19 guineas for the straight set and 25 guineas for the superheterodyne in their simplest form, without automatic tuning.

Zetavox Radio and Television, Ltd., Coles Green Road, Cricklewood, N.W.2.

A TWO-TON FRANKENSTEIN.

Zetavox automatic tuning mechanism, with tuning panel inset.

The Trend of Progress.
A carefully considered commentary on the general trend of technical progress as exemplified in the exhibits at Olympia. This account, which will be fully illustrated, is now being prepared by the technical staff of "The Wireless World."

The "Baby" Superhet.
Constructional details and final instructions for building this new four-valve superheterodyne receiver, the description of which was commenced in our last issue.

An Oscillator for Ganging.
Description of how to construct and use a simple oscillator for the purpose of correct ganging of modern selective receivers.

NEXT WEEK'S ISSUE
ON SALE FRIDAY, SEPT. 2

MANY OTHER SPECIAL FEATURES.
MAGNETISM may be divided into two categories, namely, permanent magnetism and electromagnetism. The former is produced by a permanent magnet, such as a magnetised steel bar and the latter by a current of electricity flowing in a suitable circuit, in particular a coil or solenoid.

The simplest artificial permanent magnet consists of a straight bar of special steel or steel alloy. If such a magnet is laid on a piece of paper, lines of magnetic force can be detected and traced out with the aid of a miniature magnetic compass of the type once fashionably worn on watch-chains. The lines of force are found to issue from one end of the magnet and enter at the other in the manner shown by Fig. 1. The points at the two ends of the magnet, from which the lines of magnetic influence emanate and converge, are called the "poles" of the magnet and are designated "north" and "south" respectively, the two poles exhibiting different characteristics. For instance, if there are two magnetic poles of opposite kind, one is found to attract the S pole of the other, whereas the two N poles repel each other and so do the S poles. A brief explanation of this is given below.

The earth itself is a large permanent magnet whose field extends over the whole surface of the globe and whose magnetic poles are near the geographical poles. The so-called north pole of each permanent magnet is attracted towards the earth's north pole, and the south pole of every magnet is attracted towards the south pole of the earth. So, to be strictly accurate, the poles of a magnet should be called the "north-seeking pole" and the "south-seeking pole" respectively. The terms "north" and "south" are used for brevity.

The Pole of Unit Strength.

The force of attraction or repulsion between two magnetic poles is proportional to the strength of each and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them. For instance, if \( m \) and \( m' \) are the strengths of the two poles expressed in arbitrary units, and \( r \) is the distance apart, the force acting between them is proportional to \( \frac{m \cdot m'}{r^2} \).

Now in the C.G.S. (Centi-metre, Gram, Second) system of electromagnetic units a pole of unit strength is defined as that which would exert a force of one dyne (the unit of force) on an equal pole placed one centimetre away. [One dyne is that force which, applied to a mass of one gram, causes its velocity to increase by one centimetre per second every second.]

Imagine a pole of strength \( m \) webers to be situated at the centre of a spherical shell of 1 centimetre radius as shown in Fig. 2. Then if a pole of unit strength (one weber) were to be placed on the surface of the sphere, the force exerted on it would be, according to the above formula, \( f = \frac{m \cdot 1}{1^2} = m \) dyne; and so the field strength at the surface of the sphere is \( m \) gauss (or lines per sq. cm.).

But the surface of a sphere 1 cm. in radius is \( 4\pi \) sq. cms. (the area of a sphere being \( 4\pi r^2 \) sq. cms.) and so the total number of lines of force, expressed in maxwells, issuing from the pole \( m \) at the centre, must be \( 4\pi m \). Thus the total magnetic flux emanating from a unit pole is \( 4\pi \) maxwells. This quantity \( 4\pi \) occurs very frequently in electromagnetic theory and this is its origin.

A line of force in a magnetic field may be conceived as the path a north pole would take if it were free always to move in the direction of the force acting upon it. It would move round a closed loop, arriving again at the point from which it started. So every line of magnetic force is a closed loop and it is such that it is apparently in a state of tension, trying to contract to a point and vanish. The loops of magnetic force in a field are maintained by what is termed the magnetomotive force of the magnet or coil responsible for the field. When the magnetomotive force is removed the loops of force comprising the field contract on themselves and vanish. The conclusion is that every line of force is in a state of tension and so any lines of force extending between the north pole of one magnet and the south pole of another tend to draw those poles together, the effect being shown in Fig. 3 (a).

Property of Magnetic Field.

Another important property of a magnetic field is that the lines of force comprising it repel each other and so tend to spread the field out to occupy as large a space as possible. This property is in keeping with the fact that two similar poles repel each other. The nature of the field between two similar poles is indicated in Fig. 3 (b).

A uniform field is one in which all the lines of force are parallel. A piece of iron placed in a uniform field does not experience any force, but in a non-uniform field the iron is attracted towards the point where the field is most intense, for example, towards the pole of a magnet or the centre of a solenoid.
Triumphs of Showmanship at Olympia.

The old reproach, which dogged exhibitors of ten years ago, that radio is an unresponsive subject for display—too "dead," in fact, to appeal to a public that demands to see the wheels go round—was never more effectually disposed of than at Olympia to-day. And the reason is not far to seek. The radio industry, besides setting practically all other industries in the shade in the matter of vigorous, progressive research, and its practical application to the needs of the consumer, has taught itself the art of showmanship. The visitor to the 1932 Show, threading his way through the maze of glittering stands, might well be excused for asking whether this radio of to-day really is of the same root and branch as the unsophisticated pastime which sought, almost timidly, for public approbation in 1922. While "good wine needs no bush," it gains nothing from false modesty, and we may well rejoice that the British radio trade has made Olympia, 1932, the occasion for consummate showmanship. This probably finds its peak in the demonstration rooms in the annexe, though we must not forget that trump card, the Mullard Robot, in the gallery.

One of the most attractive displays in the annexe is that of E. K. Cole Ltd., making the daring experiment of permitting the public to compare Ekco reproduction with the performance of the living artist. Visitors setting popular records on an Ekco radiogram. Next the feature, the artists walk out from the studio and give an extra turn on the platform. The whole display is extraordinarily effective, and, needless to say, the Ekco apparatus "saves the test." Among the artists "billed" are Elsie and Doris Waters, Tommy Handley, Clapham and Dwyer, and Rudy Starita.

At least three exponents show their faith in the technical intelligence of the public by displaying films descriptive of manufacturing processes. The Gramophone Company, in association with New Era Productions, Ltd., has produced an impressionistic reel entitled "The Voice of the World," in which the manufacture and testing of radio-gramophones at the Hayes factory is palatably presented along with brief glimpses of celebrated recording and broadcasting artists—Peter Dawson, Mabel Constanduros, Ambrose and his Orchestra, and others—actually performing at the microphone. With a few clever and humorous touches we are also shown various types of listener tuning in these celebrities on their own H.M.V. receivers, in some cases with startling reactions.

Two other firms, Ultra Electric, Ltd., and Varley (Oliver Pell Control Ltd.) give film displays which no visitor should miss.

Legitimate Eavesdropping.

As might be expected, the Marconi Company provides an original amusement this year in the form of legitimate eavesdropping. The listener overhears a seemingly impromptu outbreak of music and fun in a country cottage. Need it be added that Marconiphone reproduction is responsible for some happy deception.

Mr. John Macdonell, of B.B.C. "Surprise Item" fame, is among a distinguished company sponsoring the demonstration in the Columbia Graphophone theatre. On a miniature stage equipped with coloured lighting effects, the De Luxe 640 and other radiograms are giving complete concerts covering every class of music. An interesting feature is the new "introductory" record, intended to assist dealers and prospective purchasers of records. In the space of three or four minutes the record presents excerpts from the month's releases, each selection being faded into the next with a few explanatory remarks by an announcer.

The miniature stage method of presentation is also effectively adopted by Lotus Radio, Ltd., for demonstrating their new Band Pass Three.

To help visitors in the choice of loud speaking sets Columbia Graphophone models side by side in a step-like formation, linking them up to a common output. By means of a switching arrangement each set is connected in turn and is illuminated at the moment of playing.

Chromium-plated exhibition models with rotatable chassis mounted in glass make an original and pleasing display in the Cosor demonstration room.

The tableau method has been effectively exploited by the General Electric Company. Round the demonstration room practically every G.E.C. receiver, from the home constructor's kit set to the most elaborate A.C. cabinet instrument, is to be found in an appropriate setting. The display shows more than any other in the Show how far the modern radio receiver has progressed as a tasteful article of furniture.

Among manufacturers who consider that the radio receiver is best demonstrated in a comfortable lounge are McMichael, Ltd., Lissen, Ltd., and the Radio Gramophone Development Company. The Holster Brands' display is, in effect, an enclosed exhibition stand, at which all models are on view and can be demonstrated without the restrictions imposed (fortunately!) on the stands in the main hall.

Baffles.

The British Blue Spot Company's demonstration room is a paradise for the loudspeaker enthusiast, who can literally look at the question from all angles and hear the effect of large and small baffles. He will also be attracted to the Lamplough demonstration room, where the Silver Ghost dynamic speaker is enthroned in baffles of a startling simplicity. The seats are numbered, the audience is restricted, and the "Hove" baffle demonstrates the "Hove" baffle. A word of advice to the Olympia visitor. Do not let the hours slip by in the Main Hall before you visit the annexe. First make sure that you can secure admission to the demonstration rooms. In some cases a ticket must first be obtained from the demonstrator's stand in the Show; in practically every case a queue waits.

The 1500 model of Broadcasting House which is being shown on the B.B.C. stand in the mezzanine gallery. The scale is 1/4 in. to the foot.
Decoupling Anode Bend Detectors.

In many popular sets of three or four years ago, an anode bend detector, coupled to the succeeding L.F. stage by a resistance of 250,000 ohms or so, was employed. When an attempt is made to operate receivers of this type from an eliminator, there is occasionally a tendency towards "motor-boating," and so the present-day precaution of inserting anode-circuit decoupling resistance and by-pass condensers should be adopted.

Generally speaking, the sets that we have in mind provided greater overall L.F. magnification than that of a modern receiver, and so conventional values of decoupling components are not always effective. This seems to account for the failure of a reader to obtain entire freedom from L.F. instability with an H.T. eliminator. We suggest that a decoupling resistance of at least 50,000 ohms should be employed for the detector-circuit, as the current amounts to microamps, rather than milliamps, the loss of voltage will be small.

A Specialized "Monodial"

A READER who has the landscape of living within about two miles of a London station asks whether the "Monodial Super-Heterodyne" would be likely to put up a satisfactory performance under his rather adverse receiving conditions, and also whether we would recommend any alterations to the original circuit arrangement in order to obtain greater immunity from interference than is necessary in more favourable circumstances.

It is undeniable that in spite of the high selectivity of the "Monodial," our correspondent will be able to receive fewer stations than if he were more favourably situated, although we do not anticipate any very serious restriction in his choice of programmes.

Those stations which operate in the frequency channels immediately adjacent to the local transmitter will certainly suffer from interference, and it is just possible that a little interference on the long-wave band will be brought about by frequency difference between the local stations. There is a further possibility that a slight amount of interference, in the form of a whistle, might be found on wavelengths spaced by 150 and 55 kilocycles on either side of the local stations.

The selectivity of the "Monodial" receiver is already so high that it could not be improved without increasing local circuit capacitance, but we think that extra special care should be taken to ensure accurate ganging, and also to avoid direct signal pick-up by the internal wiring. Provision might thus be made for optional reduction of efficiency of the aerial (by fitting a series condenser) and, as a refinement, an accessible trimming control for the input circuit might be provided. We suggest this in order that full use may be made of an efficient aerial at times and on wavelengths where local interference is not prevalent.

More Rectified Current.

A READER, who proposes to alter his set by fitting a push-pull output stage, enquires whether it would be possible to obtain extra anode current (which is made necessary by this alteration) by fitting a second rectifying valve of the same type as that in use at present. The additional valve would of course be paralleled, and it is hoped that the output will be doubled.

If it were possible to ensure that the A.C. voltage applied to the rectifier were maintained at a constant value, all would be well. But, unless the power transformer happens to be exceptionally well-regulated, there will be a considerable voltage drop in its H.T. secondary; as a result, the rectified output would not be increased to the extent anticipated. There is the further possibility that the winding will be overheated.

Without full details of the power transformer, we can hardly assume the responsibility of recommending this scheme and suggest that our correspondent should consult the transformer makers before trying it.

Free Current for an Extra Speaker.

A READER who wishes to operate two receivers at once from a single H.T. supply asks whether the "Modern Straight Five" receiver asks for suggestions as to how field current for the second instrument might be derived from the power supply circuit.

It happens that, so far as this particular receiver is concerned, there is the simplest possible solution to the problem. The circuit diagram published with the description of the set shows that a voltage-absorbing resistance (R2) of 2,500 ohms is in series with the existing loud speaker field winding; all that need be done is to replace this resistance by the field winding of the second loud speaker, which must, of course, have the same ohmic value. The voltage distribution throughout the receiver will obviously not be affected in any way, and, indeed, this is one of the few cases where we can get "something for nothing."

Given field windings of the correct resistance—2,500 ohms each—this simple arrangement should also satisfy the requirements of another querist who intends to use Magnavox "Dual Compensated" loud speakers with the "Modern Straight Five." He should omit the limiting resistance and connect the two fields in series.

Short-lived Rectifiers.

A READER who has been unfortunate enough to have his rectifying valve twice in rapid succession, asking us to examine the diagram which he submits, and to say whether there is anything in his circuit arrangement which would account for this unsatisfactory state of affairs. It is stated that the total current consumed by the set is well under the maximum that might be anticipated. Further, the various A.C. voltages across the secondaries of the power transformer have been carefully checked.

The circuit is normal, and so it is logical to suspect that the trouble here is probably due to a partial short-circuit across the rectifier output; the most obvious place for it is in one of the smoothing condensers.

We suggest that current readings should be taken at points X, Y, and Z, as shown in Fig. 2, which represents the conventional rectifier-smoothing circuit. If current is appreciably greater at Y than at X, it is to be concluded that the condenser C is leaky; if greater at Y than at Z, the reservoir condenser C will be defective in a similar way.

FOREIGN BROADCAST GUIDE.

BELGRADE (Yugoslavia).

Geographical position : 44° 48’ N.; 20° 37’ E.

Approximate air line from London : 1,055 miles.

Wavelength : 430 m. Frequency : 697 k.c.s. Power : 2.5 kw.

Time : Central European (coincides with B.S.T.).

Standard Daily Transmissions.

09.00 B.S.T. ; Sacred service (Sun.): 12.00, gramophone records, news, etc ; 19.25, local news bulletin ; 20.00, main evening entertainment: 22.00, local news bulletin ; relay of concert or dance music (outside broadcasts).

(Belgrade frequently relays Vienna and the International European concerts transmitted by Germany, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Poland. Also exchanges programmes with Libljana and Zagreb.)

Woman announcer.

Call : Radio Beograd.

Interval Signal : Metronome (one beat per second).

Closed down with full call and the words : Zvijezda strijel slucajna lujna noce (Radio Beograd wishes a good night to all its listeners). It concludes with the special animals of Zemljom. (Do not forget to earth your aerial), followed by the National Anthem (gramophone record).

AUGUST 26th, 1932.
HAVE YOU JOINED THE
BETTER RADIO BRIGADE?

We are exhibiting on Stand No. 79 at the National Radio Exhibition at Olympia.

Mullard
THE • MASTER • VALVE


Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
The Mazda D.C. mains valves are the only completely satisfactory solution to D.C. mains receiver operation. They overcome all the disadvantages of high running cost and low efficiency previously associated with D.C. receivers.

The new Mazda indirectly heated 0.1 amp. valves enable D.C. users to enjoy, at last, the range and quality given by A.C. receivers. No other D.C. mains valves are so economical.

The Range comprises:

THE DC 2/SGVM a variable-mu screened grid valve giving results fully equal to its A.C. counterpart.
THE DC 2/SG is for those who wish to use an ordinary screened grid valve.
THE DC 3/HL for the detector stage.
THE DC 2/P or DC 2/Pen for the output stage.

Full details of these and other useful Mazda types will be found in the Mazda catalogue, sent FREE on request.

Mazda valves are fitted by all the leading receiver manufacturers. All good radio dealers stock them.

EDISWAN RADIO
100% BRITISH—Designed by British Engineers

LISTEN to any one of these Dominion 1933 models and you will agree that never before have you heard such vivid and natural reproduction. For the moving coil speakers incorporated in these sets have been chosen only after careful experiments for their very high efficiency.

Another very important feature of these Receivers is their ALL-STEEL CHASSIS—the latest development of radio science. The components employed are subjected to stringent tests before being incorporated in the Receiver, and each complete Receiver is aerial tested to ensure absolute satisfaction, before it is allowed to leave our factory.

Beautifully grained timber is used for the cabinets which are of attractive design. Examples of the finest modern craftsmanship.

DOMINION 2 VALVE A.C. MAINS RECEIVER
Attractive solid figured oak cabinet... ALL-STEEL CHASSIS... built-in moving coil speaker giving vivid and natural reproduction... British Detector, Pentode and Rectifying mains valves... illuminated slow motion control... three aerial tappings... provision for gramophone pick-up and external loud speaker. Fitted with mains switch. For Continental as well as British reception. Complete including valves and royalty £9.9.0 or 16/- down and 12 monthly payments of 16/-.9.

BRONWIE WIRELESS Co. (G.B.) LTD., MELISON STREET WORKS, MORNINGTON CRESCENT, N.W.1

DOMINION BATTERY S.G.4 RECEIVER
Beautiful figured walnut cabinet... ALL-STEEL CHASSIS... built-in moving coil speaker for highest standard reproduction... British Screened Grid, H.F., L.F., and Super-Power valves... High Power 147v. H.T., grid bias batteries and L.T. accumulator... illuminated slow motion control. Powerful circuit employed offers a great choice of British and Foreign Broadcast Programmes. Complete, including valves and royalty and all batteries £12.10.0 or 22/6 down and 12 monthly payments of 22/6.

DOMINION A.C. MAINS S.G.P.3 RECEIVER
Figured walnut cabinet, handsome appearance and beauty of design... ALL-STEEL CHASSIS... built-in moving coil speaker, a revelation of quality with wonderful volume... British Screened-Grid Detector, Pentode and Rectifying mains valves... illuminated slow motion control... selectivity and volume control... three aerial tappings... provision for gramophone pick-up and external loud speaker... fitted with mains switch. Provides a wide range of British and Continental stations. Complete, £15.15.0, in- cluding valves and royalty and all batteries £15.15.0 or 28/- down and 12 monthly payments of 28/-.

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
Some **J.B NUGANG** models

A rigid chassis that is all one piece—not merely a framework bolted together. A one-piece chassis so strong that there can never be the slightest distortion in use... this is the chassis of the J.B. NUGANG, a condenser of extreme and lasting accuracy for use in modern sharp-tuned circuits.

Trimmers to each stage inside the chassis are operated by external starwheels. Construction is robust throughout. Vanes wide spaced and of heavy gauge. Special rotor bearings ensure permanent accuracy and give remarkably free movement.

Finally, each condenser is matched to within \( \frac{1}{2} \) per cent. + \( \frac{1}{2} \) m.m.f.

Supplied in four types as illustrated—semi or fully screened, with or without Disc Drive. Capacity 0.0005.

**Write for catalogue.**

**NUGANG**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>1-gang</th>
<th>2-gang</th>
<th>3-gang</th>
<th>4-gang</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Semi-screened</td>
<td>14/-</td>
<td>21/-</td>
<td>28/-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully-screened</td>
<td>16/-</td>
<td>23/-</td>
<td>31/-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NUGANG Type "A"** Complete with Disc Drive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>1-gang</th>
<th>2-gang</th>
<th>3-gang</th>
<th>4-gang</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Semi-screened</td>
<td>16/-</td>
<td>24/-</td>
<td>31/-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully-screened</td>
<td>18/-</td>
<td>27/-</td>
<td>34/-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Capacity without trimmers:
Minimum ... 90 m.m.f.
Maximum ... 540 m.m.f.

Capacity of trimmers:
76 m.m.f.

Dimensions (Nugang):
4 in. wide by 3\(\frac{1}{2}\) in. high by 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) in. per stage + \(\frac{1}{2}\) in.

Telephone: Hop 1357.
"The Pioneer Trend..."

ROLA & R.G.D.
FIRST with DUAL BALANCED PAIRS OF SPEAKERS

R.G.D. MODEL 901

This beautifully finished R.G.D. Radiogram is but one example from a range of instruments which have long occupied the supreme place amongst radio gramophones. The Super-Sonic Model illustrated herewith is a combined super-het receiver and record reproducer, priced at 80 Gns.

When the first R.G.D. Radio Gramophone was designed it was with the fixed intention of producing the most perfect instrument that Radio had ever known. It was natural, therefore, that R.G.D. should be the first firm in this country to employ DUAL BALANCED PAIRS OF SPEAKERS and inevitable that they should select ROLA units. For several months Rola have been supplying R.G.D. with specially compensated pairs of speakers arranged so that the inherent frequencies and resonant points balance out, resulting in almost perfect reproduction over the whole harmonic scale and securing a degree of tonal fidelity unachieved by any single speaker. Rola and R.G.D. may justly claim the proud title of being pioneers in perfection.

ROLA DUAL BALANCED PAIRS

The pairs consist of two F5 (6" Cone) Speakers of 6 ohms. (6 volts), 2000 ohms (110v - 175v.), 4700 ohms. (150v - 200v.), 6500 ohms. (200v - 250v.), £2.16-6 the pair, or two F5 (6" Cone) Permanent Magnet Models £3.16-8 the pair, or two F6 (7½" Cone) Dual Field Excited Speakers at £3.10-0 the pair, or one F6 (7½" Cone) Dual Field Excited at £5.2-6 the pair, or a balanced pair of Permanent Magnet Speakers (7½" Cone) at £5-2-6. All pairs are complete with Multi-Ratio Input Transformer suitable for triode, or pentode valve. Insist on ROLA the World's Finest Reproducers.

For particulars of ROLA Speakers write to:
The BRITISH ROla CO., LTD.
Brondesbury Wks., 179, High Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6
Phone: Maida Vale 5017-8-9.

For particulars of R.G.D. Radiograms write to:
RADIO GRAMOPHONE DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD.,
17-20, Frederick Street, Birmingham,
and at 17, Bridge Street, Manchester.
Manchester 'Phone: Blackfriars 1951.
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SEE WHAT THE PRESS SAYS ABOUT

PERTRIX

"EVENING STANDARD"—JULY 1, 1932
When taken off discharge for a short time, it showed good recuperative power and the voltage distribution throughout was very even. After test the battery was broken open and the zins were in good condition. No apparent sign of bursting or corrosion.

"WIRELESS TRADER"—JULY 9, 1932
The cell of this size under the condition of test is very good, particularly in view of the fact that the price of the battery is very low. The Pertrix is very well made and can be recommended as very good value for money.

"POPULAR WIRELESS"—MAY 21, 1932
It has been our experience that Pertrix is an admirable battery. The battery has been used in many Pertrix Batteries are first class Pertrix is a good Research Dept. and so far not one has been ever let us down...very good value for the money.

"THE BROADCASTER"—MAY 28, 1932
The zins were found to be in perfect condition. The battery is excellently designed while the ingredients are well graded and mixed...the battery should give a consistent performance. We can recommend it as an attractive proposition at the reasonable price.

"AMATEUR WIRELESS"—JUNE 18, 1932
Very competitive price...attractive proposition...really very good for the money and can be recommended as very cheap a battery. Well in excess of our arbitrary standard. They are well up to Pertrix Standard.

"MUSIC SELLER"—JUNE, 1932
The battery has good staying power...it has been carefully designed to provide that extra output which makes for Sales Records. The battery is well constructed and high class materials have been used. The zins were found to be quite free from corrosion...it has the Music Seller O.K.

DRY BATTERIES & ACCUMULATORS

H.T. BATTERIES from 5/6.
L.T. ACCUMULATORS from 4/6.

SEE THEM AT RADIOLYMPIA. STAND No. 126.
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T. W. THOMPSON & CO.

NEAREST STATION: ST. JAMES' PARK (UNDERGROUND).

Telephone: Franklin 6155. Open every day until 7.30 p.m. (Sundays excepted).

ALL GOODS ON THREE DAYS' APPROVAL AGAINST CASH OR C.O.D. (I.F.S. EXCEPTED).

THE WORLD-FAMOUS HOUSE FOR GENUINE BARGAINS.

MOVING COIL SPEAKERS. Whatever your receiver or amplifier, big or small, you are bound to get glorious results from one of these highest grade moving coil speakers. ROLAI FOLAI! The last five of the famous American J.M. Model, list price 4/-.


PELLENIER'S Cutlass model in expensive Walnut Gothic cabinet massive construction, 50 ft. complete for any A.C. Mains (suitable to power outputs only). Last few, 5/6, part carriage 2/6.

ELMINATORS, all brand new and guaranteed. Special bargain offer for A.C. Mains 250/350 volts (as illustrated) 39 outputs 2 3/4 to 7 3/4 volts 75 w.p. (Westinghouse rectified), 30/6, post 13/6.

Also our new super model for A.C. Mains 350/400 volts, outputs 4 3/4 to 9 1/2 volts 100 w.p. (1 variometer), 10/15, post 1 1/2.

Fig. A. A few only, with central seconds hand, easily fitted to any clock, central seconds hand, 22/11, post 13/6.

RECEIVERS, output 25 milliamps, 8/8, post 6d.

Special offer of R.K.H. Choice—2 for 25/- or 12 for a complete set, 6/-.

We have 3,000 of these—trade enquiries invited. Also 39 6d. (E.) 75 w.p. (post 6d.).

Approx. 250/350 volts, 3/4 model, wonderful response curve, standard fitting, 10/6, post 4d.

Fig. B. Amplion 9 x 4 1/2 (4 in. ink), 500 volt, 2/6 (post 3d.).

Big output type, metal rectified, charging 2, 4 and 6 volts at 7 amp., also useful for speaker fields, etc. 22/6 (post 1 1/2).

Last few, brand new Ignacio copper suitable receivers, delivering 6/71 volt 21 amps. and 120 volts at 100 in 4 A, 19/7 (post 1 1/2). Here is your great opportunity to make a trickle charger.

Last few, brand new complete with Tungar valves (please state A.C. mains voltage and cycles) 35/- model, charging 2, 4 and 6 volts at 11 amp., also useful for speaker fields, etc. 22 6, carriage 1 1/3.

Also 30 henrys at 100 MA (CI.), 12/8 (post 9d.).

Trickle Chargers, lights, etc.), outputs 3, 5 and 8 volt, 1 amp., 5/8 (post 6d.), 2 amps., 7/6, post 9d.

CHARGERS. The famous Tungar (T.11.) chargers, 6, post 3d. II.T.'RECTIFIERS (ICRANIC), 120 volt 20 milliamps, 6, post 3d.

All tested before despatch and guaranteed, 7/6, post 0d.

Large enamelled type Min. dial, various colours, raised numerals, with central seconds hand. All for 200/250 volts input (tapped primary). Outputs 350-365, 60 m/a, 4 volts, and 4 volt 2 amp., 8/- (post 13/6). Outputs 250-5 milliamps, 8/- each or 1/3 pair. Headbands for these, 8/- set, post on complete set, 6d.

Here is your great opportunity to make a trickle charger.

ELECTRIC CLOCKS. Special announcement. We have entered this field with remarkable offers of these indispensable time pieces, any A.C. Mains, 50 cycles only. Large enamelled type, in various colours, raised numerals, with central seconds hand. Various sizes for use in the home, office, workshops, etc.

Here is your great opportunity to make a trickle charger.

Output 151/2 volts 25 milliamps, 8/8, post 6d.

For the convenience of our Midland customers a depot has been opened at 62 and 64, Dudley Road, Wolverhampton, for cash customers only. All mail orders MUST be sent to our London address.

TURN YOUR BATTERY SET INTO AN ALL-MAINS MOVING COIL RECEIVER

Hundreds of Battery Set users who visited our Stand at Radiolympia discovered that the Kenwell Power Pack was just the unit they required to bring their Set up to date. And then—it is so economical in current consumption that its complete cost can be written off out of savings in the first 18 months!

DON'T SCRAP YOUR BATTERY SET—it has always been a good friend to you. Ask your Dealer to show you how simple it is with the Kenwell Power Pack to plug into the nearest mains socket and put all dry battery troubles behind you for good!

Listen to the magnificent tone of the Moving Coil Speaker and you will agree it makes your old Set as good as anything at Radiolympia.

Your Dealer can supply—or write now for illustrated folder describing this money saving and efficient Power Pack.

SPEcIFICATION OF AC/U MODEL

H.T. 400 to 410 volts

L.T. 90 to 100 volts

Current approx. 100 to 150 ma.

Price £2 6s. 6d. G.B. 5 Tappings: 1 (fixed), 2, 4, 6, 8 volts.

WESTMINSTERS, Peterborough, 271, 251, 210 and 200 volt, 1 1/2 watt only (fixed).
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When the higher notes are missing

RECTATONE restores them.

OVER 1,000 CYCLES—A RISING CURVE

The growing ether congestion calls for still more selectivity. The super-heterodyne and special ultra-reaction circuits have been developed to meet this requirement, the tuned circuits being made sharply resonant, deliberately cutting off the high notes. It is clear that a low frequency coupling device is required which will restore these weakened high notes to their correct value. The new RECTATONE transformer does this. Its frequency response curve is straight up to 1,000 cycles per second and then rises, reaching a maximum at approximately 4,500 cycles.

RECTATONE THE IDEAL L.F. COUPLING

The degree of compensation is variable and may be suited to the particular tuned circuits in use or employed to correct deficiencies due to the loud-speaker or to the acoustics of the room. RECTATONE is thus the ideal L.F. coupling for all selective sets—particularly useful for those using a pick-up or for radiogramophones, since the tone control, so valuable on radio, can be cut out on "gramophone" where it is usually unnecessary.

Get your copy of "THE BOOK OF THE RECTATONE" price 6d.
FREE if you mail this coupon

Please send me, free and post free, the "BOOK OF THE RECTATONE"

AdVERTISEMENTS.
ADVERTISEMENTS

THE WIRELESS WORLD
August 26th, 1932

A Sensational Radio Discovery
PERMANENT-EFFICIENT EVER-DAMP EARTHING
TO EARTH TERMINAL OF SET

Rejuvenates the heart of your receiver
Get the maximum power and purity from your receiver—stop crackling and minimise oscillation by fitting the most efficient earthing system ever invented—the new FILT percolative Chemical Earth. FAULTY EARTHING CAUSES MORE RECEPTION TROUBLES THAN ANY OTHER SINGLE DEFECT OF A SET. When you use FILT you know that your earth is SOUND.

Wonderful New Percolative Chemical makes even DRY soil permanently conductive
The active portion of FILT is a wonderful new chemical which when buried in the earth at once begins to spread and percolate, attracting moisture and forming a highly conductive network of channels spreading outwards and downwards to a depth of several feet. In ANY soil, in ANY weather, FILT makes a perfect, permanently damp earth of the highest efficiency, ensuring the best results from any kind of receiver.

How FILT works and what it does
Anybody can fix a FILT successfully. Merely bury the copper container, half filled with FILT chemical, about a foot below ground. The penetrating action begins at once, and very soon a PERMANENT, highly conductive network of chemical moisture is formed which makes your earthing system as effective as it can be. Your reception will improve, your set will be more selective, easier to control, less liable to oscillate or crackle, giving you the best all the time. Get a FILT to-day.

GRAHAM FARISH
FILT PERCOLATIVE CHEMICAL EARTH
(pat.app/for)

Obtain FILT from your nearest radio dealer or order it direct (post free) from the sole manufacturers
GRAHAM FARISH, LTD., 201, MASON'S HILL, BROMLEY, KENT.

2/6 COMPLETE
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SONOCHORDE

the only Moving Coil Speaker with a Permanently Aligned Speech Coil

Sonochorde embodies its design the only outstanding improvement in moving coil speakers during the last three years. The new concentric disc suspension ensures—PERMANENT ALIGNMENT OF THE SPEECH COIL.—ADDED SENSITIVITY.—A BETTER OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSE. In addition to these features it should be remembered that each Sonochorde Speaker is equipped with a universal input speech Transformer for either power or pentode output valve. This Transformer is equipped with Terminals for ease in connecting to receiver or amplifier. Sonochorde moving coil speakers are available in both Permanent Magnet and Mains Energised types or in dual matched pairs at attractive prices.

PERMANENT MAGNET MODEL 7" CONE - Complete 32/6
D.C. MAINS ENERGISED MODELS 2500-4700-6500 7" CONE 25/-
PERMANENT MAGNET DUAL MATCHED UNITS, per pair 65/-
D.C. MAINS ENERGISED DUAL MATCHED UNITS, per pair 50/-

SONOCHORDE REPRODUCERS
1, WILLESDEN LANE, LONDON, N.W.6
Telephone: MAIDA VALE 6066 (5 lines).
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THE SENSATION OF OLYMPIA

Our Greatest achievement, the astonishing W.B. “MANSFIELD” PERMANENT MAGNET Moving-Coil Speakers

Write for the complete illustrated list of the new P.M.4 Energised M.C. speakers, valveholders and switches, and the new W.B. 3-valve kit, complete with moving-coil speaker.

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO., LTD., NOTTINGHAM ROAD, MANSFIELD, NOTTS.
Irish Free State Distributors Kelly & Shiel, Ltd., 47, Fleet Street, Dublin.

PIONEERS AND LEADERS ALWAYS

VISIT STAND 23

BRING IN THE WORLD

At Full Loud-speaker Volume!

The Kilodyne 4 is the voice of the world, it receives stations from every Continent, and operates at loud-speaker volume. It opens up a vast new field of interest to the wireless fan.

Tunes down to 22 metres and is adaptable up to 5,000 metres, incorporates S.G. H.F. amplification, absolutely no hand capacity, perfectly smooth reaction, one dial tuning, has been designed by short-wave specialists and praised by leading short-wave critics. It is supplied complete ready for any home constructor to assemble easily or the individual components are obtainable separately.

Total cost of all parts, with blueprints, leads, grid battery, coils for 12,5/85 metres, not including valves, £6 17s. 6d.

Full constructional details with diagrams are contained in the new Eddystone Short Wave Manual. This manual also contains constructional articles for other S.W. Receivers, Adaptors and Converters, and several interesting S.W. articles.

Sole Manufacturers:
STRATTON & CO., LTD.
BROMSGROVE STREET.
BIRMINGHAM.

London Service Depot:
WEBB'S RADIO STORES
164 Charing Cross Road, W.C.2
Telephone: Temple 2294.
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After eight years' service
to true radio reproduction, the FERRANTI AF3 TRANSFORMER remains still without any equivalent at its price ... and in the identical form which so upset all existing conceptions in transformer amplification in 1924.

A Good Transformer must give not only uniform amplification in the laboratory but also in the set—to-day, to-morrow; year in, year out.

Ferranti Transformers have proved this characteristic—their freedom from breakdown is a by-word amongst Radio Engineers and Constructors all over the world.

The reproduction of your set will be greatly improved if you fit an AF3 ... (unless you are already using an AF5).

**PRICE 25/-**

FERRANTI AF 3 TRANSFORMERS

Every Ferranti Transformer is guaranteed to give a performance within 5% of the published curve, AND within 5% of every other Ferranti Transformer of the same type. Ferranti are the only transformers so guaranteed.
Now the "Show" is over..

Did you see the new B.T.H. electric gramophone motors?

Shown for the first time at the National Radio Exhibition, Olympia — these latest products of B.T.H. research are NEW in every sense of the word. Of entirely NEW and patented design — manufactured under the most modern conditions — they represent a real achievement. Fuller particulars will be gladly sent on application.

'Truspeed'

Speed is electrically controlled and cannot vary with the heaviest recording.

Automatic stop operates instantly and is adjustable for any make of tone arm.

Current consumption is almost negligible—being only 6 to 8 watts.

Beautifully finished in florentine bronze with mounting plate and 12" plush-covered turn-table.

Price - £2.9.6

'Universal'

For A.C. or D.C. supplies, 100-250 volts.

A heavy duty motor of exceptionally robust construction designed for continuous hard work.

The driving unit is of ample dimensions, its armature rotating at turntable speed.

The correct speed is always maintained by means of a perfectly balanced governor.

Equipped with a 12" plush-covered turn-table, mounting plate and automatic stop, there is no doubt that this machine is far in advance of any universal motor yet produced.

Price - £5.10.0

Another TRIUMPH for "ATLAS"

SUPER MAINS UNITS

The first unit to give true output voltage regulation

. . . Experts said it could not be done. But just as "ATLAS" last year improved the Olympia Ballot Winner of 1930, so have they improved the 1931 Ballot Winner: adding amongst other refinements, the new "ATLAS" regulated output to ensure correct voltages irrespective of the milliamps consumed. And all without any increase in price.

This new "ATLAS" Model A.C. 300 is emphatically the last word in mains unit design and most probably will remain the standard for years to come.

See it at Olympia. Test it for yourself. Ask your dealer for a demonstration to-day.

There's no comparison with "ATLAS."

Post the coupon now for full details of "ATLAS" Mains Units for every set, and "ATLAS" Guaranteed Components.

"CLARKE'S ATLAS"

MAINS UNITS

H. CLARKE & CO. (M/C) LIMITED,
George St., Patricroft, Manchester.

- POST THIS COUPON TO-DAY!
- Please send full details of "ATLAS" Mains Units and Components.

Name: ___________________________
Address: _________________________

CASH PRICE £6-10
BurtOn

AGAIN SETS THE PACE IN RADIO PROGRESS . . .

All previous records of Radio progress go by the board with the introduction of the new BurtOn models for 1933. If you are coming to the Radio Exhibition at OLYMPIA, make STAND No. 1 your first call, otherwise write NOW for latest literature, illustrating and describing Receivers, Radio-Gram, Speakers, Components, All-Mains units, etc.

THE BurtON FOUR-VALVE ALL-ELECTRIC WITH MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAKER 16 GNS.

Here is the new BurtOn SGP. All-Electric Receiver, fitted with four valves including rectifier.

Single dial band pass tuning gives highest standard of selectivity, so essential under present day conditions, without impairing tonal quality.

A power Pentode Valve, tone compensated, giving an output of 2 watts to a B.T.H. Moving Coil Speaker, ensures superb quality of reproduction.

Three controls only, rendering manipulation simplicity itself and extremes of volume obtainable as desired. There are absolutely no exposed "live" parts in this set, which completely eliminates risk of shock.

No Mains Hum. A mains Aerial is provided which enables set to be used without outside Aerial.

BURTON ALL-MAINS UNITS

Give more efficient, smooth and silent power supply. No fragile valve or liquid rectifiers. Compact in size. No modulation hum. D.C. models from £1-8-6. A.C. models from £2-12-6.

Trickle Charger models £1-18-0.

Send for latest list

C. F. & H. BurtON - PROGRESS WORKS - WALSALL
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BETTER THAN MAINS

Cheaper than dry batteries

Available to all in town or country, C.A.V. Rechargeable High-Tension Accumulators provide the most perfect form of H.T. obtainable. They are quite silent in operation and produce none of the annoying crackling and humming noises so common with dry batteries and mains.

With recharging costing about 3/- per 120 volts three times a year, they actually cost less than dry batteries and if you have D.C. mains you can charge them yourself at a fraction of this cost. Our maintenance booklet shows you how to do it.

To greatly improve reception and reduce running costs, therefore, change over to C.A.V. Rechargeable H.T. Accumulators at the first opportunity.

RECHARGEABLE H.T. ACCUMULATORS

SWIFT-LEVICK

A range of sizes for all requirements. All our Magnets are Copper Bronzed to prevent rusting.

PERMANENT MAGNETS

SWIFT-LEVICK & SONS LTD. Clarence Steel Works SHEFFIELD
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WE, the undersigned, the pioneers of the modern Permanent Magnet Moving Coil Speaker, the manufacturers of the greatest range of the finest moving coil speakers in the world, claim for the New Edition 20th Century Model, priced at 35', that it has no peer in its class in or out of the British market. We claim for it Sensitivity, Brilliance, Body, Bass, sharpness and clearness of Speech and Music, Handling Power, Sturdiness and Reliability unrivalled by many moving coil speakers (energised or permanent magnet) selling at much higher prices.

(Signed) Epoch Radio Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

New Edition JUST RELEASED

Ask your dealer for it and don't be put off with "Just-as-good's"—

There are none! If in difficulty write to the manufacturers.

Send for particulars or call for a comparative demonstration.
CONDENSERS WITH A PERSONALITY

Polar condensers do not ‘follow the crowd.’ In design and construction Polar condensers are distinctive. They embody those original points which make them different and much more desirable to the man who realises the importance of the variable condenser in his ‘scheme of things.’

THE POLAR
APERTURE
A Slow Motion condenser of unique design providing a most convenient method of control. Operation is by small knob at the base, the scale being actually part of the condenser itself. Simple fitting—one hole only being required for escutcheon. Built of aluminium. Of extremely efficient design and construction. Lamp holder for scale illumination. 7/6

THE POLAR
‘No. 2’
Owing to its precise workmanship and amazingly low price, it has proved itself the outstanding condenser of its type. Its popular features include fast and slow motion, ball-bearing spindle, positive pigtail connection, one-hole fixing. It follows mid-line law, and is made in hard aluminium with brass pillars for rigidity. 6/6

STAND 129 OLYMPIA
POLAR CONDENSERS
Catalogue of complete range—free

PIFCO
ALL IN ONE
RADIMETER

Put an “All-in-One” Radiometer on the trail, and the hunt is quickly over. In an amazingly short time this marvellous instrument will track down the trouble. There is no other instrument in the world like the “All-in-One” Radiometer. It works with an accuracy that must be seen to be fully appreciated. Every single component of any radio set can be tested swiftly and surely.

Ask to see it at your Radio Dealer's or Electrician’s. If in any difficulty, write direct to PIFCO Ltd., High St., MANCHESTER.

Standard Model “All-in-One” Radiometer for Battery Sets only, as shown here. Price 12/6

De Luxe Model, for Battery Sets, Electric Receivers and Mains Units. Price £2.2.0
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THE NEW RANGE OF REGENTONE MAINS UNITS

5 STAR FEATURES

ONLY ON REGENTONE

The incomparable range of Regentone Mains Units entirely redesigned. Each Mains Unit now incorporates these five star features:

Each model is housed in a solid drawn steel case, of most attractive design having a Florentine bronze finish.

Each and every model is provided with tappings divided into three main groups; SCREEN GRID, DETECTOR AND POWER. The Screen grid and detector supply each have high, medium and low outputs. The power supply has one output only. SEVEN VOLTAGE TAPPINGS ARE COMMON TO ALL MODELS. All mains units incorporate a LINE VOLTAGE REGULATOR, by means of which voltage fluctuations in the main supply line can be compensated.

The Line Voltage Regulator and voltage tappings are carried by a specially moulded distributing block; the sockets carrying voltage are sunk into the insulating medium.

For supply and voltage as follows: 200/250 volts, 100/120 volts, at 40/100 cycles. Dual frequency 25/50 cycles at an extra charge of 10/-.

Prices from 39/6 or 8/- down.

Change from battery to mains but change with Regentone—and follow the experts

If you have a battery operated receiver, make it all-electric with one of the new Regentone Mains Units. Regentone Mains Units are specified by famous set manufacturers for their sets; experts choose them for star circuits, the Press pays tribute to their efficiency and reliability. Choose Regentone—the one the experts all recommend.
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HEAR AND SEE IT FOR YOURSELF—THIS UNIQUE "SOUND" QUALITY SPEAKER

Motor leads the loudspeaker field for both moving coil and balanced-armature types. Write for descriptive pamphlet to:

Full, rich tone—super sensitivity—startling realism—these are but three of the outstanding features of the unique S.40 Motor Unit. All who hear it have nothing but praise for its amazing performance—the secret of which lies in the PATENT COMPENSATING ARMATURE—the greatest advance yet made towards perfect loud-speaker reproduction.

Hear it for yourself—come and hear it under fair working conditions at our special demonstration showrooms opposite Olympia. The full range of Motor speakers is on view, and there is one amongst them that will suit YOUR set—AND your pocket.

at our Demonstration Showrooms
67 HAMMERSMITH ROAD, W.14
OPPOSITE EMPIRE HALL

or, after the Exhibition, at your local dealers
TEKADE RADIO & ELECTRIC LTD.
147 Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1
Telephone: Clerkenwell 2486.

BRITISH MADE

S.40 UNIT
as illustrated, with Patent compensating armature
C.400 Complete chassis assembly, with S.40 Unit and Cone 39/-

YORK A graceful walnut cabinet with S.40 Unit, as illustrated. 52/6

RADIO POWER PLANT
MACHINES FOR EVERY NEED

ROTARY TRANSFORMERS
Models for All Purposes! D.C. to D.C. Models for supplying H.T. Current to Large Public Address Amplifiers, etc. D.C. to A.C. Models for operating A.C. Receivers and Radiogramophones from D.C. Mains.

ANODE CONVERTERS

LOOK FOR
THE NEW SYNCHRONOUS GRAMOPHONE MOTOR
THE NEW MAINS TRANSFORMER

Write NOW for Illustrated Literature and Technical Catalogue from:
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FOR YOUR

"BABY SUPER"

COLVERDYNE INTERMEDIATES

Maximum efficiency will be obtained by the use of Colverdyne Intermediates.

They are designed to work

IN CONJUNCTION WITH

COLVERN

'K' TYPE COILS

In receivers of outstanding design Colvern Coils are incorporated

Colvern Screened Coils are accurate and reliable, their inductance being guaranteed to be within ½%. Appearance and finish are beyond reproach.

STAND No.
245

RADIO
EXHIBITION
OLYMPIA
19-27th AUGUST.

For the "BABY SUPER"

1 set Baby Super Coils = 30/- set
1 Colverdyne, Type 110 = 12'6 ea.
1 Colverdyne, Type DO.110 = 12'6
1 Valve Screen, Type VS. = 2'9

Send for Radio List No. 10.

COLVERN LIMITED, MAWNEYS RD., ROMFORD, ESSEX.
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**MODERN RECEIVER DESIGN DEMANDS WEGO SMOOTHING CONDENSERS**

Wego Condensers are essential to the efficient functioning of modern radio receivers because of their low power factor, their high dielectric strength, their ability to withstand their rated voltages for an unlimited period of continuous running and their small dimensions.

These are the reasons why more and more important manufacturers are turning to Wego... why constructors insist upon them. And they only have to buy Wego ONCE!

SEE THEM ON STAND No. 284 AT THE RADIO EXHIBITION

WRITE FOR FULLY DESCRIPTIVE LEAFLET

THE WEGO CONDENSER Co. Ltd., SPENCER HOUSE, SOUTH PLACE, E.C.2

**TRUE TONE CONTROL**

**NOTHING ELSE CAN GIVE YOU TWO-WAY TONE CONTROL**

The Multitone Tone Control Transformer has no equal, but it has many imitations. No other method of tone control can claim to do what it has been proved the Multitone most definitely does. By means of a Multitone Transformer you can amplify low notes or high notes at will, that is, you have "two-way tone control" which has never before been available and which cannot be obtained from any other form of tone control. The Multitone will correct the tone of any radio set or radiogramophone.

By changing the setting of the Potentiometer, the response-curve of the Multitone Transformer is progressively altered from a falling (1) through a level (2), to a rising characteristic (3). The limiting responses, and an intermediate level-response are shown by these curves. When the response is level the transformer ratio is 4:1. True Two-way Tone Control is immediately at your disposal on any set. In use all that is necessary is to turn the Potentiometer until the desired overall response is obtained.

Any good Potentiometer exceeding 0.5 megohms can be used with the Tone Control Transformer but the best results are obtained with the Multitone Gradated Potentiometer (price 3s. 6d.) which has been specially designed for this purpose.

17/6

Our Booklet on Tone Control will be sent post free on receipt of a postcard.

**MULTITONE TONE CONTROL L.F. TRANSFORMER**

MULTITONE ELECTRIC CO. Ltd., 95-98, WHITE LION ST., LONDON, N.1

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
BIG 901... AND LITTLE 701
NEW R.G.D. PROGRAMME

LITTLE BROTHER SEVEN-O-ONE MAKES HIS BOW!

In view of the outstanding success of our type 901 Supersonic Radio Gramophone during the past season, we have been encouraged to produce a model having a similar performance but at a lower price. Type 701 Radio Gramophone is really a smaller edition of big brother 901, the ultimate outcome of very intensive experimental work combined with R.G.D.'s reputation of only building the highest quality Radio Gramophones, and we confidently introduce this little brother of the Supersonic as the very best at its price.

The radio is amply selective for all modern needs and trouble from interfering stations is reduced to a minimum. Gramophone reproduction on all R.G.D. instruments has always been unsurpassed and the type 701 upholds this tradition.

901 Prices range from 80 gns.
701 Prices range from 48 gns.

Above is illustrated an entirely new design of Garrard Automatic Record Changer which can be fitted to all R.G.D. Models at an extra cost of 15 guineas. It plays eight 10 or 12 inch records, any of which can be repeated or rejected.

STOP PRESS
If you have been unable to visit Stand 92 during the Exhibition, take an early opportunity of hearing these remarkable instruments at your dealers or IN YOUR OWN HOME-no obligation whatever.

There is still time if you hurry.

To RADIO GRAMOPHONE DEVELOPMENT Co., Ltd.
17-20, Frederick Street, Birmingham
Phone : Cent. 6272-3.
And at 17, Bridge Street, Manchester
Phone: Blockmans 1912.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
The BSR 50 Watt
ALL MAINS
Power Amplifier

for Pick-up, Radio
and Public Address

Designed by, and manufactured
under the personal supervision
of Mr. D. McDonald, B.Sc. (Hons.),
Assoc.I.R.E., the originator
of Screened Grid Low Frequency
Amplification.

Specification includes enamelled steel chassis,
Screened Grid L.F. Amplification, Resistance
Capacity Coupling, and 2 PP5/400 Power
Valves. A 3-ratio Output Transformer is incorporated,
also volume control. Two input tappings are provided
for Radio and Pick-up, and three tappings for
operation on mains of from 190/210, 210, 230
and 230; 250 v. Plugs for supplying H.T. and L.T.
A.C. to radio chassis are also incorporated.

Dimensions: 10 ins. by 16 ins. by 9 ins.

This Amplifier gives a practically flat characteristic
from 50 to 8000 cycles, with power sufficient
to feed at least 6 m.c. speakers.

Write for full particulars.

BIRMINGHAM SOUND REPRODUCERS,
CLAREMONT WORKS, OLD HILL, STAFFS.

Mains Transformers for Valve & Metal Rectifiers

Output Transformers & Chokes

B.S.R. Products are absolutely safe for mains
work, and guaranteed immune from breakdown.
The various voltages are guaranteed by within a
very close degree of accuracy, and our products satisfy the most critical requirements
of electrical and mechanical efficiency.

Transformers to specification from
50 to 1500 watts.

The TYPE P5a Mains Transformer illustrated, is
for use with Full Wave Valve Rectifiers. Pr.
200/220/240 v. 50 cycles - 500-500 v. 120 m.a.

20-2 v. 1-3 amps.
20-2 v. 1-5 amps.
20-2 v. 1-5 amps.
20-2 v. 1-4 amps.

Price 55/-

Write for Lists of Transformers and
Chokes. Post Free.

FORMO GANGED
CONDENSERS

Perfectly matched with Formo Dual Range Coils.

DUAL GANG . . . . . . . 16/6
TRIPLE GANG . . . . . 21/6

Complete with dial and Escutcheon as illustrated.

FORMO DUAL RANGE COILS

Aerial, H.F., 1st and 2nd Band Pass

Pair of matched Aerial and H.F. Coils mounted on aluminium base, similarly
ganged switching in 6 each.

Mention of “The Wireless World,” when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
Say
"TRANSFEEDA"

Wherever a Low Frequency transformer is in use in your present set, or indicated in the set you are thinking of building put in a BENJAMIN TRANSFEEDA and take advantage of this latest development in L.F. amplification. All prominent set designers are now specifying resistance fed transformer units and the great majority have preferred the BENJAMIN TRANSFEEDA on account of its outstanding superiority in design and performance. Follow their lead and ensure for your set the purity and volume of reproduction that only the Transfeeda can give. See the TRANSFEEDA at STAND 40 or let us forward you List 1292 which describes it fully and gives circuits and diagrams.

STAND
40

BENJAMIN

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD.
TARIFF ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.17.

Note these reduced prices

CLEARERTONE        PUSH-PULL SWITCH        VIBROLDER        FIVE-PIN

2½d 1½d ½d 1/3d 1½d 1/3d

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
WHERE COMPACTNESS, EFFICIENCY and PRICE COUNT...

USE DUBLILIER TYPES 665 and 670 CONDENSERS

In every respect save size and price—Dubilier type 665 and 670 are big condensers. The same high-grade materials, the same irreproachable finish and workmanship, the same exhaustive testing are all features of the 665's and 670's just as they are the characteristics of the more bulky Dubilier Condenser. The type 665 and 670 are designed to fill the bill where chassis space is at a premium, where smallness of size must go with efficiency and utter dependability.

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.

MATCHED PERFECTION
Revolutionising Set Construction

THE British Radiophone Radiopak unit has been specially produced to bring perfect Band-pass tuning within reach of all constructors.

The unit consists of the necessary coils; the gang condenser with illuminated slow motion escutcheon and disc drive calibrated in wavelengths; a wave change switch; and a wire wound volume control complete with on-off Q.M.B. power switch. The switching arrangement is the best yet devised for any radio component, and the combined volume control and switch is one of the famous Radiophone standard types needing no further recommendation. Owing to the high degree of accuracy in the matching of the coils and condensers, this unit will REVOLUTIONISE modern set construction. Write for full descriptive particulars to Dept. W.W.

THE BRITISH RADIOPHONE LTD.
ALDWYCH HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C.2
Telephone: Holborn 6744.
THE SEASON'S GREATEST ADVANCES
in RELIABLE RADIO

R.I. have provided, as usual, the season's biggest surprise in sets that cover the Radio and Electrical changes of to-day and tomorrow; and in components that render that reliable service which practical experimenters must have. At no time have R.I. so completely demonstrated their superiority in radio design and construction.

Ask for your copy of the new R.I. catalogue—free from your dealer or us.

The Latest Phases in Amplification and Short Wave Practice

"ANTINODAL" SHORT WAVE
Amplifier Adaptor
The Antinodal Short Wave Amplifier Adaptor embodies the Antinodal Short Wave Call Unit. It enables every battery-driven receiver to obtain any stations between 12 and 80 metres beyond the normal wave lengths. It is the first and only Adaptor to utilise the existing detector valve in your set, which it does by means of the R.I. Dual Purpose Valve Holder, thus not only making it to bring in Short Wave stations invisible, but actually giving additional amplification, the situation corrected to success in weak area.

Supplied complete in neat mahogany case. List No. AY 12.

"ANTINODAL" Short Wave COIL UNIT
This wonderful new unit has revolutionised short wave practice. It comprises a short wave coil incorporating a basic inductance which provides or allows an alternative electrical position for the aerial coupling coil. It bridges dead spots and always provides sufficient SMOOTH reaction to produce modulation at all tuning positions.

Stations difficult or impossible to receive can now be tuned in with ease & certainty.
Size 2½ X 3½ X 3½ ins. high.
List No. BY33.

"PARAFEED" COUPLING UNIT
The whole original "Parafeed" system now completely metal screened within a bakelite case, with provision for earthing. The "Parafeed" Transformer included in the coupling and gives ratios of 1:2, 1:3, 1:4. The resistance capacity unit is completely ISOLATED from the transformer and eight terminals are fitted on base, four each side so that the transformer and resistance, although cascaded, can be connected in ten different ways by following diagrams issued with each unit. The internal resistances and condensers have values as originally recommended for the "Parafeed" system.

Get the full descriptive leaflet which gives 10 diagrams showing various methods of connecting the unit.

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
WHERE ONLY THE BEST WILL DO

3 YEARS GUARANTEE

LEADING set designers and discriminating constructors are turning to Slektun—the Super Transformer. There is reason in their choice—four reasons for their preference:

1. Specially constructed silicon iron core of very high permeability.
2. Patented process eliminates all possibility of short-circuited turns.
3. Ends of all windings hermetically sealed.
4. Paper insertions between every layer of windings.

These are the reasons for the Slektun Super's unfailing dependability—the reasons for the three-year guarantee.

SLEKTUN PRODUCTS LTD., 21, DOUGLAS STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.1

SECOND EDITION—NOW READY

DICTIONARY of WIRELESS TECHNICAL TERMS

Compiled by S. O. Pearson, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., and issued in conjunction with "THE WIRELESS WORLD."

Now completely revised and brought up to date.

This handy volume is very much more than a Dictionary. It not only takes the technical terms of wireless and explains their meaning, but in doing so it concentrates into a small space a large amount of information on wireless subjects. It has become, in fact, a compendium of current wireless knowledge, and an invaluable handbook for all who are interested in wireless transmission and reception. Diagrams and illustrations are freely interspersed throughout the book to amplify the explanations of the text.

272 pp., bound in clothboards
Size 5 by 3 inches

Price 2/- net. By post 2/2

From all leading booksellers or direct from the Publishers
ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED, DORSET HOUSE, TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
LOGARITHMIC VOLUME CONTROL

The IGRANIC LOGARITHMIC VOLUME CONTROL is wire wound and fitted with a specially graded resistance track. It has been evolved to afford a uniform control of volume where a valve or valves of the Variable Mu type are employed in the circuit. The graded resistance makes the volume control obey the same law as the valve. Sizes: 5,000, 10,000, 50,000 ohms, and they can also be supplied with combined switch. Price 5/6, with switch 7/6.

IGRANIC

COMPONENTS WILL

BE THE MAKING

OF YOUR SET.

OLYMPIA Stand 36
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PLUG & SOCKET
Programme 1932-33

1 NEW PLUG & SOCKET STRIP (Patent)
Normal standard letterings ... 9d.

2 NEW MAINS INPUT CONNECTOR (Patent)
Complete safety in use. 1/3

3 S.G. ANODE CONNECTOR (Patent)
For S.G. or pentode valves ... now 4d.

4 NEW BANANA PLUG AND SOCKET (Patent)
Red or black, Plug, 2d. Insulated socket, 2d.

5 NEW BOWSPRING WANDER PLUG (Patent)
All standard letterings.

6 SHROUDED PLUG AND SOCKET (Patent)
Twenty-six indications. Completely insulated, even when disconnected. Price complete ... 6d.

7 MIDGET WANDER PLUG (Patent)
Red or black. Twelve permanent letterings ... each, 2d.

TWIN PLUG AND SOCKETS (Patent)
Non-reversible ... each, 1/3

TWIN COUPLING (Patent)
Non-reversible, for insertion in any flex leads ... 1/6

ACCUMULATOR CONNECTOR (Patent)
Wrong connections impossible ... per pair, 9d.

TUNEWELL BAND PASS COILS
Price 31/6 Set

"Tested in a Standard Receiver ... EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD RESULTS. ...

The above is an extract of the excellent "Wireless World" report on Tunewell Band Pass Coils. It provides further proof of our claims for the superior performance of the new Tunewell Super-Radio Components, which have in every case been designed for the expert. Use them always to secure maximum efficiency—you will also save money.

▶ See the complete range of Tunewell Components and the wonderful Tunewell RadioGram at Olympia—

STAND 96

TUNEWELL
Super-Radio Components

ANNOUNCE
THE
ETHER KING
as their latest and greatest endeavour to create the perfect radio-gramophone.

DUAL COMPENSATED SPEAKERS
In this, as in all our Receivers, high quality reproduction was our first consideration. Hence Dual Compensated Speakers are fitted. Other special features include Dynatron Full Vision Balanced Detectors, with over 70 stations indicated, exceptionally high selectivity, large output, and Cabinet Snorters.


For the benefit of present and prospective D.C. users, we are continuing our Dynatron Universal Model 1753. This receiver incorporates all the Ether King improvements and can be obtained at the reduced price of 79 Guineas.

H. HACKER & SONS, Perfecta Works, Ray Lea Road, Maidenhead.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
The very fact that this famous kit is entirely self-contained has captured great public interest. The excellence of its performance—its range, power and purity—high-class appearance and engineering construction combined with its phenomenally low price, all go to make the OSRAM "THIRTY-THREE" the biggest and best offer of the radio season.

Read carefully the nine special features. You will be convinced that for a small outlay you are provided with a receiver that will give years of unexcelled service. Every single part of the OSRAM "THIRTY-THREE" has been designed by expert G.E.C. Radio technicians to introduce a set to sell at a low price and give to tens of thousands of listeners a new idea and a new appreciation of really good and satisfying radio enjoyment.

**SPECIAL FEATURES**

1. A complete table model receiver with built-in loud speaker.
2. Batteries housed inside cabinet—no external battery connections.
3. Two metallised OSRAM screen-grid valves and latest type OSRAM power output valve.
5. Tuning by one knob only.
6. New magnetic loud speaker/chaos with floating cone ensures highest quality reproduction.
7. Unit assemblies make home construction the essence of simplicity.
8. Latest OSRAM valves (battery type) with the Wem-bley filament.

**PRICE**

9 GNS.

Including cabinet, built-in loud speakers and OSRAM valves.

**HIRE PURCHASE**

Deposit £1 and 12 monthly payments of 15/-

**MADE IN ENGLAND**

Sold by all Wireless Dealers.

**A SIMPLE STEP FROM CHART TO SET**
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GET THE BEST FROM YOUR "BABY-SUPER" — use these WEARITE COMPONENTS

The WEARITE I.F. TRANSFORMER

ONLY when the best goes into a set can the best come out of it — that is why the designer of the "Baby-Super" went to Wearite for those vitally important components — the intermediate frequency transformers. With a reputation second-to-none in the design and construction of coils, Wearite guarantees every coil supplied to conform in every particular to the specification laid down by the author of the set.

You will need two of these transformers and the following Wearite parts for your "Baby-Super."

PRICE 12/6 each

(Guaranteed to Author's Specification)

YOU WILL ALSO NEED THE FOLLOWING:

- Wearite Combined Volume Control (15,000 ohms) Q.V.C. and Maint Switch G40
  PRICE 6/6
- Wearite Mains Switch G40
  PRICE 1/6
- 5 Wearite 5-pin Valve Holders
  PRICE 1/3 each

and range of new Wearite D.R. Resistances — values as specification.

SMITH'S RADIO ACCUMULATORS

S. Smith & Sons (Motor Accessories), Ltd., Cricklewood, N.W.2.

YOU must visit stand No. 130

BECAUSE there are some interesting additions to the Smith range.

BECAUSE Smith Accumulators are being chosen and recommended by an ever increasing number of radio experts.

BECAUSE these Accumulators will help you to get the best results from your set.

WE ARE EXHIBITING AT

SMITH'S RADIO ACCUMULATORS

S. Smith & Sons (Motor Accessories), Ltd., Cricklewood, N.W.2.

PUT POWER INTO YOUR SET!

These new British General Dual Wave Coils enable you to achieve remarkable results in regard to both power and selectivity. The ordinary cheap receiver, with these coils incorporated, can be converted into a strikingly effective modern set.

Full details and wiring diagrams supplied.

Price 9/6, Aerial and Anode Models (suitable for ganging).

From all dealers or direct from the manufacturers.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
establish further records
with the new
"BANTAM" & "VICTOR"

P.M. MOVING COIL REPRODUCERS

Close on the heels of the victorious "CHALLENGER" P.M.M.C. REPRODUCER are the amazing "BANTAM" and superb "VICTOR" Reproducers, orders for which have exceeded all expectations.

A trio of P.M.M.C. Reproducers without parallel. See them at OLYMPIA. Stand 69

R. & A. "BANTAM"

A Permanent Magnet M.C. Reproducer. Reproduction of speech and music is but slightly inferior to the "Challenger" Model, and provides a quality and volume not equalled by any instrument in its price-class.

Ideal for small receivers, yet capable of handling the output from multi-valve sets employing super-power valves of up to 2-watts A.C. output. Chassis cadmium plated and lacquered. Speech coil impedance 5.5 ohms. Dimensions 71" dia. 3½" deep. Complete with 3 ratio Transformer.

27/6

R. & A. "VICTOR"

A Permanent Magnet M.C. Reproducer de-luxe which represents the highest achievement possible in the present stage of P.M.M.C. design and performance. Reproduction of speech and music is a revelation, and the high flux density (8,000 lines per sq. centimeter), provides a sensitivity rarely found in moving coil instruments whilst capable of accepting 5 watts A.C.

The cadmium plated grille is a distinctive feature, and the six-ratio transformer permits extremely accurate matching. Transformer, magnet and diaphragm are enclosed, and the Chassis is finished black enamelled. Speech coil impedance 5.5 ohms. Dimensions 10½" dia. x 5½" deep.

70/6
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE WIRELESS WORLD
AUGUST 26TH, 1932.

TANNYOY
PRODUCTS RADO

RADIOGRAMS

Three special high-quality Radiograms are produced
as attractive walnut cabinets - push-pull output - screen
(1) Emitterless M.T. H.F. amplifiers; complete, line
grid, variable M.T. H.F. amplifier, control, etc., with
matched, heavy-duty W.C. speaker for A.C. or D.C.
non-matched, heavy-duty W.C. speaker for A.C. or D.C.
Prices from 45 guineas.
(2) Similar to above, but with 45 guineas.
circuit
(3) Special De Luxe single-valve, incorporating
this mains unit with two mica-tube speakers and 25 watt push-pull
circuit output.

POWER AMPLIFIERS

Special portable Radiogram equipment for line.

- 5 Watt (minimum) push-pull A.C. or D.C.
Prices on application.

Write for particulars of complete range up to 250
circuits. Demonstrations by arrangement.

NOTE: Specialy designed to work direct from

1-7, DALTON ST., WEST NORWOOD, S.E.27.

DO NOT MISS

1933 range of

KABILOK CABINETS

on STAND 101

Ground Floor,

OLYMPIA

The BEAUFORT

A typical example of the pleasing

designs embodied in the new 1933
Kabilok Cabinets, used in the
best "Wireless World" Radio-
grams recently published.

W. & T. LOCK LTD.
5, ST. PETERS WORKS,
BATH
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"Concord" Products for Radio

STAND 208

Radio List A18 sent upon request.

Radio Exhibition, Olympia.

The Concordia Electric Wire Co. Ltd.,
New Sawley, Nr. Nottingham.

THE RADIO STETHOSCOPE!

An accurate meter that will measure almost everything in Radio

Gone are the days when you could test a receiver with a wet finger. Neither will a mere multi-range meter suffice.

HOW TO TEST A MODERN RECEIVER

BUILD ROUND your meter a number of circuits, selected for their daily utility, and arrange that these become instantly available when required, without a multiplicity of terminals and switches. That's what RADWIN'S is — a veritable "radio stethoscope" which will reveal much that you could not otherwise discover.

As Examples of many uses you can

TEST valve emission as easily as filament. LOCALISE fault instantly to any stage.
DISCOVER electrode shorts and breaks. COMPARE tuning coils and pick-ups.
ESTIMATE inductance and capacity. APPLY a load when taking voltages.
MEASURE eliminator voltages. CHECK valve characteristics.
LOCATE faults in eliminators.

RADWINS RADIO TESTERS

RADIO WINDING SERVICE, Shalbourn, Marlborough, Wilts.

Fully descriptive folder on request.
NOW Instant accuracy in A.C. Readings too—and simplified accuracy for Valve Testing

SEE STAND No. 206

We Introduce the

UNIVERSAL
AVOMETER

for measuring: A.C. and D.C. Current and also D.C. Resistance
Without external Shunts or Multipliers.

As the increasing use of alternating current calls for A.C. measuring instruments in addition to those required for D.C. testing, we have now introduced a UNIVERSAL AVOMETER which not only covers the thirteen D.C. ranges of the Avometer, but also four ranges of A.C. voltages and three of current, for use on 50 cycles. This new Avometer gives readings in any of 20 different ranges of D.C. Amps, Volts and Ohms, and A.C. Amps and Volts—without external shunts or multipliers, and—without calculations of any kind.

AND...

The AVODAPTER

This new instrument enables all valve circuits to be tested externally and dispenses once and for all of the difficulty of making tests inside the set. It consists of a plug, instantly convertible for four or five pin valves, connected to a valve-testing holder or base. The plug is inserted in the valve-holder of the set and the valve under test is plugged into the Avodapter base. A switch enables anode, screen and grid currents to be measured without change of connections, and filament or heater, screen and anode voltages may be taken simultaneously or separately.

Price, Complete 25 - 7'6

For those already possessing testing equipment, or wishing to make their own the Avodapter Patented Convertible Plug can be supplied with a 6-way lead for

If you do not visit Olympia, send for fully descriptive illustrated pamphlets of the Universal Avometer and the Avodapter.

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.
Winder House, Douglas Street, S.W.1
Telegram: "Autodista, Churston, London." Phone: Victoria 3405-A.
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SEE ALL THESE NEW COMPONENTS and many more of original and advanced design. Inspect them, mark their sterling quality and wonderful price value.

BULGIN once again anticipates and meets the public demand.

If you cannot call at STAND 151 OLYMPIA

Send Now for our NEW and ENLARGED CATALOGUE and MANUAL. 80 PAGES FULLY ILLUSTRATED Enlarge 2d. postage

A. F. BULGIN & Co., Ltd., ABBEY ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX

Telephone: Grayswood 3266 & 7.


Telephone: Holborn 2072.

THE WORLD'S LARGEST RANGE OF QUALITY COMPONENTS

BRITISH BULGIN PRODUCTS

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
For the home constructor

**SPECIFICATION**

- **POWER GRID DETECTOR**
- **ALL RESISTANCE L.F. COUPLINGS**
- Special heavy duty mains transformer
- **FIRST WITH MAGNAVOX DUAL COMPENSATED LOUD SPEAKERS**
- Single Loudspeaker is standard, but provision is made for extra field radiation
- **FINISHED BLUE-GREY CELLULOSE—A NEW FEATURE**
  - Control knobs of uniform style

**SPECIFICATION**

- **A.C. SINGLE DIAL**
  - Single Dial six valve superheterodyne for A.C. supply.
  - Wave range: 200/500 metres, 800/2,000 metres.
  - Inductively ganged input link filter.
  - Pre-detector H.F. amplifier or pentode combined detector, oscillator available if required.
  - Accurate oscillator tracking.
  - Intermediate frequency 110 Kc/s.
  - Moving coil loudspeaker.
  - All components finished in uniform style, bin.

**SUPERHETERODYNE**

- **SPECIFICATION:**
  - Single Dial six valve superheterodyne for A.C. supply.
  - Wave range: 200/500 metres, 800/2,000 metres.
  - Inductively ganged input link filter.
  - Pre-detector H.F. amplifier or pentode combined detector, oscillator available if required.
  - Accurate oscillator tracking.
  - Intermediate frequency 110 Kc/s.
  - Moving coil loudspeaker.
  - All components finished in uniform style, bin.

**Haynes Radio**

57 Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1

Chancery 8023.
And Now MARCONI
A new Variable-MU
Valve for Battery Receivers

VS2 is the latest link in the long chain of Marconi developments in valve technique. It combines the high mutual conductance of 1.25 MA per volt with the typical advantages of the Variable-Mu valve, providing long range, improved selectivity and quality of reproduction and, if desired, a smooth and entirely distortionless control of volume.

If your receiver was designed for an ordinary S.G. valve, Marconi VS2 will give a far better all-round performance. If you are building a new set incorporate VS2 and the necessary grid bias circuit from the start and obtain the perfect volume control. Price which only a Variable-Mu valve will give. 16/6

**APPROXIMATE DATA**

**FILAMENT VOLTS** 20
**FILAMENT CURRENT** 0.1 AMP
**ANODE VOLTS** 150 MAX
**SCREEN VOLTS** 70 MAX
**MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE** 125 ma/v

*At Ea 150, Esg 70, Eg 0.*

**SCREEN CURRENT**

**ANODE CURRENT** TAKEN AT Ea 150

**GRID VOLTS**

---

MARCONI VALVES

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY LTD. 210-212 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1
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In addition to the four new instruments illustrated, “His Master’s Voice” will show at Olympia, the following range of models for the new season:—

**MODEL 501 Transportable Radiogram** 25 guineas
**MODEL 435 De Luxe Radio Four** 17 guineas
**MODEL 174 Super-Power Speaker** £7. 10. 0
**MODEL L87 Universal Speaker** £4. 15. 0
**MODEL 116 Record Player** 7 guineas
**MODEL 117 Auto Record-Player** 12 guineas
**MODEL 553 Auto-Electrogram** 42 guineas

Current models which have proved so enormously popular during the past season, and which have established a new standard in the reproduction of broadcast and recorded music, will also be continued.

Visit the “His Master’s Voice” Stand—see and hear these instruments . . . examine the many improvements in the range. And whatever else you do, you must see the pre-release showing of the most wonderful industrial ‘talkie’ yet made — Demonstration Room D18. Free tickets will be obtainable at Stand No. 55.
SUMMER RADIO PROBLEMS SOLVED

Summer Radio conditions are difficult. Distant stations are harder to bring in. To ensure enjoyable Radio your Receiver must work at its maximum efficiency. And its efficiency depends largely on the valves you use. Due to the use of the famous Mica Bridge, Multi-point Filament Suspension, and other important constructional features, the efficiency of Cossor Valves is so high that their use ensures a marked improvement in the performance of any well designed Receiver.

WITH

Cossor
All-British Valves

Fitted With The Famous Mica Bridge Construction

Depots at Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, Sheffield and Dublin.
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GIVE your home-built set the dignity of an expensive commercial radio receiver with the new Telson TELORNOR. It makes better sets easy to build! The handsome silver oxidised escutcheon plate, embodying an illuminated variable ratio slow-motion Disc Drive, adds immensely to the "good looks" of your set and permits, with the minimum of trouble, a very effective grouping of your Volume, Tuning, Push-Pull and On-Off controls. Ask your dealer to show you a TELORNOR. It will make your set a set to be proud of—in appearance as well as in performance.

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
**TELSEN SCREENED TUNING COILS**

**TELSEN COIL SWITCH KNOB ASSEMBLY**
Specially designed for use with the Telsen Screened Tuning Coils. The extension on the knob spindle fits over the switch rod supplied with the Coils, a firm coupling to the rod being ensured by tightening the small screw provided. The assembly is suitable for mounting to any standard thickness of panel, and includes a neat disc escutcheon. The knob is of the push-on type in Black Bakelite. No. W.218 1/-

**TELSEN COIL SWITCH COUPLING ASSEMBLY**
When it is desired to mount two or more of the Telsen Screened Coils in a line parallel to the panel, and to control the wave-change switching by a single knob on the panel, this switch coupling assembly will be found indispensable. The link arms of the coupler are fitted over the switch rods of the coils, and adjusting slots are provided in the link bar to allow for the spacing of the coils varying from 3 in. to 6½ in. The whole assembly has a neat nickel-plated finish, is perfectly smooth and positive in action, and free from backlash. No. W.217 6d.
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THE Telsen Drum-Drive and Condenser Assembly comprises a complete ganged condenser tuning unit incorporating several distinctive features. Two Telsen .0005 logarithmic variable condensers, with right and left-handed movements, and fitted with compensators, are mounted and ganged together through a rigidly constructed drum-drive control. Mounted on the same spindle axis as the main tuning drive is a trimmer, giving a swinging movement of about 20°, to the stator vanes of the right-hand variable condenser, thereby enabling perfect matching of the condensers to be maintained throughout the tuning range. The frame is braced by three solid pillars, and the effective clamping of the vanes, each held at three points, makes distortion impossible. The rotor is also built into a rigid unit, the vanes being held at both ends. Generous bearing clearances back-off or end-plate and generous bearings obviate backlash or end-plate. Models No. 260 and 261 incorporate a compensator (max. cap. 60 micro-microhenries) for balancing out stray capacities that result from imperfect tuning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Cap.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 130</td>
<td>.00025</td>
<td>4/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 131</td>
<td>.00035</td>
<td>5/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 132</td>
<td>.0005</td>
<td>5/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 260 (Left hand movement with trimmer)</td>
<td>.0005</td>
<td>5/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 261 (Right hand movement with trimmer)</td>
<td>.0005</td>
<td>5/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TELSHEN
10-1 COUPLING UNIT

This is a modern development of the one time deservedly popular R.C. units. It incorporates a low pass filter feed in its anode circuit, thus effectively preventing "motor-boating," "threshold howl," and other forms of instability arising out of common couplings in eliminator and battery circuits. Used with an H.L. type valve it will give an amplification of about 20 and a perfect frequency response, at the same time consuming negligible H.T. current.

No. W.214

TELSHEN
1-1 INTERVALVE COUPLING UNIT

This is a filter-fed transformer using a high permeability nickel alloy core, which enables a 10:1 voltage step-up to be attained while preserving an exceptionally good frequency characteristic. The response is compensated in the higher frequencies for use with a pentode valve, this combination giving an amplification greater than anything previously achieved, equal to two ordinary L.F. stages, but with better quality of reproduction.

No. W.215
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TELSSEN

BAKELITE DIELECTRIC CONDENSERS

The ideal volume and selectivity control. The internal construction permits of an extremely low minimum capacity. Keyed externally on the spindle is a switch arm which connects with a contact on the fixed vanes when rotated to maximum position. This short circuits the condenser for maximum volume. The rotor movement is limited by definite stops. The vanes are interleaved with the finest quality solid dielectric. Supplied complete with knob.

Capacity .0003 - .00015 - .0001
No. W.205 W.185 W.186 W.187

TELSSEN AERIAL SERIES CONDENSER

TELSSEN

DIFFERENTIAL CONDENSERS

Improved type, of great rigidity and precise construction. The Rotor Vanes are keyed to the spindle, and fitted with definite stops. The vanes are interleaved with finest quality solid dielectric. A strong nickel silver contact makes connection to the rotor, and a positive connection is made to the stator vanes. Supplied complete with knob.

Capacity .0003 - .00015 - .0001
No. W.185 W.186 W.187

TELSSEN REACTION CONDENSERS

Capacity .0003 - .00015 - .0001 - .00075
No. W.188 W.189 W.190 W.191 W.192
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Ohe
TELSEN

Bigger... better
... packed with
valuable information
from cover to cover
—the new Telsen
Radiomag is un-
doubtedly the finest
radio sixpennyworth
ever offered. For it
appeals to all—and
all can profit by it.
In simple
language, illus-
trated byphoto-
graphs and diagrams, and complete
with three full-size 1s. blueprints, it
tells you how to build the latest
circuits... how to modernise your
existing set... how to rectify little
faults... how to get the best out of
your set in every way. Get a copy NOW!

A HIGHLY efficient "Straight Three" circuit, as
easy to operate as it is to build, giving an
exceptionally brilliant all-round performance
with a low initial and upkeep cost, the range,
power, selectivity and general quality of reproduction
setting a new standard for receivers of this type.
Free full-size 1s. blueprint, together with full con-
structional details, are contained in the new issue of
the Telsen Radiomag, which also gives full particulars
of the improved and now all-embracing range
of Telsen Radio Components at the still lower prices
made possible by Telsen's enormous sale. Now on
sale at all radio dealers and newsagents. Price 6d.

TOTAL COST OF
TELSEN MATCHED COMPONENTS

6/6

For building the "Ajax 3,”
including panel, baseboard,
terminals, battery cords and
all accessories.

"TELORNOR” CONSTRUCTORS OUTFIT
Contains all the sundry require-
ments for the construction of any type of receiver/Circuits
using the Telornor. Of these,
the Telsen "Triple 3,” the
"Ajax 3,” and the "Nimrod
2,” are excellent examples.
All are supplied neatly packed
in a carton with instructions,
and labelled Terminal Strips.
An ample supply of
22S.W.G. Tinned Copper
Wire and necessary Stabil-
ing for wiring up the set.
A double-ended Spanner
for the complete assembly
of the finished Receiver.
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The TELSEN JUPITER S.G.3

Utilising a brilliant circuit arrangement devised by Telsen technicians, ensuring the highest amplification under all conditions, with extreme selectivity, exceptionally wide range and superb quality of reproduction. Free full-size 1/- blue prints of this and other Telsen circuits, together with full instructions and a wealth of interesting and valuable information, including particulars of the improved and now all-embracing range of Telsen Radio Components at the still lower prices, made possible by Telsen's enormous sale, are contained in the new, bigger and better issue of the Telsen Radiomag. Get a copy NOW—price 6d. from your radio dealer or newsagent.
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TELSEN

H. F. CHOKES

TELSSEN BINOCULAR H.F. CHOKE

In H.F. amplification the performance of a choke is of supreme importance. The Telsen binocular H.F. Choke is called for wherever the highest efficiency is required. It has a high inductance of 250,000 microhenrys, low self-capacity, and a negligible external field, due to the binocular formation, making it the ideal choke for a high-class circuit.

NO. W. 74

5/-

TELSSEN ELECTRIC CO. LTD., ENGLAND
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THE TELSEN H.F. COIL
May be used for H.F. amplification with Screened-Grid Valve, either as an H.F. Transformer, or alternatively as a tuned grid or tuned anode coil. It also makes a highly efficient aerial coil where the adjustable selectivity feature is not required.

No. W.154

5/6

TElsen DUAL-RANGE AERIAL COIL
Incorporates a variable selectivity device, making the coil suitable for widely varying reception conditions. This adjustment also acts as an excellent volume control, and is equally effective on long and short waves. The wave-band change is effected by means of a three-point switch and a reaction winding is included.

No. W.76

7/6

TElsen COMBINED DUAL-RANGE SHORT-WAVE COIL UNIT
This unit, for the first time, brings the construction of short-wave receivers into line with the simplicity of modern practice. When tuned by a Telsen .00025 Condenser, a wave range of 20 to 80 metres can be covered by the operation of a switch, as in ordinary broadcast practice. The unit incorporates windings for aerial, tuning and reaction circuits, all coils being wound with stranded wire. The coil is also suitable for use with sets covering all wave-bands with a .0005 Tuning Condenser. In this case the Dual-range feature is not employed.

No. W.174

46/6
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TELSEN MANSBRIDGE AND MICA

TELSEN TAG CONDENSERS
This type is of extremely compact and sturdy construction, it may be mounted on either insulated or metal panels by utilising the two baseboard screw holes in the neatly designed moulded casing. The tags enable the condenser to be connected to any other component, either directly or by soldering. H.F. losses are negligible. The capacity is stamped on the soldering tag.

**CAPACITIES (NO. MFD.)**
- .0001: W.207
- .0002: W.208
- .0003: W.209
- .0004: W.210
- .0005: W.211
- .001: W.212
- .002: W.213

**TELSEN MICA CONDENSERS**
The New Telsen "Mica" Condensers represent an important advance in technique: losses have been reduced to a negligible amount even in the larger capacities. In order to distinguish them from the earlier type, now to be discontinued, the new condensers are enclosed in a re-designed case, which, while possessing all the adaptability of the previous one as to flat and vertical mounting, is more attractive in appearance. Grid-leak clips may, as heretofore, be mounted in series or in shunt and are supplied at no extra charge with capacities .0001, .0002, and .0003 mfds.

**TELSEN MANSBRIDGE TYPE CONDENSERS**
These are made by the most advanced processes from the finest materials it is possible to obtain, and subjected during manufacture to a series of stringent tests under laboratory conditions. They are of the true Mansbridge type, self-sealing, non-inductive and hermetically sealed. They are offered in two types, the capacities from .01 to 2 Mfd. in Bakelite cases, and in blocks of 4, 6, and 8 Mfd. in metal cases with soldering tags.

**MAX. CAP. MIN. CAP. NO. MFD. PRICE**
- .01: W.227 2/6 W.228 2/75 2/75
- .02: W.229 2/75 W.230 2/75 2/75
- .03: W.231 2/75 W.232 2/75 2/75
- .04: W.233 2/75 W.234 2/75 2/75
- .05: W.235 2/75 W.236 2/75 2/75
- .06: W.237 2/75 W.238 2/75 2/75
- .07: W.239 2/75 W.240 2/75 2/75
- .08: W.241 2/75 W.242 2/75 2/75
- .09: W.243 2/75 W.244 2/75 2/75
- .10: W.245 2/75 W.246 2/75 2/75

**TELSEN MANSBRIDGE BLOCK CONDENSERS**
These are contained in metal cases finished in brown and with fixing holes. As with the other types of Telsen Mansbridge Condensers, they are self-sealing, non-inductive and hermetically sealed. Three types, each made having total capacities of 4, 6, and 8 mfd., each type being divided into sections, so that several arrangements of capacity may be obtained. Neat and substantial soldering tags are provided for each section.

**CAP. 500 Volt Test M.FD. CAT. NO. PRICE**
- 4: W.175 .. 6/6
- 6: W.176 .. 8/9
- 8: W.177 .. 10/0

**1,000 Volt Test.**
- W.178 .. 13/6
- W.179 .. 14/6

**TELSEN RADIO COMPONENTS**
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FRANKFURT
193 metres; 1.5 kW. - 10.45 a.m., Concert conducted by Emmerich Kienzl of the Royal Bavarian State Orchestra, conducted by Erich Kleiber, relayed from the Court Theatre in Munich.

HAMBURG
375 metres; 60 kW. - 7.25 to 9.45 p.m., Symphony Concert, conducted by Max Fiedler.

MUNICH
133 metres; 1.5 kW. - 18.00 hours. - 2.30 p.m., A.V.R.O. Symphony Concert conducted by Leopoldo Romani.

OSLO
1083 metres; 60 kW. - 15.00 hours. - 7.40 a.m., Concerts relayed from the Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation.

OSLO
322 metres; 1.5 kW. - 15.00 hours. - 8.45 a.m., Concert conducted by W. F. A. Waldteufel.

PALERMO
284 metres; 0.7 kW. - 11.40 a.m., Symphony Concert, conducted by M. Flament.

PARIS
11,542 metres; 20 kW. - 9.00 a.m. - 5.30 p.m. - 9.00 p.m., Symphony Concert, conducted by the composer, M. Flament.

PARIS
367.6 metres; 0.75 kW. - 9.00 a.m. - 5.30 p.m. - 9.00 p.m., Symphony Concert, conducted by the composer, M. Flament.

PARIS
1827 metres; 64 kW. - 9.00 a.m. - 5.30 p.m. - 9.00 p.m., Symphony Concert, conducted by the composer, M. Flament.

PARIS
2102 metres; 60 kW. - 9.00 a.m. - 5.30 p.m. - 9.00 p.m., Symphony Concert, conducted by the composer, M. Flament.

PARIS
2808 metres; 20 kW. - 9.00 a.m. - 5.30 p.m. - 9.00 p.m., Symphony Concert, conducted by the composer, M. Flament.

PARIS
3870 metres; 60 kW. - 9.00 a.m. - 5.30 p.m. - 9.00 p.m., Symphony Concert, conducted by the composer, M. Flament.

PARIS
4799 metres; 10 kW. - 9.00 a.m. - 5.30 p.m. - 9.00 p.m., Symphony Concert, conducted by the composer, M. Flament.

PARIS
6288 metres; 10 kW. - 9.00 a.m. - 5.30 p.m. - 9.00 p.m., Symphony Concert, conducted by the composer, M. Flament.

PARIS
7067 metres; 10 kW. - 9.00 a.m. - 5.30 p.m. - 9.00 p.m., Symphony Concert, conducted by the composer, M. Flament.

PARIS
7846 metres; 10 kW. - 9.00 a.m. - 5.30 p.m. - 9.00 p.m., Symphony Concert, conducted by the composer, M. Flament.
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**SUNDAY continued.**

**PARIS**

**Radio Paris**; Call GFR; 1,713 metres; 75 kW, French National Broadcasting Corporation; 5,400, 4,890, 4,350 kilocycles; Time Signal; Address: 12.00 a.m., Sacred Music; 18.00 p.m., Sacred Music. 12.00 a.m. Excerpts from the Drama of the Century: The Poor. 18.00 p.m. Excerpts from the Drama of the Century: The Poor. 18.00 a.m., Sacred Music. 18.00 p.m., Sacred Music.

**TREVISE**

367 metres; 19 kW, Operated by Milan, 31.3 metres, Genoa, 331.6 metres, and Florence, 319.4 metres, Operated by Milan. 11.30 a.m., Sacred Music. 11.30 a.m., Sacred Music. 12.00 a.m., Sacred Music. 12.00 a.m., Sacred Music. 12.00 a.m., Sacred Music.

**TRONDHEIM**—S.R.

373 metres; 7 kW, Operated by Milan, 311.3 metres, Genoa, 331.6 metres, and Florence, 319.4 metres, Operated by Milan. 11.30 a.m., Sacred Music. 11.30 a.m., Sacred Music. 12.00 a.m., Sacred Music. 12.00 a.m., Sacred Music. 12.00 a.m., Sacred Music.

**VIENNA**

197 metres; 15 kW, Operated by Graz, 331.5 metres, Innsbruck, 283.2 metres, Klagenfurt, 197.5 metres, Operated by Graz. 10.45 a.m., Sacred Music. 10.45 a.m., Sacred Music. 10.45 a.m., Sacred Music. 10.45 a.m., Sacred Music. 10.45 a.m., Sacred Music.

**WARSZAWA**

197 metres; 15 kW, Operated by Krakow, 283.2 metres, Innsbruck, 197.5 metres, Operated by Krakow. 11.30 a.m., Sacred Music. 11.30 a.m., Sacred Music. 11.30 a.m., Sacred Music. 11.30 a.m., Sacred Music. 11.30 a.m., Sacred Music.

**WISCONSIN**

206 metres; 25 kW, Operated by WIX, 89.9 metres, Operated by WIX. 12.30 a.m., Sacred Music. 12.30 a.m., Sacred Music. 12.30 a.m., Sacred Music. 12.30 a.m., Sacred Music. 12.30 a.m., Sacred Music.
PRINCIPAL EVENTS OF THE DAY:

**AT HOME**

**NATIONAL**
- Light classical concert. Orchestra music. Mr. Desmond MacCarthy will present the Orchestra composed of B.B.'s A.S. programme. Dance music.

**SCOTTISH**

**BELFAST**

**ABROAD**
- Grote Konzert, introduced by Dr. H. Fleischer.
- "A Visit to a Factory."
- "In English. Heard in the Law Courts."
- Concert from the American Conservatoire, Fontainebleau.
- Orchestra concert of Swedish music.
- Concert from the American Conservatoire, Fontainebleau.
- Concert by the Radio Orchestra, conducted by E. A. Swell.
- Concert by the Radio Orchestra, conducted by E. A. Swell.
- Concert by the Radio Orchestra, conducted by E. A. Swell.
- Concert by the Radio Orchestra, conducted by E. A. Swell.
- Concert by the Radio Orchestra, conducted by E. A. Swell.

**BRUSSELS (No. 2)**

**I.N.R. BRUSSELS - 15 kW.**
- Programme in Flemish. 11.00, Concert by the Radio Orchestra, conducted by J. D. M. S. 15.00, Light music on Gramophone Records. 18.45, Light music on Gramophone Records. 19.45, G. Schumann. 20.15, Organ music by the Radio Orchestra, conducted by J. D. M. S.

**BROOKLYN**
- 324 metres; 55 kW. - 6.50 p.m., Talk for Women. "Preserving Fruit." Light music on Gramophone Records. 6.45, German Transmitter. Talk for Children, and Light music on Gramophone Records. 7.04, Ballad. 7.30, Organ music by the Radio Orchestra, conducted by J. D. M. S. 8.15, Cabaret Program. 9.0, Concert by the Symphony Orchestra, conducted by J. D. M. S.

**BRUSSELS (No. 1)**

**I.N.R. BRUSSELS - 455 metres.**
- 9.15, Talk for Women. "Preserving Fruit." Light music on Gramophone Records. 9.45, German Transmitter. Talk for Children, and Light music on Gramophone Records. 10.0, Ballad. 10.30, Organ music by the Radio Orchestra, conducted by J. D. M. S. 11.00, Cabaret Program. 12.00, Popular music on Gramophone Records. 12.30, Light music on Gramophone Records. 13.00, Disc Jockey. 13.30, Popular music on Gramophone Records. 14.00, Light music on Gramophone Records. 15.00, G. Schumann. 15.30, Organ music by the Radio Orchestra, conducted by J. D. M. S. 16.00, Cabaret Program. 17.00, Popular music on Gramophone Records. 18.00, Light music on Gramophone Records. 19.00, G. Schumann. 20.00, Organ music by the Radio Orchestra, conducted by J. D. M. S. 21.00, Cabaret Program. 22.00, Popular music on Gramophone Records. 23.00, Light music on Gramophone Records.

**BUDAPEST**
- 250 metres. 15.2 kW. Programme also returned from 17.10 to 18.15. 18.45, Programme for Women. 19.45, G. Schumann. 20.45, Organ music by the Radio Orchestra, conducted by J. D. M. S.

**BUCHESTER**
- 204 metres. 32 kW. - 4.00 p.m., Concert by the Station Orchestra. 5.00, News Bulletin. 5.30, Programme for Women. 6.00, G. Schumann. 6.30, Organ music by the Radio Orchestra, conducted by J. D. M. S. 7.00, Cabaret Program. 8.00, Popular music on Gramophone Records. 9.00, Talk for Women. 10.00, Concert by the Radio Orchestra, conducted by J. D. M. S.

**Copenhagen**
- 261 metres; 0.75 kW.; and KALUNDORP, 240 metres; 0.75 kW. Programme also returned from 17.10 to 18.15. 17.45, Concert by the Radio Orchestra, conducted by J. D. M. S. 18.45, Organ music by the Radio Orchestra, conducted by J. D. M. S. 19.45, Programme for Women. 20.45, Light music on Gramophone Records.
ll©fl e
cords. 12.30, Light Music on Gramophone
Records. 1.0, Exchange Quotations, News,

and Weather Forecast. 1.5, Concert of Berlioz Music on Gramophone Records. Overture, Carnaval romain; L'Absence; Four
Pieces from The Damnation of Faust; Three
Pieces, Romeo and Juliet; Symphonie fantastique. In the intervals, at 1.30 and at
3.45, Exchange
2.0, Exchange Quotations.
and Market Prices. 4.30, Cbncert relayed
from the American Conservatoire, Fontaine.
bleau. 6.30, Market Prices, Weather, Agricultural Report, Talk, and Racing Results.
7.0, Gramophone Concert: Fontane (Padilla);
Miami (Mearsi); Engrupido (Enriotti); Nobleza (Rovatti); Sous les torts de Paris
La
(Moretti); C'est vous (Greenberg);
rnelodie du bonheur (Sylvain); Bonsoir,
Madame la lune (Marinier); Joujou (NelsonFyscher); Marche des petits pierrots (Bose).
7.46, Commercial Prices and News. 8.0, Dramatic Programme: (a) Chevalerie rustiqueComedy (Verga), (b) Petin, Mouillarbourg et
Consorts (Courteline). In the interval at
8.30, News, Sports Results, and Weather
Forecast. 9.15, Press Review and News. 9.30,

Chamber Concert: Theme and Variations for
;Pianoforte (Faure); String Quartet (Debussy); Excerpts from Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme (Richard Strauss) on Gramophone
Records: Sarabande (Ducasse).

PITTSBURGH

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC, KDKA, 306
metres; 25 kW. Relayed by W8XK on 48.86
metres and 25.27 metres. -9.0 p.m., Teaberry
Baseball Scores. 9.5, Business News. 9.15,
Programme to be announced. 9.30, Weather
Report. 9.32, Market Reports. 9.45, Programme to he announced. 10.0, KDKA Kiddies' Klub. 10.15, Teaberry Baseball Scores.
10.20, David Lawrence Dispatch. 10.25, KDKA
Artist Bulletin. 10.28, Programme Announcements. 10.30, The Singing Lady, from New
11.0,
York. 10.45, Little Orphan Annie.
Time Signal. 11.1, Temperature Report. 11.2,

AUGUST 29th MON DAY
of Variety Music. In the intervals at 1.20,

Giornale radio and Exchange, and at 1.30,
Time and Announcements. 5.0, Exchange,
Children's Radio Review, Giornale radio, and
Announcements. 5.30 to 6.15, Instrumental
and Vocal Concert. Soloists: Vera Nadia
Poggioli (Soprano) and Antonio Saldarelli
('Cello). Sonata Op. 19 for 'Cello and Pianoforte (Rachmaninov); Soprano Solos: (a)

AUGUST 26th, 1932.
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9.45, Opera Music: Melodies from (a) Sigurd
(Reyer), (b) Samson and Delilah (Saint-

continued.

phone Records. 7.0, The Practical Corner.
7.15, Weather and News Bulletin. 7.30 (from
Goteborg), Talk : Icelandic Culture. 8.0,
Orchestral Concert of Swedish Music. 9.15,
Literary Review. 9.45, Weather Report and
News.

10.0,

Chamber Music, Mozart Pro-

gramme: String Quartet No. 7 in
Pianoforte Quartet in E Flat.
(approx.), Close Down.

D;

11.0

Sognando (Guarnieri), (b) Aria from Edgar
(Puccini) (c) Aria from the Third Act of
Louise (Oharpentier); 'Cello Solo: Popular
STRASBOURG
Spanish Suite (Fella); Soprano Solo from Le 345 metres; 11.5 kW. -11.30 a.m., GramoCid (Massenet). 7.10 (Naples), Shipping and phone Concert of Variety Music. 12.45 p.m.,
Sports Notes. 7.15 Agricultural Notes, An- News in French and German. 1.0, Time Signouncements, and Giornale radio. 8.0, Time, nal and Exchange Quotations. 1.10, Concert
Announcements and Gramophone Records of from Bordeaux -Lafayette. 1.50, Gramophone
Light Music. 8.20, Review of Books. 8.30, Records of Light Music. 2.0 to 4.45, InterSports Notes, Announcements, and Tourist val. 4.45, Talk: The History of the Jews in
Report. 8.36 (approx.), Concert of Light Alsace. 5.0, Orchestral Concert conducted
Music : Programme of Modern Songs by the by Roskam: Cigany March (Oscheit); Waltz,
Orchestra conducted by M. Bomivolonta, the Karnevalsbotschaften (Fares); Intermezzo,
Station Chorus, Gorella Gori (Soprano), Omaka
Overture,
Haydee
Sirenetta Altierl (Soprano), Juanita Plata (Auber); (Scassola);
from Sylvia (Delibes);
(Tenor), IntermezzoSelection
Giovanni
Baroni
(Soprano),
(Kalkmanu); Spanish Piece, AlGiglio (Tenor), and Nando del Duca meria (Melly); Les Airs de Mistinguett
(Tenor). Part I.-Canzoniere 1932 (Cunzo); (Salabert). 6.0, Talk in French: The TerDuet for Soprano and Tenor, L'amore centenary of Locke. 6.15, Topical Review
cheste vo' (Lama); Tenor Solo, Cuori 6.30, Orchestral Concert conducted by Ros
lontani (Ferruzzi); Soprano Solos with kam: Overture, La dame blanche (Boieldieu)
Chorus: Sorrisi d'amore (Alfieri); Tenor Solo Simple aveu (Thome); Waltzes (Brahms)
with Chorus: Capri gentile (Valente); So- Chansons de Miarka (Alexandre Georges)
prano Solo: 0 cunto 'e Mariarosa (Taglia- Selection from Cavalleria rusticana (Masferri); Tenor Solo, Nun me ne 'mporta cagni) ; Waltz, Traume (Wagner); Polonaise
niente (Soffit; Soprano Solo, Varca d'oro from Eugen Onegin (Tchaikovsky).
7.30,
(Lama). Talk. Part II. -Duet for Soprano Time, and News in French and German. 7.45,
and Tenor: Quel the possiedi to (Ciotti); Orchestral Concert conducted by Roskam:
Soprano Solo, Arrivederci Mimi (Bona- Ballet Music from Faust (Gounod); Selecvolonta); Tenor Solo with Chorus, Senza tion -from Le Chemineau (Leroux); Overture,
Maria (d'Annibale); Soprano Solo, Quando Czar and Carpenter (Lortzing); Entry March
sei sul mio cuore (Marchetti); Tenor Solo of the Halberdiers (Blankenberg).
8.30,
with Chorus, M'amore all'erta sta (Taglia- Band Concert relayed from Thionville: La
ferri); Soprano Solo with Chorus, Canta, gio- Robertsau (Sellenick); Overture, La Fete au
venth (Lama); Tenor Solo, Voce 'e chitarre Village voisin (Boieldieu); Saxophone Selec(Tagliaferri); Duet for Soprano and Tenor, tion from Rigoletto (Verdi); Pastorale, In
Beato to (Cioffi). Announcements. Part III. termezzo and Farandole from L'Arlesienne
-Tenor Solo with Chorus, Cumpagno d'o (Bizet); Marche de la Garde Consulaire k
core (Cioffi); Soprano Solo, Promesse 'e Marengo; Address by the Rev. Heckmann;
femmene (Tagliaferri); Tenor Solo. Mi The Marriage of General Roche at Thionville;
chiamo Arman (Brero); Soprano Solo, Ciarea Cigdny March (Reyer); Selection from LohenMeme (Valente); Tenor Solo, Dame addo grin (Wagner); Polka for Flute, La Voliere
staie (Cioffi); Soprano Solo, Sciantusella (Corbin); Ballet Music from Isoline (Mes(Valente); Tenor Solo, Armunia d'amore sager); Sambre et Meuse (Rausky). 10.30
(Bonavolonta). Soloists and Chorus, Maggio (approx.), Close Down.
menestrello (Marchetti). News Bulletin.

Who's News To -day. 11.6, Teaberry Sport
11.14,
Review. 11.11, Press News Reeler.
Westinghouse
11.15,
Weather Report.
Parade. 11.45 to 1.30 a.m. (Tuesday), New
York Relay. 11.45, To -day's News by Lowell
Thomas. 12 Midnight, Pepsodent Amos 'n'
Andy. 12.15 a.m., Tastyeast Jesters. 12.30,
Stebbins Boys. 12.45, Billy cones and Ernie
Hare. 1.0, Time Signal and Carnation Contented Programme. 1.30, Programme to be
announced. 2.0 to 4.0, New York Relay. 2.0,
Sinclair Minstrels. 2.30, George Olson's Or3.15,
chestra. 3.0, The Country Doctor.
Absorbine, Jr., Footnotes. 3.30, 'fish. 3.45,
Jane Froman and her Band. 4.0, Time Sig- SALZBURG. -See Vienna.
nal. 4.1, Teaberry Sport Review. 4.11, Temperature Report. 4.12, Weather Report. 4.15,
The Music Box. 4.30, Jack Pettis and his
SCHENECTADY
Orchestra. 5.0, Terrace Gardens Orchestra, GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, WGY,
from New York. 5.30, Time Signal and Good 379.5 metres; 50 kW. Relayed at intervals by
Night.
W2XAF on 31.48 metres and by W2XAD on
PO R SG R U NO. -See Oslo.
19.56 metres. -9.0 p.m., Book Chat.
9.15,
William Steven (Baritone). 9.30, Studio Ensemble. 9.50, News Items. 10.0, Stock RePRAGUE
ports and Police Notices. 10.15, Swanee
488.6 metres; 120 kW. -5.50 p.m., Talk: Next Serenaders, from New York. 10.40, A.B.C.
6.10,
Light
Music
Thumbnail
Sketches. 10.45, Swanee Seren6.0,
Talk.
Season's Films.
on Gramophone Records. 6.15, Agricultural aders, from New York. 11.0, Waldorf Astoria
Orchestra,
from New York. 11.30, Gor6.25,
German
Transmission:
Talk
on
Notes.
11.55, Baseball
Taxes. 6.55, Harp Recital by Emilie Brozova, die Randall's Orchestra.
Scores.
12
Midnight
(WGY only), Under the
(Hassel
Nocturne (Klicka); Concert Waltz
12.0 (W2XAF only), Stock Remans); Caprice, Gnomes (Hasselma.ns). 7.15, Big Top.
Song Recital. 7.45, Talk. 8.0, See Brno. ports. 12.15 a.m. (Tuesday), Chandu, the
12.45,
by an Orchestral Concert, Conducted by 12.30, Maxwell House Programme.
Vilern Mlejnek. 10.0, Time Signal, News The Goldbergs. 1.0, Soconyland Sketch. 1.30,
Voice
of
Firestone.
2.0,
A.
&
P.
Gipsies.
2.30,
Bulletin and Sports Notes. 10.15, Miscellaneous Announcements and Theatre Notes. 10.20, Parade of the States. 3.0, National Radio
Forum. 3.30, Do You Remember? 4.0, Arm
Light Music on Gramophone Records.
Chair Chats.
4.15, Johnny
Albright
(Crooner). 4.30, Gordie Randall's Orchestra.
5.0, Rex Koury (Organist). 5.30 (approx.)r
RADIO-SUISSE ROMANDE
SOTTENS, 403 metres; 25 kW; LAUSANNE, Close Down.
630 metres; and GENEVA. 760 metres. -12.30
p.m., Time Signal from Neuchatel Observa- SCHWEIZERISCHER
tory.
12.31, News Bulletin and Weather
LANDESSENDER
Forecast.
12.40 (from Lausanne), Light
Music on Gramophone Records. 1.0, Finan- BEROMUNSTER, 459 metres; 00 kW;
cial Notes. 1.5 (from Lausanne), Popular BASLE, 244.1 metres, and BERNE, 246
Music on Gramophone Records. 1.45 to 5.0, metres. -12.28 p.m., Time Signal from Neu5.0, Time Signal from Neuchatel chatel Observatory. 12.30, Weather ForeInterval.
Observatory.
5.1 (from Lausanne), Procast and News Bulletin. 12.40 (from Basle),
gramme for Children. 5.30, Concert by a Concert of Light Music, conducted by Otto)
7.1 (from Lausanne), Illustrated Talk: The change Quotations.
1.45 to 3.30, Interval.
Best Gramophone Records of 1932. 7.40, 3.30, Concert by the Small Stntion Orches(from Geneva), Recitations.
7.55, News tra. 4.0, An Afternoon in Spain -Concert on
Bulletin. 8.0 (from Geneva), Talk on the Gramophone Records. 5.0, Weather ForeCoining Fortnight at Geneva. 8.10 (from cast. 5.2 to 6.30, Interval. 6.30 (from
Geneva), Concert of Chamber Music. 8.45, Berne). Talk for Children. 7.0, Time Signal
Concert by the Station Orchestra: Soloist: and Weather Forecast, followed by Swiss
Mlle. Magda Lavanchy (Violin). 10.0, News Choral Music on Gramophone Records. 7.30
Bulletin and Weather Forecast. 10.15 (ap- (from Berne), Talk by Dr. Erwin Dreifuss.
prox.), Close Down.
8.0 (from Zurich), Concert of Waltzes by
the Station Orchestra, conducted by Hermann Hofmann. 8.30 (approx.), Concert of
REYKJAVIK
Grotesque Music with Introductory Talk by
1,200 metres; 21 kW. -11.0 a.m., Weather Dr. Herbert Fleischer.
Weather Forecast. 8.40, Popular Music by Concert relayed from the Kursaal, Baden.
the Radio Quartet. 9.0, Chimes and Gramo- Conductor: Erne Kaisz.
10.30 (approx.),

Saens), (e) The Magic Flute (Mozart) and
(d) L'Africaine (Meyerbeer). 10.0, Concert
of Light Music. In the interval at 10.80,
North African News. 11.0, Concert: Ce n'est
que votre main Madame (Erwin); Mio Padre
(Moretti); In a Chinese Temple Garden
(Ketelbey); Le Bapteme des Oiseaux (Bach -

Laverne);
Messe
de
Saint
Hubert
(Blondiaux); Melody from Les Millions
d'Arlequin (Dr igo); Blanche de Castilla
(Bleger); Scenes alsaciennes (Massenet);
l'ens6e d'automine (Massenet); C'est pour

Raymond (Ping); La Toulousaine (Deffe).
12 Midnight, Weather and Announcements.

TRIESTE
247.7 metres; 10 kW. -7.0 p.m., Quintet Con-

cert: Carnival; Melody (Brodsky); Sotto al

(de :Michell); Golden Rain (Waldteufel) ; Mosca bianca (Salomone); Selection
from La Favorita
(Donizetti); Delia
(Ferraris); Melody (German). 8.0 till Close
Down, See Turin.

verone

TRONDHEIM.-See Oslo.

Relayed by Milan,
312.8 metres; and
Florence, 500.8 metres. -6.35 p.m., Giornale
kW.
Genoa,

7

Radio, Report of the Royal Geographical
Society, Agricultural Notes and Announcements. 7.0, Musical Programme; Introduction, Dans une Pagode fieurie (Mouton);
Humoresque (Dvorak); A Festival in Bang7.25, Tourist Report.

kok (Norden).

7.30,

Time, Announcements, and Gramophone
8.0, Giornale
Records of Variety Music.

Radio, Weather and Gramophone Records of
8.30, Orchestral Concert; Overture, Luisa

Miller (Verdi); Intermezzo from Cavalleria
from
Selection
rusticana (Mascagni);
Fedora (Giordano); Prelude to the First Act
of Dejanice (Catahini); A Fete in Aranjuez
(Demerssemann) Overture, Maritana (Wallace). 9.20, A One Act Comedy. 10.0, Concert (contd.); Suite, En Voyage (Gabriel Marie); Prelude to the First Act of Edmea
(Catalani); Selection from Carmen (Bizet);
Bacehanale from II Guarany (Gomez);
Overture, Queen for a Day (Adam). 11.0,
Giornale Radio.

STUTTGART

MUHLACKER, 360.5 metres, 60 kW.; and
FREIBURG, 570 metres. -10.0 a.m., Organ

TURIN

metres;
metres;

273.7
331.5

VATICAN CITY

metres (Morning) and

19.84

50.26

metres

(Evening); 10 kW. -1t.0 to 11.15 a.m., Re-

Recital from the Palace Theatre: Melody ligious Information in Italian. 8.0 to 8.15
in A (Dawes); Intermezzo (d'Albert); Ele- p.m., Religious Information in Italian.
gie in F (Edith.Sohlstrern); Bayadere Dance
from the Indian Suite. Taj Mahal (Silting);
Waltz Song, Hawaii (Rizzoli). 10.20, Recital
of Arias from Verdi's Operas, by Fritz
Loftier (Baritone); Songs from La Traviata,

VIENNA

517 metres; 15 kW. Relayed by Graz, 352.1
II Trovatore, A Masked Ball and Rigoletto. metres; Innsbruck, 283 metres; Klagenfurt,
10.40, Chamber Music on Gramophone Re- 453.2 metres; Linz, 246 metres; and Salzcords. 11.0, Time, News, and Weather. burg, 218 metres. -4.55 p.m., Vocal and In11.55, Weather. 12 Noon, Orchestral Concert strumental Concert. 6.15, Talk: A Journey
from the Café Wilhelmsbau: Waltz Pot- through Middle Burgenland. 6.35, Talk:
pourri, Was die Donau erzahlt (Morena); Vienna and its Suburbs. 7.0, Talk: Man and
Overture, Maritana (Wallace); Intermezzo, Machines. 7.20, Time, Weather, and ProIn a Persian Market (Ketelbey); Potpourri gramme Announcements. 7.30, Concert by
of Viennese Songs and Operetta Music
Boulanger and his Company: Walter (Hruby); Selection from Tiefland (d'Albert); George
paraphrase (Joh. Strauss-Griinfeld); Volga
Violin Solo, Falling Leaves (Carenna); Boat Song; Potpourri of Russian Folk
1.15
p.m.,
Time,
Radetzky March (Strauss).
Songs; Minuet (Beethoven) ; Flageolet Weather, News, and Programme Announce- Waltz
(Boulanger); Doina (Boulanger); Hora
ments. 1.30, Gramophone Records of Eddie (Dinicu); Hungarian National Songs; RusSaxon and his Orchestra. 2.0 to 2.15, Spon- sian Canary Song;
Schen Rosmarin
sored Programme with Gramophone Music. (Kreisler); 'Max and Moritz
(Boulanger);
4.30, Talk on Philately for Young People. 5.0, Quand je suis content (Boulanger);
Das
6.16, Time and
Concert from Munich.
gibt's
nur
einmal
(Heymann);
Waltz from
Weather; 6.25, Talk: The First Scheduled The
(Millocker - Mackeben);
Dubarry
Trans -Atlantic Air Service. 6.50, See Frank- Radetzky-Marsch
Strauss). 8.30, The
furt. 7.15, Time, Weather, and Agricultural Farewell Banquet (Joh.
-Radio Operetta in Three
Notes. 7.30 to 10.20, See Frankfurt. 10.20, Acts (Cvancara), Music
by Fritz Seemann,
Time, Weather, News, and Programme An- the Orchestra of the Vienna
Volksoper. 10.0,
11.5,
nouncements. 10.40, Talk on Chess.
10.15, GramoNews
and
Announcements.
12
Midnight
(approx.),
Concert from Munich.
phone
Concert
of
Dance
Music.
Close Down.
SUNDSVALL.-See Stockholm.

TOULOUSE

RADIOPHONIE DU MIDI; 385 metres;
S kW. -5.0 p.m., Transmission of Pictures.
5.15, Exchange Quotations. 5.30, Hawaiian
Guitar Music. 5.45, Opera Music: Airs from
(a) The Tales of Hoffmann (Offenbach), (b)
Le Jongleur de Notre Dame (Massenet), (c)
Faust (Gounod), (d) Tannhkuser (Wagner).

6.0, Dance Music. 6.15, Exchange Quotations
and Horse Racing Results. 6.30, Gramophone Records of Variety Music. 7.30, Programme Announcements and News. 7.45,

Concert: Melodies from (a) Elle est a vous
(Yvain), (b) The Land of Smiles (Leber),
(c) Tosca (Puccini), (d) La Traviata (Verdi)
and (e) Lakme (Delibes).
8.15, Military
Music: Melody from Light Cavalry (Suppe);
Overture,
Zampa
(Herold);
Washington
Post
March (Sousa); Manhattan Beach. 8.30,
SOTTENS.-See Radio -Suisse Domande.
Accordion Solos. 8.45, Melodies from (a)
RJUKAN.-See Oslo.
La Fille de Madame Angot (Lecocq), (b)
STOCKHOLM
Mam'zelle Nitouehe (nerve) and (c) A Waltz
ROME
Call SASA ; 436 metres; 55 kW. Relayed by Dream (0. Straus). 9.0, Orchestral Music.
Call 1RO, 441 metres; 50 kW. Relayed by Boden, 1,229.5 metres; Goteborg, 322 metres; 9.15, Sound Film Music. 9.30, Programme
(Fucik);
Naples, 319 metres; and 2R0, 25.4 metres. - Horby, 257 metres; Motala, 1,348 metres; by a Viennese Orchestra: Ree
8.15 to 8.30 a.m., Giornale radio and An- Ostersund, 770 metres; and Sundsvall, 542 Valse triste (Sibelius); Melody from Gipsy
nouncements.
to 2.15 (approx.), metres. -5.5 p.m., Concert of Light Music. Love (Lehar); Les cloches de Locarno
12.30
Weather, followed by Gramophone Concert 5.40, heading. 6.0, Popular Music on Gramo- (Murzillo); Piccolo, Piccolo (Joh. Strauss).

WARSAW

1,411 metres; 120 kW. -11.58 a.m., Time Sig-

nal and Bugle Call from the Tower of St.

Mary's Church, Cracow. 12.5 p.m., Programme Announcements. 12.10, Polish Press
Weather
Review. 12.20, Interval. 12.40,
Forecast. 12.45, Light Music on GramophoneRecords. 1.25, Interval. 1.35, Light
Music (contd.). 2.10, Interval. 3.0, Economic Report, 3.10, Variety Music on Gramophone Records. 3.30, Traffic Report. 3.40,
Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 4.35,
Announcements. 4.40, Talk in French. 5.0,

Concert by the Police Band, conducted by
A. Sielski: Polonaise No. 8 (Oginsky); Waltz
from Frau Luna (Lincke); Caprice (Katski);
Selection

from

The

Gipsy

Baron

(Joh.

Strauss); Mazurka from Halka (Moniuszko);
Slav March (Tchaikovsky). 6.0, Talk. 6.20,
Dance Music from the Cafe Gastronomia.
7.15, Miscellaneous Announcements. 7.35,
Radio Journal. 7.45, Agricultural Notes.
7.55, Programme Announcements. 8.0, Read-

ing.

8.15,

La Traviata-Opera (Verdi), on

Gramophone Records. Radio Journal in the
Interval. 10.30, Interval. 10.35, Aviation
Weather Forecast. 10.40, Sports Notes.
10.50, Dance Music. 11.30 (approx.), Close
Down.

ZURICH. -See Schweizerischer Landessender.


ALGERS
16.3 metres; 11.7—7.2 p.m., Exchange Quotations; Cigarette, Pipe, Tobacco, Slope Newton and Weather Report. 7.15, Variety Concert and Concert of Oriental Music.

BARCELONA
Radio Barcelona, 631 EGA, 309 metres; 9.8—3.2 p.m., Trio Concert; Or- chestra of the Catalonian Symphony Orchestra conducted by Carlo Maria Cremonezzi (Toselli). Selection from J. Pugno: Symphony and Spanish March; and Beethoven: Symphony No. 3, Opus 55. 3.30, News Bulletin and Time Signal. 6.30, Concert of Chamber Music.

BRAGIN
Konzert, March and Selection from The Circus Princess (Kalman); Selection from The Bartered Bride (Smetana); Overture, Full Color (Unger); Selection from Lohengrin (Wagner); Concert Overture (Glazoue). 1.10, Gramophone Concert by the Kishinev Radio Symphony Orchestra conducted by M. Walbot: Marche aux flambeaux (Meyerbeer); Overture, Eustaces (Rossini); Minuet from the Suite for Strings (Purcell). 3.15, Orchestra of the Kishinev Radio, conducted by Ludwig Furst: Variations and Request Gramophone Records. 9.15, Weather and Exchange.

BRNO
BRATISLAVA
Christmas Orchestra; Christmas Concert of Chamber Music.

BRUSSELS
Concert from Ostend Kursaal.

BRUSSELS (No. 1)
Weber concert by Station Orchestra.

HILVERSUM
Festival of the Queen's Birthday (relayed from Amsterdam).

PALERMO

Rome
Opera: Three Free Acts: "Poliziotto" (Donizetti).


Radio Gazette.

8.0, News Bulletin.

10.20, Variety Programme.

In an interval at 10.0, Le Journal.

12.0, Journaux.

Call 2RN, 413 metres, 1.2 kW.; and CORK, 636 metres (relayed from Frankfort.

Call 2RN, 413 metres, 1.2 kW.; and CORK, 636 metres (relayed from Frankfort.

2.00, Variety Programme.

6.20, German Lesson for Children.

BRUSSELS (No. 1)
8.0, Concert by Mogens Watson. 9.15, Dance Music from the Hotel d'Angleterre.

10.0, Mickey Mouse; You were my Salvation; That's why Darkies were born; You can't stop me from loving you; Cuban Love Song; Sylphs' Dance from The Sleeping Beauty; Autumn in Vienna; The Massacre; I can't help it; The Castle of Wax; I'm walking on air; The Beach Boys; Let's go Dancing; That old black magic; I don't mind if she does; On the Road Again; The Man with the Golden Arm; They can't Take That Away from Me; I'll stand by you; Let's go Dancing; Million Dollar Quartet; Square One; The Million Dollar Quartet; They Can't Take That Away from Me; Lili Marlene; Ukraine; Let's Go Dancing; Dancing in the Dark; Blue Bayou; Let's Go Dancing; Dream of Life; I Don't Care If the Whole World Cries; I Don't Mind If She Does; It's All Right; Let's Go Dancing; Million Dollar Quartet; The Million Dollar Quartet; Square One; They Can't Take That Away from Me; Lili Marlene; Ukraine.

Call 2RN, 413 metres, 1.2 kW.; and CORK, 636 metres (relayed from Frankfort.
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Call 2RN, 413 metres, 1.2 kW.; and CORK, 636 metres (relayed from Frankfort.
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AUGUST 26th, 1932

World Wireless

CLERES (Bérot): Duet from Le Roi d’Ys (Lalo): Est’et’arte, from Carmen (Bizet), 12.30, Annemasse, 12.45, Geneva (MAG).—La Rose, from La Rose (Lohengrin); Valse, from Un Bal (Maurice Ravel), 12.50, Annemasse, 12.55, Geneva (MAG).

AUGUST 30th—continued.

8.6, Chimes and Gramophone Records of Music by Beethoven. 3.5, News Bulletin.

RUSKAN—Rome

CALL 190, 441 meters; 50, Relayed by W2XAF (only); 3.5, Press News Bulletin, weather, and News Bulletin.

STRASBOURG

345 meters; 11.50—12.00 a.m., Gramophone Records of Music in French and German, 1.0, Time Signal; 1.30, Programme of Songs and Records of Light Music. 2.0, Talk in German; Through the Opera Concert, by Kosack; 3.0, Market and Exchange Quotations. 4.0, Radio Journal.

TOULOUSE

227.7 meters; 7.0, Relayed by Milan (W1NXI) and Cairo (W2UQ); 3.0, Stock Reports; 3.15, Market and Exchange Quotations.

VATICAN CITY

11.8 meters (Morning) and 50.25 meters (Evning); 9.0, Religious Information in Spanish. 8.0 to 8.15 p.m., Religious Information in Italian.

VIENNA


WARSAW

1,411 meters; 12.0—11.55, Time Signal and Radio Call from the Tower of St. Mary’s Church, Cracow, 11.5, Programme Announcement; 11.55, Popular Music on Gramophone Records; 12.0, Interval, 15.0, Weather Forecast; 15.45, Programme Announcement; 15.50, Popular Music on Gramophone Records; 15.55, Interval, 10.0, Sports-News; 10.45, Symphony Concert under the direction of Karl Zylak; 10.30, Symphony Concert under the direction of Paul Sacher; 10.15, Symphony in C Minor (Haydn); 10.0, Talk: The Autumnal Equinox.

ZURICH—See Schweizerischer Landesender.
AUGUST 26th, 1932.

BUDAPEST

COPENHAGEN

FECAMP

FRANKFURT

JOSEPH KONSTANTINOVICH DE WITTE

BERLIN

BERLIN

BERLIN

BERLIN

BERN

BERN

BERN

BRASILIA

BRUSSELS (No. 2)

BRUSSELS (No. 1)

BRNO

BUCURESTI

BULGARIA

CRAKOW
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DRESDEN

EASTERN SHEET MUSIC
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ENGLAND

ENGLAND

ENGLAND

ENGLAND

ENGLAND
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ENGLAND

ENGLAND

ENGLAND

ENGLAND

ENGLAND

ENGLAND
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ENGLAND
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ENGLAND

ENGLAND
HEILSGERSBERG 17.56 metres; 90 kW; and DANDZIG, 11.23 metres; 90 kW. — Programme by the Bruckner Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Eugen Wilcken. 

6.50, Talk: The German Emperor Francis II (Hermann-Tau); 7.40, Talk: The 30 Years War, I. Early History. 7.55, تصرسه 10, The German Empress Augusta Victoria, conducted by the Wiener Philharmoniker, to present works by Beethoven, Brahms, and Strauss. 8.30, Talk: The 30 Years War, II. Early History. 8.40, Talk: The German Emperor Francis II (Hermann-Tau); 9.30, Talk: The 30 Years War, III. Early History. 10.20, Talk: The German Emperor Francis II (Hermann-Tau); 11.10, Talk: The 30 Years War, IV. Early History. 12.00, Talk: The German Emperor Francis II (Hermann-Tau).
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BASEL

12.45 a.m., Talk: N. Tomkinson.

ROZAN

320 metres; 15 kV, Riga; 8.15 a.m., Talk: T. Nettleton.

BRASBURG

11.25, WGY Sign Off.

TURIN

517 metres; 15 kV, Basel; 11.25 a.m., Talk: D. Lawrence Dis entidad.

VIENNA

1.0, Time Signal and American Taxpayers' League.

WARSAW

1.10 Midnight, Close Down.

STUTTGART

Mühlacker, 405 metres; 15 kV, Basel; 11.25 a.m., Talk: D. Lawrence Dis entity.

SCHENECTADY

General Electric Company (WGY), 275.5 metres; 50 kV, Relay at 8.15 a.m., Talk: T. Nettleton.

RABAT

860 metres; 6 kV, 10.30 a.m., Talk: N. Tomkinson.

SCHWEIZERISCHER LANDESSENDER

Beromünster, 415 metres; 50 kW, Wireless World.

REYJAVIK

1,250 metres; 20 kV, W160.

STOCKHOLM

CIS SASA, 456 metres; 50 kV, Talk: K. Holman.

ROGA

320 metres; 15 kV, W160.

STRABSBURG

120 metres; 15 kV, Talk: T. Nettleton.

TRIESTE

247.5 metres; 10 kW, Radio Alberti, Consulta and Other Stations.

TURIN

517 metres; 15 kV, Basel; 11.25 a.m., Talk: D. Lawrence Dis entity.

VIETNAM

15.04 metres; 10 kV, WGY Sign Off.

SCHENECTADY

General Electric Company (WGY), 275.5 metres; 50 kV, Relay at 8.15 a.m., Talk: T. Nettleton.

RABAT

860 metres; 6 kV, 10.30 a.m., Talk: N. Tomkinson.

SCHWEIZERISCHER LANDESSENDER

Beromünster, 415 metres; 50 kW, Wireless World.

REYJAVIK

1,250 metres; 20 kV, W160.

STOCKHOLM

CIS SASA, 456 metres; 50 kV, Talk: K. Holman.

ROGA

320 metres; 15 kV, W160.

STRABSBURG

120 metres; 15 kV, Talk: T. Nettleton.

TRIESTE

247.5 metres; 10 kW, Radio Alberti, Consulta and Other Stations.

TURIN

517 metres; 15 kV, Basel; 11.25 a.m., Talk: D. Lawrence Dis entity.

VIETNAM

15.04 metres; 10 kV, WGY Sign Off.
**Principal Events of the Day:**

**AT HOME**

- **Organ music.** Orchestra and organist.
- **Sonata recital.**
- **Dance music.** "Pride and Prejudice," by Jane Austen, read by Mr. Ronald Watkinson.

**LONDON REGIONAL**

- **Promenade concert.** Mr. Vernon Bartlett: "The Way of the World."

**MIDLAND REGIONAL**

- **Organ music.** Choral concert. Orchestral music.

**NORTH REGIONAL**


**SCOTTISH REGIONAL**

- **National programme.** Light music and songs.
- **Opera.** Music. Miss Evelyn Rees. Playing with Children—Happy Hunting Grounds.

**BELFAST**

- **Orchestral music.** Eye-witness account of the Inter-Air Trials, by H. W. McMullen. Operatic programme.

**COPENHAGEN**

- **Saigon recital.** Concert of old French songs on gramophone records.

**CRAKOW**

- **Relay from the Town Hall, Warsaw.** Concert of light music on gramophone records. 6.00, Popular music on gramophone records. 7.00, Programme for Children. 9.00, Popular music on gramophone records. 7.30, Time Signal. 7.30, French lesson. 8.00, Irish music from the Station Sextet. 8.30, Blog music by the Mystics. 8.30, Violin Recital of folk music from the Union Moonlight. 9.30, by Lionel Boardman. 9.00, Recital by the Station Sextet.

**DUBLIN**

- **Call BM, 411 metres.** 1.2 kW; and CORK, 211.4 metres. —1.2 to 2.6 p.m., Time Signal, Forecast, Stock Reports. Music on gramophone records. 6.00, Popular music on gramophone records. 7.00, Programme for Children. 8.00, Popular music on gramophone records. 7.30, News Bulletin. 7.30, Time Signal. 7.30, French lesson. 8.00, Irish music from the Station Sextet. 8.30, Blog music by the Mystics. 8.30, Violin Recital of folk music from the Union Moonlight. 9.30, by Lionel Boardman. 9.00, Recital by the Station Sextet.

**EIGHTH THE SEPTEMBER**

**Brussels**

- **Opera in three acts:** "Maggiolotta Veneziana" (Rito Sabatini).
**COTE BORD.-** See Stockholm.

**CLEI WITZ.-** See Breslau.

**HAMBURG**


1.00, *Polsko, by the Catholic Radio Society*. 1.45, Market Prices.

1.55, Close Down. 2.00, *Vossische Musik und Bühnenwesen*. 2.30, Programme of the Catholic Radio Society.

**HANNOVER.-** See Marburg.

**HEILBRONN**

11.40, Market Prices.
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Financial Notes.1.5 (from Geneva), Variety Report. 12.30 p.m., Dance Music from the Berenek Cinema. Gertrude Nettlova-Hutterova (Mozart); Two Movements from the Symphony, News and Agricultural Talk. 488.6 metres; final and Good Night. on the Air, from New York. 9.45, KDKA Artist Bulletin. 4.12, Weather Report. 48.86 metres and 26.27 metres. -9.0 p.m., Tea - party Records: Selection from La Boheme (Vyhovski); Selection from Le ballet arabe (Mule); 'Nocturne (Mazurka); Villena, Carmelita (Rubinstein), (c) Foxtrot, Astrakan (Moffa), (e) The Czar's Bride (Massenet), (c) Der Bettelstudent, (d) Die Zigeunerin (Rubinstein). -11.30, New Kenmore Orchestra. 5.30, Vocal Recital by Marcel Dupré, relayed by WGY only, Westinghouse Electric (KDKA), 306 kW: (a) Lasserbaude (Razigade); (b) The Czarevitch (Massenet); (c) Der Bettelstudent, (d) Die Zigeunerin (Rubinstein). -7.0, Gramophone Concert. -9.0 p.m., KDKA Artist Bulletin. -11.46 to 1.45 a.m. (Friday), New York relay. -2.0, Weather Report. -2.15, Sextet Concert: Overture, The Grand Hotel. -5.30, Vocal Recital by Marcel Dupré. -6.0 (approx.), Close Down.

PITTSBURGH WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC (KDKA), 306 kW; 247.7 metres; 10 kW. -7.0 p.m., Quintet Concert: Overture, The Grand Hotel. -9.45, KDKA Artist Bulletin. 4.15, Weather Report. 312.8 metres; 10 kW. -6.4, KDKA Artist Bulletin. -7.0 p.m., News Bulletin. 8.45, Vocal Recital by Marcel Dupré, relayed by WGY only, Westinghouse Electric (KDKA), 306 kW: (a) Lasserbaude (Razigade); (b) The Czarevitch (Massenet); (c) Der Bettelstudent, (d) Die Zigeunerin (Rubinstein). -7.45, Vocal Recital by Marcel Dupré, relayed by WGY only, Westinghouse Electric (KDKA), 306 kW: (a) Lasserbaude (Razigade); (b) The Czarevitch (Massenet); (c) Der Bettelstudent, (d) Die Zigeunerin (Rubinstein). -11.30, New Kenmore Orchestra. 5.30, Vocal Recital by Marcel Dupré, relayed by WGY only, Westinghouse Electric (KDKA), 306 kW: (a) Lasserbaude (Razigade); (b) The Czarevitch (Massenet); (c) Der Bettelstudent, (d) Die Zigeunerin (Rubinstein). -7.0, Gramophone Concert. -9.0 p.m., KDKA Artist Bulletin. -11.46 to 1.45 a.m. (Friday), New York relay. -2.0, Weather Report. -2.15, Sextet Concert: Overture, The Grand Hotel. -5.30, Vocal Recital by Marcel Dupré. -6.0 (approx.), Close Down.
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continued.

SEPT. 20th.

Gramophone Records of Variety Music.
4.40, Recital Concert. 5.40, Religious Programme: Missa pro Defunctis (V. P. B.)
5.50 to 6.10, Programme of the Royal Scottish Orchestra, conducted by Mr. E. A. Boyle.
6.10, Talk for Women. 6.15, (contd.) Voluntary Recordings:
8.25, Songs of the British Empire.
3.20, Generalaa in Four Acts (El. Wolf).
10.0, Talk: Musical Instruments: the Oboe (Messager).

HAMBURG

Call ha, in Morse, 217 metres, 1.5 kW. Relayed by Bremen, 126 metres; Flensburg, 214 metres; Hamburg, 200 metres; Kiel, 415 metres; 4.15 p.m., Exchange Quotations. 7.9, Topical Talk. 7.10, Weather Forecast. 8.0, Generalaa in Four Acts (El. Wolf). 9.45, William Tell—Play in Five Acts (Friedrich von Heister). 10.30, Concert from the Cafe Wallis.

HELSINGFORS

17.5 metres to Stockholm, 45,352 metres. 11.30 a.m., Programme from Helsingfors Opera House Orchestra, conducted by Mrs. Rutger. 1.30 p.m., Concert for Young Musicians. 2.30, Orchestral Concert: Symphony No. 1, Op. 2, in C Minor, by Tchaikovsky.
7.0, Popular Music on Gramophone Records. 8.45, Recitations. 9.0, Time Signal.

HILVERSUM

Announced HUZEN, 256.1 metres; 19.7 kW. 5.30 p.m., Programme from the Christian Broadcasting Society. 6.15 p.m., Programme of 'Variety Music.' 8.30 p.m., Programme to the National Association of the Blind.
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(kast) (approx.).
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AUGUST 20th, 1932.

Algers
3:15 miles; 13.15-7, p.m., Exchange Quotations and Market Prices. 7.15, Concert of Symphony Orchestra, conducted by M. M. Melamed. 7.45, Gala Recital (Rimsky Korsakov) and National Programme (Albeniz), followed by Three Contemporary Walloon Poets.

Barcelona
Radio Barcelona, Cali 84/1, 315 miles; 6.15, Concert by the Royal Orchestra, conducted by Mr. L. O. L. Dikens (Meacham); 7.15, Concert by the Station Orchestra; 8.15, Opera Relay, Le Carnaval de Rome (Thomas).

Berlin
Königswusterhausen, 5.30 miles; 6.15-7, p.m., Orchestra Concert conducted by Houndsley Goodthorne. 9.45, Programme for the National Programme; 10.45, Gala Recital (Grieg). 10.45, Programme for the Radio Orchestra; 11.45, Gala Recital by the Royal Orchestra.

Brussels
Brussels (No. 1)
1,180; 15.45-17.45, Opera Relay, Le Carnaval de Rome (Thomas); 18.45, Gala Recital by Mme. Paola Cockx.

Brussels (No. 2)
1,180; 15.45-17.45, Opera Relay, Le Carnaval de Rome (Thomas); 18.45, Gala Recital by Mme. Paola Cockx.

Brussels (3)
215; 15.45-17.45, Opera Relay, Le Carnaval de Rome (Thomas); 18.45, Gala Recital by Mme. Paola Cockx.

Bratislava
207 miles; 15.45-17.45, Opera Relay, Le Carnaval de Rome (Thomas); 18.45, Gala Recital by Mme. Paola Cockx.

Brno
207 miles; 15.45-17.45, Opera Relay, Le Carnaval de Rome (Thomas); 18.45, Gala Recital by Mme. Paola Cockx.

Copenhagen
215 miles; 5.45-6.45, p.m., and 7.15, p.m., Exchange Quotations and Market Prices. 8.15, Gala Recital at the Copenhagen Stock Exchange.

Frankfurt
207 miles; 15.45-17.45, Opera Relay, Le Carnaval de Rome (Thomas); 18.45, Gala Recital by Mme. Paola Cockx.

FRANCE

RADIO-GERMANY, CHRISTOFERHOLM, 315 miles; 6.15, Gala Recital (Kalinan); 7.15, Programme for the Radio Orchestra; 8.15, Gala Recital by Mme. Paola Cockx.

BERLIN

Witzleben, 4.30; 10.45, p.m., Concert by the Radio Orchestra, conducted by M. M. Melamed. 11.45, Gala Recital by Mme. Paola Cockx.

BREMEN—See Schweizerisches Landesboden.

BERNSBERG—See Schweizerisches Landesboden.

BOGEN—See Stockholm.

Bordeaux-Lafayette
54 miles; 11.45-14.45, Opera Relay, Le Carnaval de Rome (Thomas); 15.45-17.45, Gala Recital by Mme. Paola Cockx.

Bratislava
207 miles; 15.45-17.45, Opera Relay, Le Carnaval de Rome (Thomas); 18.45, Gala Recital by Mme. Paola Cockx.

Brno
207 miles; 15.45-17.45, Opera Relay, Le Carnaval de Rome (Thomas); 18.45, Gala Recital by Mme. Paola Cockx.

Breisgau—See Freiburg.

Gazelle—See Frankfurt.

Copenhagen
215 miles; 5.45-6.45, and 7.15, p.m., Exchange Quotations and Market Prices. 8.15, Gala Recital at the Copenhagen Stock Exchange.

Frankfurt
207 miles; 15.45-17.45, Opera Relay, Le Carnaval de Rome (Thomas); 18.45, Gala Recital by Mme. Paola Cockx.
AUGUST 26th, 1932.
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SEPT. 3rd.

POZNAN.

35 metres; 1.9 to 2.6 p.m., Warsaw.

VATICAN CITY.

10.0, Light Music.

VIENNA.

193, 700 metres; 11.0 to 11.15 a.m., Radio Bulletin.

VIENNA.

10.25 metres; 7.00 a.m., Religious Announcements.

WILNO.

183, 10 to 11.45 a.m., News Bulletin and Weather Forecast.

ZAGREB.

207, 10 to 11.45 a.m., Veterinary Reports.

ZURICH.

See Schweizerischer Landesreeder.
Introducing — 1933
RAWSWOOD
NEW DESIGN
HIGHER EFFICIENCY
at COMPETITIVE PRICES

MAINS TRANSFORMERS &
FILTER CHOKES for "WIRELESS WORLD"
A.C. SETS & AMPLIFIERS
(Delivery from Stock)
AMPLIFIERS COMPLETE
& IN KIT FORM
5 watts output & upwards

Prices on application

VACANCIES for SOLE
DISTRIBUTION AREAS
RAWSWOOD ELECTRICAL CO.
PRESTON NEW RD., BLACKPOOL
ENGLAND

RADIOGRAM RESULTS
from your Gramophone and Radio by adding a
Acknowledged to be
"FIRST CLASS"
for TONE, VALUE,
WORKMANSHIP.

Its construction includes a SPECIAL
NEEDLE HOLDER, WITHOUT SCREW,
SWIVELLING HEAD, COBALT MAGNET.
REST incorporated on Carrier Arm.

CHRISTOPHER STONE says:
"Any reader who is looking out for a pick-up
that is both cheap and remarkably efficient should
try the NEW LIMIT RELIANCE Model, which
costs no more than £1."
The Daily Mirror, Aug. 1932.

ANY DEALER CAN OBTAIN
only if supplies are not
available each direct. skating dealer's name, etc.

LIMIT RADIO LTD., 15/29, WINDSOR STREET, N.1

To Ready Radio Ltd., Eastnor House,
Blackheath, S.E.3.

Please send me FREE the new Ready Radio book
containing constructional details and diagrams of
the all-wave Meteor S.G.3, and the "30," the
simplest set in the world to build.

Name: ..........................................................
Address: .....................................................

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

for Better Mains Transformers BETTER Smoothing Chokes BETTER Output Chokes BETTER Power-Grid Chokes

For all "Wireless World" designs—Especially suitable for modern metal chassis construction—"Specials" constructed without delay.

BETTER Testing BETTER Design BETTER Finish BETTER Price and last—but not least—ENTIRELY BRITISH.


For Monodials, Straight Fives, etc., completely constructed with first-class workmanship, send to:

SCOTT SESSIONS

(Construction and Repair Departments), MUSWELL HILL, LONDON, N.10

Telephone No.: Tudor 5536

Contractors to H.M. Office of Works, etc.

CHARGERS AND ELIMINATORS.


GACYL INDUSTRIES offer More Bargains. Two ranges of rectifiers from 8 to 100 a.m., 60 volts d.c. £11 16/6, £2 10/6 to £16 16/6.

SOUND SALES Again specified by the Experts, for all four year's tests and hours of service. See "Wireless World" for January 29th, 1932.

SOUND SALES Can Supply Everything Necessary for four years' service. A.C. and D.C. Rectifiers, Chargers, Eliminators, Mains Transformers, etc., all British, guaranteed products.

SERADEX Super Transformers, guaranteed 5 years, price ranges £300/£300.愿氏前

For Use With Wireless World Rectifiers, with 4-turn, centre-tapped L.T., £11 12/6.

W. for use with H.T., £11 15/6; stripped type, without holder, £11 15/6.

W. for the new H.T., £11 19/6; B.W.7 stripped type, £11 19/6.

W. for use with H.T., £11 19/6; 8.B.7 stripped type, £11 19/6.

W. for use with L.T., £11/19/6; 8.B.7 stripped type, £11 19/6.

W. for use with L.T., £11 15/6; B.W.7 stripped type, £11 15/6.

W. for use with B.W.7, £11 15/6; stripped type, without holder, £11 15/6.

SERADEX Super Transformers, guaranteed 5 years, price ranges £300/£300.愿氏前

For Use With Wireless World Rectifiers, with 4-turn, centre-tapped L.T., £11 12/6.

W. for use with H.T., £11 15/6; stripped type, without holder, £11 15/6.

W. for the new H.T., £11 19/6; B.W.7 stripped type, £11 19/6.

W. for use with H.T., £11 19/6; 8.B.7 stripped type, £11 19/6.

W. for use with L.T., £11/19/6; 8.B.7 stripped type, £11 19/6.

W. for use with L.T., £11 15/6; B.W.7 stripped type, £11 15/6.

W. for use with B.W.7, £11 15/6; stripped type, without holder, £11 15/6.

SERADEX Super Transformers, guaranteed 5 years, price ranges £300/£300.愿氏前

For Use With Wireless World Rectifiers, with 4-turn, centre-tapped L.T., £11 12/6.

W. for use with H.T., £11 15/6; stripped type, without holder, £11 15/6.

W. for the new H.T., £11 19/6; B.W.7 stripped type, £11 19/6.

W. for use with H.T., £11 19/6; 8.B.7 stripped type, £11 19/6.

W. for use with L.T., £11/19/6; 8.B.7 stripped type, £11 19/6.

W. for use with L.T., £11 15/6; B.W.7 stripped type, £11 15/6.

W. for use with B.W.7, £11 15/6; stripped type, without holder, £11 15/6.

SERADEX Super Transformers, guaranteed 5 years, price ranges £300/£300.愿氏前

For Use With Wireless World Rectifiers, with 4-turn, centre-tapped L.T., £11 12/6.

W. for use with H.T., £11 15/6; stripped type, without holder, £11 15/6.

W. for the new H.T., £11 19/6; B.W.7 stripped type, £11 19/6.

W. for use with H.T., £11 19/6; 8.B.7 stripped type, £11 19/6.
THE SUCCESS OF OLYMPIA!
THE BAKER "TONE-CONTROLLED"

-just that little difference - the little that counts-

75 Advertisements.

August 26th, 1932.

Chargers and Eliminators. - Contd. (This advertisement continued from previous page.)

60p when carrying, 55 mA., 18/6, 60 mA., 19/6, 65 mA., 21/-, 150 mA., 22/6, 200 mA., 2/15.

LIST of Super Choice, including Pentode and double-tube types, for stamp.

SERADEX Resistance Note for the New D.C. Valves, rapid, compact, cost reduced 25%. GuARANTEED 12 Months.-To peg for mains 200/ 300/ 500 volts, plate type and number of valves to be used.

R.A. for any number of Mazda 0.1 amp. valves; 4/6, post free.

R.C. for any number of Mazda 0.5 amp. valves; 8/6; terms to trade.

SERADEX Dealers at : A.C. or D.C. Makers, flush mount-

EL. CROYDON

NATURAL reproduction of musk Sensiti vity with pc si ti ve I y

CONTROL unit, it

CONTROL.

"PERMA"

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Phone: CROYDON 1619.

FOR THE BAKER

success of OLYMPIA!

TELEVISION.-Parts for experimenters, scanning

vision Society, Featherstone Buildings, Holborn, W.C.1.

AUDIOPHILES and others, who love the Wireless World, will find in this edition.

15/-; 71b. parcel useful oddments 5/-, 10th. 7/-,

FEED the million C.B. enthusiasts to order; £5/11; lists.

SERADEX Wire Wind Resistance; 1/6, moulded type for adjustable terms to trade.

PEPPER, Wakegreen Rd., Moorgate, Birmingham, guar-

assure the above products; terms to trade. £1.20.

STERYDOS, ETC.


ROTOR Converter (M.I.) (D.C. input to 6 volts A.C., output to 2 volts D.C., 6 months old, little used, as new; also 2 accumulators to drive above £5 10/-.

HEADPHONES.

TONE -CONTROL: 47/6, complete with output transformer, brand new, unused, as new, guaranteed 2 years; microphones, prices from 42/10. ansett 411; converter alone, 67/10.-Box 4651, 4/10 The Wireless World.

LOUD-SPEAKERS.

Baker's Selhurst Radio 55-page Booklet. "Sound Advice in Years for the Asking": write now for your copy. See our displayed advertisement on this page. 10d.

ROLA Type 5, M.C. Speakers, 6/60, 6,000 ohms, 4,000 ohms, 4,800 ohms gold, with input transformer, 17/4; carriage paid, any M.C. speaker required or development.-Muno, 5, Parliament Hill, Hampstead, N.W.3.

GOODMAN'S Permanent Magnet Moving Coil Loud-speaker with built in transformer, list price 7/16, brand new and perfect; 32/6, c.o.d., carriage paid.

ROLLA 100, complete with output transformer, brand new, £2/6, 2/6; carriage paid.

ROLLA Multi Valve Output Transformer, 6 radii; from £1/11/6 to £11/6; new, 8/6, 15/6, c.o.d., carriage paid.

RECEIVERS, 100 to 240 volts; 150 watts type, brand new and perfect; 14/-; cash, ready and free on receipt.

Bakelite A.C. or D.C. Meters, flush mount, 17/6, 19/6, c.o.d., carriage paid.

ASK FOR ILLUSTRATED FOLDER.

Baker's Selhurst Radio.

OFFICE:

29, SELHURST ROAD, BORNE-JONES, S.E.21.

WIRELESS SHOP.

42, CHERRY ORCHARD ROAD, E. CROYDON.

Price List.

49/6.

CHASES.

Controlled: 47/6-

TONE-CONTROL:

ASK F.R.

with Transformer.

in order.

2/6.

LOUD-SPEAKERS.

Baker's Selhurst Radio 36-page Booklet. "Sound Advice in Years for the Asking": write now for your copy. See our displayed advertisement on this page. 10d.

Rol A Type 5, M.C. Speakers, 6/60, 6,000 ohms, 4,000 ohms gold, with input transformer, 17/4; carriage paid, any M.C. speaker required or development.—Muno, 5, Parliament Hill, Hampstead, N.W.3.

GOODMAN'S Permanent Magnet Moving Coil Loud-s" speaker with built in transformer, list price 7/16, brand new and perfect; 32/6, c.o.d., carriage paid.

ROLLA 100, complete with output transformer, brand new, £2/6, 2/6; carriage paid.

ROLLA Multi Valve Output Transformer, 6 radii; from £1/11/6 to £11/6; new, 8/6, 15/6, c.o.d., carriage paid.

RECEIVERS, 100 to 240 volts; 150 watts type, brand new and perfect; 14/-; cash, ready and free on receipt.

Bakelite A.C. or D.C. Meters, flush mount, 17/6, 19/6, c.o.d., carriage paid.

ASK FOR ILLUSTRATED FOLDER.

Baker's Selhurst Radio.

OFFICE:

29, SELHURST ROAD, BORNE-JONES, S.E.21.

WIRELESS SHOP.

42, CHERRY ORCHARD ROAD, E. CROYDON.

Price List.

49/6.

CHASES.

Controlled: 47/6-

TONE-CONTROL:

ASK F.R.

with Transformer.

in order.

2/6.
WATMEL POTENTIOMETERS AND RESISTANCES

The 1932-33 Series of Watmel Potentiometers and Resistances will also be on view and we should like you to see the novel and advanced ideas used in the construction of our Type 3 Non-Inductive Resistance. This new All-British Resistance is guaranteed to give a far steadier performance than resistances constructed on old and obsolete principles.

**Components, etc., for Sale.**

**GILBERT INDUSTRIES** Offer More Guaranteed Bargains, all post paid.

**COMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALE.**

- **Components including ready drilled and assembled chassis, less valves, cabinet and speaker.**
- **CASH or C.O.D.**

**Price List**

- **Author's List of Parts including ready drilled and assembled chassis, less valves, cabinet and speaker.**
- **CASH or C.O.D.**

**Kits**

- **Author's Kits of Specified Components including ready drilled and assembled chassis, less valves, cabinet and speaker.**
- **CASH or C.O.D.**

**Advertisements.**

**BABY SUPER**

- **Author's List of Parts Any parts supplied separately.**
- **If order value over 10/-, 15/-, 20/- and 25/- by return.**
- **CASH or C.O.D.**
- **Postage paid.**

**KIT-BITS**

Selected C.O.D. Lines for “Baby Super”—You pay the Postage, no extra charges on orders over value 10/-.

- **Cash or C.O.D.**

**Important:** Parts Kits, Miscellaneous Components may be supplied under our own Easy Way System of Handled as a list of your wants for quotation by return.
ELECTRADIX

RADIO SHOW

IS FREE.

CALL AND SEE IT.

A HUGE VARIETY OF RADIO SETS AND PARTS ON VIEW

AT WONDERFUL BARGAIN PRICES.

LISTS ARE IN PREPARATION, BUT A FEW SPECIAL ITEMS ARE-

VARIABLE CONDENSERS. 1,000 Formco de luxe types, 0.005 mf. new and boxed. A 40 ft. line at 3/-, or 7/- for two. Post 10d.

Panel S.M. Dials, from 3/-.

Igranic Indigraph Dials, 9d.

Igranic Differential, 1/3.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,

PRICES. LISTS ARE IN PREPARATION.

24 in.

Sensitive Pedestal, 12/3.

MICROPHONE TRANSFORMERS.- A high impedance transformer, made by W.D. for counter mining, only 10/6.

Body in teak case.

MICROPHONES for Engineers and Miners areouncers' No. 1, No. 3 or No. 5, 65/-.

mike, 15/-.

with back nut, 12/6.

light-to-sound production and increased confidence; Marconi S.M.

BARGAIN PARCELS of electrical equipment from a specialist.- Below.

mentioned in the last two mentioned lines are manufacturers' type, 60 ma., 4v.

3 amp.; price 10/- each.

5/-; Ferranti A.F. 3, 10/6; 20 h. 50 m.a. 4v. 3-a., 4v. 2a., all C.T.

H.T., 13/6; M.P. 11(c); 240v. 2amp., ma.

200 v., 4amp., ma.

amp., ma.

amp., ma.

amp., ma.

amp., ma.

amp., ma.

amp., ma.

amp., ma.

amp., ma.

amp., ma.

amp., ma.

amp., ma.
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amp., ma.
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amp., ma.
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amp., ma.
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amp., ma.
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Components, etc., for Sale.—Contd.

THE WIRELESS WORLD

TO DARIO HOBES, 19th Finichley Rd., Hampstead, Lon.

THE TALK OF OLYMPIA

to demonstrate.

small size it

amazing, and considering the

talk

P.P.M.

room No. 9, or ask your dealer

agrees that the extraordinary

Wherever a group of men meet

lit.

FERRANTI A.F.S.

in the 3-valve A.C. class.

RECEIVER. An outstanding receiver

in the 3-valve A.C. class.

Short Sales 19 Gns.

NEW R.L. MADRIGAL

3-VALVE A.C. RECEIVER, includ-

moving coil loud-speaker.

Cash Price 16 Gns.

NEW PHILLIPS MODEL 50s.

3-VALVE A.C. RECEIVER, includ-

extra.

The London Supply Co. Ltd.

THE TALK OF OLYMPIA

Frankly, the extraordinary

believe.

latest

the

reminiscent of the latest

Elementary Principles of Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony

(London Showrooms: 106 Victoria Street, S.W.1.)
STAND 285

We are showing our products on Stand 285 at Olympia. You should see our Two Valve Mains Receiver with Magnavox Moving Coil Speaker, A.C. or D.C.

Price: £9.17.6

You will like the "Cifel" Three Valve A.C. Receiver with Band Pass Tuning. "The Mediator with the Continent." Marvellous selectivity and volume. Price: £6.0.0

You will want our Radio Grams incorporating the Three Valve A.C. Set with Band Pass Tuning in new Cabinets—comparing the latest designs of Radio Grams with Dual Speakers in de Luxe Cabarets.

ALL

STAND 284

Olympia
MONARCH OF THE MAINS
10, FINSBURY STREET, LONDON, E.C.2
One minute from Moorgate Station.

Components, etc., for Sale.—Contd.
(This advertisement continued from previous page)

ACCUMULATOR, Charges, charge 6-volt batteries at 3 amperes...[omitted...]

AMPLIFIER Transformers, 350-550, 120 m.a., 45, 5a., 62, 6, 1a, input 100-250v., 176v.

WESTMINSTER Radios, 2a., 1a, etc. Mains Alpha A.10., 120v., 240v., 360v., 500v., 6/6.

AMPLIFIER Pick-Up Leads, consisting of 12th length of flexible wire, bale, clips, and special jack impervious double switch break, 1/2 cent.

W.R. ELECTRIC Transformer, 2 mtd., 500 Cent., 1/2; 1,000-cent, set, 2-1; 1,001-cent, 3rd, 3/4; 1,002-cent, 5th, 1/2.

AMPOULES, Concentrator, 1 cent., 11/4; 2 cent., 1-1/4 oz. mtd. 2/4, 6/6, 12/6, 24/6, 48/6.

EDISON Bell Wire Wound Chip-in Resistance, with electronic, 45,000, 60,000, 70,000, 80,000, 90,000 ohms; 1/5 cent.

EDISON Bell H.T. Eliminators, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 500, 1,000, 2,000, 5,000 volt, 1/3 cent.

All the foregoing Items. 45, 60, 75, 90, 120, 150, 180, 210, 240, 300, 360, 420, 540, 600, 720, 840, 960, 1,080, 1,200, 1,440, 1,800, 2,160, 2,880, 3,600, 4,320, 5,184, 6,912, ohms, 1/3 each. 12, 15, 20, 25, 30, 37, 45, 50, 60, 75, 100, 125, 150, 187.5, 250, 375, 500, 750, 1,000, 1,500, 2,000, 2,500, 3,750, 5,000, 7,500, 10,000, 15,000, 20,000, 25,000, 30,000, 40,000 ohms, 1/3 each.

COLUMBIA Tungstic resistors; Mullard 125,000 ohm and 200,000 ohm; Mullard 1,250,000 ohms; 10,000,000 ohms; 50,000,000 ohms; Jazz; Mullard; 150,000 ohms, 2,000,000 ohms, 3,000,000 ohms, 5,000,000 ohms, 7,000,000 ohms, 9,000,000 ohms, 12,000,000 ohms; 1/3 each.

COLUMBIA Ohmic Choises for Series Conected Filaments from 1/2 to 10,000 ohm, 1/6 each.

ERGOVOK Dry Electrolytic Condensers, 4-5 cent., 5-6 cent.; 450 cent., working.

EDISON Bell Double Pole Double Throw Pull Switch, 3A.; made and break notes. 4/6.

AMPLION 4-gang Condensers, with trimmers semi-adjusted, 6/3 each, with whole and 1/6 each.

ERGOVOK Dry Electrolytic Condensers, $4, $5, $6; 450 cent., working.

EDISON Bell Double Pole Double Throw Pull Switch, 3A.; made and break notes.

AMPLION 4-gang Condensers, with trimmers semi-adjusted, 6/3 each, with whole and 1/6 each.

COLUMBIA Ohmic Choises for Series Conected Filaments from 1/2 to 10,000 ohm, 1/6 each.

BURNEPP 0.000114 Short Wave Condensers, with inductive coil, wire 1,750 ft., 1/3 cent; not price 1/3 cent.

All Post Orders to 20-22, High St., Clapham, S.W.4; BURNDEPT 0.00007 Short Wave Condensers, with inductive coil, inc. postage, 14/-.

1/3 each.

COLUMBIA Ohmic Choises for Series Conected Filaments from 1/2 to 10,000 ohm, 1/6 each.

ERGOVOK Dry Electrolytic Condensers, $4, $5, $6; 450 cent., working.

EDISON Bell Double Pole Double Throw Pull Switch, 3A.; made and break notes.

AMPLION 4-gang Condensers, with trimmers semi-adjusted, 6/3 each, with whole and 1/6 each.

COLUMBIA Ohmic Choises for Series Conected Filaments from 1/2 to 10,000 ohm, 1/6 each.

ERGOVOK Dry Electrolytic Condensers, $4, $5, $6; 450 cent., working.

AMPLION 4-gang Condensers, with trimmers semi-adjusted, 6/3 each, with whole and 1/6 each.

COLUMBIA Ohmic Choises for Series Conected Filaments from 1/2 to 10,000 ohm, 1/6 each.

BURNEPP 0.000114 Short Wave Condensers, with inductive coil, wire 1,750 ft., 1/3 cent; not price 1/3 cent.

All Post Orders to 20-22, High St., Clapham, S.W.4; BURNDEPT 0.00007 Short Wave Condensers, with inductive coil, inc. postage, 14/-.

1/3 each.

COLUMBIA Ohmic Choises for Series Conected Filaments from 1/2 to 10,000 ohm, 1/6 each.

ERGOVOK Dry Electrolytic Condensers, $4, $5, $6; 450 cent., working.

EDISON Bell Double Pole Double Throw Pull Switch, 3A.; made and break notes.

AMPLION 4-gang Condensers, with trimmers semi-adjusted, 6/3 each, with whole and 1/6 each.

COLUMBIA Ohmic Choises for Series Conected Filaments from 1/2 to 10,000 ohm, 1/6 each.

ERGOVOK Dry Electrolytic Condensers, $4, $5, $6; 450 cent., working.

AMPLION 4-gang Condensers, with trimmers semi-adjusted, 6/3 each, with whole and 1/6 each.

COLUMBIA Ohmic Choises for Series Conected Filaments from 1/2 to 10,000 ohm, 1/6 each.
1. **WHAT WOULD YOU ALLOW ME FOR:**

2. **POST THIS COUPON**

3. **NAME**

4. **ADDRESS**

Post to-day to: Co-Radio Ltd., Dept. W.W.1, 78, Neal Street, W.C.

This puts me under no obligation.

---

**CO-RADIO**

Showrooms: - 78, Neal St., Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.


---

**ADVERTISEMENTS.**

---

**SITUATIONS VACANT.**

**SITUATIONS WANTED.**

---

**BOOKS, INSTRUCTIONS, ETC.**

---

**W.B. BRYAN SAVAGE**


Phone: Bishopsgate 1474.
INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

Radio

Pol-Electric Radio
Panasonic Radio
Philco Industries
Perno Co

Gramophone Co.
Graham & Smith
Gramophone Co.

Hacker & Sons
Hammond Piano Co
Halsall & Co.

Hans. Leonard
Iracic Electric Co.

Jackson Bros.
Joule Manufacturing Co.

Kenwell Radio

Lanscaph, B. A. Ltd.
Learmonth Laboratories

Lecta Ltd.
Lindal Radio

London, Radio Supply Co.
Luton Radio

Lyons, Classic Ltd.
Marshall Instruments Co.

Macnabton Electrical Co.

Marshall Radio Makers

Paper Co.
Parlett & Son.

Picore, Ltd.
Philishine Radio

Proctor, Ltd.
Prinoth Mfg. Co.

SERADEX PRODUCTS

British Made. Fully Guaranteed.

From

Pipe chokes, soft 25 Ma, upwards
Filter condensers, soft 40 Ma, upwards
Milliameters and voltmeters
Modelled - annealed resistors
Wound - rolled resistors
Mains transformers
Charging resistors, tapped
Resistance wire, B.C. wire
Accumulator chargers (A.C.)

LIST FOR STAMP. SEE ELIMINATORS COLUMN.

T. PEPPER, 45, Wake Green Road, Birmingham.

RICH & BUNDY MAINS TRANSFORMER SPECIALISTS

Transformers designed and manufactured to your own specification. Highest grade British Workmanship and Materials only. Every transformer and choke an individual job.

We supply special models—New Designs—Single Items or manufacturers’ quantities. Special types for Caravans, Boats, Kitchens, Radio and Public Address Installations.

All RICH & BUNDY Mains Transformers for radio are now fitted with Screened Primary. Manufactured by RICH & BUNDY LTD., Transformer Manufacturers, New Rd., Paddington, W.1.

RICH & BUNDY TRANSFORMER SHOWROOMS

Telephone: Paddington 6677 & 6685.

CHANGE THROUGH EXCHANGE

We can help you buy the very latest set or newest components by taking your present set or unwanted components in part exchange.

MUTUAL RADIO BUYERS

(Part Exchange Specialists)

235, Regent Street, W.1.

RADIO AUCTION SALES are held monthly by GODDARD & SMITH in their spacious Sale Rooms at

70, SEYMOUR PLACE, MARBLE ARCH, W.1.

The following dates have been arranged—

SEPTEMBER 1st and 2nd
OCTOBER 19th and 20th
NOVEMBER 16th and 17th
DECEMBER 14th and 15th

There is a copy waiting for you.

Write for free quotation telling us in detail what you have to sell and what you wish to buy.

SERADEX PRODUCTS

THE WIRELESS ENGINEER AND EXPERIMENTAL WIRELESS

The Journal of Radio Research and Progress

Monthly 2s. 6d. net.

RICH & BUNDY TRANSFORMER SHOWROOMS

There is a copy waiting for you.
Westinghouse Battery Chargers have a sound reputation, and on Stand 89 will be shown a representative range of these modern chargers.

The new R.C.C.5, R.C.C.6, and R.C.C.1 A & B will be on view; Demonstrations will be given showing the ease with which one small cell or a number of cells can be charged economically at the makers' specified rate—a point of paramount importance.

To those whose interests do not lie in the business of battery charging, a visit to this stand is well worth while. They will be able to see how batteries charged "The Westinghouse Way" are always correctly charged and not subjected to unfair treatment such as quick "flash" charges. That is why you should always take your accumulators to service stations using a Westinghouse Battery Charger.

Further, the complete range of Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers will also be displayed. They are the only rectifiers to meet the demand for a reliable unit with long life and high efficiency. Full particulars are available on Stand 89.
Blue Spot 66K—famous the world over — makes a welcome re-appearance — improved, brought up-to-date AND BETTER VALUE THAN EVER.

The new 66K has lost none of its former cunning in reproducing both speech and music to perfection. It passes on everything the broadcast station gives it without alteration or amendment. It does its job faithfully and competently—which is to let you hear the programmes in your own home exactly as they are sent out from the studio.

66K will have a bigger success than ever before. It represents the finest value on the market for a Loudspeaker Unit.

Full particulars of 99 p.m. will be found on another page.

This wonderful new Blue Spot Moving Coil Speaker is causing a big sensation among wireless enthusiasts and experts. There has been nothing like it in the past and it will be a long time before there is anything to equal it for quality and performance.

Price 15/-

The British Blue Spot Company Ltd
Blue Spot House, 59-59 Rosemary Street, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.1